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PREFACE 

This is a book I was bound some time to write, having had 

th� fortune to sp�nd half a lifetime among Pathans. But 
w1th the numbermg of the yeats from 1947, memories 

receded and the purpose weakened. That the purpose revived is 
owing to the initiative and courtesy of the Government of Paki
stan who made it possible for me after nine years' absence to 
revisit familiar scenes, meet old friends and make new ones, and 
put in 'Jrder against the new foreground a store of knowledge 
and irr pressions acquired over more than thirty years. The result 
presented is whol!y mine; the responsibility for each conclusion, 
for every emphasis, individual and unshared. 

The vorage is long and the seas for the most part uncharted. 
For example, I have sought to cover more centuries before the 
Pathans embraced Islam than those which have since elapsed. If 
sometimes the touch may seem uncertain, the answer is that it is 
not easr for one navigator to encompass all the techniques, or 
indeed all the languages, needed to fit together a chart, or manage 
a crew, over a space of 2.,sooyears. 

For the pre-Islamic period and the earlier Islamic centuries I 
have enjoyed the devoted help of Dr. A. D. H. Bivar, formerly my 
aide-de-camp, sometime scholar of Corpus, and lately Research 
Lecturer in Ancient History at Clu:ist Church, Oxford. Without 
his enthusiasm and expert scholarship this patt of the book could 
never have taken so distinct a shape. With his aid I have been able 
to interpret many original texts, Greek, Arabic and Persian, and 
to apply the results of specialized numismatic and epigraphical 
studies. But here too - he will wish me to aflirm- the con
clusions are my own and may not always stand up to academic 
assault. If that be so, I must plead the licence of the non-specialist, 
and a determination not to permit the wood to be obscured by the 
trees. 

Much more than formal acknowledgment is due to roy friends, 
Evelyn Howell, on whose earlier work hangs my picture of the 
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viii PRBPACE 

tribes of Waziristan, Ralph Griffith who knew the. mea;�g of 
Pathan honour, and George Cunningham, ten years Governor in 
Peshawar, who has read the whole work in manuscript and blessed 
it with the criticism which does not confound. From Pathans I 
have received countless impressions of tradition and wisdom; 
memorable among these are Sayyid Abdul Jabbar Shah of Sitaoa, 
who died in 19s6, and that grand old man, Muhammad Zaman 
Khan of Akora, descended from the most famous ofPathan poets. 

To Mr. Zuberi, Commissioner of Peshawar, and to Roger. 
Bacon and his staff at Mardan, I am in  debt for contributions to 
the study of that same poet, and to Mr. Ikramullah, High Commis
sioner for Pakistan in London, both for light shed on some dark 
comers of history and for his unfailing encouragement in moments 
of doubt and difficulty. 

In some sense this book is planned as the spark struckl!�y a 
century of clash and contact between Pathan and Engli$ ; if 
it should please, and stimulate Pathan writer/ to follow· suit, it  
will have achieved a real purpose. 

STBYNING,SUSSEX 
May, 1957 

NOTE 

o. c. 

To those unfamiliar with the North-West Frontier the tribal 
pattern of the Pathans is hard to follow. A map showing tribal 
boundaries and locations will be found at the end of this book. 

The names and dates of the many dynasties which bore upon 
this region are so little known to the European reader - and in 
pre-Islamic times to the Muslim reader also- that I have thought 
it well to include a Dynastic Framework as Appendix A. 

To avoid a dusty look all diacritical marks are omitted from the 
text and notes, except in a few citations. Those who prefer a more 
accurate system of transliteration will find it in the Index. Popular 
literary fonns are retained for well-known places, e.g. Attock, 
Delhi, Kandahar. Except in one place, where the reason for fol
lowing the Greek is obvious, Greek names are Latini2ed. There is 
one more exception-Aomos-in memory of Sir Aurel Stein. 

The mtilallion on the binding of the book is inspired by
. 
the 

teverse of the Indian General Service Medal and represents Fort 
Jamrud against the background of the Khaibar mountains. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There is a strange fascination in  living among the Pathaos. 
Many attempts have been made to catch and convey that 

. feeling, but the spell is elusive. One secret of the hold of 
the North-West Frontier is to be sought in the tremendous scenic 
canvas against which the Pathan plays out his life, a canvas brought 
into vivid relief by shaq>, cruel changes of climate. Sometimes the 
assault 9n the spirit is that of stark ugliness and discomfort- ap
palling heat, a dust-storm across the Peshawar plain, the eroded 
foot-hills·ofKhai!:ft or Waziristan; more often itis an impression 
of beauty indescribable in its clarity and contrast with the 
barren emptiness that went before. The weft and warp of this 
tapestry is woven into the souls and bodies of the men who move 
before it. Much is harsh, but all is drawn in strong tones that catch 
the breath, and at times bring tears, almost of pain. 

'The life of a frontiersman is hard,' wrote Ronaldshay, 1 'and he 
treads it daily o n  the brink of eternity. Yet, despite its obvious 
drawbacks, the fact remains that these endless ranges of rugged 
rocks rising from lower levels do possess the power of inspiring in 
those whose lot is cast among them an extraordinary enthusiasm. 

· . . . I do not suggest that the average warden of the marches 
habitually subjects his feelings to this kind of analysis, but the cir
cumstances of his life a.te such that he frequently experiences the 
species of spiritual exaltation induced by solitude amid the gran

deur of nature, and such experience is one of the factors that go to 
make the IruLgic of the Frontier.' 

But the land was made for the men in it, not men for the land. 
For the stranger who had eyes to see and ears to heat, always as he 
drove through the Margalla pass just north of Rawalpindi and 
went on to cross the great bridge at Attock, there was a lifting of 
the �eart and a knowledge that, however hard the task and beset 
with danger, here was a people who looked him in the face and 
made him feel he had come home. Yet, after a hundred years and 
more of close contact, the Pathan remains to the world, and even 
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X!V INTRODUCTION 
to himself, something of an enigma. Many have· spoken and 
written of him and his country, but the surface has been scarcely 
scratched. There is need for a deeper ploughing. 

In a word the truth is that the history of the Pathans has never 
been unrolled. There are tribal annals, there is legend; there is 
myth. There is also a wide and detailed record of brilliant achieve
ment by Pathan captains and kings far from their own land, even 
to the rank of empire at Delhi. There is the uncertain Afghan 
Kingdom of the Durranis, but that was founded only two hun-· 
dted years ago and is but an episode in a long story. Although �e 
Pathans have stood for centuries in the corridors between Khur
asan and the Indian sub-continent just at the very point where 
great civilizations have met and contended; although their moun
tain homes have been swept by conquering armies again �d again, 
to rise like a breakwater from the sea; although the conquerors 
have passed on to found great empires - ye' the Pathans who 
hold the gate have never been given a vision of their own· story in 
perspective. In the modem sense there is no connected history of 
the Pathans in th&r own land, whether written by themselves or 
by any of those through the ages who passed by. 

What, for instance, is the difference between Mghan and 
Pathan? Who and what are they, and what their origins? What 
has been their social and political organization through the cen
turies, and have they succeeded in establishing a State? What is 
their language and what their literature? And how have they stood 
to the uncounted powers and principalities which at various 
periods of history have pressed upon them? What in the past has 
been their influence on affairs, what are their auguries for the 
future? These and a host of questions remain unanswered. 

I do not wish to anticipate conclusions here. Distinction and 
definition will emerge in due place as the story unfolds. But some
thing should be said on the use I shall make of the terms Pathan 
and Mghan, often loosely employed by themselves as synonymous. 

When we come to examine origins, i t  will be found that a clear 
distinction can be drawn between those who inhabit plains and 
open plateaux on the one hand and the highlanders on the other. 
The former have always been regarded as the senior branch of the 
race and peculiarly entitled to the Mghan name. They again can 
be broadly divided into (i) the Western Afghans, of whom much 
the most important are the Abdalis (now known as the Durranis) 
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and the. Ghaljis (Ghilzais n1odo Permo), and (ii) the Eastern 
Afghans, namelr the Yusufzais and other kindred tribes of the 
Peshawar plain and the vallej•s to the north of it. 

The Western Afghans have been subject in history to certain 
Persian influences which have affected the Durranis even to their 
language. Their contacts and development lay with the Safawi 
Empire of Persia, and Herat and Kandahar were their cultural 
centres. The Eastern Afghans, whom Elphinstonel and other 
early writers called 'Berdoocaunees', are less amenable to the 
Per.sian tradition, partly because their contacts lay with theMughal 
Empire which ruled from Delhi in Peshawar and Kabul. But both, 
Eastern and Western, are equally entitled to the Afghan name, 
which has a connotation far wider than that of a subject of the 
modern .(l.fghan State, founded only in 1747· 

In between the Eastern and the Western Afghans, and to some 
extent keeping the� apart, ace interposed the highlanders. These 
include most of the famous names of the North-West Frontier. 
Afridi, Khatak, Ocakzai, Bangash, Wazir, Mahsud, Turi- all 
these strike a chord in countless memories. The dialects of these 
tribes have something in common, sand all are presented in genea
logical legend as descended from a foundling common ancestor 
named Karlanri, not in the true Afghan line. These are pre
eminently the Pakhtuns, or Pashtuns. They are the tribes who 
never fell under the effective sway of any recorded imperial 
authority and now form the backbone of the so-called tribal belt. 

These hill Pathans - the appellation Pathan is the Indian 
variant of Pukhtanah, the plural of Pakhtun• - have always 
traded with the cities and towns towards the Indus, and not with 
Kabul or Ghazni to the west. Consequently their links with the 
Eastern Afghans of the Peshawar Valley have been much closer 
than with the Durranis or other tribes inhabiting the country to 
the west, which they know as Khurasan. Conversely the Eastern 
Afghans feel an undoubted sense of identity with the hill-tribes, a 
sense which has hardly as yet attained to any concept of unity but 
transcends tribal particularism. In a very broad way, and with 
some local exceptions, the Eastern Afghans and the highland 
Pukhtanah, their brethren, all live east of the Durand Line, • within 
Pakisian as the successor State of the British in India. 

: It is chiefly of these, the Eastern Afghans and the highland 
Pukhtanah, that I write in this book, but without exclusion of 
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their Mghan affinities. Sher Shah, Pathan emperor of De)Jli in the 
sixteenth and the Khatak poet K.hushhal in the seventeenth cen
tury, spoke of them as the men of Roh. 6 

Yet another distinction is necessary at the start. Every student 
of current political jargon is confused by the variants Pakhtun and 
Pashtun. It is common and confusing practice to refer to the lan
guage Pashtu spoken by Pukhtanah in an imaginary Pashtunistan. 
There are two main variants of the language of the Pathans -
and Mghans, when they are aot Persian-speakers - the Pakhtu. 
spoken by the north-eastern tribes, and the Pashtu by those to �e 
south-west. (There are of course many other differences in the two 
main variants in addition to that of kh, sh.) The line of division 
between the two runs roughly east and west from the Indus just 
south of Attock through Kohat, up the Mira!l.Zai Valley to Thai, 
and thence south of the Kurram River to Hariob and the Shutar
gardan pass. North-east of that line the hard language is spoken. 
This is the tongue of all the Peshawar tribes, o�Dir, Swat, Buner, 
and Bajaur, of the Afridis, Orakzais, Shinwaris, Bangash and Turis. 

South-west of the line and speaking the soft variant are all the 
Durranis, almost all the Ghaljis except a few near Jalalabad, all the 
tribes in Khost and Waziristan, as well as the tribes of Bannu and 
the Derajat, many of them with Ghalji affinities. The Pathan tribes 
of Zhob and other parts of Baluchistan close to Kandahar also 
speak the soft variant. 

One tribe only is split in half between the two, the Khataks. 
The main body of this tribe, living south of Kohat, speak Pashtu, 
but the Kliataks of Akora and Mardan, round about Khushhal· 
Khan's time, became assimilated to the Yusufzais and now speak 
Pakhtu. Most texts of the poems of Khushhal Khan Khatak, the 
most renowned of Pathan poets, were edited and lithographed in 
Peshawar, and are therefore in Pakhtu. But his descendants affinn 
that K.hushhal's original script was in Pashtu- a tradition sup
ported by the historical fact that his tribe's encroachments into the 
Yusufzaicountry, and their assimilation to Yusufzai ways, took place 
no earlier than Mughal times. We may accept the Kbataks' own 
tradition that originally they were all Pushtanab, speaking the soft 
variant of the language. Nevertheless the later emergence of the 
northern Khataks as Pukbtanab is not without its significance as 
demonstrating the assimilative power ofPakbtu over Pashtu. 

The geographical distribution of the two forms of the language 
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has �es�lted.in a Peshawar predilection for Pakbtu- in fa.ct the 
city is known as Pekhawar - while the Durranis, when they use 
the language, insist on Pashtu. There is some reason to hold that 
the Durrani preference for the soft variant may have unduly 
weighed in the scale of academic discussion as to the classical or 
older form of the language. Since the point has a bearing on the 
early history of the Pathans, it is important to keep it clearly in 
mind. And I propose in this book, seeing that Pakhtu is the Jan-

• guage of Peshawar, to refer to it by that name unless the conten 
demands otherwise. 

There is a further tribal distinction, which almost follows the 
line of division between Pakhtu and Pashtu in the Katlanri hill
tribes. The Pakhtu-speakers wear their hair clipped short, often 
shaved; the Pashtu-speakers, except i n  the sophistication of towns, 
favour a chevelure falling around the ears, varying from the neatly 
combed and curled bob of the Khatak soldier to the ragged ring
lets of the Mahsucl or Wazir. This long bobbed style is known as 
the t.umrai, cut clean at the ear but shining and curled above it, 
parted in the middle and sometimes held in  place with little 
wooden clips. And, for greater interest, it is the men of the long 
hair, the speakers of Pashtu, and they alone, who dance, the t.siJII
rai spinning as they whirl around. Peter Mayne's recent book7 
carries a haunting description of such a scene- the stir and throb 
of beating drums, the dust, the wild eyes, the flickering fire and 
flashing swords, the elation. Khataks, Mahsuds and the tribes of 
Khost are pastmasters at this art . 

• 
Geographically the Pathan couotty is  hard to describe, even 

with a map. It is best seen as a long narrow fortification running 
parallel in two belts, first a moat and then a rampart, along the 
line of the Indus which here runs almost north and south, with a 
slight trend towards the west. Towards the south the rampart 
stands back much further from the river. Behind the rampart be
gins the great Iranian plateau which, except through the Sulaiman 
Mountains, has no drainage to the sea. 

The first belt is made up of plains and valleys along the river; 
the second, standing over the valleys, is the gteat transept of the 
Suaim.an Mountains .nmoiog southward from its apex in the 

: mighty ranges of the Hindu Kush where they culminate on Tlrich 
Mir. sAt many points this transept thrusts forward fingers towards 

B 
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the Indus, fingers which even cross the river more than once. 
Nestling between the fingers are the valleys of which the most 
beautiful and fertile, as well as the largest, is the plain of Peshawar. 
Further south are other plains-lands, Kohat, Bannu-Marwat and 
the Derajat, sometimes known as the Daman. North of Peshawar 
are no more plains, but a tangle of alpine mountain and valley 
rising to the snows of the Hindu Kush. 

The Sulaim.an chain runs roughly north-east and south-west, 
but has many divagations. The most important of these is in its_ 
highest part, the Sufed Koh, 9 where it rises in the Sikaram peak 
north of the Kurram to over 15,ooo feet and, running due east and 
west, forms part of the Durand Line. This escarpment of the 
Sulaiman system is the geographical eastern front of the Iranian 
world, turned towards India. Across it there has been much ebb 
and fiow, but in the result the Iranian scene, and Iranian�. have 
spilled beyond this eastern limit and prevail as far as the Iadus, and 
even beyond - some would say up to Lahorf. But to him who 
approaches from Lahore the unmistakable change of atmosphere 
is felt, as I have said, at Margalla, forty miles before the crossing of 
the Indus and close to the site of ancient Taxila. Here he will smell 
the scents of the home-land as a voyager putting out from France 
knows he is in England when he sights the cliffs of Dover. This is 
the Pakhtun Khwa, the land of the Pathans. 

Later, after crossing the splendid river swirling tluough the 
gorge at Attock, he will find himself in a spreading vale, watered 
by many streams and surrounded by an unbroken girdle of moun
tains. The hills that stand around Peshawar not only look like a · 
ring; they are actually set on the map in a circle, almost complete 
but for one segment in the south-east where the valley-lands slope 
to the banks of the Indus. This valley has four doors, one by 
which we have entered without need to cross a pass, and three of 
exit over the mountains. These three are the passes of Khaibar, 
Kohat and Malak.and. The Khaibar lies straight ahead to the west, 
opening beneath the prominent cone of Laka Sar in the Tahtarra 
range. It leads to Moscow by Kabul. The Kohat pass - known 
always as the Darrah, or the Pass -is i n  the south-west. It crosses 
the knuckle of the finger which closes the ring to southward and 
carries the lateral road which gives access to the southern disti:icts 
of the Frontier. The Malakand is  to the north. It pierces the first 
range and opens the way into the paradise of Swat, leading thence 
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by alpin� forest and rushing torrent past Dii and Chitral on to the 
Pamirs and Chin2. 

Two great rivers, the Kabul and the Swat, cleave the western 
segment of the circling hills by gorges too narrow for roadways. 
On enteting the valley the two rivers split into five channels, 
which reunite lower down to form the Landa!- the Shorr River 
- and pour their Central As ian waters into the Indus just above 
Attock. The volume of the united stream is nearly as big as that of 
.the Indus itself. The course of the Swat River presents a geogra
phical phenomenon. Just north ofMalakand, where it is separated 
ftoin the Peshawar plain by only one low range, it Bows from east 
to west. But, failing to break through here, it enters a series of 
deep gorges through which it runs in a U-curve, and after receiv
ing the Panjkora in due course enters the plain from the west, 
Bowing 1n an opposite direction. What nature failed to do man 
has done .• The Malakaod is pierced by a tunnel carrying the Swat 
water direct into � valley for irrigation and supplying water
power to run the Frontier industries. 

In such a land the variations of climate and scene are extreme. 
In winter and spring nothing can be more delightful than the 
lower valleys and plains. The genial winter sun shines, the breeze 
blows clean and sharp from the snows, it is ll joy to live. In a land 
of streams and rivers villages nestle half hidden in groves of 
sheltering trees. Broad stretches of verdant wheat, barley and 
clover, alternating as the seasons change with giant crops of sugar
cane and maize, spread a picture of rural plenty, to be equa]led pos

·sibly but never surpassed in the length and breadth of Asia. There 
is an intimacy about these scenes which grows the more frequently 
they are visited. 

In the north the great plain of the Yusnfzai S•mah, 10 onoe arid 
waste, has been tumed into fertile com-lands watered by canals. 
Oose under the hills, and side by side with canal-irrig2.tioo, the old 
indigenous well-cultivation proceeds, the shaded wells, the creak
ing wheels, the plodding oxen - dear, familiar pla.oes, lending the 
countryside the charm peculiar to this ancient form of husbandry. 

The Khatak fringe of hills to the south is bare and rather com
monplace, but provides a platform for what must be the most ex
tensive mountain panorama in the world. Distance and perspective 

:is given by the sixty miles of the Peshawar plain which, lying in the 
foreground like an Atric stage, leads the eye on to a vast back-
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curtain of everlasting snow. Seen from Cherat in the cQld, clear 
light of a winter day, the great plain with its converging rivers 
and rectilinear canals - both shot to silver here and there as the 
day revolves - this and the amphitheatre of surrounding hills, 
backed in the north by the chain of giant mountains, provide a 
prospect of splendour not easily forgotten. In the far north 
sprawls the mass of Tirich Mir; north-east, perhaps 1 zo miles 
away, the mighty breast of Nanga Parbat, stark and gleaming, 
challenges the sky.u 

In summer, though still verdant with the crops of the season -
maize, millet, rice and growing cane - the valleys swelter iD. a 
steamy heat as uncomfortable as any in the world. The unwatered 
tracts and the thomy half-deserts of the lower hills at that season 
provide a foretaste of the regions of the damned. Yet such is the 
sharpness and salt of contrast that at the very height of the hot 
weather a few hours' joumey will take the sufferer to forest glades 
and alpine pastures where h e  can find again• the climate of an 
English summer. 

For further contrast, in many tracts at certain times of the year 
there is a stark ugliness, well described in that same recent book12 
as 'a sullen hate, not the keen, glittering hate that everyone enjoys 
... mountains brown like snuff, ten-thousand foot mounds with 
the track snaking its way through for mile on heavy mile'. That 
was written of the road to Kabul, but i t  might apply equally to 
some joumeys through Waziristan or in the desolation of Zhob. 
But then, suddenly, the landscape opens out- there is a trickle of 
water, a group of trees, a garden - and there comes a sense of· 
rare fulfilment. To get that feeling a man should travel north from 
the burning boulder-strewn hills and torrent-beds of Thai i n  
Lower Kurram. In a couple of hours h e  may find himself dream
ing in paradise beside the planes and willows that line the streams 
tumbling with the noise of constant water from the snows of the 
mountain- wall above Parachinar. 

The western of the two belts of territory making up this 
Frontier lies wholly in the mountains between the administered 
border and the political boundary known as the Durand Line. 
Part of it indeed overlaps the Durand Line. It starts with the 
escarpment mentioned and rises to highlands in some places 
carrying peaks from Io,ooo to 16,ooo feet in height. Almost every
where the foothills are bleak and uninviting, hard and craggy, 
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splinter� by. frost and blistered by furnace heat according to the 
season. But tucked away in the mountain recesses are valleys of 
great beauty and fertility, vying in the north even with Kashmir. 
Through this territory go seven main routes, which figure in 
history � corridors of invasion and commerce between the Indus 
plains and Central Asia. Two of these, the Khaibar and the Mala
kand, we know. The others from north to south are the Gandab 
route through Mohmand country, the Bangash or Paiwar route 

.Py Kurram, the Gumal and Tochi routes through Waziristan, and 
th� Bolan route by Quetta. All of these, except the last, though 
used by tribal caravans, are closed to regular international traffic. 
The Mohmand, Bangash, and Tochi routes are indeed served by 
roads from the plains which penetrate to points well up the valleys 
but do p.ot cross into Mghanistan. Even the Malakand road, 
stretching as far as Qli.tral, cannot be regarded as an international 
highway; it is not P.assable by vehicles into Russia or China. 

The authority or the various empires which claimed in the past 
to rule this Frontier really only extended to control over the 
plains and one or two of the passages through the mountains. 
Only the greater Mughals seem to have thought it worth their 
while to make a serious attempt to bring the hill-tribes under 
domination as subjects, and, as we shall see, they failed. Even pas
sage by a main route through the mountains had often to be 
asserted by force and with difficulty against the refractory tribes 
which held the road in use at the time. An understanding of this 
fact explains the escape of this tribal belt as a whole from subjec-

. tion to any external power- a freedom symbolized by the failure 
to impose in it any taxation. This, too, is the reason why a tribal 
form of society has persisted in a country which lay across the pas
sage of countless invaders, including Alexander, Chingiz Khan 
and Tamer lane, the most famous conquerors in all history. 

But there is another side to this medal. This very freedom, en
joyed over the centuries by the heart-lands of the Pathan, denies 
to the enquirer all the usual raw material of history. Until 1747 
there was no local principality; therefore there are no records or 
coins except those of the empires on whose fringes the tribal belt 
lay. Even the language of the Pathans does not seem to have been 
redueed to writing until the fifteenth century, and there is no ex-

: tant literary work known to be genuine earlier than the seven
teenth.n Therefore there are no chronicles available until relatively 
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modern times. The Pathans did not build monuments or :write 
inscriptions in their own country. Therefore there is no epigra
phical material. It follows that the historian must rely on stray 
and chance material available in the records, inscriptions, litera
ture, monuments and coins of the many dynasties and peoples 
whose path took them across the territories where the Afghans 
and Pathans now dwell, wherever possible adjusting the results of 
his labour to the record and tradition, often oral, of the Pathans 
themselves. The most he can hope to do i s  to  blaze a trail which. 
others, with growing knowledge, may follow and improve. 

The prologue is spoken and the curtain goes up. I must not 
further delay the play. One thing only would I add here. The per
sistence of the Pathan tribal tradition has produced a society at all 
levels, starting from the nomad and herdsman, through �e articu
lated tribe and the sponsors of an Asian dynastic principle, to the 
modem lawyer, engineer, doctor, administrator and 1?olitician. 
Standing over against the tribal village and the �enrs of the caravan 
are men for a century imbued with Western thought and now 
reaching forward to that synthesis of values which ·Pakistan 
strives to attain. All these stages of social and political develop
ment can be seen today, side by side and superimposed one on  
another, by anyone who cares to move in a twenty-mile radius 
around Peshawar. By so doing it is possible to enjoy daily a bodily 
translation into earlier phases of human society and life - a won
derful occasion for anyone endowed with historical instincts. We 
lu.ve here what John Morley called a congeries of peoples engaged 
in a long march through the centuries from the fifth to the twen-· 
tieth. To be in a position to observe all this, relatively undisturbed 
by the influences of our complex life, is a vastly exciting experi
ence. 

It is a part of the magic of the Frontier. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE GENEAL OGIES 

There is no matter more earnestly debated wherever Pathans 
assemble, in the village hujra or the city .rarai, in classroom 
or university, at meals or between companions on the road, 

than that of the origins of this people, and the relationship of the 
various tribes, or groups of tribes, one to another. Discussions are 
good-teptpered but earnestly conducted. The debate ranges over 
two periods, the pre-Islamic, and the era which started with the 
Prophet's·fiight in A.D. 6u to Medina. 

For the period �ore the Prophet, it is not surprising that 
among peoples so conscious of the Islamic tradition these debates, 
professedly historical, are apt to have a religious tinge in the sense 
that, like the Quran itself, they refer back to Judaic tradition. 
They seek to link obscure beginnings, in a ma.nner half historical, 
half mythical, with the great figures of the Hebrews, Kings David 
and Solomon. Some centuries later in the story appears the name 
ofBakhtunnasar (Nebuchadn=r), and the tradition runs that at 
the time of the dispersal the Jewish ancestors of the Afghans 
remained after the captivity in the east and did not retum to 

· Jerusalem. Some of them withdrew to the mountains of Ghor
the modem Hazatajat - and  some of them to the neighbourhood 
of Mec:ca in .Anbia. Both these colonies came to be known as 
Bani !Stael or Bani Afghana. 

The ttadition must be set forth in greater detail. But, lest al
ready the serious reader dismiss it as pure fable, I must here put 
some weight in the other scale. It is to be remembered, first, that 
wi th the aoeption of some modem Kabul writers, who at one 
time inclined to 'Nordic' theories under Hitlerian intiuence, the 
greater number of Afghan and Pathan commentators believe these 
tmditions, the more so in relation to the tribal genealogies which 

. grow out of the 'myth' when it reaches the Islamic era. The illus

. trious Elphinstone, 1 who characterizes the earlier Biblical story as 
&ble, is constmined to emphasize that, whatever doubts may be 

' 
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entertained of the pedigree or even the existence of eponymous 
ancestors, it is to them that the tribal genealogies refer, and on 
those genealogies the whole of the divisions and interior govern
ment of the tribes still depend. Even the latest fascicule to the 
Entycloptdia of Islam2 admits the value of these genealogies as testi
mony to traditions current among the Pakhtu-and Pashtu-speak
ing peoples in the seventeenth century, when the earliest known 
to us were composed. And I should reinforce these reflections by 
observing that the alignments and divisions which a careful study, 
of these tribal family-trees reveals can be shown to reffect an 
actual consciousness of differing origins among the people them
selves. And even more than this - one who has lived many years 
among these tribes will be startled to find pointers in the genea
logies to historical probabilities deducible from pre-Islamic Cen
tral Asian history, compiled from other than Afghan 'sources. 
Lastly, the genealogies frequently supply actual confirmation of 
observable diffetences today. 

The main source of these traditions is a work entitled the 
Makhzt111-i-Afghani,3 written by one Nematullah, a scribe at the 
court of the Mughal Emperor Jahangir, and probably completed 
about A.D. x6u. It was translated into English by Bernhard 
Dom, Professor of Oriental Literature at the Russian University 
ofKharkov, as long ago as 1819; even so, today we may expect to 
see a Soviet-sponsored book on the North-West Frontier tribes, 
the handiwork of a prospective doctor of Tashkent University, 
assigned the name of Pakhtuoov. Nernatnllah's material was re
issued later in many and various forms, including a work of the . 
later eighteenth century entitled KJJula.rat-td-An.rab (Genealogical 
Abstract). All these genealogies were the work of 'Afghans' who 
had taken service down in India with the Mughal emperors and 
had become to a large extent dlra;inl.r. That this is so is clear from 
their ill-acquaintance with Pakhtu, even when they cite words or 
phrases in that language, and also from their lack of detailed 
knowledge of the Borderland, to which they usually refer as the 
land of Roh.' And they write always in Persian, never in Pakhtu. 

In spite of these limitations, the record of these traditions and 
tribal tables is often suggestive. To note one point, although the 
term 'Afghan' or 'Pathan' is used indiscriminately, it is not neces
sary to read far between the lines to discover that there was one . 
senior branch of these peoples -as I shall show later, the so-
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called S�bamis - who are regarded as the Mghans proper, the 
real Bani Isl:l!el in contrast to other divisions of the nation. 

I return to the tale of the tradition itself. It is a curious accre
tion to Biblical history. There is a prelude of Old Testament scrip
ture, somewhat garbled, relating to the transactions of the Jews 
from the Patriarch Abraham down to King Saul, who is called 
Talut or Sarul. So far the narrative, though interspersed with 
fables, agrees generally with that given by other Muslims and does 
.not differ essentially from Hebrew Scripture. But from the time of 
Saul down to the captivity new elements are introduced. 

TheMghan historiographers maintain that Saul had a son named 
Irmia (Jeremiah), who again had a son named Mghana, neither of 
course known to the Hebrew scriptures. Irmia, dying about the 
time of :;aul's death, his son Mghana was brought up by David, 
and in due course, in Solomon's reign, was promoted to the chief 
command of the army. There follows a gap of some four cen
turies to the time" of the captivity. Since Bakhtunnasar is men
tioned, one must presume that the reference is to the second 
captivity early in the sixth century B.c., that of Judah from Jeru
salem, and not the first captivity over one hundred years earlier, 
that oflsrael by Shalma.neser,6 the Assyrian, from Samaria. If this 
is so, it rules out any suggestion, often made, that the Bani Israel, 
the sons of Mghana, are in any way connected with the lost ten 
tribes. Nevertheless the theory of the ten tribes has had its notable 
supporters. In its aid it was suggested, e originally by Sir William 
Jones, pioneer of oriental studies in Warren Hastings' time, that 

· the Mghans are the lost ten tribes oflsrael mentioned by the pro
phet Esdras as having escaped from captivity and taken refuge in 
the country of Arsarath, supposed by that elegant scholar as 
identical with the modem Hazarajat, the Ghor of the Afghan his
torians. But the reference in the Mghan chronicles to Nebuchad
nezzar makes nonsense of any identification with the ten tribes. 
The truth is that Muslim commentators of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries were not well up in the history of the Heb
rews. They make no distinction between Israel and Judah, and do 
not seem even to be aware that there were two captivities. 

Be this as it may -and Allah knoweth best -the sons of 
MgllaOll (it is written) withdrew after the captivity, some to the 

: mountains of Ghor in the centre of what is now Mgbanistan, and 
some to the neighbourhood of Mecca in Arabia. Elphinstone, 
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overlooking the inconsistency I have just stated, remarks. th11t the 
account is by no means destitute of probability, for, as regards the 
Ghor immigrants it is known (says he) that ten of the twelve 
tribes remained in the east after their brethren's return to Judea; 
and the supposition that the Mghans are their descendants ex
plains easily and naturally both the disappearance of the one 
people, and the origin of the other. In regard to the men of Mecca 
he cites as confinnation the fact that 'the Jews were very numerous 
in Arabia in the time of the Prophet, and that the principal divi-. 
sion of them bore the appellation of Khyber, which is still the 
name of a district in Afghaunistaun, if not of an Mghaun tribe'. 7 
But he goes on to say that the tradition, though plausible, is 
clouded with many inconsistencies and contradictions. When, for 
instance,let us ask, has a Jew, once a Jew, been known to fopake his 
Jewish faith? The theory would have us believe that the sons of Af
ghana who went to Mecca remained true to their faith: nQt so those 
who went to Ghor. Nobody has ever suggestld that the Afghans 
of Ghor were practising Jews up to the time of their conversion 
to Islam, or indeed at any time after their arrival in those parts. 

Elphinstone, it is clear, was more than doubtful. But there are 
other advocates on whom the debaters in the hll}ras of Peshawar 
and Mardan still rely, interpreters of Pathan lore though not 
themselves Pathans. The first is the ill-fated Alexander Burnes;8 
a specious commentator, and one not distinguished for wisdom or 
judgment. The Mghans, he says - and this is true - entertain 
strong prejudices against the Jewish nation, a point which should 
atleastshowthattheyhadnodesireto claim, withouta just cause, a ·  
descent from them. Since, he asks, echoing Elphinstone, some of the 
tribes oflsrael came to the East, why should we not admit that the 
Mghans are their descendants, converted to Muhammadanism? 

The last pleader for the Bani Israel tradition in English is the 
redoubtable Raverty.9 Referring to Cyrus, the first of the Persian 
Achaemenids, he notes that it was customary for the Great King 
to transport a whole tribe, and sometimes even a whole nation, 
from one country to another. The Jews were ever a stiff-necked 
race, and he asks for credence to the possibility that the most 
troublesome among them had been moved to the thinly peopled 
sampies of the Persian Empire where they would be too far away 
to give trouble. 'Is it not possible', he asks, 'that those Jews who 
could make their escape might have fled eastward, preferring a 
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wanderi.llg life in a mountainous country with independence to 
the grinding tyranny of Cyrus' successors and their satraps? In fact 
there was no other direction in which they could have fled . . .  .' 

Burnes' argument really only re-echoes the persistence of the 
tradition itself; it has no historical substance. As for Raverty, he is 
a master of Pathan lo:re, and of an amazing accuracy in sorting out 
that many-branching knowledge. But his mind is circumscribed 
within this special field and forest, and he shuns any and every 
).ight from without that might have helped him to see more 
clearly through the thickets that he loves to analyse and dis
entangle. In this particular case he omits to note that Jews remain 
Jews, that all the Hebrew canons pmise Cyrus and the Great 
King's administration as markedly in their favour, and also that 
the Mgpan tradition names Nebuchadnezzar, and not Cyrus, as 
having moved the Bani Israel to Ghor. The Great King by whose 
favour Zerubbabel returned to Jerusalem would have been the 
last to deport his 1ellow-countrymen to the mountain-wastes of 
Ghor. Had he done so, we may be su:re that the Hebrew historians 
would not have :remained silent in the face of such inconsistency. 

There follows a gap of twelve hundred years, from the Baby
lonian captivity to the rise of the sun of Muhammad's beauty, in 
the chronicler's words. During all that time we have no word, 
except that the deported Bani Israel in the countries around Ghor, 
to which the chronicler now conveniently adds Kabul, Kandahar, 
and Ghazni, continually increased in number and incessa.ody made 
war on the infidels around them, most of whom they put to death. 

·Indeed we are told they maintained their dominion in these moun
tainous regions until the time of Mahmud of Ghazni, nearly four 
centuries after the rise of the Prophet. But that is to anticipate, 
and there follows the story of the Mghan conversion to Islam. 

The Mghan chroniclers would have it that Khalid bin Walid, 
the most famous of the Prophet's Ansar (Companions) and the 
first great Arab conqueror, belonged to the tribe of the descen
dants of Mghana resident near Mecca. (All other Muslim tradition 
states him to have been an Arab of the Makhsum family of the 
Prophet's tribe of Qu:raish.) On conversion to Islam, while the 
Prophet was still alive and before Khalid's conquest of Syria and 
Iraq; Khalid either proceeded in person, or sent a letter, to his 

: kinsmen of the Bani Israel setded in Ghor, to bring them tidings 
of the new faith and an invitation to join the Prophet's standard 
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There resulted a deputation of a number of representativ� Qf the 
Mghans of Ghor, led by one Qais, 10 which proceeded to meet the 
Prophet at Medina. This Qais is said to be descended from Saul in 
the thirty-seventh generation, an under-generous allowance for a 
period of some seventeen hundred years. · 

This Qais and his comrades then waged war most gallantly on 
the Prophet's behalf. The chronicle proceeds: 

The Prophet lavished all sorts of blessings upon them; and having 
ascenaioed the name of each individual, and remarked that Qais was· 
a Hebrew name, whereas they themselves were Arabs, he gave Qais 
the name of Abdurrashid and observed further to the rest that, they 
being the posterity of Malik Talut, it was quite proper and just that 
they should be called Malik likewise . . . and the Prophet predicted 
that God would make the issue of Qais so numerous that they 
would outvie all other people, that their attachment to lhe Faith 
would in strength be like the wood upon which they la.Y the keel 
when constructing a ship wh,ich seamen call Palttao; on this account 
he conferred upon Abdurrasbid the title ofPathan also. 

Finally, for full measure, and divining that his new Pathans love a 
jest even turned against themselves, Muhammad opined that their 
language must be the language of the infernal regions, even as 
Arabic was most certainly that of heaven. 

This is all great fun. But it smells of the Delhi lamp, the lamp of 
the courtier of Mghan ancestry but now speaking and writing 
only Persian, trained to raise a titter at the expense of an uncouth 
Pathan soldiery to amuse the Mughal court. Even the Delhi 
courtier who had forgotten his Pakhtu, one would think, would 
only identify the racial appellation 'Pathan' with an obscure Medi
terranean Arab seafarer's word to make a pun and to amuse. Even 
he must have known that no Mghan or speaker of Pakhtu or 
Pashtu ever referred to himself as a 'Pathan', and that the word 
was an Indian usage. The corresponding word in the classical 
Pakhtu of the Peshawar Valley is Pakhtun, plural Pukhtanah, of 
which the Indian word Pathan (with a hard or cerebral 't') is a 
Hindi corruption. It is not even true that in the usage of the 
peoples of what is now Pilistan the honorific of nuzlik is connned 
to Pathan notables. Malik is a common Arabic word denoting a 
Icing or prince, and, while wmittedly it is in common use for elders 
throughout the Mghan tribes, it has been of wider application over 
many parts of the Central Asian world, including the Panjab.ll 
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from his loins that the chroniclers derive the whole nation. It is 
narrated of him that, dismissed by the Prophet, he rctumed to 
Ghor successfully to propagate the new faith, and died there in the 
forty·first year of the Hijrat, aged cighty-8CVen, leaving three sons, 
the eldest, Sarbanr, the second Bitan (or Batni), the third Ghur
ghusht, these three being the ancestors of the various branches of 
the Pakhtu- and Pashtu-speaking peoples. At this point the 
chroniclers bring to an end their account of the pro-Islamic 
per�od, and it is time to examine the story a little further before 
embarking on the detail of the genealogies themselves. 

The mythical character of the whole account is surely clear 
enough from what has been said. Even the story of the early 
conversi90 of Qais and his companions can be disproved, we shall 
see, from reliable Muslim sources, including the traveller Al
Biruni" aad the c9.urtier Al-Utbi, u both writing in the time of 
Mahmud of Ghazni early in the eleventh century A.D. These 
accounts establish that, four centuries later than the time of Qais, 
the province of Kabul had not been Islamized, and this was only 
achieved under the Ghaznawids. The Hindu Shahiya kingdom of 
Jaipal extended almost to Kabul, and Mahmud had to fight 
against infidel Afghans of the Sulaiman mountains. Even later 
than this, in the great war of A.D. II9� between the Muslim in
vaders and the Hindu kingdom of northern India, when Mui.z
zuddia Muhammad Ghori bin Sam defeated Prithwi Raj, the 
Hindu ruler had assembled a force of Afghan horsemen, and there 
were Afghans fighting on both sides. There is thus more than an 
indication that, even at the end of the twelfth century (the sixth 
Hijn'), all Afghans had not been converted, though the legends 
represent them as rushing into the fold in the days of Khalid. 
Then there are the misconceptions of Hebrew history and the 
accretions thereto, evident from the confusion between the AJsyr
ian and the Babylonian captivities and the invention of a son to 
Saul. And what are we to say of the immense gaps, extending to 
millennia, in the account? lliphinstone concludes that Afghan des
cent from the Jews is to be classed with that of the Romans or the 
British from the Trojans. As good a case, I think; has been made 
out by the British Isnelites. 
: Yet, having written this, I remember an earnest discussion with 
a Pathan friend, also a Sayyid," Abdul Jabbar Shah of Sitana, a 
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village on the Indus right bank close to the spot where _the great 
river breaks from the hills thirty miles or so above Attock. Sayyid 
Abdul Jabbar is a mao of great learning and deep piety, versed in 
all Pathan story over the last two centuries.16 On the more ancient 
traditions I found him utterly convinced that, as he put it, the 
Afghan or Pathan races, however you call them, are of 'Semitic' 
and not of 'Aryan' origin. The language, Pakhtu, he freely ad
mitted, was 'a sister of Persian', and, though blessed with a top
hamper of Arabic words (as is English with Latin), is at root at} 
'Aryan' tongue. But again, as he rightly said, language is no proof 
of ethnic origins, and the Semites who entered the Afghan 
country merely adopted the Iranian tongue they found there. 
Sound enough. 

But, as the argument went to and fro, and the wea�ess and 
inconsistencies of the Bani Israel chronicle were emphasized, it 
seemed clear that the Sayyid's insistence on �Hebrew. origin for 

· his ancestors was bound up with the idea that the progenitors of 
· good Pathaos must surely have been monotheists; they could not 

have worshipped many gods. And the stress on the Semitic strain 
had something to do with a passionate conviction that a Sayyid's 
ancestors must have been of Arab stock. A congenital distaste for 
an evil and idolatrous generation, combined with a family pride 
claiming relationship and direct descent from the Prophet him
self, lay behind the Bani Israel concept. We have no documentary 
testimony, but it is reasonable to assume that missionaries of the 
new Islam must have accompanied the Arab armies which over
threw the Sassanian dynasty of Persia in A.D. 642 at Nihawand, 
and went on to conquer and proselytize Traosoxiana under the 
Arab general Qutaiba by the end of the seventh century. At that 
time in fact most of the Afghan country was by-passed and re
mained unconverted until some centuries later, but the tradition 
of the early missionaries lived on. Many of these would have been 
Arabs, some perhaps were of the Prophet's own family. The many 
groups in Pathan country claiming to be Sayyids or Quraish may 
hlLve sprung from these. Of such stock doubtless are the men who 
still insist on their Semitic forebears, and, fervent for the lallhid, u 
seek to claim Hebrew affinities in a pre-Islamic existence. Under 
this interpretation even the Bani Israel story may reHect some part 
of the truth, and at least indicate a cause for a belief which, how..: 
ever unreasonable, it is hard to shake. 
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When. all is said, this is a belief worthier tlu.n the Nordic 

theories which at one time issued from Kabul. 

The chronicle has arrived at Qais alia.r Abdurrashid, the epony
mous heio of the Pathans, and it is time to refer in some detail to 
the genealogies themselves. And here it is well to remember with 
Elphinstone and others that, however shrouded in myth may be 
the names and persons of the eponymous ancestors, these tribal 
tables, or shajras as they are called in Islamic lore, do represent 
something real. They in fact reflect what these tribes themselves 
stil

l 
believe to be their origin and cousinship, one to another, and 

they sort out and categorize racial, and other, affinities and d.iffer
ences which can be traced today in the physical appearance, habit, 
dress, la{lguage, or history of the great congeries of Pathan 
societies living up and down the North-West Frontier, and in 
Mghanistao beyoni. To Pa�ans shajras are as the breath of life; 
others may tum the page. 

I have kept these family-trees within the smallest possible com
pass. It should be understood that they can quite easily be ex
panded, both in the introduction of further ramifications into the 
tables given, and, by one who has intimate knowledge, for each 
tribe, down to each family or house. It is indeed, doubtful whether 
there exists today elsewhere in the tri bal world any organiration so 
closely knit as is a Pathan tribe in the inter--connection and rela
tionship of the various parts of the tree, down to the last twig. 
The details of these arrangements are known to all malikll and 
elders and, in so far as they ai£ect individual families, to all adult 
male members of a tn"be, and no doubt to the women also. The 
ancestral share in the tnbal account of profit and loss is an 
essential part of this tribal lore, and is the tribal guide in peace 
and in war. More must be said elsewhere on this subject; here it is 
only necessary to explain that the comparative simplicity ofihetables 
that follow is for a pu.q)ose. Family-trees only come to life when you 
know the family; otherwise they are best kept in ll cupboard. But 
something must be listed here, if there is to be understanding.u 

I have said already that by tradition Qais had three sons, Su
b&nr, Bitan, wd Ghurghusht. Thus there should be three main 
lines of his descendants. But there are really four, the ancestor of the 
fourth being one Kulanr or Karlanti.18 As KarlllOr is the putative 
ancestor of most of the hill-tn"bes, he is of peculiar importance. In 

c 
• 
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Nema.tullah's Makhzan-i-Mghani his descendants are listed separ
ately from the progeny of the other three, but Karlanr is linked 
with the Sarbanr branch as a foundling. Other genealogists link 
him with the Ghurghusht branch. Elphinstone alone speaks of the 
four sons of Qais, whom he calls Serrabun, Ghoorghoosnt, Betnee, 
and Kurleh, in that order. Whatever the arrangement adopted, it 
will be noted that KarJ.anr>s position in the genealogies is uncertain; 
it is as if he had a bar sinister in his pedigree. To this I shall return. 

Sarbanr, the eldest son, had two sons named Sharkhbun (or in 
some records Sharkbun or Shakarbun or Sbarjyun) and .Kb3;rsh
bun (or in some records Krishyun). Put briefly, Sharkhbun is the 
�cestor of the Westem Mgbans, namely the Abdalis-now 
known as the Durranis and kindred tribes -and Kharshbun of 
the Eastem Mghan tribes of the Peshawar Valley and th� adjacent 
mountains to the north, namely the Yusufzais (including the 
Mandant branch), the Mohmands, the Khalils, the Daudzais, and 
the Muhammadzais. The trees of the two b:anches of Sarbanr's 
sons go like this: 

Sarbtmri I_, Wutmt Ajghm11 
Shark bun (or Shabrbun or Sharjyun) 

Sbenni Tarin 
(fi:QID a Kab.r woman, 

so weot to join GbuJt.husbt 
branch, to wbkh akars I I belong) (!b�) 

I Sbtr1111ir SJ!i.• T trrbu 
(Sulaiman Mts.) (DI1ki in 

Baluch�tan) 

zm.�: 

I I 

Tor 
(blsck) 

I T.,. T llrinr 
(Pishin 
B'tan) 

A/ilvl'�,"it (Afghsn!Stan) Bttr�ais 
I J.!Nhammod!rllit (ombnndl) Ruied Afghanistan 

1826 to present day 

Urmar (odopted) 

I I Urm��rr 
AbcW (Kaniguram, Logar, Pcshi-rf 

Nott. Urmars arc not Pllthans 
AMJir 

or Ihtrrt�nis (Afghanistan) 

(Afgbanlsi>CII, also 
'Multan Pllthana') 
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Sarbtmri II-&lml Aft/»��.r 

I 
Kand 

Khaishbun (or Krilhyun) 
I 

Zamand J.i 
I I I I r�---4----�r 

KIJO•th.(it Muh<lmmMI<oi•" Kotit SIJJIIJIIorit IV!rt111t 

----, 
• Ghori•h KbaleMJ - 1  I 

Gbariu Kbtl K.ba4JM.1 Kilt! 

(I !ubtoagar) 

YtiiUf 
I 

(Quctra) (Nlngnhu (&luch 
ll!d border) 

I 
Mand 

Khtibu) 

y IISitlklli s (Dir, Swat; &uner etc) 
M.mMir Yw/Oikoit (Matdao and S"ftbi} 

· The un-Islamic flavour of the names of the two sons of Sarbaor, 
more particularly in the forms Shatjyun and Krishyun, will not 
escape notice. So it is not surprising to find a ttansfonnation into 
Muslim names: 'Sharfuddin whom the Mghans call Sharkbun, 
and Khaimddin, whom they callKharshbun,' says the chronicler ... 
Bellew takes a very clliferent line. 'These are evidendy ttansfonna
tions of the common Rajput proper names- Su.tjan and Kris
han,' he writes, and in an earlier passagell identifies the name 
Sarbanr itself with the Rajput Suryabans - the solar or royal 
race-, and his grandson Shirani with the Hindu Shiv Ram. We 
will return later to this idea, startling as it is and utterly opposed 
.to all traditional Pathan genealogies. 
· In the trees above all those tribes well known today are printed 
in italics, and their present seats are also given. It will be seen that 
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not only the main tribe of what is now Afghanistan --: th� Ab
dalis or Durranis - but the leading tribes also of the Peshawar 
Valley and the adjacent mountains are held to be of the same 
stock, the progeny of Qais' eldest son, Sarbanr. These are un
doubtedly the leading tribes among the Afghan peoples as a 
whole. It is they who have kept alight the lantern of the race. Just 
as the Durranis, whether in the Saddoza.i or in the Muharnrnadzai 
dynasties, have supplied the royal house in Afghanistan for over 
two hundred years, so the Yusufzais of Mardan and to a lesser 
degree the Khalils, Mohrnands and Muharnmadzais ofPesha';'-·ar, 
regard themselves, and indeed are regarded, as the truest and finest 
exponents of the Afghan way of life, in bravery in war, in dignity 
in counsel, in the use of a clear and undefiled Pakhtu tongue (note 
the spelling). Indeed in many respects the Yusufzais a,nd other 
Peshawar tribes look down even on the Durranis (who are Pashtu
speakers) as half-Persianized, and would pu\ themselves first in 
esteem. And many would admit their claim. 

A Yusufzai or a Khali� for instance, if he is asked who he is, 
will always reply, 'I am an Afghan.' A man of these tribes will not 
say, 'I am a Pakhtun.' He speaks Pakhtu, but his stock he regards 
as Afghan. He is, by tradition, a close relative of the Durrani; in
deed, in his own estimation, he is better than the Pashtu-speaking 
Durrani. Further pressed on the subject of his stock, he will tell 
you that among the Pakhtu-speaking peoples - his is the 'hard' 
dialect, what he would claim as the best and the gentleman's way 
of talking the language - he is the aristocrat, and he is the Afghan 
proper. The hill-tribes (he would opine}, Khataks, Afridis, Wazirs 
and the rest, are good enough Pakhtuns or Pashtuns in their way, 
but their claim to be Afghans is doubtful. They are Karlanris, he 
will say. The Ghaljis12-well, it is true they conquered Delhi and 
Iran once, but after all they carry their houses on their backs like 
snails, they are l<JJanah-ba-dosh, and have little claim to be in the 
true Afghan line. So he will speak, and all who have lived their 
lives in close contact with him and his peers will bear testimony 
to this consciousness of Afghan race among Sarbanr's sons in the 
Kharshbun line. In other words, it is not correct, as so many do, 
to confine the appellation 'Afghan' to the western tribes within 
Afghanistan; it is claimed by the eastern GhoriahKhelandK.billay_ 
Khel as well. In the peoples' own minds it is not a case of west or
east; the root of the matter lies in a consciousness of descent. 
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Th� fa,mil}: tree of Bitan, Qais' second so.o., follows: 

III. Bitm1 (or Batni or Bait) 
• 

Wanhpun Kajin 
�, _____ "------� 

&itMtHit 
{Bannu ond Tank) 

Nij 

N�it 
(Isa Khel 

and 
Mianwall) 

I 
Gbalzot 

(�ivcd out o( wedlock) 

All the cJji (Gbi'<fti> 
tribes oi Mgbanis�m 

I 
Siani 

I 
lbnhlm Lndi I U.Us 

I 
Dotan I 

V.t•il (South Wuiris""') 

Ptsngay lomail 
z.land 

Billds (Panialt) 
I LtJitbusiJ ojl>t/JN 

A.l). lo4JI-Ij16 

s1,. 

I 
Sw lbluuty ojl>J1Ji 

A,l), llJ�ll 

I 
L� 

A�t D411ktKJJ.I &/Nt's 1/t, (Bannu, Tank etc.) 
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The tree shows that the only tribe descended in the male line 
from Bitan is the Bhltannis, a well-known but small congregation 
on the eastem flank ofWazir and Mahsud country where the hills 
drop to the plains of Bannu and the Derajat. All the rest
and they include the largest Pashtu-speaking tribe of all, the 
Gbal}is, and also the progenitors of two Pathan dynasties in 
Delhi, the Lodis (A.D. I4P-15:t6) and the Surs (A.D. IH9-I555) 
- are said to be descended through the female line, and, in the 
:case of the Ghaljis, •• on rather the wrong side of the blanket. This 
tale is best told in the chronicler's own words: 
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Batni, the son of Patlun (Q;Us), had by his de\·l'!tion an? aus
terity attained the degree of saint-ship, and was on that account called 
Shaikh Bait. God Almighty presented him with sons and with a 
daughter called Bibi Mato, whose children are called Matis. It must 
be known that there exists much diJference with regard to the off
spring of the Matis; but by the perusal of standard works the lineage 
of this lady has been found to run thus . . . .  

The author qere interposes an account of a Tajik family of note, 
resident in Ghor (the modem Hazarajat), which was known a� 
Sbansabani and had recently embraced Is19.m. This was the same 
family which many centuries later (A.D. 119z}conquered Northern 
India for Islam, defeating Prithwi Raj. It was descended from one 
Zohak. A scion of this family named Shah Husain, disgusted with 
certain transactions of his father, left his home and wandered east-' 
ward till he came to the neighbourhood of the Takht-i-Sulaiman 
mountain, where Shaikh Batni lived. The scribe proceeds: 

f 
The marks of felicity being engrossed on Husain's forehead, 

Shaikh Batni allowed him to reside among his tribes, made him his 
friend, and evinced patemal affection towards him. Husain would 
not occupy himself with worldly affairs, but gave himself up to devo
tion, austerity and reading the Quran; by his integrity and prudence 
everything was well administered. Now the Shaikh had a daughter 
of a beauty sutpassing. Destiny bringing on an eventual display of 
affairs, Shah Husain, conformably to human nature, youth and 
beauty, paid his addresses to this fair daughter, Mate by name; and 
matters gradually went so far that they by mutual consent, but with
out the sanction of father or mother, proceeded to such intimacy_ 
that, a short time after, the symptoms of pregnancy appeared and 
the case no longer admitted of concealment. The damsel's mother 
becoming aware of it, mst assailed her daughter with reproaches: 
then, perceiving that there was no remedy but by the adoption of a 
speedy resolution, in a propitious hour they married Bibi Mato to 
Shah Husain. After a short time Mate was delivered of a sweet and 
auspicious boy who, being the fruit of a clandestine amour, was 
called Ghihai - Ghil in the Afghan language signifying thief, and 
zai born a son.l:ll 

Husain certainly enjoyed the best of both worlds. But there 
remains a postscript. The scribe proceeds: 

Bibi Mate next had another son, whom they named Ibrahim Lodi; 
He came by the appellation Lodi on this wise. One year so much 
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snow fell on the hill where the S!Wkh r;csided that he aba.ndoned his 
home and moved lower down to a more favourable clime to pass the 
winter. When the snow and rainy season was over, he r:etumed to 
his former abode and said to his wife, 'Pronounce BL•mi!loh and 
fetch lite from the hearth!' (The hearth bad been fow: months with
out a lire.) The lady, doubtful but as ever obedient, stretched forth 
her hand, and lo! - a miracle -found live ashes. The Shaikh, upon 
that said to her, "The children, after such a journey, arc hungry; 
bring me baked bread, for today I wish to clistributc it myself, to see 
which of them is the most favoured by fortune.' When the first loaf 
was baked, Ibrahim, a clever and active youth, brought it running to 
tlie Shaikh, who exclaimed, 'Ibrahim Lodil' which signifies 'Ibolhim 
is the elder', LAJiio the Afghan tongue signifying 'the eldcr'.M 

This �e, combining the simplicity of Alfred and the cakes with 
u1e roses of Jacob against Esau, will be found on c:xami.nation to 
conJirm deductions from soUICCS which may claim to be historical. 
Let us look below me surface. . 

The lUst obvious point is that early Afghan tn.dition, as here 
brought out, did not hold the Ghaljis to be of �e Afghan stock. 
Not only is their supposed progenitor a foreigner, but he is the 
seducer of an Afghan maiden and the father of a child conceived 
out of wedlock - a crime punishable by death at the hands of the 
girl's &mily. Husain is made out to be ofTajik, that is of Iranian 
stock, but the narrator forgets that the Ghorids who under Muiz
zuddin Muhammad Ghori conquered Northem India for Islam in 
A.D. 1191 are by some, including Afghan historiographers, be
lieved to have been Turks ... They certainly led armies composed 
largely of Afghans, but no claim for Afghan ancestry is put for
ward on their beht.l£; and the slave-kings who followed them in 
Delhi were, every one, a Turk. On this showing Husain, an 
earlier prince of the same Ghorid blood, may have been a Turk, 
who iuupted into the Afghan family of Shalkh Batni. The story 
so becomes a mirror of an old tradition that the Ghaljis include a 
foreign stock, which forcibly imposed itself upon the Afghans, 
taking their women in marriage and in the process adopting 
Afghan custom and the Afghan language. This root-stock need 
not necessarily have been Turkish. · 

I shall show later that there exists historical evidence pointing 
:Co the truth of this belief. Here it is fair to say that it is one which 
aroused Raverty to a. fury of invective and acrimony. Raverty is 
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tied literally to the story of Qais and his descendan.ts a� hi�tory, 
and invariably fails to distinguish the myth from the undertones 
of truth where, as often, these can be detected. 

Secondly, the tale serves to illustrate what is a fact, accepted by 
the people, that the other clans of this branch of Pashtu-speakers, 
here called Lodis, are of the same stock as the Ghaljis of Afghani
stan. The myth gives them the same parentage on both sides, but 
there is a scandal about the birth of the elder son. The present 
representatives of the younger son, Lohanis, Marwats, Niaz.is, 
Dotanis, Bilutses16 and so on, are merely settled Ghaljis -many 
or most of the Ghaljis ue nomadic -living in the Bannu and 
Dera Ismail Khan Districts. They so regard themselves now, and 
by custom and by the dialect of Pashtu which they speak they can 
can be recognized as such. The distinction which the g�ealogies 
draw between the Ghaljis proper and the Lodi and Lohani tribes 
has of course an ob�ous motive. The historiographers who 
drafted these genealogies were living at the [ourts of Delhi and 
Agm. It was in their interest to make it quite cleu that the Lodi 
ancestors of the Lodi and Sur dynasties which ruled Northern 
India were no doubt of Ghalji stock, but in some way more 
legitimate than, and distinct from, other Ghaljis. Nematullah and 
other scribes were writing long before the Ghaljis proper under 
Mirwais took Kandahar from the Persians, and under his son and 
nephew went on to conquer Persia itself.17 Those events for him 
were in the womb of time: it was not his business to glorify the 
Ghaljis as a whole, but rather to show that those of their stock 
who had held Hindustan for a century in fee were somehow dif
ferent from the rest. 

Here uises yet another point of interest. Again. in spite of 
Raverty, the Lodis and the Surs were not the only dynasty of 
Ghalji stock to rule in Delhi. There were the rulers known to his
tory as the Khalji or Khilji (A.D. 129o-13ZI), of whom the most 
famous was Alauddin, who has left memorials in stone beside the 
Qutb Minar of Delhi. Around this identification much scholastic 
fury has raged; I shall return to the ugument, and due only to say 
now that this identity has been widely accepted by the Pathans of 
the Frontier; and is home out by one of the poems of Khushhal 
Khan Khatak, written three centuries ago. · 

The Ghaljis are probably the most numerous, and possibly the 
most valiant, of all Mghan tribes. And they figure more largely 
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than _the, Du�nis on the stage of the North-West Frontier be
cause from time immemorial great numbers of them have spent 
the winter months in what aze now the plains of Palclstan, and 
indeed beyond that in India too, as far as Calcutta, and beyond, 
even to Australia. Theywil hppearagain ... 

The family-tree of Ghurghusht, Qais' third son, is shorter and 
less entertaining. It goes like this: 
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IV. Gb��Tghurht 

I I 
Oanay &bay 

- ·-·--- ,---·- -1 
K•Ain Ponri o.-y 

(AU OTer aorthe� S..luchloton) 

Pllltrit 
(Sib I) 

1-
C..U..s 

or 
1-'(Mard&n 
&nd 

Jiu&r&) 

1 . .  
ll1•s.l<htl 

(Balueh border) 
--, S•fo (Peoha,.., 

&nd 
Bojaur 
border) 

The Kakars of Zhob, Loralai and parts of Sibi in Baluchistan 
aze a very large tribe, but the country is poor and they have never 

·been held high in the account, whether in war or peace. Being 
neighbours of the Baluch tribes they have imbibed some of the 
Baluch esteem for their chiefs, and are less anarchic than most 
Pathans. 

The Gaduns - such of them as remember their Pakhtu- are 
a very small congregation on the southem slopes of the Mahaban 
mountain, close to Sitana and Topi, where the Indus issues from 
the hi.lh. In Hazara, on the other (left) bank of the Indus, is a 
larger group of the same tribe, with name altered to Jadun, living 
in the Rash plain by Abbottabad and in the hills around. These 
have forgotten both the language and the ways of their ancestors 
and speak the fotm ofPanjabi current in Hazara. 

The Sana live in the recesses of the Bajaur dales between the 
hill Moh�n��nds and the T� ofBajaur. They ate chiefly not-



lble for having probably been the last of the Afg�an tribes to 
�mbrace Islam and for that reason are among the most fruit£ul in 
:he production of fervent exponents of the faith, even in these 
.atter days. 

Some mention too is needed here of the Sheranis of the Takht-i-
5ulaiman, generally regarded as of the Ghurghusht branch, be
:ause Sherani - see Table I - left the Sarbanris and married a 
Kakar woman. It is contrary to Pathan custom to marry outside 
:he tribe, or for any tribe to give a bride to an outsider. If and 
ovhen this is done, the foreign bridegroom is e.�ected to cast in 
:lis lot with his wife's tribe, as did the She ranis who live next door· 
:o the Kakars. 

Thus end the genealogies of the three sons of Qais. But where 
u:e such famous tribes as the Afridis, the Khataks, the Orakzais -
1ames which the word Pathan conjures up even to the n.ewcomer? 
Where are the Bangash; above all, where are t�e Mahsuds and the 
Wazirs? What of the Khaibar, and Waziristan, and the hills of 
Kohat, and the Khatak dancers, whirling, sword in hand, around 
:he fire beneath the stars? Are these all forgotten? 

The answer is that in the genealogies all these, perhaps the 
:lames best known to the world, are slipped in, almost as an after
:hought. Their co=on appellation is Karlanri. The Delhi scribes 
mew little of them, except as the wild mountaineers of Roh, and 
with an ill grace and an uncertain hand found them an obscure 
:>lace in a kind of postscript to the lists. Thus some, including 
:-Jem.atullah, call them Kerranis, u. and do not explain how, if at. 
ill, they are related to other branches. Others84 link them to the 
:Yhurghusht branch by inventing another son to Ghurghusht 
1amed Burhan, and making him the father of Karlanr or Karlanri. 
But the more respectable mythical origin of the Karlaru:is is that: 

Two brothers of Urmat's31 tribe went out into the field, and came 
to a place where an army had rested the night and moved on. One 
brother, who was childless, found an iron axe (some say a cooking
pot), the other a new-born babe. The Iinder of the axe -or the pot 
-said to the other, '0 brother, I am deprived of the blessing of a 
son; give me this boy and I will bring him up as my own child, and 
so will my name rem•in in this world. Do thou acquire merit, and my 
life long I shall be thy debtor. Take this axe (or cooking-pot), and ; 
give me the boy.' His brother did as he was asked. The word for an 
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a:'te (or poU being in Pashtu something like Kfll'hai, the child was 

called Karlanri. When he grew up his adoptive father gave him his 
daughter in mamage, all was happy, and a numerous progeny re
sulted. as 

And this is their family-tree: 

V. Karlanri (father 1111/uwwn) 

Koday 

' 
Urman DiW..k Orak I • I I 

Umtall Khtl 
(Peshawar 
border) 
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.Moni 
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Kohat Pass) 

Luqman 

I KlmltJJu 
(Kohat 

Peshawar 
and 

Mardatl) 

Wazir 

I 
Musa Darwesh 

I 
I I 

I I 
Mubarik 

I 
Allanod Utman 

Gwbu._, 
(Kh011t) 

I I 
Ahm�ai Utnumzai 

W azlrs W aztrt (Sout� Wazirastatl) (North Woziristat1) 

Kakay 

I Subiman 

r �Is .,, 
7. ""' (Khost}. 

I 
i\Lohmud 

I 
i\lahsud 

I 
MabmJs 
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I shik I Dt���rt Balmudt<t (Tochi atld 
.Bennu) 

. .., Malikmlt 

I &mg.sh 
(Kohatand 
Kurnm) 

Here, then, with a shadowy ancestry and a fo�dliog sire, are 
grouped together these illustrious tribes whose names resound 
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through the pages of a hundred and fifty years of Englisq w�iting, 
names synonymous with wild deeds of daring, famed for their 
strange mingling ofloyalties with impatience of control. With the 
exception of the Peshawar tribes the sons of Kharshbun (in Table 
II), and the settled Ghaljis (in Table ID), the Karlanri group in
cludes all the great names of the North-West Frontier. And it is 
notable that save only the Shitak branch (Daurs and Bannuchis) 
who inhabit fertile irrigated valleys - every one of these peoples 
is a hill-tribe. A few of them only, the Mangals, Muqbils, Zadran� 
and Jajis,live in Hariob and Khost in Mghanistan just beyond the 
Durand Line, but even these overlap into the Kurram Valley. 
The rest before 1947 owned British allegiance, and now admit 
allegiance to Pakistan. 

It is broadly correct to say that the sons of Koday a,e north
erners and speak the hard variety of Pakhtu; the sons of Kakay are 
southerners and speak the soft dialect of Pashtu. The former wear 
their hair short; the latter wear it long or bob�ed. The exception 
to this is the Khataks ofKohat who (though sons of Koday) speak 
the soft variant and many of whom still wear their hair below the 
ear. 

All of these, or such of them as are conscious of a wider than 
tribal patriotism, answer to the appellation Pakhtun (or Pashtun) 
rather than to Mghan. Among the Waziristan tribes, and even 
among the Afridis, the consciousness is narrower still. With them 
it is more usual to hear a tribesman invoke political loyalties by 
speaking of Mr{h Wazir, Mizh Mahsil, Msmg Aparidai, 'We 
Wazirs', 'We Mahsuds', 'We Afridis.' This is because, miracu-· 
lously, their tribal cohesion has so far preserved them from subjec
tion to any administration, whether Persian, Turk, Mughal, Mghan, 
Sikh or British-all have found it wise to deal with a light hand
and the tribes show this in their pride of speech and bearing. 

Reading between the lines of the Karlanri family-tree, what do 
we deduce? We see the best-known tribal names, those of the 
clans which have escaped inclusion in empires and those most 
famous as mercenary soldiers of fortune, included as Mghans 
only as an afterthought. Urmar himself, their putative ancestor, is 
described in the genealogies as adopted only, and the Urmars of 
today do not claim to be Mghans. One of this Urmar's 'tribe 
adopts a foundling. The story reflects a conviction that the hill: 
Karlanris canriot claim affinity with the sons of Qais. 
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The reputed Unnar ancestry is highly suggestive. The Unnars 
are still found in these parts in three groups. The Jirst group is in 
Kanigurarn, the central town in the heart of the Waziristan moun
tains, the second in a location in the Logar Valley not far from 
Kabul, and the third in three large villages, Unnar Bala, Unnar 
Miana and Unnar Payan, 3' about ten miles south-east of Pesha
war. Those in the impregnable Kaniguram Valley, the upper Bad
dar, are bi-lingual. They speak Pashtu when talking to Mahsuds 
ilr other non-Urmars, but at home, among themselves, have pre
s�ed their own Unnari, a quite distinct East Iranian language 
classified as a separate tongue and by no means a dialect. Their 
Logar and Peshawar cousins have lost their language. The Ur
mars near Peshawar, whom I know well, have merged with the 
surrounding Pathans, who are Bara Mohmands and Khataks of 
Akora, and speak only Pakbtu. They retain, however, a con
sciousness·that thelare not as other men, and claim to be of older 
stock than the tribes around them. 

In Kanigurarn the Unnars have 400 houses with a population 
of some 3,000. There are many Sayyids living among them, who 
also speak the Urmari language and are almost certainly their 
chief families despite the claim to be Sadat.u This Urmar group 
retain their separate culture and fonn the trading community of 
the area. They claim also kinship with the other groups here men
tioned, as do those groups with them. Kanigurarn is situated in 
one of the most inaccessible glens of all the Frontier hills, and the 
survival of this Urmar group, right in the midst of the Pashtu
's)?eaking Mahsuds and Wazirs, is a fact of very grear import. 
Moreover, the wide spread of the thtee localities where Urmars 
are still found, Waziristan, Peshawar and Logar, suggests that 
formerly they were a people of notable significance. The claim of 
the genealogies that an Unnar adopted and so fathered the Kar
lanri Pathans thus takes on an added interest. The tradition quite 
conceivably reB.ects a truth that the Karlanris are sprung from an 
indigenous stock which was not Pashtu-speaking and later be
came fused with or overlaid by Pashtu- and Pakbtu-speaking 
peoples, learning in the process to speak the language of the 
dominant race. At the least it illustrates a conviction that the 

.Karknris are not Afghans in the true line, and may be much older 
·established. 

However this may be, the Karlanri tribes of today, Wazirs, 
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Bannuchls, Khataks, Bangash, Orakzais, Mridis and .the rest, 
proudly own to the Pathan name; they, above all others, preserve 
the Pakhtunwali, the Pathan code. And this may be the reason 
why, unlike the Yusu6:ais, for instance, they prefer a Pathan to an 
Mghan nomenclature. Here then is support from tradition that 
Mghan and Pathan, whil e they speak variants of the same language 
and live mixed up together, represent widely different strains. The 
Mghan holds for the most part the fertile plains, Kandahar, Herat, 
Kabul (by conquest) and Peshawar; the Pathan is a hillman. 36 

And for a third strain there is the Ghalji with his non-lra!]ian 
memories. So much even the genealogies �ll us. We have to see 
how far these deductions fit what little can be gleaned from the 
recorded history of the many peoples who have entered the Indus 
basin by the North-Western gates. 
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So far, in respect of the Mghans or Pa.thans in the pre-Islamic 
era, we have only examined the traditional sou.rces recorded in 
a number of writings in Persian, drawn up at the Mughal 

court not earlier than the beginning of the seventeenth century. 
This examiru�tion bas shown a well-marked consciousness that 
these people were of at least three different stocks which have 
come together in juxtaposition, all speaking varieties of the same 
language, but, owi9g to a predisposition for the tribes not to mix 
in marriage, preserving a large number of separate tribal cells 
within the hive. We have also learned much of the intertribal 
aflinities, as these are known to the people themselves. 

But with regard to ethnic origins it is difficult to avoid a con
clusion that the traditions are little more than fairy-tales. Indeed a 
postulate that -a group of peoples, so diversified as the Mghans 
and Pathaos obviously are, represent a pure and unsullied stream 
issuing from a single Hebrew source at the time of the Babylonian 
aptivity must carry its own refutation. From other and better
established records we are aware that the lands which are now 

· Mghaoistan and the North-West Frontier of Pakistan have seen 
perhaps more invasions in the course of history than any other 
country in Asia, or indeed the world. Each horde, as it passed, 
will have left its mark on the inhabitants of the country, one way 
of life constantly overlaying another. And there is another point. 
Over long periods the line of the Indus, or the escarpment of the 
mountains west of it, has represented the boundary of kingdoms 
or empires constantly shifting. The resultant inhabitants of a 
borderland like this must inevitably bear the marks of mingling 
civilizations. Our next task, then, is to search the recotds of 
foreign historians and archaeology as these may bear on the ter-

. rain itself where the Pathan peoples now live, and to begin as near 
· as possible to the beginning. On the Frontier the Patbans them

selves left no early contemporaty literature, they built no monu-
•s 
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ments, and we shall have to see how far coinage series minted or 
current in neighbouring areas elucidate the story. We must at 
least start by looking elsewhere. 

The Afghan tradition ostensibly begins in the sixth century B.c. 
with the Babylonian captivity. Let us start at almost the same time 
with the establishment of the Achaemenian Empire of Persia by 
Cyrus the Great in l59 B.c. In that year Cyrus was enthroned, 
although he did not overcome Astyages of Media until 5 50 B.c., 
which may be taken as the real beginning of the Achaemenian era; 
lasting until the empire was overthrown by Alexander in 331 �.c. 
Over this period of more than two centuries Afghanistan and the 
North-West Frontier as far as the Indus, and after Darius parts of 
the Panjab also, were included in the confines of a tremendous 
Persian dominion.1 _ 

Again and again, when moving in what may be called the 
Iranian world, I have been struck by the conviction that the influ
ence of Persia over all these lands is a much deeper, older thing 
than anything which springs from Islam. Were it Islamic only, we 
should expect to find the Shia sectarianism of Persia reproduced 
among the Pathans: in fact the Pathan frontiersman, with few 
exceptions, is an orthodox Sunni of the Hanafi school. The fact 
that Persian sectarianism has not broken the ties which undoubt
edly unite the Iranian world, so different from that of Arabia, 
shows that those ties have been forged by inB.uences older and 
other than religious. There is indeed a sense in which all the up
land in Asia from the Tigris to the Indus is one country. The spirit 
of Persia has breathed over it, bringing an awareness of one back"- · 
ground, one culture, one way of expression, a unity of spirit felt 
as far away as Peshawar and Quetta. He who has caught that 
breath has won to the heart of a mystery, and he will not forget. 

No one who enters, say, Peshawar or Bannu from the Panjab, 
or mounts the hills west of them, can fail to remark that he has 
left one region of the world for another, and he is on the verge of 
the Iranian plateau. To him the mountains are different, the plants 
burgeon, the seasons revolve, the willow, the plane, the cypress 
appear, the rivers fl.ow bright and gay as if alive, the birds recall 
the west, the sua and wind have an uplifting keenness - the men 
are the men of Central Asia, not of the sub-continent he his left . 
behind. The real message of Professor Ghirshman's recent book · 
on Persia before Islam' is that he proves Persian civilization to be 
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far olQ.er .and .broader-based than the Islamic inspiratien which it 
absorbed unconquered. He shows how profound and beneficent 
was the Achaemenian influence on the ouclying provinces, par
ticularly in. Gandhara (the Peshawar Valley) and among the 
Scythians. Achaemenian art and axchitecture even persuaded 
the Maurya dynasty of India (mea 323-190 :s.c.) to reproduce the 
glories of Persepolis in their palaces, while Kharoshthi, an early 
Indian alphabet, was developed from the official Aramaic, the 
�phabet of the Persian State. 'From contact between the Persian 
language and that of the peoples of the adjacent Indus Valley 
theie axose for the use of the conqueror and conquered a sort of 
mixed dialect of the style ofUrdu.'3 

Thus the fact that Transo:xiana, Mghanistan, and Pakistan west 
of the In!lus, axe even now Khurasani in culture is due in. the first 
instance not to Islamic conquests but to earlier Achaemeoiao, 
Parthian and Sassa.nian influences, spreading from Persia over 
those countries. Th� first and most overpowering of these Persian 
in.B.uences was the empire of Cyrus and Darius the Great. And for 
that period our records, almost if not quite contemporary, are the 
Greek historian Herodotus' and the inscriptions of Darius6 at 
Susa, at Bisitun (Behistan) and on his tomb at Naqsh-i-Rustam 
neax Persepo lis in the Persian province of Fars. 

It is convenient to refer first to the inscriptions of Darius, 
recorded either on rocks or slabs of dressed stone. Among a 
number of recitations, instinct with a pride and vain-glory which 
read oddly in. an inhibited age, are detail ed lists of the satrapies of 
·the empire. The eastern satrapies axe given as Aria (Herat), Bac
tria (Balkh), Chorasmia (Khwarezm or Khiva), Sattagydia (uncer
tain), Sogdiana (between the Oxus and Jaxartes), Arachosia 
(Kandahar), Ga.ndhara (Peshawar Valley), and India. The old 
Persian actually used for the three satrapies most relevant to our 
present enquiries are THATAGUSH (Sattagydia), GADARA (Ga.nd
hara) and HINDUSH (India). The Indian satrapy is not given in the 
Bisitun inscription, which was carved early in Darius' reign to 
commemorate the victories by which he attained power, but it is 
given in those in the palace at Persepolis and at Naqsh-i-Rustam 
on Darius' tomb, showing that 'India' was acquired during 
Darim' reign. The Ga.ndhara, or Peshawar Valley, satrapy ap

:pears in all three inscriptions. It should be remarked here that 
there is no need to argue the identification of Gandhara with the 

D 
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Peshawar Valley; it is one well attested tlu:oughout the :tvfauryan, 
Graeco-Bactriao, Kushan and later periods right up to the time of 
Al-Biruni, writing of Mahmud of Ghazni in the eleventh centw:y 
A.D., and it is u.o.iversally accepted. And, as we shall see, there is 
conlinnation for it in Herodotus. · 

It is possible that Gandhara up to the Indus was a part of 
Cyrus' conquests at the opening of the Achaemenian era, and cer
tain that, if it was not then included in the empire, its inclusion 
was confirmed as one of Darius' earliest acts. Cambyses, who was 
the Great King intervening between Cyrus and Darius, reigned 
only for seven years and did not come east. He was too fully 
occupied with his conquest of Egypt, his abortive expedition to 
Ethiopia and the planning of an assault on Carthage which never 
carne off. We know also that Darius' conquest of'India', )>y which 
is probably meant the Doab between the Indus and the Jihlam 
Rivers, was not undertaken until an exploril)g expedition under 
the Greek Scylax had been sent from Gandhara down the Indus 
to feel the way and learn the geography. This could not have been 
done until the ground was fum in Gandhara itself. Let us now see 
what Herodotus has to say in these matters. 

There are many references in various English works to one or 
other passage of Herodotus which may have a bearing on the 
early history of the North-West Frontier. These range from the 
uncritical surmises of Bellew, • who does not seem to have been 
able to read the Greek, to the withering contempt of Raverty,7 dis
missing all references to the Father of History in this context as a 
farrago of 'Hewdotus and Hindus'. Many later scholars, inclucllirg 
Sir George Grierson, Sir Aurel Stein and Professor Morgen
stieme, have contributed their views, and these will be referred to 
in what follows. I would claim that my analysis at least puts for
ward for the first time a reasoned study of all the Herodotean 
passages that are relevant, buttressed by epigraphical and other 
sources where these exist. 

I give the passages in the order in which I propose to consider 
them (I have not Latinized the Greek here). 

(i) Herodotus, Book 4, 44 
'Of the greater part of Asia Dareios was the discoverer. WJSI:!ing to 

know where the River lndos - the only river save one producing 
crocodiles - emptied itself into the sea, he sent a number of men or! 
whose truthfulness he could rely, and among them Skubx of Karu-
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ancl2, to Sail down the river. Tbut 111/T'Ju/ jrollt fhf n/y of�� 
41111 thf �����try of PaJ:hlih, a and sailed down the river to the east and 
the sunrise to the sea. Here they turned westward, and after a voyage 
of thirty months arrived at the place from which the Egyptisn King 
sent the Phoerucians to citcum.navigate Li bua (Africa). Aftct the 
voyage was completed, Dateios conquered the Indians, and made 
usc of the sea in those parts.' 
(ii) Herodotus, Book 3, xo� 

'In addition tbtre ""' other Iflliians who bortltr 011 thl tity of KaspJJms 
llfla tbt tolllthy of PaJ:hlih;' these live to the north and in the di.tcction 

of the north wind as compared with the remaining Indians, and 
their way of life is almost the same as that of the Baktrians. They ue 
the most wulike of all the Indians . • • • ' 
(ill) H�otus, Book 3o 91. (In this and the two succeeding pas

sages the historian .i3 giving a. list of the Acbumcnian aattapics 
and.their peoples.) 

'The Sattagudaikd the Gandatioi and the Dtdika.i and the Apuu· 
ta.i, who were all reckoned together, paid 170 talents. This wa.s the 
7th satra.py.' 
(iv) Herodotus, Book 3, 93 

'From Paktuike and the Armenians . . .  the sum dra'Wll wa.s 400 
talents. This was the 13th satrapy.' 
(v) Herodotus, Book 3, 94 

'The lndi�s who a.re more numerous than all the others we have 
seen paid more than any other people, .na.mcly 3 6o talents of gold 
diUt (equivalent to -4.68o ordinary talents). This wa.s the 1oth 

. • sauapy.' 
(Vl) Herodotus, Book 7, 66-67. (Giving the roll-call of Xeaes' 

umy.) 
'The Gandarioi and the Dtdibi had the Baktrian equipment in all 

respeas • • •  the Paktues wore cloaks of skin and carried the bow of 
their country and the dagger.' 
(vii) Herodotus, Book x, 111 

'The Sagutioi, who a.re nomads . . •  .' 

(viii) Herodotus, Book 7, 81 
'The nomad tribe known a.s iaga.rtioi -a people Persi•n in lan

guage, and in dress half Persian, half Paktuan, who furnished to the 
: army as many a.s S,ooo horse. 

It is remarkable that in the fust two paauges, in which the 
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author is considering quite different and unconnected points, he 
speaks of the city of Kaspaturos -the accent would fall on the 
prepenultimate syllable in the nominative case-and the country 
of Paktuike in the same breath; quite evidently he considers them 
together. The identification to which older scholars, including 
Grierson, author of the Lin!Jiistk SurtlfJ qJ India, have adhered is 
that in the Paktues and Paktuike of Herodotus we may see the 
prototype of the Pakhtuns. It should be said at once that later 
scholars, including Professors Morgenstieme of Oslo and Bailey 
of Cambridge, have come out strongly against this equatiqn. I 
will attempt to state the case as I see it. 

Leaving aside for the moment the identification of Paktuike, 
what and where was Kaspaturos? Fifty years ago no scholar had 
ventnred an opinion. It was indeed accepted that Scylax,-the Cap
tain Cook of his day, since he started down the river going east, 
must have embarked on the River Kabul (knQ.wn as the Landai in 
Peshawar District). This river runs almost due east &om Kabul 
past Jalalabad, through the Khaibar hills a few miles north of the 
Pass itself, and then through the Peshawar Valley where, after 
joining the Swat River, it falls into the Indus near Attock, after 
which the Indus runs almost due south to the sea. The change of 
direction at Attock would not necessarily have been known to 
Herodotus, though to anyone who sailed down the river even in 
those days the topography makes it clear enough, and it would 
have been clear to Scylax. The point of snbstanoe js that the voy
age star lid in the direction of the sunrise. But where was Kaspa
turos? It could not have been Kabul for the river is not navigable 
at that point. 

Here it is necessary to put in a word of local knowledge about 
the course of the Kabul River, and navigation on it. It is not 
navigable by boats of any size until it has reached its confluence 
with the Kunar close to Jalalabad, and even &om that point it is 
not safe owing to the rapids in its passage &om Lalpum to War
sak through the Khaibar hills. Rafts are Boated down on this 
stretch, but real navigation does not begin until the river issues 
into the Peshawar plain by Warsak and Michni. At this point at 
the present day it divides into three main streams, reading &om 
the north, the Sardariab, the Naguman, and the Sliah Alam. There. 
is also a small fourth branch, the Budni. The three main branches' 
reunite at Nisatta just below Charsadda, the northerly stream hav-
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ing taken meanwhile the Swat confluence; the Budo.i rejoins the 
Shah A1am at Dilazak. Below the confluence the united stream is 
known as the Landai. The distance from Peshawar to the Nisatta 
confluence is sixteen miles, to the nearest point on the Shah Alam 
(the most southerly stream) seven miles, and to the Budni channel 
only one mile. It is well known that the course of all these chao
nels has varied even in recent times, and in the Mughal period 
there were probably only two channels. Peshawar is not on the 
banks of the river, but all Peshawaris are conscious of 'the Landai� 
as their own river, and many of them still navigate it. One po�t is 
quite clear. Scylax could not have embarked on this river at any 
point much above the neighboumood of Peshawar, and we should 
therefore look for Kaspaturos io that vicinity. 

Is there any other mention of it? There is. It appears i.;l a frag
ment of the geographer and chronicler Hecataeus of Miletus, 
writing io 5 oo B.C., even earlier than Herodo1jPS, but is the form 
IW.a'ITO:rrvpos (Kaspapuros). Moreover Hecataeus states that his 
Kaspapuros is in Gandhara, as Herodotus places his Kaspaturos 
io Paktuike - an interesting clue to the identity of Gandhara 
with Paktuike to which I shall return. From this point the sugges
tion is now put forward, brilliantly I think, by two scholars who 
do not always see eye to eye,' that Kaspapuros is a scribal error of 
a common enough kind for Paskapuros, and that Paskapuros is 
Peshawar.10 This compares well with the Po-lu-sha-po-lu of the 
Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang, the Sanskrit Purushapura, and the 
early Muslim forms of Purshapur or Pushabur in Al-Biruni and 
others. The divergence between the Herodoteao Kaspaturos and · 
the Hecataean Kaspapuros is not substantial,11 and, were it not for 
one point, need not detain us. 

This is the point. There is a passage in Al-Biruni, 11 where that 
author tells us that Multan was originally known as Kasyapapura. 
From this the orientalists Herzfeld and Foucher deduced that Mul
tan may be the Kaspapuros from which Scylax sailed down the 
Indus to the ocean. But not even Herodotus, and certaioly not a 
navigator like Scylax, can ever have imagined that he was sailing 
east when setting out down the Indus from Multan. Moreover 
this identification overlooks the location by Hecataeus of Kaspa
puros in Gandhara, and by Herodotus in Paktuike. That apart, • 
there has fortunately been preserved by Athenaeus (rirca A.D. 200 )11 • 
a fragment of the original narrative of Scylax himself which 
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show� �t i� the course of his voyage 'a mountain nn alongside 
the river and in places it was high and covered with thick forest 
and thorn bushes'. Tills passage, ably dug out by two Belgian 
scholars, Honigman and Maricq,u exactly describes the gorges 
below Attock past Shadipur and Kalabagh down to Bilot. It is 
inapplicable to a voyage starting at Multan in the midst of the 
Pan jab plain. The Multan hypothesis may be ruled out. 

There is a further piece of evidence supporting the emendation 
faskapuros =Peshawar, this time epigraphical. At Naqsh-i
Rustam, by the rock-tombs of Darius and his line, American 
arcliaeologists of the Chicago Oriental Institute have recently un
covered a fascinating bilingual inscription in the name of Shapur I, 
the second emperor of the Sassanid line, who defeated and took 
captive �e Roman emperor Valerian at the battle of Edessa in 
A.D. z6o. Tills inscription, in Parthian and Greek, gives a place 
named PshkburJPaskiboura as the limit of the Sassanian Empire 
to the east." The cefuespondence of this place-name both with the 
emendation of Herodotus to Paskapuros, and with the Sanskrit 
Purushapura and the modern Peshawar, is surely close enough to 
rule out coincidence and to resolve philological doubt. Moreover 
the occurrence of this name in the Sass•nian age, just halfway 
between the era of Herodotus and that of Al-Biruni, provides the 
very link that is required. 

The sum of this argument is that we have excellent reason for 
identifying Herodotus' Kaspaturos with Peshawar. We then lind 
that his story of Scylax' voyage and starting-place fits neatly into 

.place. Peshawar is the town within a very few miles of the river, 
near the only obvious spot where Scylax could have embatked in 
order to sail eastward into the sunrise, and eventually down the 
Indus to the sea. The hypothesis also fits the other passage about 
'the bravest and most warlike Indians living north of all the others 
and near Kaspaturos'. It is quite unnecessary to point to the 
present-day inhabitants of that country, though they, too, answer 
to that description. For, present days apart, the truth of Hero
dotus' assessment was demonstrated to Alexander when he in
vaded these regions a century and a half after Herodotus' time. 

With this point fixed we may proceed to locate Paktuike, which, 
as I have said, Herodotus more than once couples with Kaspa

:turos. Paktuike then is the country in which the city of Kaspa
turos{Peshawar was situated, and must therefore be Gandhara, 
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the Peshawar Valley, and its environment. Indeep H�cafa,eu5 
Kaspapuros is admittedly in Gand.hara. So the equation Paktuikef 
GandharafPeshawar Valley is established. 

Let us now refer to the third passage cited, in which Herodotus, 
without assigning a name to the satrapy, tells us that Darius' 7th 
Satrapy was inhabited by four tribes, the Sattagudai, the Ganda
rioi, the Dadikai, and the Aparutai. We are not surprised to find 
the Gandarioi among these tribes; obviously this 7th satrapy is 
Gandhara, the Gadara of the Darius inscriptions, and the Pak: 
tuike of Herodotus. We will leave identification of the other three 
tribes aside for the moment, and tum to the fourth passage quo"ted. 

In that passage Herodotus, very surprisingly, speaks of another 
Paktuike which he couples with Armenia, and tells us is the 13th 
satrapy of the empire. It has hitherto been assumed �t this is 
a different place from the Paktuike from which Scylax sailed. 
This interpretation seems to me almost certainly Wl:ong. The 
Achaemenian inscriptions nowhere bracket "'any other country 
with Armenia, which is always shown as a separate satrapy. It is 
surely much more likely that, in writing down the names of 
Darius' satrapies, the historian, or his scribe, made a slip and mis
placed the name Paktuike, which should have been gi ven as that 
of the 7th satrapy where the Gandarioi, etc. lived, and not as that 
of the I 3th. This supposition brings this reference into line with 
the other two Herodotean passages where Paktuike, as we have 
shown, is on the Kabul River and corresponds to Gandh.ara. The 
Paktuike from which Scylax sailed is mentioned only a couple of 
pages later in the history (3, I 02 ); had there really been two· 
countries in the Achaemenian Empire with this name - a strange 
enough idea in itself- Herodotus could hardly have failed to 
note and explain it. I conclude therefore that the name of the 7th 
satrapy in which the Gandarioi and three other tribes are said to 
have dwelt was variously Paktuike or Gandhara. 

The fifth passage is only relevant as showing that Gand.hara 
and India were quite separate satrapies, as indeed is proved by the 
Achaemenian inscriptions themselves. India was not conquered. 
as we know from the first passage, until after Scylax' voyage was 
completed from a Gandhara which was already a part of the 
Empire. · 

The eastern limit of Darius' Indian province is not accurately: 
known, but we shall see that Alex.a.nd.e�;'� <;ampai�ns su�� i\: 
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was t}_le Jihla.m River, and at the very furthest not beyond the 
present boundaries of West and East Panjab. It is interesting that 
the 'India' of Herodotus, and indeed of Alexander and the Greeks 
and Romans generally, was a part of what we now know as the 
Panjab and Sind. It was the valley of the Indus, and geographically 
comparable with West Pakistan of today, omitting the Frontier 
districts. In a setting of ancient history Pakistan has thus a better 
claim to be known as India than has the Bharat of post-partition 
d_ays since 194 7. Darius, Herodotus, Alexander, Pompey, Horace, 
Trajao, would certainly have thought of India in the geographical 
tenris of what is. now West Pakistan. 

In the sixth passage the Paktues, obviously the inhabitants of 
Paktuike, are mentioned as part of Xerxes' army, and Herodotus 
tells us tJ:?.at they were armed with the bow and the dagger. It is 
perhaps worth noting that, until matchlocks came in, the bow 
was the weapon normally carried by the Patban tribesmen of the 
historical period, an� the dagger is still pre-eminently the weapon 
of all the hill-tribes. Mridis and Wazi.rs take particular pride in 
their long war-knives, as much a part of their characteristic equip
ment as is the kukri to the Gurkha. 

Having fixed Kaspaturos as Peshawar, and Paktuike as the 
country around Peshawar, are we to suppose that the similarity of 
Paktuike and Paktues to the modem Pakhtun is purely fortuitous? 
Grierson accepted the identification, but it is frowned on by more 
recent, and very eminent, orientalists. The chief of these are Pro
fessors Bailey of Cambridge and Morgenstieme of Oslo. The 
latter in particular has much practical experience in this tield, and 
very great weight must be given to his conclusions. Let us examine 
on what grounds the correspondence does not find favour. 

Professor Bailey's reasons are set out in an article entitled 
'Kusanica' in the Jotmtal of the Briti.!b Sclml of Oriwal tllld Africatr 
Studi1s, and were formulated in 19P.· His objection is founded on 
an assertion that for philological reasons Paktues (Ilai<'TV<r) can
not be connected with Pashtun. According to him the 'hard' pro
nunciation, Pakhtun, is comparatively new and dialectal. Later in 
the same article he admits that the Greeks used K'f' for Iranian lebt 
(e.g. Baktra for Persian Balebtris); it follows therefore that his 
argument stands solely on his tirm rejection of the pronunciation 
Palebtun. He goes on to suggest the identification of Paktues with. 
�� .t''� iA_Np;th c;hitral� of whom fc;w have heard.. 
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Professor Morgeostieme's views are comprised ill; a v�ry �cent 
article contributed by him to the 4th fascicule of the new edition 
of the Emyc!IJj>tdia of Islam, article 'Afghan'. He also regards 
Pashtun as the classical variant, and refets, righdy of course, to 
Pakhtun as the north-eastern way of speaking. Like Bailey he, too, 
affirms that kht is a later dialectal form, and that sht could not have 
been rendered by Greek KT. He therefore rejects the equation for 
the same reasons. He goes on to make a very interesting connec
tion of Pashtun with Ptolemy's Parsyetae (Ila.pavij-ro.•), 'a tribe 
inhabiting the Paropamisus.' My own reaction to this identifica
tion is that the Parsytae, of which the ancient form is said to have 
been Parswana, is getting very close to the people of Pars or Fars, 
the Persians or Farsiwans, as the Pathans still call them. Farsiwan, 
or Parsiwan, is a very usual, and slighdy pejorative, a�;>pellation 
for Persians, in use to describe Tajiks and other Persian-speakers 
whom the true Pathan affects to despise. • 

Morgenstieme does not tell us what has 'oecome of the Pak
tues. 

Both these authorities, it will be seen, are definite in their state
ments that the orthodox linguist must regard the replacement of 
the digraph sh by kh as a modem dialectal devdopment. I have 
seen it suggested that an example of this phonetic rule is to be 
found in the comparativdy recent change from the equivalent of 
sh to the equivalent of kh in Castilian Spanish. It is also true that 
Afghan Government spokesmen from Kabul are very definite in 
their assertions that the 'soft' Pashtu of Kandahar, which employs 
the sh, is the original and classical variant of the language. . . 

With great respect I differ. It seems probable that the predilec
tion for PashtufPashtun over PakhtufPakhtun is not uninfluenced 
by views emanating from Kabul, prompted by the Durrani 
speakers of the language. The Paktues of Herodotus did not live 
around Kandahar where the Durranis come from, but in the 
Peshawar Valley. And I should require far more convincing proof 
to compd agreement to the proposition that the 'hard' pronuncia
tion is quite new arotmd Pubtrrvar. There are further things to say. 
One who has lived many years with Pathaos will tdl you that the 
kh ("*) peculiar to the language shades into sh (.;) almost imper
ceptibly; it often seems to depend on how much phlegm is-in the 
speaker's throat. The premise that the 'hard' variant is a recen.i 
dialect overlooks the opinion of all the Pathans around Peshawar, 
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who regatd the language as spoken by the Yusu&ais of Mardan 
and Swabi as the best of til. 

There is another neat piece of evidence to the antiqwty of the 
hara J:h. Arrian -.Anab<>Jis iv, 2 3 -spellks of the River Buaspla, 
probably the Kunar, as the place where Alexander met the Aspa
sii. Aristotle, Strabo and Quintus Curtius call this river the 
Khoaspes (Choaspcs). Since � in Greek means good, Kho- is 
evidently a Gteek tran.setiption of the word gooJ in the language 
of. the Aspasii, out any rate in the Imnian usg.ge of that part of the 
Pers� Achaemcnian Empire. It is the river of the good horse. 

The P!lkhtu word for good is identical- kho or kbtJJ. Pashtu is 
sho or sinlh. 

It is true that we know from Herodotus i, t88, and v, 49, s 1, 
that the River Karon, on which Susa was situated, was also called 
in the Greek transcriptioo the Khoaspes, and that there can be no 
question of -the use rJ a prototype of Pakhtu in that case. It can 
also be argued that h1111111 is the old Persian for good and might con
oeivably be transliterated as J:ho in Greek. 

But the close correspondence of J:Jxr with the Pakhtu is so 
much more striking that a refusal to accept it as a pointer in this 
region amounts to a foun of academic special pleading. At least 
it is established that in Alexandex's time there was in use in the 
Kunar district an Iranian language with an affinity for a 'hard' 
variant. In the following ch2pter I have sought to draw the skein 
tighter by pointing to a possible coaespondenoe between the 
names of the Aspasii and the Isapzai (Yusuhai), the protagonists 
at the present time of the hard variant of the modem language. 

In short, let us bre!lk a lance with the phoneticians, and, adopt
ing the hard variant, boldly link P!lkhtun with P!lktucs. It all fits 
too neatly to be as .naive as Bailey thinks. 

There are other equatio!l$ yet to be made. One of the four 
tribes mentioned by Herodotus, tx I?Jpothui resident in P!lktuike 
or Gandhara, is the Aparutai. These have been identified by 
Grierson, Stein and other noted orientalists with the Afridis. In 
this case Morgensticrne admits that, phonetically at lellst, the cor
respondence is possible. The Afridis and many others among the 
Pathaos even today habitually change f into p, and indeed this is a 
r�gnized phonetic transference. 

·It need hardly be said that acceptance of the equation Apatutai 
with Aparidai- for that is how the Afridis pronounce it - by 
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no means carries with it the conclusion that tbe Aparutai of 
Darius' 7th satrapy occupied the identical territory in Tirah, 
Bazar, and the Khaibar and Kohat Passes, now held by the 
Aparidai. But it is to be noted that the Aparutai are mentioned as 
a tribe inhabiting a territory in that satrapy near to, if not con
tiguous with, the Gandarioi, and there is no doubt whatever that 
the Gandarioi are the people of the Peshawar Valley. And, as we 
know, the Aparidais' home today is just there, next to the Pesha
war Valley. Moreover the homes of the greater number of the 
Aparidai are situated in mountain eyries, hard of approacjl and 
leading nowhere but to alpine pastures in the Sufed Koh from 
1o,ooo to 15 ,ooo feet above the sea. It has never been worth while 
for any empire to occupy this territory. 

The addition of the AparutaifAparidai correspondence helps to 
buttress the case for finding in Herodotus traces of names which 
carry through to the present day. Bellew � gone iurtherle and 
identified the Sattagudai with the famous Khatak tribe, and the 
Dadikai with an obscure branch ofKakars whom he calls Dadi. 

Of the Dadi I have never heard. But Bellew's connection Satta
gudai/Khatak is provocative of thought. Sattagudai is merely a 
Greek transcription of the old Persian Thatagush, which appears 
in the Achaemenian inscriptions as one of the satrapies of the 
Empire. Its exact location is uncertain, but that it was on the 
eastern confines seems clear er1ough, for in the lists it appears in the 
group India, Arachosia (Kandahar) and Gandhara. Ghirshman17 
places it west of the Indus and south of Gandhara, that is to say 
roughly in the region of Kohat, Bannu, the Derajat and Waziri
stan in modem. geography. This is a country in which the K.hatak 
tribe still occupy large parts. According to their own tradition 
they once occupied the Tochi Valley, from which they were dis
placed by their cousins the Shitaks, a point which connects their 
name with an even wider territory than that which they now hold. 

Neither Bellew nor Raverty were conversant with the Achae
menian inscriptions. Raverty sneers at Bellew's equation mainly 
on the ground that Bellew, in seeking to justify it, stated, incor
rectly, that in Pashtu, as opposed to Pakhtu, the name of the tribe 
could be pronounced Shatak, approximating to Sattagu.dai. (On 
this point Raverty was right, for the initial letter of Khatak is �, 
Khe, which is not susceptible of change. It is the letter .r, Khz;,, 
which in the soft dialects is changed to ..;, Shin. The Khataks 
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never call themselves Shataks.) But both Raverty and Bellew had 
forgotten, or never knew of, the existence of another important 
Karlanri tribe, allied to the Khata.ks both in ancestry and in loca
tion, namely the Shitaks. Shita.k is the appellation common to the 
tribes which now inhabit the Tochi Valley and the Bannu plain, 
known more popularly as the Daurs and Bannuchis. Moreover, 
as mentioned, the Khata.ks say that they once held the lands now 
occupied by their Shitak cousins, and were later driven north
eastward to their present locations in the Kohat and Peshawar 
districts . . Neither Khataks nor Shitaks appear by name until the period of 
publication of genealogies under the Mughals, and the time of 
Akbar's dealings with the Khataks for the protection of the high
way to Peshawar. Babur indeed in his memoirs mentions the Kar
ranis (Karlanris) whom he encountered in 1505 around Bannu 
along with the Niazi.i and Isakhel. It is probable that this reference 
of his is to Khataks or Shita.ks, or both, for both are Karlanri 
tribes, and the other Karlanris who live in thar area, Wazirs and 
Bangash, Babur mentions by name when he comes to them. In any 
case we need not be disturbed by the absence of early nominal 
references; even the Abdalis, rulers of Mghanistan for the last two 
centuries, do not appear in any records until later than this, not 
indeed until the time of the Safawi Empire in the seventeenth 
century. 

Taken together, the Khata.ks and the Shitaks, who now have a 
co=on boundary close to Bannu, cover a stretch of territory as 
large as that held by any Mghan or Pathan tribe, whether Yusuf
za.i, Durrani or Ghalji. From the Khata.k settlements around 
Lundkhwar, close to the Malakand Pass, to the Shitak villages in 
Upper Daur in the Tochi, the distance is over 200 miles. The wide 
extent of their present territory, their large population, and the 
association of both groups of tribes at one time or another with 
the rich oases of Bannu and the Tocbi, suggest sufficiendy their 
importance in this family of peoples. They did not spring from 
nowhere in the night. They are Karlanris, not of the true Sarbanri 
Mghan stock. Thatagush is evidendy to be located somewhere 
around where they are now. It is a leap in the dark, but it is tempt-
41g to find in the Achaemenian Thatagush, and in the Herodotean 
Sattagudai, not only the phonetic but the actual archetype of great 
tribal congregations whose name has been written large in 
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Frontier history ever since in Mughal times the identifica�on of 
individual tribes became possible.18 

The last two Herodotean passages quoted refer to a tribe of 
nomads called the Sagartioi, the chief cavalrymen of the state in 
Xerxes' army, and 'a people Persian in language and in dress half 
Persian and half Paktuan'.19 This is a description which might 
well fit the Abdali (Durrani) tribes as they have been known since 
they emerged from obscurity in the time of Nadir Shah a little 
more than two centuries ago. They are the Mghan people.who 
live furthest to the west and closest to Persia, and since they first 
came to notice in the time of Shah Abbas the Great (x 587-1629), 
and later in Nadir Shah's time (173o-47), they have always been 
inclined, among the chiefs at least, to the Persian language in pre
ference to Pashtu. They are also more deeply imbued with Persian 
culture than any Mghans, much more so fflr instam:e than the 
Ghaljis who ruled in Persia for fifteen years. 

Of the Durranis Elphinstone gives a description highly relevant 
in this context.110 He writes that they understand Persian and that 
their dress, arms and habitations, while retaining their national 
peculiarities, approach to those of Persia. He also stresses the 
pastoral and nomadic character of this tribe, and the express con
dition on which in his time (x 809) they held their countty, =ely 
that they should furnish a horseman for every plough. Alexander 
Burnes too, writing twenty years later, 21 observes that all the 
Durranis in Kabul spoke Persian, and many of the higher classes 
had no Pashtu whatever-a phenomenon just as apparent today. 
In every respect the few words of Herodotus about the Sagartioi 
would fit the Durranis as they have come to be known during the 
last two centuries of our era. 

Sagartia figures as a sattapy only on one of Darius' inscriptions, 
that on the palace at Persepolis. Its absence from the others sug
gests that the Sagartioi may have rebelled, or been absorbed in 
other sattapies. The location of the sattapy is also in doubt; 
Ghirshman places it21 between Meshed and Herat, an area over 
which the Abdalis were trying to assert supremacy when they 
were checked by Nadir Shah early in the eighteenth century. 

When we wete examining the genealogies it was meri.tioneg 
that the name by which the ancestor of the Abdalis is known is 
Sharkbun or Shakarbun, by the consonantal transposition so com-
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mon in. Pashtu. Is it just possible to suggest that Shab.tbun may 
enshrine some faint memory of the Sagutioi? 

Before leaving Herodotus it is fair to give Raveny the last woro 
in deployihg his case against what he terms the Herodotean myth. 
He writes:" 

The AfghRns, though divided into numerous tribes, are un-
• doubtedly one race and speak one original language. Had they been 
the aborigines of the country at present known as Afghanistan, 1111 
1111111 btD/1 hurd somtthing of thtmjrom IIJitilflt wriltrt, for we find that 
even in the time of Herodotus Darius sent an exploring es:pedition 
under Scylu of Caryanda and others as far as the Indus. 

Having written the above he appends an illusmtive footnote, giv
ing a translation of Herodotus 4> 44 (the fiiSt passage cited in this 
chapter), namely, a.s.Raverty gives it: 'Thm, stlling ollf from tbl 
city of Caspatynn a1lli tbl &olillfry of PtU/ftl, sailed tin111 lbl river h-
11/JZrd.s tht tasl a1lli srmris1 to tbl m:.' 

The inconsistency between these two italicized passages is glar
ing. Having stated in his text that nothing has been heard from 
the ancient writers concerning the very people about whose lan
guage he is writing a Pakhto (.ric) Grammar, he proceeds to illus
trate this negative finding by citing a passage in Herodotus 
specifically mentioning 'Pactyice'. And he &.ils wholly to notice 
either the coincidence or the contra.cliction. He goes on from his 
premise to agree with the Mghan chroniclers' theme of the 
Hebrew origin of the tribes. 

My own xeading is that, on the contrary, the string of passages 
in Herodotus, showing as they do so wide and so inter-connected 
a similarity of nomenclature both of place and tribal name and 
habit with what we can see today, cannot fairly be regarded as 
coillcidental. There are too many coincidences, for that. For con
sider. Here is Herodotus twice mentioning Paskapuros (a fair 
emendation surely) as the city of Paktuike, the Paktues whose 
chief weapon is the dagger, tribes in this region called the Aparu
tai and Gandarioi, a sail eastward down the river of Paktuike into 
the Indus, the tribe of the Sattagudai, and lastly the br11vest of all 

Indian$ who lived to the north by the country of Paktuike - all 

�nnected in one complex of description of this comer of the 
world .. It seems a not unreasonable conclusion to see in these the 
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city of Peshawar, capital of the province known as .Pakhtu.n-land 
or Gandhara, inhabited by Gandarians - later to be known as 
Qandhari.r- and Afridis, and possibly Khataks, and a sail down 
the Kabul (Landai) River into the Indus to the sea. 

That there is no hint in Herodotus of a prototype for "Afghan is 
not sutprising, and is what the genealogies would lead us to ex
pect. We shall see later that after Achaemenian times this country 
was swept again and again by devastating invasions and rnigta· 
tion.s leading to the disintegration of old tribal units and the 
agglomeration of new ones. But this process would have �ken 
place chiefty in the wide-open plains and valleys where the tribes 
who now :regard themselves as in the true Mghan line·now dwell. 
There is plenty of evidence after we reach the period of docu
mented history to show that the hill-tribes have been little incom
moded by empires and the passage of armies. They 'let the legions 
thunder past'. So the insistence of the genealoaies on a aon-Mghan 
origin for the hill-tribes, those like the Afridis and K.hataks 
lumped together as Karlanris, can be held to reflect a knowledge 
that they represented a more aboriginal stock, which only later 
absorbed the characteristics of the invaders. In other words, it is 
not surprising that in looking for a prototype in the oldest 
recorded history bearing on this region we hit on the ancestor of 
the Pakhtun rather than on that of the Afghan. 

This is not to assert that the ethnic or linguistic stock can be 
traced through to tribes of similar names today. The case would 
be rather that these were sub-stratum agglomerations of people 
who, through contact with later-comers, modified their langua� 
and were assimilated to later cultures, but retained in the more 
inaccessible places sufficient of their older inspirations to boast 
their original names. The theory does at least give a starting-point 
to Pathan history more reasoned, and let me add more exciting, 
than the stock belief in the Bani Israel. 

Perhaps it would be fair to conclude the Herodotean argutnent 
with the words of Winston Olutchill on Fair Rosamond: A' 'Tire
some investigators have undermined this excellent tale, but it cer
tainly should find a place in any history worthy of the name.' If 
Pathans themselves are in doubt, or hanker after more traditional 
forebears, let them remember that Herodotus was the firsi to call ,. 
the people around Paktuike the bravest of all the people in those 
parts. 



CHAP1'ER. III 

THE PASSING OF ALEXANDER 

The Achaemenian Empire of Persia fell to Alexander the 
Great in 3 31 B.c., when at Gaugamela near Arbela-the 
modem Brbil in the vicinity of Mosul - the armies of 

the last Achaemeni.d, Darius Codomannus, were overthrown by the 
conqueror. The battle was a stiff one and the Persian nobility 
fought with great courage. Darius lied to Agbatana- Hamadan 
- and, although resistance was maintained far into the night by 
Salta and Bactrian .formations from Eastern Iran, and it took 
Alennder several years more to pacify the empire, this was the 
decisive battle and the war was over. Sir David Hogarth1 implies 
that Arrian's list of the Persian array at Gauga;mela includes 
'Pathans and hillmen from all the range of the Hindu Kush'. But 
unfortunately this is a sl2.tement to be set in the realm of construc
tive imagination, for a reference to the source in Al:rian (Alrabasis 
iii 8) establishes only that the satrap of Arachosia had under him, 
among others, 'the Indian Highlanders so-called'.• We may con
jectu.te that these included Gandarioi, Paktues, Aparutai and 
others mentioned by Herodotus, but that is all. · It was not until the spring of 317 B.C. that Alexander was ready 
to lead his armies down into the Indus Valley. The intervening 
four years were spent in those astonishing marches whicil took 
him first to Babylon, Susa and Persepolis, then across Persia in 
pursuit of Darius to the neighbourhood of modem Meshed, and 
thence by the route across what is now Mgh•nist:an via Farah, 
Kandahar and Kabul -though none of these places, except pos
sibly the last, had then been founded -to cross the Hindu Kush 
into Bactria, the modem Mghan Turkistan- and reacil as far 
as the Jaxartes (the Syr Darya) beyond Samarqand. These march
ings are represented by the old historians as having been under
taken li.rst in pursuit of the fugitive Darius, and then to track 
down Bessus, the satrap of Bactria, who had murdered the last 
representative of the Great Kings at Damghan8 and attempted to 

• 
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set himself up as d4 facto ruler of the eastern sat:tapies qf the em
pire. But in reality Alexander was engaged in consolidating his 
rule to the furthest eastern limits of the Persian Empire, and 
founding cities according to his set policy to that end. But this 
policy, while it succeeded in bequeathing to Alexander's suc
cessors in Asia - the Seleucid Diadochl- an empire' over 
Syria and Babylonia which lasted 150 years, did not endure more 
than a few decades on the Persian plateau, while in Gandhara and 
India Alexander's invasion had no immediate administrative con
sequences whatever. His officers were driven out of the country 
on the Indus by the Mauryas after a few years, and when that 
Indian power established its rule in and around Gandhara, such 
memories as there remained of Persia were not of Alexander but 
of the long period of Iranian rule under the Achaemenids. The 
Maurya Empire of India itself, which finally drove Seleucus out 
of the North-West Frontier region in 305 B.c;. , was in no way the 
result of, or the reaction to, Alexander's splendid but transitory 
raid. Its monarchs, Chandragupta and Asoka, did not need Alex
ander's example to teach them what empire meant. They had had 
before them for two centuries the stately fabric of the Persian 
monarchy, and it was that empire which impressed their imagina
tion and served as a model for their institutions.' 

In his impact on Gandhara it is as a raider on the grand scale, 
and only indirectly as a spreader of Greek thought and culture, 
that Alexander must be seen. The later Graeoo-Bactrian King
dom, under which Hellenic .i.nfiuences did reach the Indus, was not 
his foundation, and its power did not extend to Gandhara until 
I 50 years after his death. The total duration of Alexander's own 
stay on the Frontier from the time he left Bactria in the early 
summer of 317 B.c. to his crossing of the Indus early in the follow
ing year was less than twelve months, during the whole of which 
time he was engaged either in reducing fortresses or fighting his 
way forward. When he crossed the great river, he passes out of our 
picture; he was to go on as far as the Beas and then sail down the 
rivers to the sea. His was a one--way passage through Gandhara. 

It is often said now upon the Frontier that such-and-such a 
tribe, or even family, claims Grecian or Macedonian blood in
herited from .Alexander or his soldiers. The Afridis, for instance, 
have their tradition of an admixture of Greek blood. They point 
. to their Grecian features, and indeed many a young Afridi might 
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stand as a. model for Apollo, while the Afridi elder can display the 
gravity of Zeus. There a.xe young Pathan warriors, not only among 
the Africlis, whose strong classical profile and eagle eye recall the 
features of Alexander himself. It is said tha.x Ale::mnder's a.xmy in 
its passage through this country left behind deserters who mingled 
their blood with that of the people of Tirah and the Khaibar. But 
the fact is that there is no local written record, Indian or Acha� 
menian, inscriptional or other, of Alexander's passage through the 
country; indeed there is no contemporary or even nea.x-contempo
rary Asian reference to his Indian expedition at all. Were it not for 
An:ia.n and the other classical sources, Greek and Latin, the very 
memory of Alexander's connection with Gandhara would have 
faded like a drea.xn. These Afridi and other traditions almost cer
tainly have their origin in the body of western classical learning 
translated into Arabic in the days of the Abbasids of Baghdad, 
and are part of the.Yunani or Greek lore which so la.xgely in
fiuenced Islamic litmze hW!11111icns. It was thus that the great deeds 
of Sikandar Zulqamain - Alexander of the Two Homs - be
came a part of the folk-lore of the Muslim world. Until the 
corpus of Greek and Latin leaming became available in such ways, 
the very existence of Ale::mnder and his a.xmy had been long for
gotten in those parts of Eastem Iran and India through which he 
passed. And so short was the time he spent upon the Frontier 
tha.x little could have been left behind. 

Hellenic infiuence was to retum later to these parts and to per
sist for some time under the Graeco-Bactrian kings. That period, 
laboriously reconstructed mainly from numismatic evidence, also 
left the faintest of memories in the lands where Gra.eco-Bactrians 
ruled, and no world-shaking names like that of Ale::mnder. It 
seems likely that traditions which could more reasonably be con
nected with this subsequent Hellenism have invoked the grea.x 
name of Alexander as soon as the Arab learning of Baghdad had 
given access to Greek history. But in troth in this region the 
Ma.cedonian was a bird of passage, and himself made no per
manent impact on events on the eastem frontier of what had been 
the Persian Empire. 

Arrian, our main authority, was a contemporary of the Roman 
emperors Hadrian, Antoninus Pius and Mucus Aurelius, and 
served as consul under the second. He probably lived to tim: 
A.D. 171, and was thus writing Jive hundred years after the events 
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he is teeording, very unlike Herodotus who wrote .onljt a genera
tion after the culmination of his drama. Arrian's AnabtJ.Iis (ex
pedition) is in Greek. Other authorities of much less value are 
Quintus Curtius Rufus, in good Latin but rhetorical, and Plu
tarch, who wrote a series of comparative lives in Greek-both 
belonging to the 6rst centuty of the Christian era. There are also 
a few geographical references in the works of Strabo (64 :s.c.
A.D. 19) and of the Alexandrine asttonomer Ptolemy (second 
century A.D.). 

Arrian is generally admitted to be a first class military his
torian. There is no doubt that his work is based on contemporary 
records, now lost, including the diaries of Ptolemy I, Alexander's 
companion and founder of the Egyptian dynasty, 5 and of Megas
thenes, whom Seleucus, Alexander's general and successor in the 
east, sent as ambassador to the Mauryan court. His AnabtJ.IiJ 
abounds in material relating to the crossiqg of mountains and 
rivets, the details of sieges and engagements, the bravery of 
Alexander and his captains and indeed of those against whom 
they fought. His accounts of the sieges and storm of such places 
as Bazira and Aornos are fine examples of military writing, full 
of vivid strokes and careful descriptions of local topography, en
abling archaeologists to recapture the events described on the 
ground today. But, as might be expected from the accounts of a 
military expedition resulting in no permanent conquest or govern
ment, his work is in other respects disappointing. It has little 
bea,ring on the composition, origins or languages of the peoples 
of the Frontier regions through which Alexander was passing. 10 
this it is in strong contrast with Herodotus, and the reason is not 
far to seek. 

Herodotus was drawing on material accumulated during the 
best part of one hundred years of Persian Achaetoenian rule. The 
great fabric of that empire had sifted the ore and refined the gold 
in its administrative system. It still remained in vast stteogth 
when Herodotus wrote, even though Xecres, the successor of 
Darius the Great, had failed to conquer Greece. And, as noted, 
Herodotus wrote when memories were fresh. Arrian and Alexan
der's other chroniclers on the other hand not only wrote many 
centuries after the event - distance might indeed have· given 
them perspective-but were describing a series of actions which 
took place during the anarchy which succeeded the Achaetoenian 
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collapse and, in Gandhara and India at least, were not destined to 
have a lasting effect. Moreover Herodotus, as Rawlinson points 
out, contrived to bring the whole known world into his story, 
glancing at the beginnings of States and Empires, and exhibiting 
before our eye$ a panoramic view of history: Arrian, balanced 
and vivid though he is, merdy wrote up the campaign of the 
world's greatest soldier. The researches of Herodotus into mat
ters relating to the eastern confines of the Persian Empire reflect 
something like the files and records of the Acbaemenian imperial 
machine; those of Aman the intelligence diaries of a. campaign 
undertaken in a period of downfall of empire and consequent 
revolution. The additions made by Strabo and Ptolemy are 
mainly geographical in scope and add little to the story. Yet, 
&i.oce the world's greatest captain before Olingiz Khan traversed 
the North-West Frontier, weare bound to follow him on his pas
sage through it. It if eveo possible that the conqueror's routes, 
and the place and tribal names mentioned, may alford some in
sight into our study of origins. 

It will be easiest to start with a short summary of Arriao's ac
count, • quoting the actual words in translation, where these seem 
rdevaot. Wheo the spring (of 327 :e.c.) was past, Alexander led 
his army from Bactria across the Hindu Kush to the Alexandria 
he had founded two years earlier in the land of the Parapamisidae. 
This Alexandria is now ideotified with Jabal Suraj, fifteen miles 
from Kapisa or Bagram7 in the Kuh-i-I>aman north of KabuL 
Ptolemy tdls us the Parapamisidae-called by him Paropani
sidae -consisted of five tribes, including the Parsyetae, whom, 
as we have seen, Morgenstierne is inclined to connect with the 
Pashtuns. (I have giveo reasons why a connection with Farsiwans, 
or Tajiks, seems to me more probable.)• Theoce Alexander pro
ceeded to the River Copheo- called by Ptolemy the Coa-aod 
to a place named Nicaea, the Victorious. The Copheo is clearly 
the Kabul River above its passage through the Kh.aibar hills, and 
Nicaea, though unidentifiable, must be somewhere either in Lagh
mao or in the plain now known as that of Jalalabad, or Ningrah.ar. 
A rrian thea proceeds: 

Hiving reached Nicaea and sacri.liced to the goddess Athena, he 
dispatched a heftl.d to Taxiles, and to the chiefs on this side of the 
River Indus, directing them to meet him whue it was most con. 
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venient for each. . . . He then divided his army 1111d .desp:�.tched · 
Hephaestion and Perdicas with the brigades of Gorgias, Oeitus, e 
and Meleager, half the companion av2.1.ry and the whole of the mer- · 
Cen2.t}' av2.1.ry, to the land of Peucelaotis and the River Indus. He 
ordeted them either to seize by force whatever places Jay on their 
route or to accept their submission if they capitulated, and when 
they came to the Indus to make whatever preparations were neces
sary for the transport of the anny across that rivet. They were ac
companied on their march by Taxiles and the other chiefs, and on 
reaching the Indus they began to carry out the inst.tuctions they had 
received. One of the chiefs, however, Astes, satrap of the land of 
Peucelaotis, revolted but perished in the attempt. 
In this account Taxiles, of course, is the ruler of Taxila, thirty

five miles east of, and beyond the Indus, famous as the seat of 
later Graeco-Bactrian, Saka and Kushan civi.lizations, and the site 
of archaeological research. Peucelaotis is universally accepted as 
identical with the Prakrit form Pukkalaoti okhe Sanskrit Pushka
lavati, fixed since the time of General Cunningham as the immense 
mound in the neighbourhood of Charsadda and Prang, eighteen 
miles north-east of Peshawar. 'The land of Peucelaotis' is there
fore the Peshawar plain, or Gandhara. We hear nothing from 
Arrian of any Paskapuros or similar name, and we may conclude 
therefore that in the two hundred years that passed between the 
time of Scylax and that of Alexander, Charsadda had superseded 
Peshawar as the capital of Gandhara. There has been no sys
tetnatic excavation on the Charsadda site, but numerous casual 
finds of lnde>Greek coins and fAscinating sculpture-reliefs of 
Roman-Alexandri.ne1° artistry attest that it later became the centre 
ofWestem influence in the Gandhara region. 

It seems probable that Taxila had been the capital of the 
Achaemenian satrapy of India, just as first Paskapuros (Peshawar) 
and subsequently Peucelaotis (Charsadda) had been the chief city 
of the satrapy of Gandhara or Paktuike. The fact that Alexander 
so readily obtained the submission of the ruler of Ta:xila -
Quintus Olrtius gives us his proper name as Omphis - demon
strates that as the successor of Darius Codomannus he was held 
to be entitled to the loyalty of the Achaemeniao Indian satrapy; it 
was not until he reached the Jihlam River, where he overstepped 
the eastern boundary of the Persian Empire, thar he met with 
determined resistance from Porus, ruler of the Panjab proper. 
Alexander was not the first or the last to be made to reaH:u that 
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the real limit of the Iranian region is not the Khaibar pass, or 
even the River Indus, but a point near ancient Taxila where the 
modern road and railway run through the Margalla pass. Pathans 
still recognize when they pass it that they are leaving, or coming, 
home. · 

Peucelaotis and Taxila are the only two places in Arrian's ac
count which can easily be fixed upon a modern map. It has been 
normal practice to assert that Hephaestion's route from Nicaea in 
Ningrahar into the Peshawar plain was through the Khaibar pass, u 
but there is nothing in the texts to establish this assumption in any 
absolute manner. All that we know is that Alexander's fl.ank
guard under this general marched from a place somewhere near 
Jalalabad to Charsadda. We have no place-names to connect with 
Peshawar. If Peshawar had been mentioned, it would be possible 
to fix with some certainty on the Khaibar route as that taken by 
Hephaestion, bu� nQ such reference exists. It is also a matter of 
some doubt whether in Alexander's time, with unbridged rivers, 
the Khaibar route would have been the easiest, or even the most 
direct, between the places named. Hephaestion may well have 
crossed the Kabul River in the neighbourhood of Kama or Lal
pura, above or below its junction with the Kunar and before it 
enters the gorges north of the Khaibar. He would then have 
come down into the Peshawar plain by the Karappa and Gandab 
route through what is now Mohmand country, and entered the 
Doaba close to Shabqadt. Or he may have followed the river as 
closely as possible, either on the north bank where the Tarakzai 
Mohmands now dwell, or on the south bank through the Shilman 
valleys at the back of the Tahtarra peak. Before the Khaibar road 
was built, much traffic followed one or other of these routes, and 
it is wrong to suppose that the Khaibar is the only passage from 
the west into the Peshawar plain. 

It remains to consider Alexander's own route. I give here a 
translation of the relevant portions of Arrian's text:U 

Alexander took command in person of the other division of the 
army . . . and advanced into the country of the Aspasii and Guillci 
and Assaceni. The route which he followed was hilly and rugged 
and lay along the coune of a river called the Choes, which he had 
difficulty in crossing . . •  [later] he adwnced to the river Euaspla 
where the chief of the Aspasii was . . . [and after operations] then 
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crossed the mountains, and came to a city at their bue named 
Arigaion, where he found the inhabitants had burned the pace and 
taken to flight. As this city seemed to occupy a very advantageous 
site, he commanded Cr:aterus to fortify it strongly [and after further 
battles in which he defeated the Aspas.ii] he marched thence to in
vade the country of the Assaceni, Craterus, who had now finished 
the work of fortifying Arigaion, rejoining him with the hoplites and 
siege-engines. He passed through the country of the Guraei, where 
he had to cross the Gur:aeus, the river giving the name to that 
country. Alexander then marched first to attack Massaga which was 
the greatest city in those puts. (A long description of the siege fol
lows, after which] Alexander took the city by storm and captured 
the mother and daughter of Assacenus. 

He then dispatched Coenus to BWra, convinced that the in
habitants would capitulate on l.eaming that Massaga had fallen. He 
als o sent Artalus, Alcetas and Demetrius to another city, Ora, in
structing them to draw a rampart round it and to invest it against 
his own urival. As regards Coenus matters dl'd not go well for him 
at Buira, for, as it stood on a very lofty eminence and was strongly 
fortified in every quarter, the people trusted to the strength of their 
position and made no proposals for surrender . . . .  Alexander direc
ted his much first to Ora, which he captured at the :first assault. 
When the inhabitants of Bazira heud that Ora had fallen they re
garded their case as desperate and at dead of night fted from their 
city to the Rock in that land named Aomos . . . .  Alexander, seized 
with an udent desire to capture this mountain also . . •  made Ora 
and Massaga strongholds for bridling the districts uound them and 
at the same time strengthened the defences of Bazita. 

Meanwhile the division under Hephaestion • • •  had marched oa 
to the Indus, where they began preparing a bridge to span it in ac
cordance with Alexander's orders. Alexander then first muched 
towards that river and received the submission of Peuoelaotis, and 
then occupied himself in reducing other small towns situated near 
the Indus . • . •  He then marched to the Rock of Aomos. 

If it were not for a passage in Strabo (XV, 697), we should be 
in doubt how the route taken by Alexander lay with reference to 
that of Hephaestion. From Arrian's account as it stands it would 
be equally possible to select a route for the conqueror over the 
Sufed Koh and down into Kohat, for that is even more 'hilly and 
rugged' than the routes to the north. But Strabo makes it clear 
for us that Alexander took the northern route on bearing that it 
was more fertile, while that to the south was either waterless or 
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liable to tlood, and thinking that the rivers would be easier to 
cross towards their sources. 

Given this certainty, and given also the whole trend of the ac
count, which shows that he did not descend into the Peshawar 
plain until after reducing the hill fortresses of Arigaion, Massaga, 
Bazira and Ora, a knowledge of topography makes his general 
route clear enough. The rivers he crossed were the Choes, 
Euaspla13 and Guraeus, in that order. Between the Euaspla and 
the Guraeus was a mountain divide. This can only have been 
the Kunar -Panjkora watershed where the Durand Line now 
runs, and the Choes would then be the Alishang and the Euaspla 
the Kunar. The Guraeus is the Panjkot��., which appears as the 
Gauri in the Sanskrit of the sixth book of the Mahabharata. 
Arigaion would then be Nawagai in Bajaur, which is in fact 
situated in 'a very advantageous site', commanding the Bajaur 
valleys. After crosslttg the Panjkora Alexander would necessarily 
take the route through Talash in order to avoid the lower Paoj
kora and Swat gorges, and so cross the Katgala pass into Adinzai 
and arrive on the banks of the Swat River at Chakdarra. There is 
nothing to show by which route he left Swat to reach the Pesha
war plain, and we have still to determine the location of Massaga, 
Bazira and Ora. 

This, and the fixing of the site of Aomos, is the theme of some 
fascinating explorations undertaken in 1926 by Aurel Steio.14 
The stir and the thrill comes, I think, &om a sudden discovery 
that, while no local record or memory remains of those far-off 

·events, it is still possible from the tactical accounts rendered by 
Arrian and the others to recognize on the ground today some of 
the actual strongholds which fell to the arms of the Macedonian. 
In so doing we can see again the heavy-armed hoplites of Alexan
der's phalanx and almost hear the headlong rush of his cavalry 
carrying his standard up the broad and beautiful valley of Swat. 

Stein makes no attempt to locate Massaga, saying only it should 
be somewhere in Lower Swat, which he did not fully investigate. 
We know &om Arriao's account that it was east of the Paojkora 
(the Guraeus), but he gives no clear topographical detail in this 
case whereby a certain recognition can be made. An obvious 
tactical centre in this region, held by the British and by the 
Mugbals before them, is Chakdarra, the point where the present
day roads to Dir and Upper Swat diverge and on the bank of the 

� I 
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Swat River. But had Massaga been at this point, it js �rtain that 
Arrian would have mentioned its location on the bank of a great 
smoothly-running river. Such topographical details as we have of 
Massaga are to be found in Curtius, who calls it Mazaga and de
scribes the site as 'barred on the east by an impetuous ·mountain 
stream with steep banks on both sides, while to the south and west 
nature, as if designing to form a rampart, had piled up gigantic 
rocks, at the base of which lay sloughs and yawning chasms'. 
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MASSAGA 
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This description answers very closely to the topography of the 
Katgala pass between the valleys of Talash and Adinzai, abou� 
eight miles north of Chakdarra on the present road to Dir.16 
Here, just below the pass, is a circumvallation of hills, and a 
stream, the Wuch Khwar, corresponding to Curtius' description 
and forming a natural moat on the east. There are also many deep 
:ravines, and piles of ruins of ancient buildings muked 'Buddhist 
Ruins' on the map. As in most striking spots in these regions, 
there is also here the Ziyarat, or shrine, of a Muslim saint named 
Mujawar Baba, surrounded by a clump of large trees. The place 
is admirably sited to bar the only west-east road practicable for 
armies through these hills, and to command the rich surrounding 
com-lands of Talash and Adinzai. There is no doubt that both 
Alexander and Babur, eighteen centuries later, came this way. 
Like Charsadda, these ruins have never been subjected to sys� 
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tematic digging, but there is every hope that they would yield a 
rich harvest. 

There is a further feature on the ground which helps to identify 
the Katgala site with Massaga. While, as I have said, Arrian's ac
count of·this siege lacks topographical detail, he mentions a little 
hill at some distance from the camp, onto which Alexander with
drew his men as a feint. An isolated small hill, as the sketch shows, 
is to be seen on the ground east of the pass and close to the road. 
It fits the description. 

Before leaving Massaga I must record two details which bring 
the whole scene to life. Alexander, while superintending the erec
tion of a mole to fill one of the ravines, was wounded by an arrow 
in the leg -Arrian says in the ankle, Curtius in the calf. 'When 
the barb was extracted, he called for his horse, and, without so 
much as having his wound bandaged, continued with energy un
abated to prosecute.t}le work on hand. But when the injured limb 
was hanging without support, and the gradual cooling, as the 
blood dried, aggravated the pain, he is reported to have said that 
though he was called, as all knew, the son of Jupiter, this wound 
proclaimed him to be a man. And then, smiling magnificently, 
Alexander looked up to his surgeons on the Katgala pass and 
quoted Homer: "This, my friends, is blood: it is not the ichor 
which the blessed immortals shed." •1• 

The other incident is best told in Curtius' own words. The 
people of Massaga, 'giving up the defence as hopeless, withdrew 
into the citadel whence, as nothing but surrender was open, they 
·sent down envoys to the king to sue for pardon. This being 
granted, the queen came with a great train of noble ladies who 
poured out libations of wine in golden bowls. The queen her
self, having placed her son, a child, at Alennder's knees, ob
tained not only pardon but permission to retain her former dig
nity, for she was styled queen, and some have believed that this 
indulgent treatment was accorded rather to the charms of her 
person than to pity for her misfortunes. At all events she after
wards gave birth to a son who received the name of Alexander 
whoever his father may have been.' 

Bazira has been most convincingly identified by Stein with 
Birkot, now sometimes known as Barikot, in middle Swat, situa
ted at the point where a branch road leaves the main valley to cross 
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the Karakar pass into Buner. Here there are extensive ruins crown
ing an acropolis at the most strategic point in the middle valley. 
Arrian's description of Bazira as 'a high mountain citied to the 
top' exacdy suits the Birkot hill. Stein also stresses most con
vincingly the phonetic transference of Bazira to Bir - the ter
mination -kot being a very usual and later addition meaning a 
castle or fortified place and applied to innumerable villages in 
these parts. The Greek zeta, says Stein, is commonly used to 
denote the palatal half-vowely which does not exist in Greek. 
Bazira therefore represents Bayira, Baira, or Beira, and he points 
out that Beira is the name given by Curtius to this stronghold. 
The transition to Bir is an obvious one. 

Stein identifies Ora with a place now caUed Raja Gira's castle 
above the village of Udegram, a few miles higher up the Swat 
valley above Birkot. The termination -gram is merely a common 
Prakrit form for a village, the same as gaon i.otmodem Hindi; and 
Ude with a cerebral d, as Stein points out, can be derived from Ora 
or Ura with a cerebral r. The site he selects is situated on the 
ridge which separates the main valley from the side valley of 
Saidu, and is again marked by a saint's shrine and thick groves of 
trees. It is just above a favourite shooting-ground of the Swat 
rulers and has natural advantages as a strongpoint. 

I do not myself feel that this identification can be accepted as 
final. After reducing Ora Alexander left garrisons and himself 
went off to join Hephaestion in the Peshawar plain, where he ac
cepted the surrender of Peucelaotis (Charsadda) and proceeded 
to secure his position on the Indus crossings before attempting to· 
reduce Aomos. How did he reach the plains from Birkot (Bazira) 
situated well up the Swat Valley? 

We have no hint at all in the sources. He may of course have 
retraced his steps down the valley and crossed into the plain 
either by the Malakand or by one or more of the lesser passes, 
the Shahkot, Charat and Morah, a little further to the east.17 But 
it seems more probable that, having gone up Swat as far as Birkot, 
he would have turned south from there and crossed the Karakar 
into Buner, whence he would issue into the plain by the Malan
drai and Ambela passes, one or both. This is the route which the 
Mughal army sought to take in x 5 86 and, less capably commanded, 
met with disaster. If Alexander did not intend to march this way, 
there would have been little point in capturing Birkot, the im-
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portance .of which lies in the fact that it commands this route. 
For these reasons, I think, we should look for the site of Ora in 
Buner, and not in Swat, possibly close to Daggar, the strategic 
point in the Buner complex of valleys. 

Stein's "most fascinating work in this region is his identification 
of the Rock of Aomos with a place still called Uma or Unra (with 
a cerebral nr) on the Pirsar spur high up the Indus right bank, 
above the side valleys of Kana and Ghorband. The grounds on 
which he bases his identification, t_opographical and phonetic, 
are extraordinarily convincing, but must be read in his own words. 
Here it need only be said that the Pirsar Rock is on the very out
side edge of Pathan country,18 though now included in Swat 
State. Stein's work establishes firmly the extraordinary accuracy 
of Arrian's military descriptions of country; it does little to em
broider the story of the Pathans. 

There remain th� names of the tribes, the Aspasii, the Guraei 
and the Assaceni. whom Alexander overcame in the country 
between Kunar and Swat. From what has been said it is clear that 
the Aspasii lived on both sides of the divide which now carries 
the Durand Line, both in Kunar and in Bajaur, the Guraei in 
what is now Lower Dir on the Panjkora, and the Assaceni -
in whose territory Massaga, Bazira and Ora were situated -in 
Talash and the Swat Valley. 

The Guraei suggest no affinities other than the mention of 
their river in the Sanskrit epic, already referred to. 

To the identity of the Aspasii there is an interesting clue in 
Strabo, who calls them Hippasii. Now the Avestan Persian for a 
horse is a.rpa, the modem Persian a.rb, and the Pakhtu a.r, a.rpa 
(horse, mare). The fact that Strabo translated the name of this 
tribe into Hippasii proves that he was aware of its etymological 
signification. Clearly we have here something both horsy and 
Iranian. 

In the course of recent discussions on the origins of Yusufzais 
it was remarked to me, without any reference whatever to Arrian's 
tribal names, that the ordinary Yusufzai villager never refers to 
himself as Yusuf?ai, but as Isap2ai or even Asapui. My inter
locutor, one of the Khans of Hoti, added that it seemed probable 
to him that, with the advent of Islam, his ancestors decided to 
assimilate an old word to the scriptures, with the result that Asap 
or !sap became Yusuf Goseph). 
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Long yeus in court spent listening to Yusufzai witnesses con
Jinn this phonetic transference - another instance of the Mridi's 
p for f The equation cannot be proved, but it is attractive to see 
in the Aspasii of Arrian and the Hippasii of Strabo the proto
type of the Isapzai of today. As will appear later, the faCt: that the 
Aspasii in Alexander's time lived in the Kunar and Bajaur val
leys, further to the west than the Yusufzais today, need not un
duly upset us. Even the YusufZai tradition states that the tribe 
took over its present territories in the ££teenth century, coming 
from the direction of Kabul. 

The fact also that the Yusufzais hold tenaciously to the hard 
form of Pakhtu may have some significance. In the last chapter we 
have used the argument that the alternative names of the river 
identified with the Kunar - Euaspla or Choaspes19- helps to 
establish that a form of Iranian tongue using the hard pronuncia
tion was current in Kunar as long ago as the #me of Aristotle and 
Alexander. The Aspasii, it seems, talked a hard variant of Iranian 
tongue, just as the Yusufzai do today. Nor is it without interest 
that both the tribe and the river on which they dwelt should have 
something to do with the Iranian word for a horse. 

The Assaceni of Swat, no less than the Aspasii of Kunar and 
Bajaur, have a name derived from chivalry. The Sanskrit word 
for a horse is asva, and a tribe named the Asvaka is mentioned in 
the Mahabharata as the barbarous denizens of the far north. The 
Sanskrit A.rvaka would become Assaka in Prakrit, leading 
directly to the Greek transcription 'Ac:rO"QJ(�vo•. So here we have 
Indian in place of Persian horses - most suitable, for just as the 
Aspasii, a Persian tribe, lived in Kunar and Bajaur, so the As
saceni, an Indian tribe, dwelt in Talash and Swat. As we would 
expect at that time, the dividing line between Iran and India 
would have been somewhere between the Kunar and the Swat 
Rivers, possibly on the Guraeus or Panjkora River. Later records 
establish that the inhabitants of Swat and the regions east of 
Panjkora had Indian affinities until the time of the Pathan oc
cupation in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. so 

The intrusions of Greek and Latin writers onto the North
West Frontier are now at an end. The establishment of the seventh 
satrapy of Darius the Great (late sixth century B.c.) and the 
famous raid of Alexander (late fourth century B.c.) took place 
many hWldreds of years before any evidence appears of the emer-
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geoce of Mghans, and it has been usual for the people of these 
parts not to look further back than the advent oflslam, or, when 
they do so, like good Muslims to tum to the Hebrew scriptures. 
I contend here that this kind of consideration by no means rules 
out far earlier evidence of the appellation Pakhtun, or the existence 
of tribal names used in this locality z, 5 oo years ago, tr2.ceS of 
which can still be found today. For Herodotus and Arrian are 
real history; theirs were not dark ages. If we can follow in Scylax' 
and Alexander's wake to the Indus, and still recognize the topo
graphy, let us not dismiss too readily evidence of similarity in 
place and tribal names. 

If there be those who would deride the idea that over so long a 
period names and traces may Still remain, the answer is that in 
these remote valleys, even more than on Hadrian's wall in Britain, 
a thousand years pass as a dream. Could one awake in Talash to 
see Alexander or Ba� pass with their clatter of arms, the waker, 
likely as not, would find the men of the villages much as he knows 
them now. Until only the other day it has been but the fashion of 
arms that changes; Lee-Enfield going back to carbine, carbine to 
jezail, and jezail to the bows and arrows of those most warlike 
men who, more than two thousand years ago, dwelt upon the 
borders of Paktuike. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE BIRTH OF PAKHTU 

ith the death of Alexander in 3 21 B.c. the bright lantern 
that for a short spell illumines the North-West Frontier 
scene is put out, and history becomes a laborious recon

struction, pieced together mainly from coins and inscriptions, on 
the documentary side supported only by occasional gleams shed 
by the fragmentary records that have come down to us in the 
works of envoys and geographers. One such envoy was Megas
thenes, Seleucus' ambassador to the Maurya.Court, and the geo
graphers Strabo and Ptolemy have already been mentioned. For 
two thousand years the name of the Palctues disappears, while the 
name of Mghan does not clearly emerge until the Islamic era is 
almost with us. Later, in the fifth and seventh centuries interesting 
Chinese travellers, Fa-Hien (A.D. 399-414) and Hiuen-Tsang 
(A.D. 629-64)) do something to lift the veil, and we shall see that 
the geographical names of Gandhara and of its city Paskapuros, 
survive. The period of over one thousand years between Alexan
der's death and the beginnings of Islam in these parts is one of 
many invasions by swarm after swarm from the north, a period 
during which the mastery over the frontier between India and 
Iran changed hands in a continual see-saw, in which sometimes 
the Iranian power and sometimes the ruler of the Indus Valley 
prevailed. 

The researches of the learned into all this confusion tend to be 
restricted to reconstructions either of early Indian history, or of 
the history of the western Iranian plateau. Vincent Smitht pro
vides an example of the fust, Ghirshman' of the second, trend. 
Recently, too, attempts have been made to look at this long era 
in the perspective of the Central Asian plains, that is from the vast 
area most compendiously known to later ages as Turkistan. This 
is the theme of McGovern. a None of these writers focus on "Gand
bara or the Frontier, or even on Mghanistan, and none are written 
with any design of tracing Pathan or Mghan origins as such 

j8 
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through the ages. The position is very much that deplored by 
Elphinstone in quite another context, when he wrote that in the 
formulation of Indian history it is only at the points where other 
nations come into contact with the Hindus that we arc able to 
settle any "details accurately. Problems of this kind face the en
quirer into the Pathan story at every point. 

Yet, however meagre the results, we must apply ourselves to 
construct some sort of framework of dynastic annals• of the 
rulers who during this long period claimed to exercise authority 
over the North-West Frontier people. In the very absence of 
detailed tribal mention or statistic we may perhaps detect indica
tions of what was, I believe, the fact, namely that at no time after 
the downfall of the Achaemenian Empire was there a very close 
administrative control over the tribal groups inhabiting the 
pockets of these hills. 

Since the story w6Uch follows cannot be understood without 
mention of the Sakas, it is appropriate, before closing Herodotus 
to reca.ll that, as usual, that remarkable man has a shaft of light to 
shed even in this quarter. He is speaking again of the contingents 
to Xerxes' army (480 B.c.). The Sakai, he says,• were clad in 
trousers and had on their heads tall, peaked caps rising to a point 
They carried the bow of their country and daggers, and also an axe 
ca.lled Jagaris. They were really Amurgian Scyths, he adds, but 
were called Sakai, for the Persians called a.ll Scyths by that name. 
Herodotus' statement is bome out by the Achaemenian inscrip
tions, both of Darius and Xerxes, in which the appellation 'Amur
gian' appears more than once, probably meaning those Sakas who 
dwelt on the Amu Darya, the River Oxus. Like their cousins the 
Parthians, further west, they were of Iranian stock speaking a 
language now held to be the ancestor ofPakhtu and established as 
having belonged to the eastem Iranian group and closer to the 
Iranian than to the Indian branch of the Indo-European language 
classification. • They will appear again. 

It is not possible to follow the shifts of empire across the bor
ders of Iran and India without some knowledge of the classica.l 
names applied to those regions. 

Gandhara., as we know, corresponds to Herodotus' Paktuike, 
and is the Peshawar V a.lley. From time to time it probably in
cluded certain surrounding tracts to east and west. Arachosia 
corresponds roughly to Ghazni and Kandahar, Drangiana is Sis-

• 
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tan, and Aria is Herat - Gedrosia is the Baluch country south of 
Arachosia to the sea. Bactria is the present Afghan province of 
Turkistan, south of the Oxus, and Parthia lies west of Bactria 
towards the Caspian Sea. East of Bactria is Sogdiana, roughly 
the same as the valley of the Zanfshan, which waters Samarqand 
and Bukhara. North of Parthia, Bactria and Sogdiana was the 
country of the Sakas. In Achaemenian times all these countries 
north of the Hindu Kush were inhabited by Iranian peoples, 
speaking Iranian tongues, and all, including some of the Sakas, 
were subject to Achaemenian rule. • As to the vernacular language 
of Gandhara at this time we have no positive information, but it 
is difficult to believe that a satrapy subject to the Achaemenians 
for nearly two hundred years did not speak dialects influenced by 
the Iranian group, though no doubt owing to proximity to India 
admitting Indian affinities also. No Huns or Turks had yet ap-
peared upon the scene. " 

Alexander's death resulted in a scramble for power between 
his generals, with the result that almost the whole of the Asian 
portion of Darius' empire which he had conquered fell to Seleucus. 
The Seleucid dynasty lasted in Syria and Babylon for over a cen
tury, but proved unable to hold the positions gained by Alexander 
on the eastern confines of the empire. The Macedonian officers 
were driven out of India and Gandhara after a very few years, and 
an advance by Seleucus in person in �Ol :s.c. in an attempt to 
consolidate his power to the Indus resulted in his defeat at the 
hands of a newly-arisen power in India and a treaty by which in 
return for a gift of jOO elephants he surrendered not only Gand
hara, but Arachosia and Gedrosia to his Indian rival. 

That rival was Chandragupta, in Greek Sandrakottos, founder 
of the Maurya dynasty in ;z; :s.c., and grandfather of Asoka 
(.z.64-zz7 :s.c.). After Asoka the Maurya Empire broke up. But 
for about one hundred years the Mauryas ruled the Peshawar 
Valley, the Frontier region and beyond, probably as far as Lam
ghan in the upper Kabul River Valley. Asoka was the great 
aposde of Buddhism, and his rock-edicts at Shahba.zgarha near 
Mardan and above Mansehra, with inscriptions at Taxila and in 
Lamghan, attest both his faith and the tolerant humanity of his 
rule. The idols of Bamian in the recesses of the Hindu Kush, and 
many traditions as far north as Bukhara, show that the Buddhist 
inftuence radiating from India once captured much of what had 
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been eastern Iran. But the Asoka inscriptions tell us little or 
nothing of the ways or the affinities of the people of the border
land over whom Asoka ruled. And, like diplomats after him, 
Megasthenes, the Seleucid envoy at the Maurya Court, was too 
involved iil. the round of the capital to place an ear to the ground 
in the Frontier provinces. 

The ruins of Buddhist monasteries on the hillocks of the Pesha
war Valley occupy the most delicious sites, enjoying in every case 
a prospect wide and diversified, and displaying even today some
thing of the spirit and imagination of the pious men who planned 
and built them. Many, if not all, are known to be of much later 
date than Asoka, and the Gandhara school of sculptural embellish
ment is now believed to be contemporary with the Kushans 
and Rome, and not with the Mauryas and Graeco-Macedonian in
fl.uence. Yet it was Asoka who was the first great temporal inter
preter of the Buddhi4t way, and it is to him that the Buddhist era 
in the north owed its inspiration. But in some strange manner the 
atmosphere was too rarified for the people of these parts; that age 
passed like a vision and left no memory. Some hold that the only 
refl.ection of those times left to the Pathans today is the division 
of the Karlanri tribes into two factions lmown as Gar and Sa mil. 
The people cannot explain the origin of a cleavage which now has 
small significance, political or other, except that it is as impossible 
for a tribesman to change from one to the other as for an Oxford 
or Cambridge man to sport the wrong blue on the occasion of an 
athletic contest. The distinction is said to be expressive of a pre
l'slamic religious affiliation, some of the people adhering to the 
older Persian faith, that of Zoroaster, and others to the Buddhist 
Vehicle spread by the missionary effort of Asoka and later dynas
ties. According to this interpretation the Gar faction remembers 
the Magian Gabr of the Persians; the Samil the Buddhist Sraman.8 
Whatever the truth of this provocative thought, it symbolizes 
an actual contest that must have taken place in a country like 
Gandhara, subjected for centuries first to rulers professing the 
religion of Ahuramazda and Ahriman, and then to the Buddhist 
Vehicle. 

Of the tribes themselves the Maurya inscriptions tell us no 
word. But it must be remembeted that for a whole century these 
tribes were within the confines of an Indian empire. Even if its 
administrative writ did not tun within their mountain fastnesses, 
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the inhabitants of the plains quite definitely adopted an Indian 
culture, overlaying that learned in Achaemenian times. The in
clusion in Pakhtu, a mainly Iranian language, of wide borrow
ings from the Indo-Aryan may not unreasonably be ttaced to the 
powetful cultural influences that must have spread dver Gand
hara in the time of Chandragupta and Asoka. 

Some three centuries elapsed between the fall of the Maurya 
Empire shortly after the death of Asoka (22.7 B.c.) and the estab
lishment of the Kushan Empire of the Indo-Scythians, probably 
about A.D. 7j. During that period the Graeco-Bactrians, the Sakas, 
and an Indo-Parthian dynasty ruled successively in Ganclhara, 
thus by a shifting of the scale restoring the Frontier regions to 
the dominance of a people who came from Central Asia. To under
stand these shifts it is necessary to go back a few years before the 
Maurya decadence and describe what had happened to the Seleu-
cid power on the Irnnian plateau. ., 

About 2. jO B.c., while Asoka was still alive, there occurred a 
double diminution of the Seleucid power, in the East a falling away 
of the Bactrian satrapy, and a. revolt of the Pa.rthians in the west. 

The establishment of an independent Bactrian kingdom, later 
extended to most of northem India, was the result of a steady 
drift to autonomy under the Seleucid satraps Diodotus I and n. 
The story, bnmandy told by Sir William Tarn, • is far more notable 
as a. part of the history of Hellenism under Alexander's successors 
than a.s a contribution to any record of what went on in the 
Gandhara region. The second Diodotus and his son-in-law 
Euthydemus, were able to establish Bactrian independence even 
in the face of determined efforts by Antiochus the Great to reduce 
Bactria. to its Seleucid allegianc:e in 2.06 B.c. Round about t8j B.c., 
under Euthydemus' son, Demetrius, the Bactrians invaded and 
conquered Gandhara and the Punjab, establishing their power on 
the ruins of the Maurya Empire at Taxila. 

There followed a Seleucid-inspired attempt to regain control 
of the eastern marches under a prince named Eucratides, who de
feated and slew Demetrius and for a time occupied Gandhara a.s 
far as the Indus. But Eucratides in his tum was forced out of 
Gandha.ra by Menander who, originally Demetrius' army com
mander, succeeded to the Bactrian power in northem India: which, 
a.s general, he had done the most to create. This internecine war 
between Greek and Greek led not only to the severance of Gand-
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hara from Bactria, but was fatal to any ultimate hope of establish
ing a lasting Hellenic civilization in what is now Mghanistan and 
the Indus Valley region. Nevertheless these rulers, with capital 
first at Taxila and later at Sakata (Sialkot), left some of the finest 
coinage eVer struck and, according to Tarn, a tradition in art 
which in the later Gandhara sculptures typifies the change from 
Hinayana to Mahayana Buddism-the Lesser to the Greater 
Vehicle -by the representation of the Buddha as a god. 

The Graeco-Bactrians ruled in Gandhara for about a century 
(tSJ-90 B.c.) until, tom apart by the fratricidal jealousies in
separable from political systems of Greek inspiration, their king
dom disintegrated into a group of petty States ruled by princelings 
and was unable to stand up against a fresh deluge, that of the 
Sakas advancing both up the Indus from the direction of Balu
chistan and from the north. It is reasonably certain that under the 
Graeco-Bactrians tho-. population of all this area was Iranian and 
continued to speak East Iranian Bactrian or Sogdian dialects. But 
the Hellenized upper classes, the remnants of .Alexander's colonists 
or those influenced by them, had managed to impart a Grecian 
veneer to the country by the occupation of the higher posts, by the 
fact that Greek ot Macedonian soldiers were needed to guard the 
frontier marches against the Saka nomads, and by the planning of 
cities on a Hellenic model. Even so, might we say, a British veneer 
has been left on Peshawar today. It is probable that the remoteness 
of this advanced Greek post was one factor which enabled Iran
ians and Greeks, as it later enabled Pathans and British in not 
dissimilar suttOundings, to establish an understanding which 
should stand the test of time. 

Whatever the reason, the Gteek element in the Bactrian culture 
was transmitted to Gandhara. Attempts have often been made to 
see in the appearance or the tradition of the Pathan some far-off 
memory or debt, reaching back to this Hellenic civilization which 
endured for a century on the Peshawar plain, its power radiating 
from Taxila. As already suggested, traditions such as that of the 
Mridis claiming a Greek ancestry must be ascribed to this time 
rather than to the brief months of .Alexander's passage. But proof 
there is none. Except for a very tenacious script, a splendid coin
age, and a few sculptural relics, there is little to catch hold of. 
According to the latest authorities the great mass of Gandhara 
sculpture does not belong to this period at aJ.I, but to that of the 
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Kushans two centuries later.10 It is not now held to be the artistic 
expression of Graeco-Bactrian rulers. That little trace remains is 
to be ascribed partly to the fact that Bactrian rule in this region 
was in essence Iranian in inspiration with a Greek top-dressing 
only, and partly to the shattering effect of the many invasions 
which passed this way in later centuries.11 

The Graeco-Bactrian Kingdom ofTaxila and Sakala gave way 
to a Saka invasion which started circa 97 B.c. But before examining 
the Saka credentials it is necessary to go back to the second revolt 
against Alexander's Successors, that of the Parthians in 249 B.C. 
Unlike the Bactrians the Parthians had no Grecian veneer of 
culture; they were hardy Iranians of Scythic nomadic stock, 
akin to the Sakas, and located in the steppes between the Caspian 
and Aral Seas, where Soviet Turkmenistan now stands. Their 
rule over Persia, finally established after some fifty years' warfare, 
was destined to endure for nearly five cen�uies. The leadership 
was in the hands of a Parthian clan of the Pami tribe, the chief of 
which, Arsakes, gave his name to the Anacid dynasty which 
ruled Persia until overthrown by the Sassanians in the third cen
tury of the Christian era. During that long period the Hellenic 
elements in the culture of Western Iran were gradually absorbed, 
not the last occasion in history on which Persia has taken captivity 
captive. The Arsacid dynasty, aided by the famous horse-bowmen 
shooting over their shoulders as they rode away, resisted all 
comers, even the legionaries of Rome. In western story they are 
chiefly redoubtable for the overwhelming defeat they .infl.icted on 
the triumvir Crassus, killed and his army annihilated at the battle 
ofCarrhaein H B.c.n 

The Achaemenian province of Parthia was roughly conter
minous with the modem Persian Khurasan, that is the province of 
Meshed, but the Pami were nomads from further north, and 
though of Iranian stock, were really Scythians closely allied to the 
Sakas who subsequendy defeated the Graeco-Bactrians and over
ran Gandhara. The point to grasp is that in both cases they were 
nomads conquering a sedentary people and of much the same 
Iranian origin. Both advances, that of the Parthians into Persia, 
and of the Sakas into Gandhara, were part of a vast southern 
movement of Scythic tribes which both in Persia and in 'Bactria 
put an end to the Hellenism which under the Seleucids and the 
Graeco-Bactrians had been imposed upon the Iranian world. But 
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the Parthian invasion of PeJ:Sia took place more than a centary 
earlier than that of the Sakas further east; it was a precursor, and 
its leaders had already embraced the PeJ:Sian civilization by the 
time the Sakas moved on the settled lands. It so came about that 
the Parthians were ready to resist Saka incursions in the direction 
of Persia, and did so with effect. In the result the Sakas were 
forced south-eastward, overran Bactria and moved therice some 
towards Gandhara and some towards Sind. Throughout they re
mained closely linked politically and culturally with the Parthians; 
for instance the form of Iranian tongue which they spoke had 
elements in common with that of the nomadic Parthian tribes. 

It is to this period of history that we are told we must assign 
the first beginnings of the language of the Pathans, which accord
ing to the latest authorities is probably a Saka dialect introduced 
from the north.u Be4ore proceeding further with dynastic annals 
let us examine the grounds of this theory. This language, whether 
Pakhtu or Pashtu, is the most obvious symbol today of Pathao 
identity and the measure of Pathan pride. Hit can be shown with 
some degree of probability that its prototype came in with the 
Sakas, another stone will have been laid in our foundations. 

There is a passage in Justin, a Latin writer of date uncertain but 
possibly the late second centary A.D., describing the Parthian lan
guage as half way between Median and Scythian, and a mix-up of 
both. I• This is not a bad description of a rough Iranian tongue, 
such as might have been the precursor of the language of the 
Pathans. In the article on Pashtu - or Pakhtu - in his Li11gttistir 
Smvey of India, Grierson, quoting Darmesteter, holds it to be 
conclusively proved that this language belongs to the eastern 
group of the Iranian family. He admits that it has borrowed ex
tensively from north-western India, but affirms that its parentage 
is the Avesta with its so-called Zend commentaries. Just as 
modem Persian is the principal example of the western Iranian 
group descended from the old Persian of the Achaemenians, so 
Pakhtu, together with Baluchi and various Pamir languages, can 
be related to the eastern Avesta. The Avesta and the Zend are the 
Zoroastrian scriptures. Zoroaster, a prophet of disputed date but 
certainly before the later Achaemeoians who seem to have fol
lowed his teaching, spread his gospel from Sogdiana and the 
eastern part of the Iranian world. This, according to Grier-
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son, is the undoubted ancestry of the Pakhtu and the Pashtu. 
Morgenstieme, the most up-to-date authority, is better ac

quainted with the Pathans in the field than any who have written 
with authority on their language. The candle in his tent bums as 
clearly as the lamp in his study. In origin, he says, Pashtu, or 
Pakhtu, is probably a Saka dialect from the north, but it is not 
possible to define its relationship more closely. As such, it is both 
in origin and structure an Iranian language, which howevet has 
borrowed freely from the Indo-Aryan group. Of these borrow
ings, mainly morphological, he gives important examples to which 
I shall return. He adduces a number of examples of sound changes 
of which a knowledge enables a comparison of Pashtu and Persian 
words to be made. And, lastly, he refers to the two striking 'iso
glotts', the first the separation of the hard and soft variants of 
the language, 15 and the second, cutting across that line of division, 
another which encircles (most significantly) j.ll the Karlanri tribes. 
This is the change of a into broad ii, of ii into ii or e, and of 11 
into i. 

We have to see how all this bears on the Sakas. One of the most 
obvious and regular phonetic changes to be observed in relating 
cognates in the Persian and Pakhtu is to be seen in the Persian d 
which becomes the Pakhtu /. A few common words will serve to 
illustrate the point: 

Persian pidar, father Pakhtu pilar 
, didan, to see , lit:lal 
, daram, I have , laram 
, dah, ten , las 
, dukhtar, daughter , i11r 
" da.st, hand " las 
, diwaneh, mad , lewanay 

• 

Now the names of the Saka rulers of Gandhara are known from 
coins, and a number of titles and technical tetmS are to be found 
in Kharoshthi inscriptions. All these names are transparently 
Iranian, and of the eastern group. Examples are; Jpalagadama 
( spada =army, ga diminutive, dam a =leader, cf. Latin domiflii.J ); 
spa/a hllf"a (spatia =army, ah11ra =spirit, god, cf. Ahllramazda); 
chastana (c£. Pashtu chashtan, Pakhtu l!a/ehtan=master, husband). 
In a number of these will be observed the featwe of J for d, a 
sign-manual of the Pakhtu and Pashtu language. 
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It is also noteworthy that these east Iranian names and titles 

ate not limited to the Sakas, but continue into the later period of 
the Kushans, who succeeded them in Gandhara. The Kusbans, 
even if they were not themselves Sakas, had many Saka subjects. 
The bringing in of this comparative material from Scythian coins 
and inscriptions seems to establish at least one strain in the Pakhtu 
language. 

But it is not to be forgotten that the Saka nomadic invaders 
entered upon a Gandhara which had already for the better part of 
two centuries been Iraoized by the Achaemeoi•ns, for a century 
had been Indianized by the Mauryas, and for another century 
Hellenized by the Graeco-Bactrians. Not only had great civiliza. 
tions held sway in this land, but it had been alternately pressed by 
forces from opposite sides. It lay thea, as it was to lie again, on the 
borderland of Iran and India. It is therefore not surprising to lind 
many elements of Indian influence deep in the roots of the language 
spoken by the Pathlns today. The most obvious of these ate the 
so-called cerebral sounds, u not known to the Iranian group but a 
feature of Indian languages, the presence of two genders, 17 again 
an Indian feature, and, perhaps most signllicant of all, the syn
tactical phenomenon of the so-called agentive constructionu in 
past tenses, unknown in Iranian but appearing in Indian languages. 

A further caveat is worth while. The Saka language, and no 
doubt the Kushan language also, were nomad's talk brought into 
a region where there were not only wide aod fertile plains, the 
homes of civilized meo, but also mountain recesses, such as Tirah 

. and Waziristan, very difficult of access. These plains had already 
for centuries been dominated by great empites, while the hill 
tracts must even then have valued the protection, in common 
phrase the purdah, afforded by their natural isolation. Both would 
have been tenacious of their own linguistic habit, and it is not im
possible that the tongues of the itrupting horsemen from the 
north may have been trained and twisted to adopt the language 
which they found in and around Gandhata. As the conquered 
had been for centuries in an Iranian world subject to Indian in
fluences, and the conquerors had by hypothesis an eastern Iranian 
tongue themselves, the effort should not have been a too difficult 
one. On this showing, while Pakhtu and Pashtu owe much to the 
Sakas, it has been atgued that there may well be earlier East 
Iranian io.Buences in its root-stock. The fascinating problem of 
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Unnar origins, when it is solved, may provide further illumination 
of this point.10 

In short, the more closely the language of the Pathans is studied, 
the more obvious it becomes that it represents just what one 
would expect from its geographical interposition between the 
Iranian and the Indian world, a language which has strong 
features of both groups of the Indo-Iranian section, with the 
Iranian predominating. These features are to be seen not only in 
the etymological relationship of words and derivatives, but, more 
interestingly, in the actual structure of the syntax. In a word 
Pakhtu and Pashtu are perfect examples of a medial tongue. 

What is said here must be read with reference only to the root
stock of the language, verbs, numerals, family and household re
lationships, thoughts of sun and moon and stars, night and day, 
heaven and earth, and not to the top-hamper of abstract notions 
which came in with Islam. In common with all other languages 
spoken by Muslims north of Arabia, Pakhtu"has a large vocabu
lary taken from the Arabic through Persian, or from Persian 
itself. But that is a top-dressing, paralleled for instance in Turk
ish, and easily comparable with the Latin and Greek com
ponents of English. It has nothing to do with the root-stock. The 
later words are borrowed as they are without undergoing etymo
logical change. It is true that they are often pronounced in the 
manner favoured by Pathans, just as French words, borrowed 
whole, are pronounced and used in an English way. The distinc
tion I seek to draw can be illustrated by comparing un - d4ux -
trois with one -hPo- three, and then sympathie with Jympati?J. In. 
the first case we have cognates, in the second an adoption. 

I mention this Persian and Arabic top-hamper here, for on it 
much loose thought is sometimes based. The top-hamper in Pakhtu 
extends to the adoption of scriptural personal names such as 
Ibrahim, Isa, Musa, Ayub, Yahya, Yaqub, Yusuf, Ishaq and so on, 
linked to the Hebrew canon in the anglicized forms of Abraham, 
Jesus (or Esau), Moses, Job, John, Jacob, Joseph, Isaac. Serious 
argument has been advanced that these borrowings support the 
Bani Israel thesis. The fact is, of course, that all peoples who em
braced Islam, and not only the Pathans, took over this set of 
names. It is part of the heritage of Islam and not peculiar to 
Pathans. A certain prevalence of prophetS' names in Pathan usage 
may be explicable by the fact that, relatively to the peoples of the 
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Middle Sea and PetSia, their adoption of the Faith, as we shall see, 
was considerably delayed. The more recent convert is not seldom 
the most tenacious of tradition. 

The evidence is notoriously thin, but on the more general ques
tion I celnclude that, while there is good evidence of affinity 
between the Sw dialect, in so far as it is known to us, and the 
language of the Pathans, and while both clearly belong to the 
same East Iranian group, there is something to be said for holding 
that the origins of Pakhtu-Pashtu go further back into an older 
Iranian past, even as far as Achaemenian times.oo This conclusion 
draws strength from the existence in Pakhtu of a deeply-embedded 
Indo-Iranian element, itself clearly of older than Sw origin. So, 
following the best authorities, with the Saklls at the latest we can 
begin to think of people in Gandhara talking a language from 
which the present Pathan language has come down. 



CHAPTER V 

SAKAS, KUSHANS AND PERSIANS 

T
he Sakas, diverted by their Parthian cousins from Iran, are 
shown by numismatic study to have arrived in Gandhara at 
the beginning of the fust century B.c. and to have ruled for 

about a hundred years up to A.D. 5 . Coins show the names of four 
Saka rulers, Maves, Azes I, Azilises and Azes II -the Greek 
zeta, as in Baz.ira, standing for ay. The Saka irruption seems to 
have passed through the gap in the east-west ranges where Herat 
is situated to occupy the former Achaemeniai satrapies of Dran
giana1 and Arachosia, to the fust of which they gave the name of 
Sakastan.1 Their presence in Arachosia as far north as Ghazni 
is attested by numerous coins, and coins indicate also their entry 
onto the plains of what is now Pakistan by way of the Gumal, 
Tochl and Paiwar routes. Some of them reached Gandhara from 
the south, coming up the Indus from the direction of Baluchistan 
and Sind, into which they had penetrated after their defeat at 
Parthian hands further west. 

The thrust towards the Panjab was led by Maves between 97 
and 77 B.c. Their dramatic progress was no doubt aided by their 
pioneering of a new form of warfare, based upon an armoured · 
cavalry force, whose chief weapon was a long lance known to the 
Romans as the conflls. Saka methods of war were indeed known 
much earlier than this; Arrian describes how their shock tactics 
fust came to notice on the Persian side at Gaugamela, where all 
Alexander's prowess was needed to tum the fortunes of the day. 

Maves established his capital at Taxila, where the Graeco
Bactrians had been before him. After his death there was an in
terval during which various Saka tribes contended for the mastery 
for some twenty years, and no leader emerged until Azes I in 58 
B.C. re-established authority and inaugurated the Saka era which 
begins in that year. This contest between lesser men when the 
great man dies demonstrates the tribal inability to co-ordinate 
effective action in the absence of a trusted leader, and has many 

70 
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parallels in later Pathan history. We may well sw:mise that the 
Saka heritage in these parts is not confined to the linguistic. 

A:t.es I established a B.ourishing and powe:rful Kingdom, dis
tinguished by a numerous silver coinage betokening a long reign. 
He was succeeded by his son and grandson, A:t.ilises and A:t.es n, 
the coinage becoming debased about .A.D. s when a new dynasty, 
the Parthians, succeeded to power in this region. 

From Greek historians and Persian inscriptions we know that, 
like their Parthian cousins, the Sakas were splendid horsemen and 
had a great repute as dashing warriors. Greek vases represent 
them as hairy men with heavy, bushy beards. A Roman commen
tator describes the A Ianni, one of the Scythian clans, as men of 
great stature and beauty and of a fair colour. The important part 
which they played in the Persian army is clear from Herodotus and 
Arrian and numerous coins minted after their conquests in Sakis
tan (Sistan), the Frootier region and north-:westem India illustrate 
both their panoply and their tactics as fighting men. Tiie inscrip
tion on the Lion-capital from Mathura in India (now in the 
British Museum) indicates their veneration for a leader in whom 
they trusted; it seems to have been carved in commemoration of the 
funeral ceremonies of a King, possibly Maves. It may generally 
be said that theirs is a history peculiarly dependent on the results 
of numismatic effort, for the dates of their kings and the course 
of the movements of their armies are deducible mainly from coin 
discoveries of different mints. 

The so-called Indo-Parthian Kingdom which for a short 
'seventy years attained to power on the Frontier after the Sakas 
represented a shifr of emphasis rather than a conquest. For these 
Parthians, like their Saka cousins, were of Central Asian nomadic 
stock, and their accession meant only a stronger assertion of Par
thian power from the west. By the year A.D. s the Arsacid Par
thian dynasty of Ctesiphon had attained to the summit of its 
power, and the extension of its authority to the Indus at this 
period was no doubt prompted by a determination to re-establish 
Persian imperial rule to the furthest limits of the former Achae
meniao dominion. This operation appears to have been con
ducted by the Sak:istan (Sistan) route, and is associated with the 
name of the Suren family, the mightiest of all the Arsacid feuda
tory chiefs. By A.D. 19 one Gondophares, a member of this 
family, is shown by an inscription at Takht-i-Bahi• to be ruling 
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over Gandhara and the northern Panjab. It is probable that 
Gondophares enjoyed some measure of local autonomy while 
acknowledging the suzerainty of the Arsacids in their far-away 
capital of Ctesiphon on the Tigris. This is the King mentioned by 
name in an apocryphal Acts of the Apostles describing the mis
sionary endeavours of the apostle Thomas in the Indus region. 
We cannot here turn to examine the truth of that tale, but it is 
interesting that the dates fit - Gondophares died in A.D. 48 -
and there can be no possible collusion between a Takht-i-Bahi 
inscription and an apocryphal Christian book. 

These Parthians of the Suren family were men of great splen
dour. If indeed, along with their Saka cousins, they contributed 
to the Pathan make-up, they bequeathed something magnificent. 
The feudal lords furnished the heavy cavalry with iron armour, 
known as cataphra&ti, and the lesser nobility the light cavalry, the 
.ragitarii, for which the Parthian armies Wt:#e famous. The un
daunted Parthian with his arrows and swift progress are celebrated 
in the Odes of Horace,' and the picture of the horseman shooting 
over his shoulder as he retired is familiar. Greek and Roman de
scriptions of the battle of Car.tbae in 53 B.c. give a fine account of 
the cloud of dust on the horizon, opening to reveal the Suren 
bodyguard of a thousand mailed horsemen which charged down 
on the Roman infantry, unused to shock tactics from heavy 
armed cavalry. The new arm is described with the awe accorded 
in our day to the invention of armoured vehicles. The legions 
were cut to pieces and Roman ambitions beyond the Euphrates 
perished, not to rise again. Car.tbae was one of the world's de.: 
cisive battles and it was won by men whose grandsons established 
themselves on the North-West Frontier. It is worth noting too 
that the Suren family survived the fall of the Arsacid dynasty 
and the rise of the Sassanians of Persia under Ardashir about 
A.D. 2.2. 5 • 

But the Parthian dynasty on the eastern frontier failed to make 
good and fell about A.D. 75 to yet another horde from beyond the 
Oxus, the Kushans. These defeated Gondophares' successor in a 
fierce battle right under the walls of Taxila, of which recent ex
cavations afford good evidence. Archaeologists have traced a 
breach in the walls of Surkap, the Taxila city, and many arrow
heads. It seems that from this date Taxila was destroyed as a city; 
the later sculptural and other artistry discovered there comes not 
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from Surka.p but from the Buddhist monasteries in the foothills 
north and east of the city. 

On their way south the Kushans had attacked and gready 
weakened the Parthian Empire of the Arsacids, which was under 
simultaneous pressure from the Rome of the Caesaxs in the west. 
Their fu:st conquest was Bactria south of the Oxus, whence under 
their 6.rst ruler of note, Kujula Kadphises, they organized ad
V'allces to south, east and west which in due course gave them an 
immense empire covering not only the whole of what was then 
Eastern Iran (modem Mghanistan and Pakistan as far east as the 
Indus) but the Panjab and the India of the Ganges Valley as far as 
Allahabad or Benares. It is probable that KujuJa himself, having 
6.rst made himself master of the Kabul Valley, annexed Gandhara 
as far as the Indus about A.D. 6o, conquering it from the successor 
of the Parthian Gondophares. The decisive batde giving him the 
mastery of what wa$,then northern India was the siege and storm 
of Taxila some fifteen years later, the victor being either a name
less successors or Kadphises TI, known from the coins as Wima 
Kadphises. The sway ofWima extended to the mouth of the Indus, 
and he profited from the weakness of the Parthians, engaged with 
Rome, to seize the whole of modem Mghanistan, the then Aria, 
Sakistan, and Arachosia. Wima was succeeded by the greatest of 
the Kushan monarchs, the famous Kanishka., whose succession 
starts a new era. Under Ka.oishka the Kushan Empire was ex
tended far into the Ganges Valley, and a capital city of the Indian 
province established at Mathura. The actual date of his succession 
is disputed between wide variants, the latest scholars fixing the 
Kanishka. era as starting in the second quarter of the second 
Christian century, possibly A.D. uS, some five hundred years 
before the Hijrat. His northern capital was at the central 
point of the empire, Purushapura' or Peshawar. So once again 
we have come home. 

The ethnic stock of the Kushans is in some dispute, and a con
siderable body of opinion has maintained that, whil e their sub
jects were Iranian in the western part of their dominion, and 
Indian in the east, they themselves were an early wave of Hun or 
Turk affinity. Others including Ghirshman and McGovern, are 
firm in holding them to be yet another horde of Scythians, and 
therefore akin both to the Sakas and the Parthians, and this I 
accept as the more authoritative view. They are known to Chinese 
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records as the Yueh-chi, of whom the Guei-shang, or Kushan, 
were the leading clan. 

Excavation and numismatic study reveal that the original re
ligious background of the Kushans was a Mazdean £ire-worship 
of which traces remain even in the monuments they left in their 
new homes along the Indus. But when they reached the Indus 
Valley, they became subject to many religious influences, the 
first effect of which was to produce a syncretism so tolerant that 
its niches received deities as varied as Heracles, Hephaestus, 
Mithras, Shiv, and finally the Lord Buddha. It was down this 
broad path of eclectic experiment that the great Kushan king 
Kanishka proceeded, to find in the end that Buddhist revelation 
which caused him to displace the other gods from their pedestals 
and to offer devotion to the form of worship now associated with 
Gandhara and the Kushan age. 

Kanishka having chosen Gandhara, with �ts capital Peshawar, 
as the nodal point of his empire, the state which he ruled has 
come to be known as the Kingdom of Gandhara. And since 
Kanishka, following in the footsteps of Asoka, four centuries 
earlier, had embraced or at least greatly encouraged Buddhism, 
and Gandhara under his leadership became the centre of an im
portant civilization especially as regards art, the name has come 
to be used in designation of the significant art forms which 
spread outward from Peshawar to many other parts of Asia. It 
was because under Kanishka there had developed a golden age of 
Buddhism that the Chinese pilgrims, Fa-Hien and Hiuen-Tsang, 
later made it one of the bournes of their pilgrimage. Outside the 
Ganj gate of the modem Peshawar City was discovered .ih x909 
the remarkable relic casket of Kanishka now deposited in the 
Peshawar Museum. The site of these excavations is now locally 
known as Shaiji ki d!Hri, the King's mound. 

The difficulty of reconstructing Kushan history arises from the 
fact that their main contacts extended to the inhabitants of India, 
the least imbued with an historical sense of any ancient civilization 
in the world. 7 Relatively to the size and scope of the Empire 
little contemporary evidence is available, and though the later 
OUnese Buddhist literature records legends of Kanishka, these 
books do not £ill in accurate historical detail and are largely re
petitions of Indian religious speculation. Moreover the records 
which do exist throw little light on the tribes and people in the 
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Gandh.ata region over whom Kanisbka and his successors ruled. 
Coins and works of art are innumerable, and from them the 
dynastic over-tones may be painted in. But, for the identity, or 
way of life, or language, of the ruled we look in vain. Only the 
name of the capital is known; of the Paktues, the Aparutai, the 
Gandarioi, and their successors we have no word. We do not even 
know for certain of what stock the rulers themselves claimed to 
be. This is a pity, for it is only under the Kushans that Peshawar 
attained the dignity of an imperial capital. 

It was under the Kushans that the channels of trade between 
the Roman world and further Asia were at last unblocked. Ever 
since the Seleucids had yielded power to the Arsacids on the 
Iranian plateau, the State described by Sir Mortimer Wheeler3 as 
'the implacable barrier of Parthia' had stood astride these routes, 
'often at war with Rome and closing the Orient trade by extor
tionate levy or actua.\ veto.' But the rise of the Kushan power on 
her eastern flank involved Parthia in a war on two fronts; Iran, as 
Ghirshman observes, e had become a much reduced central state 
sandwiched between Rome and a new empire based on Gand
hara. The Kushans and the Romans had a common interest both 
in politics and in commerce; the Kushans now holding stretches 
of the east-west trade-routes were able to divert merchandise to 
avoid Parthian territory. And it was from this time that the Par
thian period of decadence set in. 

We may follow Tam in his conviction that Gandhara art would 
never have been brought to birth had not Greek kings ruled in 
that country in the second and first centuries :a.c. But it is now 
more generally held that it is to this age, the age of Kanishka (A.D. 
12.8-5 I), two hundred years later, that we must attribute the full 
flowering of the famous Gandhara art in sculpture in stone, 
bronze and stucco, in coffers, plaques, bowls and objets d'art of all 
descriptions. This astonishing mass of material represents accord
ing to Wheeler, not a Greek influence as such but 'the most pene
trating and enduring impact of the Roman upon the Eastern 
world'.1o The craftsmen may often have been Greeks but the 
source of this plethora of art treasures has been traced to Roman 
Alexandria. By the absorption of theW estern modes of expression, 
in the representation of figure statuary and so on, the face of 
Buddhism was changed. The Hinayana, or lesser Vehicle, expanded 
into the Mahayana, or Greater Vehicle. Under the former the 
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Buddha was never represented; he was not a god but a sage. Under 
the Mahayana, a persuasion which first took shape under Kanishka 
and is represented by the art of Gandhara, the Buddha has become 
divine and is the focus of every composition. The Roman heroic 
and funerary art is indeed transmuted by the oriental craftsmen 
and given a Buddhist context, but, as Wheeler points out, both 
iconographically and aesthetically the change was revolutionary, 
and represents a synthesis of .the utmost interest and importance.11 

As to the controversy on the point whether this new effulgence 
should be linked with Greece or with Rome, it is possible to hold 
that in this region it is perhaps unreal to make a distinction be
tween the two sources of influence. It is generally agreed that the 
fountainhead of inspiration was Alexandria, the centre of neo
Platonism and Hellenistic art whether under the Graecized 
Ptolemies or the Romans who succeeded them. Admitting that 
Gandhara art was the outcome of Kushan cqmmerce bringing in 
the craftsmanship of the Roman Empire, it is worth remembering 
that the time now assigned for it coincided with the reign of the 
Emperor Hadrian (.A.D. 117-138), a devotee of esoteric cults and 
the arts who spoke Greek better than Latin. It is certain too that 
the craftsmen employed stood for an Eastern Mediterranean 
rather than a Latin tradition. We may follow Tarn at least so far in 
believing that the earlier Graeco-Bactrian kingdom in Gandhara 
had paved the way for this development. 

In King Kanishka's later days, when he had become a fervent 
Buddhist, he created a great relic tower -probably just outside 
the Ganj Gate of Peshawar at Shahji ki Dheri - with a supet'
structure of carved wood rising in thirteen storeys to a height of 
some 400 feet, and surmounted by an iron pinnacle. Vincent 
Smith tells us how it was visited by Sung-yun, a Chinese pilgrim, 
at the beginning of the sixth century, by which time it had thrice 
been destroyed by fire and as often rebuilt by pious kings. A 
monastery of exceptional magnificence was still flourishing here 
as a place of Buddhist education as late as the ninth century when 
it was visited by Vira Deva, an eminent Buddhist scholar. But 
the Brahminical revival which began in the later Kushan period 
frowned on Buddhist piety, and what was left by the Brahmins 
seems to have been finally destroyed by Mahmud of Ghazni and 
his successors in the eleventh century. 

It is a strange reflection that Peshawar, the seat of learning 
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which gave birth to a religion that gloried in the portrayal of life 
in pictorial art, later became one of the spiritual centres of the 
Faith which is distinguished for iconoclasm. We have collected 
evidence to suggest that tribes bearing names which have come 
down to the present day were already living in the neighbourhood 
of Peshawu many centuries before the Kushan renascence of 
Buddhism, and that the ancestor of the language now spoken in 
this region had alteady come in certainly no later than the Saka 
horsemen. The Kushans themselves, a fresh wave of Saka in
vaders of Ir.mian stock, must have spoken a language not so very 
different from that of the Sakas. In a word, there is evidence that 
the Palthtu-speakers of today, or their progenitors, were begin
ning to emerge when Kanishka was King. How could our an
cestors have been followers of the image of Buddha? - a Pathan 
of today would ask. 

It is not difficult �o supply some sort of answer. A new wind 
may blow, and ancient fragrances grow stale. The very strength of 
a Pa.than's reaction against the sensuous rituals of the older creeds 
may be indicative of his ancestors' feeling for those rituals in their 
day. 'Guftagfi,.yi-hlfr-wa-Jin tiA:JJir bi-kllja mikashatl? KJnvab yak lehrPab 
aJf, buhad mtd:htalif tdbirhii . . . .  This chatter of heathendom and 
faith, where does it lead in the end? The dream is one dream, 
though many and various be the interpretations.'11 

Mter the Kushans there is yet one more Iranian dynasty which 
ruled in Gandhara before the advent of fresh hordes from Central 
Asia. This was the Sassanians. 

On the latest reckoning Kanishka, Emperor of the Kushans, 
died about A.D. I 5 I and was succeeded by three of his line, 
Vasishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva, whose reign terminated about 
A.D. u 5 The evidence of sculpture and coins shows that until near 
the end the influence of Buddhism went deep, but the strongly 
Hindu flavour of the last King's name-Vasu is a variant of 
Vishnu, and Deva speaks for itself-indicates a beginning, or 
possibly a revival, of Brahmini.cal inB.uence over the court. There 
is a contemporary passage in the Agni Purana indicating that 
Hindu ideologists of the time saw in Kushan conversion to Bud
dhism a danger to the survival of the State.13 A creed such as 
Buddhism, advocating non-violence and self-negation, could 
hardly ensure the power of a military people like the Kushans, 
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ruling by right of conquest, and was bound to have far-reaching 
political repercussions. The passage quoted thinly veils a sneer at 
invaders whose military prowess had been so undermined, and it 
is probable that the acceptance of Hinduism by the last recorded 
Kushan was a belated endeavour to return to the Btabminical 
fold. There ca.n be little doubt that, as with the Mauryas, an over
fervent Buddhism contributed to the military failure of the 
Kushans in the third century. Conversion to a more realistic 
Brahminism had come too late. 

The overthrow of the Kushans was brought about by the new 
and great power which had arisen in Persia proper, the Sassanians. 
Not for the fu:st or the last time it is impossible to understand the 
history of Gandhara, so often an eastern frontier of Persia, with
out turning to the fountain-head in Persia itself. Ardashir, the 
grandson of Sassan, a temple dignitary at Stakhr, was a true 
Persian of Fars or Persis, regarding hims� as in the legitimate 
line from the Achaemenians, more than five centuries before. 
Uniting the minor princes of Fars under his rule, he overcame 
Artabanus (Ardavan), the last Arsacid of the Parthian line, and 
was crowned King in A.D. zz6. In A.D. z4o he was succeeded by 
his son Shapur, who as Crown-prince had worked in double har
ness with his father. Between them Ard.ashir and Shapur made the 
power of Persia feared as it had not been since the days of Carrhae. 
They turned their attention fu:st to the destruction of the Kushan 
Empire, which in collusion with Rome had been such a menace 
to Persia under the Arsacids. Subsequendy Shapur moved against 
Rome, and defeated and captured the Roman Emperor Valerian 
himself on the field ofEdessa (A.D. z6o). 

This is the King Shapur whose inscription we have already 
noticed,14 engraved on the walls of the fire-temple at Naqsh-i
Rustam near Persepolis - the inscription recording Paskiboura 
or Peshawar as the eastern limit of the Persian Empire. It was en
graved at some date between A.D. z6o, the Edessa victory which 
it commemorates, and A.D. z75, the date of Shapur's death. 
Kanishka's Kushan dynasty was replaced by a line of princes 
recognizing Persian suzerainty and ruling over a greatly reduced 
kingdom which may have been confined to the Kabul Valley and 
Gandhara. The precise date of the supersession of the Kushans 
by the Sassaniaos in Gandhara is not clear, but the last Vasudeva 
inscription is assigned to A.D. zz6, agreeing exactly with the date 
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of commencement of the Sassanian era. It seems likely then that 
Pesbawu was captuted by Ardashir about A.D. :�o, before the 
succession of Shapur. 

Like the Arsacids before them the Sas&anian dynasty of Persia 
endured for over four centuries. It did not give way until the last 
Shahinshah, Yazdgird m, was overcome by the Arabs at Niha
wand in A.D. 64: and, like Darius Codomannus, the last Achae
menian, fled eastward to Merv to meet death at the hand of an 
assassin. His empire crumbled as had that of Darius, and its 
western portions were absorbed in the Caliphate. But that is to 
anticipate, and we must look again to Peshawar and the east. 

The eastern boundary of the Sassanian empire did not extend 
beyond the Indus. The Panjab and the Gangetic portions of the 
Kushan Kingdom remained for a time under Kushan rule.rs and 
eventually, in the larger part, were absorbed in the Hindu King
dom of the Gupw..u That portion of the Kushan Kingdom 
which fell to the Sassanians embraced Gandhata, the Derajat and 
Sind, as well as large puts of Afghanistan, and was known as 
Ku.�hanshahr. Its rule.r was always the leading Sassanian noble 
after the Shahinshah himself with the title of Kushanshah, much 
as after Victoria the British sovereign was entitled Emperor of 
India. There is reason to believe that the Ji.rst Kushanshah was 
Shapur I, himself, as heir-apparent to his father Ardashir and 
during his father's lifetime. More than one of the later rulers of 
the Sassanian eastern frontier was the Ctown-prince in person. 
This Utangement continued until about A.D. 365 when the Sas
�anian eastern provinces temporarily collapsed under fresh pres
sures from the north, brought about by the movements of the 
White Huns. 

With one exception there is no reference under the Sassanids, 
any more than under their predecessors, to the ethnic or linguistic 
make-up, or the state of civilization, of the peoples on their 
eastern frontier. The one pointer is the Ji.rst apparent use of the 
designation Afghan. Significantly enough this, like the reference 
to Paskiboura, appears in the inscription of Shapur I at Naqsh-i
Rustam, which mentions a certain rovvSup<p • Apya:�� P•11p.q.w8-
Goundifer Abgan Rismaud.18 The second word can hardly be 
other than an early form of Afghan, an identilication which can 
be supported by the reflection that the Snabinshah must have had 
many East Iranian retainers. According to Sprengling a similar 
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name, Apakan, occurs as the designation of the later Sassanian 
Emperor Shapur ill who reigned for seventy years (A.D. 309-79). 
Phonetically, the evolution Abgan, Apakan, Mghan is normal 
enough, and it is tempting to see in these Sassanian chiefs an
cestors of the Afghan tribes proper, the Yusufzai or the Durrani. 

The Sassanians are not yet finished, but it took them the best 
part of two hundred years to stage a come-back to Gandhara. 
There was now to occur a new and much more overwhelming 
invasion, compared to which previous struggles for power fade 
into the background and seem little more than dynastic rivalry. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE WHITE HUNS 

Up to the end of the fourth century A.D. all the invaders of 
Qmdhara after Achaemenian times, with the single ex
ception of Alexander himself, had been Iranians, either 

from metropolitan Petsia, or from nomadic peoples such as Par
thians, Sakas and Kushans dwelling on the fringe of the mni•n 
world. Even the Graeco-Bactrians were Iranians with an Hellenic 
veneer. But there now starts a great migration of wild barbaric 
tribes from the heart of the Asian continent. These are the so
called White Huns, referred to in the Greek and Roman writers 
as Bphthalites or Chionites. These pedantic names they obtain 
from Greek transcriptions of the Chinese Ye-ti-i-Ii-do and of the 
Middle Persian Khion for a Hun. In old Arabic and Persian chroni
clers and geographers they are referred to as the Haytal or 
HayatiJa.l 

The only sources regarding the early movements of the Bphtha
lites or White Huns are Chinese, and it is not until they crossed 
the Hindu Kush on their southward migrations that they are men
tioned by classical or Arab and Persian writers.• Although Vincent 
'Smith equates them with the Huns of Attila, the Chinese carefully 
distinguish the Y e-ti-i-li-do or Bphthalites from the Hiung-nu or 
Huns proper. Procopius, a contemporary, states in his De lnl/o 
P6f'sico that they were entirely different from the Huns as known 
to the Romans, in being the only Huns to have white skins and 
regular features. The Chinese sources suggest that they did not 
speak either Mongolian or Turkish, so differing linguistically 
from the Hunnish groups occupying Zungaria, whence both 
Huns proper and Bphthalites came. One Chinese authority, 
according to McGovern, describes them as ultimately of the same 
origin as the Yueh-chi or Kushans, but this seems doubtful. 

The best conclusion to be drawn from these contradictions 
would seem to be that the Bphthalites' close proximity to the true 
Huns of Turkic stock must have led to much ethnic and linguistic 
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intermingling, and may even have caused them to take pride in 
belonging to the Hunnish family. At the same time, in their posi
tion in northern Turkistan on the fringe of Turan and Iran, they 
represented a nomadic stock open to both influences and possibly 
may even have been bi-lingual. A Turco-lranian compound is 
more than possible; indeed the civilization ofBukhara and Samar
qand before the Russians came represents a standing example of 
it. We need look no further than the Emperor Babur himself, and 
Akbar, his grandson, for its most renowned representatives in 
history. More often than not, a conclusion of this sort is nearer 
the truth than any clear-cut assumption of racial purity: it is the 
sort of conclusion we shall inevitably arrive at in the case of the 
Afghans and Pathans themselves. 

The Ephthalites are first heard of as the vassals and auxiliaries 
of the Avars who established an empire with its centre in Mon
golia during the fourth century A.D. The A vars probably spoke a 
Mongol language and their ruler assumed the title of Khagan or 
Khan, a title which the Ephthalites brought with them on their 
travels from Central Asia. While they borrowed the main features 
of their tribal organization from their Avar overlords, it is certain 
that they were a separate people with a different linguistic and cul
tural background, and that their migrations were prompted by a 
desire to escape from a too exacting Avar domination. They over
ran both Kashgharia - the modem Sinkiang- and Sogdia
the modem Samarqand- and turned southward about A.D. � 6o 
to attack the Kushans of Bactria. The Kushan rulers put up a des
perate resistance, but, after vainly appealing for aid to Sassaniaa 
Persia, were foroed south-eastward under a leader named Kidara 
into Gandhara, where, as we know, their Kushan cousins had for 
long ruled but were now subject to Sassanian overlords. These 
Kidarites, sometimes known as the Little Kushans, have not in
frequently been regarded as the first wave of White Hun conquest 
from the north, and referred to as the Chionites. But it seems 
fairly certain that Kidara and his successors were Kushans of the 
true Scythian stock evicted by the Ephthalites from Bactria. 
Kidara succeeded in wresting the control over Gandhara and 
adjacent regions from the last of the Sassanian KusW.nsh.ahs who 
died about A.D. � 6 5. He himself assumed the title of Kushanshah, 
possibly even enjoying Sassanian recognition. The duration of 
Kidarite rule in Gandhara is uncertain, but the evidence of coins, 
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which show more than one ruler of this name, suggests that it 
may have been as much as one hundred years. The whole region 
was then finally overwhelmed by an irresistible surge of the 
Ephthalites or White Huns proper which in the east flooded right 
across Northern India, and in the west came within an ace of 
destroying the Sassaniao Empire of Persia itself. 

The Bphthalites completed their occupation ofBactria in about 
A.D. 42.5, and from that centre proceeded to raid heavily both to
wards Persia in the south-west and south-east in the direction of 
the Kabul Valley and Gandhara. Their first forays against Persia 
were stayed in A.D. 42.7 by the renowned Sassanian ruler Bah
ram v,s surnamed Gur, hunter, lover and minstrel. Bahram Gar, 
feigning to buy them off with gold, lay in ambush and destroyed 
the Bphthalite army to a man. This check was effective for a 
generation. But on the succession of Bahram's grandson, Firuz, 
after the middle of the £fth century, the tide turned. Firuz had 
called in the Ephthalites as King-makers to unseat a younger 
brother, and mutual dissatisfaction led to war. In a series of heavy 
battles he was first made captive, and in the end, in A.D. 484, met 
his death. The pride of Sassanian Persia was humbled, and she 
came to occupy a tributary position to the Ephthalite ruler which 
lasted well on into the sixth century. But the Ephthalites were too 
closely occupied elsewhere to administer to Persia the final co11p 
ugr&e. 

The slackening of their pressure on the Sassaoiaos was un
doubtedly due, at least in part, to their having become deeply 
involved in what seemed to them a more profitable adventure in 
the direction of India. This they began by the invasion of Gaod
hara, where they overcame Kidara's successors about A.D. 455· 
They were accompanied on this incursion by a sort of vassal or 
helot group of tribes named the Gurjaras. In Gandhara they 
appointed a Tagin or Viceroy, nominally subordinate to the Eph
thalite supreme ruler in Bactria. This Viceroy, or possibly his suc
cessor, is identifiable with the Toramana of the Indian Gupta 
inscriptions. Before long Toramana and his son Mihiragula,' both 
known to legend as infamous and bloodthirsty tyrants, had over
run the Panjab, destroyed the Gupta Empire of the Hindus, and 
become the paramount rulers of all northern and central India. 
They established their capital at Sakala, the modern Sialk.Qt.1 

The cruelties of Mihiragula are recounted not only in Hindu 
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story but by the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim Sung-yun and by a 
Byzantine monk who visited the north at this period. In the end 
his oppression led to rebellion and the defeat of the Ephthalites, 
who only with difficulty retained a small footing in the north. 
Mihiragula took refuge in Kashmir where he inaugurated another 
reign of terror which lasted until his death in A.D. 542. The 
Kashmiris have a legend that he delighted in pitching elephants 
over a cliff and watching their death-agonies. The scene of this 
carnage is still shown on the southern side of the Pir Panjal pass 
close to the summit, on the road followed by the Mughals in their 
annual visits to Kashmir more than a thousand years later. 

The main body of the Ephtbalites who had remained in Bactria 
did not long survive the breaking of their power in the Indus 
Valley. In about the middle of the sixth century the Turks, who 
bad succeeded the Ephthalites as vassals of the Avars, rose in 
rebellion against their overlords and made themselves masters of 
northern Turkistan. There followed strained relations between the 
victorious Turks and the Ephthalites of Bactria, leading to hos
tilities. At this time Khusrau I Anushirvan, the Just, had begun 
his long reign (5 31-79) in Sassanian Persia, and, although checked 
by Belisarius on the Euphrates, had succeeded in the course of 
watfare with Roman Byzantium under the great Justinian in doing 
something to revive the repute of Persian arms. The rise of 
Turkish power on the other side of the Bactrian Ephthalites gave 
Khusrau his opportunity to deal finally with those who had 
humbled Persia for three generations. Sassanians and Turks made 
a joint attack on the Ephthalite kingdom and destroyed it in a 
decisive battle in Sogdiana, dated by Menander Protector, the 
Byzantine historian, in A.D. 568. The episode is described in the 
section of the Shahnameh of the Persian poet Firdausi, devoted to 
Khusrau Anushirvan. Firdausi names the Ephthalites Haytal. 

Once again then the Sassanian power could be extended, at 
least nominally, to the Indus, and all eastern Iran- the modem 
Mghanistan - passed into their hands. 

But the Ephthalites themselves did not disappear with their 
empire. It is probable that among other legacies they left the title 
of Khan, now a hallmark not only among Patbans but all over 
the Panjab and beyond where there persists any consciousness of a 
Central Asian origin. It seems likely, too, that certain terms origi
nating in Mongolia and carried southward by Turkic migrations 
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into Pathan usage date from this time. Such are the word t4Ns for 
the tribe, baramta for a raid on an enemy's person or flocks to 
indemnify oneself for a wrong, ha.shar for a helping party of 
friends at harvest time- all words in common use in Pakhtu but 
not of lnuiian origin. With the Ephthalites moreover, as all agree, 
came in the Gurjaras, and when the Ephthalite power fell the 
Gujar people remained. And it has been asserted that the Jats of 
the Panjab, the main stream from whom the rural Sikhs are drawn, 
and even many of the proud Rajput clans, are descended from 
these invading White Huns. H this is so, it would indeed be 
strange if the Ephthalites had left no traces in the population of 
the Peshawar plain. 

The origin of the Rajputs may well be germane to our present 
problem, and Vmcent Smith has much to say that is of interest.• 
After recamng that before the Muslim invasions the three main 
irruptions of foreigners• through the north-western passes were 
the Sakas, the Kushans and the White Huns, he points out that 
the real difference between the ancient and the medieval periods of 
Indian history is that at some period the living tradition was 
broken. There is in fact no tradition concerning the ancient 
period; the Mauryas, the Sakas, the Kushaos, belong to a dead 
and buried past, known only from inscriptions and coins. The 
tradition of the Rajput clans on the other hand is very much alive, 
and they still form influential sections of the people. 

The break came, Vtncent Smith believes, with the third irrup
tion, the White Hun invasions of the fifth century. This incursion 
was so overwhelming that it destroyed all memory of descent 
from the first and second swarms, the Sakas and Kushans. It was 
like the Anglo-Saxon invasion of Britain, creating a Dark Age. 
He goes on: 

Who were these R.ajputs, and why do they and their affairs rmk:e 
such a stir during the centuries before the Mubamm<adan conquest? 
Their dominance is the conspicuous fact clliferentiating the medieval 
from the ancient period in tbe history of North India, and the mind 
craves for an explanation. 

It seems to be clearly established that tbe Hun group of tribes 
and hordes made their principal settlements in Rajputana and tbe 
Panjab. The most important element in the group after tbe Huns 
themselves was that of tbe Gurjaras whose name survives in the 
form of Gujar as the designation of a widely diB'used class in north-
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west India. The Jats or Jats, more exclusively agricultural - the 
Gujars are a pastoral people - are universally recognized as akin to 
the Gujars. 

The discovery that the Rajas of Kanauj (Parihars) from Soo to 
IoJS, some of whom enjoyed the rank of paramount sovereign of 
North India, really were the descendants of foreign immigrants of 
the fifth and sixth centuries and cousins of the Gujars, though 
recognized as high-class Rajputs, is one of the most notable addi
tions made to Indian historical knowledge for many years past. A 
fair presumption arises that many of the Rajput clans were of similar 
origin. The truth seems to be that, when a foreign clan became 
Hi.nduized, the ruling families were readily recognized as Kshat
triyas or Rajputs, while the rank and file of the strangers became 
Gujars and other castes tanking lower in the scale of precedence. 

Now let us see how this line of argument bears on the origin of 
the Pathans. Gandhara, the Peshawar Valley, was the pointd'appui 
of the White Huns or Ephthalites in their invasion of North India. 
There are literally thousands of Gujars in the villages of Swat, Dir, 
and M.ardan today; one of the largest of all villages in the Yusuf:zai 
Samah of Mardan is named Gujar Garhi. Many of the villages 
under the northern bills of Sudhum which separate the Samah 
from Buner are populated entirely by Gujars, save only that the 
Khan and his family are Pathans, having the Gujars under them as 
tenants just as the Gurjaras served the Ephthalites. The appella
tion Khan is claimed by every Pathan as of right. It is inconceiv
able that a conquering race such as the Ephthalites, which left 
proved descendants down in India among the Rajputs, did nest 
contribute also to the blood of the peoples of Gandhara; which 
was one of their headquarters. It is to be remembered too that, as 
we shall see, after the collapse of the Ephtbalites, followed shortly 
after by the fall of the Sassanian Empire before Islam, Gandhara 
and its environs came under Hindu rule for some four centuries. 
During that long period there were no successful invasions from 
the north-west and the people had time to settle down. Nor need 
we forget that these White Huns, in Procopius' phrase, were fine
looking men with white skins and regular features. 

Long before these discoveries of Ephtbalites and Gurjaras had 
been co-ordinated, Bellew& had pointed to what he calls a very 
remarkable similarity between the national character and customs 
of the Mghans and of the Rajputs. He mentions the rigid law of 
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hospitality, the protection given to the refugee, the jealousy of 
feiiillle honour, the warlike spirit and insulferance of control, the 
pride of race, the jealousy of national honour and personal dig
nity, the spirit that loves to domineer. He finds also facial resem
blances, and most who know both peoples would agree. The two 
peoples, he concludes, are now parted more by Islam and BJ:ah
minism than by territorial distance or personality. And here is a 
quotation• to bear this out: 

'In many ways the Rajput bears such a strong resemblance to 
the Highlanders of Scotland that one might seem to be reading 
one of Walter Scott's stories, with some trifling differences of 
names and costumes. They had the same reckless daring, the same 
loyalty to a chief they trusted, the same love of sport, the same 
readiness to take offence and quarrel among themselves when 
they could find no enemy to give them employment. After all 
these centuries the Rajput bearing remains what it was in their 
heroic age, something that marks him out from all other races; the 
poorest is by birth a gentleman, and therefore the equal of 
the greatest. To see a Rajput on horseback clattering through the 
streets that his ancestors cleared with the sword is to realize a 
scene from the legends when Prithwi Raj went forth at the time of 
year when Kings go to battle.' Substitute Mghan for Rajput, and 
Ahmad Shah for Prithwi Raj, and the picture fits exactly. 

We have seen possible prototypes of Pathan clan names emerg
ing hundreds of years before the Bphthalite incursions. We have 
noted also that the best linguists believe the ancestor of the Pakhtu 
language to have come in not later than the Sakas, four centuries 
before the Bphthalites arrived. But it seems to me certain that, 
whatever the underlying strata, the White Hun dominance must 
have contributed another layer to the composition of the people of 
these parts. Just as the Gurjaras, the helots of the White Huns, are 
still to be seen as Gujars in thousands in this very region, so their 
overlords, the Bphthalites, must be among the Khans. My con
viction is that many of the Khankhel of tribes such as the Yusuf
zais could claim Ephthalite forebears. It is probable that Bphtha
lite blood is to be found among the Mghans of the plains such as 
the Yusu&ais rather than among the Pathans of the bills; in other 
words, in terms of the genealogies, such traces should be looked 
for among the sons of Sarbanr, rather than among the Karlanris. 
And here will be remembered Bellew's speculation that the Sar-
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banri genealogies suggest Rajput affinities, as for instance Sarbanr 
derived from Suryabans, Sharjyun from Surjan, and Krishyun 
from Krishen. 10 

It is not surprising to find that, with the few exceptional words 
I have already noted, the language of the Pathans shows no Tur
kic affinities and remains an East Ixanian tongue with borrowings 
from the Indian group. In cultural matters, including language, the 
Hunnish conquerors evidently adopted the ways of the conquered, 
an Iranian heritage from many hundreds of years of civilization. 

There are further grounds for supposing that the Ephthalites 
became an important element in the amalgam which constitutes 
the Mghan world. As we know from the genealogies, the Ghaljis 
are held to be the sons of Bitan, in the line of Qais, only on the 
female side through his daughter Bibi Mato, who was seduced by 
a foreign prince, Husain. Clearly this story expresses in mythical 
form a tradition of foreign invaders who by force or guile seized 
the women of the country as brides. We noted also a belief, held 
by some commentators, that this mythical prince might have been 
Turkish. At least he was admittedly not Mghan. 

There has been much discussion on a possible Turkish admix
ture in the origin of the Ghaljis. Mainly going on the opinion of 
Mahmud Kashghari, writing in Baghdad in the eleventh century, 
the Russian orientalist Barthold11 identified the Ghaljis as the 
Turkish Khalaj, who made up two of the twenty-four clans of the 
tribal confederacy of the Oghuz (Ghuzz) Turks, the first wave of 
whom moved south of the O:ms in the tenth century and formed 
an important part of Mahmud of Ghazni.'s armies. It is supposed 
that they gradually adopted the Mghan language and customs. 
Another Russian orientalist, Reisner, is inclined to endorse this 
view, which is broadly followed by the Cambridge History of India, 11 

and by myself in an earlier book. u 
I propose for the present to leave aside the identification of the 

Khalaj with the Ghalji, considering that point later when we come 
to the invasions of India by Khalaj mercenaries. Let us now see 
only who the forerunners of the Khalaj themselves were. If the 
Khalaj were indeed of Turkish stock so recently assimilated to 
Mghan ways at the time of the Ghaznawids in the tenth and 
eleventh centuries -a period for which there exists a large body 
of contemporary and locally written commentary in Arabic - I 
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think, upon refiection, that statements to that effect could not have 
failed to appear in the works of the Ghaznawid and later chroni
clers. We must go further back and look for a clue to Khalaj 
origins in earlier waves of conquest. Could they have been de
scendants of the Ephthalites, a people in a much more distant past 
than the Ghuzz Turks? It appeared improbable that such a theory 
could be established by documentary or epigraphical evidence, 
for, as far as it is known, the Ephthalites themselves had no litera
ture and they do not seem to have gone in for inscriptions or 
monuments. Nevertheless the surmise seemed to bring the whole 
story to life and to be at least as attractive, and surely as reason
able, as Vincent Smith's assignment of an Ephthalite origin to the 
lordly Rajput. 

And now light breaks. It will not be forgotten that the Arabic 
and Persian name for the Ephthalites is Haytal or Hayatila, and 
they are so mentioned by Firdausi in his Shahnameh. In his com
mentary on the Hudud-al-Alam10 Professor Minorsky quotes two 
early passages from Arab chroniclers which would appear to 
resolve all doubt. They are: 

(a) From the MAfatih-al-ulum of Al-Khwarezmi written prob
ably in A.D. 975 (H. 365): 'The Hayatila are a tribe of men 
who had enjoyed grandeur and possessed the country of 
Tukharistan; the Turks called Khalukh, or Khalaj, are their 
descendants.' 

(b) From the K.itah-al-m11.1alik oflstakhri, written about A.D. 93 3 
(H. 321): 'The Khalaj are a kind of Turks who in the days of 
old came to the country between Hind and the districts 
of Sijistan (Sistan) behind Ghor. They are cattle-breeders of 
Turkish appearance, dress and language.' 

With regard to the first passage there is continual confusion in 
the texts between Khalaj and Khalukh, for in Arabic the words 
only differ in one point ���:d t)· There seems no doubt that 
Khalaj is here meant. T istan is what is now north-eastern 
Mghanistan, around Baghlan. The two passages, taken together, 
lit the Ephthalite geographical conquests, and identify them with 
the Khalaj. They take the Khalaj back some live centuries before 
the Ghuzz migrations, making their ancestors the White Huns, 
the same as the ancestors of so many other dominant people in the 
north of what was then India. 





CHAPTER VII 

ARAB EXPANSION 

fter the defeat of the Ephthalites or Haytal by Sassanian 
Persia, aided by the Turks, in the year A.D. 568 the North
West Frontier region, as :fiu: as the Indus and including 

Gandhara, had become once more an appendage of the Sassanians. 
For eleven centuries, from the time of Darius onward, it had been 
the outpost of Persia towards India, successively under Achae
menian, Parthian and Sassanian rulers, while the nomadic in
vaders also, the Bactrians, Sakas and Kushans, are to be counted 
as having been of Iranian stock. More recently it had been over
run by the barbarian Ephthalites from the further north; these, 
like the invaders before them, abode their destined hour and went 
their way as Sultans, but left a deep mark on the population. And 
even these Ephthalites seem to have been subject to Iranian influ
ence and were unable to impose their language on the people. 

This inclusion in the Iranian world for a millennium before the 
advent of Islam is an historical fact of the deepest significance. 
Persian civilization is much older than Islamic or indeed Christian 
influences, and is moreover of a notable endurance. It is not sur
prising, therefore, that Islam, as it reached the non-Arab coun
tries, from Anatolia to the Oxus and Indus Valleys, passed through 
a Persian prism. It overcame and gradually submerged those 
northern lands, but was not able entirely to assimilate them, or 
perhaps it would be nearer the truth to say that the ancient culture 
radiating from Khurasan - not a desert civilization - turned the 
new thought into well-wom channels. The Iranian spirit and 
atmosphere that is still so evident around Peshawar is thus attri
butable to influences far older than Islamic, influences brought to 
bear by many kings and courts over more than a thousand years. 

But this had been the Persian frontier towards the East, and as 
such has been continuously exposed to Indian influences also. 
For one century in this millennium, the century after the passing 
of Alexander, the region had formed a part of the Mauryan Em-
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pi.te of India (p.3-190 B.c.), and had be<:ome a well-known centre 
of the Buddhist cult. Later, in the second century after Christ, 
Kanishka, the Kushan Emperor, gave new life to the Buddhist 
faith, and made possible the great Buddhist renascence which 
produced not only Gandhara art but even the Mahayana, the 
Greater Vehicle, itself. And, as the name Vasudeva shows, the 
last monarchs of the Kushan dynasty had yielded to Brahminism. 
It may well have been this reversion to Indian influences that 
spurred the first Sassanian Kings, Ardashir and Shapur, to re
assert the sway of Persia, and Persian ideas, in this frontier region, 
thus anticipating the later missionary zeal of the .first Muslims. 

At the end of the sixth Christian century it seemed that the 
Persian influence had returned in triumph. The smashing of the 
Ephthalite power by Khusrau Anushirvan in 568 was followed by 
what seemed even more startling successes under Khusrau n 
(59o-6z8), who captured Antioch, Damascus and Jerusalem, 
marched and countermarched through Egypt, and in the north 
took. Ankara (Ancyra) and even reached the Bosphorus opposite 
Byzantium. Under this monarch the Persian State was repeating 
Achaemenian triumphs, and must have appeared to Byzantine 
Rome quite as formidable as had Darius or Xerxes to the Greeks. 

But it was the false brightness before storm. Under Heraclius 
the Byzantines were able to launch a vigorous counter-attack. 
Asia Minor and Armenia were liberated from the Persian yoke, 
and Heraclius in his tum appeared before the Persian winter 
capital at Ctesiphon. Khusrau n fell, assassinated by his own son, 
born of a Byzantine princess. The date was 6z8, six years after the 
Hijrat, the Hight of the Prophet Muhammad to Medin�, and four 
years before the Prophet's death. 

This war shook Sassanian Persia to its foundations.1 During the 
fourteen years between the death of Khusrau n and the accession 
of the last Sassanian, Yazdgard m, no less than a dozen kings 
succeeded one another on the throne. The army got out of hand, 
and the royal princes became pawns, crowned only to be assas
sinated. Military leaders attempted to seize the throne, and almost 
all the Sassanids themselves were exterminated. When a new king 
was peeded, a prince of the royal blood had to be brought out of 
hiding at Stakhr. But it was too late. The generals acted like the in
dependent Satraps of the later Achaemenids; the empire crumbled 
and became a collection of petty states. No effective organiza-
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tion existed capable of opposing the Arab adV'all� when it came 
a few years later. The Arab stonn swept up. Ctesiphon fell after 
defeats in Mesopotamia. And in 64Z, the .ust Muslim year, in the 
plain of Nihawand south of Hamadan, the £nal victory went to 
the Arabs. Vazdgud, like Darius Codomannus before him, fled to 
the east and met his death near Mervin 6 s I. 

Arab, Turk, and Mongol were to walk as conquerors across the 
soil of western and eastern Iran, and some centuries were to pass 
before any part of this country was again to follow rulers not of 
foreign stock. But the ancient Iranian culture, rooted in the mil
lennium that had passed, survived and profoundly infiuenced its 
conquerors. The impact of Islam, when it reached the Indus and 
the Oxus Valleys, can only be understood against this back
ground. Iran was :�.ble to take captivity e��.ptive. 

The dfect of the overthrow of the Sasunids on the eastern 
borderlands was in one sense more profound, and c:c.rtainly more 
comple::s:, than the f:�.te which befell the metropolitan provinces of 
the Persian Empire. Much is slurred over, for the Arab writers do 
not allude in detail to reverses, or to regions where the Arab on
rush met a barrier, or by-passed difficult ground. Given the rise of 
Islam, the expectation would be that our sow:ces would forthwith 
multiply and the pictw:e clear. That hope is belied, and in fact the 
four centuries between the dis:�.ppearance of the White Huns and 
the rise of the Ghaznawids under Sabuktagin are among the 
darkest of all ages upon the Frontier. Such early chronicles as 
exist are on the whole well home out by coins, and the best are 
given in :�. footnote. 1 Identifications on the whole are few, the 
reason being that, quite conttary to the general impression :lDd in 
direct refutation of Parhan legend, the :ldvent of Islam to ow: 
region was actually del:lyed for about fow: centuries, and was very 
slow and h:llting even in the mountain massif of what is now 
called Mgh��.Distan. When in the early centuries the Arabs did 
break into the Kabul Valley or towards the Indus, it wa.s only as 
ephemeral raiders, fighting a�t n��.tive princes who are either 
referred to as idolators or specified as Hindus. Even Kabul was 
not conquered by Muslim leaders till late in the ninth century, 
while Gandhara and the plains districts along the Indus remained 
under the Hindushahiya dynasty until the time of Mahmud of 
Ghami early in the eleventh century. Vincent Smith brieB.y sums 
up what happened by saying simply that, after the White Huns, 
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there was no effective invasion of India for five hundred years.• 
To this broad troth there is one qualification, the Arab con

quest of Sind early in the eighth century A.D., but that is outside 
this story. 

There are many summaries of the conquests of Islam which 
give an impression so simplified as to be utterly misleading. An 
example now before me' describes what is now Mghanistan as 
having been divided between the Urnayyids and local chiefs be
tween 661 and 749, after which it was loosely held by the Abba
sids until 869, when the Saft'arids took over. 'Afghanistan', this 
survey adds, 'was converted very early.' As we shall see, it is not 
so, even as regards Mghanistan, much less Gandhara. In fact, the 
native princes, who were not Muslims in the east or north-east, 
enjoyed a firmer, longer and less precarious tenure than the local 
representatives of the various Muslim dynasties which claimed the 
allegiance of the Eastern Iranian provinces up to the time of 
Mahmud of Ghazni. Even when we reach Mahmud, it will be 
found that as late as the eleventh century, four hundred years after 
the Prophet, the Mghans, who had by then appeared clearly in the 
record, are not by any means all of the Muslim faith. In a word, 
the real picture differs entirely from that painted by the genealo
gists to portray the conversion of the Mghans in the time of the 
Prophet. For greater comfort let it be understood that it is seldom 
the earliest converts who are the most devoted to a faith. 

The earliest authentic visitor to Gandhara of whom we have 
record after the beginning of the Islamic era is the Chinese pilgrim 
Hiuen-Tsang who toured Peshawar and Swat in 644, and found 
Buddhism on the wane and Brahminism in the ascendant. This is 
two years after the decisive victory which the Arab armies won 
over Sassanian Persia at Niha�and, but there is no sign or men
tion of the new wind in the record of the Chinese pilgrim. What 
had happened in the Eastern confines of the Sassaman Empire 
was the replacement of a centralized Persian domination by a 
reassertion of Brahminism from India. And this is one reason 
why we know so little of what happened in the next four cen
turies; the Hindus wrote no history and cared nothing for chron
ology. We are driven back on coins, eked out with references by 
early Arab chroniclers to sporadic raids. 

Having destroyed the Sassaman central administration in Persia 
the Arabs set about the reduction of the Persian provinces to the 
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east and north-east along two axes, opel21ing from Pus by way 
of K.itawl. The first axis was through Nishapur to Herat, Merv 
and Balkh (B&ctra), the second by way of Sistlln, then known u 
Sijistlln, to the Helmaod and Bust, now ruined, &t the confluence 
of the Helinaad and the Arghandab. Ka.ndahai, the city, does not 
appear in any of the old chronicles wd is known to have been a 
later foundation. I will deal with the two lines of Arab &dvwce 
separately. 

The first axis never reached south of the ma.in wall of the 
Hindu Kush. K&bul and the centml Mghan massif, now the 
Hszatajat and then called Ghor, remained untouched by it. Be
cause this advwce resulted in the conquest of Persian Khuruw 
and Maw&taunnahr (Transoxiana), it hu sometimes been wrongly 
assumed that it was by this way that the Atabs reached the head
waters of the Indus Valley. The sequence of events was in filet 
quite different. 

Operating from Kinnan in Persia Abdallah ibn Amr entered 
Persian Khuruan across the desert of the Dasht·i-Lut and from a 
headquarters at Nishapur in 650 (H. 30) or soon after captured 
Herat, Merv and Balkb. Five years later occurred the murder of 
the Caliph Utbman and the civil strife among the Atabs usociated 
with Ali's Caliphate. Ali sent a number of govemors to represent 
him in Khuruan, but disorder continued until Muawiyah suc
ceeded in establishing the Umayyid dynuty at Damucus in 66x 
(H. 41). A succession of undistinguished Umayyid governors fol
lowed, few of them luting more than a year or two and all mainly 
interested in carrying the arms of Islam across the Oxus. Not one 
ventured east from Herat or south from Bal!rb. In 68o (H. 61) 
began a ten-year strife between the Umayyid representative Sa1m 
and one Abdallah ibn Khazim, who supported the anti-Caliph 
Abdallah ibn Zubair. The conftict within the Caliphate, reflected 
in Khurasan, wu not resolved until the succession of the great 
Caliph Abdal Malik, 685-705 (H. 66-86), under whom Ibn 
Khazim wu killed in battle near Mervin 691 (H. 71). In 705 (H. 86) 
came the appointment of the memorable governor Qutaiba ibn 
Muslim, who effected the conquest of Transox.iana u filr u 
Khwarezm and Sam•rqwd. But he too came to grief after the 
accession of the Caliph Snlaiman in 714 (H. 96). He had been a 
personal enemy of Snlaiman's before that Caliph's accession. and 
plotted to rebel. His Atab troops rose against him and he was 
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killed in 715 (H. 97). All his successors were ephemeral, until in 
750 (H. 133) the Umayyids gave way to the Abbasid Caliphate of 
Baghdad. 

The Arab conquest of Khurasan, Balkh and Mawaraunnahr 
(Tmnsox.iana) on this northem axis did not directly touch on our 
region: but it has some bearing on the Sulaiman Mountains and 
the Indus in so far as the Arabs, by providing a northem Muslim 
base, opened the way for the influx of the Turkish chieftains, 
slaves and soldiers who bulk so large in the history of India right 
up to the time of the Mughal Empire. Under the Samanids -an 
Islamized dynasty of Iranian origin from Balkh which succeeded 
to the Abbasid power on the O:rus and ruled in the third and 
fourth Islamic centuries (874-999)- Turkish slaves established 
the Ghaznawid dynasty which under Sabuktagin and his son 
Mahmud opened the Panjab to Muslim invasion and control. But 
this was to come centuries later. The Arabs did not effectively 
subjugate either Kabul or Gbazni, much less any part of the 
Sulaiman Mountain area. 

Such penetration as was effected under Arab command towards 
the Indus Valley was on the other axis through Sis tan. It is to be 
described as in the order of raiding only, though at times the raids 
were formidable and on a considerable scale. 

When Abdallah ibn Amr reached Kirman on his way from 
Pars towards Khurasan, as already related, he detached a force 
under Al-Rabi ibn Ziyad against Sijistan. In 651 (H. 3 x) Ibn Ziyad 
entered Zaranj, situated on the lower Helmand near its entry into 
the inland Ham1111 which forms that river's debouchment, and then 
the chief city of the region. Here he made his headquarters on a 
site which had probably been the Zranka of the Achaemenian 
inscriptions and was later to become one of the Ghazoawid 
citadels in the west of their empire. It is situated just within 
modern Mghan territory at a place now known as Nad Ali on the 
Helmand delta. 

After two years Ibn Ziyad was displaced and the Arab conquest 
wavered, the new provinces like Khurasan remaining in an un
settled state owing to the succession disputes within Iraq arising 
over the Caliphate of Ali. With the establishment of the Umayyid 
Caliphate under Muawiyah in 66x (H. 41) there came a notable 
advance. The new governor, Abdarrahman ibn Samurah, took 
Bust, the then great city at the junction of the Helmand and · 
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Arghandab, together with Zam.indawar, the fertile open valley 
north of Bust on the southern skirts of the mountain massif of 
Ghor. Bust,• like Zaranj, is now a ruin and has been replaced by 
Girishk, twenty-five miles distant. But Zamindawar remains as 
the metropolitan district of the Abdalis (Durranis) just as the 
northern part of the Peshawar plain is that of the Yusufzais. It is 
interesting that neither at this time nor indeed for another thou
sand years is there any mention of the great Abdali tribe. 

Having taken Bust, Ibn Samurah and his successor Ibn Ziyad 
(who had also been his predecessor) went on to make expeditions 
to 'Zabul, Kabul and Ar-Rukhaj'. Kabul we know. Ar-Rukhaj 
corresponds to the classical Arachosia and covers more or less the 
province of Kal!dabar. Zabul has varied interpretations. The early 
Arab chroniclers seem to mean by it the region which is now the 
Lower Hazarajat between the Helmand, Arghandab and Tamak 
Rivers, but Babur describes it as the country south of Ghazni to
wards Mukur. In this period there were two rulers against whom 
the Arabs from Sijistan were pitted, the first an hereditary line 
known by the title Rutbil or Zunbil& and the second 'the Kabul 
Shah'. Both are clearly unbelievers and both remain unsubdued, 
although the chroniclers record temporary successes against them. 

Ibn Samurah is said to have fought his way into Kabul in 663 
(H. 43), but three years later Ibn Ziyad arrived in Zaranj to find 
both the Kabul Shah and the Rutbil in open revolt and in control 
of the country as far south as Bust. Inconclusive fighting followed 
with Rutbil and a treaty was made. In 664 (H. 44) occurs what is to 
us much the most interesting item in a barren narrative. In that 
year Al-Muhallab ibn Abi Sufra, a lieutenant of Ibn Samurah, 
raided as far as 'Bannah and Al-Ahwar, towns between Al
Multan and Kabul, where he was attacked by eighteen Turkish 
Knights'. 

This is the earliest reference in any Muslim record to localities 
on the Frontier which are identifiable today. We shall not be rash 
in equating Bannah with Bannu, situated directly between Multan 
and Kabul and, after Peshawar, the most fertile tract below the 
Snlaiman Mountains and the most worth raiding. Al-Ahwar is 
even more interesting. 

One manuscript of Al-Baladhuri reads Labor for Al-Ahwar, a 
trifting variation in the Arabic script. There can be no doubt, I think, that the reference is to. the site near the present village of 
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Labor, in the neighbourhood of Hund in the Yusufzai Samab of 
Peshawar. This village, which I know well, is four miles inland 
from the Indus at the Hund ford, and is surrounded by five very 
large mounds, one of which stands fifty feet above the plain. 
There are also four or five other mounds, almost as large, two 
miles distant and south of the next village of Jalsai. This surely is 
the place to be equated with this early Arab raid.7 It can be de
scribed as lying on one road from Kabul to Multan via the Pesha
war Valley. I think it very possible also that this Lahor, and not 
the Panjab city, was the one mentioned by Farishta in the intro
duction to his history as the capital of Jaipal, the Hindushahiya 
ruler defeated by Mahmud of Ghazni, s and even that the Ohind 
or Waihind, to which the Hindushahis at one time removed, was 
not at the present Hund. Hund is right on the river bank and is 
built within a small fort; it is too exposed to have ever been a 
capital and must have served as a strongpoint at the ford-head. 
There are no big mounds there to show the ruins of an old city. 
The capital itself would have been at a point secure from floods, 
four miles inland from the river and situated where the great 
mounds stand around Lahor. It is even conceivable that the 
greater Lahore on the Ravi was named after this now obscure 
village near the Indus. 

The 'eighteen Turkish Knights' of Lahor would have been 
Haytal, the Ephthalite ancestors of the present Khans of Hund 
and Zaida. There can be no doubt that systematic excavation of 
the mounds around this site will add a rich harvest to our know
ledge of this period. 

A few years later another Sijistan Arab governor Abbad ibn 
Ziyad 'raided the frontier of Al-Hind and crossed the desert to 
Al-Qandhar, where he put the inhabitants to B.ight but incurred 
heavy casualties'. This was in 672. (H. B). The Qandhar mentioned 
is not the city now written Kandahar -that city was not at that 
time known at any rate by this name -but Gandhara. That this 
is so is made clear by later references in Al-Biruni, writing in the 
time of Mahmud of Ghazni in the eleventh century.' Al-Biruni 
speaks of Hindu Kings who ruled in Kabul and Qandhar with its 
capital at Waihind (the modem Hund, or, as I interpret here, 
Labor close to Hund). The identity of this earlier Qandbar of the 
Arab writers is clinched by yet another passage in Al-Biruni who, 
quoting an itinerary from the Panjab to Kabul, writes: 'And to 
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Jihlam on the west of the water of Biyat2. (the Jihlam River) is 
8 &nakhs, and to Waibind the capital of Qaodhu on the west of 
the water of Sindh (the Indus) is zo fa.rsakhs, and to Purushawar 
(Peshawar) is 14 farsakhs.' This early entty into Qaodhu, the 
Peshawar Valley, was but a raid and of no permanent significance. 

A little later three-cornered strife broke out between the Umay
yid Caliphs of Damascus, the Zubairids of .Axabia and Iraq, and 
the Kharijites who held for a while both coasts of the Persian 
Gulf. All fought against all, the Zubairids and the Kharijites set
ting up 'anti-Caliphs'. Sides were changed and even the lieu
tenants of the main parties ttbelled against their chiefs. During 
this time, which lasted from &irca 68 � (H. 66) to the fall of the 
Umayyids in 750 (H. 133), the energies, even of the great Umayyid 
Caliph Ah<W. Malik (685-70�) were too much turned towards the 
maintenance of the dyDasty against rival claimants to make pos
sible any planned extension of Muslim domination beyond Siji
stan to the east. In 68 5 'Rutbil', or Ranthel, is strong enough to 
con6.ne the .Amb governor to the cit2.del of Zaranj. This Rutbil is 
killed but sucoeeded by an equally formidable ruler of the same 
designation. A Sijist2.n governor is defeated by him and conse
quently dismissed by Abdal Malik. Another, Obaidallah, made 
an attack 0.11 Kabul in 698 (H. 79), ending in a disaster and his 
death. He was followed by .Abclarrahman ibn Muhammad in the 
next year. Abdarralu:nan bega.a by making some progiCSS against 
Rutbil but quarttlled with his superior Al-Hajjaj and rebelled. It 
has been common form to speak of this Abdarrahma.n as having 
<;aptuiCd Kabul in 699; what actually took place is that after defeat 
at the hands of Al-Hajjaj, from whom he had ttbelled, he was 
driven to we refuge in Kabul with Rutbil, by whom he was put 
to death in 704 (H. 8�) in consequence of a demand by Al-Hajjaj. 
Al-Hajjaj hllruelf seems to have bee.ll able for a while to exact an 
U.llcertaio tribute from this Rutbil but embarked on no decisive 
campaign against him. With the gra.dual decline in the power of 
the dynasty after the death of the Caliph AbcW Malik the later 
Umayyid governors were able only to ttt2.in a precarious hold on 
Zaranj itself. 

The Abbasids of Baghdad who succeeded them wett no mott 
successful in this direction than their Umayyid predecessors, if 
anythi.llg less so. Under Al-Mamun who acceded in 813 (H. 198) 
we hear that even Sijist2..11 was still unsubdued, though prior to 
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that date there is a record that Al-Mamun, apparently before his 
accession while he was governor in Khurasan, had extended 
postal services across the Hindu Kush from the north as far as 
Kabul. But the Kabul Shahs remained undisturbed, and Muslim 
rule did not become effective or direct in this region until after the 
rise of the Saffarids in the ninth century of our era. 

I have given this somewhat bald recital from original Muslim 
sources to establish how completely untrue it is to suppose that 
the people of Gandhara and the surrounding mountain regions 
were swept into the Muslim fold at an early period of the Islamic 
era. The general picture on the contrary is that during the first 
two Islamic centuries Arab control, except in Sind, was never 
effectively extended over any part of what had been the eastern 
provinces of the Sassanian Empire. South of the Hindu Kush the 
Arab frontier was never much further advanced than Herat and 
Bust, and even there was confined to the main lines of communica
tion, tenuous and often intertnittent. Considerable kingdoms 
under non-Muslim rulers maintained at any rate a de facto inde
pendence in Zabulistan and Kabul, into which Arab penetration 
was confined to raids and occasional demands for tribute. Coins 
assignable to these kingdoms are known, although they have not 
been satisfactorily interpreted. The Arabs reached the Kabul area 
and even at an early period the banks of the Indus near Lahor in 
Gandhara. They also once raided Bannu. But east of the Helmand 
there was no occupation. The two arms of the Arab advance, the 
northerly axis towards Samarqand and the southerly axis through 
Sijistan, left central Mghanistan, and to a large extent the Kabul
Ghazni area, almost untouched. Their inhabitants, variously re
ferred to as Turks or Haytal, were at most vaguely tributary and 
certainly not fully converted. 

In Kabul and Zabulistan resided non-Muslim Kings whose line 
more than once defeated Arab attacks and took Arab govemors 
prisoner. The identity of the constandy recurring and enigmatic 
Rutbil, Zunbil or Ranthel presents a challenge. At different times 
he is presented as King of Ar-Rukh.aj (the modem Kandahar), of 
Zabulistan (from Ghazni south and westward) and even of Kabul. 
The Muslim chroniclers invariably look on their opponents in this 
region as Turks or Haytal, and as we have seen there are good 
grounds for connecting the Haytal with the Khalaj. It is tempting 
by a process of inc!uctio;1 to 5¢¢ m thi$ Rutbil a foterunn" of 
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Mirwais, leader of the great Gbalji confederacy of the eighteenth 
century. 

In the upper Kabul Valley itself there exists no documcntuy 
evidence, and at present no identifiable coilage, to establish the 
exact affinities of the Shahs who ruled there during the brst two 
Islamic centuries. Vincent Smith speaks of the Turki Shahiya 
Kings, a cadet branch of the Kushans, as ruling over both Kabul 
and Gandhara until the rise of the Saffarids in the ninth century. 
Thereafter they seem to have shifted their capital from Kabul, 
which was captured by the brst Saffarid and moved to Waihind 
on the Indus, the site I have identified with the Gandharan Lahor. 
Here they appear as the Hindushahiya dynasty, of whom there is 
more to say. 

The religion of these non-Muslim potentates seems to have been 
originally Buddhism, but fast reverting to Hinduism. That Bud
dhism was powerful in the valleys of the Hindu Kush long after 
Kanishka is known from the Bamian idols, but it is probable that, 
much as in modern Nepal, it was fighting a losing battle against 
the Brahmins, finding its adherents pushed further and further 
back into the mountains. Nearer to India, as in Gandhara, we 
know from Hiuen-Tsang that rulers and people were fast revert
ing to Hinduism as early as 644. Long before the time of the 
Ghamawids (from 96o on) the ruling creed, at any rate around 
Peshawar, had become a strict Brahminical Hinduism. 

It remains to notice one important aspect of the gradual Arab 
expansion eastward before the time when Muslim rulers could 
6vercome the local Itanian or Kushan dynasties who had adopted 
Buddhism or Hinduism. It is obvious that, as the Muslim power 
and infiuence gradually spread from Sijistan and Balkh, consider
able colonies of Anbs and other Muslims from Arabia, Inq, 
Syria and no doubt Persia also, settled themselves, or were settled 
by the governors, among the indigenous peoples. The Arabs of 
the Hejaz of course carried the greatest prestige among the 
exponents of the new religion. 

While discussing the Bani Israel theory10 we noticed the exist
ence of groups of Sayyids and others to whom there still attaches 
a reputation for past or present sanctity or piety. There are many 
such, up and down the Frontier region. At least five groups of 
Sayyid families reside in Peshawar itself, there is another well
known Sayyid family at Ismaila in the Yusu&ai Samah, another at 
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Batgtam in the Doaba, another connected with the Pir Baba 
shrine in Buner, another at the village of Jarman near Kohat, yet 
another at Paniala under the Shaikh Budin hill in the north of the 
Derajat. Nor ate these the only ones. The claim is that all Sadatu 
ate descended from the Prophet by the union of his daughter 
Fatima with Ali. Whether any or all of these groups can actually 
establish so noble an ancestty may be uncertain. But this, I think, 
is beyond dispute. These people, whether or not they are of the 
blood of the Prophet himself, are certainly the descendants of 
Arab colonists or missionaries who came to these patts in the 
early Islamic centuries, partly to propagate the Faith and partly to 
assist in the onward rnarch of conquest. 

In addition to the Sadat there are many others, Miaos, Akhund
zadas, Sahibzadas, Quraish and so on, the descendants of pious 
men of repute. BJ:cept for the Quraish who claim to belong to the 
Prophet's tribe, there is no reason to suppose that the ancestors 
of these others were Arabs. Many of them, if not all, must have 
been of Persian, Tutki or Pathan origin. Any of them who were 
Arab quickly lost their Arabic as a living tongue, though no 
doubt they preserved it for intoning the Qutan. They took wives 
from among the families in the indigenous population who em
braced the new faith, and became in a very real sense the spokes
men and leaders of the people. They constitute a notable strain in 
the origins of the population of these part$. Even today their 
prestige is a living thing, and people will reverendy kiss a Sayyid's 
hand. 

Yet, however genuine the claim to Arab forebears, it remainS 
true that Islam, as it reached the countries previously subjected 
to Iranian influence, passed through a Persian prism. In their 
effort to assimi1ate the people of the Frontier to Islamic thought 
and idea these Sadat had themselves to become adapted to that 
older Persian culture which theit converts had known for a thou
sand years and more before the coming of Islam. 



CHAPTER VIII 

SAFFARIDS AND HINDUSHAHIS 

By the end of the second oentury of the Islamic era the 
strength of the Arab thrust towards the east was spent. 
Spiritually, the appeal of Islam continued to spread and 

win new converts throughout the Iranian and Turkish worlds, but 
in the east the Arab as conqueror had shot his bolt. From now on 
the sword and the Quran were to be entrusted to other hands. 
The new impetus came from Sijistan.1 It appeared first in sectarian 
form under the Kharijites, but in reality it was a rallying of Iranian 
consciousness, spurred to new life by the message from the 
Arabian desert but impatient of Arab control and seeking its own 
forms of expression and action. 

Sijistan is fu from Gandhara and the Sulaim.an Mountains, and 
its inhabitants, though East Iranian, are not Mghan. But it is 
necessary to bring events on the Helmand into the account for 
two reasons. The first is that the new impetus given to the cause 
of Islam from the centre of Zaranj was the force that carried its 
banners forward to the eastern limits of the old Sassaoian Empire 
and into the Indus Valley; the second that it was under the Saf
farids, a Sijistan dynasty, that we first hear ofKhalji mercenaries. 

For this period, there is a source of capital importance entitled 
Tarikh-i-Sistan (History of Sistan), discovered and edited in 
Tehran about the year 19;o. It is a composite chronicle showing 
three different styles, the earliest by internal evidence written in 
the time of the Saffari.d dynasty in the ninth century (third Hijri 
century). It bears every evidence of authenticity and, being in 
Persian, is in much fuller detail than any of the Arab chronicles 
which deal with events on the eastern confu!.es of the Abbasid 
Caliphate. 

The Arab power in the east was brought down by the Kharijite 
rebellion, which had its chief rallying-ground in the Sijistan 
region. The Kharijites were Quranic fundamentalists, opposed to 
all the more orthodox elements in the Muslim world, Sunni and 
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Shia alike. Later they adopted many bizarre doctrines, among 
them that merit was the only true qualification for leadership. 
Their leader adopted the title of Amir-ul-Muminin (Commander 
of the Faithful), and incorporated in his formula the slogan Wa 14 
h11kma ilia l'illdh-there is no order but of God. They lived in 
mountain and desert as bandits, appointed 'anti-Caliphs', and suc-
ceeded at times in defeating Abbasid armies in pitched battles. It 
was due to their prowess that the Arab governors of Sijistan were 
unable to conttol anything outside Zaranj and Bust without taking 
armies into the field. 

In Sijistan they assumed the character of a national and popular 
movement directed against Arab domination and taxation. The 
people of the country regarded them with sympathy, provided 
that they directed their attocities against Arabs or non-Muslims. 
The climax was reached in 797 (H. 181) when the Kharijite Hamza 
not only drove the Caliph's forces into the garrison cities but 
declared the abolition of the tribute and land-revenue and put to 
death the Abbasid revenue agents. This was the end of regular 
payment of ttibute to Baghdad. The T arikh quotes verbatim an 
obviously authentic exchange of letters between the CaliphHarun
ar-Rashid and Hamza in which the Caliph rebukes the rebel for 
un-Muslim behaviour and Hamza sends a conciliatory yet digni
fied reply citing in conclusion the slogan I have given above. 

This T arikh also remarks that Hamza founded the town of 
Gardez, a point confirmed in the tenth century HPdMd-al-Aiam' 
which says: 'The inhabitants of Gardez are Kharijites.' Gardez is 
the chief centre of the Zurxnat Valley, only a few miles west of 
Kurram and Khost and not far from the Durand Line on the 
Afghan side. Kharijite connections with this part of the Pathan 
country not only show that Hamza extended his authority far to 
the east of Sijistan, but may help to explain certain religious devia
tions from orthodoxy which we shall later have occasion to notice 
in the Turis and other Karlanri Pathan tribes in that neighbour
hood. 

By the beginning of the third Islamic century, say about A.D. 
85o, the governorate of Sijistan, weakened by the Kharijite revolt, 
had become a mere outpost of the Baghdad Caliphate in which the 
central government's authority was very remote. The Rutbil was 
still ruling the territory east of Bust. He and the Kabul Shah some
times paid a nominal tribute to Zaranj but they were virtually 
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independent, and they remained unconverted. As for the moun
tain areas of the Sulaiman massif the degree of Muslim penetra
tion is revealed in an interesting manner by one of the oldest of all 
inscriptions of the Muslim era, discovered in 1907 in the Tochi 
Valley and now in the Peshawar Museum.3 Its chief interest lies in 
the date which is quite clear (H. 2.43, A.D. 8 57) and in the fact that 
it is bilingual in Sanskrit and Arabic. The scripts used are the 
Sarada, an early form of Nagri, for Sanskrit, and the Kufic for 
Arabic. The inscription records the construction of a building by 
a person whose name is preserved in the Arabic text but was 
apparently not an Arab, for the form is unfamiliar and cannot be 
read. Although the full details cannot be deciphered, the interest 
lies in the proof afforded that both Sanskrit and Arabic were 
current in the Tochi in the last years of the Abbasid Caliphate in 
Sijistan and just before the emergence of Yaqub-i-Lais,' the first 
of the Saffarids. 

Yaqub-i-Lais the Saffar (coppersmith or brazier) was born in a 
Sijistan village and served an apprenticeship in the trade after 
which he was nicknamed. For a time he took to the roads as a 
highwayman and later joined the service of Salih ibn al-Nazr wbo, 
in recognition of the opposition he showed to the Kharijites, was 
acknowledged by Baghdad in 8p. (H. 238). Six years later Al
Nazr's brother, who had succeeded him, abdicated in favour of 
Yaqub who had become commander of the army, and in 86r 
(H. 247) Yaqub was proclaimed Amir of Sijistan. In the course of 
the next few years he campaigned successfully against the Khari
jltes of Kinnan, against Herat, and- much more important from 
our point of view -against Rutbil of Ar-Rukhaj and the Shah of 
Kabul. The T arikh informs us that during this campaign Y aqub 
founded the city of Ghazni, as Hamza had founded Gardez before 
him. In 870 (H. 257) he captured the city of Kabul, and sent as 
presents to the Caliph at Baghdad an idol he had taken from the 
great temple there, together with other trophies from Bamian. 
In 872. (H. 2.59) he crossed the Hindu Kush from the south and 
seized Balkh, returning apparently by Persian Khurasan and put
ting an end to a dynasty of Tahirids in Nishapur. For the first 
time the northern and the southern axis of advance had been 
joined, and not by an Arab. For the first time Kabul was fairly 
reduced and held by Muslim arms, and the Ghazni area brought 
under administration and a city built. For the first time too the 
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Khalaj, to be called in Persian the Khaljis, were successfully 
brought under subjection and enlisted in Yaqub's armies as mer
cenaries. One of them, named Subkari, we ate told held high 
militaty command in Persia, only to contribute subsequendy to 
the downfall of Yaqub's successors by deserting theii cause for 
that of the Caliphate. 

Yaqub's capture of Kabul in 870 must have been the event that 
caused the Shahiya kings to shift their capital from that city to 
Waihind, or, as I suggest, Lahor on the Indus. But, most unfor
tunately for the present purpose, very litde is available from the 
sources to throw light on his eastern campaigns. His success in 
perambulating the circumference of modem Mghanistan aroused 
in him ambitions for the supreme command. He became hostile to 
the Caliph and in 875 (H. z6z) he marched on Baghdad with a 
formidable army. It was this dramatic march that caught the atten
tion of the faithful, and caused his other campaigns to be over
looked and underrated. He reached within a few miles of the 
capital where he was defeated and forced to retreat, dying near 
Ahwaz in Khuzistan in 879 (H. z66). 

That Yaqub was an Iranian, not an Atab, is clear from a strik
ing passage in the T arikh. On a convivial occasion after one of his 
victories an Atabic poem was read to him. The Amir protested, 
asking what was the use of reciting something he could not under
stand, whereupon his secretary began to recite in Persian. The 
passage proceeds: 'This was the first time after the Atab conquest 
that poems were recited in Persian among Persians since the days 
when the Persians had intoned after the manner of the Sassanians. 
When the Persians were overthrown by the Atabs, it was the 
custom always to recite in Atabic.' The author then gives an 
example of the verse recited, of which the first couplet runs: 

The Lord has made Mecca the sanctuary for the Arabs, 
Yet thy covenant has established a sanctuary in Iran. . . •  

The lines are attributed to a Kharijite who accepted an amnesty 
offered by Yaqub and joined his army. From another source6 
comes an even more amusing anecdote representing one of the 
troopers in Yaqub's army speaking to his horse in Persian, 
though the n=:ative in this case is in Atabic. 

When Yaqub first rose to prominence, his enemies decried him 
as a Kharijite, on the ground that he was self-made, had not been 
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appointed by the Caliph, and was not an Arab. He was at much 
pains to deny this charge, evidendy a sore point with him. It is 
true that he fought more than one batde against the Kharijites, 
but he did enlist them in his armies, and his attitude seems to have 
been equivocal. The fact probably is that he was ready to weld 
together all unorthodox and local forces prepared to support his 
autonomy against the orthodox .Arabism ofBaghdad. 

In 879 (a. z.66) Yaqub was succeeded by his brother ArM, who 
in spite of some temporary successes was unable to consolidate 
the Saffiuid conquests in the east, for the Hindushahis seem to 
have recovered Kabul and certainly held Ningrahar and Logar. 
Arm did, however, maintain the dynasty's position in Sijistan and 
Pars for over twenty years. In the year 900 (H. z87) he undertook 
an expedition against the Samanids, the other Iranian dynasty 
which had succeeded to the Abbasid power north of the Hindu 
Kush in 874 (H. z.6x). He was defeated and captured near Baikh 
and sent in chains to Baghdad, where the Caliph put him to death. 
The Samanids then attempted to occupy the Saffiuid possessions, 
but were resisted with some success by another member of 
Yaqub's family, Tahir, who continued to control parts of Pars 
and Sijistan, and even struck coins in Oman across the Gulf. But 
he was imprisoned by his enemies in 908 (H • .196), and like Amr 
sent to Baghdad. Other members of the fAmil y maintained them
selves in parts of Sijistan for a number of years and seem to have 
commanded the people's devotion. The region of Ghazni came 
under a loose and uncertain Samanid control. 
· The career of Y aqub-i-Lais is notable as that of the first Muslim 
ruler to make the power of Islam effectively felt on the eastem 
frontier of what had been the Sassanian Empire. He is also prob
ably the first to have enlisted Mghan tribesmen on a large scale in 
his army, made up mainly of Khalji and others from the region 
around Gbazni. Many stories are current of his iron discipline, his 
rough-and-ready justice which won the affection of uncouth fol
lowers from the periphery, and his unfailing alertness in the field. 
Finally he is the first to be entided to speak with justifiable pride 
of the successful propagation of his faith among the peoples on 
the eastern frontier whose religion then included the portrayal of 
the divine idea in human form. Details are lacking, but the char
acter ofYaqub himself and the path of his conquests indicate that 
in his time many converts were won for Islam in the Kabul and 
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Ghazni area. Indeed in almost every respect Yaqub the Saffilrid 
anticipated the career of Mahmud of Ghazni, whose activities 
were directed on very similar lines. The main difference is that 
Yaqub got no further to the east than Kabul, and his conquests, 
though they disturbed the Hindu rulers of those pam, failed to 
destroy the principalities themselves. Nevertheless, the Saffarid 
dynasty played a decisive part in the assimilation of the Afghans 
and Patha.ns to the Muslim world, and is for that reason perhaps 
more deserving of remembrance than the more famous Mahmud 
who built on foundations already laid. 

It is interesting to speculate on what might have happened had 
Yaqub taken Baghdad as he so nearly did, and so secured control 
of the Caliphate. The Abbasids would have come under tutelage 
from eastern Iran, Ghaljis and Afghans might have taken the 
place of Turks as soldiers, and the culture of Baghdad might have 
developed under some influence from the Pashtu language. 

The Shahiya dynasty, from whom Yaqub-i-Lais took Kabul in 
87o, appears under many names, sometimes merely as Kabul 
Shahs, again as the Turki Shahiya line, again as the Hindushahiya 
line of Waihind, and in Al-Biruni even as Tibetan (by this he 
meant Turk or Kushan, which he did not distinguish). It is impor
tant to our story if only as the last non-Muslim line of rulers in 
Ga.ndbara. The fact that these Kings were able to maintain great 
splendour and dignity in the Peshawar Valley until the opening 
decade of the eleventh century, four hundred years after the 
Hijrat, sufficiently disposes of the uncritical tradition that Islam 
came early to these parts. 

Little is known of these Kings until on Y aqub's capture of 
Kabul the capital of the State was apparently transferred to Wai
hind in Gandhara beside the Indus, which for reasons given I 
take to be the site by the present village of Lahor. It is not 
entirely clear whether the Kabul Shah overcome by Yaqub was of 
the same line as the founder of the Hindushahis of Waihind, and 
the change of capital may reB.ect a change of rulers also. The main 
documentary evidence to the point is a somewhat confused 
account' given by Al-Biruni, which runs as follows: 

The last King of this race was Lagaturman and his Wazir was 
Kallar, a Brahmin. The latter had been fortunate, insofar as he had 
fo1111d by accident hidden treasuoes which gave him much intiuence 
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and power. In consequence the last king of this Tibetan (sic) ho\Ue, 
after it had held royal power for so long a period, let it by degrees 
slip fro� his hands. Besides, Lagaturman had bad manners and a 
worse behaviour, on account of which people complained of him 
gready to the Wazir. Now the Ws.zir put him in chains and im
prisoned him for couection, but, himself finding ruling sweet, his 
riches enabled him to carry out his plans, and so he occupied the 
royal throne. Afttr him ruled the Brahmin Kings Samand, KaJDA!u, 
Bhim, Jaipala, Anandapala, Tarojanapala. The last was killed in 
H. 41.2. (xon), and his son Bhimpala five years later. 

This Hindushahiya dynasty is now extinct, and of the whole 
house there is no longer the slightest remnant in aistence. We must 
say that in all their grandeur they never slackened in the ardent 
desire of doing that which is good and right; that they were men of 
noble sentiment and noble bearing. 

There are a number of interesting points about this passage, of 
which the fitst and most notable is that Al-Biruni was a contem
porary writer. He was born in 973. visited India after it had been 
opened up by the campaigns of Mahmud of Ghazni in xooo-xoz6, 
and may even have met Jaipal and Anandpal after their defeats at 
Mahmud's hands. The second point is that the change of dynasty, 
explained by a very common legend of eastern story as the sup
planting of a king by his minister, may possibly mark the new era 
caused by the shift of the capital from Kabul to Waihind (Lahor). 
The passage does at least show that there was a degree of con
tinuity in the history of the dynasty and that the forerunners of the 
fitst Hindushahi King, Kallar, were outside the Muslim fold. 
L-astly, although the beginning of Al-Biruni's version bears the 
mark of folk-lore, as he approaches his own day he inspires more 
confidence, and he is capable of a fine chivalry in admiring_ these 
Kings who fought so gallantly against the conqueror of his own 
faith. There are other touches in the same key, to be noted later 
when we come to the time ofMahmud. 

There is, however, another source enabling us to date these 
Shahs with greater accuracy. When Amr-i-Lais, Yaqub's brother, 
was endeavouring to maintain the Saffiu:id conquests on the 
eastern frontier, his deputy at Ghazni or Gardez, named Fard
ghan, burned a Hindu 'idol-temple' at a place called Sakawand on 
the divide between the Logar and the Zurmat Valleys close to the 
Altimur pass. The source7 states that on receiving news of the 
fall of Sakawand 'Kamlu, the Rai of Hindustan, collected a large 
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force and marched towards Zabulistan'. This is evidently Kamalu, 
the third in order of Al-Biruni's list of Hindushahiya monarchs, 
who is now seen to have been contemporary with Arm the Saf
farid (879-900 ). It follows from this that the first of these Kings, 
called by Al-Biru.ni Kallar, must have been reigning in Kabul 
before Yaqub-i-Lals captured that city in 870. 

The evidence of coins is partly confirmatory of Al-Biruni, and 
partly at variance. There are many of them, found mostly in the 
Peshawar Valley and chiefiy around the site of Waihind, which 
we have placed in the neighbourhood of Hund and Lahor close 
to the Indus. They are mosdy small silver pieces bearing upon the 
obverse an armed horseman, on the reverse a sitting bull. There 
exist also copper coins with a lion on the obverse and on the 
reverse an elephant. There is also one gold coins showing two 
Kings, Bhimadeva on the obverse and Samantadeva on the 
reverse, interpreted by Mr. Ajit Ghose as issued in Bhima's reign 
.but commemorating his predecessor who, it is suggested, may 
have abdicated in his favour. But this interpretation ignores the 
interposition of Kamalu between Samanta and Bhima, and it is 
more probable that Samanta was regarded as the tutelary genius 
of the dynasty. 

The names on all these coins appear in Nagri (Hindu) script, 
and the chronological series is as follows: 

t. Spalapati Deva (coins common) 
z. Samanta Deva (coins extremely common.) 
3. Bhima Deva (coins rare) 
4· Vakka Deva (copper coins common) 

• 

·�. Khamarayaka (coins very rare - seems to have been con-
verted to Islam). 

Spalapati (.tpatla=army in old Persian) means 'army commander', 
and the use of I for d follows the linguistic change we have noted 
already in comparing the Pak:htu with the Persian. 

Of these five it will be seen on comparison. that only the second 
and the third, namely Samand and Bhim (incidentally being the 
two on the gold coin mentioned), correspond to Al-Biruni's list of 
Hindushahi Kings. It is particularly strange that there are no coins 
yet found giving the names of Jaipal and Anandpal, authenticated 
and historical personages who fought battles of known date 
against Sabuktagin and Mahmud of Ghazni. Conversely, the 
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s.ilence of the literary sources in respect of the first putative Shahi 
King after the change of dynasty, Spalapati, is extremely punHng. 
It can only be assumed that the Btalunin Kallar, mentioned by 
Al-Biruni, took the name ofSpalapati on accession. 

It is intetesting that the coins bearing Spalapati's name in Nagri 
often bear also a similar inscription in the Kushan cursive script, 
indicating that the first Hindushahi was in some sense the in
heritor of the Kushan-Ephthalite chancery tradition, and had 
brought in a more Hinduized form with the change of dynasty 
and possibly-though this is uncertain -with the change of 
capital. This disagreement between contemporary chronicler and 
coin constitutes what may be called 'the Hindushahiya question', 
a classic source of controversy which has never been. satisfactorily 
solved. • The coins of Samaod, the second of the line (mentioned 
both by chronicle and coinage) are to be found in large numbers, 
and the explanation may lie in the fact that his successon con
tinued to issue coins in his name without troubling to mint new 
ones. The gold coin mentioned tends to bear out this hypothesis. 

There is the further surprising fact. never explained, that the 
Abbasid Caliph, Al-Muqtadir, issued coins of the pattern and with 
the types of these Shahi Kings in Baghdad about the year 908 
(H . .195), only superimposing his own name in Arabic. This un
paralleled behaviour at least indicates the importance of the 
Hindushahis and the quality of their coinage in Muslim eyes. It 
suggests too, by a comparison of dates, that the first of the line 
must have been on the throne at the time of, or very shortly after, 
Yaqub's capture of Kabul in 870 (H. :z. 57). 

There is nothing in what has come down to us in coin or docu
ment on the Hindu side which can be said to bear in any way upon 
the tribes over whom this dynasty ruled. We know that even 
after the loss of Kabul to the Saftarids this dynasty held Ningnhar 
west of the Khaibar and also Logar where, it seems, they were 
crowned. They themselves and their officials must have been. in
timately acquainted with all the routes, and the tribes on them, 
between Kabul and Peshawar, whether direct by the Khaibar, by 
the southern Kurram route, or by the northern route by way of 
Kunar, Bajaur, Talash and Swat. The fact that they ruled in Swat 
is proved, and incidentally the existence of Jaipal himself is also 
established (if it were in doubt) by the discovery at Birkot in Swat 
of an inscriptionto in Sanskrit, written in the Sarada character, 
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beginning with the words: 'In the reign of the supreme sovereign 
superior King of great Kings and supreme lord, Sri Jayapahldeva.. 
. .  .' But in face of all this no hint is given of the condition, or even 
the identity, of the subjects of the State. It is broadly true to say 
that from the time of Alexander to that of Babur, no clear picture 
emerges of the social history or development of the people across 
whose territory so many invaders passed in the eighteen centuries 
that intervened. There can be no other populated region from the 
earliest recorded times a boundary between two ancient forms of 
culture, in respect of which we have to mark so astonishing a gap 
in knowledge. 

One shaft of light indeed there is. We have seen the probable 
earliest reference to the existence of Afghans in the • Af3yav (Abgan) 
of the third-century Sassanian inscription. Mghans are first re
ferred to within India by the Indian astronomer Varaha Mihi.r:a in 
his Bthat-Samhita written in the sixth century. Hiuen-Tsang. the 
OUoese pilgrim, also mentions a people whom he calls A-po-Kien 
in the northern part of the Sulaiman Mountains, who can be no 
other than Mghans. Hiuen-Tsang's joumeyings to southern Asia 
took place in the years 62.9-4h and he was in Gandhara in 644, 
some twenty years before the first Arab raiders reached Al-Ahwar 
(Lahor). The first Muslim references to Mghans are to be found 
in the Hudud-al-Alarnu of 982. (H. 371). This speaks of a yillage 
named Saul near Gardez as inhabited by Mgbans, and of the 
region of Ninhar- obviously Ningrahar, the modern Jalalabad 
district-as a place of which the King makes a show of conver
sion to Islam, but has over thirty Muslim, Mghan and .Hindu 
wives. The distinction between Muslim and Mghan in this pas
sage is not without significance. Al-Utbi, the historian of the 
Gbaznawids and writing early in the eleventh century, speaks of 
Mghans as included in Mahmud's army, and the next succeeding 
Gbaznawid, Masud, sent his son into the hills near Ghazni to 
subdue Mghans. 

But fat the most convincing references are conuined in Al
Biruni's T arikb-ai-Hind (History of India). As we have seen from 
his accounts of the Hindushahi Kings, Al-Biruni was an observer 
with a broad mind and a shrewd pen. 'In the mountains to the 
west of India,' be writes (and he is speaking of the period about 
A.D. Iooo), 'there live various tribes of the Mghans which extend 
up to the neighbourhood of the valley of the Sindh (Indus).' And 
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in a rather earlier passage he speaks of these tribes as rebellious, 
savage races occupying the frontiers of India towards the west 
and extending as far as its furthest limits, which elsewhere he 
places at Kabul. Furthermore, he designates these tribes as Hindus. 
He says also that the Indians had previously had kings in Kabul, 
but the capital in his time was at Waihind. He has a large number 
of references to Gandhara - the Peshawar Valley-which he 
calls Qandhar. He refers also to Peshawar which he names 
Parushawur.11 

It will be seen that the Mghan tribes are by this time established 
just where they are today, east of Kabul and in the mountains as 
far as the Indus. They are not yet converted, and they are im
patient of control. The nomenclature Pakhtun or Pashtun does 
not appear- for that we must wait seveta.l more centuries. But 
almost, we feel, Al-Biruni is another Herodotus; for the first time 
for nearly 1500 years we are granted a glimpse of the people 
behind the trappings of the dynastic annals. Unfortunately he 
gives no names of these rebellious, savage, Mghan tribes; for that 
we have to wait another five centuries for Babur. But we may 
surmise they would not have been so very different from what 
they were in Babur's time, and, as we shall see, in Babur's time 
most of the tribes occupied the ground they do today. At least 
from Al-Biruni we know that by the time of the early Ghaznawids 
the Mghans have appeared upon the stage, in the very regions 
where they now dwell. 

It had taken many centuries for an organized Muslim power to 
become established in the neighbourhood of Ghazni, and at the 
end of the tenth century there is still a Hindu King ruling on both 
sides of the Khaibar Pass. 
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CHAPTER IX 

MAHMUD AND THE KHALJIS 

ith the resumption of inroads from the north in the 
time of Mahmud after five hundred years of relative 
stability on the Indus frontier, we enter on a period 

full of complexity and confusion. This era starts with the rise of 
the Turkish dynasty in Ghazni about 960, and ends with the over
throw of the Mghan Lodi dynasty of Delhi by the Mughal, Babur, 
in I 5 2.6. And since the Sur dynasty of Sher Shah and his successors 
(1 539-5 5) was really a revival of the power of the Lodis, that also 
must be brought in to round off the picture. 

The period is marked as one of Mghan appeuance as a force in 
world affairs, of Mghan conversion to Islam, and finally of Afghan 
empire, but empire in Hindustan, not in the homelands. It falls 
roughly into two main periods, the first running from Sabuk
tagin's accession to power in Ghazni (977) to the death of the 
Ghorid Sultan, Muizzuddin Muhammad, after his establishment 
of the Muslim power in Delhi (uo6), and the second from the 
fall of the Ghorids under the impact of forces from Central Asia 
(eire-a 12.15-2.0) to the arrival of Babur in Kabul in I 504. The first 
t'wo centuries have a focus in Ghazni, the capital of Ghaznawids 
and the later Ghorids alike, and situated in the very midst of the 
Mghan country. The beginning of these years is moreover covered 
by the contemporary writings of Al-Biruni, already mentioned, 
and also of Al-Utbi. historiographer at the court of Mahmud in 
Ghazni. In the last three centuries before the coming of Babur 
the centre of gravity shifts from the Mghan highlands to Delhi 
and other Indian centres in which Muslim power was established. 
This second period was punctuated by the terrible devastations 
wrought by the Mongol scourge under Chlngiz Khan (u18-2.7) 
and by the conquests of Timur or Tamerlane (138�1400). The 
former did not greatly affect India but completely shattered ordered 
government in the territories now known as Mghanistan until it 
was restored later in the fifteenth century by Timur's successors. 

ll7 
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During both periods Mghan and Pathan tribesmen formed the 
spearhead of the Muslim penetration and conquest of India, first 
as soldiers of fortune and later as powerl'ul kings, even as sultans 
and emperors. But, by a strange paradox, during all these cen
turies most of their own homeland remained unpeoetrated and 
subject to no otgani%ed government, whether exercised by the 
powers around them ot by themselves. The countty of Rob, as it 
now came to be called in India, remained a welter of waxlike 
tribes, its only importance that it was the inexhaustible spting 
ftom which mercenary armies could be dtawn. 

I have mentioned Al-Bituni's teference to the Mghans as the 
name of the warlike tribes, obviously only beginning to embrace 
Islam, who at the end of the tenth centu!y inhabited the plains 
and mountains on the borders of India between the Indus and 
Kabul. With their location thus defined as more ot less that which 
it stil lis, with the beginnings in Mahmud's time of a mass convet
sion to Islam, and with the advent of contemporary and intelligent 
Arab chroniclers, we should expect to find that from this date 
starts the detailed history of the tribes from whose tanks so many 
of these armies were drawn. The reality is very diffel:ent. With the 
exception of what Al-Bituni has to say, and one incidental passage 
by the fourteeoth-ceotu!y traveller Ibn Batuta, it is broadly true 
to affirm that the histories of these :five centuries are batten of any 
detailed reference to these 'savage, rebellious races' in their home
land. The only tribal names to which an Mghan context can be 
assigned are those of the Khaljis and Lodis, the names of dynas
ties which actually ruled in Delhi. This blindness persists ail 
through the Middle Ages; its measure can be taken from the fact 
that Al-Biruni and Al-Utbi, writing about IOI 5, make the last sub
stantial reference to Peshawat, until Babur writing 500 years 
later.1 Yet Peshawar's importance as a key point is clear enough 
from what all three authors have to say. 

The conclusion must be that, Al-Biruni excepted, the writers 
during the intervening period were little more than arm-chair 
chroniclers of dynastic achievements. We are driven to the sur
prising conclusion that over this long period much more is 
known of the achievements of Mghan soldiers of fortune in India 
than of the developments in their homeland. For one approach
ing these years with an eye directed on Peshawar and its 
surrounding mountains, the best that can be done is to notice as 
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we pass such images of tribal attitudes and inspirations as may be 
reflected in the mirror of these dynastic annals. 

Ghazni was a fief of the Samanid Empire ofBukhata, which had 
succeeded to the Saffiu:id conquests in Khurasan on the defeat of 
Amr-i-Lais·before Ba11ili in the year 900. The Samanids, like the 
Saffarids, were themselves of Iranian stock, but ruled through 
Turkish mamluks, originally prisoners-of-war and in due course 
purchased for their military qualities in the slave-market. The best 
of these were subsequently manumitted and placed in governor
ships and army commands in the key posts of their master's 
dominions. From the year 950 the Ghazni province had been in 
charge of mamlllks named Alptagin, Balktagin and Pirai succes
sively, with the title of Wall or governor. Ghazni was the frontier 
province of the Saroanids to the south-east, confronted by the 
powerful Hindushahiya kingdom in the Kabul Valley and by d.iffi.. 
cult, refractory, tribes in the mountains around it who were only 
beginning to feel the attractions oflslam. In 977, Pirai pxoving a 
bad ruler, Sabuktagin, who had been Alptagin's slave and had 
married his daughter, seized the office, and, obtaining the con
firmation of the Samanid suzerain in Bukhara, became the founder 
of the Ghaznawid dynasty. At the time of his accession the 
Samanid Empire was breaking up -it fell in A.D. 999 -so that 
this confirmation did little but afford a legal title which cleared the 
way for his son Mahmud, to make of Ghazni the capital of a 
dominion of greater power and fame than that of the suzerain 
from whom his father had taken office. 

· It was Sabuktagin, and not his son Mahmud, who decided that 
the main objective must be the expulsion of the Hindus from the 
Kabul Valley and Peshawar, then still known as Gandhara, or in 
the Arabic form Qandhar. The Ghaznawid historian Al-Utbi, tells 
us that 'he expanded the recruitment of his armies, and there sub
mitted to him the Mghans and the Khalaj: and, when he wished 
it, he admitted thousands of them to his service-thus they 
expended their souls and lives in assisting him'. With these armies 
he twice defeated the Hindushahi King Jaipal in Laghrnan and 
Ningrahar, and drove him out of the upper Kabul Valley, captur
ing immense booty and up to two hundred elephants. 

In 997 Sabuktagin was succeeded by his eldest son, Ismail, who 
proved a jainlant, and after two years gave way to the second son. 
Mahmud. Mahmud vowed not only to expel the Hindus from 
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Gandhara, where they were now concentrated, but to carry the 
war beyond the great River Sindh into Hindustan. He campaigned 
west to Persia, north to Balkh, east to Peshawar in Gandhara and 
onward into the heart of the Panjab and Upper Sind, which he 
ravaged at least twelve times between 999 and ro.z6. Everywhere 
his arms were victorious. By the end of his life he ruled over a 
territory comprising a good slice of modem Persia, and in the east 
the Panjab and the valleys of what is now the North-West 
Frontier. To the north his i.n£uence extended beyond the Oxus, 
where he defeated the Turkish Karakhanids who had succeeded 
to the power of the Samanids in Bukhara. The core of his empire 
consisted of the present Ghalji country between Kabul and Kan
dahar (not then founded). The capital at Ghazni was adomed with 
the most magnificent buildings of the age, and Mahmud attracted 
to his court many famous scholars and poets, including the 
Persian Homer, Fitdausi. Known, according to the point of view 
of the reader, as the Image-breaker or the Scourge of India, for 
us his chief interest lies not so much in the filet that by him Hindu 
power and influence were finally extinguished west of the Indus as 
in his success in setting up a standard under which the Afghan 
tribes could rally, embrace Islam, and embark as mercenaries on 
conquests filr afield. His policies were continued by his son, Masud. 

M.ahmud was a Turk. But the impression he made on the 
frontiersmen of Roh can be gauged by the fact that he still figures 
in folk-lore and story as their first national hero. And this, in spite 
of the filet that we are told by contemporary and later writers how 
he made inroads on the tribes in the Sulaiman Mountains, how he 
left a testament to his son to beware of these dangerous tribes so 
close to the capital, and how that son despatched a force into the 
Koh-payah, the Piedmont, of Ghazni 'in which direction the con
tumacious Mghans are located, with orders to see to that part of 
the territory so that no disorder may arise in that difficult quarter.' 
In just such words might a present-day Pakistan government 
admonish an officer deputed to deal with refractory Afridis or 
Mahsuds. 

M.ahmud's posthumous rank as an honorary Pathan is attribut
able, first, to the impact of conquests achieved largely with levies 
raised from among the Frontier tribes, whose homes were so close 
to Ghazoi, and secondly to the memory that in his time so many 
of his tribal followers were stimulated to embrace the new faith. 
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Many perhaps had already in the armies of the Saffa.rids discovered 
that the challenge oflslam, offering glory in this world and repose 
in the next, was the answer to thcir inner promptings, but there can 
be no doubt that it was in Mahmud's time that a mass conversion 
began to take place in this quarter. That it had not taken place 
before is clear from the passages already quoted from the contem
porary writer, Al-Biruni; that it became so widespread at this time 
must be due not only to Mahmu�'s astonishing capacity for waging 
successful warfare but to the proximity of his capital city to the 
Pathan homeland. As with his father Sabuktagin, we are told by 
Al-Utbi that Khalaj and Mghans formed part of M.ahmud's army 
on his expedition to Balkh, and it is a fair deduction that they 
followed him into India also. With him started that tide of Pathan 
in£iltration into every part of the Indian peninsula reached by 
Muslim arms. 

The decisive battle in which M.ahmud defeated the Hindushahi 
Jaipal was fought on a field unknown but close to Peshawar in the 
year 1000 (H. 391). A few years later, in 1008 (H. 399) the struggle 
was renewed under Anandpal, Jaipal's successor, who summoned 
to his aid a great array of warriors from all over northern India. 
'Since the Hindus', writes the Pakhtu chronicler, 'regarded a war 
against Muslims as a meritorious act, all the Rajas gathered, and 
even from as far afield as Ujjaln, and from Gwalior, and from 
Kalinjar, and from Kanauj, and from Dihli, and from Ajmir, all, 
all, summoned their array, and came on with Anandpal to the 
field of Peshawar.' 

· But it was in vain, and once more the Rajput chivalry went 
down. We are not told, but there can be small doubt that many of 
the vanquished were dwellers in the Peshawar Valley, the people 
of Gandhara, and must have numbered in their ranks the uncon
verted Mghans of that day. The passages quoted from Al-Biruni 
leave us to conclude so much. We know, too, that at this time 
thousands, formerly Hindus, embraced Islam. It is probable that 
many of the conquered joined M.ahmud's armies and went on into 
India. 

Al-Biruni has a fine passage, 1 which serves both as an epitaph 
to the last of these chivalrous Hindu Kings and as a proof of his 
own tolerance. 'I admire', he writes, 'the following passage in a 
letter of Anandapala which he wrote to the prince M.ahmud when 
relations between them were strained to the uttermost- ''I have 
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learned that the Turks have rebelled against you and are spreading 
in Khurasan. If you wish, I shall come to you with j,OOO horse
men, 10,000 foot-soldiers and 100 elephants, or, if you wish, I 
shall send you my son with double that number. In acting thus 
I do not speculate on the lmpression which this will make on you. 
I have been conquered by you, and therefore I do not wish that 
another man should conquer you." ' 

Mahmud died in 1030. His son, Masud, maintained the Gh.az
nawid ascendancy in Hind, but fell victim to an assassin. After his 
death the Ghaznawid power began to decline under pressures 
from the north and west, and we enter on a period of great con
fusion. The Seljuks, a branch of the Ghuzz Turks, moved down 
from beyond the Oxus and had conquered Persia by 1oso, estab
lishing themselves first at Merv, then at Isfahan (zo63) and 
eventually at Baghdad itself (1091). Alp Arslan, the greatest Sel
juk Sultan (1063-71), advanced from Herat against Ghazni and 
reduced its ruler to tributary status within the Seljuk kingdom. 
The last Ghaznawid of any fame was Bahram Shah (1II8-s9). 
Having married a Seljuk princess, he was able to enlist the aid of 
Snlnin Sanjar, the last Seljuk of note, and to replace his brother as 
the tributary. But Bahram's reign saw the end of Mahmud's 
dynasty, and the first sack of Ghazni, as terrible as any of the later 
devastations of Ollngiz Khan. 

The weakening of the Ghaznawids und� Seljuk pressures led 
to the rise of the Shansabani princes of Ghor, who under Mahmud 
had been tributaries of Ghazni. The Ghor chiefs were not 
Mghans. Some of the old historians, who knew no Pashtu, con
fused Ghor, the name of the central mountain massif of Eastern 
Iran, with the Pashtu word for a mountain, ghar, and so wrongly 
refer to the Ghotids as Afghans. Ghor is the old name of the 
territory now known as the Hazarajat, since Mongol times in
habited by people called Hazaras, colonists left in that region by 
Chingiz Khan's successors; in the twelfth century, the period of 
which I am now speaking, it was probably inhabited by an 
eastem Iranian people conveniently known to both Mghans and 
Turks as Tajiks. But we cannot exclude a possibility that the 
princes themselves may have had a strain of Turkish blood, even 
if they were not out-and-out Turks. All the other dynasties carved 
out of the Samanid Empire, and surrounding Ghor, whether Sel
juk, Ghaznawid, or Karakhanid, were Turks; in such a mi/U# the 
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Ghor princes would have found it hard to preserve their Iranian 
blood undiluted. Finally, and this is interesting, these Shansabani 
chiefs came of the very family to which the genealogists have 
allotted the mythical Husain, the fortunate lover of Bibi Mato 
and putati"9'e ancestor of the Ghaljis and the Lodis. It should be 
added that this attribution was made by persons writing in India 
much later, after the princes of Ghor had entered the roll of 
sovereigns of Hindustan. 

The Ghorids came to power in India by way of Ghazni. Early 
in Balu:am Shah's reign one Saifuddin Suri, Malik of Ghor, 
rebelled, and for a time drove the Ghaznawid ruler in B.ight to 
India. Bahram Shah, however, was able to stage a successful 
return; he attacked Ghazni by night and, effecting a surprise, suc
ceeded in capturing the usurper, who with his Wazir, a Sayyid, 
was paraded through the streets on a lean camel, gibbeted, and 
his headless trunk hung from a bridge over the Ghazni River. A 
terrible vengeance was in store. 

In the year IIjO, Saifuddio's brother Alauddin, known to his
tory as Jahansoz, the World-Burner, collected all the levies of the 
Ghor country, defeated Bahram's army under the walls of Ghazni 
and, having taken the city by storm, gave it up to plunder and 
massacre and set fire to it. The scribes seek to convey some mes
sage of the dreadful carnage that went on by employing a mystic 
number; the fire raged for seven nights and seven days and 
7o,ooo persons are said to have perished by the sword or in the 
flames. The tombs of the Sultans were broken open and their 
contents burnt, all except that of Mahmud himself. Not content 
with these barbarities, Alauddin marched on to Bust, the old 
capital of Ar-Rukhaj and the second city in the Ghaznawid domin
ion, and there destroyed the great walls, palaces and public 
buildings, 'the like of which', says the sctibe, 'are not to be found, 
at least in this world. What chronicles perished when Alauddin, 
the Shansabani Ghori burnt Ghazni and Bust, who sball say?' And 
indeed, had Al-Biruni's travels been supplemented by the records 
of a great empire with its capital in the very centre of the Afghan 
country, it is probable that the history of the tribes of Rob would 
have begun four centuries before the advent ofBabur. 

A year later Alauddin paid the penalty of arrogance. Overcome 
with pride, he :refused to pay tribute to the Seljuk Sultan Sanjar, 
was overthrown and made captive in a battle near Heral. This is 

It 
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followed by a permutation typical of Muslim dynastic history. 
Two years later, in 11 l 5, San jar himself fell before a new wave of 
invading Ghuzz Turk$ from the north, this time the Turkmens, 
so that almost at the same time the might of two great empires, 
the Ghaznawid and the Seljuk, had passed away. The way was 
clear for the princes of Ghor. 

But before the Ghorid house could establish itself, these Turk
mens settled in the neighbourhood of Ghazni, the Kurram Valley 
and Gardez, and for a short interregnum of ten years or so were 
able to control the devastated Ghazni capital itself. There is a 
theory, supported by Raverty, that the group ofKarlanri Pathan 
tribes which occupy upper Bangash, namely the Turis, Mangals, 
Muqbils and Jajis, as well as the Khugianis ofNingrahar, may be 
descended from these Turkmens. It is justified mainly by pointing 
to the similarity of the tribal name Turi and the appellation Tu
nni, being the generic term used by the poet Firdausi and Persian 
writers over a wide field to distinguish Turkish lands and peoples 
from the Persian Iran. Perhaps more reasonably, it is argued that 
for a period Turkmens are known to have occupied the upper 
Kurram, and that there remain traces of Turkish place names in 
that and neighbouring regions. Peshbulak, the Five Springs, in 
Ningrahar is an obvious instance. 

To me the theory seems of doubtful validity. The Turis and 
their neighbours occupy a mid-way position between the other 
Karlanri Pathans, having Afridis and Orakzais to their north-east, 
and Khataks, Bangash and Wazirs to their south and south-west. 
They stand in the centre of all the Karlanris. The Turis live in a 
broad and fertile valley, but the others are hill-tribes much more 
like Orakzais or Wazirs in character and appearance. It would be 
equally reasonable to posit a. Turkmen origin for all the Karlanri 
Pathans. It is more probable that the inclusion of the Turis and 
Mangals in the Karlanri genealogy is affirmatory of a. well-founded 
belief that they, like the other Karlanris, belong to the large and 
contiguous group of hill Pathans who have been less disturbed by 
movements and migrations than any of the other peoples of Roh. 
But perhaps the best reason for .not agreeing with the theory of a. 
Turkish ancestry for the Turis is that, unlike the Ghaljis, they have 
have no appeacance of Turkish antecedents. 

On the disappeacance of Alauddin Ja.hansoz, and with the Ghaz
nawid and Seljuk power broken, authority in Ghor devolved upon 
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Alauddin's two nephews, the brothetS Ghiasuddin and Muiz2ud
din. Both are known also as Muhammad son of Sam, and the long 
unfamiliar names are further confused by occasional and tiresome 
references to Muizzuddin as Shahabuddin. In India Muiz2uddin 
is known by the much simpler appellation Muhammad Ghori, 
and I propose to refer to him by that name. 

The two brothers succeeded in taking Ghazoi in II73, the elder 
conferring it in fief on Muhammad Ghori, while he remained as 
ruler of Ghor itself with capital at Firoz Koh. It is from Ghazni 
that the Muslim power in India was established, and Muhammad 
Ghori was its founder with armies largely, if not wholly, made up 
ofKhalaj andMghans. In 1178 he crossed the Indus and possessed 
himself of Uchh near Multan. In u8z he led an army into lower 
Sind and took over the territory along the sea-coast, returning 
thence to Ghazai to prepare for his main effort, a thrust at Delhi, 
the heart of Hindu power in northern India. 

As with Babur in a much later age, Muhammad Ghori's ad
vance to Delhi was preceded by the capture in n86 of the key 
city of Lahore. Here he found Khusrau, the last surviving repre
sentative of the Ghaznawids and son of Bahram Shah, whom he 
imprisoned and duly removed. With his Muslim rivals out of the 
way, the road was clear for the real venture, the conquest of 
Hindus tan. 

His first attempt on Delhi in II9o failed. On the field of Narain 
close to Kamal, seventy miles north of Delhi, Rai Pithora, better 
known as Prithwi Raj, gave Khaljis and Mghans their first experi
ellce of a Rajput charge delivered in Bat and open country. Mu
hammad Ghori himself was wounded, and was only saved by the 
prompt intervention of a young Khalji trooper.8 Mad to retrieve 
this disaster, he tried again a year later, once more meeting the 
Chauhan Raja, Prithwi Raj, on the same battleground near Kar
nal. A bitter struggle followed, both sides displaying a gallantry 
which has come down in story. Prithwi Raj fell, and with him the 
pride of Hindu chivalry in India. Save in the hills and deserts of 
Rajputaoa there was to be no Hindu ruler in the north until the 
rise of Ranjit Singh at the opening of the nineteenth century. It is 
significant that the conquest was achieved mainly with the aid of 
Khalji and Mghan mercenaries. Apart from the allusions in the 
sources, the ubiquity of these people right through the Muslim 
annals of the Delhi crown makes it clear that this was so. 
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Muhammad Ghori reigned till uo6, when he was assassinated 
in his tent on the bank of the Indus. After his conquest of Delhi 
he had endangered his whole position by engaging in a too ambi
tious venture against the Khwarezm power, which in Seljuk times 
had become established on the lower Oxus close to where Khiva 
now stands. In later centuries the Russians were to find that the 
oasis of Khiva - once Khwarezm- is ringed round on all sides 
by the desert and the .Atal Sea, the passage of which is rendered 
hard by winter blizzards and intolerable summer heats. Behind 
this 'bushed Chorasmiao waste', and entrenched in a fertile net
work of canals, had risen to power the hereditary governorate of 
the Shahs of Khwarezm, a segment of the Seljuk Empire repre
senting an intellectual life of a high order. Its representative in 
Muhammad Ghori's time was the last effective Sultan, Muhammad 
Shah. He and his son Jalaluddin were destined before long to go 
down before the annihilating arms of Chingiz Khan the Mongol. 
but his power was more than enough for the Ghorids. Muham
mad Ghori was driven back with his army shattered, to find rebel
lion rife in the Panjab and to fall to an assassin's dagger. He left no 
son. In Delhi his power was inherited by his Turkish marnluk, 
Qutbuddin Aybek, and in Gh:azni by another marnluk, Ayyaldiz. 
The slave-king successors of Qutbuddin lasted in Delhi until the 
year 1.190, when the power was seized by the Khaljis; in Ghazni in 
UI 5. Ayyaldiz lost the capital and all his trans-Indus possessions 
to Muhammad Shah of Khwarezm, the same who had repelled 
Muhammad Ghori's invasion ten years earlier. 

These two Turkish mamluks, Qutbuddin and Ayyaldiz, aie 
memorable for reasons other than their short-lived dominion and 
their slave origin. The great Qutb Minar, that red sandstone tower 
ten miles south of Delhi, was planned, and its construction started, 
by the one; the other's name, meaning in Turkish 'the Moon and 
Star', is an early example of the Ottoman Bag, the Star and Cres
cent, adopted in various forms by almost every Islamic State that 
exists today. 

The country of Roh at this period was about to be engulfed in 
the cataclysm brought about by the Mongol invasions, and we 
must tum aside to trace the activities and examine the credentials 
of the Kbalaj, or Khaljis, who become more and more prominent 
as the record of Muslim conquests in Hindustan is advanced. 
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Whatever the ancestry of the Gliorid princes themselves, they 
relied entirely on Turkish slaves and Khalaj mercenaries for their 
administ:Iation and their armies. We find too that the Khalaj, or 
Khaljis, are frequently coupled with Mghans, and that the latter 
form of the word is adopted when Persian replaces the older 
Arabic compilations. 

From the start there appears a distinction between the role of , 
the Turkish slaves or mamluks on the one hand, and that of the 
Khaljis and Mghans on the other. The Turks were purchased 
slaves of the Sultan, like the Janissaries of the Ottoman Empire 
chosen by him and his agents, and employed as household troops. 
They were responsible only to the ruler. The receipt of pay was 
not an essential part of their service, although a wise ruler saw to 
it that his personal bodyguard was satisfied and well provided for. 
Their position also offered substantial perquisites, and there was a 
line prospect of promotion to high office. Thus on M11hammad 
Ghori's death he was succeeded on the Delhi throne by Qutbud
din Aybek, his favourite Turkish slave, and Qutbuddin was fol
lowed by a succession of Turkish slave-kings lasting for nearly a 
century. The great virtue of these mamluks was the fidelity and 
efficiency for which the Turks were always noted. Their great 
weakness, as in the case of all mamluk dynasties, came with the 
demise of the Sultan who had been their master. By tradition they 
had all been equals under the Sultan; when his controlling hand 
was removed, their personal loyalty to him availed no longer. Un
less one of them was strongly marked as leader, they would fall 
out among themselves. The new Sultan would have his own 
favourites, who would remember grudges against the old prae
torians. Often they were driven by fear to desperate expedients 
which endangered not only their own safety, but that of the state. 

By contrast the Khaljis, with whom the Mghans are constantly 
coupled in various contexts, seem to have served strictly as mer

cenaries. They acknowledged no strong personal tie to any indi
vidual Sultan, but served any who could pay them, or afford 
opportunities for plunder, for so long as money was forthcoming. 
Though their tribaleJprit dt &wps made them dangerous as slaves, 
as hirelings it enhanced their dependability. For it was based, as 
seems clear from the texts, on tribal kinship and loyalty to their 
own chief or malik. Thus their organization was not disrupted 
like that of the Turkish mamluks by the death of the ruler; their 
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power was much broader based and was to endure for much 
longer than that of their rivals. It appears, too, that, while the 
Turks constituted a relatively small and trusted elite, the K.haljis 
and Mghans were substantially more numerous, though from the 
point of view of the state less closely organized. · 

From the time of Muhammad Ghori. K.haljis became more and 
• more prominent in Indian history. An example is Muhammad 

Bakhtiar,4 who acted as head of the Conscription Department in 
Ghazni in the time of Muhammad Ghori. The post he filled is in 
itself sufficient commentary on the importance of K.halji recruit
ment to the Ghorid armies, and its location at Ghazni, the exact 
centre of the present Ghalji tribes, is significant in its indications. 
Bakhtiar, dissatisfied with prospects of promotion, proceeded to 
Delhi, whete he was allotted a jagit in Oudh and employed in 
forays against the surviving Hindu States of Bihar. The noise of 
his prowess and his plunder attracted a large body of his K.halji 
fellow-tribesmen, and he succeeded in achieving the conquest of 
the whole of Bihar and north Bengal. He captured the capital of 
one Hindu ruler by entering the city in disguise and almost alone, 
giving the cue to Sher Shah who three centuries later was to re
peat a similu exploit. He ruled his new Kingdom as a sort of 
Count Palatine in only nominal dependence on the Delhi sultan
ate, and he saw to it that all the important posts in his province 
were occupied by K.haljis. He ruled for three years only (aoz-�) 
and was succeeded by two other Khalji chiefs, the last of whom 
was suppressed in 122.6 by lltutmish (Altamsh), Qutbuddin's suc
cessor on the Delhi throne. Thus the first quasi-independertt 
Khalji state had a life of twenty-five years. There is no doubt that 
the presence in Bihar of a strong K.halji advance-guard acted as a 
magnet for further K.halji immigration all through the Middle 
Ages, and it was no accident that in due course Sher Shah was 
able to draw his main strength in opposing the Mughals from that 
region. There was, in fact, a K.halji and Mghan pre-history, both 
in Bihar and in Rohilkand, going back far beyond Mughal times. 

To complete the tale of the Khaljis we must anticipate the nar
rative a little. The other two K.halji kingdoms in Hindustan were 
the famous Delhi dynasty, of whom Alauddin K.halji (u96-zp6) 
is the best known, and the Khaljis of Malwa (143�-Ipo) with 
their glorious capital of Mandu, the ruins of which still stand 
majestically on a spur overlooking the Nerbadda Valley. 
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The Khalji dynasty at the capital marked the predominance of 
mercenary over mamluk. The last of the Delhi slave-kings who 
relllined any power worth the name was Balban. He relied on 
Khalji and Mghan garrisons, and appointed one Jalaluddin 
Khalji as Inspector of Forces. Balban died in I 287 and was suc
ceeded by his grandson Kaikubad, sickly and incapable. The 
account proceeds: 'Sultan Kaikubad was lying sick and powerless 
at his country residence Kilugarhi near Delhi, attended by his 
doctors. At the same time Jalaluddin, who was Muster-Master
General, had gone to Baharpur, where he held an inspection of 
the forces. He came of a race dilferent from the Turks, so that he 
had no confidence in them, nor would the Turks own him as 
belonging to the number of their friends.' The year was A.D. I 290. 

The distinction made here between Khalji and Turk is to be 
marked, as also is the fact that Jalaluddin the Khalji, like Bakhtiar 
the Khalji before him, held an office concerned with the recruit
ment and mustering of the army, establishing beyond doubt the 
importance of Khaljis in that sphere, and reinforcing the deduc
tions made from the other texts that the Khaljis formed the spear
head of the Muslim armies in India. The account proceeds: 
'Friends and opponents now came to tenns with Jalaluddin who 
was escorted from Baharpur by a large body of horse and seated 
on the throne at Kilugarhi. The majority of the people of Delhi 
were opposed to him, and through fear of the populace some time 
elapsed before he ventured into the city, or before the people 
ventured to Kilugarhi to offer congratulations. They hated the 
Khalji mallks, and would not look upon them. By the death of 
Sultan Kaikubad the Turks lost the empire.' 

Jalaluddin Khalji took the title Firoz Shah and reigned only six 
years, when he was murdered at the instigation of his nephew 
Alauddin Khalji,' a merciless despot, but one of the most power
ful sovereigns that ever ruled in Hind. Alauddin Khalji probably 
controlled a greater area of the peninsula than any before him or 
after him, Hindu, Buddhist or Muslim, Maurya or Mughal, until 
the uniting of the whole sub-continent under the British. He also 
laid the foundation of an administrative and revenue system later 
perfected by Sher Shah and by Akbar. Like Akbar, too, he allowed 
his vanity to be Battered by a scheme to establish throughout his 
empire one universal and syncretic religion to be formulated and 
controlled by himself. But, unlike Akbar, he was fortunate enough 
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to lind among his councillors a man with a name very like his own, 
Alaulmulk, who was wise and courageous enough to offer 
reasoned opposition to a ptoject so blasphemous. He was told 
that the prophetic office does not appertain to Kings, and be had 
the sense to bow his head and listen. 

The Khalji dynasty of Delhi was brought to an end in 132.1, 
when Alauddin's son and successor, Mubarik Shah, was mur
dered by his favourite, a converted Hindu named Khusmu Khan. 

The Khal}i dynasty of Malwa did not arise until 1435. more 
than a hundred years after the fall of the Delhi Khaljis. Apart 
ftom its monuments at Mandu it left no particular mark. The best 
known of its princes is one Malunud, a wazi.r who contrived to 
poison his master and uswp the Kingdom in its mid-career. Of 
him the record remarks that his origin was from the Khalji Turks 
of Turkistan, so reverting to the tradition of the Turkish root
stock in these people. 

Who then were theseKhaljis? 
Reasons, I think conclusive, have been given in an earlier 

chap� for tracing back the origin of the Khaljis to the White 
Huns or Ephthalites, known to Muslim chronicles as the Hayatila 
ot Haytal. We know that the Hayatila enteted the area of the 
Sulaiman Mountains many cenruries before the Ghuzz invasions 
of early medieval times, and that they represented a much older 
Turco-Iranian stock ftom the north. It seems to me certain that 
the Khalaj could not have been Gbuzz Turks, whether Seljuks or 
Turkmens, for these came to Ghazni in and after Ghaznawid 
times when the K.halaj, who had fought with Mahmud, were al
ready established there. The equation Khalaj with Hayatila is 
documented, it accounts for their Turkish root-stock, and it ex
plains how they came to be established in the Ghazni area before 
it had been fully exposed to the i.nfiuen.ces of Islam. 

That the K.halaj are the same as the Khaljis of the dynasties in 
India there is no doubt. 'Khalji' is merely the Persianized form 
used by the later chroniclers for the Khalaj of Al-Khwarezmi and 
others. Even Raverty who pours scom on the identification of the 
Khalaj with Ghaljis is prepared to go so far. There remain the 
points whether the Khaljis were Mghans, and whether they can 
properly be regarded as identical with the great Ghalji tribe of 
Mghanistan. It is these identifications that Raverty will not have.' 
According to him, the Ghalzis, as he calls them, were at this time 
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a small tribe near the Takht-i-Snlaiman. While admitting that 
their name is commonly pronounced Ghalji, he discounts this as a 
false etymology perpetrated by 'those who know nothing of the 
Khalaj Turks or their antecedents'. Finally, displaying what I take 
to be the real weakness of a scholar with an encyclopedic know
ledge of Arabic and Persian texts, he &lis back on the fables of the 
genealogies, and, failing to sort grain from chaff, affirms as his
torical truth the descent of the 'Ghalzis' from Bibi Mato and Shah 
Husain ofGhor.s 

The Cambridge History of India has already refuted this view,' 
remarlcing that the people of Delhi at that time undoubtedly I» 
lieved the Khaljis to be alcin to Afghans and not to Turks, and 
also that it is hard to say what became of the Khaljis if we are not 
to regard the Ghaljis as their modern representatives. But I think 
the case for identification is still stronger than that. 

The present-day Ghalji tribe is the largest of all the Afghan 
tribes. It could never have been a small sept hidden away in the 
Sulaiman Mountains. Secondly, all the Ghaljis themselves refer 
to their tribe by that pronunciation, as do other Pathaos. 'Ghalji' 
and 'Khalji' are almost the same word. The form Ghilzai is a liter
ary Persian production, probably coined in obedience to the 
myth of the Ghalzoi, the thief's son. Next, the sources make it 
quite clear that the Khaljis were no longer Turks when they 
entered India, and they are, whatever their root-stock, frequently 
bracketed with Afghans. Finally, and I think conclusively, there is 
a clear identification of Khalji with Ghalji in a couplet from the 
Pathao national poet Khushhal Khan, specifically referring to the 
accession of this same Jalaluddio Khalji as Sovereign of Delhi. In 
a poem narrating the order and qualities of the Muslim Sultans of 
Hind, Khushhal writes: 

Biti Std,�an ]aldJJIIIdjn ph sarir l!khm4rt, 
Chib pllh ev;J � Ghalji da wilii.Jat'JIIIIiJ. 
Then Sul1211 Jalaluddin took seat upon the throne, 
Who by race was of the Ghafii country. 

Khushhal at least, writing in 165o, and before these controversies 
blew up, had no doubt that the Khaljis were Ghaljis. 

There could hardly be a stronger case for the belief that 
'Khalji' is nothing but an earlier form of 'Ghalji'. I conclude that 
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the Khalji identity with the Ghalji tribes is established., and 
further that these tribes, who both show in their physical appear
ance, and set forth in their own tradition, a memory of a Turkish 
root-stock, are descended from the Khalaj, a branch of the White 
Huns or Ephthalites, who entere4 the Mghan highlands in the 
fifth century of our era. By living for centuries next door to the 
Pushtanah, they adopted. the Pathan habit and language, but with 
a clliferenoe which can be seen to the present day. 

The authors of the Delhi chronicles had no knowledge of the 
Borderlands, and took no interest in the tribal background of the 
mercenary soldiers who rose to king's estate. They were con
oerned mainly with the flattery of a throne or the detraction of a 
rival or a predecessor. There is no hint anywhere, for instance, of 
the language spoken by Sultan Jalaluddin Khalji. Was it Khalji 
Turkish,10 was it Persian, was it Pashtu? There is no suggestion 
of antece4ents, affinities, or disparities, except that the Khaljis 
were not Turks and are bracketed with Mghans. The bracket 
with Mghans does indeed suggest a further possibility. It seems 
very probable that the usage 'Khalji' by the medieval historians is 
meant to cover all kinds of Mghans, such as Yusufzais, Orakzais, 
or Bangash, all of which tribes are known to have established 
colonies in India still preserving a memory of their origin. These 
tribal names were not known to the chroniclers, who lumped 
them all together as 'Khaljis and Mghans'. 

There is another reason for this digression into medieval Indian 
history. As the spearhead of the Muslim conquest of India the 
Ghaljis and Pathans, unable at that time to forge any coherent 
state of their own in their own country, in the land of their con
quest rose to the very top, to the throne of Delhi and to the com
mand of other powerful principalities. These colonists from the 
north-west were augmented by fresh arrivals in later centuries. 
The Lodis (14,1-1,16) and the Surs (1H9-l5) were themselves 
Ghaljis and attracted many frontiersmen to their banners. Even 
the Mughals, not least Babur, depended on Mghan mercenaries. 
All this started wit h  the conquests of Mahmud of Ghazni and 
Muhammad Ghori. The Turks were a small band of chosen 
favourites; the soldiers, and later the rulers, were Ghaljis or 
Pathans. It was a veritable Mghan expansion. 

The pride of later Pathans in these achievements comes out in 
the verses ofKhushhal Khan: 
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I hear the story ofBahlol and Sher Shah 
'l'hat in days gone by Patbans were Kingl in Hind; 
For six or seven gen=tions theirs vas the Kingdom, 
And all the world wondered at themiU 



CHAPTER X 

SHER SHAH SUR 

Following after the success of Mghan soldie!S of fortune in 
India, we have attived at the Khaljis (u9o-132.I), and al
most forgotten Ghazni. That city was seized in u I 5 by the 

Khwarezm Shah, who unseated the Turkish mamluk A yyaldiz, 
established there after the death of Muhammad Ghori. The 
KhWlliezm Shah sent his son Jalaluddin1 to take charge of his 
new province in the south. But just as the Seljuks had conquered 
only to disappear two years later, so the Khwarezm Shahs, their 
remnant, were only to enjoy a few brief years of authority before 
they too were swept away in the tumult of Chingiz Khan's world
shattering conquests. Jalaluddin was to hold Ghazni for no more 
than five years, but he enters the story not only because he passed 
across the Frontier stage but for having brought down in his train 
yet another band of Khalj is or Ghaljis. I tis due to him, too, that the 
terrible scourge of Chingiz did not pass effectively beyond the Indus. 

Muhammad Shah of Khwarezm had not only defeated the 
Ghorids and mastered Ghazni; he had also taken Bukhara from a 
Ollnese house known as the Kara Kitai, and by reason of this and 
other victories had been encouraged to a show of self-esteem. He 
affected to pose as Caliph, and arrogated to himself the name and 
titles of the last Seljuk and even of Alexander the Great. Just at 
this time Chingiz Khan, the great Mongol, who had risen to power 
in Mongolia in uos, overran China and took Peking. While 
doing this, Chingiz left his eldest son, Juchi, in command on his 
western frontier, and there occurred clashes between Juchi's 
troops and the Khwarezm border guards. Muhammad Shah, see
ing himself as the champion of Islam and dreaming of the con
quest of China itself, held the intervening Mongols in. contempt. 
Embassies passed between Chingiz and Muhammad Shah; finally, 
with a total disregard of good faith or the consequences, a caravan 
sent by O!ingiz was treacherously slaughtered by the Shah's order 
near the frontier town of Otrar. 
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This brought the Mongol down on Khwarezm in 1.7.19. Leav
ing Juchi to stonn Otrar, he himself took Bukhara and Samu
qand, sacked and bumed them, and slaughtered the populations. 
The Shah fled to a. Caspian island where he died; his son, Ja.lalud
din, putting up a gaJI•nt light, retired on his lief of Gbazoi, 
closely pursued by Chingiz Khan in person. He was thrust in 
retreat through the hills, probably by the Tochi route, and forced 
back on the Indus, near to Kalabagh. Here, after a last desperate 
battle, in which he is described as performing prodigies of valour, 
he swam the Indus to safety in full view of the Mongol who 
admired the deed. It is probable that the resistance put up by 
Ja.laluddin deterred Cbingiz from coming further into India than 
the Indus Valley, but it did not prevent him from sacking Ghazni 
yet once again. Ja.laluddin himself, after some inconclusive fight
ing with Dtutmish, the slave-king successor of Qutbuddin at 
Delhi, passed out of India by the Sind route. These events took 
place in the years u 2.1-2.. 

When Ja.laluddin left India, there remained behind a. strong 
body of Khaljis whose chief, Malik Khan, had held land close to 
Bust and had led his clan to join the Khwarezm army in their 
capture of Ghazni in 12.1 �. These men saw better hope in joining 
up with their brethren in the service of the Delhi Kings than in 
further peregrinations of Central Asia, pursued by Cbingiz Khan. 
They had remained behind in Upper Sind when Ja.laluddin left, 
and made their way to join Dtutrnish at Delhi, subsequently help
ing him to gain possession of Uchh and Multan. Malik Khan, 
their leader, perished in one of these engagements, but there is 
reason to believe that the Khalji dynasty of Delhi may have been 
descended from this particular band of adventurers. 

The passage of Chingiz through the Kabul-Ghazoi area lefr be
hind it utter confusion. Ghazoi had now been sacked twice in 
seventy years, and hardly one stone was left upon another. Since 
the time of Mahmud there had been at Ghazoi a cultural centre to 
which the peoples of the Borderland could look; now all that was 
gone, King, court, caravans, and trade had disappeared. In uu 
Cbingiz himself had departed to deal with affairs elsewhere in his 
vast domain, and he died in uz7. On his death-bed he bequeathed 
these provinces to his second son Cbaghatai, but except for raids, 
one of which penetrated in 12.40 as far as Lahore and destroyed it, 
Cbaghatai and his sucoessors -Cbaghatai died in 12.41 - seem to 
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have thought the country too poor and difficult, and made little 
endeavour to occupy or administer it. With the exception of the 
settlement of large numbers of Mongols as military colonists in 
the central Ghor massif, no real attempt was made to clamp Mon
gol power onto these parts of the empire. These Mongol colonists 
are the people now known as Hazaras, the name being derived 
from the Persian hazar for one thousand, a translation of Mongol 
ming, or Turkish bin. They have since mingled with the autoch
thonous Iranian people and, while there are still groups who speak 
an archaic Mongolian dialect, most of them now express them
selves in a rustic form of Persian. The country of Roh, the Pathan 
homeland, seems to have escaped Mongol penetration, and there 
is no reason to believe that this time saw any reduction of the 
recruits passing to service of the various principalities in India. 

The only ordered administration set up in our region - and 
that far to the west of Rob - was that of the Karts of Herat, 
Tajiks from Ghor, established as Mongol vassals in the year I 241· 
The nearest the Karts ever got to the Mghan country was in their 
capture of Kandahar-here mentioned for the first time-in the 
year I 18 t. The circumstances of this city's foundation are obscure, 
but it seems to have grown up after the destruction of Bust by 
Alauddin Jahansoz more than a hundred years earlier; traditions 
that it was established by tribes migrating from Gandbara will be 
discussed when we arrive at the Yusufzai period. We hear nothing 
at this time of the Abdalis or other tribes later prominent in the 
Kandahar region, very little of Kabul, and less than nothing of 
Peshawar. The Kart dynasty lasted till I379 when Herat capitU
lated to the new scourge from Central Asia, Timur or Tamerlane.1 
It may truly be said that from the time of Chingiz Khan in I 2 20 to 
the emergence of Timur in I 369, and indeed until later, the his
tory of the Mghans lies in India and not in their homeland. During 
all this time the only mention they receive at home is from the pen 
of the Moroccan traveller, Ibn Batuta, who in I 3 3 3 passed through 
Ghazni, and thence by the Bangash route to cross the Indus on 
his way to Delhi. He tells how oo passage through a narrow defile 
between Ghazni and the Kurram, possibly in Hariob, he and his 
party were assailed by a tiresome band of highwaymen whom he 
designates as Mghans. Ghazni, he notes, 'the city of the warrior 
Mabmud, son of Sabuktagin, was once a great city, but is now 
mostly in ruins.' 
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Timur, bom in 1335. usurped the Chaghatai power in Trans
o:riana in 1 �69. He belonged to the &.rlas tribe ofTurcized Mon
gols, resident at Kesh south of Samarqand, and it was Samarqand 
that he made his capital and beautified by the splendid architec
ture that beats his name. He is the ancestor of Babur and the 
Mughal dynasty of Hindustan, and he and they, though really 
Turks, are referred to as Chaghatais and Mughals (Mongols), be
ing the successors in power to that put of Chingiz's empire. As 
Chingiz's successor Timur proceeded between 1379 and 1383 to 
capture Herat, Sistan and Kandahar. He then did what even 
Chingiz had not done before him, attacked the Afghan tribes in 
their mountllins, and in 1398, when he determined on the inva
sion of India, was able to call on Lodis and Sheranis, now heard 
of for the first time, to furnish him with contingents. Timur pene
trated into India as far as the Ganges at Hardwar, upset the 
Turkish dynasty of Tughlak which had succeeded to the Kha.ljis 
in Delhi, and replaced them with a Viceroy of his own, a Sayyid 
named Khizr, who with his successors ruled as weak deputies to 
the Timurid power, until in 14 51 the Delhi throne once more fell 
to an Afghan house, this time the house of Lodi. The Lodis too 
are Gha.ljis. 

The government of the Lodi Sultanate of Delhi is of no great 
interest to the student of Frontier developments in itself. There 
were three Sultans, Bahlol, Sikandar, and Ibrahim, none of them 
outstanding personalities as was Sher Shah in the Lodi restora
tion. The best memorial they left behind them is their massive 
group of square-cut tombs, three miles south of Delhi. The dyn
asty endured seventy-five years (1451-1526), at the end of which 
Ibrahim Lodi was overthrown by Babur at Panipat, losing his life 
on the field of battle. The power of the Lodi kings did not reach 
beyond the Indus, and extended uncertainly even to the Doab 
between the Indus and Jihlam Rivers; west of the Indus authority 
remained in the hands of Timurid princes. It might be supposed 
that the advent of another Gha.lji house to power in Delhi so late 
as the fifteenth and early sixteenth century would have shed light 
on developments on the Patha.n Frontier. But no records of the 
kind appear, and with one exception we search in vain. 

The e:xception is the encouragement given to the Border tribes 
to take service in Delhi. Large numbers fiock.ed down in response 
to a firman issued by Bahlol, the first Lodi, stating that, 'Hindu-
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stan can best be held by somebody who roles over a nation with 
tribes. Let every Mghan tribesman bring his relatives leading a 
life of indigence, let them come and take up estates in Hind, 
relieving themselves from straitened circumstances, and support-
ing the State against powerful enemies.' · 

This .firman is given in the history of Sher Shah, written. by 
Abbas Sarwani8 in Akbar's time. A list of tribes answering the 
appeal is given. As we might expect, the Lodis themselves being 
Ghaljis, most of those who came down were drawn from Ghalji 
sections, namely Lodi, Lohani, Niazi, Marwat, Bhitanni, but we 
are also told that there were some Sarbanris and some Karlanris 
of sections unspecified. A later knowledge of the tribal origins of 
various Patban colonies in India suggests that the Sarbanris may 
have been. Mandanr Yusufzais, and the Karlanris Bangash and 
Orakzais. Among the tribesmen answering the call was one 
Ibrahim of the Sur sub-section of the Lodi tribe, the grandfather 
of Sher Shah. 

During this period the trans-Indus terti tory was for most of the 
time divided between two branches of the house of Timur, the 
most powerful representative of the .first branch being Mirza Abu 
Said, Babur's grandfather, who held Samarqand and its depen
dencies including Kabul and Ghazni, and Mirza Husain Baiqau 
who held Herat and later Kandahar. Abu Said conferred the gov
ernment of Kabul and Ghazni on Mim1 Ulugh Beg, one of his 
sons and Babur's uncle, who helCl it until his death in xsox. It was 
this that provided Babur with his ground for advancing on Kabul 
when he was driven out of Samarqand. Moreover, his claim to 
the Delhi throne was based on his Timurid ancestry, and he 
affected to regard the Lodis as usurpers. 

Between the fall of the Lodis ( 15 z6) and the seizure of power by 
Sher Shah (x 539) there intervene the four short years that re
mained to Babur after his conquest of Delhi, and the nine uneasy 
years during which Babur's son Humayun strove, but failed, to 
establish the Mughal authority against the power of the Mghan 
nobles and soldiery left over from Lodi times. It is well to realize 
that the Mghans in India naturally regarded Babur and Humayun 
as nothing but interlopers; Mghans had been. prominent in India 
for three hundred years, and for a third of that time had actually 
ruled as Sultans; the se.izu.re of the throne by Sher Shah was in 
their eyes a justifiable restoration of a normal and rightful author-
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ity, and not an inteuuption, as with hindsight it may seem to us . 
.Jt would pemaps be more accut11te to treat Babur and Humayun 
as USUipeiS, and the Mughal period as really only starting with 
Akbar. For this reason I propose to anticipate, and, passing over 
Babur for the moment, to regard the Sur period of Sher Shah and 
his successors as the last chapter of the first volume of the Muslim 
story in Hindustan. 

But here there is presented a paradox. As we shall see, with the 
ani val of Babur light breaks on the homelands of the Pathans. On 
the other hand with the Lodis and the Surs, those 'Pathan Kings', 
the heavy clouds still shroud the northern mountains, which are 
only lit by an occasional fitful gleam of reBected light. The reason 
is that Babur, in order to win a way through from Central Asia to 
Delhi, had first to consolidate his position among the Pathan 
tribes on their own ground; Sher Shah at his strongest never 
extended his sway northward of the Margalla Pass, a few miles 
beyond Rawalpindi. Further south, his kingdom just touched the 
Indus in the Niazi country close to Kalabagh; elsewhere the Jih
lam was really his boundary, with the great Rohtas fort, ten miles 
north of that river, as his frontier outpost. Nevertheless, Sher 
Shah, who reigned hardly six years, was the most illustrious 
Afghan in history, greater even than Ahmad Shah, founder of the 
Durrani Kingdom two centuries later. So, although he rose to 
greatness outside the country of his ancestors, or pemaps because 
he did, we must pause awhile and examine him. 

Sher Shah's original name was Farid. His grandfather lbl'l!him 
was the first of his family to come to India, and, like Kipling's 
Mahbub Ali and many Ghaljis before and after him, had laid the 
foundation of the family fortunes as a dealer in horses between 
Gha.zni and Hindustan. His father Hasan entered the service of 
Sikandar, the second Lodi sovereign, and was allotted a jagir at 
Sahsaram in ·Bihar, on ground familiar to men of his ra.ce since 
the time of the 'Khalji' Bakhtiar in the days of Muhammad Ghori 
three hundred years before. Here Farid grew up. Legend has 
omitted nothing to glorify his youth; like King David he over
came a lion - or was it a tiger? -in single combat, winning 
thereby the name Sher Khan. And in due course, in spite of the 
usual squabbles with his father over favouritism shown to younger 
half-brothers, he was entrusted with the management of the 
family estates when Hasan went on active service with the Sultan. 

t. 
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The historian makes much of the young Khan's astonishing 
energy and success as land-agent on his father's jagir, an experi
ence on which it has been said that the whole land-revenue system 
of northern India is based. Admirers of Sher Shah attribute to him 
the principles and practice of land administration on which 
Akbar's able Hindu Revenue Minister, Todar Mal. later built. 
That, I think, is an exaggeration. The short years of Sher Shah's 
reign were too occupied with struggles to control his new domain, 
and were in any case too brief, to peonit of the elaboration of 
detailed measures such as those described in Abu! Fazl's A in-i
Akbari,' and in any case foundations had been laid long before in 
the reign of Alauddin Khalji. But there is no doubt that Sher 
Shah, by a display of energy and grasp, did succeed in putting an 
edge on the blunt instruments of his time, so establishing an order 
which won respect and has been long remembered. His methods 
are sufficiendy described in the record of a speech delivered to his 
tenants at Sahsaram on the occasion of his taking over the estate: 

My father having committed to my disposal the administration 
of your concerns, it is incumbent on me to pay all possible attention 
to population, the principles of agriculture, the actual cultivation, 
and the welfare of the tenants, in order that all may enjoy a state of 
tranquillity and comfort, and that my time may be characterized by 
the removal of the hand of oppression from the neck of the weak. 
I will connive at rimes past, but henceforward I shall grant .no 
pardons. 

He then addressed the revenue collectors and the cultivators 
separately. He told the surveyors and collectors that the welf.ire 
of the land depended entirely on the peasantry, and the result of 
imposing unfair burdens was the desolation of the countryside. 
He added that he himself would visit each village and call before 
him collector and tenants, enquiring minutely into the execution 
of his orders. 'The best collector,' he said, 'is he who, being minute 
in realizing the revenues, does not allow the e:rpenses to exceed 
them. Should any one of you have extorted a farthing too much 
from any person, I shall i.nB.ict punishment on the headman of the 
village.' The cultivator's share of the produce is not mentioned, 
and the reader gains the impression that Sher Shah's methods, 
however just and forceful, were in the nature of judgments 
delivered from the saddle and lacked the patience and skill of the 
professional administrator. 
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But he knew how to deal with the refractory; without fear or 
favour he went straight for the tallest poppies. Against his coun
sellors' advice, and without waiting for reinforcements from his 
father, he attacked the forts of the most prominent defaulters. The 
narrative proceeds: 

The rebels, witnessing his exertions and skill, were seized with 
panic, and broke out ill humiliation and lamentations. But Farid 
observed that it was customary with Hindus1 first to show them
selves seditious against their governor, and on proving victorious, 
to refuse due taxes and obedience; but on the governor's maintain
ing his superiority and overcoming them, to submit with pusil
lanimity and adulations, and to continue paying tribute, though 
watching the while a new opportunity for the execution of their 
plans. In accordance with this custom they were crouching before 
him at present; but since &om the beginning he had addressed to 
them abundant exhortations, though always without success, their 
submission could be of no avail. 

Condign punishment followed, with the result that the lesson 
was learned, the cultivators, secure ill their holdings and pro
tected against exactions, worked with a will, and Hasan, arriving 
to inspect his estates, found everything flourishing and places that 
formerly lay waste highly cultivated. 

Pathan administrators still delight in references to Sher Shah's 
principles and methods. What they chiefly ar!mire is his deter
mination to go to the spot, see things for himself, issue firm 
orders, and mark that they are obeyed. And, although there is not 
het:e enough room for the refinements and accuracy essential to 
administrative efficiency, and too little appreciation that the secret 
of success ill such matters lies in a carefully regulated delegation 
of authority, there are those who know what wonders can still be 
achieved in Asia by the personal touch and superintendence that 
to Sher Shah was second nature. He had in him the root of the 
matter; he was always available, and he did not &.Iter. 

I once asked Dr. Khan Sahib, my Chief Minister, to tell me who 
was his hero in the history of the Sub-continent, half expecting 
that he would designate Akbar, with his tolerance for other 
creeds. 'Sher Shah,' came the reply, 'and why? Because he was 
such a true Pathan, he went straight to the point without equivoca
tion, and he always visited the spot in person, when action was 
required.' My friend, the DoctOr, followed his example. 
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After Babw: had won through to Delhi, Sher Khan, as he then 
was, had occasion to visit the capital and pay his allegiance to the 
conqueror. One day he was summoned to a banquet, at which he 
was served with a plateful of some solid Uzbek dish, not known 
in his country. Embarrassed as to the manner of eating it, he 
decided to dispense with ceremony, drew his dagger, hacked the 
meat to pieces, and began to ladle the gobbets into his mouth 
with a latge spoon. Babur happened to look his way and, as
tonished at his guest's uncouth table manners, rematked to his 
Wazir that many Mghan chiefs and elders had repaired to his 
service, yet never had he seen such rough and cateless initiative, 
so little observation of etiquette and regatd to good breeding. He 
was put out of humour, and felt a presentiment that such men 
were dangerous, Sher Khan had better be secured. The Wazir 
countered by saying that the offender's militaty resources were 
too meagre to make him dangerous; he only behaved as a stranger 
who did not understand courtly ways. Babur turned away to other 
things. But Sher Khan had observed his searching look, and the 
exchange of whispers with his courtiers, and left forthwith, with
out leave, for Sahsatam. Later he rematked that during his attend
ance at court he had had occasion to acquire full insight into the 
manners and habits of the Mughal usurpers; it would be an easy 
matter, he thought, to expel them from Hindus tan. 

And this he did some ten years later, employing methods of skil
fully directed force not unmixed with guile, the whole informed 
by a determination that was not to be gainsaid, comparable in 
many respects with the statecraft of his nation's adversaty in a 
later century, the Sikh Ranjit Singh. Eve�ywhere he was sedulous 
to unite Mghan and Pathan malcontents against the new regime, 
employing every means to attach them to his service. To the 
nobles left over from the Lodi period he was able to speak as a 
Lodi himself, and to appeal to that quality of Mghan pride and 
honour, their nang, which had condemned them to a life of inac
tion and retirement since the defeat of Ibrahim at Panipat. To 
potential new recruits he held out the bait of a life of adventure 
and profit. And the rich he squeezed, unmercifully. 

Thus the base of his strategy in his mobilization of manpower 
was to win and keep Afghan loyalty; in the matter of geography 
and the sinews of Wat he was cateful to pivot his operations on the 
rich province of Bihat which he knew so well. To this end he 
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employed every arti£ce to seCU!e possession from its Hindu gov
emor of the strong Bihar fort of Rohtas. This Rohtas of Bihar is 
not to be confused with the great fortress of that name which Sher 
Shah later caused to be constructed in the north and by a fancy 
called by the same name. Remembering no doubt the exploits of 
Bakhtiar Kha.lji before him, he captured this Bihar fort by the 
ruse of seating a number of his doughtiest warriors in palanquins 
disguised as women; these secured entry, surprised the garrison, 
killed the Raja and obtained possession of an essential base of 
operations. In x 5 39 after much manoeuvring Sher Khan decisively 
defeated Humayuo. in two pitched battles, the first at Olausa on 
the Ganges below Beruu:es, and the second near Kanauj, also on 
the Ganges, but much higher up the river. Humayun was driven 
back on Lahore, whence, f<�iling to reach an accommodation with 
his younger brother Kamran, who held Kabul and Ghazni, he 
was forced out of India into Persia by the Sind and Kandahar 
route. He was not to retum for sixteen years. 

The course and tactics of these Indian battles need not detain 
us. But the Chausa battle was the scene of one incident typical of 
the Mghan warrior at his best. Humayun, always brave but shift
less, was having his bath when the alarm was given. 'He had not 
finished his ablutions when Sher Khan attacked and his troops 
were thrown into disorder. He, therefore, after performing his 
toilette, hastened to rally his bodyguard and plunged into the fray. 
But he was forced back from the standard and had to lend his 
thoughts to save his person, overcome with grief that to save his 
favourite lady, with all the other beauties, had become impos
sible.' So he sent his musahib, or aide-de-camp, to conduct the 
queen from this distressful situation, while he himself, finding the 
bridge over the Ganges broken by a throng of fugitives, plunged 
his horse into the river and was only rescued from drowning by a 
mthful adherent. Meanwhile the Pathans had captured the im
perial tent, with all the ladies and families, and brought them 
before the victor. Sher Khan alighted from his horse and bowed 
profoundly. After showing the queen and her frightened atten
dants every deference he directed that they should be permitted 
to return to the tent, around which he posted a strong guard with 
strict orders that no single member of the party should be molested 
or carried off by his victorious troops. The next day they were 
sent off in charge of one Husain Khan, 'a discreet, kindly man, 
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well advanced in years' - a nice touch this -and lodged in the 
Bihar Rohtas, where they were supplied with the necessary com
petence and eventually released. 

It is in the tradition of Mghan tribal warfare not to molest the 
women or children of the enemy. · 

After these victories, Sher Khan seized Delhi and assumed title 
as Sher Shah. The feeble Kanlran, fum only in opposition to his 
brother Humayun, was driven out of the Panjab, for the defence 
of which he had scorned to make common cause for the Mughal 
name, and retired west of the Indus. Sher Shah, advancing to the 
Jihlam, gave orders for the construction of the new fortress of 
Rohtas, and took occasion to meet his kinsmen from the north. 
We are told that thousands of the tribesmen of Roh presented 
themsel'l"es to the conqueror at a camp at Khushab on the Ji.hlam 
bank just below the Salt Range, the jirgas flocking to his presence 
&om as far a.lield as Kabul and Kandahar, and even from the 
banks of the Helmand River. Among them was Shaikh Bayll%id 
Sarwani, the son of Shaikh Katal, one of the most venerated 
saints of Roh, and the grandfather of the author of the HiJtury of 
SIHr Shah. It was usual for Mghan rulers, when greeting a holy 
man or Samd, to advance a few paces to greet him and take his 
hand, and on the visitor's taking leave to accompany him for a short 
distance. But on BaYII%id's arrival, Sher Shah called to him heartily 
in Pashtu, 'Come, 0 Shaikh, let us embrace.' He knew the strength 
and appeal ofhis native tongue, as a bond of loyalty and good cheer. 

It was when Sher Shah was at Khushab that he received a visit 
from three Baluch chiefs of the Hit tribe, Ismail Khan, Fateh 
Khan, and Ghll%i Khan, the founders of the three Deras, or abid
ing-places, on the Indus right bank, at that time all in exclusive 
Baluch possession and known collectively as the Derajat. He con
firmed them in their holdings. Further north, as we have seen, he 
was checked by the existence ofKanlran's organized government 
and by the depredations of Panjabi tribes in the hills north 
of Rawalpindi, and had not been able to extend his power as 
far as the Indus. But his confumation of the holdings of these 
Baluch chiefs along the Indus to the south shows in which direc
tion he had hoped to extend his power westward, had he lived. 
His initial efforts were directed against the Nill%is, a settled tribe of 
Ghaljis living on both banks of the Indus in the neighbouthood 
of Kalabagh, in the area now calledlsa Khel and named after one of 
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the Niazi sections. The subjection of the Niazis should have been 
easy enough, seeing that this tribe had supplied large numbers of 
men to swell Sher Shah's armies, and Haibat Khan, his most 
trusted general, was a Niazi himself. 

Haibat Khan was Sher Shah's governor of the Panjab, includ
ing Multan. Under him Sher Shah nominated his own nephew 
Mubarik Khan, his brother's son by a slave-girl, to the charge of 
the Niazi area. There follows a story very illustrative of Pathan 
manners and attitudes. 

The main sections of the Niazis are the Isa Khel and the Sum
bal. It so happened that a Sumba! freeholder named Allahdad had 
a daughter of unequalled beauty, whose good looks were the 
theme of general talk. 'Her lashes' arrow she had pulled on the 
bow of her eye-brows, her cheeks were a living flame, and her 
long tresses as the smoke that rises from the me.' Mubarik, the 
local governor, saw her once only and became enamoured of her. 
Forgetting the pride of race among the people of Roh, he des
patched a confidential messenger to Allahdad to ask his daughter's 
hand in marriage. Allahdad presented his duty to the governor, 
but answered with all respect that the Khan, holding as he did the 
authority, must have in his harem many noble ladies and beautiful 
slave-girls. Moreover the Khan, who had been brought up in 
Hind, possessed a refined taste, while his poor child was of a 
rustic temperament and had only the qualities of Rob. In short, 
the inequality between them was so great that a marriage could 
not be thought of. 

· Mubarik, frustrated, turned to molest the Sumbal clan, think
ing to force Allahdad's hand. A jirga of three notables then 
waited upon him. While agreeing that there had been previous 
instances of aiUances between Niazis and Surs, they observed that 
these had been between equal and equal, the free-bom with the 
free-bom, the slave with the slave, falcon with falcon, pigeon with 
pigeon. One of them had a daughter by a slave-girl, and the Khan 
could have her. Let him in any case refrain from oppressing the 
clan; Allabdad was free-born, and would never consent to the 
alliance proposed, even at cost of his life. 

But Mubarik, full of the pride of authority, refused to listen, 
and thinking to teach the clan a lesson, plundered one of the 
Swnbal villages and carried off a slave-girL The jirga of the whole 
tribe then proceeded in a body to his presence, protesting that the 
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honour of their women and dependants was to them the same as 
the honour of his to himself; they requested him, still with respect, 
to give up the gid. But, getting only a sharp answer, they opened 
their minds and said, 'You were bor.n in Hind and know not the 
ways of the Mghans. Hitherto the heron has not dared to play the 
tyrant over the falcon. Out of respect for your uncle, the Shah, 
we have shown respect to you, the son of a bondwoman. Leave 
us alone, oppress us not, and let this woman go.' 'You prate of 
honour,' replied Mubarik in a fury, 'but I measure honour by the 
fulness of my house. I will keep this girl, and what is more, will 
take Allahdad's daughter from him by force.' The maliks an
swered fiercely that if he valued his life, he would keep his eyes 
and hands off their women, whereupon Mubarik ordered his men 
to drive them out with rods. Their anger roused, the tribesmen, 
though they had by custom left their weapons outside the audi
ence chamber, fell on the gover.nor with their bare hands, and 
killed him and every one of his attendants. 

When this got to Sher Shah's ears, he wrote to Haibat Khan, 
saying that the tribe of Sur, his own, was few in number. If every 
other Mghan should slay a Sur, not one of them would be left. 
The Sumbals were of Haibat Khan's own tribe; let him deal with 
them and punish them in such a way that others might not get 
into the bad habit of killing gover.nors. 

The Sumbals withdrew into the hills whither Haibat could not 
follow them, for Sher Shah's writ did not run so far. So, a Niui 
himself, he resorted to finesse. Pretending that, if they came in on 
safe-conduct he would arrange a composition and emphasi.zin:g 
that they could trust him as a fellow-tribesman, he induced nine 
hundred of them to come in with their families. The men he 
slaughtered and sent in the women to the presence of Sher Shah. 
The emperor disapproved most strongly, saying that, as between 
tribesmen, so base an act had never before been committed. 'At 
least,' he added, 'Haibat Khan evidently nourishes no thoughts of 
sovereignty himself, since he has slain so many of his own tribe; if 
he did, he could never have forgotten his Pashtu so far as to shed 
the blood of his people unjusdy.' On this Sher Shah meditated the 
removal of Haibat Khan from the Panjab, but shortly after this 
event, in 1545, he died. He was killed by an accidental explosion of 
gunpowder at the siege of a fortress at Kalin jar in the Bundelkand 
hills south-west ofPrayag.a 
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Sher Shah was a tremendous man. The Mughals were fonnid
able adversaries, in their veins the fresh blood of Central Asia, 
not enervated by long .residence in a torrid climate; but Sher Shah, 
their equal in courage, was far greater in the sweep of his genius 
and the concentration of his abilities, and he drummed them out 
of India. Except for his unfortunate passage with the Niazis, he 
never ruled upon the Frontier, but he gave an example for all time 
of what a Pathan could do both in welding together his own 
countrymen as mercenaries in a foreign land, and in reducing a 
continent to order within five short years. Ruthless to the up
start, the rebel and the peculator, he showed mercy to the poor 
and needy, and he cherished the cultivator. He built roads and 
caravanserais up and down the country. But, above all, his great
ness is to be seen te.ftected in his buildings. The mighty gates and 
battlements of his Old Citadel at Delhi give the measure of the 
man; those formidable bastions make the Red Fort of Shah Jahan, 
three miles away to the north, look like the puny castellations of a 
child, neatly put together from a box of bricks. Sher Shah's 
mosque within his citadel has a simple, noble grace all its own, 
mote in harmony surely with the true inspirations of Islam than 
any of those pearly caskets built by the Mughals to the glory of God. 

But to reach to the heart, the inner significance, of Sher Shah, 
it is best to visit his vast frontier fortress at Rohtas. There it 
stands, sprawling across a low rocky hill a few miles north 
of Jihlam, its great ramparts growing from theclliflike a Wall of 
China, looking north across a sandy stream-bed to the low hills of 
the Salt Range and, beyond them, to the snows of the Pit Panjal. 
As befits a work of military fortification, these overpowering 
gates and bastions do not carry the embellishments added to the 
Royal Citadel at Delhi, but the ashlar is finely jointed, and the 
proportions Jill the eye. The circumference is large enough easily 
to hold a couple of divisions of troops. It seems impossible that 
so vast a monument of power could have been raised within Sher 
Shah's short reign. Shahamat Ali, who inspected Rohtas on his 
way to Kabul with Wade in 1839, writes that it took over ten 
years to build; if so, it could not have been finished until the 
middle of the next reign. 

But the conception was Shet Shah's, and in these walls he lives 
again. The binding quality of the mortar used is such that, a 
symbol of the founder's coercive power, it holds together like 
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fallen rocks the masses that, with time, have toppled from the 
structure. Even so, remembering Sher Shah, the fragmented pieces 
of Pathan society which remain look for a leader of his stature to 
give the cohesion, lacking which they do not attain their due place 
in the history of nations. · 

Hear an excellent tale of Sher Shah. One day he was observed 
to draw grievous sighs and sob repeatedly, whereupon one of the 
courtiers remarked: 'The affairs of state, the organization of the 
finances of the kingdom, the army, the subjects of the realm, and 
the laws and regulations having, in so short a period, been re
duced to such order by you as had not been done by any other 
sovereign, what can be the reason of your grief?' To which Sher 
Shah gave no answer, but when they pressed him the more, he 
said: 'You are right; but four wishes rest in my heart, which I 
could not accomplish, and must take with me to the grave.' On 
their enquiring what these were, the monarch continued: 'First, I 
wished to lay waste the territory of Roh, and settle its inhabitants 
in the plains-lands extending from the Nilab• to Lahore, that they 
might observe any attempt at invasion by the Mughals, nor allow 
anyone to come from the direction of Kabul to India. Such settle
ment would serve the additional purpose of bringing the moun
taineers within the checks and restraints of a civilized life. 
Secondly, I desired to desolate Lahore, lest so extensive a city 
should furnish means to an invader from the north to enter it and 
equip himself. Next, I have long harboured a wish to establish on 
the road to Meo:a £fty solid edifices, so that pilgrims might go 
and come at full ease upon their joumeys to the Holy Place. 
Fourth and last, I designed to taise a tomb to Sultan Ibrahim' at 
Panipat, but on condition that opposite it another should be 
erected to the Chaghatai Sultan Babur, who rendered him a 
martyr. This act would have won me the applause of friends and 
foes alike, and my name would have been spoken to the Day of 
Resurrection. These wishes, so close to my heart, I now take with 
me to the grave.' 

In this surprising passage, Sher Shah is made to reveal some
thing of the inner springs of the policies that brought him success 
in so short a time. He speaks of course the rough language of that 
day; his reference to the devastation of Lahore is prompted by the 
recollection that first Muhammad Ghori, and later Babur, as we 
shall see, made of that city a point J' applli for the conquest of India. 
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Sher Shah is really only saying that he who holds the Panjab is in 
a fair way to the dominance of India. His third and fourth wishes 
are an expression of his greatness as a builder and engineer, and 
give some hint of his inspirations. He built not for the day only, 
but ad majbrem Dei gkriam. In his first and most striking design 
for the Frontier tribes he is pursuing the train of thought which 
made him think of Lahore. He had realized the strength and the 
weakness of the mountaineers of Roh. From them he had drawn 
the soldiers in whose company he had marched to the throne of 
Delhi, but he knew only too well that the disorganized tribal 
societies in their homelands, rent with faction and the blood-feud, 
provided no adequate shield for the protection of the kingdom 
against further invasion. Indeed the mercenaries of one com
mander would readily tum to another; their allegiance was not to 
a system. but to a man. In some way, Sher Shah was great enough 
to see, the lkm and hardihood of these tribes could be turned to 
the advantage of the State on whose borders they live. He divined 
also that the Pathan future lay with the Indus Valley region, and 
not with the vague and shifting principalities in the direction of 
Central Asia. 

Appropriately, Sher Shah is buried in Bihar, at Sahsaram where 
he grew up and first attained fame. His tomb stands on a stone 
terrace in the middle of a large tank, a not unworthy memorial of 
his greatness. But his real monuments are the Old Citadel at Delhi 
and the Fortress ofRohtas, looking north beyond the Jihlam. 

· Sher Shah's death led to the inevitable struggle for the succes
sion. The man who won through was Sher Shah's younger son 
)alai Khan, who took title as Salim or Islam Shah. The elder son, 
Adil Khan, was absent from the capital when his father died and 
so unable to win the support of Haibat Khan and the other nobles, 
mosdy Niazis, although these later changed sides, finding Islam 
Shah too exacting a master. These events are too remote from the 
Frontier to make it worth while to follow them in detail; it is 
enough to say that fratricidal strife, reflected in factional struggles 
among the nobles, led inevitably to the fall of the Sur dynasty 
when Islam Shah died at Gwalior in ISS4· The throne was then 
contested between three claimants of the house of Sur, and 
Humayun was able to make good the restoration of Mughal 
power. 
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The story of the Sur dynasty illustrates very forcibly the 
strength and weakness of Pathan character. A leader arises, great 
enough to gather men around him and make them forget their 
personal factiousness for one crowded hour of glory. He dies, and 
with him dies his inspiration. In the absence of the man who 
commanded trust, tribal jealousies are reasserted, everything that 
was gained falls away, 

And enterprises of gteat pith and moment 
With this regard their currents tum awry, 
And lose the name of action. 



CHAPTER XI 

BABUR 

T
he first genuine and historical glimpse of the Mghan and 
Pathan peoples in their own country is given to us in the 
inimitable Bahtmtama, the Memoirs of Babur, the first 

Mughal Emperor (1482.-IHO). No longer need we rely on the 
stray references of Arab or Persian geographers and travellers, or 
on a con£ned tribal tradition such as that of the Yusu&ais. It is 
true that, before the coming of Babur to Hindustan, there had 
been more than one Mghan dynasty passing across the Delhi 
stage; the Khaljis and the Lodis had spread the terror of Mghan 
arms, and had left those splendid monuments of their glory which 
are to be seen in tomb and battlement strewn around the Indian 
capital today. The chroniclers of Hindustan recorded their pomp, 
their battles and their massacres, and there is little but intrigue 
and slaughter in it all. But although these kings and their nobles 
had encouraged the recruitment of a constant stream of soldiers 
of fortune from the mountains of the north, the scribes who wrote 
of them knew little and cared less of the Mghan and Pathan home
lands. In all those scribings there is scarcely a. mention of individual 
tribes; the names Khalji and Lodi are all that have come down to us. 

When we come to Babur everything changes. Babur was 
among the most illustrious princes ever to sit upon a. throne in 
Asia. In his character as the founder of a powerful and enduring 
empire it is not surprising to find a union of the qualities of stares
man and general. But he was more than that. A lively good sense, 
and an enquiring mind, make him the perfect example of the 
practical extrovert of his age, and there was no region of art or 
nature, as revealed to the man of action of that day, that escaped 
the activity of his research. His well-known slavery to the excesses 
of carousal appears as an ebullition of natural gaiety, and is easy 
to forgive: openly confessed, and even at times repented, his sins 
make him more human and more lovable. From his earliest years 
he had cultivated the art of poetry in his own Turki and in 

l�l 
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Persian, and had attained a high repute among the poets of his 
country. But for us his fame rests on his autobiography, composed 
in the Chaghatai form of Turki and bearing every mark of an 
ingenious and intelligent mind. 

The BabNrf141!1a has been twice translated into English, by 
Erskine and Leyden in 1829, and by Mrs. Beveridge, the mother 
of Lord �dge, in 19.12.. Both tranSlations are excellent, and 
that by Mrs. Beveridge must be pronounced more scholarly, 
since she was better acquainted with Chaghatai than the earlier 
translators, who worked originally on a Persian text prepared in 
Akbar's time. But Leyden and Erskine's earlier work is, I think, 
more lively and in the most recent edition- two small volumes 
edited by King in 1911 -is much easier to handle. Most of the 
work was done by Erskine, inspired and encouraged by Mount
stuart Elphinstone, who was responsible for bringing to Euro
pean notice for the first time a copy of the work in the original 
Chaghatai, given him on the occasion of his visit to Shah Shuja's 
court at Peshawar in I 809. 

The accuracy and clearness of Babur's geographical descrip
tions are so arresting that even today no better general introduc
tion can be sought to unravel the tangled territories lying between 
the plains of the Oxus and the Indus. This precision in terms of 
space is carried through into his chronology; the clarity of his 
narrative of events is the measure of his importance as an his
torian. And, as a leader who had learned in the hard school of 
defeat and victory, he was pre-eminently a man dependent on the 
kindness and understanding of other men. He can laugh and he 
can weep, he can sin and repent, and good humour and charity 
well up in him. He notices everything, the flowers, the trees, the 
buds, the harsh hills and smiling valleys, the bright skies, the rain 
and snow and tempests, the names of men and tribes, his friends 
and enemies, what they did and how they behaved beneath the 
all-powerful shadow of the one God in whom he trusted. Sud
denly the curtain rises; the footlights go up on an Mghan scene 
that up to that moment has been shrouded in darkness. 

Of course, Babur was not a Pathan; he was a Turk. On his 
father's side he was descended from Timur Lang (Tamerlane) in 
the fifth generation; his mother was in the thirteenth generation 
from Chingiz Khan through the great Mongol's second son, 
Chaghatai. He thus combined the Barlas and the Olaghatai ances-
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tty, both acknowledging distant Mongol antecedents, but thor
oughly Turcized by the time of Babur's birth. Moreover, the 
process of assimilation to Turkdom in the regions of southern 
Turkistan where Babur lived the first part of his life, included an 
inoculation·with Persian thought and manners, and no doubt with 
Persian blood also. All these strains, Mongol, Turk and Persian, 
were present in Babur's make-up; in this respect he and some of 
his men may not have been unlike those Ephthalites who had pre
ceded them on similar ventures to the same lands more than a 
thousand years before. But, although Babur could battle just as 
fiercely as any of his precursors, unlike them he cultivated a 
chivalry which goes &r to redeem the barbarities that always 
accompany conquest. 

Kabul was Babur's stepping-stone on his way to the conquest 
of the Indus and Ganges Valleys. He was not the first to conquer 
it for his fiunily. It had been part of the vast dominion left by his 
ancestor Timur on his death in 1404. and had descended to his 
uncle Ulugh Beg. This Ulugh Beg is the ruler whom, as we shall 
see, the Yusufzais accuse of having murdered their maliks at a 
banquet, and is not to be confused with the more famous prince of 
that name, grandson of Timur, ruler of Samarqand and astron
omer. That Ulugh Beg was first cousin to the grandfather of this 
Ulugh Beg, Babur's uncle. Babur's uncle died in I50I, and a 
ministerial intervention against his son opened the way for Babur, 
who crossed the Hindu Kush and obtained the surrender of Kabul 
without a battle in I 5 04, only three years later. Babur always loved 
Kabul, and gives ecstatic descriptions of the scene and the peace 
of heart he knew there. In climate he thought it had no peer, and 
he speaks with delight of its many gardens threaded by perennial 
streams, on their banks chenars1 yielding a grateful shade. It was 
in such a spot1 that he arranged for his body to be laid, and his 
tomb is to be seen there today, an evening's stroll from the city, 
upon a gentle eminence sloping down till it merges imperceptibly 
in the green and spreading landscape, laced with poplar-lined 
avenues which lead the eye to the traceries of the distant Paghman 
snows. Nothing g=diose-a modest marble shrine set in a deli
cious spot, shadowed by chenars and the argbtvatf trees Babur de
scribes with such contentment: 'At the time when the arglnvan 
blossom begins to blow, I do not know that any place in the world 
is to be compared with it.' 
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On his way from Kabul to the conquest of Hindustan Babur 
had to fight two Mghan wars, each a war against ll type of polity 
on a level differing from the other. His second and final struggle 
ended in the defeat of the Lodi dynasty and the seizw:e of the 
thtone of Delhi, the centte of an Mghan empil:e since·t4l x, when 
Sultan Bahlol Lodi established his rule on the ruins of the Sayyid 
dynasty that preceded him. This empil:e, as Babur tells us, ex
tended from the Jihlam River to Bihar, but its writ did not run 
effectively west of the Indus, and it had no control over the Mghan 
or Pathan homelands from which its rulers had originally come. 
It was a pompous and formidable adversary, ruled at the time of 
Babur's arrival in Kabul by Sultan Sikandar, son of the founder 
and second of the line. Babur says the Lodi King could put half a 
million men in the field. 

His fiiSt and less tangible Afghan adversaries were the tribes
men on their own home ground. These stood on the lines of 
communication which any prospective conqueror of Hindustan, 
who starts from Central Asia, must secure and maintain thtough 
the hill country intervening between Kabul and the Jihlam River. 
Many years were to elapse before Babur could do this, and, read
ing between the lines of his story, we can see very clearly that he 
was in a continual state of anxiety and annoyance over clliliculties 
which in fact he was never able entirely to resolve. Later emperors 
of his line were no more successful in achieving enduring solu
tions. 

Babut' s final and decisive expedition, resulting in the conquest 
of Hindustan, took place in I p j-6. Before that, there had been 
five others in this direction, undertaken with the object of estab
lishing, so fat as might be, his authority over the intervening 
tribes. In addition to those five there were expeditions against the 
Ghaljis around Ghazni, and almost annual invasions of Kandahar 
ten::itory to secure possession of that city, a possession not deci
sively achieved until tju. His descriptions of the champaign are 
so precise that we are able to trace his line of progress with an 
accuracy fat greater than is possible when examining the move
ments of A!f!Xllnder or any other invader of the north-west. And 
it is hexe, when he reads Babut' s detailed accounts of his opera
tions on the Frontier, that for the first time a Pathan can begin to 
feel that the darkness has broken and the light is flooding in• 
Here, at last, appear the familiar names of tn"bes we know. 
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First and most prominent ue the Yusufzais, partly for the 
reason that in their country the conqueror spent more time, but 
more, I think, because he married a Yusufzai girl. After the 
Yusufzais ring out the well-known names -Afridis, Orakzais, 
Bangash, Turis, Dilazaks, Mohmands, Gigianis, Mubammadzais, 
Lohanis, Niazis, Isa Khel, even Gbaljis (by that name) and Wazirs 
-all take their due place in the picture. Pushawu, Bajaur, Sawad, 
Kohat, Angu, the Gorkhatri, the Khaibu with Ali Masjid and 
Jam, the rushes neu Swabi holding rhinoceros where tobacco 
grows today, Katlang beneath the spurs of Pajja, and the little 
Mukam stream flowing out of Sudhum- all suddenly come to 
life. Even more interesting, while some of these tribes were then 
on different ground from that occupied today, the nurative shows 
that the majority have not moved since Babur's time. The Mridis 
were even then in the Khaibu, the Yusufzais in Swat and the 
Samah, the Mnhammadnis in Hashtnagu, the Bangash round 
Hangu, the Lohanis in the Daman, the Gbaljis round Ghazni -
where they ue today. The only major Pathan tribes later to attain 
fame, and not mentioned by Babur, ue the Khataks and the 
Khalils. In face of this recital, so modern, so circumstantial, we 
begin to wonder how true can be the stories of migration en
shrined in such productions as the Yusufzai histories of the 
Mghan settlement of the Peshawu Valley and Swat, reputedly 
overlapping in date with Babur's incursions.• 

The negative evidence from Babur's omissions is as interesting 
as the positive detail that he gives. For instance, although he 
specifies so many Pathan tribal names, nowhere does he mention 
Pathans, Pakhtuns or Pashtuns. The nearest he comes to it is in 
speaking of Kulanri tribesmen cultivating uound Bannu. Always 
when he does not specify the tribal name, and sometimes when he 
�oes, he writes Mghans. Even the language, given in a list of 
eleven spoken in Kabul, is called by him Mghani. This again is 
probably due to the fact that for reasons stated the tribe best 
known to him was the Yusufzais. This tribe, as we know, always 
claims the appellation Mghan, never Pathan. The second omis
sion-the most significant of all, given the great number of 
tribal designations which do appeu in the Baburnama - is the 
absence of any reference to the Abdalis.6 The only tribe Babur 
mentions as inhabiting territory roughly between Kandahar and 
Herat (where the Abdalis were when first they appeu in history) 

M 
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are the Nukdaris. These, mentioned in the same breath as the 
Hazaras, were not Afghans at all. Babur does mention his con
quest ofZamindawar, a central Abdali possession, but says nothing 
to identify its inhabitants. The omission, to say the least, is strange. 

It is worth while to examine in some detail the tribal actors 
passing across Babur's stage. In a general way we may conclude 
that the very need for all these penetrations into the tribal territory 
between Kabul and the Indus proves that the tribes then enjoyed 
an independence sufficient seriously to embarrass any who sought 
a way-leave to Hindustan from the north-west. Indeed, for better 
measure, Babur admits that all the tribal area which he specifies 
as 'Bajaur, Sawad, Parshawar and Ashnaghar', although it had 
once been part of the dominion of Kabul, 'had now been entirely 
occupied by Afghan tribes and was no longer the seat of any gov
ernment.' The general picture is confirmed by his recital of the 
course he took through the territories, the time consumed in sub
duing the tribes to the conqueror's will, and the writer's own 
comments on the characteristics of his more impudent adversaries. 

Babur's first expedition was undertaken in the opening of ISos, 
very shortly after he had occupied Kabul. It was with the definite 
design of 'making an irruption into Hindustan'. After forcing the 
Khaibar, Babur arrived at Peshawar (called in this context Bag
ram) where, after a visit to the stupendous banyan tree then stand
ing -a typical touch- he decided in consultation with his 
officers to give up his original idea of crossing the Sind (the Indus) 
and to proceed to Kohat instead. He had heard Kohat was a 
wealthy place and likely to yield plunder, his information coming 
apparently from the Gigianis who then, as now, lived close to 
Peshawar. After famog upon and plundering Kohat 'about 
luncheon-time', and a few days' rest, it was decided to tum again 
westward and ravage the lands of the Afghan tribes in Bangash 
and Bannu, returning by way of Birmal, called by Babur Farmul. 
There follows a vivid description of an action against the Bangash 
near Hangu, in a glen so closely described that it is still possible to 
recognize the gorge, between the villages of Ustarzai and Raisan. 
Babur here describes the old Pathan custom, observed by him for 
the first time, whereby tribesmen made captive and suing for 
mercy appeared with grass in their teeth, exclaiming 'I am your 
ox' . .After this action the army marched by Thai to Bannu, which 
he correctly describes as fertile, level countryside, with hills to the 
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north and the 'Bangash' (Kw:ram) River running through it. 
Among the names he gives to the tribes cultivating betweenBannu 
and the Indus he mentions the Karlanris, corrupted to Karranis, 
and also the Lodi tribes, Niazi and Isakhel. The Karlanri tribes 
now inhabiting the neighbourhood ofBannu are the Khataks and 
that branch of their cousins the Shitaks known popularly as Ban
nuchis. The Niazis and L<akhel are still where they were then, and 
the 'Karranis' ofBabw: must have been Khatak or Shitak, or both. 

At this point the army decided once more to alter the planned 
itinerary, and the onward march was made by the Largi Valley to 
the Dasht (by which he means the Daman or Derajat), and thence, 
following the skirt of the Takht-i-Sulaiman, back to Ghazni by 
way of Duki -now a subdivision of the Loralai District of 
Baluchistan - and the Ab-i-Istadah lake. Part of the army fol
lowed the right bank of the Indus as far as Sakhi Sarwar, where 
Babw: accurately describes the shrine, still a place of pilgrimage 
today. But they did not cross. One gallant man only, Babw:'s cup
bearer, swam his horse across in face of an enemy who were 
insultingly waving swords on the bank, thinking they were safe. 
When the horse got footing, this man, Bayazid, 'stopped as long 
as it takes milk to boil, and having made up his mind and seeing 
nobody following to support him, and having no hopes of assis
tance, rushed with great speed on the enemyupon the bank. These 
discharged arrows at him, but dw:st not stand their ground and 
lied. Alone,' says Babw:, 'on an unarmed hoJ:Se, devoid of all sup
port, to swim across such a river as the Sind, to put the enemy to 
Hight and occupy their ground, was a stout and manly feat.' On 
this occasion only Bayazid of all the army made the crossing of the 
nver. 

Babw: has much to say of the Bangash country, and in that con
text mentions the Turis, one of the most important tribes who 
still occupy a part of this territory. He includes in Ban gash all the 
lands bounded on the north by the Sufed Koh (which he specifies) 
down as far as Bannu, so covering the country now occupied by 
the Khataks ofT eri. That he never mastered this area is clear from 
his comment: 'The tribes of Bangash lie out of the way, and do 
not willingly pay taxes. Being occupied by many affairs of superior 
importance, such as the conquest of Kandahar, Balkh, Badakhshan 
and Hindustan, I never found leisure to apply myself to the settle
ment of Bangash. But if Almighty God prosper my wishes, my 
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first moments of leisure shall be devoted to the settlement of that 
district, and of its plundering neighbours.' And of another tribe 
which. four centuries later, has not changed character, Babur 
writes: 'The Wazir Mghans had been very irregular in paying 
their taxes . . . they now brought in three hundred sheep as 
tribute.' 

Babur's hopes were not fulfilled. It was left to other hands to 
bring Bangash and Turis into line, and the Wazirs do not pay 
taxes even in x 9 H. 

Babur was not able to resume his ambitions towards Hindustan 
until I� I9· In I507 he was occupied in a foray against the Ghaljis, 
then as now occupying the upland plain of Kattawaz. He gives a 
wonderfully true description of a Ghalji caravan on the move -
'a blackness, either owing to the Ghaljis being in motion, or to 
smoke.' We are reminded of the Ghalji maiden's love-song: 

Beloved, look well, look well upon my face today, 
Tomotrow 'twill be hidden in the caravan's whirling dust. e 

So true and vivid is Babur. But he tells us nothing of the many 
and varied clans of the Ghaljis, and he seems quite unaware that 
the Lodi Emperor, whom he unseated, was himself of Ghalji des
cent. He speaks too of a Lohani, 'the most eminent of the Mghan 
merchants,' whose head was cut off and brought to him some
where near Tank (where the Lohanis still live), without realizing 
that the Lohanis too are of Ghalji blood. 7 

Between r 508 and I 519 there is a gap in the Memoirs. Little is 
known ofBabur's activities in these years, except for his ill-starred 
alliance with Shah Ismail, the first Safawi King of Persia. He was 
also occupied in annual invasions of the Kandahar territory, and 
it is clear that he thought it well to secure his base on the Kabul
Kandahar line before attempting further incursions towards India. 
When the Memoirs reopen in January I 519, we find Babur already 
in Bajaur, engaged in the siege of what he calls the fort of that 
country. Owing to this gap we do not have Babur's own account 
of his reasons for entering Bajaur, but the Yusufzai tradition is' 
that he had been negotiating with Malik Ahmad, the chief Yusuf
zai Malik, and was outraged by that Malik's refusal to attend his 
court in Kabul a second time. The Yusufzais at that time occupied 
Swat and much of the plain (Samah) south of Malakand, as they 
do now. Ahmad sent in his place Malik Shah Mansur, his cousin 
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and the son of Malik Sulaiman, the Yusufzai Malik killed accord
ing to Yusufzai tradition by Babut's uncle, Ulugh Beg. Babur 
therefore determined to invade Swat and chastise the Yusufzais. 
He chose to proceed by the Bajaur route, wishing also to punish 
its non-Afghan Gibari ruler who had been insolent to Ulugh 
Beg. 

This story, dressed up in traditional garb, is only a way of con
veying what was clearly Babur's intention, to reduce the powerful 
Yusufzai tribes living in Swat and to the north of the Peshawar 
Valley before he could safely give rein to his real and ultimate 
ambition, the invasion of Hindustan. That this was so is clear 
enough from Babur's programme and his own comment. For 
after subduing Bajaur, and reaching an accommodation with the 
Yusufzais, he went on to cross the Indus for the first time and to 
conquer the Salt Range country down as far as Bhira on the Jib
lam River. 'When we left Bajaur,' he writes, 'we did it with the 
intention of attacking Bhira before we returned to Kabul. We 
were always full of the idea of invading Hindus tan.' 

In due course Babur stormed the castle of Malik Haidar Ali, 
the Gibari ruler in Bajaur, and moved on through Jandul to cross 
the Panjkora near the point where it unites with the Bajaur River 
(probably not fiu: from Timalgarha, where the bridge now stands). 
He must then have entered Talash (now in Dir) with the idea of 
crossing the Katgala pass near the villages of Uch in the traCks of 
Ale.xander, and so moving on into Swat. But it is quite clear from 
his own account that he did not pursue this venture; instead, turn
ing south, his army re-entered the Peshawar District through 
Ambahar,e and, passing somewhere close to Takht-i-Bahi, reached 
Katlang9 and then the Mnkam• stream near Shahbazgarha. From 
the narrative it is likely that the change of plan was due to negotia
tions between Babur and Malik Shah Mansur Yusufzai, negotia
tions which ended in Babur taking the Malik's daughter in mar
riage. The girl's name was Bibi Mubarikah. 

By his own account Babur's union with this Yusufzai lady was 
a marriage of convenience: 'Shah Mansur,' he writes, 'the son of 
Malik Sulaiman Shah, had come from the Yusufzai Afghans with 
professions of submission and of attachment to. my interests. In 
order to conciliate the Yusn&ais I asked his daughter in marriage.' 
This is given some colour by the fact that Mubarikah had no 
children (Babur's son Humayun was born of another wife), and 
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lived on without any particular honour until the reign of Akbar. 
It is true also that nowhere in his Memoirs does Babur reveal 
much mote than respect for the women who shared his life. Of his 
first wife, Aisha Sultan, whom he married when he was seventeen, 
he says that his modesty kept him from her, and he gives an amus
ing description of his mother's tantrums whenever he failed to 
visit his zamma as often as that lady thought b.tting. Of another 
wife, Masumah, he admits that she was in love with him, but says 
nothing of his own feelings. 

But Babur was not a man whose actions were prompted only by 
convenience, and the frequency of his references to Mubarikah's 
father suggests that his mind was on the girl, and tells rather a dif
ferent story. Even among Mghans the Yusufzais are notoriously 
unwilling to permit any of their daughters to marry outside the 
tribe. A man may have a hundred good friends among them, yet 
for years he will never see, much less speak with, a single daughter 
or sister of his friends. Partly for this reason - to raise the bidding, 
as it were - there is a romantic tale current in the Yusufzai hsgras 
of how the prince met Mubarikah by a spring on the summit of 
the Morah Pass, dressed in disguise as a qalandar or holy man. The 
story is one of love at first sight against a pretty background of hills 
and Bowers, trees and Bowing water, followed by a reconciliation 
between the prince and the tribal chiefs effected by the pleadings 
of the maiden. However this may be, it must have been largely 
through Mubarik.ah that Babur learned so much of Mghan atti
tudes, and it was probably her inBuence as a Yusufzai lady that led 
him to speak of all these tribes as Afghans, and of their language 
as Mghani. His very wide knowledge of so many of the names 
and stamping-grounds of so many of the Frontier tribes must have 
owed something to this consort. 

It should be mentioned here that Babur, like the men of Hellas, 
at least in his earlier years, su«ered his greatest agonies of heart 
over a boy. His Alexis was a youth called Baburi,'0 and the lover 
remarks with a wry sentiment on the similarity of name. In this he 
was like so many of the men of Central Asia, who, despite more 
than one warning in the Quran on the theme of Lot and the city 
of Sodom, have felt the stirrings of a passion by no means in their 
case wholly sensual, and partaking of an element of delicate com
panionship sometimes absent from the relations of man with 
woman in societies where woman is secluded. Babur's revelation 
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has nothing gross or degr.u:liog about it; like his other sins, this 
passion stirs him to a tumult of body and spirit, well expressed in 
his own words: 'I used to sttoll bareheaded and bare-foot, u 
through lane and stteet, garden and orchard, neglecting the atten
tions due to friend and sttanger. Sometimes like a man distraught 
I roamed alone over mountain and desert; sometimes I wandered 
from stteet to stteet in the city, in search of a mansion or a garden 
where I might abide. I could neither sit nor go, I could neither 
stand norwalk.' 

The story is a refiection of an experience common among 
Mghans and Pathans also, at any rate in early manhood. Like the 
love of David and }0112.than it does not always degrade. Despite 
the fulminations of the Sbaikhs and censors, few of them guiltless 
in their own lives, such affections have even been known to find a 
sublimation. 

Bibi Mubarikah, loved or unloved, was left in the Bajaur fort, 
while the ptince went on to cross the passes into the Peshawar 
Valley, apparently by Ambabar, to plunder the Samab. He speaks 
here of the plains Yusufzais -the Mandanr-and the Muham
madzais of 'Ashnaghar'. He then went by way of K.atlang to the 
valley of the Mukam, which is the little stteam running from Sud
hum past Shahbazgarha where Asoka's .rock-hewn edict stands, 
down to join the Kalpanri below Mardan and flow into the Landai 
River by Nowshera. Babu.r goes on: 'At the abrupt termination of 
the hill of Mukam there is a small hillock overlooking all the 
Samah, the plains country. The spot is exttemely beautiful, com
manding a prospect as far as the eye can reach. Upon the hill 
stood the tomb of Shahbaz Qalandar. I visited it, and it sttuck me 
as improper that so channing and delightful a spot should be 
O<XUpied by the tomb of an unbeliever. I therefore gave orders 
that it should be pulled down. As the situation was fine, both fo.r 
climate and beauty-it was in February-I took a m.t.if.tm11 and 
continued there for some time.' 

'The hill of Mukam' must be one of the two spurs above Shah
bazgarha, probably the one to the north just above the stream. 
On the other stands Asoka's inscription. Who Shahbaz was I have 
no idea,11 but Babur's identification of him with unbelievers sug
gests some faint memory of Asoka and Buddhist times. Moreover, 
the gentle pass between the two spurs, over which the main road 
to Swabi now passes, is still known as K.anrdarra, the pass of the 
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pagans, and a neighbouring hamlet is called Budserai, or the halt
ing place of Buddha. 

From this picnic Babur went on to the neighbourhood of Swabi 
-the name in the record is misspelled Swati- to hunt the 
rhinoceros. The scene of this exploit may have been the Razzar 
reed-beds, now largely cleared, lying south of Y ar Husain, or 
brushwood areas under the low hills of Topi towards the River 
Indus. From there he went on to cross the Indus by the old and 
well-known ford close to the village of Hund, the only place it 
can be forded, and that only at low Hood in wintertime. Horses 
and ounels used the ford, infantry and impedimenta were floated 
across on tafts. 

Babur was beyond the Ind� for just over a month, and on this 
occasion did not pass beyond the Jihlam. He recrossed the Indus 
on boats at a point much lower down, below the junction of that 
river with the Kabul River, and some miles below Attock. Attock 
Fort was not then built. It was now the end of March, and Babur 
grows ecstatic over the beauties of the flower-gardens on the road 
to Peshawar: 'I took my seat on rising ground near the camp to 
enjoy a view of all the flower-plots . . .  on one side were yellow 
flowers; on another purple, laid out in sextuple beds. As far as the 
eye could reach were flower-gardens of a similar kind. In the 
neighbourhood of Peshawar in spring-tide, the flowers are exqui
sitely lovely.' 

That beauty remains to this day, and has been made more 
beautiful by the licence once more given to the cultivation of the 
opium-poppy. It is as if great fields of multi-coloured tulips 
bestrewed the land. 

A few days later Babur returned to Kabul and the second 
expedition was over. He signalized his arrival by presentation of 
robes of honour on Shah Mansur, and other Yusufzai notables 
who had accompanied him. It is clear that the importance of the 
Yusufzais bad not slipped his memory. And Mubarikah's father 
surely deserved a khillat. 

Later the same year, in the autumn of I �  I 9, Babur made a third 
expedition through the Khaibar and into the Peshawar Valley. 
It appears that the Swat ¥usufzais had not lived up to their 
engagements in spite of Bibi Mubarikah, and the King gives as 
the chief objective of his advance the need to check them. But he 
never got so far. Indeed, as says Elphinstone, it is clear enough 
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that Babur never made a real impression on this tribe; they always 
found a secure retreat among their hills. He was advised by the 
Dilazaks to plunder the clam in easier Hasht:nagar, and to use the 
plunder for storing forts on lines of communication, both in 
'Pa.rshaw2r' =.d 'Ashnaghar'. The Hashtru.gar foray proved dis
appointing - there were then no Swat canals - and on the way 
2 fresh resolution was formed to plunder the Mridis - the first 
and almost the last time anybody seems to have turned the tables 
on these famous plunderers. A march was made to Ali Masjid 
with this object, but this new plan lllso failed, for, as in the case 
of the Bangash, bad news arrived from Badakhshan, and Babut 
had to return to Kllbul. It was on the way that he dealt with the 
Khizr Khel, apparently a branch of the Shinwuis, 'who had been 
extremely licentious in their conduct,' and compelled the Wazir 
tribes to pay in some sheep in tribute. This expedition was no 
doubt effective in spreading the fear of Babur's name among the 
Afridis, Shinwaris and Peshawar tribes on the direct route towards 
Hindustan through the Khaibar Pass. 

The fourth expedition took place in 1 l :z.o, a year later, but the 
date falls in another gap in the Memoirs, so we know litde of it. 
Babur went as far as Sialkot, and spent his time inB.icting punish
ment on those who had joined him but subsequendy turned their 
coats and expelled his officers. We know nothing of his routes or 
his dealings with the Frontier tribes on the way. He was forced to 
return by bad news about Kandahar, which he finally reduced in 
I j :z.:z.. 

The fifth and final preparatory expedition took him in Is 24 to 
the capture of Lahore and as far as Sirhind. His operlltiom on the 
way were concerned with the reduction of Panjabi tribes in the 
hill country of southern .Hazarai& close to Hasan Abdal and not 
with any Mghan tribe, and, directed as they were 11.gainst sympa
thizers with the Lodi Empire of Delhi, fill really outside the 
scope of this story. He had to fight a large army led by Mghan 
Amirs of the Lodi regime to gain possession of Lahore, but was 
aided in his plam, though destined to be thwarted later, by the 
adherence of the Lodi feudatory of the Pan jab, Daulat Khan, who 
with his som Ghazi. and Dilawar, decided it was safer to join the 
invader than continue in subjection to Ibrahim who had suc
ceeded his fa.ther Sihndar on the Lodi thrqne of Delhi in IS I7· 
Ibrahim's haughty temper, joined to the impolitic arrogance with 
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which he treated the Afghan nobles who had raised his family to 
the throne, had succeeded in alienating all the most important 
supporters on whom he should have been able to rely. But Daulat 
Khan, who had affected to plead for Babur's aid against his 
sovereign, was in truth set on carving out for himself a private 
dominion in the Panjab, and after various vicissitudes, during 
which he was ignominiously seized and imprisoned by Babur, 
succeeded in taking shelter in the Eastem Panjab hills. Babur 
managed to induce the Emperor's brother, Alauddin, to join him, 
but his position in the Pan jab was not yet strong enough to enable 
him to advance against Delhi. He fell back on Lahore and even
tually to Kabul. 

It was not until the following year, I s  z s, that he was able to set 
on foot the final and triumphant campaign which led to the defeat 
and death of Ibrahim Lodi at Panipat in April Is z6, and so to the 
inauguration of the Mughal Empire. The only events on this his
toric march that really concern the Frontier are a reverie which 
Babur enjoyed at Ali Masjid, and a second rhinoceros hunt, this 
time more successful than at Swabi, in the neighbourhood of 
Peshawar, probably in the Zakhi reed-jungles, in my time become 
a haunt of outlaws. At Ali M.asjid: 'As the encamping ground was 
small, I took up my quarters on an adjoining eminence, from 
which I could view the blaze from the camp-fires below, wonder
fully brilliant and beautiful. It was certainly owing to this circum
stance that every time I halted here I took wine.' On the hunt he 
amused himself by pitting an elephant against a rhinoceros, wish
ing to see how they would behave. The rhinoceros ran away, and 
Babur took it for good augury. His Mghan audience must have 
enjoyed the fun. 

In all these expeditions there is no doubt that Babur's armies 
were greatly strengthened by tribal contingents supplied by the 
Yusufzais and other tribes with whom he contended or negotiated 
around Peshawar. Of this one clear instance can be given. The so
called Kasuria Pathans who inhabit the country on both banks of 
the Sutlej south of Lahore are of the Khweshgi section ofMuham
madza.is. They have a clear tradition that they marched from 
Peshawar in Babur's armies, and were granted lands in the 
Central Panjab in jagir as a reward for their services to the con
queror. The Khweshgi -see Table II, Chapter I - are cousins 
of the Mubammadza.i of Hashtnagar, and there is a well-known 
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village of their name north of the Kabul River, between Charsadda 
andNowshen. 

Still more indicative of what Pathaos themselves think in the 
matter of Babur's debt to them are the lines of Khushhal Khao, 
reciting a list of the Kings who ruled at Delhi: 

Bi.J41ah pas a tla Dihli b4tlllkih Bablll' Jh11h, 
Chih.JI J:8r ti4 PN!!k.Mnah pllh bar/eat .,llh, , , , 

.After him was Babur King of Delhi, 
Who owed his place to the Pathans . • • •  

Babur cenainly dispels the darkness, and under his hand the 
whole of the Mghan frontier begins to take shape. Indeed, never 
again., not till British times more than three ceoturies later, do we 
get so detailed and universal a list of the tribes living from Swat to 
the Daman. From his account it is quite clear that it is the Yusuf
zai and Bangash tribes (Bangash being an area rather than a tribal 
name, but with tribes still identifiable on the ground), whom he 
considers to have been the keys to the pacification of the tribal 
belt between Kabul and the Indus. Although he was equally 
interested in getting control of Kandabu during this period, he 
does not appear to have met with tribal opposition in that quarter 
and the absence of any reference to the Abdalis is remarkable. It is 
clear that in Babur's time both the nomadic and the settled Ghaljis 
were living more or less where they are now, namely around the 
Ghazni-Kattawaz area and in the Daman, aod he mentions both 
them and their settled Lohaoi kinsmen. Then where are the Ab
dalis? At least they were obviously not io a position to embarnss 
Babur in his designs on Hiodustao. 

There are three tribes mentioned by Babur who were clearly 
not then where they are now. These are the Dilazaks, the Gigianis 
and the Mohmands. The Dilazaks evidendy still held a position 
of some importance in the Hashtnagar area. a.nd probably in the 
Doaba, where the Muhammadzais and Gigianis now are. Now 
they have almost disappeared, submerged beneath the newcomers 
near Peshawar. The Gigianis seem to have been around Peshawar 
itself where the Peshawar Mobmands and the Khalils now are. 
They are now in the Doaba. And, lasdy, the Mohmands were met 
by Babur in what is now Gha.lji country around Mukur south
west of Ghami aod had not then arrived in Peshawa.r. All this 
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tends to confirm tribal tradition. The fact that the Ghoriah Khel 
tribes other than the Mobmands, namely the Khalils and Daud
zais, are not mentioned by Babur at all still further confirms their 
tradition that the GhoriahKhel bad not reached the Peshawar Valley 
in Babur's time. But the much more powerful impression from 
Babur's chronicles is that so many of the tribes wm evidently even 
then on the ground which they still occupy. 

I believe that tribal movements have been very greatly exag
gerated in the tribal traditions. We get accounts of long migra
tions of whole tribes over distances of 5 oo miles or so, ending in a 
struggle for existence between the indig�es and the invaders, and 
the killing-off, expulsion or serfdom of the conquered tribe. In my 
time I have seen a process of replacement of one tribe by another, 
going peacefully on over a period of a generation in the Yusufzai 
and Muhammadzai. territory known as the maira in the north of 
the Samah. This was brought under irrigation about 1910, and 
has been 'invaded' by thousands of hill Mohmands and Utman
khel, originally coming in as tenants, and then as lease-holders 
under the Yusnfzai and Muhammadzai proprietors. Gradually, as 
they obtained wealth and made good, they have taken lands on 
mortgage and later have bought in on proprietary right. Much 
better cultivators and fresher blood than the old proprietors, they 
are displacing, and have in many areas displaced, the original 
tribes, and it may fairly be said that most of the maira has now 
become an accretion to the Mohmand tribe. I think it probable 
that in many cases the process of tribal change in the past followed 
this pattern rather than that of downright genocide or expulsion 
.of the original inhabitants. During such periods of encroachment 
blood would become mixed and tribal distinctions sometimes 
blurred. 

Such would be the tendency in the easy, fertile plains. In the 
mountain glens I believe that in most areas the tribes who now 
occupy must have been there centuries before records are avail
able, some of them, identifiable at least by name, for centuries 
before the advent of Islam. It is interesting that all the tribes, 
about which there exist cleat traditions of migration are the 
Eastern Mghan tribes proper, that is the Sarbanris of the Karsh
bun line, the Ghoriah Khel and Khakhay Khel.l5 These migratory 
traditions are not to be found in the case of such tribes as the 
Afridis, Orak2ais, Bangash, Khataks or Wazirs, that is the Patban 
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tribes of the Karlanri line. When these did move, as in the case of 
the K.hataks, it was much later and in historical times. 

Babur's recitals support this conclusion. The only exception is 
the Dilazaks, reputed in the genealogies to be Karlanris, and they 
have disappeared. Many do not believe them to have been Af
ghans at all, but Babur does not support this. Judging by place
names, they are probably merged in the Ghoriah Khel tribes, 
Khalils, Mobmands and Daudzais, who occupy the lands around 
Peshawar now. 

In other words, Babur's evidence, taken on a broad view, does 
not conflict with the suggestions for Afghan and Pathan origins 
set out in the earlier chapters of this book. 



CHAPTB.ll. XII 

THE PESHAWAR TRIBES 

some time between the era of Mahmud of Ghazni and 
the anival of Babur on the Frontiet the Mghans of Al
Birun.i, 'those rebellious, savage races', who occupied 

even in Al-Biruni's time the furthest frontiet of India towards 
Kabul, have grown into the Yusufzais and othet tribes whom we 
know today. At some time, too, during this same five hundred 
years the Qandhar of Al-Biruni, by which he meant Gandhara or 
the Peshawar Valley, has been matched by another Qandhar, five 
hundred miles away, which we know as Kandahar, the southern 
city of modem Mghanistan. Yet, although these five centuries 
between the arrival of Mahmud to shattet Hindu dominion in 
Gandhara and the Panjab and that of Babur to secure his com
munications (A.D. 1001 to 1505) are well on in the Islamic era 
they constitute indeed the fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth 
Islamic centuries -there is tantalizingly little material from any 
sow:ce, even Muslim, to show us what were the movements and 
what the developments bearing on these same Frontiet tribes. 
Ghaznawids and Ghorids traversed the Frontier passes on their 
way to and from India, taking with them armies composed of 
Mghan and Ghalji tribesmen of identity unknown and un
specified; Ghaljis and Lodis, tribesmen from the more southerly 
Sulaiman Mountains, founded dynasties in Delhi in the Mghan 
name; the Khwarezm Shah, Chingiz Khan and Timur Lang, each 
for a short while, held sway over the main routes through these 
mountains; but of the detail of the Frontier tribes themselves 
thete is hardly a word. Not until Babur. Then the lineaments 
appear, suddenly, as Athena from the head of Zeus. 

It is to this moment of history, and unfortunately not to any
thing earlier, that written Muslim chronicles, ostensibly founded 
on contemporary matetial in Pakhtu, also refer. There are several 
compilations purporting to be histories of the Yusufzais and kin
dred tribes, the best known of which, cited by Mountstuart 
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Blphinstone and Bemhard Dom, the Russian professor who was 

Elphinstone's contempon.ry, is known as the Tarikh-i-Ha£z 
Rahmat Khani. It was written in Persian in the Hijri yea.r u84 
(A.D. 1771 ), and according to Raverty is based on much older non
extant prose· writings in Pakhtu by Shaikh Mali and Khan Kajju, 
Yusu£2al notables of the first half of the sixteenth century whose 
place in the record will appear as the story unfolds. Whether 
Shaikh Mali or Khan Kajju, contemporaries of Babur and Huma
yun, really did write these works is uncertain. Assuming that they 
did, it is a point not without interest that no native detailed record 
of the Peshawar tribes should appear until after Babur had taken 
the stage and himself begun, as it were, to write up the tribes. It is 
as if the tribal chroniclers were only brought to self-realization by 
the arrival of the great Mughal. 

The starti.ng•point of all these chronicles is more or less the 
same. It is related that the Yusu&ais, as the leading sept in the 
Khakhay tribal confederacy, arrived in the Peshawar Valley hav
ing set out from the neighbourhood of Kandab:ar and journeyed 
by way of Kabul. Their rivals, the Khalils and Mohm.ands of the 
Ghoriah Khel confederacy, according to tradition, came also from 
much the same neighbourhood, north of Kand:ahar. The actual 
starting-points given are Nushlci, Mukur and Garah, said to have 
been their original habitats in the neighbourhood of Kandahar . 
.According to Raverty, this Nushlci is not the place we know today 
in Baluchistan close to Kalat, but a locality now named Mashaki, 
some thirty miles south of Ghazni. However that may be, there is 
no doubt that Y usufza.i tradition still links that tribe with an 
original seat, held up to the beginning of the fourteenth century 
(eighth Hij.ri century) in the neighbourhood of Kandahu. It is 
surely a stnoge coincidence that the .Khakhay and Ghoriah Khel 
tribes, the present inhabitants of the older Gandhara (Qaodhar), 
should affirm that they came from another and much later Qaod
har. How did Qaodhar (Kandahar), the city and province in the 
south of the present Mghan State, receive that name? 

There is not the slightest doubt that the Qandhar of .Al-Biruni, 
writing in the time of Mahmud of Ghazni in the eleventh century, 
is Gandhara, the modem Peshawar Valley. It is not Kandahar city, 
and there is nothing in Muslim writings or elsewhere to show that 
Kandahar, as a city of note, had become prominent at that time, 
even if it alsted. Bellew believes1 that Kandahar was founded by 
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emigrants from Gandhara, fleeing from one of the invasions, and 
that these emigrants, the Gandarioi of Herodotus, gave their name 
to their new country. The invaders from whom they fied he calls 
'Scythic', and he gives the date of the emigration as the fifth or 
early sixth Christian century, from which it will be seen that he 
refers to the White Hun invasions-indeed his 'Scyths' are de
scribed as the progenitors of the Jats and Gujars. According to 
him these emigrants not only gave the name of Gandhara to their 
new colony but actually, some ten centuries later, sent a powerful 
colony back to their original home. Those who retumed had been 
changed by their conversion to Islam during their exile and had 
forgotten their original home. But the ease with which the return
ing Khakhay and Ghoriah Kbel assimilated the populations they 
found in and around the Peshawar Valley Bellew takes as con
firmatory ofhis theory. 

Bellew's asseverations, stated as historical fact, cannot be ac
:epted as definite history. The earlier supposed emigration is 
unsupported by document, coin or inscription, and the theory 
rests mainly on the exact correspondence of the names of the two 
Qandhars. But that he may well have suggested a tenable theory 
for further investigation is admitted by the Elttytlopedia of Islam. 
The article on Kandahar in that compilation dismisses an earlier 
assumption that the town was founded by Alexander and named 
Alexandria Arachosia. The evidence for this does not exist, and it 
is improbable that Kandahar can be phonetically derived from 
Alexandria. The article proceeds: 

• Its identity with the name Gandhara, the ancient Indian kingdom 
occupying the valley of the Lower Kabul River, on the other hand, 
appears to be well established. Kandahar (JL..ci) was the form used 
by the Arab chroniclers for Gandhara; the Kandahar of Masud.i and 
Biruni has nothing to do with the modern Kandahar. There seems 
good ground for accepting Bellew's theory that the name was 
brought to Arachosia by emigrants from Gandha.ra. The most prob
able period for such an emigration is the fifth eentury, when the 
Ephthalites conquered Gandhara, as related by the Chinese pilgrim 
Sung-yun who visited Gandhara about A.D. �:o. Buddha's begging
bowl. still preserved in the shrine of Sultan Wais outside Kandahar, 
was probably brought there by refugee Buddhist monks. 

Bellew has more to say about this begging-bowl, which he him
self saw in 1872.1 It is now iJ?, the Kabul Museum. This relic, a 
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huge bowl some seven feet in diameter, carved out of a solid 
block of dark-coloured serpentine, was lying, when Bellew saw it, 
in the shrine of Sultan Wais (Uwais) outside the present city, a 
few hundred paces from the old city to the west, destroyed by 
Nadir Shah: There was still the tradition at that time that it had 
been brought there by Buddhists who had come from the neigh
bourhood of Peshawar before the Islamic age. The bowl has since 
been covered round the outside with a long inscription in Naskh 
script, by the style written about x6oo. In x87z it was lying � 
cognized and uncared for in an obscure corner, its detailed history 
and purpose forgotten in an age to which the memorials of earlier 
times had little significance. But ancient Gandhara had been one 
of the greatest centres of the Buddhist faith, and the very existence 
of this relic gives point to the theory that Kandahar city !IULY owe 
its existence to a pre-Islamic connection with the Peshawar Valley. 

In Islamic times Kandahar is not mentioned by the Arab his
torians who record the onward march of Islam from the centre 
established at Zaranj in Sijistan. The conquest of Arachosia, equi
valent to modern Kandahar and called by the Arabs Ar-Rukhaj, 
centred round the ancient capital at Bust, which was also a mint
town of the Saffarid dynasty in the ninth Christian century. 
Kandahar does not even appear in the Ghaznawid records -in
deed, as we know, the Qandhar of Al-Biruni is still Gandhara
and it is not until after the destruction of Bust by Alauddin Ghori 
Jahansoz in II 50 that the new Kandahar begins to rise into import
ance. It is mentioned during the Olaghatai Chingizid period as 
having been taken in xz.8I by a ruler of the Kart dynasty ofHerat, 
feudatories of the Mongols. It was conquered by Timur Lang and 
bestowed upon his grandson Pit Muhammad. Later it formed part 
of the Kingdom of Husain Baiqara of Herat (I438-x5o5), another 
Timurid and a cousin of Babur's, and it is in his reign that the 
name Kandahar first appears on coins. After his death it was in the 
hands of feudatories of the Timurid house, and a three-cornered 
contest ensued, the Uzbek Shaibani Khan (who had driven Babur 
out of Transoxiana), the first Safawi monarch, Shah Ismail, and 
Babur, all having ambitions towards it. Babur, as we know, had 
taken Kabul in 1504. and spent the next twenty years both in pre
paring the way for his contemplated invasion of India and in 
securing his bases before he finally made the Indian venture. To 
hold Kaodahar seemed to him essential, and in the intervals of his 
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Frontier expeditions he made many efforts to achieve that end, 
eventually succeeding in his object in I� 22.. Indeed it may justly 
be said that Babut's main efforts duting the two decades inter
vening between his capture of Kabul and his conquest of India 
were directed to fixing firmly his control over both the Qandhars, 
the ancient Gandhara and the new city in the far south-west. His 
concern with both of them over so large a span of his life is not 
without some beating on the story of the Khakhay Khel and 
Ghoriah Khel Mghans as they themselves tell it. 

A reference to the second table in the chapter on genealogies' 
will show who the Khakhay and Ghoriah Khel are, and how they 
conceive themselves to be related. For the present purpose the 
important tribes among the Khakhay are the Y usufza.is (including 
the Mandant Yusufzais) and the Gigianis, among the Ghoriah 
Khel the Khalils and the Mohmands. Closely related to all these, 
but not themselves Khakhay or Ghoriah in ancestry, are the 
Mubammadzais. The present locations of all these tribes are given 
in the table and can be seen upon the map. All of them are Sar
banris, and thus relatives, though of a different branch, of the 
Tarins and Abdalis. All regard themselves as belonging to the 
true Mghan line, and all have their present habitations either 
within the Peshawar Valley or in the mountains of Swat, Dir and 
Bajaut to the north. None of them are Katlanris or hill-tribes in 
the narrower sense. Of all it may be said that they inhabit either 
the spreading open plains and valleys or broad vales such as those 
of Swat, Panjkora and Bajaut. Some of the Yusufzais and some of 
the Mohmands live in hill-countrie s; but these are peculiarly fer
tile tracts, or situated on lines of communication, they are not 
inaccessible eyries like Tirah or Waziristan. 

Khakhqy Khel 
The traditional record is as follows. As already related, the 

seats of both Kbakbay and Ghoriah Khel are said to have been 
around Mukut, both in the Gbazni River basin leading to the 
inland water Ab-i-istadah and in the upper Tamak Valley, north
east of Kandahar. (All this is now Ghalji country.) Early in the 
fourteenth century -the date is largely sutmise but is cited by 
Elphinstone -quarrels arose either between the Khakhay and 
the Ghoriah sections, or, according to the Akhund Darwezah, a 
between the Khakhays and the Tatins (the ancestors and present 
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cousins of the Durranis ), which led to the uprooting of the whole 
of the Khakhays and their departure in a northerly direction to
wards Kabul. (Nothing, it is to be noted, is here said about any of 
these tribes being on a return journey, or having originally come 
from the direction of Peshawar.) There follows the not unusual 
gap of a century or so, and we next hear of the Khakhay tribes as 
having settled in the neighbourhood of Kabul, where they sup- . 
ported the cause of Mirza Ulugh Beg, son of Abu Said of the 
house ofTimur. Abu Said was the most powerful of the Timurid 
princes in the middle of the fifteenth century, and Babur's grand
father. He is thus the direct ancestor of the Mughal house of 
Delhi. In 1469 (H. 874) he conferred on his son, Ulugh Beg, the 
territories which Timur Lang had conquered towards the In
dus, namely Kabul, Ghazni, and their dependencies. These, with 
capital at Kabul, Ulugh Beg was able to hold until his death in 
1'01, and, as we know, three years later his nephew Babur suc
ceeded in mastering this heritage. 

Many writers confuse this tllugh Beg with the renowned Ulugh 
Beg, builder, scientist and astronomer, son of Shahrukh and 
grandson ofTimur Lang, ruler for a brief two years in Samarqand, 
and assassinated in 1449 (H. 8H)· He and Babur's uncle are of the 
same Timurid family but they are clliferent persons, and two 
generations part them. The astronomer was a close friend of his 
namesake's grandfather, his first cousin, and was kind to the 
young Abu Said, his friend's son. The story goes that Abu Said in 
due course named his son in memory of the astronomer, Ulugh 
Beg. 

At any rate it was to Ulugh Beg ll that the Yusufzais and other 
Khakhay dans paid their addresses in Kabul. No dates are given 
in the tribal chronicle, but the bracket covers the years 1469-1501, 
during which Ulugh Beg ll was ruler of the city, and we may 
assign 1470 as the approximate year, especially as the story goes 
that the Yusufzais were largely instrumental in raising him to the 
throne, and supporting him in his sovereignty over a difficult 
country. On first accession Ulugh Beg treated these tribes with 
marked distinction; he was indeed dependent on their assistance 
for the support of his throne, but (in the words of Elphinstone) 
'the turbulent independence of the Eusof:zyes was not suited to an 
intimate connection with a sovereign. and, their insolence increas
ing with their prosperity, they insulted Ulugh Beg's authority, 
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plundered his villages, and even filled his capital with tumult and 
confusion'. Ulugh Beg, whose power was now strengthened by 
the accession of many Chaghatai Turks who flocked to his stan
dard, resolved to rid himself of these turbulent allies; he began by 
fomenting dissensions between Yusufzai.s and their less powerful 
K.hakhay cousins, the Gigianis, and attacked them at the head of 

that tribe and his own army. The battle is known as Ghwarah 
Marghah, • aptly describing the locality and the bloodshed. In this 
battle Ulugh Beg suffered defeat, and was constrained to conclude 
an insidious peace, signalized by a banquet to which he invited all 
the maliks of the Yusufzai, to the number of seven hundred. 

From that famous banquet none but six carne out alive; the rest 
were massacred to a man. After the holocaust Ulugh Beg com
manded that the bodies be taken outside the city and buried. This 
was done at a place three arrow-flights from Kabul to the north
east and under the hill of Siah Sang. The burial ground still bears 
the nan�e of the Shahidan or Martyrs, and it is said that there also 
may be seen the tomb of Shaikh Usman of the Malizai (Dir) 
branch of the Yusufzai, to whose resting-place until recently pil
grimages were made. Chief among the slain was Malik Sulaiman, 
the leading malik of the tribe and father of Malik Shah Mansur 
who later gave his daughter in marriage to Babur. Malik Ahmad, 
Sulaiman's nephew, then a young man and later the Yusufzai 
leader, was one of the fortunate six. 

The date of this massacre is not given in the sources, but having 
regard to the reign of Ulugh Beg II in Kabul, we may set it 00. 
tween 1480 and 1490, about the time of Babur's birth. It was 
ordered by a Chaghatai Turk, and not by an Afghan. But it must 
be recorded that Mghan annals are not free from such stains, and 
there is a contrast in morals drawn between the sanctity of private 
hospitality to the guest and the exploitation of social occasions to 
further statecraft or private vengeance. Ulugh Beg's evil example 
was followed by the Ghalji Mir Mahmud when he massacred the 
Persian notables at Isfahan in 172.2.. He, it is said, was mad. There 
are more recent examples of this barbarity. Only a generation back 
a certain Mohmand malik, whom I knew, called a banquet in 
Gandab to signalize a reconciliation with fellow-tribesmen who 
had killed his father and all his relatives, leaving only himself, a 
child they pitied and found too young to kill. When he grew to 
man's estate, with a fine show of bonhomie he invited them all 
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beneath his roof and, when they were inside, he and his retainus 
shot them, every one. Even the laws of hospitality will go down 
before the calculated enmity bequeathed by a blood-feud. 

It is for reasons of this kind that once, in 1947, sitting down to 
a feast in th:is same Gandab with some two hundred tribesmen, I 
found myself the only man unarmed. Every maHk, as he sat at 
meat, earned his ri1le slung on his shoulder, and on asking to see 
the magazines I found every weapon loaded. This did not spoil 
the jokes and jollity; indeed it was then I heard the story of the 
massacre in Gandab a generation back and afterwards con6rmed it.' 

In the course of their travels the Yusufzais bad been joined by 
the Muhammadzais- not Khakhay in family but sons of Kharsh
bun like them -and by the Urman Khel and the Gaduns. The 
last two tribes are not Sarbanri Mghans at all, but Karlanri and 
Ghurghusbt respectively, and came as hamsayas or clients. Mter 
the massacre the Yusufzais, accompanied by their clients but for 
the moment leaving the Muhammadzais, proceeded in extreme 
distress towards Peshawar by the Khaibar route. The Gigianis, 
who bad taken Ulugh Beg's part, also for the time remained in 
Ningrahar.• 

In the Peshawar Valley and Bajaur, so states the chronicle, the 
Yusufzais found the Dilazaks in possession of almost the whole 
region, together with some people called Dehqans -but dehqan 
means only a villager or tenant- in occupation of Hashtnagar. 
Raverty tells us the Dehqans were subject to the Jahangiri Sultans 
of Swat, with capital at Manglaur, the last of whom, Sultan Awes,' 
entered into some negotiations with Babur, and was eventually 
driven across the Indus in�o Hazara. No authority has suggested 
that these were of Mghan or Pathan stock. The Dilazaks remain 
a mystery. 

In the genealogies the Dilazaks appear as Karlanris, and 
brothers of the Orakzais and Utman Khels. Babur refers to them 
more than once and he calls them Mghans. Today, as an organized 
tribe, they have disappeared, though there is more than one vil
lage called after their name in the Daudzai tract just north of 
Peshawar- a name well known in the annals of the Peshawar 
Vale Hounds. They are said by Bellew and others to have em
braced Islam in the time of Mahmud of Ghazni and to have sent 
strong contingents with him on his Indian expeditions to Somnath 
and elsewhere. The Dilazaks themselves, according to these 
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chronicles, had moved into Peshawar from Ningrahar and the 
west, some centuries before. The most circumstantial evidence to 
their claim to be Mghans is the story in the chronicles relating the 
romance of Khan Kajju, Ahmad's successor in the chiefship of the 
Yusufzais after the latter had defeated the Dilazaks: Kajju, like 
Babur, was handsome, and was sent as a young man, accompany
ing Ahmad, as an envoy to the Dilazaks. There he was captivated 
by the daughter of the Dilazak chief. Mter the battle in which the 
Dilazaks were overthrown Kajju was in command of the van
guard of the pursuit, and came up with the Dilaza k chief and his 
family on the Indus bank, endeavouring to get across. Seeing 
Khan Kajju, the Dilazak implored him to keep back his men to 
allow the women to get across - failing that he said they would 
all throw themselves in the water and perish rather than be made 
captives. The young man's chivalry was touched; taking pity on 
the Dilazaks and their plight, he cried out to his clansmen: 'Give 
over, comrades; let them alone. Do not harm them, for they are 
Mghans like ourselves.' The ladies crossed, the men laughed, and 
Khan Kajju won his bride. And it is true to say that in their tribal 
fighting it is the understood thing among Pathans not to molest 
or interfere with the women or children of your opponent, or to 
harm the guests within his gate, or to injure his dependants or 

faqirs. 
It should be remembered that all these tribal chronicles are 

quite unscientific, and it is far from cettain that all these migra
tions in mass ever took place at all. There is no reason to suppose 
from what has been said in this work up to this time that the 
people of the Peshawar Valley were of markedly different stock, 
or culture, or language, from other tribes with whom at this time 
it was their fottune, or misfottune, to contend. Again the gene
alogies may help us. The invading Khakhays were all Sarbanris of 
the best Mghan line; the Dilazaks appear as Karlaoris, brothers of 
the hill-tribes who prefer to call themselves Pa.than. Amid the un
certainties one point stands out - that Babur recognized the 
Dilazaks as not differing essentially from Yusufzais or others 
whom he names. And this, I think, we must accept. 

When the Yusufzais reached Peshawar, broken, fatigued and 
powerless after the massacre, they tell us in their chronicle -
again no date is given -that they applied to their brother 
Mgbans and Musalmans, the Dilazaks, for help, and a place 
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wherein to take up their residence. With a generosity unknown to 
later tribal story the Dilazaks assigned to them the Doaba, that 
fertile tract in the triangle between the foothills and the junction 
formed by the Kabul and Swat Rivers -where Shabqadr now 
stands. Malik Ahmad, their new chief, on the part of his people, 
expressed gratitude, but characteristically pointed out that the 
Doaba was but a small district and numbers of his people remained 
behind, intending to rejoin their kinsfolk as soon as they should 
find a home. Was there no other land? 

The Doaba is among the most favoured tracts in all the Fron
tier, so the Yusufzais were bidding high. But the Dilazaks it 
seems were still of generous mind. They told Ahmad that, if the 
Doaba was not large enough, there were the valleys of Danish 
Kol and Ambahar as far as Bajaur, which they might occupy. And 
even more- there was still Ashnaghar (Hashtnagar) which they 
could win by the sword from the Dehqans, subjects of the Jahan
giri Swat Sultans. This was not in the gift of the generous Dila
zaks, but it is to be supposed that they expected a share of it on 
conquest. 

The Yusufzais and Mandanrs- Malik Ahmad himself was a 
Mandanr - then took up the Doaba. as offered, and soon after 
were joined by their families and flocks and those who had been 
away as nomads and traders when the Kabul massacre took place. 
A number of these, pushing up by Ambahar and Danish Kol, 
advanced right into Bajaur and sought to occupy its main southern 
valley, Lashora, where the town of Khar now stands. They went 
on still further right into Jandul, and approached the Panjkora 
River. At the same time the main body pushed out from the 
Doaba, started to take over Hashtnagar from the Dehqans, and 
began to encroach on Dilazak land in the main Sa.ma.h, east of 
modern Charsadda, and towards the Kalpanri of Hotiand Mardan. 

Meanwhile the Gigianis who, it will be remembered, had sided 
with Ulugh Beg against their Yusufzai kinsmen and were in some 
sense the cause of the trouble, had remained behind in Ningrahar 
with the Mnhammadza.is. And now a new development took 
place. The other main Kharshbun clan, the Ghoriah Khel, of which 
the main sections are the Khalils, Mohmands and Daudzais, had 
themselves found things too hot in the Mukur-Kandahar area. 
The rule of the Timurid house was breaking down, and local 
power was passing to the Tarios. At this period the Abdalis (Dur-
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ranis) counted as Tarins-a glance at Table I in the genealogical 
chapter will show the reason. The Ghoriah Khel moved north in 
the footsteps of the Khakhays, and some of them pushed into 
Ningrahar where they came in conBict with the Gigianis, the 
Tarklanris (another Khakhay tribe) and the Muhamrnadzais. The 
Tarklanris settled first in Larnghan (Laghman) between Kabul and 
Ningrahar, but had their eyes on Bajaur where they soon sent an 
advance party. The Gigianis too, finding the Mohmands too 
much for them, tried ineffectually to gain a footing in Bajaur but 
were turned back by the Tarklanris. They then sent their elders 
with halters round their necks and grass in their teeth to beg for
giveness of the Yusufzais, and besought Malik Ahmad and other 
notables, as their Khakhay kinsmen, to assign them lands upon 
which to dwell. Thinking to strengthen the Khakhay confedetacy, 
Malik Ahmad with the consent of the tribes assigned them the 
Doaba itself; and very soon, family by family, they came across 
by the Karappa route and down Gandab to settle in that fertile 
district. Shortly afterwards the Dehqans under one Mir Hinda 
were driven out, and Hashtnagar was assigned to the Muham
madzais, while the Yusufzais themselves, their forces strengthened 
by the newcomers, were pushing steadily eastward towards the 
Indus and northward towards Swat and Bajaur. 

The tribal pattern was thus beginning to assume the shape 
which it holds today, for the Gigianis are now in the Doaba, the 
Muhammadzais in Hashtnagar, and with few exceptions theY usuf
zais -now the Mandanr section of them only - hold the rest of 
the Samah Valley north of the Landai River. It is very hard to 
believe in the truth of this ttadition. In those days the Samahe 
proper had no irrigation; it was a great dry ttact, in many parts 
sandy, scored by tavines such as the Bagiari, Kalpanri, and Lund 
Khwar, with at best scattered cultivation from wells where the 
water table allowed it. The Doaba and Hashtnagar on the other 
hand are level lands beside the Kabul and Swat affiuents, and it is 
almost certain that even then they enjoyed irrigation by inunda
tion. The Yusufzais by their own account ruled the roost: why 
should they have allotted the finest land to the Gigianis who had 
been disloyal to the tribal nexus, and to the Muhammadzais who 
were not even of the Khakhay brotherhood? The story becomes 
even harder to credit when it is remembered that the otiginal 
owners of the whole valley, the Dilazaks, were not yet disposed 
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of. Indeed we are told that the Gigianis on first an:iv2l acted in 
such a contumacious way in their dealings with the Dilazaks that 
Malik Ahmad left them to their own devices. It was at this time, 
it appears, that Babur arrived on his third Frontier expedition, 
late in I j I9, and the Dilazaks, to serve their own interest and 
hoping, perhaps, to snatch Hashtnagar for themselves in retum 
for their losses, took his part. As a result the Gigianis attacked 
them after Babur's departure, but were defeated at Gulbela in what 
is now the Daudzai country. 

According to the chronicle this defeat caused Malik Ahmad 
and the'Yusufzais to face about, and adopt a new policy. Forgetful 
of the generosity of the Dilazaks, whom the Yusufz:ais now re
garded as inclined to arrogance as a result of their victory over the 
Gigianis, Ahmad decided to form a Khakhay confederacy and go 
to war with them under pretence first of their undue severity to 
the Gigianis and secondly of contumacy displayed in the Samah 
against the encroaching Yusufzais. For this purpose Ahmad was 
able to muster the whole of the Yusufzais and Mandanrs, together 
with their hamsayas, the Utman Khels and Gaduns and the Mu
hammadzais, who were promised confirmation in their claim to 
Hashtnagar. A great battle took place between Katlang and Shah
bazgarha, the fiercest part of the engagement being in the bed of 
the Gadar streamlet in which large bodies of the Dilazaks were 
ambushed and slain. The Dilazaks were overthrown, and, unable 
to retreat to their kinsmen south of the Kabul River, were forced 
across the Indus into Chachh Hazara. It was when their rearguard 
was attempting the Indus crossing that the young Malik Kajju, 
blooded in this battle, won his Dilazak bride. 

The date of the Katlang battle is unknown, and I can call to 
mind no present memory of it. On internal evidence it probably 
fell some time between Babur's second expedition into this region 
(I j I9), when he too was at Katlaog, and his linal conquest of 
Delhi (I p6). If we are to accept these chronicles at their face 
value, it can hardly be believed that Babur, who had previously 
enjoyed many contacts with all these tribes, would not have 
recorded the disastrous Dilazak defeat at Katlang, if that defeat 
had taken place before he reached that same place in I j 19. On this 
ground, I think. the battle must be dated after I j 19, say Ij2.j. 

At some time before this battle - again the dates are missing
the Yusufzais succeeded in occupying most of Lower Swat. It will 
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be remembered that the Hashtnllgar Dehqans owed allegiance to 
the Jahangiri King of Swat. After their defeat and expulsion from 
Hashtnagar they are said to have retired to Swat by way of the 
Morah Pass leading to Tarua, where the lands of Mir Hinda, their 
leader, were situated. They left a force on guard in the Month, the 
scene ofBabu.r's meeting with Bibi Mubarikah, and also occupied 
the Malakand, and probably the Shahkot and Charat Passes be
tween the two. Sultan Awes, the ruler of Swat at Manglaur, had 
sought insurance against Yusufzai ambitions by contracting a mar
riage with Malik Ahmad's sister, but the lady had died and not 
without reason he feared invasion by the grasping Khakhays. He 
had not long to wait. The Yusufzais and Mandams, poverty
stricken in the first days of the Doaba grant, had sought a liveli
hood by trading into Swat, and had spied out the beauty and 
fertility of the land. Indeed the chronicle does not acquit Ahmad 
of arranging a political marriage for his sister with the clear object 
of gaining a footing in Swat. As soon as opportunity offered, the 
Yusufzais assembled their forces and endeavoured to enter Swat by 
the Morah Pass which several times they tried to force without 
success. After two months spent in fruitless effort they sent a 
party to reconnoitre the Malakand, further to the west, and re
ceived a report that the garrison there located, under Sultan Awes 
himself, was negligent and could easily be surprised. 

It was determined therefore that, after the evening meal, the 
chief portion of the force should set out for the Malakand, leaving 
a small party in the old camp at the foot of the Morah to kindle 
watch-fires, and lead the Swatis to think the whole army was in 
camp as usual. The main force marched all night and at dawn 
rushed the Malakand, finding the garrison asleep. Sultan Awes 
B.ed to Taora; Mir Hinda, who had defended the Month so well, 
on hearing of the forcing of the Malakand, retired from his posi
tion with his forces and also made for Tarua to secure that . 
llllportant centre. 

The Akhund Darwezah, an earlier authority than the 1771 com
pilation in Persian, tells us that it was the Shahkot Pass, a few 
miles only to the west, and not the Morah, before which the 
Mghans were encamped. They must have been threatening both, 
for both lead down to Palai, and the distinction is of little validity. 
But he adds a touch that brings the whole scene to life in describ
ing how the Yusufzai women, left behind in the camp, began to 
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sing ballads boasting of the prowess of their lovers and the want 
of manhood of their opponents, and foretelling that the decisive 
attack would open with the dawn. The Swatis, hearing this, 
directed all their watchfulness to this point, and failed to guard 
the M alakand so carefully as before. 

As usual, no date is given for this graphic event. That the 
tradition in this case records an historical occurrence I think there 
can be no doubt. While no memory seems to abide today of the 
reputed great battle near Kadang where the Yusufzais and their 
confederates are said to have finally overthrown the Dilazaks, my 
tribesmm will tell you the story of the forcing of the passes into 
Swat. But again we can only fix a date by deduction, a deduction 
based in this case not on what Babur himself records but on the 
story of his love affair as told by the Yusnfzais. It was on the 
Morah that he is said to have met his bride, and we can fix that 
year definitely at 1 5  I9· At that time the Yusufzais were in control 
of all that country; indeed Malik Shah Mansur, Ahmad's cousin 
and father of Mubarikah, was living actually in the Morah Pass. 
It follows that the Yusufzai occupation of Swat would have been 
effected before 15 I9, a few years earlier than the battle at Kadang. 
A date I 5 I 5 would not be far wrong. 

It was after the Katlang battle, and the expulsion of the Dila
zaks, that Ahmad undertook the first distribution of lands among 
the Yusufzais and associated tribes. This land settlement is still 
associated with the venerated name of Shaikh Mali. The records 
show that this survey and settlement took full account of the 
occupation of Swat, and indeed of Buner also, from which it is 
clear that the Yusufzai aggression into the northern mountain 
areas from the Samah had preceded their victory over the Dila
zaks in the plains. The survey covered the whole of the Doaba, 
Ashnaghar (Hashtnagar), the Samah proper from Hashtnagar to 
the Indus in the east and the Kabul River to the south, and such 
portions of Swat, Buner and Bajaur as had been subdued by the 
Khakhay tribes and their confederates. Allotments were made not 
only to the Yusufzais proper and their brothers the Mandanr 
Yusufzais - Ahmad  himself was a Mmdanr of the Razzar section 
-but to the Muhammadzais (not Khakhays but sons of Karsh
bun), and also to the Utman Khel md Gaduns, who were not 
Sarbanris at all.• Finally, certain lands were distributed to Say
yids and other holy men who had accompanied the tribes in their 
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migrations and invoked the name of God upon their conquests. 
The land distributed to genuine Mghao tribesmen, sons of Sar
banr, was called daftar;to that allotted to holy men tserai.11 By a 
most able dispensation it was always arranged that the tserai lands 
should intervene between the bulk allotment of daftar given to one 
tribal section and that given to another tribal section, so placing a 
pious !,ali!u, or arbitrator, permanently in position to defeat ten
dencies on the part of the aggressive to encroach. This arrange
ment, as indeed the body of Shaikh Mali's settlement, remains the 
basis of tribal land tenures all over the country north of the Kabul 
River up to the present day. 

Of the non-Yusufzai tribes the Gigianis, as we know, got the 
Doaba, the Muhammaclzais Hashtnag:u:, and the Utman Khel and 
Gaduns, clients only, rough hill tracts to the north. All these are 
still located in these places, though there have been certain shifts 
in the case of the Utman Khel. Originally these were allotted not 
only Ambahar, where they now are, but a long tract of rough 
territory right across the north of the Samah intervening between 
Swat and the plains. Later Khatak irruptions in the sixteenth cen
tury disturbed this arrangement, leaving only five small villages 
of Utman Khel in the plains north of Katlang. 

Since Shaikh Mali's time there have also been certain changes in 
the distribution as between the Yusufzai proper and the Mandanr. 
The richest of all this territory at that time, before the peren
nial irrigation, was the Swat Valley. For that reason both Yusuf
zai and Mandanr originally received a share in Swat. That this was 
so is established by the existence of the tombs of both Malik 
Ahmad and Shaikh Mali in the Swat Valley, the first near Allah
dand and the second at Ghorbandi. At Allahdand the graveyard 
is at the foot of the spur, just south of the village, with a glorious 
view up the Adinzai Valley to the north. Ahmad as we know, 
was a Mandant of the Razzar clan; Shaikh Mali was his Chief 
Mulla, attached to his own clan and so to say, his Wazir. Khan 
Kajju, on the other hand, Ahmad's successor, also a Mandant, is 
buried in the Samah on the banks of the Badrai stream between 
Swabi and Maneri, looking across to a hillock on the Sar-i
maira,13 marked in the modern map as Gajju Ghundai. At some 
unrecorded time after Shaikh Mali's survey there took place an 
internal redistribution as between the Yusuf and the Maodaor 
branches, whereby the former took Swat, Panjkora, Buner and all 
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the hill-country, and the latter were confined to the Samah. There 
are now no Mandan.r settled in the hills, and only three Yusuf 
villages, and those three on the hill-skirts close to Swat and Buner, 
which are within the Samah.u In old days the Yusuf clans did 
best, for the hills contain valleys like paradise; now, with ixriga
tion, it is the Mandanr who are the richer, though they have to 
suffer the less temperate climate. Canals, with cane, tobacco and 
other cash crops, have made the Samah and Hashtnagar the finest 
agricultural areas in all the breadth of Pakistan. It is the Mandanr 
who enjoy most of this inheritance. 

The date of Shaikh Mali's distribution is not accurately stated; 
we only know it took place after the battle of Katlang and 
apparently during Ahmad's lifetime. If we assume the battle was 
fought in 1525, and that survey was undertaken shortly after
wards, we may put x 5 30 (H. 937) as a possible date. This was the 
year of Babur's death after four years only as Badshah of Delhi. 
On the chronology here adopted, if we take the Kabul massacre 
at 148 5, and assume that Malik Ahmad, who escaped from it as a 
youth was born about 1470, Ahmad in 15 30 would have been a 
mature grey-beard aged sixty, just of the age and prestige needed 
to put through a settlement like that of Shaikh Mali. The great 
stretch of territory, with all its complications of mountain and 
valley, and Shaikh Mali's close definition of inter-tribal and .inter
sectional boundaries, which persists today, suggest that-the work 
must have occupied at least five and perhaps as much as ten years. 
The whole of the present Peshawar and Mardan districts north of 
the Kabul River, part of Bajaur, Panjkora, Swat, Buner, and the 
adjacent Indus Valley, were surveyed-a circle of territory about 
a hundred miles in diameter, including a tangle of mountains and 
valleys at elevations between r,ooo and ro,ooo feet. The survey 
and distribution was a remarkable achievement, and its decisions 
have on the whole stood the test of time. It bears all the marks of 
careful thought and organization, down to the twigs in every 
tribal tree; and the strength of tribal tradition, together with all 
the evidence of the impress of a master-mind, leave no doubt that 
the event is an historical process which took place about the time 
claimed for it. Whether it was indeed preceded by all the tribal 
migcitions, expulsions, and warfare of which we ate told is much 
less certain. The rise of a strong chief and an able priest-adminis
trator at the same moment could have suggested the need for a 
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land settlement without any necessary assumption that the Yusuf
zais and their associates were newcome:s to this region. 

Ghoriah KJ;eJ 

In following the Khakhay clans to their allotted places we have 
almost forgotten their cousin Sarbanris, the Ghoriah Khel, whose 
hostility, together with that of the Tarins, was the prime cause of 
the alleged Khakhay migrations from their seat north of Kandahar. 
But it will be remembered that, not long after the Khakhay exodus 
-again the date is not given-their Ghoriah Khel relatives fol
lowed in their wake, driven perhaps by the tribal convulsions and 
the assertion of Tarin ambitions following on the waning of 
Timurid power in the Kandahar region. As we have seen, accord
ing to the chronicle the arrival of the Ghoriah Khel vanguard in 
Ningrahar caused both the Gigianis and the Tarklanris, Khakhays 
left behind after the Kabul massacre, to be once more disturbed 
and to move in their turn towards the east. 

The sections of the Ghoriah Khel are the Khalils, Mohmands, 
Daudzais and Chamkannis. (Save for one well-known village 
known by their name, six miles from Peshawar, the Chamkannis 
do not figure in this context; they have lands adjacent to the 
Kurram Valley.) The only one of these mentioned by Babur is 
the Mohmands, and they, when he met them in a foray against the 
Ghaljis, were near Mukur, that is in their original seats. Thus on 
this point Babur confirms the tribal tradition of the Ghoriah Khel. 
Khalils he nowhere mentions, nor Daudz:ais. 

As we know, some of the Yusufzai Khakhays, finding the Doaba 
too narrow for them, had gone on into Ambahar, and thence into 
Bajaur towards Jandul. The Dilazaks in the Samah had encour
aged them to do so, without reckoning with their Bajaur host, 
Malik Haibu, who was chief of the Umr Khel section of Dilazaks 
inhabiting Bajaur. Nobody had asked him, and, true to character, 
he refused to give up any land to newcomers. The Yusufzais, 
looking around for aid, received it from a considerable Khalil 
section which had arrived in Ningrahar, and was quarrelling at 
the time with the rest of the Ghoriah Khel. Not wishing to be 
outdone by the Khalils, the other most powerl'ul Ghoriah Khel 
tribe, the Mohmands, and the Tarklanris, the only Khakhay tribe 
still at this time remaining behind in Ningrahar, entered Bajaur 
'to offer their friendly intervention' between Malik Haibu and his 
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Yusufzai and Khalil opponents. But Haibu stuck to his guns, and, 
believing that the newcomers would remain neutral in order to 
maintain a position as arbitrators, attacked the Yusufzais and 
Khalils. A battle ensued, in which the Mohmands and Tarklanris 
joined, and Haibu was defeated and killed by a sword blow 
struck by a Tarklaori named Burhan, severing his neck at one 
stroke. Haibu's armour, a valuable suit, was stripped from him by 
Mir Jamal, a Mandanr, and I remember hearing that for many 
years it had been the treasured heirloom of Mir Jamal's descen
dants at Sherdarra, a village situated in a valley under the Buner 
hills not far from the Ambela Pass. 

· 
The Yusufzais and Khalils then divided Bajaur between them, 

but soon fell out. The first battle went in favour of the Khalils, 
for the Yusufzais in the Samah still stood aloof and only those in 
Bajaur had been defeated. The Bajaur Yusufzais applied to Malik 
Ahmad, who determined that the Khakbay strength .must be 
mobilized to resist further Ghoriah Khel aggression such as had 
been responsible in previous generations for the exodus of the 
Khakhay clans and their long sojourn in the wilderness. It was 
therefore determined to stage a two-pronged attack upon these 
tiresome Khalils. The Bajaur Yusufzais went in ����JU�Wafai11 to the 
sons of Malik Haibu, throwing themselves on Di.la2ak protection 
and asking for forgiveness. Not only did the Umr Khel forgive 
them, they sent a force to join them and a position was taken up 
in the maio Bajaur valley not far from modem Khar. Meantime 
the plains Yusufzais advanced by Gandab and Pandiali, the 
present Lower Mohmand country, and crossed the Danish Kol 
towards Nawagai. 

The battle which followed was fought close to Nawagai and 
went against the Khalils. The issue was decided largely by a diver
sion brought about by a force led by Mir Jamal, the spoiler of 
Haibu but now followed by Haibu's sons and retainers, the Umr 
Khel Di.la2ak contingent. These moved upon a Khalil Jangar 
(breastwork), behind which they had placed their families and 
chattels for safety. The Khalils wavered and broke, the Jangar and 
the women were captured, and the day was decided. After the 
battle Ahmad, Mir Jamal and Haibu's sons decided in council to 
set the captives free, and this was done on the condition that never 
again would the Khalils set foot in the northern hills. The bargain 
has been kept. 
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This irruption into Bajaur, dated by Raverty in I P7 (H. 92�), 
was only the beginning of a Ghoriah Khel immigration in mass 
into the Peshawar Valley and its environs. After Babur's death in 
15 �o the new Mughal Empire was in effect divided, Humayun tak
ing the Indian portion, while the provinces of Kabul, Ghazni and 
Kandahar, with their dependencies as far as the Indus, went to his 
brother, Mirza Kamran. In theory Kamran was only a feudatory 
and Humayun the sovereign. But Kamran, like Hakim, Akbar's 
brother, in the next reign, had a boundless ambition, was deter
mined to assert his independence, and did not stop short of fratri
cidal war in his effort to supplant his brother and King. During 
much of the time the cards were stacked against Humayun. In
deed from xno, when he mounted the throne, until 1545 when 
(after losing Delhi to Sher Shah) Humayun succeeded in taking 
Kabul from Kamran, Humayun's writ did not run upon the 
Frontier. Even up to q j3, when after further fighting Kamran 
was eventually surrendered to him by Adam Khan, a chief of the 
north Panjab, and blinded, Humayun cannot be said to have been 
an effective ruler in the Peshawar region. During the twenty years 
from Babur's death to I 5 50 Kamran's policies and ambitions have 
an important bearing on what happened in these parts. 

After the Khakhay settlement north of the Kabul River the 
Dilazaks are recorded to have been still in possession of all the 
Valley territory south of that river, extending from the Khaibar 
Pass as far as Khairabad on the Indus. There is no mention of the 
Khataks in the chronicle, and it has always been assumed that at 
this time they had not appeared. The Ghoriah Khel then, meaning 
in this context their most powerful sections, the Khalils and 
Mohmands, £nding their ambitions blocked towards Bajaur, 
pushed into the Peshawar Valley from Ningrahar and, pursuing 
earlier Khakhay tactics, asked the Dilazak.s for land. The Dilazaks 
had had their lesson and paid dearly for it, so refused. The 
Khalils and Mohmands then enlisted Kamran's sympathy. Kam
ran, eager to strengthen his frontiers against his brother and for 
this purpose to support encroaching tribes moving eastward to 
the Indus, lent them effective aid. With this aid, the record runs, 
they were able to complete the movements initiated by their 
Yusufzai cousins and drive the Dilazaks located south of the 
Kabul River in their turn across the Indus. They then occupied 
what lands they wanted towards Attock. No date is given, but the 
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part played by Kamr:an in the story provides us with a bracket
after IHO and before t54s, when Humayun after wanderings in 
Persia recovered Kabul from Ka.mr:a..o.. 

It seems that the KhaWs had entered by the Khaibar Pass. They 
have always maintained a close connection with the Afridis, not 
only, I think, because their lands adjoin. Their chiefs, known 
always as Arbabs or lords, have retained a close knowledge of 
Mridi ways and politics, and were used by the Sik:hs and by the 
earlier British rulers as agents for the conduct of Afridi relations. 
The Mohmands on the other hand came down the Kabul River 
from Lalpura, and some of them by the Goshta. and Bohai Dag 
routes leading into Gandab and the Doaba. Their chief places 
even now are around Lalpura, Kama and Goshta. on the western 
side of the range dividing Peshawar from Nlllgrahar, and within 
modern Mglwlistao. Leaving strong colonies in these hills, they 
pushed on towards Peshawar and eventually divided the Bara 
River landsU with the Khalils. The movements of the Daudmis 
are uncertain. At one time they seem to have approached Khan 
Kajju and secured lands from the Yusufzais on the Kalpanri in the 
Southern Samah. Eventually they were placed north of Peshawar 
along the branches of the Kabul River, in that lovely inigated belt 
so familiar to all who have ridden with the Peshawar Vale Hounds. 

While this was happening, Malik Ahmad of the Yusufzais died, 
probably about IHj, and was succeeded by Khan Kajju. The 
Khalils and Mohmands, controlling as they now did the fruitful 
country round Peshawar, and the highway down to India, began 
to levy tolls and to become too rich and arrogant for Yusufzai 
stomachs. With their colony in the Mohmand hills they were also 
in a position to levy tolls on all users of Gandab and on the aft 
traffic down the river from Lalpura. They plundered Yusufmi 
caravans in Gandab, and raided freely into the Samah. For the 
time, Khan Kajju held his hand; he was not certain of Gigiani or 
Muhammadzai support if he attacked the newcomers, and so 
decided to bide his time. He had not long to wait. The Doaba and 
Hashtnagar were rich plums, and the Mohmands could harry them 
from two sides. They did so. And in so doing they murdered a 
Gigiani malik:, who was looked upon as a saint. This man, on his 
way to Peshawar from the Doaba, entered a Khalil mosque and 
was killed in the act of saying his prayers. 

This was the (IINJI dl gvern. But, in passing, let it be said that, 
0 
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among Pathans bent on prosecuting a blood-feud, the sanctions of 
religion are no more effective than the sanctions of the law of 
hospitality in preventing the shedding of blood. I call to mind 
more than one case in court in which revenge was executed on a 
man engaged in prayer: 

Now might I do it, pat, now he is praying; 
And now I'll do it: - and so he goes to heaven; 
And so I am revenged . . . .  

I do not remember that those court cases involved the accused in 
any unusual opprobrium; the thought of counsel and parties fol
lowed much the lines that occurred to Hamlet's mind. 

But for Khan Kajju this killing served its purpose. He mustered 
an army Joo,ooo strong,17 taken from all the Khakhay tribes and 
their allies, the Mulwnmadzais, Utman Khel and Gaduns. Even 
the Tarklanris, not yet effectively settled in Bajaur, furnished a 
quota of .zoo cavalry. According to the chronicles the battle took 
place on the south side of the most southerly branch of the Kabul 
River, now known as the Shah .Alam, somewhere near the present 
bridge, and is said to have resulted in the complete and final over
throw of the Ghoriah Khel. It is known as the Battle of Shaikh 
Tapur. The date is uncertain, but, by a complex set of arguments 
of no interest here, is assigned by Raverty to Is so (H. 957). This 
battle is chiefly memorable for the chivalrous interchange of chal
lenges which preceded it. On approaching the river, Khan Kajju 
saw the Ghoriah Khel drawn up on the other side. 'We must 
fight, cousins,'11 he called to them, 'and we cannot fight in the 
river, or merely shoot our arrows across it. The river will run red 
with blood, so our sisters can draw no water from it. Further it 
behoves a man to come hand to hand with his enemy. Do you 
then cross; I will withdraw my forces to give you passage.' But 
the Ghoriah Khel did not relish a fight with a river in their rear; 
they wished to keep their line of retreat open to Peshawar. So they 
countered with the same offer from their side. Some of the other 
Khakhays advised Kajju against this, saying be would have the 
river in his rear, and should not be taken in by a ruse. But he 
would have none of it. He shouted his agreement across the river; 
then, seeing the Khalils withdraw, to his own men he said, 'See, 
they go back, and we forward, and so it will be when the day is 
done.' Andsoitwas. 

• 
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I find this traditional description of the Ghoriah Khel over
throw by the Khakhay Khel curiously unconvincing. In spite of 
their alleged defeat both Khalils and Mohmands remained on the 
lands they had chosen and from that day to this have been the 
richest and most notable tribes in the immediate neighbourhood 
of Peshawar. The Mohmands moreover retain a most foiiXlidable 
array in the hills, astride the Durand Line north-west of Shab
qadr. They still overlap west of the mountains into Mghanistan, 
and in nuisance value alone are the peers, if not the superiors, of 
such famous tribes as the Mridis and the Mahsuds. Moreover, in 
the last forty years they have bought in on the richest irrigated 
land both of Muhammadza.is and of Yusufzais, and are now in a 
f2ir way to becoming the wealthiest tribe upon the Frontier. It is 
very probable that what were in reality periods of tribal adjust
ment are misrepresented by the chronicles as years of desultory 
warfare punctuated by sharp and chivalrous engagements. The 
recent Mohmand encroachments in Peshawar and Mardan have 
been in the natw:e of economic, not military, penetration. I sus
pect that much the same happened in the sixteenth century, 
though at that time no doubt the lack of governmental control set 
a premium on a strong right arm. But, even so, these tribes as 
tribes, though not as individuals, are strangely apt to negotiation, 
and tribal wars are seldom carried a Olllr411&1. 

We have also to review these traditions against the much more 
reliable background ofBabur's Memoirs. Allowing scope for mi&
take, the tribal chronicle putports to tell the story of a mass 
exodus and settlement between Kabul and Peshawar- for the 
movements from Kandahar to Kabul are too uncertain- events 
said to have taken place over a period from about 148 5 to I 550, 

some sixty-five years from the Kabul massacre perpetrated by 
l.nugh Beg to the defeat of the Ghoriah Khel at Shaikh Tapur. 
The most important events related by the chroniclers during that 
time are (i) the defeat of the Dilazaks by the Khakhays in the north 
about I 51 j, (ii) the occupation of Swat by the Khakhays, a little 
earlier, say 1 JI 5, (ill) Shaikh Mali's distribution, say I no, (iv) the 
defeat of the Dilazaks by the Ghoriah Khel in the south about 
I 53 5, (v) the defeat of the Ghoriah Khel by the Khakhays about 
IjSo. The core of the period falls in the few years I5I5 to 1535· 

During that time Babur passed through this region four times; in 
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1519 he made along stay in Swat, married Bibi Mubarikah Yusuf
zai, and passed through the Samah, which he remembers so well 
that he writes us a sort of guidebook on its beauty spots. He was 
also well acquainted with Peshawar and its environment. But 
there is very little in all that he says to support the stories of mass 
movements like those under Moses and Joshua, or destruction 
and expulsion of whole tribes. Qearly we must accept the story 
with reservations. It is hatd to believe that all the tribes Babur 
mentions by name, most of them even then on their present 
ground, were only just in process of becoming established where 
he found them at the time that he passed through. 

There is one passage of Babur's, already quoted, which can be 
used as confirmatory of these alleged tribal movements. This is 
when he speaks of Bajaur, Swat, Hashtnagar and Peshawar as 
having been once part of the Kabul dominion but now occupied 
by Mghan tribes and no longer the seat of any government. But 
surely we should read that passage not as suggesting that the 
tribes had only just moved to these regions, but as confirmatory 
of what is a well-known historical fact, namely that at the end of 
the fifteenth century the Timurid Empire was breaking up and no 
longer controlled the more powerful and less accessible tribal 
units. 

A further speculation may arise from a comparison of Babur's 
Memoirs with the tribal chronicle. Babur we know, was much 
concerned both with Kandahar city and with the Yusufzais, from 
whom he took a bride. What did he think of the Yusufzai claim 
to have come from Kandahar? We might even ask whether he 
ever heard that Kandahar was once the name of the Peshawar 
Valley, and was driven to reflect on the strangeness of the coinci
dence. On this there is no word; perhaps Bibi Mubarikah was not 
interested in tribal origins. But the argpmenfllm ex Ji/mtio is not 
conclusive, and we must refrain from pressing the record too far. 

Even those who accept these traditions at their face value are 
constrained to admit that the Dilazaks, whom the Yusufzais, 
Khalils and Mohmands affect to have driven out root and branch, 
were an Mghan tribe, though admittedly not of the Sarbanri line. 
They appear, as we know, as Karlanris, brothers of the Afridis, 
Oralaais, K.hataks, Wazirs and so on. For the kind of reason 
already advanced I am no more convinced that a complete shift 
of population took place in Peshawar in Babur's time than by the 
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story of the utter defeat of the Ghoriahs by the Khakhays at Shaikh 
Tapur. Neither idea holds water. 

When we get down a few years later-to the time of Akbar to 
be exact-we suddenly discover a new tribe upon the scene, a 
tribe important enough for its chief to be employed by the em
peror as guardian of the imperial route &om the Indus crossing at 
Attock nearly up to Peshawar, a tribe moreover which stretched 
south as far as Bannu and was shortly to capture some of the 
sacrosanct lands of the renowned Yusufzais. Move on yet another 
few decades, and this unheard-of tribe produces the most famous 
poet-warrior in the whole of Pathan history. The tribe is the 
Khataks, and the poet is Khushhal Khan. The Khataks, we ate 
asked to believe, also came from somewhere else; indeed there ate 
traditions to the effect that they once held Bannu and the Tochi. 
But they are pretty finnly fixed round Akora by Akbar's time, and 
a tribe which covers 150 miles of territory &om north to south 
does not spring from nowhere in the night. We are reminded of 
Darius' satrapy of the Thatagush. 

If the Khalils and Mohmands really drove the Dilazaks right 
across the Indus, why then did they not occupy the country as far 
as Attock? It is far more likely that the Khataks are the people 
whom in this context the chronicles like to call Dilazaks. Like the 
Dilazaks they too are Karlanris, like them they too fought with 
the Yusnfzais; indeed the Yusufzai-Khatak wars went on right up 
to Khushhal Khan's time (1613-89); his father, his granclfa.ther 
and his great-grandf.ather Akomy were killed in those wars. I sug
gest that the chroniclers' account of Khalthay and Ghoriah wars 
against the Dilazaks is only a traditional and half-mythical version 
of tribal disagreements of the same importance and validity as the 
later Khatak-Yusufzai records have to show. 

There is one more interesting rdl.ection. About ten miles south
east of Peshawar, and between the Mohmand tappa and the coun
try of the Khataks, are those thtee large villages, known as Upper, 
Middle and Nether Urmar, whose inhabitants, though they have 
forgotten their Urmari and now speak only Pakhtu, represent 
perhaps a patent stock.u As we know, their ancestor is dragged 
into the genealogies under something like a bar sinister, and fig
ures as an adopted Sarbaru:i who in his turn adopted a foundling 
as the progenitor of all the Karlanris. Their very presence indi
cates the hopelessness of predicating any purity of stock for 
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any of the tribes in this boiling cauldron, the Peshawar Valley. 
That history has seen an infinite permutation and combination 

of stocks in this region we may be very sure. And that tribal 
movements have taken place is equally certain; after all, the no
madic idea is still alive among many Pathan tribes, and conqueror 
after conqueror with his armies has passed this way. But that the 
tribes, as we know them today, can ever have been picked up 
nearly like chessmen from Kandahar, or Ghazni, or Kabul, and as 
nearly deposited where they now are by some master of the game, 
this in the conditions of this Frontier I am not prepared to believe. 
Rather are they like the waters of the sea; the storm-waves pass 
and disturb the surface, bringing fiotsam and jetsam with the 
wind and sending the froth flying; the water, the essential element, 
mixes and turns around, but in itself remains the same. 



CHAPTER XIII 

ORTHODOX AND HERETIC 

The story of the tribal settlement of the Peshawar plain 
however high-lighted, at least makes it clear that down to 
Babur's time the Timurids had been quite unable to 

organize any State in this region, eV'en in the valleys or on the maio 
lines of communication. Babur's own memoirs confirm this deduc
tion. He spent much time upon theFrontierendeavouring to secure 
a firm base for further operations into India, but he passed up and 
down the country, a raider on the gtand scale .rather like Alexander, 
and there is no suggestion that he fixed any firm administ.tation upon 
the land. He found it expedient to negotiate with the more power
ful tribes by means of alliances, matrimonial and other, but he was 

constantly diverted, as in the case of the Bangash, from effecting 
any real conquest of the people with whom he was dealing. 'I never 
found leisure to apply myself to the settlement of that district-' is 
his excuse. He impressed the Pathans su.fliciently to be able to take 
with him contingents to fight in his cause down in India, but very 
little more. And when he reached the throne of his ambition in 
x p6, he was gtanted only four more years of life, and those were 
spent elsewhere than in Peshawar, Kohat or Bannu. 

As we have noted, with Babur's death in 1' 30 his new kingdom 
was in elfect divided between his sons, Humayun taking India, 
and his younger brother, Kam.tan, becoming lord of Kabul, Kan
dahar, Gh.azni and the dependencies of those places as far as the 
Indus. Kam.tan, nominally his brother's vassal, proved his worst 
enemy. Far from doing anything to strengthen or consolidate the 
newly imposed Mughal rule, he used what influence he had with 
the Frontier tribes to render the position along the Indus uneasy, 
and indeed encroached into the Panjab itself. For his part Huma
yun sat on a troubled throne; the many Ghalji and Pathan soldiers 
of fortune left over from the days of the Lodi dynasty knew India 
far better than the usurping Mughal (as he then seemed) and 
waited for the mao and the hour. 

19� 
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We have seen the man come in the person of the renowned Sher 
Shah, himself of Lodi descent, brave as Humayun but far-seeing 
where the other was shiftless. By IH9 Humayun had been 
defeated by his far abler rival and was in flight to Persia by way of 
Sind. His brother Kamran turned against him, denying him the 
roads to Kabul and Gbazoi and even keeping him out of the Pan
jab. It was not until 1 54 5 that Humayun with Persian help suc
ceeded after many wanderings in winning back Kandahar and 
Kabul from his brother. Kamran had sought to support his cause 
largely on Ghoriah Khdlevies, Khalils and Mohmands, whom he 
had helped to take their lands around Peshawar. As late as I 5 51 
he was still in the fi.dd. In that year the Khalils and Mohmands 
under his orders staged a fierce night attack on Humayun's camp 
in Ningrahar, a swordsman's battle like the Mahsud swoop on 
Wana in 1894.1 The tribesmen penetrated into the camp, killed 
Humayun's other brother Hindal, slitting open his head from ear 
to ear, and were only beaten off by the steadiness of the Emperor 
himself who rushed from his tent and rallied his troops by taking 
up a position on horseback in the middle of the camp. Mter this 
engagement Kamran found himself unable to continue longer 
with his Mghan friends west of the Indus, and took refuge with 
Islam Shah, Sher Shah's son, at Lahore. Islam had succeeded to 
the Delhi throne in 1545, and Kamran, who had weakly sur
rendered the Panjab to Sher Shah without a struggle, hoped at 
least for sanctuary. But not meeting with the reception he ex
pected, he made his escape and after more adventures took shelter 
with a chieftain of the north Panjab named Adam Khao. This 
chief, whose country had twice recently been ravaged by the Surs 
-the immense fortress of Rohtas had just been completed to 
hold the northern road and dominate those parts - was ready 
enough to betray his guest to Humayun in order to win the sup
port of the rival dynasty. 

At this time Humayun, having won the Kabul base from his 
brother, was busy, like Babur before him, in securing his com
munications through tribal territory with a view to an advance on 
India to recapture his throne. Uncertain of his capacity to deal 
with the Peshawar tribes, he first advanced by the Kurram
Bangash route, and it was after some difficult fighting near Darsa
mand that a message reached him from Adam Khan that Kamran 
was in his power and would be delivered up if the Badshah would 
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come .into his territory. Humayun accordingly crossed the Indus 
and proceeded to the tryst. Kamran was suuendered and blinded. 
He was allowed to go to Mecca where, three years later, he died. 

Vincent Smith• gives the ghastly details of this event, so illustra
tive of the manners of the time, a queer mixtlue of cruelty, com
passion, endurance and shame, and I will not repeat it here. The 
blinding of rivals was a barbaric custom common to many rulers 
of Turkish descent, unwilling to take life in cold blood but deter
mined to brook no rivalry, more particularly from sons of theix 
father by another mother. Some of the Safawis, Nadir Shah, and 
the Qajars, all of them Turks though rulers of Persia, made a 
practice of it. Shah Mahmud, the Saddozai Mghan, leamed this 
horror when taking refuge in Bukhara and enjoyed the inllicting 
of it. Shah Zaman, his brother, was guilty of it to another brother 
he seized at Leiah .in the Pa.njab, and as a penalty suffered the loss 
of his own eyes. But the inlliction of deliberate torture for its own 
sake, or as a method of administration, has never been a Pathan 
failing; with them a smouldering resentment has had issue in a 
more manly, less feline, violence. 

Kamran removed, and the Sur power having broken up .in con
tentions after Islam Shah's death in I 5 54. Humayun went on to 
capture Delhi, to hold his throne for six months only, and, incon
sequent as ever, .in January 15 56 to trip down his library staircase 
to his death. He was never an effective King, and like Babur his 
connection with the Frontier was limited to making passage 
through it. After the capture of Kamran in I 55� be did attempt to 
do something to control Peshawar and the Khaibar route, for he 
put the fort at Bagram (Peshawar) .in repair, leaving a Kazak 
general, Sikandar, .in command with a strong force intended to 
overawe the tribes. But no sooner had the Badshab left than Khan 
Kajju -it was still .in his time-invested Bagram with a strong 
force and only drew off because be could not take it without 
artillery. 

The point of substance is that during the twenty-live years that 
elapsed from the death of Babur to that of Humayun the whole of 
the trans-Indus area, .including the Peshawar Valley and the pla.ins 
as well as the bill tracts, was beyond Mughal controL Kamr:an, 
who bad held Kabul, was only interested .in enlisting the help of 
tribal levies .in aid of his own schemes and to contest the throne 
against his brother. His authority .in Peshawar was limited to what 
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the Khalils and Mohmands would allow him, and extended uncer
tainly only to the city and along the main lines of communication 
south of the Landai River. Even this was disputed by the Yusuf
zais under their great chief Kajju. Humayun himself did not pass 
this way until I 5 5  2, had found the Ban gash route disordered, and 
had only been able to save Bagrarn (Peshawar) from tribal attack 
in the nick of time. The Kingdom of the Sur Shahs at Delhi 
touched the Indus only east of Bannu, where they succeeded after 
much trouble in extending their rule over the Niazis in what is 
now Isakhel. Further north their limit was at the Margalla Pass, 
just west of Rawalpindi. The Sur frontier fortress was at Rohtas, 
and it was with Panjabi tribes, and not with Pathans, that they 
contended. All semblance of authority over Bannu and the Dera
jat had lapsed, and no ruler had attempted to possess himself of 
Tirab or Waziristan; Sw:�:t, Dir and Bajaur remained unpenetrated 
since Babur's time. The investment of Peshawar itself as soon as 
the Emperor's back was turned, is proof of the pre<:a.rious char
acter of the imperial rule. If more evidence were needed, it is 
supplied by the settlement of Shaikh Mali, conducted under 
tribal auspices and just at this time. There was in fact no Mugbal 
Empire in the Parhan plains or bills in the days of Babur, Kamran 
or Humayun; the most these rulers did was to secure difficult pas
sage, and for a consideration to win tribal contingents to aid them 
in their dynastic wars. Sher Shah, himself a Gbalji, failed to 
advance so far. 

Such was the position when in Is 56 Akbar, the greatest of all 
monarchs who have ruled in India or on the periphery since 
Asoka, succeeded to power at the age of fourteen. It is incredible, 
but it is true, that Humayun with all the experience of his wars 
with Kamran, imposed by special testament on his son Akbar 
exactly the same disability as that from which be had himself 
suffered. For be arranged that Kabul should be under the govern
ment of his younger son by another wife, Mirza Hakim, Akbar's 
half-brother. At the time of Humayun's death Hakim was barely 
three years. old. It can only be supposed that, with Akbar himself 
also a youth, the father did not look ahead and, feckless as ever, 
thought of both as in the nursery. It remained true that the Kabul 
province, which included all the country down to the Indus, was 
officially regarded not as independent but subordinate to the Em
peror at Delhi. But the pattern was exactly that which had already 
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led to civil war, and inevitably it ended in civil war again. In fact 
Akbar did not succeed to, or rule over, any territories west of the 
Indus until 1581, and not absolutely until his brother Hakim's 
death in x 5 85. 

In the beginning a child of three, whatever his inheritance, did 
not count, and Munim Khan, one of Humayun's great nobles who 
had been Akbar's guardian, remained in administrative charge of 
the trans-Indus provinces. Four years later (1 56o), when the great 
protector, Bairam Khan, fell before the intrigues of a monstrous 
regiment of unscrupulous women, Munim Khan was summoned 
from Kabul to succeed him and became Khan-i-Khanan at Delhi 
in Bairam's place. The actual power in Kabul then devolved upon 
Mirza Hakim's maternal uncle, Faridun. The pattcm is in exact 
accord with the tradition of dynastic tapestry in Asia. A King 
dies, leaving two sons by different w:iyes. The mother of the 
younger, probably herself the younger and favourite queen, works 
every oracle she knows to place her own son before his elder half
brother, and in so attempting turns naturally to her own relatives 
to execute her schemes. In this way, during Hakim's minority, the 
real governors of Kabul and its dependencies were his mother 
and his mother's brother, Faridun. 

The position on the Frontier in I 5 56 was extremely disordered. 
Kamran was dead, and Humayun had had no time to restore order. 
A state of tribal anarchy prevailed. Nor were things greatly im
proved during the second period of twenty-five years from I 55 6 
to I581 when Hakim, at first acting through Faridun, and later 
under his own authority, held the fief of Kabul. In the Peshawar 
Valley neither Faridun nor Hakim himself was able to extend 
authority north of the Landai River into Yusufza.i country. Over 
the Doaba and Hashtnagar they exercised nominal sovereignty, 
but even close to Peshawar itself government was weak and 
depended on the number of troops from time to time available 
to enforce it. During the earlier years Akbar does not seem to 
have been disturbed; he was too busy consolidating his position 
and extending his power over the fat provinces of India to tum 
attention to the Frontier, and he was content to leave his half
brother's mentors to face their own problems with an intractable 
people. But when Hakim reached man's estate, there came a 
change, brought about in part by the Emperor's own policies 
more particularly in religious matters, and in part by the inevit-
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able development of his younger brother's ambitions, but most 
decisively of all, by a third factor, little discussed, the new wind 
which began to blow upon the Frontier. The storm blew up before 
Hakim decided to put his fortunes to the touch, and, not surpris
ingly, had to do with religion. 

In the time of Mirza Kamran and of Mirza Hakim after him 
there arose two religious leaders upon the Frontier, the one 
strictly orthodox in the straight Hanafi Sunni way, and the other 
violently heretical. The first is Sayyid Ali Shah of Tarmez, still 
known to countless pilgrims as Pir Baba, and the second is Baya
zid (or Bazid) Ansari, the founder of the Roshaniyya movement, 
who called himself Pir-i-Roshan, the apostle of light, and was by 
his enemies parodied bitterly as Pir-i-Tarik, the apostle of dark
ness. The orthodox still refer to his followers as Tarikis . • 

The origin of the Pir Baba is as follows. One Qambar Ali of 
Tarmez on the Amu Darya (Oxus) came into India with his wife 
and son, Ali, in the service of the Emperors Babur and Humayun. 
The son, Ali, became a tali b-ut-'ilm, or searcher after the truth, and 
when his parents left India and took the Sind route to Persia in 
company with their deposed master in 1540, he stayed behind at 
Gujrat in the Panjab and was later induced by two Gigiani mullas 
to move to the Doaba, close to Peshawar, to combat the spread of 
heresy in those parts. After some time among the Pathans he 
became homesick and desired to return to Tarmez in the Uzbek 
country to the home of Sayyid Ahmad, his grandfather, who had 
brought him up and was the cause of his adopting the priesthood. 
The Gigianis admired him and were loath to let him go, so a malik 
named Daulat gave him his sister, Mariam, to wife and induced 
him to remain for a time. Later the old longings returned, so, 
leaving wife and family behind, he started for Tarmez. When 
he got there he found his grandfather and father were dead, but 
his mother had reached home by way of Persia and was still alive. 
She was the sort of woman who would allow no nonsense, and, 
finding her son had a wife and family, told him it was his duty to 
return. He did so. But he felt the call to live in a more secluded 
place than the busy Doaba, with its caravans passing and repas
sing by the Gandab route, and such a place he found near a place 
called Pacha in the recesses of Buner. There he settled and was 
buried. He has left a name still deeply venerated, and over his 
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tomb stands what remains to this day the most hallowed shrine in 
all the Frontier country. Pilgrims of all sorts visit it; thirty years 
ago, in Mardan, perhaps the most usual opening to a recital of 
evidence in court was in the phrase- 'When I was on my way to 
(or from) a pilgrimage to Pit Baba Ziarat . . .  .' 

The shrine is beside a clear running stream beneath the great 
range that parts Buner from Swat, ten miles further east than the 
Karakar Pass.1 Another pass, just north of the shrine, takes 
the traveller direct to Saidu.1 The setting is secluded and lovely; the 
twin peaks of Dosirta and Dam rise to east and west behind the 
village, majestic sentinels with forest-crowned spurs that close 
the valley to the north. There is a legend that the Buner tribes once 
fought on the issue of which mountain was the higher, and the 
argument still runs to and fro. • The old shrine is a somewhat 
ramshackle structure of carved wood, containing the tombs of the 
Pit and a close disciple; some there are who still dispute, as over 
the mountains, as to which tomb is which. Beside the shrine the 
faithful of this day have constructed a new mosque and minars, 
all plastered and garnished, but not in keeping with the place. 
They would have done better to build in stone and carved rafter, 
as the old craftsmen of this country can still do. On the path to the 
shrine sit the crippled, the blind, the lepers, as they sat hopefully 
before the pool of Siloam. The village nearby is one of the only 
places in West Pakistan where Hindus, even Sikhs, may still ply 
their trade - a tribute to the tolerance shown where there exists 
a real feeling of holiness. This grourid is holy ground, and 
unmistakable. 

One ofPir Baba's earliest disciples was the Akhund Darwezah, 
himself a Tajik from Ningrahar, who has become famous as the 
first extant writer in Pakhtu and the exponent of orthodoxy in 
refutation of the Roshaniyya doctrines which made so great a 
noise among the Frontier tribes in the sixteenth and early seven
teenth centuries. But this Akhund's Maki;zan-i-Afghani is in the 
nature of a doctrinal diatribe, packed with odium theo/o!}alm
such as that of the parody Pit-i-Tarik, which Darwezahinvented
and it must remain a matter of doubt whether the word so written 
would have prevailed against the heretics, unless the arguments 
used had been supported for political reasons by the arms of that 
arch-heretic, the Emperor Akbar himself. There is indeed, a 
marked contrast between the toleration which orthodox Islam so 
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often shows to other faiths, and the anger and impatience aroused 
by any form of sectarianism within the fold. The sectary, as with 
other faiths, is worse than the unbeliever; he is the real ""'14id, the 
man to whom the light has been revealed and who should know 
better than to tum away. 

Many of the direct descendants of Pir Baba have wielded great 
influence among the Yusufzais and other tribes in the north of the 
Pathan belt. The family is universally recognized as a line of true 
Sayyids, which the Akhund Darwezah, a disciple only and a 
Tajik, was not. Three centuries later, in the person of Sayyid 
Akbar Shah, we shall see them taking a great part in supplying 
the rallying-point for opposition to the Sikhs, and later to the 
British. And there are still among these Sayyids men who are 
esteemed. 

Bayazid (contracted to Bazid) Ansari, the founder of the Rosha
niyya sect or 'Illuminati', was born in 152.5 at Jullundur in the 
Panjab of parents whose home was at Kaniguram, that once 
mysterious town situated in the heart of Mahsud Waziristan, in 
the upper Baddar Valley at an elevation of nearly 7,ooo feet. His 
father's name was Abdullah. Shortly after his birth his parents 
returned to Kanigurarn, where he was brought up. Kaniguram, 
as we know, is the one place left where a considerable Urmar 
population is still to be found among the Mahsuds, speaking the 
Urmari language. The Ansar were originally the people of Medina, 
the friends and companions of the Prophet, who took his side 
when he was compelled to fly from Mecca, and families who take 
the name Ansari do so because they set up a claim to be shaikhs 
descended from the original Arab Ansar. It is parallel with the 
title Sayyid taken by families who claim actual descent from the 
Prophet through his daughter's union with Ali. This claim to true 
Ansari descent was made by Bazid himself, and has been main
tained by others. In fact, I think, though for obvious reasons the 
Urmars deny it, there is very little doubt that Bazid was an Urmar. 

Raverty, who is apt to find an exact fact in every tradition of 
this kind, says Bazid's father, Abdullah, was an Ansari, but in the 
same breath admits he was a Tajik and that he lived among the 
Urmars, and, what is more, that he had formerly lived among 
those other Urmars resident in the Logar Valley. The designation 
Tajile in that country very often means little more than that the 
individual so called is no Pathan, and if Abdullah was not an 
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Urmar, why did he live among Umw:s at more than one place? 
Much remains for investigation in this matter of Urmar origins, 
but it is likely that further study will indicate that the many 
families among the Urmars in Kaniguram still calling themselves 
Sayyid or Ansari are only Umw:s of higher self-esteem, adopting 
those titles just as a Pathan will take the title /(})an. The designa
tion An.rari is just the cognomen to enhance the credit and assur
ance of the rising propounder of a new sect within the ranks of 
Islam. If Bazid and his father were not Umw:s by race, they had 
at least lived, moved and had their being among that people, and 
in the very places where Umw:s are still to be found. Bazid was 
most certainly an Urmar by background if not by descent. I think 
it probable he called himself An.rari merely to increase his own 
religious value and appeal. 

Bazid, and his descendants for two generations, were men of 
genius, and must have carried a great emotional and personal 
appeal. They were able to assemble armies and to enter on regular 
contests with the government, and Bazid himself embodied his 
doctrines in considerable works of which the best known were 
the K.hair-111-Bayan and the KJJurpan. These once enjoyed a wide 
vogue but, being heretical, were later banned by orthodox decree. 
I have heard hints that copies are still hidden away, but since they 
are regarded in many quarters almost as obscene literature, they 
have been placed upon an Islamic Index and are extremely difli
cult to come by. Bazid's doctrines were largely personal to himself, 
but are said to be largely based on a pantheistic Sufism, to which 
he added a belief in the transmigration of souls, engrafting there
on various eclectic and syncretic features, of which the most 
notable, according to the critics, was that the complete manifesta
tion of the Godhead was to be seen in the persons of holy men, 
more particularly in his own. There was also a welcome licence to 
his partisans to destroy those not in possession of the new know
ledge and to seize their property, a great encouragement to hls 
potential supporters among the tribes. 

Raverty and the Ency&loptdia of Islam are agreed in stating that 
Bazid's doctrines were founded on a version of the Ismaili heresy, 
which he had imbibed in Jullundur during his youth from the 
notorious Mull.a Snlaiman who lived there. (An alternative ver
sion is that Bazid met Sulaiman on a visit to Samarqand, whither 
he had gone on a trading venture to buy horses.) The Ismaili sect. 
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duced political reasons for covering up these m•tters, still 
operative to some t':Xknt today. Discounting these factors, I 2m 
inclined to hold with Raveny that the Roshaniyya movement lwi 
something to do with the beginnings of Shia sectarillnism on the 
borders of Tirah. But whether or not the original inspiration was 

connected with the Kharijite or the Ismaili heresies, there is no 
communion today between the Shia beliefs professed in this 
region and either of these sects. Lastly, even if the suppressed 
Roshanis took cover as Shias in Mughal times, their descendants, 
forgetting their doctrinal origin, have tended more and more 
actwilly to merge with the general Shia confession. 

Bazid's new doctrines were not looked on kindly by his father 
Abdullah. The two quarrelled violendy, and C21Jle actually to 
blows. Bazid received a serious wound, and went olf to live as a 
hermit in a cave in a clilf above Kaniguram. Suffering the usual 
loss of face of the prophet in his own country, he B.ed to the 
Mohmands in Nin.gtahar, and thence to the Khalils and Muham
madzais, 2m.ong whom he made many converts in and around 
Peshawar and Hashtnagar. To begin with, his gospel was accepted 
by W:ge groups among the Yusu&ais also, but here he soon met 
with strong opposition from the followers of the Pir Baba in 
Buner, whose champion Akhund Darwezah entered the lists in 
defence of orthodoxy. Bazid then transferred his headquarters to 
Tirah, where Africlis, Orakzais, Kbalils, Mohmands and Bangash 
flocked to his standard- for it lwi now become a batde-stand
ard, and he was preparing to light. In Titah he conceived the 
idea of mobilizing the tribes to overthrow Akbar's empire, and 
actually issued drafts on the treasury of Hakim, the feudatory in 
Kabul. He was arrested by Faridun and tried in Kabul for heresy, 
but acquitted nominally for a consideration, really because the 
Kabul government feared his tribal supporters. Successful in 
many skirmishes, he was finally brought to batde by the Mughal 
general Muhsin Khan, and defeated with great slaughter at a place 
called Baro in Ningrahat. The date of his death is usually quoted 
as xsBh but for reasons which will appear it must have been 
earlier. 

· 

Bazid the Roshani left a great n2m.e, and, although the tribal 
tide had begun to go against him in Yusufza.i territory, his sons 
and grandsons were able to mobi!i.ze strong tribal support in the 
hills and to maintain fot years a spirit of independence which 

p 
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defeated all the efforts of Akbar and Jahangir to control it. It is 
not too much to say, with Vincent Smith, that the sectarian fer
vour then aroused, though in its religious aspect destined to die 
down, was a main cause in preserving that vigorous tribal spirit 
which enabled the clans to maintain an autonomy to a great 
extent still enjoyed. 



CHAPTER XIV 

AKBAR AND THE TRIBES 

In 1947 I was crossing the Katakat Pass between. Swat and 
Buner,1 in company with the Miangul Gulshahzada Abdul 
Wadud, then. the ruler of Swat State. The pass over which we 

were riding is a beautiful stretch of country leading up from 
Birkot, which we have seen. as the probable site of Alexander's 
Bazira. • On the northern or Swat side is a long pine-strewn glen., 
up which the road winds along a stream tumbling between ter
raced fields and patches of forest, dominated by the kindlier 
northern shoulders of the great peak of !lam to the left and east. 
At the summit breaks a sudden. view of an abrupt fall to the south 
in massive, rocky ledges, with the same Ilam, the sentinel guard
ing the pass, falling like a gigantic wave in clli£s that drop into the 
basin of Buner. It is the scene of the lirst stages of the defeat of 
Akbar's frontier armies by the Yusufzais of Swat and Buner in 
I �86 (H. 99�). 

I asked the Miangul if he could tell me anything of the battle 
and saw his eyes gleam. He knew the whole story, the very spurs 
down which the tribal ghazis charged, and the names of the 
leaders and sections engaged. He could reconstruct the tactics, 
and explain the reasons for victory and defeat. But, more than all 
this, one sentence sticks in the mind. 'Never in all history,' he 
said, 'not even in the time of Akbar or Aurangzeb, much less 
under the Durranis, were the Yusufzais of this country the sub
jects of any empire.' 

The claim can be made good. The people of Dir, Swat and 
Buner have never paid taxes to Delhi or KabuL They have never 
had to yield obedience to any foreign law or a.dministrative 
system. And the Miangul's words provoke another thought- a 
feeling of wonder that the deeds and words of the past should be 
so close to the minds of men today. The reason for this nearness 
is to be found in the fact that among these people events 
are handed on by word of mouth so that a man will speak of 

Z.Oj 
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things long past as though he had heard them from his father. 
It is worth while to examine the Mughal record to see on what 

this pride of autonomy is based. Partly, as we shall see, it arises 
from a long tradition of refusal to bow the knee, passed on from 
father to son. To some extent too it enshrines a memory of the 
defeat of Akbar's forces in Buner. But there is another memory 
that lives, the knowledge that the great emperor had forsaken 
orthodoxy and as a deviator was not entitled to claim the allegiance 
of the Yusu&ais. 

The Roshaniyya was not the only heresy of these times: Akbar 
himself tried to found a new religion, the conception which he 
entitled the Din Ilahi, the Divine Faith, a sort of political religion 
founded and formulated by himself. 

In the early stages for reasons of policy Akbar concealed his 
aversion to the religion of his fathers, and claimed a sort of papal 
authority in Islam. His deviations were preceded by an Infallibility 
Decree, issued in Is 79 and declaring the Emperor as the supreme 
arbiter in all causes, ecclesiastical and civil. By this instrument he 
had himself solemnly recognized as superior to any other inter
preter of Muslim law, all the eminent doctors being induced or 
compelled to set theil: seals to a pronouncement which must have 
been abhorrent to their souls. Subsequently the Emperor went 
further than this, and forbade the use of the name of the Prophet 
in the public prayers.8 Akbar was not only a heretic; he had 
gone far to reject Islam. 

All this led to smouldering anger in high places, breaking out 
in a serious revolt in I s  So in Bihar and Bengal. In the course of 
that year the rebels began to aim at more than a local insurrection. 
They sought for an orthodox sovereign, and plotted to replace 
the impious Akbar by his half-brother, Hakim. The rebels were at 
a disadvantage for, as in present-day Pakistan, Bengal was separ
ated from the territories of Hakim by hundreds of miles of 
country under Akbar's effective control. But they planned a vigor
ous offensive in force from Kabul and the seduction of high 
officials in the capital. Vincent Smith' writes: 'They were not 
troubled by the thought that the man whom they desired to sub
stitute for their gifted monarch was a drunken sot, cowardly and 
irresolute, incapable of governing the empire acquired and con
solidated by the genius of Akbar. It sufficed for them to know 
that Muhammad Hakim was reputed to be sound in doctrine.' 
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In the winter of I j8o-8 I Hakim made two incursions into the 
Panjab, the second under his personal command. At this time he 
was aged about twenty-seven years and the man behind his 
actions was still his mother's brother, Faridun, who told him he 
had only to abstain from pillage and the whole country would 
rise in his favour. Hakim made overtures to the commander at 
Rohtas; finding these indignantly rejected, he went on to Lahore 
and camped in a garden outside the city, hoping that the gates 
would be opened to him. But the governor was Akbar's great 
general, the Kachhwaha Rajput Man Singh, and he was faithful, 
as always, to his charge. The Panjab did not rise as Faridun had 
expected, and, hearing Akbar was moving against him, Hakim 
made olf in indecent haste. 

The rebels in Bengal were enjoying considerable success, and 
despite Hakim's discomfiture, the position was critical for the 
Emperor. But Akbar, with his master-mind, knew the real danger 
lay in the north-west. He had resisted his advisers' entreaties to 
proceed in person to scotch the rebels in the south-east, divining 
that a successful invasion from Kabul would threaten, and per
haps take, Delhi and Agra with their treasure, and so at one blow 
destroy the empire he had built up. But if that invasion should 
fail. he could deal at leisure with the rising in the east. Hakim had 
now given him his cue and he acted promptly. Akbar's judgment 
on that occasion is not without its bearing on the strategic posi
tion in which the Pakistan of our day now stands. In Febroary 
I j 8 I he marched from Fatehpur-Sikri, his new capital, on his 
Kabul campaign. 

On reaching Sirhind he heard Hakim had withdrawn, and 
moved on, avoiding Lahore, to reach the Indus in early June 
Ij8I, where he gave orders for the construction of the famous 
fort which stands at Attock. This work Akbar entrusted to his 
Brahmin favourite Raja Birbal. True to character, and by his per
sonal express command, Akbar was accompanied on this journey 
by the Jesuit Monserrate, with whom he enjoyed the evening 
diversion of discussions on comparative religion. Monserrate has 
left a Latin diary, more detailed than any of the Muslim chronicles, 
and with claims to be considered the primary authority for these 
events. By the time the army reached the Indus the great summer 
heats of those parts had set in and the normal B.oods rendered the 
construction of a bridge impracticable. The army was delayed for 
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fifty clays at the most unpleasant time of year- in June and July 
the gorge at Attock is a furnace - and troops and even generals 
beame mutinous, urging that Hakim had gone, the object of the 
campaign was achieved, and Akbar must return. More stalwart 
than Alexander at the Beas nineteen centuries before, Akbar 
refused to listen even to his Jesuit friend who, as a priest and man 
of peace, advised him not to press his quarrel with his brother to 
extremity. He smiled, amused his leisure with hunting uriaJ in the 
hills nearby, and spent the night discussing with Monserrate 
theological problems after his own heart. The army was feni.ed 
across in boats, and Man Singh was despatched in advance to 
occupy Peshawar, which was found on arrival to have been burnt 
by Hakim before he evacuated it. Moving up himself, but leaving 
a strong detachment to get on with the building at Attock, Akbar 
then sent Man Singh with his own son Murad to take the Khaibar 
route to Kabul. 

It was on this occasion that Akbar's chief engineer, Qasim 
Khan, first built a road through the Khaibar that was practicable 
for vehicles. 'A road hard to negotiate even by horses and camels,' 
says Abu! Paz! in the Ain-i-AJ:bari, 'after Qasim Khan's improve
ments could be passed with ease by wheeled carriages.' Akbar 
was so pleased with the work that he made Qasim in due course 
GQvemor of the Kabul province. It was not till later that he was 
made to realize that the physical were the least of the difficulties 
on a route by which he and his successors could pass only by 
negotiation or force of arms. 

Faridun staged two attacks on Man Singh's troops close to 
Kabul, but was driven off after some close fighting. He and his 
nephew Hakim made off into the hills, and on 9th August, I� 8 I, 

Akbar entered his grandfather's capital. The season was advanced 
and, having demonstrated his power, he was determined to 
extricate his army before the winter. He therefore stayed only 
seven clays. The Muslim chroniclers describe him as forgiving 
Haldm and restoring the GQvernment to him. It is much more 
likely that Monserrate's version is correct. This is that Hakim 
feared to come in to make his submission, and that the Emperor 
made over Kabul to his sister Bakht-un-Nisa. When asked, he 
told her contemptuously that he had no wish to hear Hakim's 
name again. that he would take the province back again when he 
pleased, that he did not care whether his brother resided at Kabul 
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or not, and lasdy that, should he again misbehave, there would 
be no more clemency forthcoming. When Akbar left, it seems 
that the lady tacidy allowed the Mirza to resume government. 
Akbar's clemency seems due to his having taken his drunken 
brother's measure; Hakim died four years later from the effects 
of chtonic alcoholism and so enabled the Emperor quiedy to 
absorb Kabul with no more said. Akbar was no doubt convinced 
that his brother's constitution would not stand up long against 
such excesses. The contemptuous treatment dealt out to him 
would prevent his any more being used as the toOl of the orthodox, 
or as a rival claimant to the throne. 

After this successful demonstration of force Akbar returned 
majestically and without haste by the way he had come, reaching 
Fatehpur Sikri early in D«ember I 58 x and this time passing the 
Indus on a bridge of boats, the work of Qasim Khan. He noted 
the foundations of Attock Fort, well and truly laid, and while at 
Attock in a fit of magnanimity, due no doubt to a general sense of 
satisfaction, accorded his royal pardon to a youth who was 
brought into his presence as a dangerous schismatic and disturber 
of the peace. This youth was none other but Jalaluddin, known 
always to Pathans as Jalala, the fifth son ofBazid the Roshani or 
Tariki. The Roshanis, as we know, had at first made considerable 
headway among the Y usufzais, but that tribe had later turned 
against them, swayed to some extent by the orthodoxies of the 
Buner Sayyids, the followers of Pir Baba, but (on a deeper assess
ment) influenced by their constitutional inability to accept any 
authority for long, more particularly one that demanded from 
them any payment of tithes. Khan Kajju had died, leaving the 
tribe without any recognized head. Bazid's sons found themselves 
in Akbar's time in much the same predicament as was to befall 
Sayyid Ahmad of Bareli, three centuries later, threatened by 
jealous maliks determined to prevent any outsider from rising to 
pre-eminence and interested in preserving faction feeling within 
the tribe. Four of them, Shaikh Umar, Khairuddin, Nuruddin 
and Jalala came into con.fl.ict with an army of Indus Yusufzais, of 
the Akozai branch of the Isazais, under the command of Malik 
Hamza, and were overthrown in a battle at a village known as 
Bara, two miles north of Topi where the Indus issues from the 
hills. The two first fled over the river to Torbela, where they were 
put to death by the Utmanzai clan of Yusufzais; the third was 
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captured in Hashtnagar by Muharnmadzais and put to death like
wise. Jalala, still a boy, was badly wounded in the fight and tossed 
into the .river. But his time was not come, and be escaped and fell 
into the hands of another Yusufzai clan, who spared him on 
account of his beauty and tender age and brought him before 
Akbar. The chroniclers do not say so, but there can be little doubt 
that Akbar's decision to spare the boy was prompted by the refiev 
tion that Jalala and his sectarians stood for an eclectic creed pro
fessing many points in common with the Emperor's own beliefs. 
At any rate he ordered that he be set at liberty. It was an act of 
clemency which involved not only Akbar himself, but his son 
and grandson, in disturbances which lasted for another 6fty 
years. 

At the same time stern measures were taken against the rest. 
As related, three of Jalala's brothers met their deaths in battle, 
the women and children of the Ansaris were captured, among 
them Bazid's widow who was given to the embraces of a minstrel, 
and Bazid's coffin, which his sons carried about with them, was 
broken open, the bones burnt, and the ashes cast into the Indus. 
This event, taking place in I� 81, proves that Bazid himself must 
have died before xs8s, and indeed before Akbar's expedition to 
Kabul. One interesting point regarding that expedition is that it 
appears to have aroused no tribal opposition in the Khaibar or 
elsewhere, and, except for the meeting with Jalala, to have im
pinged in no serious degree on the aifairs of the Frontier tribes. 
As far as the Frontier itself is concerned, its sole lasting marks are 
Qasim's road through the Khaibar and the construction of the 
Attock Fort, completed by 15 86, by the time Akbar was once 
more to atrive on this stage. 

* * * * * * 

As had been "expected for some time, Hakim died of drink at 
the age of thirty-two in July 15 8 s, so finally freeing the Emperor 
of all anxiety concerning .rival claims to the throne and enabling 
him quietly to incorporate the north-western provinces in his 
dominions. So was brought to an end the uneasy situation where
by, first under Kamran and then under Hakim, the trans-Indus 
territories, though regarded in theory as a dependency of the 
crown of India, had in practice for 6fty-<>dd years been adminis
tered as an independent State. No question of formal annexation 
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arose, more particularly as the 1581 campaign had rendered the 
dependence of the north-west more of a reality than it had ever 
been in Muslim times. Nevertheless, Akbar determined once more 
to tread the road to the north, not so much because he was doubt
ful of his power to dominate Kabul, but for other and connected 
reasons. First he had long wished to annex Kashmir, then under an 
independent ruler, Sultan Yusuf Khan. Secondly - and this was 
to give him infinitely greater trouble- he desired to penetrate 
the tribal territory of the North-West Frontier and bring under his 
direct rule all the tribes of the Peshawar Valley and the surround
ing mountains, which had never admitted allegiance to Babur, 
Kamran or Mir.za Hakim, or indeed to any of the Muslim dynas
ties which had hitherto ruled whether at Delhi or Kabul. His local 
officers had told him that the backbone of tribal resistance was in 
the Mandant and Yusufzai country; that broken, it was thought 
that all the other tribes would fall easily into the imperial net. 

Akbar sent on Man Singh in advance to secure the position in 
Kabul. He himself moved with a large army to Rawalpindi, and 
thence to Attock, where he arrived in January 1586. By the time 
he arrived at Attock, where the Fort built under the superintend
ence of Raja Birbal was now nearing completion, he received the 
welcome news that Man Singh had succeeded in occupying Kabul 
without opposition and secured the surrender of Hakim's sons 
and, more important, of his tiresome uncle, Faridun. Faridun was 
detained for a while under surveillance and then sent to ¥ecca. 
a very usual sentence in those days. All seemed plain sailing. But 
the Emperor had reckoned without the tribes; he did not know 
how tough they were. He thought he could safely conduct opera
tions against them concurrently with an invasion of Kashmir, and . 
in fact he tried to do so. He succeeded in annexing Kashmir; he 
failed completely in his campaigns against the tribes, both against 
the Yusufzais, and against the Mridis with Mohmand and Khalil 
support in the Khaibar and Bazar Valleys. The resistance in the 
Khaibar was organized by &.Wd's son Jalala whom Akbar had 
�donedin 1581. 

It is at this point in history that we first hear of the Khataks. 
When Akbar arrived in Attock, one of the Pathan Maliks who 
presented himself was a certain Akomy, whom Man Singh and 
others mentioned to the Emperor as competent, if given encour
agement, to protect the road from Attock onwards towards Pesha-
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war. It was thought Akoray and his tribesmen would have an 
interest in warding oJf the continual forays of the powerful Yusuf
zais who made a habit of raiding caravans passing on the highway 
from Attock to the west. Akoray was summoned and agreed to 
this commission in return for a jagir of the country from a point 
a few miles south of where Attock bridge now stands as far as the 
modem cantonment of Nowshera. He received also the right to 
collect the tolls upon this road. Soon after this, to signalize his 
position and his fame, Akoray founded the small town of Akora, 
upon a bluff over the south bank of the Landai River, looking 
north at the low ranges of the Sar-i-maira which are the rampart 
of the Yusufzai Samah towards the south. 

Akoraywasthegreat-grandfatherofK.hushhalKhanKhatak.The 
records that have come down to us suggest that it was only at this 
time that his tribe came from the direction of Teri in the Kohat 
district (where Akoray himself had lands) to settle between Attock 
and Nowshera, a deduction no doubt made with the object of 
exphining why we hear of no Khataks before Akbar's time. The 
tribal chronicles, we know, speak only of Dilazaks in this region. 
But for reasons I have already advanced when discussing the 
developments of the early sixteenth century in the Peshawar Val
ley according to the tribal chronicles, it seems to me certain that, 
whatever Akoray's own origin, the Khataks as a tribe could have 
been no newcomers to this region when Akbar in 15 86 enlisted 
their services as guardians of the King's highway. This was not a 
service which could be performed by tribesmen lacking local 
knowledge and with an uncertain title to the territories they were 
called upon to guard. It is much more likely that they were a long
established tribe, suffering no doubt from Yusufzai, Khalil and 
Mohrnand aggression, and ready to accept an Emperor's commis
sion which would enable them to resist further encroachments. 

Soon after, Akbar found himself involved in a double-pronged 
tribal war. His first visitors when he reached Attock were a group 
of maliks in deputation from the Kbams, Mohmands and others
no doubt including Khataks, but for some reason they are not 
specified -with complaints against the Yusufzais and Mandant 
Yusufzais. This jirga told the Emperor that they were always 
being blamed for plundering and other actions which in truth 
were ascribable to Yusufzai raiding from across the river, and that, 
if he wished for peaceful conditions on the direct road to Kabul, 
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he should do what no ruler had done before and bring those 
marauders under his sway. The annexation of the Yusufzai and 
Mandant country was among Akbar's objectives, and he was 
ready enough to listen to their advice; indeed there .must be some 
suspicion that he had a.ua.oged for the jirga in order to give shape 
to his plans. He determined to despatch Zaia Khan, his best 
available general- Man Singh was busy in the direction of Kabul 
-with the object, as Abu! Fazl states in his h11, 'of making in
roads upon the Yusufzais and Mandaors, which people dwell in 
Swat and Bajaur, and a number in the Dasht.5 Swat and Bajaur', 
adds the commentator, with an eye to real motives, 'are delightful 
tracts of territory containing pleasant meads and gmssy slopes 
61Hng the heart with delight in their contemplation.' 

But before this campaign could go forward, Akbar found him
self involved in another, in the Khaibar. Bazid's son, Jalala the 
Tariki, though aged only fourteen at the time of his liberation by 
Akbar in tl8t, had lost no time in taking up the mantle of his 
father. He had escaped to Tirah, where he gathered a great follow
ing of Afridis, and won support also from many elements among 
the Khalils and Mob.mands. He actually assumed the tide of King 
of the Afghans nearly two centuries before any such potentate 
was due to appear in the history of those parts. Matters came to a 
head just at the time when Akbar decided to send Man Singh to 
Kabul to take over the administration after the death of Hakim. 
Even on his way up Man Singh found the route infested by the 
Tarikis, but they were not quite ready for him, and he succeeded 
in clearing it for the time. Once he was in Kabul they staged an 
attack on the citadel at Bagram (Peshawar) and killed the com
mandant, Sayyid Hamid, who had sallied out against them. It was 
clear that the time had come to take them seriously. Man Singh 
had been informed that the Afridis were the yeast of the disturb
ance but that they had many sympathizers in Khalil and Mohmand 
ranks around Peshawar. It was therefore arranged that he himself 
should march from Jalalabad towards Tirah while a second force 
deuched by the Emperor from Attock, should move up and join 
him in the Kha!.'bar, after securing the position in Peshawar. 

Man Singh fell sick at Peshbulak in Ningrahar and the opera
tions were delayed. The Mohmands and Khalils, after their success 
over Sayyid Hamid, showed great boldness and entered the 
Khaibar, where they threw up entrenchments and completely 
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closed the pass. Eventually, on his recovery, Man Singh, unable 
to force the main pass, entered Bazar, the next valley to the south, 
where he attacked the Afridis with some success. But it was only 
with great difficulty that he was able to force a passage through 
to Ali Masjid, Jalala and his Tarikis hanging obstinately on his 
flanks and rear. Man Singh was sw:rounded in camp at Ali Masjid 
and was only able to emerge on the Peshawar side of the Pass 
with the aid of the detachment from Attock and with heavy losses. 
Jalala's force dispersed as tribal forces always do, but very little 
had been done to establish the imperial communications on the 
K.baibar route or to scotch the rebels. The action of the Khalils 
and Mohmands in this lighting is an eloquent commentary on 
their sincerity in seeking Akbar's aid against the Yusufzais. Their 
real motive in so doing can hardly have been other than to divert 
the Emperor's attention from their own activities in support of 
the Tariki movement and tum it on a tribe which had always been 
their rival and had now, under Pir Baba's influence, forsaken the 
Tariki cause. 

Akbar's operations against the Yusufzais and Maodaors to the 
north were even more disastrous.6 As the last serious effort to 
subjugate the northern hills before 1895 the story is worth record
ing in some detail. It was not long before Zain Khan reported 
that, while he had been able to force an entry into Bajaur, he was 
powerless to proceed to the heart of the trouble in Swat until 
reinforcements reached him. These reinforcements must also 
harry and devastate the Maodanr settlements in the Samah to 
prevent their aiding their brethren in the hills. Akbar agreed, and 
despatched two forces, one under his Brahmin favourite, Raja 
Birbal (Birbar, or the very courageous),' and the other under 
another of his cronies, Hakim Abul Fateh. 8 Neither of these men 
had ever commanded an army in the field, and it does not say 
much for Akbar's judgment of the lighting value of the tribes that 
he should have thought two of his favourites good enough for 
operations against them. Birbal's sole military qualification was 
that he had been in nominal charge of the construction of Attock 
Fort, the Hakim's that he had been Governor of Bengal. Birbal 
was poet laureate, a scholar and a wit- the Muslim chronicles 
call him Akbar's 'proud and pampered Brahmin' - the Hakim 
was an eloquent poet too, and a heretic withal, by some supposed 
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to have been responsible for leading his master from the straight 
path of orthodoxy. Zain Khan, on the other hand, the son of 
Akbar's first nurse and his foster-brother, was a tough warrior, a 
brave man, and a good commander, of the almost illiterate type 
able enough to have risen from the ranks.9 It is hard to think of 
three men so ill-assorted as were these. 

At first Birbal's force failed even to make passage into the hills 
at any point. The Emperor then commanded his force to join that 
of Hakim Abu! Fateh and make a combined effort. Zain Khan, 
relieved by the operations of these reinforcements in the Samah, 
had by this time found himself able to advance into Swat by way 
of Talash and to consolidate a position at the Chakdarra ford, 
where the bridge now stands. From this centre he occupied the 
Malakand Pass, enabling the combined force of Birbal and Abu! 
Fateh to pass over into Swat. The whole army, with its three 
commanders, then assembled at Cbakdarra, where a stormy 
council of war was held. 

Birbal opened the ball by refusing the indignity of attendance 
at Zain Khan's quarters. He demanded that the council be held 
beneath the royal standard in the camp. Zain Khan swallowed his 
wrath and went to the Brahmin's tent, where Abu! Fateh joined 
them. The meeting started with recriminations between the two 
newcomers. After this had been smoothed over, Zain Khan got 
down to business. He proposed a force should remain at Chak
darra to form a reserve and hold the central point, while another 
force should move around, particularly in the direction of Buner 
where the tribes had their chief strongpoint, and attack whenever 
possible. His idea was that the fresh troops should perform the 
latter duty; he with his own, who bad endured much hard work, 
would hold Cbakdarra. But, if his colleagues preferred, let them 
stay in Cbakdarra; he would move towards the Karakar - the 
pass into Buner - and deal with 'the rebels' there. to 

But neither Birbal nor Abu! Fateh would consent. According 
to them the orders were to harry the country, not to hold it; they 
should therefore march in one body towards the seat of disturb
ance in Karakar, punish the refractory there, and then retum by 
that route to the Emperor's camp at Attock. Birbal added bitterly 
he did not know what would be the upshot of climbing moun
tWui in that horrible country. It was enough for him that the 
Karakar Jay south-east, towards Attock, and that seemed the less 
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circuitous way home. By the compass he was correct, but his 
topography was faulty. 

Zain Khan protested. They should not abandon a position 
acquired with much trouble. But if they were determined to do 
so, let them march back by the easy road over the Malakand, 
where they knew the ground and there was footing for troops. It 
was madness to entangle the whole army in the difficult defiles 
leading to Buner, without a base. But his protest went unheeded, 
and, knowing that without him they were helpless, he thought it 
a soldier's duty to give way. He must also have reflected that to 
be saddled with one of the Emperor's favourites was bad enough; 
but two! It may be Akbar had believed that the two favourites 
would quarrel and so cancel out and let the soldier have his way. 
But it did not work like that, and doom closed round the army. 

It is a dramatic scene. We can see the angry, arrogant Pandit, 
secure in his master's favour, subde in argument, browbeating 
the rough Muslim soldier; the elegant Persian doctor and poet 
standing by to score a pretty point, suggesting to Zain Khan that 
he and Birbal had seen Akbar only the other day and knew his 
mind; and, third of the party, the bluff, hardened soldier, ruffied, 
uncertain of his ground before these courtiers, yet knowing he 
could not alford to sacrifice them. He knew in his bones that a 
progress through mountains held by warlike tribes, without a 
base, was a form of tactics which would give the enemy just the 
opportunity they needed. The tribesmen would regard the whole 
march as a retreat and harass the army unmercifully. But he was 
alone against two, and no match for a Pandit's pride, a poet's 
subdeties. So he submitted with an ill grace, showing his manli
ness by insisting on remaining with the rearguard. The Brahmin, 
anxious to get out of the mountain maze, set himself in the van. 

On the second day out from Chakdarra, and after leaving 
Birkot, u the army ran into heavy tribal opposition in the northern 
approaches to the Karakar. A whole day was spent in clearing the 
passage to the summit. When the vanguard under Birbal reached 
it, instead of waiting for the main body and the reaz to close up, 
they hastened down the steep descent on the Buner side, so Zain 
Khan, after beating off determined attacks and kmiog four tribal 
leaders with his own matchlock, was constrained to follow suit. 
Great confusion ensued; the road down is very steep and almost 
impassable for elephants or heavy gear. A gallant Bhitanni, 
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ruuned Hasan Khan, led Zain Khan's bodyguard, and kept the 
Yusufzais at bay. The whole of the next night and day was spent 
in beating off incessant attacks, but at last the army won through 
to fiat gtound on the Buner side, near Tursak, where a. further 
council of wa.r was held. 

Zain Khan knew something of the country. With great diffi
culty and heavy losses the army hAd reached more open ground in 
the basin of Buner. Let them even now do what he hAd advised at 
Olakda.rra; they had water and provisions and were at the mo
ment uncommaoded from the hills; let them sit down, reorganize, 
entrench, and then, basing themselves on the camp, undertake 
further operations against the tribes. Tribesmen could not hold 
the field for long: this was the only possible tactic that would suc
ceed. He warned his colleagu�s that they were lucky to have got 
so far. The Ka.rappa u and Malandrai defiles in front of them were, 
if anything, more difficult and dangerous than the Ka.raka.r from 
which they had only emerged with fortune on their side. 

It was of no avail. The others would not listen. Birbal, fright
ened now, cared only to put himself once more in the van in the 
hope of being the first to reach the plains. The march was resumed, 
Zain Khan as before bringing up the rear. 

The Yusufzai opposition was gteater than before. On reaching 
the Ka.rappa crest just south of Dagga.r the troops imagined they 
had reached their goal, the Samah, only to meet with bitter dis
appointment. In front of them was yet another naaow dale; lea.d
ing to the right by difficult ways up to the Malandrai Pass. Every
thing fell into confusion, the van and main body pushed on in 
disorder; only in the reargua.rd, under Zain Khan, was there any 
semblance of ordered array. The tribesmen lined both crests 
parallel with the track to the summit, and poured in volleys of 
arrows and stones on the harassed crowd. As night came on, the 
ranks beame panic-stricken, and, the way unreconnoitred, were 
entangled in the mazes of the hills. In their anxiety to get forward 
many fell into pits or over precipices, and the route was blocked, 
elephants, horses and men mixed together in inextricable con
fusion and disarray. 

In the ro!lee which followed Birbal and 8,ooo men of Akbar's 
army lost their lives, including the gallant Bhitanni, Hasan Khan. 
The poet, Abu.l Fateh, cowering beneath a bush, was picked up by 
Zain Khan, who pushed slowly on with the only force that held 
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together. Mter heavy fighting he and Abul Fateh reached a point 
near the crest of the Malandrai. and bivouacked for the night. The 
Yusufzais, glutted with slaughter and spoil, drew off, and, three 
days later, Zain Khan with a sorry remnant reached Attock to 
report what had befallen. 

For two days Akbar would not admit Zain Khan or Abul 
Fateh to his presence; he charged them with failure to bring in the 
body ofBirbal to be burnt. On the third day news arrived that the 
Yusufzais and Mandanrs were advancing in strong force against 
Attock itself: and he had to receive them in order to make dis
positions for defence. Once more Zain Khan, with Akbar's son 
the Prince Murad, was sent forward to fight, and he succeeded in 
beating off the counter-stroke. In the plains the tribesmen were no 
match for the imperial army, even after its defeat. Thereafter the 
imperial effort was limited to a series of harrying expeditions in 
the Samah, and a scheme to dominate what is now the Mardan 
district by the construction of small forts at strategic points. One 
of these was sited at the large village of Garhi Kapura, some six 
miles east of Hoti-Mardan, another at a place called Langarkot 
now vanished but close to Toru, and a third at or near Ohind or 
Hund, the Indus ford. 

Akbar did not allow this resounding defeat to divert him from 
his purpose of subduing both the Yusufzais and the Tarikis under 
Jalala. Mutal!ab Khan was sent into the Bangash country in I� 87 
in an effort to take Tirah in £lank, and Zain Khan himself returned 
to the charge, and fought campaigns up and down Bajaur and 
Swat in the five years from 1 � 8 7 to I� 92., but without any real or 
lasting success. Again and again the Mughal historians speak of 
'severe chastisements' and 'conquests after desperate fighting'. 
'The upshot was,' says one, 'that, with God's help, the rebels were 
entirely overcome and compelled to B.y, and the country fell into 
the hands of the Mughal troops.' The Akhund Darwezah states 
that everywhere the tribesmen were being exterminated, and an
other chronicler mentions that the Yusufzais were dispersed after 
withstanding the Mughals for a period of twelve years. But all 
this is courtly hyperbole. Actually 'the rebels' were strong enough 
in 1 �93 to invest the Mughal commander in Peshawar itself, 
which was only relieved by a special effort on the part of Zain 
Khan. There is other, and even better, evidence as regards Swat, 
Buner and Bajaur, the hill tracts, showing that they never came 
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under imperial control. In his Ain-i-Akbari, Abu! Fazl includes 
these areas in the Sarkar of Swat under the Kabul Province. 
Throughout the Ain there are ruled columns for particulars 
respecting the names of places, people and number of men avail
able for service, and the amount of assessment. These, for the 
parts in question, are all blank. 'The fact is,' says Raverty, 'the 
Mughal rulers never obtained a permanent footing in these parts, 
notwithstanding the slaughter of. the people and the devastation 
of their lands. They were never in a position for obtaining the 
particulars for the said columns to be filled up, and no copy of the 
Ain-i-Akbari will be found complete in this respect.'la The Mug
hals were unable to hold an inch of ground in this difficult country 
without overwhelming forces, and even then their communica
tions were continually interrupted. 

The developments we have been recording all took place with
in the Peshawar Valley, or upon its mountain fringe. But it is of 
great interest to record at this point that Akbar's power had no 
more success in penetrating the more southerly Pathan districts. 
The plain of Bannu and the valleys of Daur and Isa Khel, like 
Swat, were a Sarkar of the Province of Kabul. In their case too 
the numbers of men they were required to furnish, and the 
revenue assessment imposed, fail to secure any mention in the 
Ain-i-Akbari. Little was known about them, and, again like Swat, 
they were in enjoyment of a de facto independence. 

Akbar failed even to catch Jalala. After three abortive expedi
tions a final one in q 9z is said to have resulted in the capture of 
14,000 Tarikis including Jalala's wives and children, but he him
self escaped. His end was very different, and did not come in 
battling with the Emperor's armies. In 1599 he tumed south and 
actually took Ghazni by a ruse and with the aid of some Loh.ani 
tribesmen from Bannu or the Derajat. The govemor, Sharif Khan, 
was driven out, and the Tariki raiders captured a large booty. In 
endeavouring to secure it by stealth Jalala and his party fell in 
with a strong body of HazatiS and the man whom all the King's 
soldiers had £ailed to suppress was killed by a stray shot. He was 
succeeded as Tariki leader by his nephew, Ihdad. 

After Akbar's time no serious endeavour was made by any of 
his successors, or indeed by the Durranis who followed, to bring 
Swat or any of the rest of the mountain regions under adminis
trative subjection, and even in the Samah control was weak. But 
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there was one result that followed from Akbar's devastations in 
the Samah. The Khataks,loyal Mughal vassals UDder Akoray and 
his immediate successors, not only overran a considerable ttact of 
Yusuhai coUDtty north of the Kabul River and opposite Akora, 
but planted a colony UDder the hills, separating the Yusufzais and 
the Mandarus, .in the area known as Baizai. That is the origin 
of the Khatak villages of LUDdkhwar, Jamalgarhi and Katlang on 
the boundaries of Swat. In all the Mughal fighting against the 
Yusufzais the Khataks took a prominent part. Echoes of this 
rivalcy can be heard in the poetty of Akoray's descendant, Khush
halKhan. 

In the scales of history the result was incommensurate with the 
effort put out. The might of Akbar had not prevailed in any 
decisive fashion against any of the tribes except those who found 
it to their interest, in return for consideration, to guard the King's 
highway. 



CHAPTER XV 

KHUSHHAL KHAN AND 

AURANGZBB 

ith the death of Akbar in 1605 (H. 1014) we are ap
proaching the period in Mughal annals covered by the 
voluminous works of Khushhal Khan (1613-89), 

chief of the Khatak tribe and great-grandson of Malik Akoray. 
Those of his works which have come down to us consist in the 
main of a very large corpus of Pakhtu poetry, of which the most 
famous odes are still on the lips of every Pathan. But he also 
wrote in prose on subjects ranging from religion and philosophy 
to sport and falconry, and including a great deal of contemporary 
history from the time of Akoray up to his own e:xperiences. Some 
of this was in Persian, and a great deal of it is lost. But many of 
his thoughts and sayings are preserved in the form of quotations 
embodied in a volume entided T ari�i-Mma.ua, 'a jewel-studded 
history', compiled by Khushhal's grandson Af.zal Khan, and these 
are sufficient to admit us to scenes and descriptions which balance 
the highly-coloured vignettes so characteristic of his poetry. Al
though Khushhal himself did not succeed to the Khatak chiefship 
until 1641, and had not reached man's estate when Jahangir, 
Akbar's successor, died in x6z.7, his grandfather, Yahya Khao, 
and his father, Shahbaz Khan, were chiefs before him in J ahan
gir's time, and there are references in his works to what they did. 

Events on the Frontier during the century from the death of 
Akbar (x6o5) to the death of Aurangzeb (1707) fall with some pre
cision into two chapters, the first corresponding to the reigns of 
Jahangir and Shah Jahan and the second to that of Aurangzeb. 
The first period was occupied with the aftermath of Akbar's 
frontier wars against the Yusuf.u.is and the hillmen who followed 
the Roshaniyya heresy, and also with the struggle between the 
Mughals of Hindustan and the Safawis of Persia for possession of 
Kandahar. Much of the second half-century is covered by the 
crowded events of Khushhal's own life and the rebellion of a 

:Ul 
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section of the Khataks, previously Mughal vassals, and a number 
of other tribes against the Emperor Aurangzeb, a rebellion of 
which Khushhal himself was the life and soul. 

The struggle for Kandahar, outside the normal geographical 
purview of this record, explains so much of the later affinities and 
distinctions between the various groups of Afghan and Pathan 
tribes that it is necessary to refer to it here in some detail. With it 
is bound up the story of the emergence of the Abdalis (later the 
Durranis), of whom we now hear for the first time. To under
stand it we must go back to the times of Humayun and Akbar. 
Babur, we know, after a few years' interregnum following on the 
death of his kinsman Husain Baiqara of Herat, had captured 
Kandahar in I 5 H. On Babur's death in I no it passed into the 
possession of Mirza Kamran, Humayun's younger brother, who 
held it, nominally in fief but in actual independence, until Huma
yun with Persian assistance, took it from him in I 54 5 as the first 
move in staging his return to Hindus tan, not effected until I 5 55. 
Humayun made Kandahar the fief of his great coadjutor Bairam 
Khan, the Turkmen, later Akbar's guardian and mentor. But 
Humayun had only succeeded in taking it from Kamran with the 
aid of the Safawi Shah of Persia, with whqm he made a compact 
at the time, solemnly pledging himself to hand the city and pro
vince to Persia in the event of his recovery of Hindustan. 

Humayun himself died too soon after his return to Delhi to do 
anything to redeem this promise. He had left one Shah Muham
mad in charge of the place as deputy to Bairam Khan, whose fief 
it was. On Humayun's death in I 5 5  6, the governor of the neigh
bouring Zamindawar region attacked the city, and Shah Muham
mad, knowing that the young Akbar, with Bairam Khan in 
attendance, was far too fully occupied in establishing himself in 
Hindustan to spare forces for Kandahar,. applied to the Shah of 
Persia for aid, citing the terms of the compact Hurnayun had 
made. The Shah despatched a strong force which drove off' the 
besiegers and in due course signified his readiness to take over 
Kandahar as stipulated. But Shah Muhammad, having got what 
he wanted, declined to fulfil his side of the bargain. The Shah, 
greatly enraged, sat down to besiege the city in his tum. 

The year was I5j8, and Akbar, only sixteen years old, had 
plenty to occupy him. Moreover he was beginning to feel the 
trammels of the tutelage in which he was held by the great Regent, 
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Bairam Khan, and was probably not too unready to give away a 
point more likely in his youthful judgment to hurt his guardian 
than himself. At any rate strict orders were sent to Shah Muham
mad to honour the compact made by Humayun, to deliver up 
Kandahar to the officers of the Shah of Persia, and, having made 
apology for what had passed, to present himself at court. He did 
so, and Kandahar city and province remained a part of the Safawi 
Empire for the following thirty-seven years. It became the fief of 
the Persian prince, Sultan Husain M.i.tza, from him descending to 
his son Muzaffar M.i.tza. 

In I587, the year after Raja Birbal's death, Shah Abbas the 
Great ascended the Safawi throne at Isfahan. Kandahar was still 
a part of his dominions. Two years later Malik Saddo was chosen 
chief of the Abdalis living around Kandahar, his branch of the 
tribe becoming thereafter known as the Saddozais.1 This is the 
first historical reference to the Abdalis, though later tradition 
affirms that Abdal, the third son of Tarin, was contemporary with 
Mahmud of Ghazni, and Zirak, the progenitor of both the Popal
zais (of whom the Saddozais are one branch) and the Barakzais, a 
contemporary of Timur Lang. Just as Malik Akoray accepted 
Akbar's commission for policing the highroad to Peshawar from 
India, so did his contemporary, Malik Saddo, accept that of Shah 
Abbas for the safeguarding of portions of the road from Persia 
through Herat to Kandahar. In other words the Khataks and the 
Abdalis appear in history at almost the same moment, the fonner 
as Mughal vassals, the latter as Persian feudatories. 

In I 595 Akbar succeeded in regaining possession of Kandahar, 
almost, it must be said, by treachery. He fomented disputes be
tween Muzaffar Mirza and his brothers, and succeeded in inducing 
one after the other to seek a comfortable and honourable refuge 
in India from the Uzbeks whom there is good reason to believe 
he was inciting to march on Kandahar. Muzaffar was eventually 
manoeuvred into asking Akbar to depute an officer to take over 
charge. The Emperor, this time quite forgetful of his father's 
compact with the Persians, complied with alacrity, and deputed 
one Shah Beg for the purpose, an officer who had been governor 
of Peshawar under his brother, Mirza Hakim. Kandahar then 
remained under the Mughals until I 6u, when Jahangir once more 
lost it to Shah Abbas, who had never forgotten the disgrace of the 
city's surrender to Akbar twenty-seven years before. Shah Abbas 
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died in x6z.9, and the Mughal, Shah Jahan, regained it in 1638 
again by treachery (this time on the part of Ali Mardan Khan, the 
Safawi governor), but once more lost it in 1649· His sons Allill.llg
zeb and Dara, during his reign, made strenuous efforts to bring 
Kandahar once more within the Mughal domain, but this time it 
had been lost for good. It is interesting that on both occasions the 
Mugbals won by guile, and the Persian restorations were effected 
by force of arms. 

The details of this up-and-down contest are beyond our pur
view. But a realization that the fortunes of .Kandahar lay much 
more closely with Persia than with the Mughals goes far to ex
plain the separate development of the Mgban tribes in the 
Kandahar area. The aggregate time during which the city was 
held by the Mughal emperors, Babur, Humayun, Akbar, Jahangir 
and Shah Jahan, is only a little over fifty years; after I 649 it 
remained with Persia until the Ghalji rebellion of 1708. After a 
thirty years' interlude, during which Kandahar was under a 
Ghalji ruler, it once more reverted to Persia under Nadir Shah. 

During the time of Shah Abbas the Great, Malik Saddo not 
only guarded the Persian King's highway but performed such 
outstanding service at the recapture of Kandahar from Jahangir 
in 16z.z. that he was honoured with the title Mir-i-Afaghinah.1 His 
tribe took sides throughout with the rulers of Isfahan against 
those of Delhi and Kabul, and were always well-treated by the 
Safawi rulers. It is curious that this should have been so, the 
Abdalis, like almost all Mghans, being Sunnis of the Hanafi 
schoo� as were the Mughals (when they were not, like Akbar, 
deviators), while the Persians were Shias. Raverty, I think, is 
right in assigning as one r�on the fact that under the Safawis 
they were never subjected to what they regarded as the shame of 
having Hindu commanders set over them. They preferred a Shia 
overlord to a fellow-Hanafi who subjected them to such degrada
tion. 

We shall see that the connection thus set up between Malik 
Saddo and the Safawi dynasty of Persia over the struggle for 
Kandahar laid the foundation for the employment of the Abdalis 
a century later as the speathead of Nadir Shah's army. And when 
Nadir died. Ahmad Khan Abdali, Malik Saddo's lineal descendant, 
was able to build for the first time an Mghan kingdom with a 
Persian bias on the ruins of Nadir's conquests. This is not to say 
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that the ancestors of the Abdalis may not have had Persian affini
ties many centuries before the time of Shah Abbas the Great.3 

There is another offspring of this ding-dong struggle for 
Kandahar. During the short period from 1638 to 1649, when Shah 
Jahan for the last time obtained possession of the city for the 
Mughals by the treachery of Ali Mardan Khan, great efforts were 
made to build up a party of Mughal supporters among the Mghan 
tribes in the neighbourhood, mainly Abdalis. The opponents of 
Malik Saddo's faction within the tribe, mainly of the Alizai· 
section but including a few Saddozais, espoused the Mughal 
cause. On the city's recapture in 1649 by Shah Abbas II, the 
Safawi, these supporters fled to join the army of the prince 
Aurangzeb, deputed by his father Shah Jahan to· retake it. They 
took part in more than one attempt, first by Aurangzeb and later 
by his brother Dara Shukoh, made between 1649 and 1653 to 
effect yet one more change in fohune. On the final failure to 
recover Kandahar for Dellii this party among the Abdalis aban
doned their country rather than submit to Persia. Aurangzeb, 
when he became emperor, showed his gratitude for their aid and 
fidelity by establishing them as a colony in Multan, where they 
were joined by many of their relations and dependants, and be
came well known as the Multani Mghans. The governorship of 
Multan, and that of the adjacent Derajat, was always in the hands 
of one of this colony, Saddozai or Alizai, throughout the Mughal 
period of decadence and until Multan and the Derajat were ,con
quered by Ranjit Singh early in the nineteenth century. De
scendants of these Multani Mghans are still prominent in politics 
and public office in West Pakistan today. Some have forgotten 
their Pashtu, but their ancestry and history is remembered with 
pride. 

The struggle for Kandahar did not absolve Akbar's successor 
from tribal troubles much nearer home. Jahangir's first concern 
with the Frontier region was when in 16o7, the third year of his 
reign. he visited Kabul and took occasion to cover the grave of 
Babur, his great-grandfather, with a slab of marble, and a trel
lised maqbara of the same material. Jahangir's passion for gracious 
living did not prevent him from sparing some attention to affairs 
of state in these parts. The most successful of his father's officers 
seemed to him to be Shah Beg who had taken possession of 
Kandahar twelve years earlier; so to him he accorded governance 
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over 'the whole and troublous Sarkar of Kabul, Tirah, Bangash, 
Swat and Bajaur, with entire control over the Mghans of these 
regions, an assignment of their territories in jagir, and the tide of 
Khan-i-Dauran (Cllief of the Age)'. The specification of Tirah 
and Bangash was not without reason; the Roshaniyya movement 
had raised its head again and was giving constant trouble. 

After the death of Jalala, the headship of the Roshaniyya sect 
had gone to his nephew Thdad, son ofBayazid's eldest son, Shaikh 

.Umar. Ihdad had married Bibi Alai, Jalala's daughter, a woman of 
great beauty and character, 'beloved of all the Roshanis', says 
Khushhal Khan, as always stirred by a pretty face. Between them 
Ihdad and Alai had many followers among the Tirah tribes, 
Afridis, Orakzais and Bangash, and moved from one mountain 
stronghold to another. Shah Beg managed with great difficulty to 
avoid a test of strength, but in 161.0 matters came to a head after 
he had been succeeded by Mahabat Khan as governor of Kabul. 
Mahabat Khan-the same who later turned against the Em
press Nur Jahan, and sought to con£ne the Emperor himself on 
the banks of the Jihlam- employed much the same order of 
treatment in his dealings with the Roshanis. Hearing that Ihdad's 
chief supporters were to be found among the Orakzais of the 
Daulatzai branch, residing close to Kohat, he sununoned them to 
an audience, and after feasting them and getting them to give up 
their arms under pretence of conferring honorary dresses on them, 
slaughtered them to the number of three hundred. Believing that 
he bad broken the back of the resistance, he despatched a sub
ordinate, Ghairat Khan, with orders to root out Ihdad and his 
remaining followers, who were then occupying a position in the 
upper Mastura Valley in Tirah. 

The Mughal forces marched from Kohat and up the Khanki 
Valley to the Sampagga Pass, the easiest crossing from Khanki 
into the Mastura, by which the invading British troops entered 
Tirah after their capture of the Samana and Dargai heights in I 897. 
The pass is not a very difficult one in itself, and can be studied in 
its southern approaches from the opposing Samana range, but the 
ascent is long and exhausting, and the summit over 6,ooo feet 
above the sea. The story of the battle is told both by Khushhal 
Khan and by Jahangir in his memoirs. The crest was held by 
Afridis and Orakzais, under Ihdad and an Orakzai Malik tWD.ed 
Tor, the black. Ghairat Khan, the Mug hal commander, pushed on 
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and led the advance to the crest, where hand-to-hand fighting broke 
out. The assaulting troops had climbed at least 3,ooo feet from the 
valley below and were short of breath. A Firoz Khel Orakzai 
named Panju singled out Ghairat Khan, rushed forward and 
closed with him. Both fell, rolling one over the other. In Homeric 
fashion, Panju cried out to his clansmen: 'Strike, kill me also, but 
let him not go!' And so they did, and both were slain, locked in an 
embrace. A fierce battle followed, but the Mughals were at a dis
advantage, not knowing the ground and weary with the ascent, 
and the tribesmen had their way. Says Jahangir: 'Ghairat Khan, 
who was of the hottest temperament and ever ready to rush upon 
his foes, did not approve of counsels of prudence, and determined 
to attack forthwith. He began the ascent, and the Mgbans, like 
ants and locusts, collecting from different parts, completely sur
rounded the attacking force. They hamstrung the horse of 
Ghairat Khan, and, having dismounted him, soon despatched 
him and his comrades. At the time when Ghairat made his attack 
upon the enemy, Jalal Khan, the Gakhar, who had sought to give 
Ghairat prudent counsel, and other servants of the state, fearing 
for their lives and unable to stand their ground and almost against 
their will, turned and fled from every part of the Kotal. The M
gha.ns, crowding from different parts of the Kntal above, plied 
them with stones and arrows, surrounded the fugitives and slew 
the greater number of the troops most mercilessly. Among the 
slain was Jalal, as well as Ghairat; and all this loss was suStained 
through the rash and reckless zeal ofGhairat Khan.' 

Six years after this victory, Ihdad met his death in fighting 
against Muzaffar Khan, son of a new governor, in a skirmish in the 
Lowaghar hills in the south of the Kohat district. He was slain 
when moving from one stone Jangar to another, and his head, 
staff and signet ring were brought in and presented to Jahangir 
just before the Emperor started for Kabul in x6z6. Ihdad's fol
lowers gathered again in Tirah under the inspiration of his beauti
ful widow, by whose influence the leadership of the Roshaniyya 
came into the hands of his and her son, Abdul Qadir. A year later 
Jahangir died, and was succeeded by his son Shah Jahan. 

MuzaHar Khan, the slayer of Ihdad, was raised as reward from 
the position of his father's d�uty to governorship of the pro
vince. In Shah Jahan's first year Muzaffar Khan determined at 
once to march from Peshawar to Kabul, though strongly advised 
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to wait until the disturbances always attendant on the death of a 
sovereign had died down. He would not listen, and ran into 
heavy trouble in the Khaibar Pass where, as says the Badshah-nama 
of Shah Jahan: 'Suddenly the beast-of-prey-like Orakzais and 
Mridis, two branches of the many-branched, tumult-raising, 
Afaghinah of this mountainous tract, outwardly obedient ser
vitors but inwardly delighting in disorder and ever-ready to 
plunder and molest,• occupied the road in his front and began to 
plunder the baggage of his force. As he left no officer of experi
ence to guard his rear, a deal of property was carried off; and he 
did nothing to remedy this disorder nor the loss and damage sus
tained by his troops or camp followers, and neither halted nor 
turned back to aid them.' 

This attack was organized by Bibi Alai and her son Abdul 
Qadir. Muzaffar fted and even the beauties of his zanana fell into 
the hands of the tribes, only one lady being saved and ransomed 
by the efforts of the deputy governor of Kohat, Said Khan, a new 
name which now does something to redeem the unbroken tale of 
Mughal disaster in these lands. 

Muzaffar Khan's ignominy led to a general rising under the 
Roshani Abdul Qadir, from which there stood aloof only the 
Khalils, Mohmands and Daudzais around Peshawar, and the main 
body of the Khataks under Shahbaz Khan, father of Khushhal 
and grandson of Malik Akorai. Mridis, Orakzais, Bangash, the 
hill Mohmands from Michni to Lalpura, Yusufzais, Muhammad
zais, Gigianis and Tarklanris, even the tribes of Bannu and Daur 
and the Turis and the Jajis, gathered in a vast lashkar at Dm 
Gudar, where the Bara River enters the Peshawar plain. This host 
prepared to invest the city of Peshawar itself. On uth June, t6�o, 
just as their successors were to do on another June day exactly 
three hundred years later, they surrounded the city walls, which 
they well knew were too extensive to be defended at every point 
by the forces then available. 

Khushhal Khan's account should be read by all who are anxi
ous that the Pathans should take a place in history worthy of their 
talents and their courage. He proceeds: 'The Mughal garrison of 
Pekhawar had to throw themselves into the citadel, and the place 
was completely invested. At this time Said Khan, who was Fauj
dar ofBangash, prepared to march from Kohat to the relief of the 
garrison. At firSt Abdul Qadir and his forces undertook the invest-
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ment alone, but when the other tribes assembled to aid him, with 
the usual stupidity and wrong-headedness of Pakhtuns, they be
came jealous of him whom they came to support, thinking that be 
was taking all the credit to himself. They began to speak in no 
friendly manner about him, and he, knowing therefrom that they 
would in all probability intrigue with the Mughals, feared lest 
they might betray him into Mughal hands. Such being the case, 
be decamped one night and retired into Tirah again, and the dif
ferent tribes meditated upon dispersal. Said Khan from Kohat 
having now arrived upon the scene, and news of the partial dis
persal of the investors having become known to the garrison, they 
issued from the citadel under Said Khan, attacked the Pakhtuns 
that remained, and slew a great number, many having been caught 
in the streets and lanes of the city unaware of the dispersal of the 
others. In this affair a great number of Yusufzais and Gigianis 
were also killed. After this affair,' concludes Khushhal, 'the Mug
hal authority began to be recognized in the province.' 

Shah Jahan was so pleased with Said Khan that he made him 
governor of Kabul, and raised him to the rank of commander of 
s,ooo horse. Nor was this all. Such was Said Khan's newly 
acquired prestige that he was able by a combination of tact and 
firmness to prevail on Bibi Alai and her son Abdul Qadir to sur
render on safe-conduct. Said Khan was not only brave, he was a 
fair dealer and a just man. Abdul Qadir died of his hardships, but 
a natural death, a few months after his sUrtender. His mother, 
Alai, with one of her brothers, Rashid Khan, and a number of 
other Tarikis, the source of the rebel activities around Peshawar 
and Kohat, duly appeared before the Emperor in Delhi, where 
they were kindly tre_fed and sent with rank and dignity to the 
Deccan provinces, wl:iere they were allowed to gather round them 
their adherents in the empire's service. All in all, the descendants 
of the Pir-i-Roshan, or Pir-i-Tarik, were well treated by Shah 
Jahan. Rashid Khan retired to a place near Parrukhabad on the 
Ganges, where he died in 1647. Another descendant, Mirza, the 
Ansari, the most mystical of Pakhtu poets, was killed in 1633, 
fighting for the Emperor in the Deccan. The faithful say that, 
before his death, Mirza Ansari forswore the tenets of his grand
father and embraced orthodoxy, and he is still greatly respected, 
not least by the orthodox. His poems, I think, 5how otherwise, 
for be writes: 
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From every saint who has set out on a mission 
Some sign �omes manifest; 
The doubts ofMina are resolved and are no more, 
And Mian Roshan speaks through his mouth. 

And of his early death: 
As the rose blooms, so also it fades away, 
As the short life of the rose, so is mine counted; 
Still is death better for me than life itself, 
Since my soul I have abandoned for the love of 

the beloved. 

Of the Roshanis or Tarikis as an organized movement we hear 
nomore.Butin Tirah they left followers who became champions, 
.Azar Mir, an Orakzai, and Yusuf, an Afridi, so valiant a swords
man that his deeds are acclaimed in ballads sung today. The sect 
itself died, but the hold of the Afridis on the freedom of Tirah is a 
tradition, still living, which the sect had done much to inspire. 

Abdul Qadir's right hand in the investment of Peshawar was a 
disciple named Kamaluddin, not of the Ansari family but a Pathan 
whose father had been one of Jahangir's nobles. At; an apostate 
who did not belong to the family of the Roshaniyya leaders his 
name has been subject to particular execration, and has been 
coupled with that of Jalala himself, the fust Khalifa after Bayazid. 
There are two famous black rocks in the bed of the Indus, just 
below its confluence with the Landai and near Attock Fort, known 
to all as Jalaliya and Kamaliya. Upon them many boats are dashed 
in flood time and broken up, just as the orthodox say that souls 
were destroyed upon the doctrines of the Pir-i-Tarik himself. 
There is also a hill -the highest in the Khatak range close to 
Cherat- which bears the name of Jalala Sar, and commemorates • 
with less bigotry than the rocks the undoubted power and genius 
of Bayazid, his sons, and grandsons. Whatever their doctrines, 
history shows that the free Pathan spirit owes a debt to these men. 
Even one of their achievements has more in it to stir the heart 
than all the words of their opponent, the Akhund Darwezah. 
Khusbhal Khan, who makes a great point of his orthodoxy, 
writes of Mirza Ansari, and Akhund Darweuh like this: 

The art ofPak:htu poetry I have leamed from no llllln; 
The MiJ:za who wrote sweet verses is long since dead, 
The book of Ak:hund Darweuh I have read from end to end, 
And in it found no poetic measure for delight . . • .  & 
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He is not far wrong. And this he writes in spite of his strong asser
tion of orthodoxy: 

Those who are enemies of the Prophet's companions and 
descendants 

I am ready to destroy, root and branch; 
The masters of the true way are four in number, not five; 
A Hanafi of the Sunni faith am I . • . .  e 

Khushhal always speaks admiringly of the Emperors Jahangir 
and Shah Jahan. Jahangir, it is true, died before Khushhal came to 
manhood- he was about fourteen at the time- so his memories 
were no doubt reHections of what he had heard his father Shahbaz 
say, and his words may have been coloured by bright thoughts of 
his own youth when he wrote that, in Jahangir's reign, Hind was 
like paradise. But Shah Jahan he knew personally, and served. He 
had walked more than once through the Khaibar by the Emperor's 
litter and he admired him. He wrote of him as qadrdtin Shah Jahiil1, 
Shah Jahan the discerning, and in more than one passage laments 
that his poverty of expression precludes him from offering the 
praise that the monarch deserved. In 1641 his father Shahbaz, like 
Akoray and Yahya Khan before him, was killed lighting against 
the Yusufzais, and Shah Jahan coniirmed Khushhal as the Khatak 
chief and guardian of the King's highway to Peshawar. He went 
to the Delhi court where he got himself attached to Amanat Khan 
and Asalat Khan, leading nobles, and in their train took part in 
various campaigns in Kangra, Ba1kh and Badakhshan, where he 
won considerable distinction. 

But the story of Khushhal's family must be seen against the 
backgro1,111d of the continual wars and forays which went on in 
the Peshawar Valley between the Yusufzais and the Khataks. It 
will be remembered that the Khataks had taken advantage of 
Akbar's attempted suppression of the Yusufzais after the Birbal 
disaster to occupy parts of the Samah north of the Landai River. 
This led to a century-long tribal feud, in the course of which 
Khushhal's grear-grandfather, grandfather, and father all met 
what he describes as a martyr's death. In fact from Akbar's time 
to that of Aurangzeb the opposition to Mughal predominance 
was led by the Yusu&ais, while the pro-Mughal party looked to 
MsHk Akoray and his successors as its leaders. The Yusufzai
Khatak wars had, therefore, a family, tribal and state background. 
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In 1649-5 z. Khushhal, having become the Khatak chief and on 
retum from his wars in foreign countries, decided to take the 
struggle against the Yusufzais 9n his home front to.a further stage 
and succeeded in inducing Shah Jahan, who was snll Emperor, to 
add certain Yusufzai villages north of the Landai River to his 
jagir. This was too much for the Yusufzais, who determined to see 
what could be done by offering at least a nominal subm.ission to 
Delhi. Their chief, Bahaku Khan, appeared at court and succeeded 
in securing the protection of the emperor's son, the ill-fated Dara 
Shukoh, who persuaded Shah Jahan to pardon the Yusu&ais and 
withdraw the Yusufzai area from Khushhal's jagir, conferring it 
on Bahaku. Thus rivalry between Y usufzai and Khata.k was mixed • 
with court intrigue, and was soon caught up in the struggle for 
the succession. During the war of succession, Bahaku, as in duty 
bound, supported Dara; Khushhal, who had been approached by 
Dara but had rebuffed him, prevented the Yusufzais from offering 
him asylum in the Samah by driving off a Yusufzai lashkar which 
was awaiting the fugitive on the river bank. When, therefore, 
Aurangzeb emerged successful from the struggle, he was at first 
favourably inclined to Khushhal Khan and confirmed him in his 
chieftainship. 

At this time Mahabat Khan was Governor of Kabul. This is 
not the Mahabat Khan whose name figures so largely in the 
annals of Jahangir's reign- he had died in the Deccan in 1634 -
but another, the son of Ali Mardan Khan, the Safawi noble who 
had betrayed Kandahar to Shah Jahan. This is the Mahabat 
Khan commemorated in Peshawar in the name of the chief mosque 
of that city. He had been favourable to Khushhal Khan, but in 
1661 Aurangzeb transferred him to the Deccan and appointed 
Sayyid Amir in his place, with one Abdurrahim as his deputy in 
Peshawar. The normal Mughal arrangement was for the Gover
nors of Kabul to reside according to season in Kabul or Peshawar, 
with headquarters at the former place, but to retain a deputy who 
remained in Peshawar throughout the year and bore the heavy 
responsibilities of the winter capital during the summer residence 
of the Governor at Kabul. 

Abdurrahim, it seems, favoured the Yusufzais in the person of 
Bahaku Khan and obtained an imperial mandate for the abolition 
o_f the collection of tolls for crossing the Indus. A general remis
SJOn of tolls had been ordered shortly after Aurangzeb's accession 
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but had not been extended to the Frontier, where special condi
tions prevailed. Since Akbar's time the collection of the Attock 
tolls was a right which had vested in Malik Akoray and his succes
sors, and it follows that Khushhal was hard hit by the new orders 
and greatly resented what had been done. An endeavour was made 
to justify the measure as one of relief to the common man, but 
even if it is not to be attributed merely to Y usufzai envy and 
intrigue against an hereditary enemy, it is hard not to conclude 
it was prompted by inliuences which felt K.hushhal and his 
Khataks had for too long enjoyed a monopoly of imperial favour at 
the cost of other and possibly even more difficult and dangerous 
tribes. 

Khushhal did not proceed to overt action against the new mea
sure. But in 1664 he was summoned to Peshawar by Sayyid Amir 
and at the age of fifty-one dispatched in chains and under escort to 
Delhi, whence he was sent forward to spend over two years as a 
prisoner in the Gwalior fortress. And even on release from 
Gwalior he remained under house arrest, and was not permitted 
to return to his country. Sayyid Amir remained as governor for 
seven years, but conditions were far from peaceful, particularJy 
among the Yusufza.is, and Khusbhal was in due course released 
and according to his own account asked by the Emperor in person 
for his advice on the most suitable appointment to the Frontier. 
Sayyid Amir was removed in x668 andMahabat Khan returned 
to his old post. At Mahabat's special request Khushhal was set 
at liberty, and accompanied him. But shortly after, early in x67o, 
Mahabat was again relieved and replaced by Muhammad Amin7 
Khan, who had been Governor of Lahore. Anxin was the son of 
a diamond merchant from Golkonda in the Deccan, and a person 
to whom Aurang:zeb had taken a fancy and raised to high office. 
He is represented as dissolute, and so overbearil?g that no one 
dared to oppose his wishes. It was not long before his arrogance 
was punished. 

Some soldiers serving under Amin's subordinate in the Kunar 
Valley, one Husain Beg, had insulted a woman of the Saft tribe 
who lived in that neighbourhood. The Safts, a pugnacious lot, 
killed three of the soldiers, whereupon Husain Beg called on the 
Saft chiefs to seize and deliver those responsible. They refused. 
Other neighbouring tribes and vassals were called on to bum 
their villages. These attended under the terms of service under 
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which they held jagirs, but secredy sent word to the Safis warning 
them of what was brewing and to tell them they considered they 
had acted like men. The attack was foiled, and tribal indignation 
aroused all over the area from Kunar to Tirah. 

Husain Beg reported what had happened, with the result that 
Amin, the Governor, determined to march from Peshawar earlier 
than usual on the annual migration to Kabul, teaching the Safis a 
lesson on the way. The Mohmands and Safis formed a tribal con
federacy with large numbers of Afridis and Shinwaris to oppose 
the passage of the royal troops, and took post for the purpose on 
the edge of the Loargai plateau, at the top of the Khaibar Pass, 
at the point between the modem Landi Kotal and Landi Khana 
where the road dips towards the valley on the side of Mghanistan. 
It is the scene of the attack on Pandit Nehru during his visit to 
the Khaibar Pass in the autumn of I 946. 

Amin Khan set out in the early spring of 1672. He was accom
panied by the Arbab of the Mohmand plainsmen near Peshawar, 
certain Orakzai chiefs, and an unwilling Khushhal Khan, who 
seems to have been present rather in the capacity of a hostage. 
Word had reached the Govemor that the tribesmen had blocked 
the pass, so, while the army encamped at Jamrud on the Peshawar 
side, the Arbab was sent forward with a jirga to demand with
drawal and free passage. This was refused, and it was determined 
to force a way through. Arnin reached Ali Masjid, and passed the 
narrows beyond it without serious molestation, but on arrival at 
Loatgai found the Kotal closed by breastworks thrown right 
across the defile. The anny was formed in battle array with the 
elephants in advance and an attack was ordered. 

The tribal resistance had been organized mainly under the 
direction of two Afridi chiefs, Aimal Khan and Darya Khan, 
whose names appear constandy in Khushhal's poems and other 
works as the heroes of the Pakhtuns of those days. Stones and 
boulders had been piled up ready for use and were hurled down 
on the attackers. On both fuulks the Mughalleaders were killed 
and the troops forced back with great loss. The tribesmen rushed 
in with the sword with great effect. Fighting continued all day, 
but the entrenchments remained and the pass could not be forced. 

It was now represented to Amin Khan that the pass might be 
tumed by way of the Tahtarra stream over the shoulder of the 
Tahtarra mountain where also water was procurable and in any 
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case a stand could be made. This was treachery, and the shattered 
force proceeding on the path to Tahtaua went only to destruc
tion. On the way a tribesman in Amin's confidence warned him 
that, if he went further by the Tahtaua route, he would be lost, 
and offered to guide him by secret paths back to Peshawar. It is 
related that A min himself and four others were the sole survivors. 
Evecything was lost- troops, treasure, elephants, families, in
cluding Amin's own wife, mother, sister and daughters, and the 
wives and fllmilies of the nobles and officers serving under him. 
Later some of the women were ransomed, but his wife, from a 
high sense of honour -the reason is clear -refused to return 
and beame a recluse. The tribesmen, through the mouth of 
Khusbbal, claimed that they had inB.icted a loss of 4o,ooo on the 
Mugbal armies. What Khushhal himself did during the .fighting 
is not clear; it is probable that he did not go beyond Jamrud. 

There followed further disasters to Mughal arms, in 1673 in 
Gandab, and in 1674 in the Khapakh Pass, both in the Mohmand 
bill country, north-west of Shabqadr. Amin Khan had of course 
been removed, and once more was replaced by Mahaba.t Khan, 
on whom alone Aurangzeb thought he could rely for the gover
nance of the refractory and dangerous tribes on his frontier. The 
Emperor himself in 1674 went notth to superintend operations. 
After Amin Khan's defeat in the Khaibar, Mahabat Khan had 
sought to prevail on Khushhal's loyalty as a Khatak vassal, but 
the latter wrote that he had had enough of the Mughals and their 
ways and went into active opposition. In 1674 just before the 
overthrow of Autangzeb's forces at Khapakh, Khushhal and 
Aimal Khan, Afridi, staged a joint attack on the fort at Nowshera 
and carried it. He also resigned the chiefship of his tribe to his 
eldest son, Ashraf, regarding himself henceforth as a rebel and 
outlaw. The rest of his life is a confused patchwork of forays, 
journeys into various tribal areas to seek assistance, half-hearted 
reconciliations with the authorities, and quarrels with many of his 
own sons, more than one of whom, notably Bahram, turned 
against him and took the Mugbal side. What the Emperor had 
&.il.ed to do by force of arms he later achieved to some extent with 
gold. 

Khushhal himself died in 1689- His son Ashraf was in his tum 
imprisoned and sent in x683 as a state prisoner to Bijapur where 
he died after ten years' languishment in exile, bewailing his fate 

R 
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in a number of odes, for he too was a poet. Later annals, more 
particularly the writings of Afzal, Ashraf's son, who acted as 
tribal aide to Shah Alam, the Emperor's son who subsequently 
succeeded to the throne as Bahadur Shah, establish that, during 
the last ten years of Aurangzeb's reign, no part of what are now 
the Kohat and Bannu districts was subject to effective Mughal 
domination. When news arrived in 1707 of Aurangzeb's death, 
Afzal was with Shah Alam at Attock and was left in charge of his 
family's old responsibility, the highway to Peshawar. For most of 
the years after that until Nadir's invasion in 1739 the Kabul pro
vince, and Peshawar with it, was left without a governor to take 
care of itself, and it is no matter for surprise that, when Nadir 
arrived, he had so often to complain of what he attributed to the 
unwillingness, not the inability, of the Delhi ruler to restrain the 
hostility of tribes over whom, even in the zenith of their power, 
the Mughal hold was never secure. Raverty writes that as early as 
the middle of Aurangzeb's reign -he might have gone back 
further, even to Akbar -Mughal control was nominal, and soon 
after almost ceased. It was on this account that Nadir Shah found 
it so easy to invade the Mughal Empire, for the only opposition he 
met with was from separate Frontier tribes. India itself was so 
rent with sedition, disaffection and disorder as to render the task 
of the invader easy. 

Khushhal's patriotic poems are inspired by two passions, the 
first his hatred and contempt for the Emperor Aurangzeb, 
the second his pride in what he calls the 11/JIIg, the honour, of the 
Mghan or Pakhtun-he uses both designations without any 
attempt to discriminate between the names. The following are 
translations of typical specimens of what he wrote in this field. 

The first poem - one which starts with the words Bi41ah klima 
ra paida shllh da bahar-I have tried to set in some form of English 
heroic rhymed couplet which shall give an idea of the spirit of the 
Pakhtu; the remainder are translations in vers libre, based on work 
done ninety and seventy years ago by Raverty and Biddulph, • 
with some amendment to improve the sense. As Elphinstone 
remarks, the invocation to the spring in this first poem, which is a 
war ballad, is reminiscent of old English romances opening with 
a prelude of the same kind, unconnected with the subject of the 
poem. 
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0 spring, 0 spring I love, whence hast thou come? 
0 fields dult glow like rose-plots, glow and bloom! 
0 lily, 0 wind-llowtt, 0 daffodil, 
Pomegxanate, jasmine, herb of sweet basil, 
0 rainbow glory for a carpet spread, 
With, brightest gem, the tulip glowing red! 
See I every maid plucks roses for htt breast, 
And flowtts adom each youth's proud turban crest, 
While quivtting bow searches a melody 
And each string throbs with long-drawn ecstasy. 
Cup-bearer, fill the flagon, fill it high; 
Khushbal shall sing of war in revelry! 
Now blood has dyed the hands ofPakhtun youth, 
The talons of the hawk dult knows no ruth; 
Rosier than tulips, redder than this wine, 
Gleamed their bright swords with blood incarnadine; 
Aim• I and Darya Khan, those champions two, 
Each emulous the other to outdo, 
Have stained the cleft ofKhaibar ted with blood, 
Ovtt Karappa pours the r.aging flood; 
Karappa to Bajaur the mountains shake, 
Beneath the tramp of feet the valleys quake. 
For full five years the tribal sword has flashed 
Keen-edged and bright, since first the battle clashed 
Upon Tahtarra's peak, where at one blow 
Twice twenty thousand of the Mughal foe 
Perished, wives, sisters, all dult they held dear, 
Fell captive to the all-conquering Afghan spear. 
Next in Doaba smote we Husain Bek, 
And crushed his unclean head, that venomous snake; 
Then, at Nowshera, drunk with Mughal blood, 
My Khataks washed their swords in Landai's flood; 
The torrent of our war spilled o'tt Gandaf, 
Swept down their Raj put chivalry like chaff; 
Afridi hearts in Khapakh's vale beat fasttt, 
When Aimal sent Mukarram to disaster. 
In all, our gain was glory, our glory gain; 
Minstrels shall sing of us-'Yea! these were men!' 
Proud conquerors we, raise up, raise up the sword, 
A sacrifice for favour of the Lordi 
This year Aurang himself has pitched his tent 
To fight us, haggard-eyed, disordtted, spent; 
Year after year we draw his nobles' sting, 
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Of all those hosts where is the reckoning? 
And where, force failing, all the wealth of Hind, 
Spread for our tempting? Blown upon the wind! 
No limit is known to Aurang's ill intent, 
His father's curse pursues him to the end, 
False-faced a.nd faithless, fraudulent, forswom, 
To him truth is lies, and honest men a scom; 
'Twixt him and us fair issue is there none, 
If Mughal stand, then broken falls Pakhtun; 
The time is now, if God will that we die; 
The spheres of heaven revolve uncertainly, 
Now blooms the rose, now sharply pricks the thom, 
Glory's the hazard, 0 man of woman boml 
The very name Pakhtun spells honour and glory, 
Lacking that honour what is the Mghan story? 
In the sword alone lies our deliverance, 
The sword wherein is our predominance, 
Whereby in days long past we ruled in Hind, 
But concord, we know not, and we have sinned. 
Ah God! Grant honour, concord, sweet refrain, 
And old Khushhal will rise, a youth again! 
Sweeter to him is death than any life 
Missing the spur of honour, the thrill of strife; 
In life, in death, let honour he his guide 
So shall his memory in the gtave abide! 

This poem is a revelation of much that is admirable in the person 
of Khushhal himself and of the lights and shades in Patbao char
acter generally, in its more inspired moments. Every word is 
instinct with fortitude and a simple manliness. There are no intro
spections here; Khushhal, like most Pathans, despised subtleties 
and saw life but as a clash of opposites, for God and friends a 
clean-cut loyalty, for the unworthy, the enemy, a hatred and an 
abomination. 

The poet-warrior's deepest loathing and contempt was reserved 
forAurangzeb, the Emperor. More than twenty of his compositions 
introduce this theme, coupled with that of Auraogzeb's imprison
ment of his own father and murder of his brothers, and of what 
the poet regarded as the mask of religious hypocrisy beneath which 
a cold and calculating tyrant worked out policies, all evil to Khush
hal. The bitterest of his attacks is contained in the poem which 
follows: 
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I know well Aurangzeb' s justice, his equity, 
His orthodoxy in the Faith, his fasts and penances; 
His own brothers, time after time, cruelly slain by the sword, 
His father overcome in battle and thrown in prison! 
Though a man strike his head on the ground a thousand times, 
Or by Castings bring his navel and spine together, 
Unless he desire in truth to act with goodness, 
His adorations., his devotions, are all false, and a lie. 
The way of whose tongue is one, and of his heart another, 
Let his very vitals be tom out and lacemtedl 
Outwardly the serpent is handsome and well-formed, 
In the inward parts it is unclean and filled with venom. 
The true man's deeds are many, but few his words, 
The recreant's acts are few and ill, his boastings many: 
Since Khushhal's arm cannot reach the tyrant in this world, 
May God Almighty have no mercy on him in the day of doom! 

There is a strong school of historians engaged on the rehabilita
tion of Aurangzeb, whom many wmire for his orthodox piety 
and zeal, as contrasted with the deviations of Akbar, and the self
indulgence of Ja.hangir. He is offered as a saint who displayed 
upon the throne the austere virtues of pr.i,m.itive Islam, his fratri
cides committed according to the custom of the times in self
defence against brothers interested only to obtain the throne in 
order to indulge their proffigacy. Others, like Khushhal, continue 
to regard him as the English Protestant has been taught to regard 
Philip II of Spain, a man of misguided religious zeal, narrowly 
conscientious and persistent in attention to detail, but in essence a 
monster of perfidy, concealing a sinister purpose behind every 
action. Here we are concerned not with an assessment of these 
contrasts, but with the impact of the Emperor's actions on the 
minds of the Pathans in the empire's Frontier Province. 

In considering these it is fair to note two things. The first is 
that Khushhal had good reason for disliking a ruler who had 
deprived him of the ferry and highway tolls enjoyed by his fore
fathers since they were granted by Akbar to Akoray. Those who 
defend Aurangzeb point out that this deprivation was not pecu
liar to the Attock highway; it was part of a general act of remission 
of all the taxes collected on every highway, frontier and ferry 
throughout the empire; it was in fact one incident in a general 
policy designed to benefit the trader and the common man, and it 
can be represented as a wise act of statesmanship, resistance to 
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which on the part of Khushhal and others was self-interested and 
small-minded. The second point is that the alienation of Khushhal 
and his Khataks was bound up with the local tribal aversion of 
Khatak for Yusufzai; a rapprodummt with the Yusuf.zais inevit
ably spelt the cold-shouldering of at least one faction, that of the 
chief, among the Kha.taks. And in all this no doubt the local 
officials, including Sayyid Amir, the Governor of the time, were 
able to find much that was intriguing and profitable to themselves. 
In other words, Khushhal should have poured the vials of his 
wrath not on the wise and well-meaning Emperor, whose only 
fault was that he decreed measures for the public good which 
impinged on private vested interests, but on the Yusufzais and 
the local officials whom they misled. 

There is substance in this. But for Khushhal too there is this 
to be said. He did not resist the withdrawal of the right to collect 
tolls; he did not go into rebellion over it. Yet, despite twenty 
years' personal service to the monarchy, and the loyalty of father, 
grandsire, and great-grandsire to the empire's cause, in r664 he 
was placed under arrest at Peshawar, sent to Delhi in chains, con
fined at Gwalior for over two years, and not released until r668 
on the special intervention of Mllhabat Khan. What of that, say 
Aurangzeb's partisans? Given the vitriolic attacks of the poet on 
his king, and knowing as we now do that Khushhal's release was 
a main factor leading to a dangerous rebellion on the empire's 
most difficult frontier in the course of which the imperial armies 
were defeated in six pitched battles, Khushhal was lucky to escape 
with four years' restraint. Aurangzeb would have been justified 
in cutting off his head, and the fact that he did not do so shows his 
magnanimity. In proof of Khushhal's treachery it is pointed out 
that Khushhal was with Amin before the battle in the Khaibar, 
but his poems show that be not only gloried in Amin's defeat, the 
defeatofhis commander and patron, but straightway went into open 
rebellion against his king, and spent the rest of his life in that fashion. 

Khushbal had certainly the defects of a race never constant in 
respect for authority as such, and never forgetting a slight put on 
himself, as he saw it. Such men can be held only in the bonds of a 
loyalty which is personal to him to whom it is offered, and it is 
hard to think of any such emotional bond between the cold
blooded Emperor and his headstrong vassal in the north. Even 
now the tribal spirit is so strong in them that Patbans will chafe 
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under authority; three hundred years ago the slightest affront 
would rouse the instinct of the tribesmen to get free, to strike off 
every bond, and be a law to himself, obeying only the nang, the 
honour, of the Pathan. Khushhal would have seen no wrong, after 
the Khaibar fight, in going into outlawry. The chilly logic of the 
Emperor would have seemed to him hypocrisy. 

All said, we have to judge between two men. Which voice is 
the more authentic, that of the King who killed his brothers and 
imprisoned his father to reach the throne, and, with all his genius 
and persistence, led an empire to corruption and decay; or that of 
the warrior-poet whose words still kindle fire in the hearts of his 
compatriots? The lover of the Pathan will have no doubt. Never
theless the Pathan is not seldom a tiresome amd contumacious 
subordinate. Even Khushhal had to lament the tribal lack of dis
cipline, the unreadiness to work with others, the imputation of 
personal motives. One thing is certain: a govemment which acts 
as did that of Aurangzeb will never co=and Pathan loyalty. 

We have seen that the feud between Khataks and Yusufzais 
had much to do with this estrangement. Since Akbar's time the 
Khataks had been encouraged by the empire as a makeweight 
against the Yusufzais, who had .inflicted such heavy defeats on the 
imperial armies. It was a shift in the balance of power which had 
more to do than any other factor with the rebellion of Khushhal. 
And it must be noted here that not all his own tribe, not even all 
his own family, went into rebellion with him. A younger son, 
Bahram, consistently took the Mughal part, fought against his 
father, and even sought to secure his capture and surrender to the 
imperial authorities -an interesting side-light on Khushhal's 
laments over the lack of concord in his people. As for the Yusuf
zais, when Khushhal went into rebellion, he did all he could, for
getting the feuds of generations, to induce both the true Yusufzais 
of Swat and their brethren in the Samah to make co=on cause 
with him and his Khataks against the imperial power. As we know 
from his poem to spring, he had secured valiant assistance from 
the Afridis under their maliks Darya Khan and Aimal Khan, but 
with the Yusufzais he failed, and failed completely. And his failure 
was more or less inevitable; it was rooted in history. The Khataks 
had basked in Mughal smiles when the empire was fighting the 
Yusufzais; they had taken advantage of the imperial aid to occupy 
large slices of Yusufzai territory. Now that the Khataks were out 
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of favour, the Yusufzais saw no reason to hdp them -very much 
the reverse. KhushhaJ himself seemed unable to see this; he merely 
scomed the Yusufzais as cowards and opportunists. Some of the 
verses he wrote about them are amusing, but their colour has to 
be corrected with this in view. In Khushhal's eyes they were 
double-dyed villains, first because they were hereditary foes and 
secondly because, when he approached them, they would not 
play. He writes: 

I alone am concemedfor my IUltion's honour, 
The Yusufzais are at ease, tilling their fields . . . .  

and again: 

No great deed will be wrought by the Pathans, 
Heaven ordains that petty should be their achievement; 
I seek to set them straight, they straighten not; 
Crooked is the vision of the ill-intentioned. 
No regard have the Yusufzais for Pakhtu, • 
Get you gone from these disgraced Pakhtuns, Khushhall 

During his wanderings in search of Yusufzai reinforcements he 
went as far as the Swat Valley -an unusual journey for a Khatak 
in those days, for the tribes were wont to keep to their own 
ranges. His descriptions of Swat are of great interest, both for 
what he says of the people, and even more because they introduce 
us to another marked trait in the poet's character, his passion for 
the lovdiness of nature's settings, and particularly for flowers and 
verdure. In this he resembles Babur, and it may be said that every 
Pathan has in him something of the passion that haunted Words-
wo� 

· 
• . .  Therefore am I still 

A lover of the meadows and the woods 
And mountains, and of all that we behold 
From this green earth . • . •  

Of Swat, Khushhal writes: 

In climate it is glorious, lovelier far than .Kabul, 
Bleak is Kabul, Swu is mild and gende, 
Its air and verdure are like unto Kashmir, 
Though ir spreads not out so finely; 
In every home there are cascades and fountains, 
Fine cities there ate, fine dwellings, and fair markets, 
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Such a country, with such a clime and such streams, 
Wherein every place is by nature a guden of Bowers, 
Hath no homes, no gardens, no fragrance or freshness, 
For the Yusufzais have made of it a desert. 
Swat is meant to give kings gladness, 
Every place in it befits a prince, 
But the Yusufzais have no such feelings, 
And have made ofit a desolate hostel.· 

Contrast this with what the poet writes of his own country, the 
wild, desolate range of Khatak hills, running down to over
shadow the confluence of the Indus and the Landai Rivers. It is 
the country for which he pined during the time of his imprison
ment in Gwalior Fort. 

Blessings be on Akoray who chose Surai for his home, 
Believe me, and well I know, it is of all places the place! 
The dark mountain of Hodi runs straight up to Tirah, 
The NilablO and LandaJ.'U rivers lie beneath its feet, 

. Along their banks runs the great highroad from Hind to 
Khu.rasan, 

And there is the Attock ferry, at which prince and beggar 
ttemble; 

Every bounty that earth beats comes thither, 
And when the rains fall, how lovely is the spring! 
What of Swat, or Ashnaghar or Pekhawar or other lands, 
All bow down to it, and their bounty cometh thither. 
On all sides is game, sport for falcon, hawk and hound, 
Hail, hail, Kalapani, how ravishing the chase in thy paradise! 
Stout and strong are its young men, nimble and active in all 

things, 
Merry-eyed, fair and ruddy of countenance, tall in stature to 

behold; 
May my sons, my grandsons, my family and all my tribe, 
And all who dwell there, may they dwell in God's protection! 
Woe is mel Fate has taken me from it. Whose arm can reach to 

heaven? 
Never of his own will would Khushhal have left Surai. 

There is another lament, written when the poet longed for his 
home: 

· 
0 gentle morning breeze, shouldst thou pass by Khairabad, 
Or should thy way lead thee by the side ofSurai's stream, 
Whisper to them my greetings again, and yet again, 
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Salute them that I Jove so dearly, 
To the mighty Aba-Sind10 cry out with a loud voice, 
But whisper softly to the LanckiU stream! 
It may be perchance that I shall again drink from thee, 
Nor ever dwcll beside the Ganga and the Jamna, 
In Hind arc no cool waters for refreshment, 
God's curse upon it, though it be full of luxury; 
God grant that I may be one again with my beloved, 
Not for eVer will Khushhal remain in Hind. 

Khushhal wrote many love lyrics, and indeed regarded himself as 
a very Bahram-Gur among lovers. He was the father of as many 
as fifty-seven sons, and the number of his daughters is not 
recorded. One of his poems runs: 

Two things do I love most in myself and in the world, 
In myself mine eyes, and in the world fair women, 
When I behold the beauty of the fair I feel I have found God, 
Short is the distance 'twixt love sacred and profane. . . .  

But love poetry does not come over easily from one tongue to 
another. Two of these poems are very well known, and less stereo
typed than most verse based on the Persian tradition. One records 
in detail the physical charms of the Afridi girls in the Kohat Pass: 

Fair and rosy arc the Adam Khel maidens, 
Among them are beauties of every type; 
Large eyes they have, long lashes, and arched brows, 
Sugar lips, flowered cheeks, and foreheads like the moon, 
Tiny are their mouths as pouting rose-buds, 
Their teeth arc even and white, 
Their skin so soft and glossy, and hairless as an egg-shcll, 
Their feet delicate, rounded the leg line and their hips 

magn.Uicent, 
Slender ofbclly, their breasts full and firm, and small 

waisted are they; 
In stature straight as the letter Alif, and fair of colour
Like the hawk has been my flight upon the mountains, 
And many a plump pretty partridge has been my prey; 
The hawk, young or old, seeks its quarry, 
But the swoop of the old hawk errs not; 
Love's affairs are like fire, 0 Khushhal, 
What though the flame be hidden, the smoke is seen! 

The other is impossible to render into English. Each couplet ends 
with the chime of the Pakhtu phrase for n' e.rt &6 pas, is it not? In 
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English there is no poetry in this; in Pakhtu it sounds like the 
chaUenge of a drum or a beU, and it is very effective. 

The sword is sharpened for the blow, is it not? 
The love-locks are curled for the beloved, are they not? 
Why sayest thou to me, 'Look not on the fiUt'? 
The eyes are given me for seeing, are they not? 
Let the priest fast and pmy, let the gal).ant take the flowing 

goblet, 
Every man is created to fullil his lot, is he not? 
Saidst thou, 'My lips' kiss is like a healing draught,' 
The dtaught I seek of thee is to heal my wound, is it not? 
Thou drink est my heart's blood, that is for thee alone, 
My heart was made for thee so cruel, was it not? 
Why dost thou weep over the black curls of thy beloved? 
Thou didst seek those black tendrils of thine own self, didst 

thou not? 
Here is wine, here is harp and flute, and thy beloved, 

OKhushhal, 
Thy tablets in hand, go into the garden, wilt thou not? 

There is one little verse which is so exactly identical with Robert 
Bridges' triolet on the perversity of women that the best transla. 
tion to give is in that poet laureate's own words: 

All women hom are so perverse 
No man need boast their love possessing, 
H naught seem better, nothing's worse, 
All women born are so perverse. 
From Adam's wife, that proved a curse, 
Though God had made her for a blessing, 
All women born are so perverse 
No man need boast of their love possessing. 

To go deeper, the thoughts of a fine and simple faith are ever 
present with Khushhal; his profane loves have not concealed 
from him the divine mercy for which he hopes: 

Only one King I know, His orders I obey,lt 
His yea, and His nay, alike, rule my life, 
Aimal Khan and Darya Khan are present in His court, 
Here am I, my God, I wait at Thy threshold! 
One day will be heard the command, 'Come thou to Me', 
Then eagerly will Thy slave run to Thee, 
Though Thou dost rend the petitions I send Thee, 
In words will I assail Thee in my pmyers. 
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The Afridi chiefs whom he loved as doughty fighters on his side 
had gone before him, and he longed to be with them once more. 

It is worth while to dwell at some length on Khushhal's life 
and thoughts, for he is a Pathan of Pathans. With all his weak
nesses, with all his vainglory, there is something splendid about 
the man. He compels affection, and even love. And to understand 
him is the beginning of knowledge for him who would know 
Patbaos.18 14 

One day in the late spring of last year, on my way down from 
Peshawar to the Panjab, I went four miles off 'the great highroad 
from Khurasan to Hind' to visit the poet's grave. There are two 
hamlets just under the hills, the hamlets of Upper Surai -
wrongly marked as Isori in the map - one named after a clear 
spring which rises in a little dale just above the grave. The grave
yard looks north, and is high enough on the hill-skirts to com
mand a view right across the Landai River and the great plain of 
the Samah to the splendid outline of the mountain ramparts of 
Buoer and Swat, all land over which the poet had first fought, and 
later wandered, in search of the aid that never came from the 
Yusufzais. On the chosen evening the sun, which had just set over 
the plain, was still striking through spring storm-clouds over the 
mountains in shafts of light, and glimpses of the snow ranges in 
the further distance could still be seen. Over the Khatak hills to 
the south there was a deep quiet as before storm; there was no 
dust; the waters trickled from the spring in the glade behind the 
tomb, and a little later a muezzin called from the village mosque 
to prayer. The tomb is enclosed within a small gumbad or dome, 
erected by the pious of a much later generation. 'Why is it here, 
in so lonely a spot?' I asked the custodian. The answer came: 'The 
poet desired it, for he loved the countryside and flowers, and 
above all wished that in his resting-place he should not be dis
turbed by the clatter of the hooves of the Mughal cavalry, passing 
on the King's highway.' 

The tomb is covered with a plain marble slab which bears the 
inscription: 

Da Afghan pllh nang mi Nlarlab f?irab, 
Nangyilli da zamam Khtubhal Khatakyam. 

I bound on the sword for the pride of the Afghan name, 
I am Khushh.al Khatak, the proud man of this day.n 
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CHAPTER XVI 

AHMAD SHAH 

T

he Mghan drama, as it unrolls, offers incidents and spec
tacles hard to parallel in the history of other peoples. For 
we have seen what Elphinstone describes as a congeries of 

tribal commonwealths providing the military spearhead by whose 
thrust more than one conqueror has gained an empire, but unable 
in their own country to compose a State, much less a confederacy. 
Yet military adventurers drawn from these very tribes have found 
the strength to establish a govemment over most of northern 
Hindustan. Three times, under the Khalji, Lodi and Sur Kings, a 
Pathan dynasty had sat on the throne of Delhi, while the writ of 
Pathan princes had been obeyed from Mandu above the Narbadda 
to far-off Bengal. All those Delhi rulers, and most of the others 
were of Ghalji blood. Meanwhile, right through the centuries, the 
Eastern Mghan tribes, in the plains to some extent and in the hills 
absolutely, have resisted imperial encroachment of any durable 
kind, and still at the height of Mughal power in the seventeenth 
century continue to maintain a practical autonomy. 
At the point we have reached, the beginning of the eighteenth 

century, Kabul remains attached to the Mughal Empire of Delhi, 
where Aurangzeb was still upon the throne. Kandahar, lost 
to the Safawis of Persia by Shah Jaban in 1649, stands in spite 
of every Mughal effort as the frontier city of the Shahinshab of 
Isfahan towards India. The vale of Peshawar, the mountains of 
Roh and all the low lands between the Sulaiman range and the 
Indus are still nominally within the Mughal frontiers, but Mughal 
writ runs uncertainly even in the plains and does not extend to the 
hill tracts. Even main lines of communication, such as that through 
the Khaibar, are continually subject to interruption, and regular 
administration, with all the detail of the Mughal revenue system, 
hardly reaches beyond the towns and lands adjacent to the high
ways. Peshawar itself is nominally part of the Mughal province of 
Kabul, under a Deputy Governor. 

>49 
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In 1707 Autangzeb died. In qo8 perished Guru Govind, the 
teD.th and last Guru of the Sikhs slain in reveD.ge by the sons of a 
Pathan horse-dealer whom some years before Govind himself in a 
sudden passion had struck dead.1 In 1707 the Ghalji chief Mirwais 
rose against the Safawi Persians at Kandahar. These two years 
marked the beginning of the fall of both great Muslim empires, 
the Mughal and the Safawi., empires which betweeD. them had 
divided the eastem Iranian country for the last two hundred years. 
The border provinces of both these empires were tom away. In 
the interspace were to arise two new States, Mghanistan and the 
Kingdom of the Sikhs. At long last the Mghans were to found a 
State in their own country. 

In far-off pre-Islamic times, metropolitan Persia or kindred 
Sakas and Kushans from the fringe had conceD.trated in their 
hands a power which was hani.an in origin and inspiration and 
included what is now Afghanistan. But after A.D. xooo the whole 
country, from Herat to the Indus, had either formed part of 
Turkish or Turco-Mongol principalities, or had been split up be
tween empires based on Persia and India. It was the rising of 
Mirwais in Kandahar which proved to be the first step in the 
revival of a separate East ltanian State. Again, as in the case of 
'the Pathan Kings of Delhi', it was a Ghalji who trained and fired 
the fuse. 

This is not the record of Persia. But just as in the earlier cen
turies before the coming of Islam we have found the Frontier's 
fate bound up with events in West Iran or even on the banks of 
the Tigris, so here, in the eighteenth century, the whole construc
tion is dependent on a Persian foundation. For the story of Mir
wais leads up to Nadir Shah, and Nadir, the usurper of the Persian 
throne,wasinaveryrealsensethefounderoftheDurrani.Empireof 
Mgbanistan. Nor is this a chronicle of the Durtanis, but the story 
of Rob cannot be understood without an account of the events 
whereby the Durranis were able for a peri<><! to include within 
their territory all the Mghan and Pathan peoples up to the Indus, 
and indeed beyond. The pressures which in that region affect 
international policies even today are partly the resultant of forces 
set in motion in the period which saw the fall of the Safawi and 
Mughal Empires of Persia and India in the eighteenth century. 

Mirwais was a valiant warrior of the Hotak clan of the Ghaljis 
living close to Kandahar. He rose against the Persian governor of 
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the province, represented by the Afghan writers as a violent 
Georgian and known to them as Gurgin. The Mghan accounts 
suggest a chatacter as ruthless and as good a hater as Stilin, but 
lacking Stalin's finesse. By a most able combination of flattery, 
craft and force Mi.rwais defeated and slew his Georgian opponent 
and became master of the city. On his way to power he visited the 
Safawi capital of Isfahan to ingratiate himself with the Safawi 
monarch, and it was during this period of preparation that the 
weakness and decadence of the Persian regime was revealed to 
him and his son Mil: Mahmud. It is from this time that there be
gins a tradition which still holds - every Mghan regarding the 
Persian as degenerate, and every Persian looking on Mghans as 
rude and boorish. 

After Mirwais' death in 1715 there was a struggle for ascend
ancy between his surviving brother, Abdul .Aziz, and his son 
Mahmud, terminated by Mahmud's murder of his uncle in 1717. 

After disposing of his uncle, Mahmud led his Ghaljis in atrium
phant campaign against Persia. In 17z.o he captured Kirman, and 
in 1711 besieged and took the Safawi capital Is&han after appal
ling barbarities. Shah Tahmasp fell into his hands, and he re
enacted the famous scene of the banquet given to the Yusufzais 
ar Kabul by Ulugh Beg II. Convinced that terror alone could 
restrain the Persians in obedience, he made an opportunity to hold 
a great festival. To this he invited all the leading Persian worthies• 
of Isfahan who, anxious to please their new sovereign and enter
taining no suspicion of his designs, arrived at the palace to the 
number of 114. Instead of a banquet they found the Ghaljis posted 
in the royal gardens and were butchered to a man. 

The lust and power of slaughter affected Mahmud as it had 
Alauddin, Sultan of Delhi, another Ghalji four centuries earlier. 
He became a homicidal maniac and turned on his own tribesmen, 
prepared to suffer almost any bloody deed but treachery against 
themselves. That was his end, and his head was displayed as a 
trophy by his cousin Ashraf, who had his own father's murder to 
avenge and was now adopted by the invaders as their leader. 
Ashraf was a magnificent master of war, actually succeeding in 
vanquishing a powerful Ottoman army which sought to take 
advantage of the overthrow of the Safawis to invade Persia. The 
respect in which the Turks held Ashraf is shown by the fact that in 
172.7 the Porte acknowledged him as the legitimate Shah of Persia. 

s 
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The Ghaljis could win battles, but they could not rule. They 
were utterly devoid of the statecraft needed to adapt their role as 
conquerors to one of the most ancient civilizations on earth. Nadir 
Qu1i Khan, himself another usurper and a Turkmen of the Afshar 
clan, arose and rallied Persia round him. By 1730 Ashraf had been 
defeated in two decisive battles, at Mihmandust and at Zarghun 
near Shi.raz and-typical of Ghalji feud and violence to the end - was killed in flight by a force sent out by his cousin Husain 
Sultan. Husain remained in control of Kandahar until 17 3 8, when 
Nadir, by that time Shah of Persia, captured it on his way to the 
invasion of India and brought the line of the ill-fated Ghalji 
usurpers to an end. Even Mghan historians do not dignify them 
as Shahs of Persia; they are known only as the Mirs. 

While the Ghaljis were pursuing this erratic course, the other 
and more westerly great Mghan tribe, the Abdalis, were active in 
extending their tribal lands at the expense of an apparently 
decadent Persia in the country between Herat and Meshed. This 
tribe, almost equal in numbers and lands and probably superior in 
wealth to the Ghaljis, is first heard of in the time of Shah Abbas 
the Great (1 587-16z.9), who made Malik Saddo its titular head in 
return for services around Kandahar. It now comes into promin
ence with the fall of the Safawis and the rise of Nadir Shah. As the 
most westerly of all Mghan tribes it was in the closest contact with 
'Fersia. For this reason its headmen had adopted much of the 
Persian manners and dress, and all leading Abdalis even then 
spoke their own somewhat uncouth Persian, though, like the 
Ghaljis, they affected to despise Persians as effeminate and deca
dent. Many of them probably even then, as today, had forgotten 
their Pashtu language- when they used it, they spoke the soft 
variant-and something of their Pashtu heritage. We have seen 
already how closely Elphinstone's description of the Abdalis he 
met in 1809 tallies with the old Herodotean reference to the 
Sagartioi. The position of the Sagartioi on the Achaemenian map 
is uncertain, but may have been near Herat in the satrapy of Aria, 
more or less where the Abdalis now are, on the southern skirts of 
the central massif on the line from Kandahar through Girishk and 
Farah to Herat. Like the Sagartioi of Herodotus the Abdalis are a 
people Persian in language and in dress half Persian, halfPaktuan. 

The Abdalis under Muhammad Zaman Khanl and Haji Jamal* 
at one time succeeded in taking Meshed from the Persians. 
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Nadir's preoccupation with the Ghaljis further south made it hard 
for him to deal with them. But in 1729 after four hard-fought 
engagements he overcame them. Then, having finally defeated the 
Ghalji Ashraf near Shiraz, Nadir tumed once more against the 
Abdalis and, after very hard fighting, during which more than 
once the issue was in doubt, drove them into Herat which he 
besieged and took in 1732. Three times an armistice was made, 
and three times the Abdalis, expecting reinforcements, went back 
on their pledged word and renewed the fighting. But despite their 
constant violation of pledges, Nadir treated them with marked 
clemency. He may have known how well their ancestors had 
served Shah Abbas a century earlier and noted their Persian 
affiliations. He realized their martial qualities and was determined 
to win them over by generous treatment to serve in his army. In 
the execution. of this plan he showed great political ability. He 
succeeded in winning their confidence, and with their goodwill 
was able to finish the affair with the Ghaljis and go on to Kanda
har, which in its tum he bes-ieged and took in 1738 from Husain 
Sultan, the last of the Ghalji Mirs. There he found the sons of the 
Abdali Malik Muhammad Zaman Khan, Zulfiqar and his younger 
brother Ahmad, then a youth of some fifteen years, who had taken 
refuge with the Ghaljis. Impressed with their gallant bearing, he 
treated them generously and sent them off to exile in Mazandaran, 
whence Ahmad shortly after rejoined Nadir to serve as an officer 
in the new cotps of Mghan mercenaries which the USUiper was . . 
now rru.stng. 

This Mghan contingent became the corps d'elite of Nadir's 
army, like the Immortals of the Achaemenians. The Abdalis 
formed the largest support, but Nadir had fought strenuous 
batdes against the Ghaljis also, and they too were well repre
sented. Estimates• of the strength of this cotps vary between 4.000 
and 16,ooo, but whatever the strength, all a�counts agree that the 
Afghan cotps of horse formed Nadir's bodyguard in whom alone 
he had complete reliance. They were commanded by eight Abdali 
and two Ghalji Maliks, the command-in-<:hief being in the first 
instance in the hands of an Abdali of the Alizai clan, Nur Muham
mad Khan. This body of men accompanied Nadir to India and 
participated in all the dangers and successes of that campaign. 
The murder of a number of them by the Delhi mob set the con
queror at 14$hing point, and led him in his fury to order the 
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frightful massacre which has given a word to the languages of 
Northern India.' Pexhaps the most signal service rendered by 
them was when they saved Nadir's army from complete destruc
tion when, on his way through the Khai.bar Pass on retum from 
his conquest of India, he was beset by Afridi and other tribesmen 
in the gorges. On that occasion the Persian conqueror was in a 
most critical position, and was only able to extricate himself with 
the aid of the galiant front put up by his Mghan corps. Even then 
he did not win clear until he had paid a heavy toll in cash to the 
mountaineers who had closed the de£1es against him.' In the end 
the preference Nadir showed to his Mghan mercenaries led to 
great jealousies among his own Turkmens, the well-known 
Qizilbash or Red-heads, and became the main cause of his 
assassination by Muhammad Khan Qajar, the real founder of the 
dynasty which succeeded him on the throne of Persia. 

Nadir was murdered in his tent in 1747, some years after his 
return from India. At this time the Abdali contingent of the 
Mghan corps was commanded by Ahmad Khan. Hearing a 
tumult, Ahmad and his men rushed towards the standard, think
ing to protect their King. Their way was barred by strong forces 
of Qizilbash, greatly outnumbering the Mghans. But Ahmad 
Khan, bound in a loyal cause, hacked his way through and 
entered the royal tent, only to find Nadir's headless trunk lying in 
a pool of blood. The Abdali devotion to the King was real and 
they were overcome by mixed emotions, horror over the loss of 
a trusted chief and shame that they, whom he trusted, had failed 
him. They found the time to give expression to their grief, and 
then once more fought their way through, and, taking to horse, 
made off to Kandahar. 

On his ride to Kandahar Ahmad Khan thought quickly. Nadir 
was dead. But Nadir, like Persian rulers before him, had extended 
the Persian Empire far to the east. Kandahar, it is true, had pre
viously been included in the Persian dominion since it was taken 
from Shah Jahan a century ago, but until Nadir conquered it 
Kabul had been a Mughal province, and Peshawar was included 
with Kabul. Multao and the Derajat also had been part of the 
Mughal Empire, but Nadir had acquired them. For as the price of 
peace after his capture of Delhi Nadir had obtained not only the 
Peacock Throne and the most valuable of the Mughal treasure 
(including the Koh-i-nur diamond), 7 but the cession to Persia of 
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all the trans-Indus districts including Peshawar. Moreover, Nadir 
had uncovered the pitiful weakness of the Delhi crown. Why not 
then, thought Ahmad, derive a tide from the Persian conqueror, 
and succeed not only to the eastem portion of the Safawi Emp� 
but to the control of all the fertile Mughal provinces which had 
fallen to the Persian arms? In so thinking no doubt Ahmad had 
in mind the astonishing Ghalji success of a generation back, fol
lowed by the almost immediate Ghalji disaster. The first he could 
emulate; he had the finest troops in southern Asia. The second he 
would ward off by going east, not west. He would select the 
Mghan borderland with the Mughals, and not the heart of Persia 
as the focus and centre of his ambitions. 

In his autobiographys the Amir Abdurrahman gives a pretty 
picture of Ahmad's election as Shah of Mghanistan, as recorded 
in the Kabul annals, The story runs that, after Nadir's assassina
tion, the chiefs of the various tribes, led by Haji Jamal Barakzai, 
gathered in council at the shrine of Sher Surkh near Kandahar to 
elect a King. Each in tum was asked his opinion and each insisted 
his own claims were to be preferred, refusing to submit himself 
to the rule of any other. Ahmad, the youngest, was asked last. He 
remained silent, saying not a word. Thereupon a holy man, Sabir 
Shah, e took an ear of wheat in his hand and, placing it on Ahmad's 
head, announced that he alone, having given no cause for dissen
sion, was the proper ruler for the kingdom. The chiefs, noting 
Ahmad's youth- he was but twenty-four- were inclined to 
mock. But a litde reflection brought to mind that the clan of · Saddozai, to which Ahmad belonged, was only a branch of the 
Popalzai and very weak, and therefore a King selected from the 
Saddozai could easily be dethroned if he did not act according to 
the counsel of the more powerful tribes. Agreeing on this, all 
took pieces of grass in their mouths as a token that they were his 
catde and beasts of burden, and throwing pieces of cloth round 
their necks as a sign of willingness to be led, submitted to his rule 
and gave him powers of life at1d death. 

A later gloss has been added to the effect that Haji Jamal, the 
leader of the most powerful Barakzai clan, secured an understand
ing that the King's Minister should be chosen from that clan. 

Ahmad Khan was a born leader, and it is improbable that 
matters went in his favour so simply and without his prompting. 
Whatever the tale, he had himself crowned as Ahmad Shah in 
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Kandahar. He assumed the title Durr-i-Durran, Pearl of Pearls, 
because, it is said, it pleased him to wear an ear-ring fashioned of 
pearls. From that time his tribe, the Abdalis, have been known as 
the Durtanis. 

Ahmad was fortified in his determination by an event repre
sented by the chroniclers as a piece of luck. On his way to Kanda
har, we are told, he fell in with a caravan bringing up to Nadir 
more than a crore's worth of loot and treasure, the fruit of the 
usurper's Indian conquests. It is significant that this treasure in
cluded the Koh-i-nur diamond. This treasure-trove, seized by 
Ahmad, served as the foundation of his new Mghan State, and 
enabled the young warrior to pay for his coronation and furnish 
the royal treasury. It has never been said, but it is surely obvious, 
that Nadir's treasure must have been under strong guard, and that 
guard could have been none other than his trusted Mghan corps. 
It is incredible that so avaricious a ruler would have allowed his 
crown jewels to wander about separately from his army and un
escorted. Moreover, eight years had passed since the conquest of 
India. The whole incident is typical of tribal principle and method. 
Loyalty, to the point of love, will go to a forceful character. Win 
their devotion and these men will serve a leader to the death. As 
mercenaries Mghans have always been magnificent. But loyalty 
to a principle in conflict with short-term self-interest -no. 
Remove the leader, and the course which is seen as serving the 
immediate personal end will be followed. There is no real paradox 
here. Ahmad Shah's action in seizing and turning to his own uses 
the treasure of the monarch he had served and loved at the time 
won applause as a fine act of statecraft. And, what is more, it led 
to success. There can be no doubt that his action was of deliberate 
policy, and not a mere instance of fortune favouring the brave. 

In his reign of twenty-six years ( 174 7-73) Ahmad Shah swept 
eight times across the Indus, and ravaged the Panjab as £ar as 
Delhi. His first two expeditions in the first two years of his reign 
were designed to obtain in his own name the Mughal Emperor's 
confu:mation of the cession of Peshawar and the other trans-Indus 
districts which had been made to Nadir. His expedition of IJS2 

was more ambitious. It was then that he annexed Lahore and 
Multan, incorporating all the West Panjab in his empire and fixing 
a boundary at Sirhind beyond the eastern limits of West Pakistan. 
And it was in this year that the Durranis became the masters of 
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Kashmir, which they conquered and held Ja.rgely with the aid of 
Yusufzai and other tribesmen around Peshawar. From that time 
has come down that curious attachment which Pathans still feel 
today for this loveliest of lands. Western Mghans found it too far 
from home, and yearned for the more virile beauties of their 
Khurasan. But Eastern Mghans, and the Karlanri tribesmen, 
think of Kashmir as a mistress. Those who love her abide half
guil tily in the pleasures of her seduction, but in the very acknow
ledgment of her beauty their thoughts return to their own and 
more lawful home. The conflict of emotion is enshrined in a 
proverb: Unto every man his own country is Kashmir.1o 

In r76r, after months of patient manoeuvre and skirmishing, 
Ahmad Shah defeated and shattered the great army of the 
Ma.ratha confederacy on the field of Panipat, fifty miles north of 
Delhi. It has been usual to speak of this as one of the decisive 
battles of the world in that it saved the north from Maratha 
domination, paving the way for the gradual extension of British 
authority to Delhi and later to the Panjab. But it is now possible 
to see Ahmad Shah's campaigns in a Ja.rger perspective. What they 
really did was, by hastening and completing the process of dis
integration of the Mughal Empire begun by Nadir Shah, to throw 
the Panjab into a state of anarchy which made possible the emerg
ence of a new power, the Sikhs. He also gave to Lahore and 
Multan, and of course to Peshawar and the Derajat, that contra
diction in terms, a new orientation towards the west. They had 
had this before in pre-Muslim times, and under Mahmud of 
Ghazni, but for centuries before Ahmad Shah's time they had 
come to look towards Delhi. It is certain that this attitude, below 
the conscious level of thinking though it be, is one of the emo
tional bases of the patriotism of West Pakistan today. In other 
words, in the west at least, the partition of 1947 was not the out
come only of differing attitudes to religion; it had an historical 
background also. But there was to be a long fight with the Sikhs 
before the issue was decided. It was a decision rooted in the history 
of two centuries. 

It was after the Maratha defeat at Panipat, and Ahmad's return 
to Kabul, that the Sikhs began to acquire temporal power. The 
state of unsettlement caused by the passing of armies had left the 
Panjab without regular administration, and a number of leaders 
of the Sikh mif/sll began to erect forts in strong places and to defy 
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Ahmad's lieutenants. Among these was Chamt Singh, grand
father of Ranjit. Sikh anger had been tumed into military channels 
by the sack in 1757 of Amritsar, their holy place, by Ahmad's son 
Prince Timur, and Ahmad's last three expeditions (x76z-67) were 
directed to bringing Sikh recalcitrance under control. They failed. 
The Sikh temple at Amritsar was once more destroyed and pol
luted in revenge for Sikh desecration of mosques. But Ahmad 
himself could not stay: his health was failing, and the victorious 
Sikhs followed up his last retreat, capturing Sher Shah's great 
fortress at Rohtas and occupying as far north as Rawalpindi. 

During all these Indian expeditions Ahmad experienced much 
trouble in and around Peshawar, and his communications through 
the Passes were often subject to inteuuption, as had been those of 
Nadir Shah. Elphinstone tells us11 that Ahmad gave all the 
Eastern tribes the name of 'Berdooraunees', but this nomencla
ture, if ever used, is never heard today. In dealing with these 
tribes he enjoyed certain advantages. The prestige of his Afghan 
origin, the new Afghan Kingdom he had built, above all his 
enlistment and enrichment of the tribesmen by the grant of service 
in his army, enabled him to surmount dangers which had threat
ened to submerge even the armies of Nadir. But even he, the fil:st 
and most powerful of Afghan Kings, never sought to subject to 
his administrative control 'the mountain tracts of the Karlanri 
tribes, or even the valley of Swat. He was fain to adopt Babur's 
policy of matrimonial alliances with the daughters of tribal maliks. 
And he continued the payment of tolls to the Afridis and Shin
waris of the Khaibar, and distributed jagirs to many Yusufzai, 
Onkza.i, Khalil and Mohmand leaders. Moreover he caused each 
tribe to assess its military strength on a rough census for his army. 
To this day the only fact that any Wazir or Mahsud tribesman can 
tell you of the past history of his tribe is Ahmad Shah's military 
assessment of the lashk.zr strengthU ofWaziristan. The figures are 
as follows: 

Ahmadzai Wazirs 
Utmanzai Wazirs 
Mahsuds 
Bhitannis 
Daurs 

30,000 
30,000 
x8,ooo 
zz,ooo 
11,000 

xoz,ooo 
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Even today the weight of each tribe in war or council is apt to be 
assessed at this reckoning, though to arrive at a correct relative 
estimate, on present showing, the Mahsud power and population 
should probably be taken as nearly double the figures given. 

In summing up Ahmad, Otnningham,l• historian of the Sikhs, 
echoes Tacitus' epigram on the Roman Emperor Galba. He calls 
him the very ideal of the Mghan genius, hardy and enterprising, 
fitted for conquest yet incapable of empire, seeming but to exist 
for the sake of losing and recovering provinces. From the angle 
of the Panjab and the Sikh Khalsa the words are true. But Ahmad 
Shah was more than that. He founded an Mghan monarchy 
which enduted, and still finds its royal house from Ahmad's tribe, 
the Durranis, though it be from another clan. The fame of his 
house, the Saddozai sept of the Popalzai Durranis, still evokes an 
Mghan sense of loyalty which to some extent even crosses inter
national frontiers. The memory of his exploits has done something 
to inspire the West Pakistan patriot of our day. Ahmad had a bold 
and commanding tum of natural genius. He was an adept in the 
difficult art of the management of men and tribes. Man of war 
indeed he was, but one disposed by nature to mildness and 
clemency, and prone to policies of conciliation, where the way 
lay open. He was a King who never lost the common touch; with 
his Durrani and Ghalji counsellors, Elphinstone tells us, he kept 
up the same equal and popular demeanour which was usual with 
their Khans before there was any question of royal dignity. He 
was himself a divine and he wrote poetry, and what is more, poetry 
not in Persian but in Pashtu. He would have wished to be accorded 
the character of a sah'h.n 

Even Sher Shah, the most illustrious of all Mghans, though he 
left a record more memorable in the sphere of effective governance 
and power, failed to display those human and endearing qualities 
for which the first of the Saddozai monarchs is so justly famed. 

Ahmad was only fifty when he died. In his last years he suffered 
from a malady of the face, probably canoer, which gave him great 
pain. He died at Murgha in the Achakzai Toba hills, where he had 
gone to escape the summer heats of Kandahar. His tomb is at 
Kandahar, and is still respected as a sanctuary. 

Ahmad was succeeded by Timur Shah, his favourite but not his 
eldest son, a very d.iffetent sort of man. Like so many Durranis 
in high places in later days, Timur was never even reasonably 
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familiar with the Pashtu language; he was bom in Persian Meshed 
in 1746; during much of his father's lifetime he was stationed in 
the Panjab, one of his many wives being a Mughal princess, and 
later he was governor of Hes:at where Persian is the ruling tongue. 
His Persian affinities made him a man of great taste and culture in 
the contemporary idiom; he delighted in the arts and particularly 
in the embellishment of buildings and the lay-out of formal gar
dens. But he disliked the rough manners of the Durrani nobles, 
and in the choice of ministers his disposition inclined him to 
Persian scribes and munshis. He nominally retained the Khans in 
the dignities in which his father had placed them, but by institut
ing new offices and shifting the emphasis he, duplicated the con
duct of administration and threw the power 'into the hands of his 
dependants. The tribal levies he disbanded, keeping about his per
son only a bodyguard of Qizilbash known as the Ghulamishahs -
the King's Slaves. Their devotion saved his person arid main
tained the tranquillity of the capital, but the remote provinces 
gradually threw off the submission offered to Ahmad, and the 
Kingdom began to disintegrate. The impetus given by the 
fathers greatness outlasted the twenty years of the son's reign, 
but the decay which began under Timur became evident within a 
short time after his death in 1793· 

By any standard Timur had a large family, twenty-three sons 
and daughters unnumbered, by a diversity of women. He pursued 
his fathers policy of alliance with the daughters of tribal chiefs, 

· thereby seeking to artach the tnbe to his person. O�e of $e main 
clues to an understanding of tribal sympathy and alliance lies in a 
study of such marriages. Note always the princes who are bom of 
the same mother, and those of other mothers. It is a rUle absolute 
that the half-brothers in Eastern royal families are at enmity. Not 
only do the rivalries of the mothers set them against one another, 
but the sons of younger wives are apt to secure the royal attention. 
Conversely the sons of the same mother will usually be found on 
the same side in revolts or rebellions. There is yet another point. 
A tribal marriage does not do so much as Timur supposed to 
engage the tribe in the monarch's own interest, but it does most 
strongly attract tribal affection for the S()fl of that marriage, more 
particularly if, as often happens, he is put out to a tribal foster-
mother to be suckled. 

· 
Thus ofTimur's many children the eldest, Humayun, was by a 
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mother of the royal Saddozai clan of the Popalzai. By birth and 
breeding he should have succeeded, but he was conveniently 
absent at Kandahar when his father died. Another, Mahmud, was 
also by a Popalzai mother- not Saddozai but of another clan -
he was absent in Herat. Abbas, the next, of obscure parentage, 
was in Peshawar, but a man of small character and no influence. 
Then came Zaman and Shuja, the sons of one mother, a Yusufzai 
lady and Timur's favourite queen. The period of bJdshahgartii" or 
palace revolutions, which followed Timur's death, and the asylum 
later offered to Shah Shuja by more than one of the Peshawar 
tribes, are explicable in these terms, and in these terms alone. 

Timur's attachment to his Yusufzai queen was no doubt in 
some sense a reflection of the proud and privileged position held 
by that tribe in Durrani times no less than under the Mughals. In 
that way his preferences were not without a political flavour. 
Raverty quotes original sources11 which establish the fact that the 
Yusufzais proper, except a few dwelling in the Olachh east of the 
Indus, were entirely independent of the Durrani government, 
were under no obligation to furnish troops, and acknowledged 
no allegiance but to their own chiefs. As for the Mandanrs of the 
Samah, the same authority affirms that neither were they subject 
to Timur's taxes, though in time of war the King would despatch 
a party of '11kma to rouse their patriotism and induce them to 
enlist a small force as a contingent to the royal army. More than 
once the Yusufzais and Mandanrs strove to sustain the failing 
cause of Timur's sons, Zaman and Shuja, to whom through a 
Yusufzai mother their loyalty was due. 

Ahmad's capital had been at Kandahar. On his frequent expedi
tions he had occasionally used Kabul during the summer months, . 
but he was too busy for sojourns of leisure. Peshawar he knew 
only as a staging-point for his invasions of the Panjab, and a place 
where difficult questions of tribal loyalties and backslidings had 
always to be faced. When he needed to be cooler in summer, 
Ahmad moved his camp to the Toba highlands between Kanda
har and Quetta, to pass his days among the rude Achakzai tribes
men, Durranis too but poor relations, simple men in whose com
pany the great King rejoiced. 

Timur changed all this. He had Babur's love for Kabul in 
summer and for the B.ower-strewn beauty of Peshawar in spring, 
and he made his summer and winter capitals in these places, mov-
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ing with the seasons as Mghans love to do. In both he built 
palaces. Those in Kabul were standing at the time of the first 
Mghan war; they are well pictured in the admirable water-colours 
and prints of that period that have come down to us.18 The build
ings were simple reproductions in carved wood of an excellent 
tradition in Muslim architecture; unfortunately they have been 
replaced by hybrids which pay no account to the old crafts and 
have failed to absorb the new. Timor's beautiful palace and gar
dens in and below the Bala Hissar at Peshawar were destroyed by 
the Sikhs in 181;. This was the palace in which Mountstuart 
Elphinstone was received with such splendour by Shah Shuja in 
x8o9; visited by Alexander Burnes in x8;z, it was nothing but a 
heap of ruins. The Sikhs destroyed even the gardens for firewood; 
it is only in recent years that these ravages have been repaired and 
Peshawar has once more become a city of dreams, surrounded by 
gardens and pleasances as it was when first it burst on the eyes of 
those Europeans more than a century ago. 

The memory of the Saddozai princes, with some respect for the 
Saddozai name, is still evident in the society of Peshawar. Many 
Saddozai noblemen followed Timur's sons into exile when the 
first period of btitlshahgardi began. But the memory goes back to 
his son Shah Shuja rather than to Timur himself. It is particularly 
vivid among the Yusufzais and the Mridis, the first because of 
Shuja's mother, and the second because he sought and received 
asylum among them and won respect as their guest. Timur him
self broke every rule of Mghan behaviour by handing over for 
execution the Mohmand malik, Arsala Khan, who had sum:ndered 
on safe-conduct ('itbar). Without regarding his voluntary sur
render, Timur ordered him to be delivered to some of his tribe 
with whom he had a deadly feud and by them he was immediately 
put to death.19 There could be no action more contrary to the 
Path an sense of honour, and the circumstance has left a stain on 
Timur's memory. Arsala, it is true, had rebelled, but that was not 
the point. The King's writ did not run in Mohmand tribal terri
tory, any more then than in more recent years. Pressure could, of 
course, be brought for the surrender of an outlaw. But, if he sur
rendered, the surrender would be on safe-conduct; penalties 
would be negotiated in accordance with tribal ideas and a death 
sentence would be out of the question. It was bad enough to put 
him to death and break the safe-conduct. For the sovereign to 
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inflict the death penalty by making use of a tribal feud to shift the 
burden from his own shoulders was regarded as the last word in 
dishonourable conduct. The logical plea that A.rsala's enemies had 
at least some share in the dishonour would not appeal to a Pathan. 

Timur Shah was taken ill on his way up to Kabul from Pesha
war, and died in the spring of 1793· He had loved Peshawar, but 
has left thexe no name of honour, for tribesmen still say of him 
that he was a Persian and no Pathan. Yet thexe is no doubt that 
his establislunent of the Durxani wintex capital at Peshawar was 
the beginning of a long story only now coming to an end. 
Modem Afghan irredentism is based on a history that goes back 
at least to this reign. 

Zaman Mirza, son of Timur's favourite Yusufzai wife, suc
ceeded him as Shah Zaman. 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE SADDOZAIS AND 
MOUNTSTUAR T ELPHINSTONE 

During the reigns of Ahmad and Timur the followers of 
Guru Govind had been steadily gaining strength in the 
Panjab. 

When Timur died in 1793, the position was that the nominal 
sovereignty of that province, as far as Suhind, still vested in the 
Durtani Shah, with Lahore as capital of that part of his dominion. 
In fact Kabul writ did not extend much east of the Indus. Lahore 
and Rawalpindi were in Sikh hands, and the border chieftains of 
the Khalsa, led by Muha Singh, Ranjit's father, were in effective 
control as far as the Margalla Pass and Hasan Abdal. The Sikh 
dharmsala which stands by the stream below the frowning battle
ments of Rohtas bears witness to the extent of the Khalsa's power 
at this time in the Salt Range country. As yet there was no Sikh 
threat west of the Indus. Peshawar and the Derajat, as Mghan 
territories, still owned Durrani supremacy. Uneasy raid and 
counter-raid continued to ravage the fertile lands along the Haro 
stream. Ranjit Singh, a boy of thirteen, had already been blooded 
in this desultory warfare. 

When Shah Zaman acceded to the Kabul throne, his courtiers 
were loud in exhortation that the easy way to glory lay through 
the Panjab in the steps of his grandfather. Ahmad Shah, they 
urged, had but proved himself a trUe warrior in the long line 
starting with Mahmud the Idol-breaker, but his great work was 
being destroyed by the new idolatry which had arisen round the 
temple at Amritsar. They did not stop to think, nor did they 
know, how great is the debt of Sikhdom to Islam, ho� it is per
meated with the idea of the tatihid,1 and guided by a sacred book. 
The Muslim princes of Hindustan, themselves under pressure 
from the Marathas, and led by Asaf-ud-Daula, Prince-wa.zi.r of 
Oudh, pressed on the new Durrani Shah that the time had come 
for him to act as their deliverer, a modem champion of the Faith. 

·� 
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Shah Zaman listened. But the position in the Indus Valley 
region was alteJ:ed since the time of Ahmad Shah, and nothing 
was to be gained there but by long and uninterrupted operations. 
Zaman did not gxasp the fact that Nadir had alxeady stripped 
Delhi of all the tteasuxe to be had, while his own grandfather's 
eight Punjab invasions had scattexed what remained of hoaxded 
wealth in and around Lahore. What might indeed have been a 
more permanent objective - the reduction and holding of the 
Panjab -was not to be accomplished by a hasty incuxsion. The 
plan opposed by the Sikhs to Ahmad Shah, which was to evacuate 
theil: country on his approach and retuxn when his army was with
drawn, would be repeated against his gxandson. He failed to 
realize that it could be baffied only by keeping a force in the 
country, sufficient to retain possession. To succeed, such a policy 
would almost certainly have involved a fion decision by the 
Saddozai King to shift his capital and court, as had Babux, from 
the Kabul highlands, in this case to Lahore. 

A policy so fax-reaching was beyond the conception of such a 
man as Shah Zaxnan. He saw only the Sikhs, flaunting their yellow 
flags at Rohtas, and desecrating the holy name of Hasan Abdal.1 
So, 6.lled with idle hopes, he crossed the Indus in I79l. 

On this first foxay he contented himself with moving to Hasan 
Abdal, desttoying the new Sikh holy places there, and sending a 
paxty forwaxd to obtain the nominal surrender of Rohtas. He had 
then to return to Kabul, to suppress a movement against him 
initiated by his half-brother, Mahmud, from Herat. In 1797 he 
tried again, and again in 1798, on both occasions establishing his 
power in Lahore with the help of Nizamuddin Khan, the Khwe
shgi chief of Kasur. 3 This Pathan he employed as his intermediary 
in dealing with the Sikh chieftains, including the youthful Ranjit 
Singh, who kept aloof. But Nizamuddin, employed to coerce the 
Sikhs, wisely saw no reason at the time why Zaman's invasion 
should prove more permanent than his gxand.father's, and forbore 
to proceed to extremities against neighbours to whom he might 
soon be left a prey. The result is well explained by Cunningham:• 

Some restless skirmishing took place, but the designs of Meh· 
mood, who had obtained the support of Persia, again withdrew the 
ill-fated King to the west, and he quitted Lahore in the beginning of 
1799· During this second invasion the character of Runjeet Singh 
seema to have impressed itself, not only on the other Sikh leaders, but 
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on the Dooranee Shah. Runjeet coveted Lahore, which was associ
ated in the minds of men with the possession of power.' Zaman, 
Wl2ble to cross his heavy artillery over the ftooded Jehlum, made it 
known to the aspiring chief that their transmission would be an 
acceptable service. AP. many pieces of cannon as could be readily 
extricated were sent after the Shah, and Ranjeet Singh procured what 
he wanted, a royal investiture of the capital of the Punjab. 

Thus, yielding to a display of force and finesse, not the last in 
Ranjit's career, the ruler of Kabul had been induced to set up the 
Sikh as his Viceroy in Lahore, and thenceforward Panjab history 
centres more and more in Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Under his 
leadership the Sikhs were able not only to hold the line of the 
Indus; they had cut off the channels of communication and supply 
between Central Asia and the Muslim powers south of the Sutlej. 
This last and abortive expedition of Zaman Shah in 1798/99 
closed nearly 8oo years of history. During those long centuries the 
Muslim princes of Hindustan had been sustained by constant 
recruitment from the countries of their origin beyond the Sulai
man Mountains. The rise of the Sikh State established a barrier, 
and prevented the resuscitation of any new dynasty by new blood 
from the north upon the ruins of the old empire at Delhi or 
Lahore. 

Shah Zaman's ventures in the Panjab led also in a few years in 
his own country to the fall of the Saddozai branch of the Dur
ranis and the eclipse of the Mghan monarchy as an imperial 
power. An era of palace revolutions, temarkable even in Central 
Asian annals, shook the Mghan State to its foundations. The 
complicated shifts of power which follow will be clearer if fore
cast here in a short analysis, picking up the details later, as we 
come to them, and noting that the Saddozai Kings themselves 
were to a large extent degraded to pawns in the hands of the 
powerful Barakzai nobles who turned the wheels of their fortunes. 

Little mote than a year after his return Zaman was deposed and 
blinded by his half-brother Mahmud. This semi-fraternal act, in 
the Turk not the Mghan tradition, failed to secute to the usurper 
an unchallenged tenure, for Mahmud's first occupation of the 
throne lasted only three years. In t8o; he was forced to give way 
in Kabul to Zaman's full brother Shuja. Shah Shuja, son of a 
Yusufzai mother, did not include the blinding of brothers among 
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the prerogatives of successful kings and, forgoing the meaner 
forms of revenge, first imprisoned Mahmud in the Bala Hissar, 
and later suffered him to depart once more to the west. Mahmud 
maintained himself around Herat until another shift of power 
enabled him six years later (18o9) to oust Shah Shuja as he had 
already ousred Shah Zaman, and sit for the second time upon the 
throne of Kabul. There he did evil in the sight of the Lord until 
1818. In that year, urged on by his mad and sadistic son K.amran, 
he tortured and killed his Barakza.i Wazir, Fateh Khan, the man 
to whom he twice owed his throne, with a cruelty so abominable 
that men still writhe at the temog of it. The Barakzais rose in their 
anger under Fateh Khan's twenty-one brothers8 of the Muham
madzai sept, known later as the Paindakhel. Mahmud had to take 
refuge once more in Herat, where he and his son Kamran re
mained in uneasy control as long as 1842.. They were not again to 
see Kabul or Kandahar, much less Peshawar. 

It will be seen that there were four changes of ruler, from 
Zaman to Mahmud, from Mahmud to Shuja, from Shuja back to 
Mahmud, and finally a shift of dynasty altogether from the Saddo
za.is to the Barakza.is. The Durrani Empire perished, and was suc
ceeded by an Amirate. It was the shattering effect of these four 
changes in the first quarter of the nineteenth century that, more 
than anything else, enabled Raojit Singh gradually to absorb all 
those portions of Ahmad Shah's dominion which lay in the plains 
between the Sulaiman Mountains and the River Indus. 

Haji Jamal, who appears at the head of all Barakzai genealogies, 
had taken a leading part in the Abdali struggles against Nadir. 
Blphinstone, writing on information gathered in 1809 some years 
before the Barakza.is supplanted the Saddoza.is, speaks of the former 
as a far larger clan than the Popalza.i (of whom the royal Saddozai 
were a small braoch)andpre-eminentamongallMghan tribes. 'They 
are a spirited and warlike clan, and, as Futteh Khaun is now their 
chief, they make a much more conspicuous figure than any other 
tribe among the Mghauns. At present, the grand vizier, and al
most all the great officers of state, are Baurikzyes, and they owe 
their elevation to the courage and attachment of their clan.' 

A detailed study ofDurraoi tribal organization, its relationship 
to the Mghan ruler, and its power through the leading clan to 
bring about a change of King and even of dynasty, would lie out
side the scope of this book.• It is more proper to the evaluation of 
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the Afghan State as such, and bears only indirectly on the story of 
the Frontier tribes. But, like the later Saddozais, the Barabai 
chiefs, and more particularly one branch of them, were closely 
conne<:ted with Peshawar, to which they formed a strong attach
ment. This attachment persists up to this day. For this reason it is 
necessary here to identify the chief characters of the Barakzai. We 
shall find that their influence on tribal sentiment persists into the 
years after the exercise of direct Durrani power was withdrawn 
from Peshawar and its environment. 

Haji Jamal's son Painda Khan had been acknowledged chief 
of the Barakzais, and honoured by Timur with the title Sarafraz 
(the Eminent), for which reason Elphinstone and others some
what confuse identities by referring to him as Saraf:taz Khan. It 
was he whose interest was secured by Timur Shah's Yusufzai 
queen to raise Shah Zaman to the throne. Later Zaman listened 
to the insinuations of a fellow-Saddozai of his own creation named 
Wafadar and, forgetting the story of Ahmad Shah's coronation, 
sought to overturn the power of Painda Khan and the great 
Barakzai nobles and surround himself with a more pliant court. 
In disgust, Painda lent his name to a party which sought to depose 
Zaman, get rid of Wafadar as Wazir, and place Zaman's brother 
Shuja on the throne. Painda had not in fact joined in an under
ground conspiracy; he had merely expressed disgust with the 
tendencies of Zaman's regime. 

An officer was sent to apprehend him. On artival this officer 
was met by Painda's eldest son, Fateh Khan, who, displaying the 
qualities for which he later became famous, showed no suspicion, 
apologized for his father's absence, and offered to go and call him. 
On repairing to Painda Khan, he told him a guard had come to 
seize him, and with the same decision and sudden resolve which 
he was often to display, proposed to kill the officer, seize the 
guards and B.y from Kandahar. But Painda Khan would have none 
of it; as chief of the most powerful Durrani clan he was too proud 
and thought himself immune. He attended the officer to the King. 
Next morning he and the real conspirators were all beheaded. 

On his father's death, Fateb Khan had fled to the family castle 
at Girishk, from which refuge, observing the state of men's minds 
in Barakzai country and animated with the spirit of revenge, he 
determined on a bold attempt to overthrow the government. 
Mahmud was in Herat, having spent the last five years in vainly 
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endeavouring to obtain Persian aid from the Qajars to secure for 
himself the throne of Kabul. Fateh Khan advised him to Iely no 
longer on such a broken reed but to advance on Kandahar, and 
trust the Durranis to support his cause. 

Mahmud set out from Herat with not more than fifty horsemen 
in his train. But Fateh Khan had not misjudged the feeling of the 
tribes. The Barakzai flocked to Mahmud's standard and be was 
able to invest Kandahar. The siege was not immediately success
ful, and it was Fateh Khan's deed of daring that ttnally opened 
the gates. He introduced himself one night, almost alone, into the 
city, and adopting the method of nana1llatai threw himself on the 
honour of Abdullah Khan of the Nw:zai branch of the Dunanis, 
the Commander. This Pashtu worked, Abdullah declared for 
Mahmud, and the city was surrendered. 

Zaman meanwhile was assiduously engaged at Peshawar in pre
paring yet another invasion of Hindustan. Roused from his in
fatuation by the news of the fate of Kandahar, he left his brother 
Shuja at Peshawar in command of a considerable force, and 
repaired to Kabul, reckoning easily to dispose of his half-brother 
as he had done before. Here the true state of affairs broke in on 
his mind, and the imperious sense of security which had hedged 
him in as the conqueror of the Panjab gave way to disquiet and 
alarm. At last he reali2:ed that an Mghan ruler rules only by the 
good-will of the most powerful Mghan tribes. Distrusting all 
Durranis he sought to gain the Ghaljis, but an appeal from terror 
to that tribe held no hope. The King's resolution wavered and his 
distrust spread to the people. The army which he did lead to try 
the fortunes of battle went over to Mahmud, the allegiance of 
Ahmad Khan, commander of the vanguard, undermined by an
other of Fateh Khan's stratagems. Fateh Khan seized Ahmad's 
brother Abdullah -the same who had surrendered Kandahar to 
Mahmud- and threatened instant death if Ahmad did not come 
over. Abdullah had joined Mahmud in a crisis and his fidelity 
could not be doubted, but Fateh Khan knew Ahmad's attachment 
to his brother and cared nothing for the justice of his measures, if 
they served the end in view. 

Shah Zaman fled to join his brother in Peshawar and reached 
the fort of Mulla Ashiq, a dependant of his in Shinwari country, 
one march west of Khaibar. Ashiq made to receive him hospit
ably but took measures to prevent his onward journey, and sent a 
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messenger to Mahmud. Zaman, discovering he was under re
straint, tried all means to persuade his captor to refrain from an 
action so full of disgrace as the betrayal of a guest who was at 
once his King and his benefactor; these arguments failing, he had 
recourse to force. That also filled, and he gave up, bearing his 
subsequent calamities with dignity and firmness. Mahmud's mes
sengers met him on his way to Kabul, and put out his eyes with a 
lancet. He was then carried to Kabul and lodged in the Bala Hissar. 

Six years later, Elphinstone met him at Rawalpindi. He had 
been released for the years of his brother's reign, but had had 
again to B.y when Shuja himself, in his tum, was compelled to 
yield to the power of Mahmud, once more directed by the King
maker, Fateh Khan. The description is worth quoting: 

We were not a little interested by the sight of a Monarch, whose 
reputation at one time spread so wide both in Persia and India. We 
stood opposite him till he desired us to be seated: his dress was plain, 
but his appearance was very kingly. He had a line &ce and person. 
His voice and manner strongly resembled Shauh Shujau's; but he 
was taller, and had a longer, more regular &ce, and a liner beard. He 
had by no means the appearance of a blind man: his eyes, though 
plainly injured, retained black enough to give vitality to his coun
tenance, and he always turned them towards the person with whom 
he was conversing. He had, however, some appearance of dejection 
and melancholy . . . . He said reverses were the co=on portion of 
Kings; and mentioned historical accounts of astonishing revolutions • 
• • . Had he gone over all the history of Asia, he could scarcely have 
discovered a more remarkable instance of the mutability of fortune 
than he himself presented; blind, dethroned, and exiled, in a country 
which he had twice subdued. 

The memory of the ill-fated Zaman, and his brother Shuja, 
still lives among many of the Eastern Afghans and the bill-tribes, 
especially the Afridis. The Yusufzais honour them because their 
mother was of that tribe, and both Zaman and Shuja are held to 
have been kingly men in the Pathan way, honouring those who 
did them honour in fair days, and patient in adversity. The Achak
zai Durrani Malik, Gulistan Khan, who gave a name to Gulistan 
village beneath the Khoja Imran8, lost his life fighting for Zaman 
and Shuja. Gulistan was well known for his talents, courage and 
fidelity, and is still remembered in Peshawar where he was once 
Shah Shuja's governor. The Afridis more than once gave Shah 
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Shuja sanctuary at Cbora in evil days, and twice put their whole 
tribe in motion in his support. The effort failed, but the memory 
of the Saddozai Kings served to stir Afridi loyalty when, nearly a 
century later, that tribe proved ready to follow the Saddozai who 
raised the Khaibar Rifles, Nawab Sir Aslam Khan. 

Mahmud's first reign lasted three years only. That it lasted so 
long was due entirely to the intrepidity of Fateh Khan, who not 
only routed a rebellion of the whole Ghalji tribe in three hard
fought battles but overcame an attempt by Shuja from Peshawar 
to take the field against the usurper. Shuja marched from Pesha
war in x8ox, in command of an army of ten thousand eastern 
tribesmen, mainly Yusufzai and Afridi. He met Fateh Khan on the 
Surkh Rud some miles west of Jalalabad. His arms were victorious 
in the beginning of the battle, his 'Berdooraunee' troops fighting 
with great 1/an. But, though accustomed to the battles of their 
clans, they were strangers to discipline and regular war and 
quitted their line as soon as they thought victory decided, eager 
to plunder the royal treasures. Fateh Khan profiting by the con
fusion, charged at the bead of his Ba.takzais and decided the day. 
Shuja escaped to Mridi country where he took refuge at Cbora. 

A year later Shuja took the field once more at the head of 
twelve thousand Afridis, who attacked Peshawar, occupied by 
Malunud after the Surkh Rud battle. This assault on Peshawar 
took place in midsummer and the Khaibar tribes were defeated 
with great slaughter, large numbers perishing from heat and 
thirst before they could regain their hill-retreats. Shuja was for
tunate in regaining Cbora, from which he is said to have gone on 
into the Maidan ofTirah. In 1930, at the height of the Red-Shirt 
movement, the Mridis twice attacked Peshawar city in the sum
mer months, and twice were defeated with heavy casualties. I well 
remember discussing those af&irs with some Maliks a fr:w months 
later, and hearing them compared with Mridi efforts to support 
Shuja, more than a century earlier. The tribes had no written 
record, but the memory had come down. 

After this Mridi defeat, Fateh Khan himself came down to 
Peshawar, heavily fined the city and surrounding tribes, and then, 
following exactly in the steps ofBabur's first expedition of 1505, 
proceeded through Kohat, Hangu, Thai and Bannu to the Daman, 
levying revenue as he went. He occupied a good deal of time in 
endeavouring to reduce the Wazirs between Thai and Bannu, but 
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tract of land south of the Sutlej, where he built a new town named 
Jalalabad, and became the founder of the Mamdot family. From 
this success Ranjit went on to capture the walled town of Multan 
but the citadel on this occasion resisted his efforcs and bought him 
off with a considerable tribute. It was at this juncture that the 
British Government, now in possession of Delhi, was persuaded 
that the designs of Napoleon included an intention to carry the 
war into India, and it appeared to them expedient to send missions 
both to Shah Shuja and to Ranjit Singh to seek co=on ground 
for a defensive alliance. 

Elphinstone was deputed to the Mghan court, and proceeded 
by way of Bahawalpur and Multan, thinking that it might be 
necessary to meet the King at Kandahar. Hearing late in Decem
ber r8o8 that Shah Shuja had started for Kabul, the mission 
turned north, crossed the Indus, 'a noble object by its great name, 
by the interest it excites as the boundary of India, by its own 
extent and by the lofty hills which formed the background of the 
view,' and reached Dera Ismail Khan in January 1809. Here 
Blphinstone received the news that Shah Shuja would meet him 
at Peshawar, then the winter capitaL As escort the King had sent 
one of his courtiers, Mulla ]afar, under whose guidance the 
English party proceeded by Paharpur to Paniala. 

Paniala is the home of the Biluts section of Lodis, whose chiefs 
have always been famous for the simple and traditional hospitality 
which they dispense. They claim a Sayyid descent, and Elphin
stone well describes the charms of the oasis which is their home. 

Our camp was pitched near the villAge of Puneealla, in a cheerful 
and beautiful spot, such as one would figure in a scene of Atabia 
Felix. It was a sandy valley, bounded by craggy hills, watered by a 
little stream, and interspersed with clumps of date-trees, and with 
patches of green com. The villAge itself stood in a deep grove of date 
trees on the side of a hill from which many streams gushed tlu:ough 
little caverns in the thickest part of the wood. 

Happy with this scene, the party went on by Kalabagh where 
we are given �other gem-like description of 'earth, blood-red, 
and this, with the strange and beautiful spectacle of the salt rocks, 
and the Indus flowing in a deep and clear stream through lofty 
mountains past this extraordinary town'. Then on, over the 
tumbled Bhangi Khel hills, from whose summits they first saw 
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the snowy splendours of the Sufed Koh, and were shown behind 
them what seemed a little brook for the Indus, to Dodah and 
Kohat. 'Cohaut' was sheer delight; like so many who arrive in 
these parts for the first time, the envoy had a strange sense of 
having been there before; he felt that he had come home. 

The hills in February atound 'Cohaut' were varied and pictur
esque, those more distant beyond the town covered with snow. 
The plain was green and well-watered, and up and down its face 
were inviting little groves of trees. The climate was delightful; the 
fruits and flowers of all climes were said to be produced in this 
basin. And indeed in Kohat the apple beats fruit alongside the 
mango, the only productive mango-tree so far to the north. The 
town was clean and neat, with a little fort on an attificial mound 
and near it ran a stream as clear as 'chrystal', issuing from three 
fountains -the Jangal Khel springs known to all who love 
Kohat. Here they found a garden which afforded them extreme 
joy, though perhaps a portion of its chatms consisted in its 
abounding in English plants, from which they had long been 
estranged in the climate of India. 

This garden, 'bright with sinuous rills,' was enclosed by a 
hedge, full of wild raspberry and blackberry bushes, and con
tained plum-and peach-trees in full blossom, weeping willows and 
plane-trees just coming into first leaf, together with apples and 
many others that could not be distinguished for having lost their 
foliage. There were also numerous fine vines rwisted round the 
trees, as if they were wild. The walks were covered with green sod 
which looked the more English, because some withered grass was 
seen among the full, soft, and fresh verdure of the new year. 
There were also clover, chick-weed, plantains, rib-grass, dande
lions, common dock, and many other English weeds. The beauty 
of the whole was augmented rather than diminished in the visitors' 
eyes by the trees being out of leaf, and putting forth new buds. 

Here was seen a bird very like a goldfinch, and another of the 
same size, remarkable for the beauty of its plumage, which was of 
the finest crimson, except on the head and wings which were 
black. (They had made acquaintance with the scarlet minivet, a 
frequenter of the Kohat groves.) Some of the gentlemen thought 
they saw and heard thrushes and blackbirds. The celebrated 
'Bedee-Mishk' was among the plants of this garden, and Elphin
stone was delighted to find it was nothing but the form of willow 
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with sweet-scented yellow flowers beloved of bees, so well known 
to the English at home as palm. 

On the banks of that stream now stands the domed house of 
the Deputy Commissioner, built by Cavagnariu on an Italian 
model, with a garden worthy of Elphinstone's gay words and, in 
season, violets so profuse they haunt the memory. 

Three miles north of Kohat the party came to the foot of 'a 
tremendous cotul'. The road up, the old road up the eastern spur, 
was only a mile and a half long, but exceedingly steep and went 
over large pieces of rock. At the top the envoy's party were 
joined by some Bangash chiefs who proposed a picnic luncheon 
and produced a napkin with some fowls and bread of which all 
partook very sociably, sitting in a circle and eating with the hands. 
This is a spot familiar to every North-West Frontiersman-a 
neck of land crowned by a fort, to the south fifty miles of rolling 
Khatak hills stretching towards the Indus and the Bannu plain, 
to the north the dry con£ned valleys of the Adam Khel Afridis 
who make the tribal rifles. It is marked now by a tine monument 
in dressed stone, in memory of a famous commander of Constabu
lary, Handyside, a valiant man whose name was honoured equally 
by the men he led and the outlaws he hunted and by whom he met 
his death. 

The picnic over, there followed the descent into the Bosti Khel 
Valley 'belonging to the predatory tribe of Kheiber', through 
which Molly Ellis was carried in 192.3, having been kidnapped 
from Kohat. In Elphinstone's days tribal responsibility for guard
ing this famous pass, known as 'The Darrah', or The Pass, 11 had 
not been fixed and heavy escorts were needed for safe passage. 
Elphinstone and his party saw many of the famous marauders, but 
their baggage was too well guarded for excitement, and the next 
night was passed at Zarghun Khel, where the rifle factories now 
are. On this march 'the hills were so high, and the valleys so deep 
that the surveyors could not see the sun to take an observation at 
noon-day'. 

And so to the northern mouth of the Darrah whence 'a vast 
range of snowy mountains began to appear and soon disclosed a 
spectacle of unequalled magnificence, a part of the chain ofHindoo 
Coosh'. And onward to Peshawar, which was reached on z.sth 
February, x 809. The date is worth remembering; it was the begin
ning of a long association, not ended yet. 
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The actors were worthy of the occasion: 

It is a dull creature who can read or write of Mountstuart Elphin
stone without affection . . . there is wit in his face and in all he wrote 
and said, but there is no cynicism or spite or self-seeking in the salt; 
he can be detached, humorous, resigned to the inevitable, and yet 
enthusiastic as a boy.13 

Shah Shuja, the King of Caubul, was a handsome man . • .  the 
expression of his countenance was dignified and pleasing, and his 
address princely . . . .  It will scarcely be believed how much he had 
the mannets of a gentleman, or how well he preserved his dignity, 
while he seemed only anxious to please.u 

And of the Mghan character: 

Their vices are revenge, envy, avarice, rapacity and obstinacy; on 
the other hand, they are fond of liberty, faithful to their friends, kind 
to their dependants, hospitable, brave, hardy, frugal, laborious and 
pruden t; they are less disposed than the nations in their neighbour
hood to falsehood, intrigue and deceit.u 

And of Mulla )afar, Elphinstone's escort: 
He was a grave old gentleman, shrewd, sensible, and good

humoured, but blunt, and somewhat passionate.1e 

Elphinstone's CallbNI is probably the most entertaining official 
record ever written in English. Finished in 1814, live years after 
his mission, when the author was in Poona, it is still the broadest, 
and at the same time the most precise and compassionate, apprecia
tion of the Frontier scene and manners. This man has every 
locality right, every tribe in due pla.ce, he sets his scene in correct 
and convincing perspective. He sees the contrast of mountain and 
desert, of sand and verdure, of climate and season, as only a man 
who loves that land can see. King or noble, tradesman or mer
chant, priest or peasant- all seem to him men deserving of 
appraisal, even their faults are worth a smile and lovable. He met 
these men before they had become embittered by wars and expedi
tions, and he felt intuitively that there was a bond to be forged 
between them and us. If England had been represented on the 
Frontier by a succession of such men, much that was later lost 
would have been kept, and nothing that was won would ever 
have been lost. The righteousness of an Edwardes, the heroism 
of a Nicholson, the B.amboyance of a Cavagnari, the cold grey eye 
of a Roos-Keppel, seem crude and insignificant beside the in-
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stinctive grasp, the deep humanism, of Mountstuart Elphinstone. 
Elphinstone spent less than six months (7th January to zoth 

June) beyond the Indus, of which less than four (2.5thFebruaryto 
14th June) were in Peshawar. Yet he came away with a knowledge 
of the country and people which less gifted men have not gained 
in a lifetime on the Frontier. Though he did not go beyond Pesha
war, his instinct and research gave him a balanced picture of the 
whole, of Kabul itself set in its valleys and gardens, of the Ghalji 
uplands, of the tangled mountains of Mridis and Wa.zirs, of the 
northern parts of Baluchistan, even - I doubt not, though I have 
not seen them - of the Kandahar and Balkh of the time. Of his 
mission he himself said it cured him of ambition, and later he was 
to reject offers of the highest place and honours -for they would 
have made him Governor-General - for the life of scholar and 
historian. 

It is interesting that this fine, selfless, humorous mind should 
have been the £rst to be turned outward from Britain upon the 
Pathan scene. He learned Sanskrit and Persian in Calcutta, but 
was not bemused by their subdeties. He was no introvert. He 
would have agreed in the contrast drawn by the missionary Pen
nell17 between the vista of Christian and Muslim who both 
believe, or should believe, that 'no man liveth to himself and no 
man dieth to himself', and the inward looking of the Hindu, so 
intent on his own salvation within a concatenation of births that 
he forgets a man has a duty to those around him from which he 
cannot absolve himself. No people could have wished for a 
foreign interpreter more penetrating in his combination of analysis 
with understanding, discemmentwithhumanity.18 

Elphinstone's saying on the duration of British rule in Asia was 
that for it the desirable death to die would be that the peoples 
themselves should reach such a standard that retention of the 
government by foreigners would become impossible. There can 
be small doubt that though the men he met in the north were not 
yet included in the bounds of our rule, his evaluation of their 
quality must have been a factor which led him to this saying. 

As he had been the £rst, so he was the last Englishman to see 
Durrani government in action in Peshawar, uninfluenced by the 
proximity of R.anjit Singh. So let us halt awhile, and recapture 
that scene before it is swept away by the Sikh deluge. 
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The envoy's description of Peshawar and its surroundings 
recalls the scene much as it is today, and is better far than any 
gazetteer or modern traveller's tale. Like all those who came after 
him he was struck by the near approximation of the plain to a 
circle, and by the splendid mountain panorama which surrounds 
it, of which the range of the Hindu Kush on the north and the 
peak of the Sufed Koh on the west are the most conspicuous. 
When the mission arrived in February, the upper parts of the sur
rounding mountains were covered with snow, while the plain was 
clothed with the richest verdure, and the climate they found 
delicious. Most of the trees were bare, but enough were in leaf to 
give richness and variety to the prospect; and in the next ten days 
the English gentlemen were excited to mark the numerous gar
dens and scattered trees covered with a new fol.ia.ge of a freshness 
and brilliancy never seen in the perpetual summer of India. Many 
streams ran through the plain, their banks fringed with willows 
and tamarisks. The orchards scattered over the country contained 
a profusion of plum, peach, pear, quince and pomegranate trees, 
affording a greater display of blossoms than the visitors had ever 
before witnessed; the uncultivated parts of the land were covered 
with a thick elastic sod that perhaps never was equalled but in 
England. The greater part of the plain they found to be highly 
cultivated, and irrigated by many water-courses and canals. The 
Bara canals, and the Juyi Shaikh and Juyi Zardad had been con
structed long before Elphinstone's time. The villages, then as 
now, were generally large, and remarkably clean and neat, almost 
all being set off with trees. There were pretty little bridges of 
Mughal brick over the streams. Many avenues of mulberry-trees 
could be seen, and here and there stood a lordly pipal or banyan 
(foilS r1figioJa and fir��! indica). Except just north of the city there 
were few date-palms, for the Peshawar winter is too cold for 
dates to ripen, but the graveyards were covered with groves of 
tamarisk, dark and gloomy with their cypress-like leaves. 

The town of Peshawar was already made up of houses built of 
unburot brick in wooden frames, of three or more storeys in 
height. The streets were narrow and paved, the pavement sloping 
to the kennels, and making them slippery in wet weather. Two or 
three brooks ran through the city, even then skirte.d with willows 
and mulberry-trees. The streets were crowded with men of all 
nations and languages, in every variety of dress and appearance. 
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The shops, occupying the lower storey of the high houses, were 
full of life and busde; dried fruits and nuts, bread, meat, sandals, 
saddlery, ball!s of cloth, hardware, copper utensils, books and 
posteens were displayed, each in its quarter. Among the hand
somest shops were the fruiterers, where apples, melons, plums 
and oranges were mixed in piles with Indian fruits, and the cook
shops, where everything was served in earthem dishes glazed to 
look like china. 

With the hawkers crying their goods were mixed the people of 
the town in white turbans; Persians and Mghans in Bowing 
mandes and caps of black sheepskin; Khyberees with sandals and 
the wild dress and air of their mountains; Hindus with the pecu
liar features of their nation often suited to the dress of the country; 
and Hazaras not more remarkable for their broad faces and litde 
eyes than for their want of beard, the omament of every other 
face in the city. Among these might be discovered a few women 
with long white veils that reached their feet, and even some of 
the King's retinue. Sometimes a troop of armed horsemen clat
tered past, their appearance announced by the jingling of their 
bridles. Somerimes, when the King was going out, the streets 
were choked with horse and foot and dromedaries bearing 
swivels, and large, waving, xed and green flags; and at all times 
loaded dromedaries, or heavy Bactrian camels covered with 
shaggy hair, ma.de their way slowly through the streets; and mules, 
fastened together in circles of eight or ten, were seen going round 
and round to cool them after their labour, while their keepers 
were indulging in an eating-house, or enjoying the smoke of a 
hired 'calleeaun' in the street. Amidst all this thtong the Faringis 
passed without any notice, except for a salam alaikllm from a pas
senger, accompanied by a bow with the hands crossed in front, 
or an application from a beggar who would call out for relief, 
admonishing the almsgiver that life was short and the benefit of 
charity immortal. 

In the countryside the roads were enlivened by groups on horse 
or afoot, one of whose number would charm the others with a 
Pakhtu song. Men would be seen with hawks on their fist and 
pointers at their heels; and often there was a party of fowlers 
catching quails among the wheat when the com grew up. A net 
was fastened at one corner of the field, two men held each an end 
of a rope stretched across the opposite corner, and dragged it for-
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wud so as to shake all the wheat and drive the quails before it into 
the net, which was dropped as soon as they entered. 

'From the natu.te of the country,' continues Elphinstone, 'the 
charms of which were heightened by novelty, and by the expecta
tions we formed of the sights and incidents which we should meet 
with among so wild and extraordinary a people, it may be sup
posed that these morning expeditions were pleasing and interest
ing. Our evening rides were not less delightful, when we went out 
among the gardens round the city, and admired the richness and 
repose of the landscape, contrasted with the gloomy magnificence 
of the surrounding mountains, which were often involved in 
clouds and tempests, while we enjoyed the quiet and sunshine of 
the plain.' 

All this has never been better told, and it remains with us for 
those who have eyes to see. But in Elphinstone's time there still 
stood the Bala Hissar with the King's palace within, all to be 
wrecked by Ranjit Singh in 18z3. Al).d, below it, on the north 
side, were the lovely Royal Gardens, also ravaged by the Sikhs 
and cut to the last tree. The present Shahi Bagh stands where once 
they stood, but how poor a replica it is 119 

Read the envoy's vivid description of his audience with His 
Majesty: 

At length the Chaous Baushee came to us: he had been labouring 
hard at our names, and gave it up with the appearance of extreme 
vexation, in despair of mastering such a collection of strange words. 
He now explained the ceremonies to be observed in a very courteous 
manner, and entreated us to whisper our names to him, when he 
should touch us. He then conducted us up a sloping passage and 
through a gate, after which we passed behind a sort of screen, and 
suddenly issued into a wge court, at the upper end of which we saw 
the King in an elevated building. 

The court was long and had high walls, painted with the £gures of 
cypresses. In the middle was a pond and fountains. The walls on each 
side were lined with the King's guards three deep, and at various 
places in the court stood the officers of state, according to their 
degree. At the end of the court was a high building Oma!Oented with 
false a!ches, but without doots or windows; over this was another 
storey, the roof of which was supported by pillats and Moorish 
arches, highly ornamented. In the centre uch sat the King on a very 
large throne of gold or gilding. His appearance was magnificent and 
royal: his crown and all his dress were one bla%e of jewels - all was 
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silent and motionless. On coming in sight of the King, we all pulled 
off our hats and made a low bow: we then held up our hands tOwards 
heaven, as p.taying for the King, and afterwards advanced to the 
fountain where the Chaous Bashee repeated our names, without any 
title or addition of respect, ending, 'They have come from Europe as 
ambassadors to Your Majesty. May your misfortunes be turned upon 
mel' The Kmg answered in a loud and sonorous voice, 'They are 
welcome', on which we prayed for him again, and :repeated the cere
mony once more. 

How Shah Shuja's personality impressed Elphinstone has been 
said already. There follows a striking passage on the extemals, 
and the envoy writes: 

We thought at first the King had on armour of jewels, but, on 
close inspection, we found this to be a mistake, and his real dress to 
consist of a green tunic, with large flowers in gold, and precious 
stones, over which were a large breast-plate of diamonds, shaped 
like two fteurs-d�lis, large emerald bracelets on the arms (above the 
elbow), and many other jewels in different places. In one of the 
bracelets was the Cohi Noor,., known to be one of the largest 
diamonds in the world. The crown was about nine inches high -
the whole so complicated, and so dazzling that it was difficult to 
understand and impossible to desaibe. • • . The room was open 
all round. The centre was supported by four high pillars, in the 
midst of which was a marble fountain. The floor was covered with 
the richest carpets, and round the edges were strips of silk, em
broidered with gold, for the Khauns to stand on. The view from the 
hall was beautiful. Immediately below was an extensive garden, full 
of cypresses and other trees, and beyond was a plain of the richest 
verdure: here and there were pieces of water and shining streams; 
and the whole was bounded with mountains, some dark and others 
covered with snow. 

Such was Peshawar in the days of its royal glory. And of the 
garden: 

It is called the garden of Shauh Lemaun. Its shape is oblong. Some 
handsome structures belonging to the Balla Hissaur, from the 
southern side, and part of the hill on which that castle stands, is in
cluded in the garden: the other sides are enclosed in walls. The 
northern part of the garden, which is cut off from the rest, is laid out 
irregularly, and is full of trees. The remainder forms a square, 
divided by avenues, which cross each other in the middle of the 
garden. That which runs from east to we st is fotmed by stately rows 
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of alternate plAnes and cypresses; and contains three parallel walks, 
and two long beds of poppies. The space from north to south is also 
bordered by cypresses and planes, beneath which are bushes, planted 
very thick, of red, white, yellow, and China roses; white and yellow 
jasmine, flowering cistus, and other flowering shrubs, of which I 
have seen some in England and India, and others were new to me. 
At the north end of this opening is a pavilion. The space between 
the walks is 6lled up by six long ponds, close to each other, and so 
contrived that the water is continually falling in little cascades from 
one to another, and ending in a bason in the middle of the garden. 
In the centre of this bason is a summer-house, two stories high, sur
rounded by fountains; and there are fountains in a row up the middle 
of all the ponds; there are sixty-nine fountains altogether, which con
tinued to play during the whole day we spent at the garden, and 
were cxttemdy agreeable, as the summer was then far advanced. The 
rest of the garden was 6lled up with a profusion of fruit-trees, which 
I have mentioned, as growing at Peshawar. Some were so thick that 
the sun could not penetrate them at noon, when they afforded a dark, 
cool, and picturesque retreat . . .  after our luncheon we retired to 
one of the pavilions which was spread with carpets. Here fruit was 
brought to us, and we spent our time in reading the numerous 
Persian verses written on the walls: most of them alluded to the in
stability of fortune, and some were very applicable to the King's 
actual condition. About three, we went out for a walk. The views up 
the east and west walks were beautiful, and each was closed by high 
mountains; but that of the space which runs from north to south far 
surpassed everything that I have seen in an Asiatic garden. We stood 
under the Balla Hissaur, which on this side is very handsome. The 
fountains were sparkling in the sun whose rays shone bright on the 
trees, shrubs, and Bowers on one side, and made a fine contrast with 
the deep shade of the other. The buildings looked rich, light, and 
suited to a garden. The country beyond was green, and studded with 
clumps and single trees; and the mountains, which are there very 
high, gave a :fine termination to the prospect, and being in several 
ranges, at d.ilferent distances, displayed the greatest variety of tint 
and outline . • .  we left the garden a. little before sunset. 

Every stone, every rafter, every tree, of all this beauty was des
troyed by the Sikhs. The Peshaw:u: Fort which now stands on the 
site of the BaJa Hissar is a Sikh b:u:rack affair, patched up by the 
milit:u:y engineers of the British time. The modem Shahi Bagh, 
which covers part of the ground of the garden of 'Shauh Lemaun' 
lacks the magic touch and enjoys no vistas. But the English who 
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followed the Sikbasbahi strove to make Peshawar once more a 
city of gardens, though with a suburban, not a stately, taste. 
Working as best they knew, they remade a tradition which 
Pakistan must have the will to preserve. 

When Elphinstone left Peshawar, he looked back longingly. 
Three days out, be camped at a spot near the present cantonment 
of Nowshera, where the Kabul River approaches the highroad -
a place he loved, covered with green turf, tree-shaded beside the 
broad stream, and looking westward to the Tahtarra peak that 
guards the Khaibar. A week passed, and the mission reached 
Hasan Abdal. Just as Pathans, returning north, feel their hearts 
lift as they open up that valley, so the Englishman, going south, 
recognized it as the last stage on the road India-ward where the 
Iranian atmosphere can be felt. The vale of Hasan Abdal recalled 
to him the beauties of the country he bad left. It had been a resting
place, farml-gah, of the Mugbals on their migrations to Kashmir; 
it bad that peculiar sunny pleasure-dome dreaminess in the air, 
only to be felt in gardens with a Persian influence. He was re
minded of that delicious pleasance he had seen in Kohat. The 
garden at nearby Wah, which he visited, was going to decay. It 
contained, as it still does, 'basons 6Jled with the pure water of 
these hills, some ruined buildings, one remarkably elegant, and 
here, for the last time, was to be seen the plane-tree which forms 
the favourite ornament of all the gardens of the West.' 

To Elphinstone the lovely ruins of the Wah garden symbolized 
indeed the hope with which his mission had set out, the splendour 
of his reception, and the beauty of the Frontier scenic settixig, 
against which he bad laboured. But this last outpost of the land 
he had left was desolate and melancholy too. His thoughts turned 
to decay and the failure of effort, whether his own or Shah Shuja's. 
Perhaps, in his depression, he had some comfort. He must have 
known be had lit a lamp, in the light of which others of his raoe 
could follow, if they would. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

AHMAD SHAH BRELWI 

AND THE SIKHS 

Elphinstone was still at Peshawar when in the late spring of 
18o9 the news arrived that Shah Shuja's half-brother, 
Mahmud, whom he thought to have decisively defeated the 

previous year, was making yet another bid for the throne of 
Kabul, again with the active aid of Fateh Khan. Shuja was embar
rassed by the loss of a large part of his forces in the defiles leading 
to Kashmir, where they had gone in an endeavour to stem a 
rebellion. 

This reverse seriously affected the morale and prestige of the 
whole regime. At that very moment messengers rode in with 
authentic tidings of Mahmud's capture of Kabul and imminent 
advance on Peshawar. On the strength of the mutual defence 
treaty under negotiation the King and those around him sought 
to derive from Blphinstone some assurance of British support in 
their internal aff.W:s, but this the envoy was unable to give. His 
business was to treat with the de facto ruler of the Kingdom, not to 
take part in domestic strife or uphold one King against a rival 
claimant to the throne. He records the dignity with which his 
refusal was met in full council; he was not importuned, and the 
disappointment he was bound to give, to the very real credit of 
the King and his council, led to no diminution in the attention or 
hospitality accorded to the mission. 

Strenuous endeavours were made under Elphinstone's eye to 
remedy the Kashmir disaster and to prepare another army for war. 
The parties left Peshawar almost the same day, Shah Shuja with 
his army to fight for his throne, and Elphinstone with his mission 
for Hasan Abdal to await the outcome. It was when Elphinstone 
was in Hasan Abdal that he reoeived the news of Shah Shuja's 
defeat, and (as mentioned) a few days later, ll.t Rawalpindi, found 
himself followed by the King's blind brother, the deposed Shah 
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Zaman, bringing down the family effects and ladies of the court. 
The defensive treaty he had negotiated with a King facing a 
revolution was valueless, and it seemed the Mission had failed. 
In the longer term Elphinstone's nobility and bearing were re
membered for many years, and more might have followed if the 
memory had not been clouded by smaller men. Yet, even now, in 
the minds of the men who live about Peshawar, there is a legend 
of the stature, moral and intellectual, to which one of English 
birth may rise; that consciousness I attribute to a faint memory 
that the first to come their way was Blphinstone. 

The news of Shah Shuja's defeat reached Ranjit Singh at 
Wazitabad, where he was busy sequestering that district from the 
family of a deceased brother-Sikh. Shuja, he heard, had not yet 
lost control of Peshawar or its surroundings, and had crossed the 
Indus with the vague hope of procuring assistance from the 
British under the mutual defence treaty just negotiated. Anxious 
to keep a representative of Durrani power within his own grasp, 
Ranjit said he would himself proceed to meet the Shah to save 
him further journeying towards Hindustan. The two Kings met 
at Sahiwal, where Ranjit amused Shuja with inconclusive offers of 
co-<>peration in the recovery of Multan and Kashmir. No deter
minate arrangement was reached, for Shuja had received messages 
ofloyalty from Yusufzais and other tribes in the Peshawar region, 
and, seeing some prospects of success, hesitated to go further with 
the Sikh whose sincerity he distrusted, and with reason. 

The conferences were broken off, and Shuja went back to 
Attock, where he succeeded in mobilizing tribal aid, together 
with some reinforcement from Kashmir (whose Governor had 
not submitted to Mahmud), sufficient to enable him to make him
self master of Peshawar in the spring of x8xo. He retained posses
sion of the city for the summer months, after which Muhammad 
Azem Khan, next brother to Fateh Khan in the roll of Painda's 
twenty-two sons, compelled him to retreat to the Derajat, whence 
he sought, but unsuccessfully, to gain over the Durrani governor 
of Multan. Here he was refused admittance and barely treated 
with courtesy, even when he encamped outside the gates. He 
again moved northward, and, finding his own adherents still 
numerous among the eastern tribes, succeeded once more in 
mastering Peshawar after two actions, one a reverse, the other a 
victory. But there were traitors around him, men who, like 
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Ranjit Singh, wished to possess his person, and in the course of 
x8u he was seized in Peshawar by Jahandad Khan, governor of 
Attock, and removed first to that fort, and afterwards to Kashmir, 
where he remained for more than a year. 

While Shuja was near Multan on this wandering, Shah Mah
mud, his sucoessful rival, came down to Peshawar for the only 
time and crossed the Indus with the avowed object of overawing 
the Govemor of Kashmir, who had sided with his half-brother. 
Ranjit at the time was employed on the subjugation of the hill 
chiefs of Bhimbar, Rajauri and other places on the old Mughal 
road to Kashmir in the Pir Panjal foothills. He hastened north, 
ostensibly for a meeting of ceremony, but in reality to prevent the 
Durrani from forestamng him in Kashmir, which the Sikh de
signed for himself. The two princes met at Rawalpindi in March 
x8n. Nothing conclusive emerged, but Ranjit had a way of deal
with Durrani princes, a subde B.attery made up of offers of help 
and hints of allegiance, shot through with an inimitable panache, 
a sardonic insistence on the strength and ruthlessness of his own 
will. 

He employed a two-fold technique which seldom filled to win 
a Durrani heart. In the first phase he chose to present himself as a 
lover of horses, a veritable Philippos among princes, to whom it 
would be fitting for his noble Durrani friend to make a gift of 
splendid horsefiesh, suitably crested and caparisoned. The Mghan 
prince would think that at best he had placed the chivalric Sikh 
under an obligation, at worst that he had bought him off. Then, 
confidence established between gendemen, there would follow 
the second gesture, an aHectionate achange of turbans, expres
sive of a brotherhood transcending creed or caste. This time it 
worked, and Malunud went back. 

Lare in x8x.z the ladies of the two deposed brother-Kings, 
Zaman and Shuja, arrived to take sanctuary in Lahore. Kashmir, 
though distant, was becoming unsafe for the enemies of Mahmud, 
and the redoubtable Fateh Khan was known to be meditating an 
expedition in person to settle affairs in his chosen sovereign's 
favour, once for alL Ran}it was not slow to seize his opportunity. 
He had been reducing the hill chiefs south of Kashmir with a 
view to subjugating the valley itself. 'As he always endeavoured 
to lllllke success more oomplete and more easy by appearing to 
labor in the cause of others, he professed to the wife of Shah 
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Shuja that he would secw:e the governance of Kashmir for her 
husband, but hoped the distressed lady would show her gratitude 
by making the great diamond, the Koh-i-Noor, the reward of his 
chivalrous labors when they should be crowned with success .'1 

Ranjit had two main objects at this stage, the annaation of 
Kashmir and the possession of Shuja's person. Prospects for the 
first were opening up with the capture of Jammu by his son, 
Kharak Singh. But at this point the skein was tangled by the 
arrival of Fateh Khan late in x8xz., intent on carrying through in 
person what Shah Mahmud had failed to conclude in the preced
ing year. The antagonists were well matched, and the stakes 
seemed even. But, again, Ranjit was too wily, even for Fateh 
Khan. They met. No turbans passed. There was no talk of horses. 
Ranjit said he would bring to punishment the rebel governor of 
Attock who had detained Shuja, and also the governor of Multan, 
who had refused obedience either to Shuja or Mahmud. Fateh 
Khan, whose object was to take Kashmir, was ready to promise 
anything to secure that end without meeting with Ranjit's opposi
tion. Each hoped to use the other as his tool, and a joint Kashmir 
occupation was proposed. Neither succeeded entirely in his ob
ject. Kashmir was occupied in the spring of x813, but the Dur
raois outstripped the Sikhs, and Fateh Khan maintained that, as 
he alone achieved the conquest, Ranjit could not shaxe in the 
spoils. He had forgotten Shah Shuja. The ex-King preferred join
ing the Sikh army to the prospect of loss of his eyes, or even his 
life, to Mahmud in Kabul, and went with Ranjit to Lahore. More
over, though this time Kashmir itself had slipped through the 
Sikh's fingers, there was more to come, inclining the balance to 
Ranjit's side. The rebel governor of Attock, alarmed by Fateh 
Khan's success in Kashmir, and fearing to fall into his hands, was 
easily persuaded to yield Akbar's famous fort to Ranjit Singh. In 
a fury Fateh Khan offered batde. On 13th July, x8x3, on the 
Maosar plains north-east of the Fort, was fought the first 
pitched encounter between the Sikhs and the Dutraois. Fateh 
Khan, unaided by the tribes, all of whom had espoused Shuja's 
cause, was defeated by the Sikhs under Muhkam Chand. This 
batde of Attock is notable also for the first mention of Dost 
Muhammad Khan, the favourite younger brother of Fateh Khan 
and fifteenth in the list ofPainda Khan's sons, aged only eighteen 
at the time. 
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With Shah Shuja in his hands at Lahore, nominally as an 
honoured guest, Ranjit Singh had many cards to play. He in
tended to use him first to secure Kashmir. There is small doubt 
also that, knowing the devotion of the Peshawar tribes to the 
deposed Shah, he had already formed the ambition of ruling in 
Peshawar under cover of the Dw:rani name. Nor had he forgotten 
his craving to possess the Koh-i-nur, associated in all men's minds 
with the glory of the Mughal throne. The Sikh historians relate 
that Shah Shuja at first evaded compliance with all demands, and 
even rejected a cash offer as consideration, but at last the Maha
raja visited the Shah in person, mutual friendship was declared, 
the famous exchange of turbans took place, the diamond was sur
rendered, and the Shah received the assignment of a jagir in the 
Panjab for his maintenance together with a promise of aid in the 
recovery of Kabul. The Mghan account is very different. 

Amir Abdurrahman writes:1 'Ranjit Singh treated Shah Shuja 
very cruelly and imprisoned him. He took by force the Koh-i-noor 
diamond now in the possession of Queen Victoria. Historians give 
a very impressive account, describing how the King in parting with 
this valuable stone turned pale and felt unhappy, while the other, 
who was receiving it at his hands, appeared joyful and cheered by 
the unexpected prize; which shows that in this world the griefs of 
one half its inhabitants are the pleasures of the other half. One side 
is delighted at having killed others in a battle, and rejoices in a 
victory, while the other side mourns the death of those who are 
killed, and its own defeat.' 

Sikh apologists make out that the stone did not pass without 
consideration. Ranjit Singh, they say, did his best to keep his side 
of the bargain, never wearying in promoting Shah Shuja's return 
to the Kabul throne, not only in the conclusion of solemn treaties 
- in which in I 8 3 8 the British Government took part -but in 
actual assistance by troops and in the provision of secure bases 
and lines of co=uoication. The answer to such a plea is that 
Ranjit coveted, and secured, the Mghan dominions between the 
mountains and the Indus, a cession quite outside the Koh-i-nur 
transaction. He also got Kashmir. When all is said, the picture of 
the host succeeding, even by cajolery, to the possession of his 
refugee guest's most valuable treasure is not one to hang in the 
host's guest chamber. . 

Beyond the Indus the transaction is still regarded as symbolic 
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of Sikh methods, extortionate and acquisitive, and it is not fot
gotten. This assessment was one destined to be confirmed in prac
tice by the experiences of Sikh rule a fi:W years later. Yet, with it 
a.U. thete remains an unwilling acknowledgment of the qualities 
of guile and persistence which equipped Ranjit Singh to build a 
kingdom in the eastern tetritories of what had been the Duuani 
Empite. · 

Late in rS14, the chtonicles tell us, Shah Shuja's wife succeeded 
in escaping across the Sudej to the British botdet station of 
Ludhiana. A few months latet Shuja himself 'escaped'. But Ranjit 
had akeady made what use he wanted of his captives, and these 
escapes were made with his knowledge and connivance. The ex
King went to the Kashtnir foot-hills where, aided by a chivakous 
Kishtwu chief, he almost succeeded in wtesting Kashrnit from 
the grasp of Muhammad Azem, the brothet whom Fateh Khan 
had left in Srinagu as the Durrani govetnor. But in ·the end this 
too failed, and Shah Shuja passed through Kulu and close to 
whete Simla now stands to join his family as a British pensioner 
at Ludhiana in the autunm of I8I6. He had yet twenty-six 
adventurous yeus before him. 

In IS I 5 Ranjit had himself tried, but failed, to take Kashtnir. 
His troops crossed the Pit Panjal by the Mughal route from 
Gujrat by Bhimbar, and he succeeded in penetrating as far as 
Shupiyan, the first small town in the Vale on the hill-skirts north 
of the main chain. Here he was repulsed with loss, and compelled 
to a precipitate retreat. A2em on this occasion displayed gallantry, 
and even metcy towards the Sikh advanced guud, whom he 
spared out of considetation, so he said, for Muhkam Qand, the 
grandfathet of its commandet, victor of the fight at Attock two 
years eatliet. Ranjit made up for this check in Kashtnir by at last, 
in ISIS, taking and holding Multan. He had now reached the 
Indus, on a north-south line, from Attock to the junction of the 
Five Rivers with the main stream below Multan. 

East of the Indus the Durranis were now confined to Ka.�bmir 
and some half-subdued hill territory in Hazara. For communica
tion with Peshawar and Kabul they were compelled to use the 
fords and ferries north of Attock, whete the fort was held by 
Ranjit Singh. 

From the death of Timur Shah in 1793, up to ISIS, Mghan 
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domestic history is a record of palace revolutions, of btid.rbtihgardi, 
as between the Saddozai brothers, descendants of Ahmad Shah. 
In I 8 I 8 btidJbiihgardi assumes a shape more radical, and the Sad
dozai dynasty gives way to the dynasty of the Muhammadzai. 
Just as the Saddozai ue a clan of the Popalzai, the Muhammadzai 
are a clan of the Barakzai Durran.is. The most illustrious Muham
madzai family is the Painda Khel, descended from Haji Jamal, the 
leading Barakzai chief of the time of Nadir Shah of Persia and 
Ahmad Shah Abdali.a The eldest of Painda Khan's sons was 
Fateh Khan, Wazir 

Fateh Kban had been the actual ruler of the country since Shah 
Mahmud ascended the throne for the second time in I 809. Mah
mud would retire for months into a life of brooding and dissolu
tion, hating his mentor, and only emerging from time to time, 
besotted and unwilling, to issue brutal and erratic commands. He 
had spent much of his earlier life, seeking a throne, with the 
Turkish Qajus and at the medieval Bukharan Court, and from 
them, a willing pupil, he had l=ed the refinements of torture 
practised by those bll.Ibaric princes. He is known chiefiy for the 
tortures he devised and his enjoyment of the sufferings he in
Bicted. His son, Kamran, more sadistic even than his father, had 
been appointed Governor of Herat. In I8I8, the Yell.I that Ranjit 
took Multan, Fateh Khan had gone to Herat to repel one of the 
recurrent Persian attacks on that city. He took with him that 
favourite younger brother, Dost Muhammad, the same that had 
shared his defeat at Attock five years before. Fateh Khan suc
ceeded in repelling the Persians and won applause for his mea
sures. But he had found his purposes at Herat thWII.Ited by the 
ill-will and inefficiency of Kamran, the prince-governor, who d� 
clined to open to him the contents of the local treasury. He ther� 
fore directed Dost Muhammad to enter the palace, by force if need 
be, and compel Kamran to disgorge. The younger brother pro
ceeded on this task with the aid of Jai Singh, a Sikh chief of the 
village of Atari, nell.I Amritsu, who had joined him out of dis
content with Ranjit's rule. So far west had the Sikhs penetrated 
at this time. Dost Muhammad and his Sikh adjutant effected their 
purpose without a nice regard for the person of a royal lady, on 
whom hands were laid too eagerly. So at least said Kamran, who 
made the affront offered to his sister the pretext for getting rid of 
the King-maker, Fateh Khan. Pretending that rewuds were to 
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be showered on Fateh Khan as the saviour of Herat he induced 
him to visit his father's court, then forced on his degenerate 
parent his demand that the Wazir be killed with the most exem
plary tortures possible, in revenge for having countenanced the 
touching of a royal lady by an idolator. The story runs that Fateh 
Khan was Hayed alive, then slowly hacked to pieces, in the 
presence of the King and his son. The most reliable account is 
probably that given by the Amir Abdurrabman, writing eighty 
years after the event. 

'In 1818,' the Amir writes, 'after the most loyal services, and 
keeping the throne for him, Mahmud, following the advice of his 
treacherous son Kamran, and others who were jealous of Wazir 
Fateh Khan's influence and position, most cruelly tortured and 
blinded Fateh Khan who had twice placed him on the throne. 
Finally, on Fateh Khan refusing to betray his brothers, his limbs 
were cut off one by one, by the orders and in the presence of the 
King who had been made by him, and him alone. Thus died this 
remarkable man, the "Warwick of Mghanistan". His talents aod 
gallantry gave a certain ascendancy to whatever party he joined, 
and further, his reputation for bravery, liberality, and nobleness 
of character did a great deal to help his younger brother, Dost 
Muhammad Khan, in gaining the throne of Kabul' 

In Peshawar the Wazir Bagh was his creation, aod its cypresses 
commemorate him. It is a sad place, lacking the restfulness of 
other gardens, haunted by the great Wazir's unquiet spirit. Fateh 
Khan spent his life at war, and his garden has served as a muster
ing-place for the clans marching to battle. 

This abominable murder was the signal for revolt by all the 
Painda Khel. Azem, now the senior of the family, hastened with 
his best troops from Kashmir, leaving another brother, Jabbar, 
in charge. In a few months he had driven Mahmud out of Kabul, 
Gbazoi and Kandahar. Mahmud and his degenerate son were 
forced to withdraw to the Herat province, and sporadic nghting 
continued for many years. The Frontier tribes threw off such 
allegiance as they had given to the old ttgime, but would not 
admit a new one, and confusion reigned over the whole country 
for eight years. It was not till 1826, and after Azem's death, that 
Dost Muhammad succeeded in consolidating his power in Kabul 
and confullng Mahmud in Herat. More years were needed before 
he was able to control Kandahar. 
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Ran�t Singh was not the man to miss this chance. Befor� 1818 
had closed, and on Azem's heels, he crossed the Indus above 
Attock and advanced as far as Peshawar, where he found Yar 
Muhammad Khan, another of the Painda Khel brothers, installed 
as governor. The governor had no troops, all the regulars being 
with Azem., prosecuting the war against Mahmud, and was 
obliged to evacuate the city. But Ranjit was canny; he knew that 
even so his position was delicate, and he did not try his fortune 
too far. One clue to his successes is that he never rushed anything; 
he felt his way and laid his foundations with thought and care. In 
this instance it did not suit him to retain Peshawar and its sur
roundings; having spied out the land and seen that it was good, 
he retired and built a fort at Khairabad, opposite Attock. The 
breeze that blew by Khairabad, for which Khushhal had sighed, 
now B.uttered a Sikh B.ag. From fort to fort, across the great river, 
B.ew the signals of the Sikh commanders. 

Ranjit had retired from Peshawar to fulfil an engagement still 
nearer his heart, and Azem's departure to deal with his brother's 
murderers had another, and momentous, consequence. For in the 
following year, 1819, Ranjit, accompanied by Gulab Singh, at last 
secured Kashmir, driving out Azem's next brother, Jabbar Khan. 
Durrani role in Kashmir had lasted sixty-seven years, Ahmad Shah 
having wrested the Valley from the Mughals in xn2. For nearly 
two hundred years before that Kashmir was a Mughal province, 
and before that it had been in Muslim hands since I 341. For nearly 
five centuries Afghans and Pathans had been prominent in the 
country, not only in oflice under the governor, but planted in 
colonies. It is not surprising that at the present time there should 
survive a lively interest in Kashmir and its fate among the people 
of the Frontier. That interest remains a factor to be reckoned with 
in any assessment of the future allegiance of the valley and its 
surroundings. 

The Durranis were now stripped of all their dominions east of 
the Indus, and the Sikh had secured a bridgehead on the Afghan 
bank of the river. And in the next two years he further improved 
his position by adding to his territories both Dera Ghazi Khan 
and Dera Ismail Khan, the latter in fief, and reducing the turbu
lent Hazara tribes north of Hasan Abdal who held one of the 
routes to 1(2shmh:. 
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The challenge to Durrani rule had to be met. In 18zz Azem 

came down to Peshawar with the fugitive Sikh chief Jai Singh 
Atariwala, with the intention of attacking Khairabad and driving 
Ranjit across the Indus. Troubles nearer home recalled him before 
action could be taken, but his advance had brought up Ranjit 
post-haste to his frontier with a message to Yar Muhammad, 
Governor of Peshawar, demanding tribute. Y ar Muhammad. who 
apprehended the designs of his brother Azem as much as he 
dreaded Ranjit, made the offer so acceptable to the Sikh, a gift of 
splendidly equipped and prancing horses. The Maharaja smiled 
and, feigning satisfaction, withdrew for a while to deal with a 
tiresome mother-in-law of his with whom he had a dispute over 
a fort on Sutlej-side. This settled, he came up once more to the 
Indus. He heard that Azem strongly disapproved of the gift of 
horses and was on his way back to Peshawar. The donor, Yar 
Muhammad, had fled to the Yusufmis in Swat rather than face his 
brother's wrath. Peshawar, it was evident, was an important stake. 
The scene was set for the famous Battle ofNowshera.' 

The month was March, z8z5, and the spring rains were late, 
and the water in the Indus low. Ranjit decided to do what had 
been done before, possibly by Alexander, by Mahmud Ghaznawi 
more than once, and by Babur, to cross the great river by the 
historic ford near the village of Hund, the old Waihind or Ohand. 
Below Ghazi and Pihur, where the Indus breaks from the Huara 
hills, and above Khairabad and the Landai River junction, where 
it enters the Attock gorge, the river spreads out in the wide plain 
between the Yusufzai. Samah and the Chachh, forming three and 
sometimes four channels. In a favourable year it is fordable at this 
point by determined horsemen. ]6had had been preached, and 
groups of tribesmen lined the Yusufzai bank shouting their war
cries and taunting the Sikh horsemen. These in a fury rushed their 
horses into the stream, and got across half-swimming, half-wad
ing, with the loss of a number of men and animals swept away. 
Ranjit then proceeded steadily with his main body, collecting 
boats and carrying the guns across on elephants. The iashkizrs of 
Yusufzai and Khatak tribesmen had now gathered to the number 
of zo,ooo under �e leadership of a well-known Sayyid, Akbar 
Shah, of the family of Pit Baba in Buner. They concentrated in a 
strong position based upon the small eminence of Pit Sabak, a 
landmark on the north (left) bank of the Landai River just east of 
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the present Risalpur. Their reinforcements occupied some other 
hillocks a mile further west, known to Pathans as Tarakai and to 
the British soldier as the Marble Rocks. Azem with his Kabul 
troops had by now advanced along the main road from Peshawar, 
but, distrustful of his influence over the tribal militia on the other 
bank, and doubting the fidelity of his brothers, took post, with
out crossing, upon the main road some three miles east of the 
present Nowshera Cantonment. The battle is named not of 
course after the cantonment, which did not then exist, but after 
the old village, almost a town, of Naukhar, upon the Landai 
River's north (left) bank. For the reason that its main fury raged 
round Pir Sabak hill, it is also sometimes referred to by that 
name. Thus the Durrani regulars under Azem were separated by 
the broad and deep Landai River from the massed levies of the 
tribesmen. 

The Maharaja detached a small force to the right (south) river
bank to hold Azem in check and act as escort for his guns which 
he kept mobile upon the main road, running at this point right 
upon the river-bank. His main forces, both horse and foot, he 
deployed against the tribes whose standards waved on Pir Sabak 
hill and on the Taraka.i hillocks behind it. He knew well enough 
which was the formidable enemy, and had taken the measure of 
the Durrani and his troops. The battle opened with a furious hand
to-hand struggle between the tribal Ghazis and the Sikh Akalis. 
The wild leader of the Amritsar fanatics, Phula Singh, was slain, 
and the Sikh horse could make no impression on tribal footmen, 
advantageously posted among the rocks of the hillocks that here 
strew the plain. The battle began to go against the Sikhs. Qouds 
of Yusufzai and Khatak warriors fell with the utmost gallantry 
on the drilled Sikh infantry and broke it up. An exultant tribal 
advance was then stayed on one flank by a single Gurkha battalion 
of the Maharaja's army, which took square and fired steadily at 
the advancing hordes. The Sikh artillery from the other bank 
made good play, and the advance was checked. 

But the tribal valour was not spent. The levies retired again 
among the rocky hillocks, and three attempts were made by the 
rallying Sikhs to carry the key-position at Pir Sabak. All were 
repulsed. At the fourth effort the hill was carried, only through 
the presence and personal exhortations of Ranjit Singh himself at 
the head of the survivors of his Gurkhas and his bodyguard of 
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horse. Later, Ranjit admitted to Colonel Wade, the British agent 
at his court, that of his disciplined troops it was the Gurkhas 
alone who had stood firm under the assaults of the tribesmen. 

In the meantime .Azem on the other bank had been inactive. 
He did not seek to a:oss the river or even to neutrali2e the effect 
of the Sikh artillery, operated from the southern bank, where his 
army stood. 1bat evening he retreated. He had scarcely even been 
engaged in the battle, and no valid excuse has been offered for his 
behaviour. Nine years later, Alexander Burnes heard in Peshawar 
that he feared for his treasure, or altematively that his men were 
overcome by the shouts of the Akalis on the northern bank. Their 
exclamations were attributed to the arrival of fresh reinforce
ments. 

The measure of tribal losses on this occasion can be taken by 
any visitor to the vast graveyards south of the Tarakai hillocks 
near Nowshera. These bear witness to a saa:ifice that is still 
remembered. Despite the slaughter, the next moming the tribes
men rallied and declared their reailiness to resume the struggle 
under their Pirzada, Akbar. But A2:em had gone, and they were 
without countenance or support, and the day was Ranjit Singh's . 

.Azem, broken in heart but without a wound, died shortly after 
the battle. His record in this fight lives after him: no Yusufzai, 
Afridi or Khatak is anxious to rely on the word of a Muham
madzai Sardar, for it is doubtful if he will be there on the day. 
Shah Shuja, the Saddozai, with his regard for, and confidence in, 
the free Afridi or Yusufzai, and his unwearied efforts to attain his 
aim, has left a sweeter memory. The tribes hardly knew the evil 
Saddozais, Mahmud and his son, who did not pass their way. 

With A2:em expired all show of unanimity between the twenty 
surviving brothers of the Painda Khel. Dost Muhammad suc
ceeded to .Azem's position in Kabul, and Yar Muhammad in 
Peshawar. With Yar Muhammad were three others, the eldest 
Sultan Muhammad, of whom there is much to tell. A group of 
five other brothers, Purdil, Kohandil, Sherdil, Mehrdil and R abm
dil, sons of a Ghalji mother, held Kandahar. In Herat the Sad
dozai Mahmud, and his son Kamran, still exercised a precarious 
authority. 

After the battle Ranjit Singh advanced to Peshawar, slaying 
and plundering as he went. He battered down the Bala Hissar 
and sacked the fair palace within, where fourteen years earlier 
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Shah Shuja had received Elphinstone so regally.5 He cut the 
cypresses and muddied the basins of the garden of Shah Leman 
below the Fort, and allowed his cavalry to ravage the square 
miles of delicious orchards, plum, peach, apricot and pear, the 
glory of Peshawar. The OaiOe of the Sikhashahi- the Sikh Rule 
-is a synonym for misgovernment and oppression in the mouths 
of teachers and children to this day. Even the mosque of Maha
bat Khan, the chief mosque of the city, seems to have been dis
mantled. The building was erected by Aurangzeb's governor 
about x 67o, and the original is said to have been a smaller version 
of the great Badshahi Masjid in Lahore. The present stucco is a 
poor substitute for sandstone and marble, and is clearly a recon
struction of early British times, neat enough but commonplace. 
That Peshawar contains no architectural monuments of any value 
is due mainly. to the devastations ofx 8 z.;. 

But Ranjit did not stay. He accepted Yar Muhammad's tender 
of submission and went south. He must have felt the hatred blow
ing up around him. 

Between the murder ofFateh Khan in x8x8 and the Nowshera 
battle of x8z.;, Shah Shuja made one of his restless attempts to 
regain his throne. In I 8 x 6 he had secured for himself an honoured 
repose in Ludhiana, but his thoughts still wandered to Kabul, or 
at least to Peshawar, and he discounted the British notion that he 
had sought asylum. At the outset Azem gave him some hope of 
support, but this was withdrawn, and Shuja tried his fortunes to
wards Sind and Dera Ghazi Khan. These held for a while and, 
proceeding thence nort:b. he again reoccupied Peshawar for a few 
days, but was driven out and for the third time took refuge with 
the Afridis in the Khaibar bills. But once more Chora proved too 
close to the main road for safety, and back went the wanderer to 
Sind, where he resided for a year, only to be forced out by Azem's 
pressure on the Haidarabad chiefs. By 1811 he was in residence 
again at Ludhiana. 

Ranjit Singh had now succeeded in bringing Peshawar, with 
Kohat, Bannu and the Derajat under his nominal sway, but the 
complete reduction of this new province was never effected by 
the Sikhs. Ranjit's forces were continually stretched in arduous 
warfare against the tribes, even where he had succeeded in obtain
ing the submission of Durrani govemors. In the fu:st years of his 
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occupation he was not even able to establish order in the cis
Indus tract stretching north-east from Attock and embracing 
what is now the lower portion of the Huara district. In 182.4, 
only a year after the Battle of Nowshera, the Yusufzai and other 
sections on both banks of the Indus above Attock rose in insur
rection under the leadership of Sayyid Akbar Shah, their Pir2ada. 

This was the man who had been the chief organizer of the 
tribal resistance at Pir Sabak in the previous year. He belonged to 
that well-known family of Sayyids, whose ancestor, Sa}'Yld Ali 
Tarmezi, known to all the YusufZai country as Pir Baba, gave his 
name to the holiest shrine in all this tribal territory. 8 A descen
dant ofPir Baba, Sayyid Zaman Shah, was recognized by the later 
Mughals as a leader of in.B.uence in Swat and Buner, and received 
a command and a ja.gir in Hazara to support it. This Akbar Shah 
was his grandson. The name and fame of this family is woven 
closely into the tapestry of events on the Swat-Buner border, 
from Ranjit's time right down into the twentieth century; they 
organized resistance to the Sikhs and later to the British, became 
the patrons of the Mujahidin colony - the so-called Hindustani 
Fanatics - and from time to time made their inftuence felt as 
religious and political leaders over the whole area from the 
borders ofDir to Pakhli in Hazara. Sayyid Akbar's great-nephew, 
Sayyid Abdul Jabbar Shah, is still living, with headquarters at 
Sitana on the Indus.7 Mindful of the family tradition, he has him
self been a chief actor on the stage of tribal politics in Swat and 
Buner. The family is one which in a remarkable degree and over 
several generations has shown a capacity to combine the qualities 
of thinker and man of action, a comhination that is able to com
mand Pathan respect. 

On the Sikh side was Hari Singh Nalwa, the ideal Sikh soldier, 
rough but dependable, gallant and genuine, and the most dashing 
of all Ranjit's generals. Ranjit had left him with the difficult and 
dangerous Peshawar command when he himself went back in 182 3 
to Lahore. 

Sayyid Akbar's fort at Sitana was sited opposite Torbela, a few 
miles above the point where the Indus issues at long last from its 
mountain cradle and spills out in many channels between the 
Chachh and the fiat lands of Swabi where Babur hunted the 
rhinoceros. The Utmanzai section of the Mandant Y usufzais held 
then, and hold still, lands on both banks of the river, and under 

X 
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Sayyid Akbar's leadership bad been active in raising the levies 
which had so nearly defeated the Sikh regulars at Pir Sabak. Hari 
Singh, finding the military effort of holding the trans-Indus terri
tory too great a strain in face of the bitter hostility of the popula
tion, concentrated on the subjugation of the Pathan and other 
tribes of lower Hazan. His communications were in constant peril 
from the Mashwanis, a hamsaya tribe of the Yusufzais who live in 
the fastnesses of the Gandghar Mountain above Torbela. To con
trol them and their nominal overlords, the Yusufzais ofKalabhat, 
he constructed a fort near the present Haripur, which still bears 
his name. Sitana, barely fifteen miles from Haripur, but protected 
by the river, was able to hold out and became the nodal centre of 
tribal resistance. Hari Singh attacked the tribesmen at Nan at the 
gateway to the hills, and received a decided check, suffering heavy 
casualties and being himself wounded. Lying disabled on the hill
side, he was only able to get back to Haripur by appealing to the 
chivalry of a Yusumu who admired his courage. This brought 
Ranjit Singh by forced marches to his frontier, with the object of 
rooting out the Sayyid's headquarters at Sitana. He failed. The 
Indus at that point was too deep and rapid for an army to cross, 
and he had to content himself with a second demonstration of his 
power to force a passage, by swimming his cavalry across near 
the Pihur ferry in a very gallant operation under his French com
mander, General Allard. Thence he proceeded on a round march 
through Topi and Kotha, returning to Attock by way of Jahan
gira.8 His display of power was scarcely rewarded by Y ar Muham
mad's renewed protestations of allegiance from Peshawar. 

This fighting brought to birth a new menace, a gathering 
enthusiasm. There arose one of those strange and formidable 
insurrections among the Pathans which from time to time sweep 
across the Frontier mountains like a forest fu:e, carrying all before 
them. As on a previous occasion there followed a reaction, but 
the fire is not wholly put out. It continues to smoulder dully until 
a fresh wind blows. 

In some respects this new movement is reminiscent of the 
Roshaaiyya of the Emperor Akbar's time. Both brought a new 
interpretation of Islam, both depended on the message of a 
reformer who was also an organizer of the tribes in arms, both 
met with initial success but ended with the death, or (as his fol
lowers would have it) the martyrdom, of the founder. But there 
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are great differences. Bayazid Ansari had fought the Mughal 
power; the Mughals were, nominally at least, orthodox Sunnis of 
the Hana£i school, and it followed that on its religious side his 
message could be, and was, represented as heresy. (The Emperor 
Akbar's own unorthodoxy, his Din Ilahi, is not in point here; it 
might have inclined him to sympathy with Bayazid, but his state
craft forbade, and on this voyage be sailed under orthodox 
colours.) The reformer who now arose was contending against 
the new-established Sikh power, and he was able to rally the 
faithful oppressed against the tyrant who was represented as an 
unbelieving idolator. He preached an extreme form of puritanical 
zealotism, by his critics regarded as Wahhabism. But by many, 
including among them some of the most orthodox, he has been 
accepted as a true mlljaddid, one who, as the pious believe, is sent 
by God once in a century to reinterpret the Faith and guide the 
believer on the path of righteousness. 

The name of this mlljaddid was Sayyid Ahmad Shah. He is not 
to be confused with Sayyid Akbar Shah, already mentioned, 
though their stories are closely woven. Ahmad was a Hindustani 
bom at Bareli,9 and for that reason the chroniclers refer to him 
as Ahmad Brelwi; Sayyid Akbar, as we know, was a descendant 
of Pir Baba of Buner, a family rooted among the Yusufzai for 
many years. Sayyid Ahmad Brelwi had been a follower of the 
notorious Arnir Khan, a leader of merce11aties in the campaigns 
waged by the British against the freebooters in Central India 
known as the Pindaris. He lost his employment when Arnir 
Khan's force was broken up at the end of the campaign, and Amir 
Khan was recognized as Chief of Tonk10 in R.ajputana. He went to 
Delhi, where his religious zeal and piety quickly attracted a band 
of devoted followers, including a number of the leamed. He set 
great emphasis on the doctrine of the unity of God, and, denounc
ing what he regarded as the corrupt forms of worship then pre
valent, strove to go back to the Quran alone, without reference 
to the interpretations of the fathers. Many of the educated followed 
him, while among the humbler folk, the story runs, his exhorta
tions were so efficacious that even the Delhi tailors were moved 
scrupulously to retum remnants of cloth to their employers. A 
pilgrimage was preached as the proper beginning for all under
takings, and Ahmad's journey to Calcutta in 1822. for the purpose 
of embarkation was one of triumph. He was absent four years in 
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Atabia, and on return to Delhi called on the faithful to follow him 
in a war against unbelievers. 

'In xh6 he set out from Delhi, and, after a stay at the home of 
his old master Amir Khan at Tonk,11 went by way of Sind to 
Kandahar. Receiving no encouragement from Kohandil and the 
other Painda Khel brothers then in possession, he joumeyed 
northward through Ghalji country till he reached Peshawar in 
x8z7. There he seems to have been upset by the equivocations of 
Y ar Muhammad Khan, the Pai.'lda Khel Barakzai governor, who 
had twice declared his allegiance to Ranjit Singh. But he found 
the spirit of revolt still burning fiercely in the Yusufzai plains and 
hills, and made his way across the Landai River and the Samah to 
Panjtar, the fort of Fateh Khan, a leading Yusufzai Malik in the 
Khudu Khel hills north of Swabi. Here he founded the colony of 
puritan zealots which later came to be called the Mujahidin, 
known to English writers as the Hindustani Fanatics. 

The doctrine which commanded Ahmad's allegiance is in 
doubt. His detractors say that, when in Atabia, he had become a 
strict Wahhabi of the Haobali School of the Sunnah, while his 
admirers claim for him that, as a Haoa.fi, he remained loyal to what 
is orthodoxy in these parts. The novelty of his message, these 
claim, consisted only in the reinterpretation expected of a true 
msgaddid. The argument is for the schoolmen and cannot be 
resolved. But, whatever the doctrine, it is clear that Ahmad's 
preaching fell on fertile ground. Tribes who boasted they had 
never within memory yielded more than a nominal and temporary 
submission even to Mughal or Dummi had actually suffered 
defeat in open battle at the hands of unbelievers. It was too much 
to be bome. Not without justice the tribesmen attributed their 
check to the supineness of the Barakzai chiefs with their Kabul 
troops. Their resentment was raised to fever heat by the raids 
and depredations of Hari Singh and the Sikh armies. A new mes
sage and a new leader were overdue. Sayyid Ahmad and his 
Ghazis were hailed as deliverers and won an irnmedi.ate and 
enthusiastic response. 

Animated by religious fervour and that notion of tribal patriot
ism which demands the expulsion of the intruder, numerous 
bands of ill-disciplined levies gathered round the new leader from 
all the villages ofYusufzai and Khatak. Ahmad's Hindustani dis
ciples, now increased by recruits to nearly x,ooo men, formed the 
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nucleus round which the new anny was organized. In addition he 
received secret, if uncertain, support from the Barakzai chiefs at 
Peshawar, who from being independent princes had been reduced 
by Ranjit Singh to the position of tributary governors. 

His first effort was directed against a strong force of Sikhs 
which had been pushed forward to Akora under the command of 
Budh Singh Sindhanwalia. The Sikh commander had prudendy 
entrenched a position near Shaidu, between Akora and Jahangira, 
and succeeded in beating off the tumultuous assault of the tribes
men, but with heavy losses including Budh Singh himself, who 
was slain at the crisis of the battle. Ahmad claimed a victory, and 
was able to extract an agreement from Yar Muhammad in Pesha
war to respect the territories of the Yusufzai and exempt them 
from revenue-raising forays. A year later (1819) the Sayyid ac
cused the Peshawar governor of attempting to poison him, and 
attacked Peshawar itself. Yar Muhammad was killed in the 
assault, and, but for the accidental presence of a Sikh force under 
the French general Ventura, Peshawar would not have been saved 
fofhis younger brother, Sultan Muhammad Khan. True to type, 
Ventura had come up to secure for Ranjit Singh a long-promised 
mare of famous breed named Leila, the match of a horse of equal 
renown named Kulhar, which the Maharaja had succeeded in 
obtaining from the Barakzai brothers in Peshawar. 

The Sikhs then withdrew east of the Indus. 
Ahmad now crossed the river into the Hazara hills, raising the 

mountaineers, and attacking a Sikh force under Hari Singh and 
another French general, Allard. Here he was beaten off. Nothing 
daunted, he recrossed the Indus and again attacked Peshawar; the 
Barakzai was defeated, and late in the summer of 18;o Peshawar 
was actually occupied for two months by Ahmad and his Ghazis. 
At this point Ahmad seems to have given way to folie de grtmdeiiT; 
he claimed sovereign powers, and struck a coin in the name of 
Ahmad the Just, Sword-glitterer, Defender of the Faith. 

At Erst sight, it is surprising to find Sayyid Ahmad so able to 
impress himself upon the tribes, and more particularly upon the 
warlike Yusufzai. He was after all a man from down-country, 
what the Pathans a litde contemptuously call a Hindko (the word 
means not a Hindu, but a Muslim from Hindustan, or even from 
the Panjab). It seemed improbable that he would be taken up by 
the wild hillmen of the Yusufzai, even if his creed appealed to the 
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Mandanr Yusufzai of the Samah. How did he make the contact? 
He owed his position almost entirely to the good-will of Sayyid 

Akbar of Sitana. Sayyid Akbar was not only a proved leader in 
tribal warfare, but, more important, a Sayyid of the house of Pir 
Baba, the Pirkhana of these tribes. This Hindustani had come 
with a reputation for piety and zeal, and armed with the credentials 
of four years' residence in the Hejaz. He must have impressed 
Akbar with his sincerity. Akbar and he had no blood-relationship; 
the fact that they were both Sayyids meant little, and in other cir
cumstances might well have led to rivalry. That it did not do so is 
gready to both men's credit. The hatred of the Sikh terror, which 
they shated, no doubt helped them to sink all jealousies and work 
together for the common end. But there must have been some 
quality that each saw in the other, a selflessness that binds men in 
a cause. 

In a sense Akbar was the newcomer's patron. But it is clear 
from what his descendants say that he, and a younger brother 
Umar Shah, sank all pride of place, and were ready to enrol them
selves under Ahmad's banner as his lieutenants. They were big 
enough to offer him their allegiance and loyalty, and to bring 
their disciples with them. He had come to deliver the oppressed 
from the new oppressor, and they must have seen in him a spark 
of the divine. So they followed and were glad. 

For a while the cause prospered. But jealousies crept in, not 
between Akbar and Ahmad, but between the religious leaders and 
the tribal chiefs. Self-interest overcame faith, and the imprudence 
of Sayyid Ahmad gave umbrage to his tribal adherents. For the 
expenses of the campaign he had levied the norrnal ��.rhar or tithe 
and at the outset this measure caused little dissatisfaction, for it 
agreed with tribal notions of the dues of a religious leader. But 
when Ahmad began to preach that all young women of marriage
able age should at once be wedded, and that the Yusufzai should 
resign their custom, prevalent among the Khans, whereby 
daughters and sisters were only disposed of to the wealthy in 
return for large dowries, he cut across a peculiar maxim of the 
tribe. The Yusnfzai custom in this matter is still notably strict, 
some say for reasons of avarice, but more because a tribal mar
riage, in some sense hard for an outsider to comprehend, is seen 
as exposing a family's sense of shame and modesty. As we have 
seen in Baburs case - the exception that proves the rule - a 
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Yusufzai will not usually marry his daughter or sister outside the 
tribe, or even outside a very narrow sept within the tribe, and it 
was the custom to demand a substantial dowry from the prospec
tive husband's family. And when Ahmad was accused, as many 
say unjustly, of assigning maidens one by one to his needy Hin
dustani followers, the people were greatly incensed and made a 
conspiracy against him. In November 1830 he was constrained to 
relinquish Peshawar to Sultan Muhammad at a fixed tribute, and, 
followed by the few and faithful, he left for Hazara, where after 
a few months' desultory warfare he was surprised by the Sikhs 
and slain at Balakot at the bottom of the Kaghan Valley in May 
183 I. 

This story has a macabre end. When he set out for Hazara, 
Sayyid Ahmad left his deputies in most of the Yusu&ai villages. 
Rising from the midst of the Yusufzai Sarnah stands the pine
crowned isolated hill of Karamar. It can be seen through the 
great avenue of the Guides Mess garden at Mardan. It is a holy 
place, and for that reason the summit remains tree-clad and it is a 
sin for the faithful to cut the smallest branch. One night that 
winter, a beacon blazed upon this peak, and on that signal every 
single one of Sayyid Ahmad's agents was put to death. In Yusuf
zai thirty years ago a village poet, Aman Akhund, composed a 
ballad on this theme that I have heard recited - a strange 
mingling of pride and lamentation - in memory of this Sayyid 
Ahmad from whom the tribes had turned away after they had rever
enced him. But the company of Mujahidin whom he founded have 
lingered on, and his own memory has been kept green by the 
family of Pir Baba Sayyids who were his leading disciples upon 
this border. 

The story of Sayyid Ahmad's short ascendancy typifies like 
that of Sher Shah and his successors the strength and weakness 
of the Pathan tribal system. A leader appears, and unites tribal 
sentiment in a surge of enthusiasm that carries all before it. For a 
while internal jealousies are laid aside, and an enthusiastic loyalty 
is f�rthcoming. Individuals are found ready to faoe death for a 
cause, and no one counts the cost. The idea of sacrifice is in the 
air. The crest of the wave bursts over the barrier, and the victory 
seems won. Then the leader gives way to vain-glory, the stimulus 
which gave unity fails, envy and malice show their heads. The 
effort, steady and sustained, which is needed to maintain the 
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p�sition won proves to be beyond the tribal reach. The ground 
won is lost, and the leader forfeits confidence and is discarded. 

In days gone by Pathans were Kings of Hind 
And still in deeds the Mughal they outdo, 
But concord they know not, and they have sinned 
Against God's unity, so come to rue: 
Ah God I Grant them but concord, sweet refrain, 
And old Khushhal will rise, a youth again Ill 





CHAPTER XIX 

THE D O S T  AND 
THE PESHAWAR SARDARS 

e have seen tha.t on Yar Muhammad's death from 
wounds received in action against Sayyid Ahmad in 
z8.z9, his brother Sultan Muhammad Khan succeeded 

to the Chiefdom of Peshawar a.nd its dependencies. With him were 
associated two younger brothers, Pir Muhammad a.nd Said Mu
ha.mma.d, a.nd these three Pa.inda. Khel Ba.ra.kza.is came to be cslled 
the Peshawar Sardars. It is convenient so to distinguish them 
from Dost Muhammad Kha.n who ha.d by now established undis
puted control of Kabul in place of Azem, a.nd a.lso from the sons 
of the Gha.lji mothez, Koha.ndil a.nd the othez 'Dils', in control of 
Kandahar. These Peshawar Sardars a.re a.lso later known a.s the 
Musa.hiba.n fa.mily -the word mtiSahib meaning a.n a.ide-de-ca.mp 
or courtiez -a.nd still later a.s the Y ahya Khel, from Y ahya Khan, 
Sultan Muhammad's son. Sultan Muhammad is to be remembeted 
not only for the part he played on the Peshawar stage in Sikh 
times, but for the fact tha.t he is the ancestor of the present Mgha.n 
royal family. Nadir Khan, the first of the now-ruling dynasty a.nd 
father of the present King of Mgha.nistan, was Sultan Muham
mad's great-grandson. All the Peshawar a.nd the Ka.nda.ha.r Sardars 
were older tha.n Dost Muhammad Khan, who ha.d ovettaken 
them in securing control of the chief capital, Ka. bul, a.nd had 
thereby occasioned great jealousies among his eldez brothers. The · 
Dost owed his success partly to the confidence which had been 
reposed in him by Fateh Khan, a.nd partly to the support of the 
Qizilba.sh guards, the Dost's mothez being a Qizilbash lady. On 
these advantages he built, but the strength of the structure lay in 
his own firmness of purpose as compared with his brothezs' 
shiftiness. 

The Dost had endeavoured to a.lla.y fraterna.l jealousy by care
fully refraining from taking the title of Shah. He was content to 
take his example from the Ma.ngit Chiefs of Bukhara a.nd to name 
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stone, expected iUl English envoy to comport himself with 
dignity. In a city of dark jealousies this ekhi 6lled his house with 
music and black-eyed damsels, unmindful of the shadows that a 
few years back had clouded his gaiety in Peshawar. And to orgies 
by night he added a false and cringing humility by day. In audi
ence with the Dost he would assume an exaggerated posture of 
deference, joining hands together in obsequious attitudes and 
addressing the Amir always as ghtrribnawtiz, cherisher of the poor. 
As Gharib Nawaz Khan, Burnes came to be known in the bazaars 
of the city. From servility he would turn to an angry petulance, 
so that his hearers wondered how such a man could be of the 
breed that then bestrode the world. 

Sik.andar Burnes never spoke with the authentic voice of his 
country, and his pathfinding led but to an Afghan war. Yet in the 
end even he was able to redeem the bill against him. For when the 
death he had feared came upon him, a nasty death at the hands of 
a mob which included his own cuckolds, he met it gallantly and 
without ft.inching, as became a bigger and better man. 

Like Babur, Sikandar paints pretty scenes. He speaks of his 
elevation of mind as his party traversed the open plains between 
Pirpiai and Pabbi on their approach to Peshawar; thyme and 
violets perfumed the air, and the green sod and clover put him 
in mind of a distant country. The orchards close to Peshawar had 
by this time been destroyed by the ravaging Sikhs, but there were 
still pleasant places out by Naguman and in the Doaba. On the 
Nauroz or New Year -about 2. 5th March- he was bidden to 
a party near Shabqadr, in a garden where all the trees were in 
blossom. Pir Muhammad, the chief's younger brother, received the 
guests under a bower of roses where carpets were spread and 
the boughs shaken before the party sat down, covering them with 
the variegated bloom of apricot and peach. There were performers 
who chanted to the rabap 'in Pooshtoo and in Parsee', and the 
chief's children, rioting amid the confectionery, played at a 
pitched battle with the Bowers which they threw at each other 
like snow. 'I do not remember', says Sik.andar, 'any place more 
delightful than Peshawar at this season; the climate, gardens and 
Bowers delight the senses, and to all we have been so fortunate as 
to add the hospitality of the people.' 

Of Sultan Muhammad, the Ollef, he writes: 'He is of rather tall 
stature and dark complexion- not the illiterate Mghan whom I 
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expected to find, but an educated, well-bred gentleman whose 
open and affable manner made a lasting impression on me. He is a 
person more remarkable for his urbanity than his wisdom, but he 
transacts all his own business, he is a brave soldier . . . .  But our 
residence at his house was not without inconvenience, and it re
quired some consideration to devise a plan for our extrication 
with credit. Moreover the Chief was at enmity with his brother of 
Cabool, the Dost, and wished to persuade us to pass through that 
city by stealth, without seeing him.' And then - a very modem 
touch this - 'the talk turned on the Seiks, and the mild affability 
of Sooltan Muhammad delighted me. He spoke without reserve 
of Runjeet Sing, and sighed for some change that might relieve 
him from the disgrace of having his son a hostage in Lahore. The 
subject of the Russians was introduced, and a Persian in the party 
declared that his country was quite independent of Russia. The 
Chief with much good humour, remarked that their independence 
was something like his own with the Seiks, unable to resist and 
glad to compromise.' 

Fifteen years later in 1847, when George Lawrence, elder 
brother of Henry and John, came up to Peshawar after the First 
Sikh War, he saw much of Sultan Muhammad Khan. Between the 
two Sikh Wars the Sikh State continued to exist, but as subordi
nate to the British government in India, with a Resident at the 
Maharaja's court in Lahore. Kashmir had been handed over to 
Gulab Singh of Jammu, the founder of the Dogra dynasty, in 
return for a money paynient, while the North-West Frontier dis
tricts, which had been a proximate cause of the First Sikh War 
and wliere Mghan-Sikh feeling was still bitter, were left under 
the Sikh Durbar, but with British Assistants to the Resident in 
Lahore acting as agents for control and pacification. This was the 
time when George Lawrence, Abbott, Edwardes, Nicholson and 
the rest arrived among the Pathans. On reaching his post George 
Lawrence prevailed on the Sikh Durbar to permit Sultan Muham
mad to return to Peshawar from Lahore, where he had spent most 
of the last seven years as a State hostage. In Peshawar the Chief 
then occupied the Wazir Bagh which' his eldest brother Fateh 
Khan had laid out during his Wazirate before 18x8, and in it he 
built a fine summer-house where he settled his women and his 
very large family. The remains of this pavilion still exist, but in a 
very dilapidated condition. 
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Sultan Muhammad was profuse in his professions of devotion 
to Lawrence. When the Second Sikh War was brought on by the 
murders of Agnew and Anderson in Multan in April 1848, he paid 
the Resident a long visit, affirming that there was nothing under 
the sun he would not do for the British government, who had 
secured his release from captivity. He only panted for an oppor
tunity to prove in deeds, not words, his gratitude.8 Subsequently 
he entered into communication with the Sikh general in the 
north, Chattar Singh, and was instrumental in delivering George 
Lawrence into Sikh hands - for a price, the renewed grant to 
himself of the Peshawar prov'...:1ce. Lawrence had trusted the Chief 
to the extent of asking him to secure the safe-conduct of his wife 
and family from Peshawar to India, but found that, having in
curred this obligation, he was expected to regard himself as a 
debtor and Sultan Muhammad kept away from him. When he 
reminded him of his offers, he found the Chief as full as ever of 
professions; as Burnes had noted, he was nothing if not urbane. 
Moreover, the lady was not conducted to her destination, but 
brought back and handed over with her husband to the Sikhs. 
And in the end Sultan Muhammad himself went over to the Sikhs. 

It is not a pretty story. Had Sultan Muhammad been playing a 
hand for his own Mghan people, his action might have been 
excusable as that of a patriot, according to the maxim that in war 
all is fair. But he was not. He thought the Sikhs held the winning 
cards and that his interests lay in playing up to them. It is not sur
prising that the tergiversations of this man and his younger 
brothers at Peshawar caused Abbott to record in his Hazara diary 
that the Durranis were detested more than the Sikhs.' For their 
part the Pathan tribes felt it to be impossible to detect any sense 
of national fervour or patriotism in a family which at that time 
was notorious for regarding its own short-term interests rather 
than the overriding need. This, as Sayyid Ahmad Shah had seen, 
was the liberation of the land from the cruel grasp of Ranjit 
Singh and the Sikh armies. The fact is that the Peshawar Sardars 
were entirely ready to go along with the Sikhs if by so doing they 
should be enabled to maintain a position independent of their 
younger half-brother, the Dost, and even perhaps to displace him 
on the Kabul throne. So it came about that when the British 
arrived after the First Sikh War, and George Lawrence set him
self to understand Pathan mentality and objectives, and to inject 
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a measure of fair dealing into the approach of government to 
people, this Chief, a cynic in the true sense, proceeded at the first 
sign of ttouble to bite the hand he had professed to love. 

The Dost has the last word in this matter. Though he too 
sought, as we shall see, to co-operate with the Sikhs in the Second 
Sikh War, the peculiar shape which Sultan Muhammad's actions 
had assumed aroused his disgust and contempt. 'Did you never 
hear', he thundered to his brother, 'that the Khugiani tribe drew 
their swords upon the great Ahmad Shah to defend the life of 
even an accursed boar which had taken refuge from the hounds 
among their tents?' 

We must go back to x8p. At that time the strange state of 
affairs in Peshawar, consequent on Sayyid Ahmad's ascendancy, 
had aroused new hope in the sanguine breast of Shah Shuja, and 
caused him to open negotiations with Ranjit for aid in the re
covery of his throne. But Ranjit had his own ideas, ideas relevant 
to Peshawar, and he merely kept the Shah in play with vain hopes 
until in I 8 3 z. one of the many Persian advances on Herat, together 
with an invitation from the Sind Amirs, caused the Shah to make 
a more definite proposal, more in accordance with the Sikh's 
designs. The Sind Amirs, disliking the approach of British envoys, 
expressed themselves as ready, as a counter, to accept the Shah as 
their titular Sovereign, and to give him passage towards Kanda
har. So enamoured was Shah Shuja of this renewed opportunity 
to recover Kabul by way of Kandahar, as he believed, that he 
now actually offered to waive his right to Peshawar, and the other 
disttictS between the Indus and the bills, and also to give a quit
tance for the Koh-i-nur. All this he was ready to surrender to 
Ranjit Singh in return for assistance in men and money for the 
recovery of the Kabul throne. There followed in August 1833 a 
treaty of alliance by which the Shah formally ceded Peshawar and 
the other districtS in Sikh possession, and in retum was assured 
of Sikh good-will in his new venture. In x 8 3 3 he proceeded slowly 
towards Sind, crossed the Indus, defeated the Sind Amirs at 
Sbikarpur- they had broken with him when he actually ap
proached-and, having secured his base, went up the Bolan 
towards Kandahar. Here he maintained himself for a few months, 
but was in due course brought to battle by the Dost and defeated 
in July 1834· By the spring of 1835 he was back again once more 
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at Ludhiana, with no gains to his account to offset the heavy loss 
of the formal surrender of Peshawar. 

Ranjit was not slow to take advantage of his new treaty. He 
bad resolved to insure against a possible success by Shah Shuja, 
and to tum his suzerainty over Sultan Muhammad at Peshawar 
into an actual occupation. The moment was very propitious, for 
the Dost, having gone south to meet Shah Shuja before Kanda
har, was not in a position to alford aid to his half-brothers, the 
Peshawar Sardars, even had he wished to do so. A large Sikh force 
under Hari Singh's command advanced from Khairabad, and 
Peshawar, which up to this time had been held by the Peshawar 
Sardars as tributaries, was formally annexed to the Sikh dominions 
in May 18 34· Hari Singh became the first Sikh govemor, Sultan 
Muhammad and his brothers being compelled unwillingly to take 
refuge with the Dost in Kabul. Hitherto known mainly as a dar
ing cavalry leader along the Indus and in Hazara, the impetuous 
Sikh general now became a household word in and around Pesha
war. Ra.ghe Hari Singh-Hari Singh is here - was the bogey 
called up by distraught Khalil and Mohmand mothers to quieten 
fractious children. 

The annexation by the Sikhs of the city which bad been Timur's 
and Shuja's winter capital was a bitter blow to Mghan pride. The 
Dost's first reaction was to grasp at British aid, and at one moment 
-before he bad succeeded in defeating Shah Shuja before Kan
dahar-he actually tendered his submission as a dependant of the 
British crown. Having surmounted the contest with Shah Shuja, 
he asked the British government to assist him in recovering 
Peshawar, and sent his favourite nephew, the son of Jabbar Khan, 
to Ludhiana as a student and an unofficial envoy. But the British 
government had not yet thought of interference in Mghan affairs, 
and evaded a direct reply to the Dost's solicitations. The Dost and 
Ranjit were thus left to their own means. 

Ranjit knew his man, and his man was Sultan Muhammad. He 
began by detaching him from the Dost, with whom Sultan Mu
hammad bad taken refuge on the occupation of Peshawar by Hari 
Singh. As we know, Sultan Muhammad was jealous ofhisyounger 
brother, and, apprehending that the defeat of the Sikhs would 
mean that the Dost would keep Peshawar for himself, listened to 
what R.anjit had to say. Dost Muhammad came down as far as 
Jamrud at the eastem mouth of the Khaibar, where R.anjit Singh 
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kept him in play with j>oiiTjJarlm until he had himself concen
trated his forces. On nth May, 18;5, the Amir was almost sur
rounded, and Ranjit had intended an attack on the following day. 
The Dost thought it prudent to retire, which he did with the loss 
of two guns and most of his prestige. A plan he had to carry off 
the Sikh envoys miscarried if only because he had entrusted its 
execution to Sultan Muhammad, who had by now decided, as 
firmly as was in him, to join Ranjit Singh. The Dost had hoped 
to use the envoys as hostages, but in the event Sultan Muhammad 
was able to pose to Ranjit as their rescuer. This favourable intro
duction secured for the crafty Sardar and his brothers consider
able jagirs both in Peshawar and in Kohat. They did not, however, 
obtain the reversion of the province itself; its civil and military 
management was entrusted to Hari Singh. 

The disgrace of this retreat rankled in the Dost's mind, but, a 
cautious roan, he first tried a further approach to the British, and 
even to Ranjit. The British, as usual, were evasive. The Sikh gave 
the Amir some hope of obtaining Peshawar, but when he asked 
for some horses -a sure way, he thought, of leading others to 
think they had won his favour- he ovetplayed his hand. The 
Dost, anxious though he was to recover Peshawar, was shrewd 
enough to surmise that the presentation of horses would be 
declared by Ranjit as consideration for the retention of Kabul and 
not for the acquisition of the winter capital. Moreover, during all 
this temporizing, Hari Singh was known to be building a fort at 
Jamrud at the Khaibar entrance, and even to be meditating an 
advance on Jalalabad after securing the difficult defiles of the Pass 
against the Afridis. The Dost decided he must 6ght. 

To this end he sent down his best troops under his eldest and 
roost thrusting son, Akbar Khan. Only at this point does Akbar, 
the Dost's son, pass across the page of Frontier history. Later he 
was to be the protagonist in the opposition to the British occupa
tion of Kabul, the slayer of Sir William Macnaghten, the British 
envoy, and the captor of the British women and children after the 
disasters at Jagdalak. He died in I 847, just after George Lawrence 
reached Peshawar. On the Frontier his memory is bound up with 
the Battle of Jamrud, in which he gained a victory but was denied 
its fruits. 

Akbar arrived in the Khaibar in April 18 n, and the battle 
followed on the last day of that month. The Mghan army attacked 
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the Jamrud fort. They were unable to ow:y the fort itself, but 
tlu:ew the supporting Sikh troops from Peshawar into disarray. 
Hari Singh, in command and in the forefront as always, feigned a 
retreat in order to draw his enemy further into the plains and 
away from the ravines, which enabled Afridi and Mallagori5 tribes
men to harass his .Banks, while the Afghan army engaged his 
centre. During the withdrawal the Sikh commander emulating his 
master at Nowshera fourteen years before, was everywhere amid 
his retiring and rallying forces, striving to hearten them in the 
difficult operation. He fell, mortally wounded, near the spot where 
now stands the Is1amia College and the University of Peshawar. 
The place of his death is still known as Burj Hari Singh-the 
tower of Hari Singh. Akbar too displayed great g11llantry and 
dash, and captured two Sikh guns. He could with justice claim a 
victory in the field. But he was unable to master Peshawar, or 
even the Jamrud fort, which put up a stubbom resistance. Afrer a 
few days' plundering of the villages, and particularly of Shaikhan 
on the Bara road, the Mghans were compelled to withdraw once 
more to Jalalabad. 

Hari Singh was dead, but the end of the Sikhashahi was not 
yet. The tale goes that Ranjit Singh shed tears when he heard of 
the &.II of the only genuine Sikh chief of his creation. Determined 
to vindicate his position on the Frontier, he filled the Peshawar 
Valley with his troops, while he himself, now ailing, pushed up as 
far as Rohtas and sent his Dogra favourite, Dhian Singh, hurrying 
forward with the .Bower of the Sikh army. Dhian Singh, elder 
brother of the Gulab Singh who subsequently ruled as Maharaja 
of Kashmir, set the example by working with his own hands on 
the construction of the fort at Jamtud which still stands, much as 
then erected, like a battleship guarding the eastem entry to the 
Khaibar. As successor to Hari in the difficult govemorate of 
Peshawar the Maharaja's choice fell on one of his European 
generals, the Italian Avitabile, whose rough judgments and sum
mary methods are still recalled in the stories told in the hujras 
round the city. As 'Abutabela' his name is associated in the local 
legend with gibbets, and he is chiefly execrated for his habit of 
hanging the convicts of his summary trials from the minars of the 
Mahabat Khan mosque. He occupied as residence a new fort, 
which he caused to be erected around the Hindu shrines of Gork
hatri within the city wall, and where he was visited afterwards by 

y 
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many Englishmen on their way to and from Kabul in the course 
of the First Afghan War. In later times the dignity of the Gork
hatri was diminished; it became the residence of the Assistant 
Police Superintendent in charge of the city police stations. 

With the Battle of Jamrud we approach the period of the First 
Afghan War, and the changes brought about by the death of 
Ranjit Singh. The British force for the invasion of Afghanistan 
by way of the Bolan and Quetta had assembled in Firozpur by the 
end of t8;8, and the Sikh force destined to force the Khaibar left 
Lahore in January 1839· The plan was for Shah Shuja to march 
with the former, following his favourite route and taking Kanda
hat on the way, while the force provided by Ranjit was to accom
pany Shuja's son, Shahza.da Timur, by the direct route to Kabul 
by Peshawar. The latter force was accompanied by Colonel Wade 
as the British representative, and by Shahamat Ali, a protege of 
his, who has written an interesting diary of the expedition and its 
adventures. • 

Ranjit Singh died in June of x8;9, before any of these plans 
could be brought to fruition. With his death, the vital spirit of his 
race began to consume itself in domestic contentions, and there 
followed a series of palace convulsions beside which even the 
badsh4hgar(/j of the Durranis pales into insignificance. These are 
outside Patban story. But they are notable as furnishing a leading 
example of the fate that overtakes a regime nurtured in force and 
guile, and dominated by one man's pre-eminence. Although it 
was the Sikh power which brought to an end long centuries of 
invasion from the north-west, it was left to others to build where 
they had ravaged, and for their ultimate successors to found a 
Muslim state, not based on war or feudalism but on new ways 
that had been learned in the century which succeeded to the 
Sikhasbahi. 

The policies which led to the First Afghan War, and the 
courses which it followed, are beyond the scope of this book, 
save in so far as they arose out of, or were i.nHuenced by, the pull 
of the Frontier regions, and particularly of Peshawar. It has never 
been sufliciendy stressed that the desire to possess Peshawar, with 
the fair lands surrounding it, was the real cause of this war, and 
was even of considerable significance as affecting the courses and 
results of the two wars between the British and Ranjit' s successors 
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which followed it. We can go even further. The unfulfilled ambi
tions of that time are to be accounted as a potent cause of the 
Afghan irredentism of the ptesent day. 

Ranjit Singh had wrested from the Afghans their fairest pro
vinces, not only those east of the Indus where the Kabul rulers 
could claim no racial affinity, but Peshawar itself, and Bannu, fer
tile gardens inhabited by proud peoples of Afghan and Patban 
stock. He had taken the opportunity to unseat the Peshawar 
Sardars, half-brothers of the Dost, while the Kabul ruler's back 
was turned to deal with the Saddozai claimant before Kandahar. 
The Dost had then resorted to arms to regain the winter capital; 
he had won a Pyrrhic victory but failed to occupy the key point, 
Peshawar city. Ranjit for his part had shown in no uncertain 
manner what value he himself set on its possession. 

The new factor in this situation since the time of Elphinstone 
was that the British Government was now firmly established as 
the paramount power in the sub-<:ontinent, with an uneasy fron
tier on the Sutlej. As Russia recovered from the Napoleonic inva
sion, her outposts in Central Asia were moving slowly south. By 
the Treaty of Tw:kmenchay in x81.8 she had forced Persia to cede 
Transcaucasia, and eliminated her as a barrier against Russian 
expansion beyond the Caspian into Turkistan. At the time of 
Ranjit's death (1839) Russia had begun to move southward be
tween the Caspian and Aral Seas, and, east of Aral, to contend 
with Kine Sari and other Kaza.k chieftains for the mastery of 
northern Turkistan. Alexander Burnes' travels in 18 3 z. had demon
strated that between British India and Russian Asia there lay only 
on the Russian side the medieval amirates of Bukhara, Khiva and 
Kokand, and, nearer home, the resdess Kingdoms of the Dux
ranis and the Sikhs. From Calcutta and Simla, already the Gov
ernor-General's summer retreat, it seemed imperative to act the 
honest broker between Afghan and Sikh, and endeavour to 
negotiate a peace between the contestants which should be hailed 
as honourable by both parties. It was quite evident from the 
reports of Burnes, and from the events between the batdes of 
Nowshera and Jamrud (x8z.3-37), that the real bone of contention 
was the Peshawar Valley and those other fertile tracts claimed by 
the Durranis not only as their fairest jewels, but as inhabited by 
their near relations. The first thing then, thought the representa
tive of the commercial empire, was to accredit to each of them 
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the agent or envoy each was most likely to hear and to respect. 
The wishes of Ranjit could no doubt be ascertained by Captain 
Claude Wade -he who was later to accompany Shahzada Timur 
to Kabul-while Captain Alexander Burnes, who had written so 
channingly and with such sympathy of the Afghans in his recendy 
published Travel.t into Bokbara, could do the same with the Dost. 

But Lord Auckland, Governor-General since I 8 3 6 - was anxi
ous to be fair. He had been impressed by the youth and sanguine 
temperament of Burnes, who had told him that Peshawar was not 
a plaoe to which the Dost could be expected to resign all claim, 
and, believing in what would now be called self-determination, 
he was at that time inclined to be convinced. Neither he, nor it 
may be added Burnes himself, was sufficiently conversant with 
Pathan thought to realize that the Yusu&ais, for instance, des
pised the Durrani almost as much as they hated the Sikh. In the 
scale of respect, indeed, they put the downright, brutal, Sikh 
above the fickle, self-seeking Durrani. So Auckland, lacking 
knowledge of the real determinants in his search for self-deter
mination, rendered Wade's mission to Ranjit impossible of fulfil
ment by weighting the Peshawar scale in favour of the Durrani. 
And when Burnes reached Kabul to offer the British Govern
ment's mediation, his predilections led him to seize upon Auck
land's admission and to encourage Dost Muhammad in his 
pretensions to Peshawar. What then happened is adequately de
scribed in Burnes' own correspondenoe, and in the writings of 
Masson,' a contemporary observer in Afghanistan. From his 
vantage point behind the scenes in Kabul Masson takes all the 
trappings off and lays bare the real motives and meaning of this 
sordid page in our history.8 Burnes' own feelings and the Dost's 
hopes founded on them, are clear enough. In brief his advioe was 
tint the Peshawar city and province be taken from the Sikhs and 
handed to Dost Muhammad. There is also some suggestion, home 
out by Masson, and reinforced by Munshi Mohan Lal, Burnes' 
Indian alter ego, that there existed some afterthought for the rever
sion of Peshawar to Sultan Muhammad nther than to the Dost. 
No doubt Sikandar Burnes remembered the pleasant parties and 
the posies in the Peshawar of six years earlier. An interesting foot
note, revealing of Durnn.i character, is added to this suggestion 
by Mohan Lal's comment that the Amir believed the surrender of 
the provinoe to his brother would be more prejudicial to his 
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interests than its retention by the Sikhs. So much for Duuani 
patriotism: the tribes were not bad judges. 

This would not do at all. R.anjit was near and powerful, and in 
possession after all. He could hardly be displaced in .&vour of a 
mere vassal. So the negotiations broke down, and allover Peshawar. 
The honest broker had failed. What then? Auckland was piqued; 
was there no man among these quarrelsome princes who could 
display a larger view, no man who would bargain like a good 
Whig and man of commercial instinct? There was. There was one 
Durrani. at least, not of the then ruling clan, it is true, who had 
shown willingness to cede Peshawar and all the districts between 
the Indus and the hills. This Durrani. bad even gone so far as to 
embody the cession in a treaty he had concluded in 1833 with 
Ranjit Singh. No matter that he belonged to a discarded dynasty. 
In desperation Bumes advised as a pil alkr that this Durnni, Shah 
Shuja-ul-Mul.k, should be set up once mote upon the Kabul 
throne, so resolving the Peshawar impasse. 

Auckland agreed. It was in this manner that the need for agree
ment as to the possession of Peshawar and the Frontier regions 
impelled the British Government to adopt a policy whereby Shah 
Shuja would sit again as a dependent prince upon his ancesttal 
throne, and Ranjit keep the Frontier districts of his desire. This 
policy was embodied in the Tripartite Treaty, signed by the 
Govemor-General, R.anjit Singh and Shah Shuja at Simla on 
z.sthJIUle., 1838. 

This remarkable document was entitled a 'Treaty of Alliance 
and Friendship between Maharaja Runjeet Singh and Shah 
Shooja-ool-Moolk, with the approbation of, and in concert with, 
the British Government'. It reaffirmed the bilateral treaty between 
Ranjit and the Shah of live years earlier, 'with the British Govern
ment added as a sort of kindly aunt. 

Under Article I the Shah surrendered all claim and title on the 
part of himself, his heirs and successors, and all the 'Suddozies' to 
Kashmir, Attock, Ouchh, Hazara, Khabbal, Amb with its depen
dencies, Peshawar with the 'Eusufzaee' territory, the Khataks, 
Hasbtnagar, Michni, Kohat, Hangu and all places dependent on 
Peshawar as far as the Khaiber Pass, Bannu, the 'Vuzeeree' ter
ritory, t Daur-Tank, 1o Gurang, u Kalabagh and Khushbalgarh with 
their dependent districts, Dera Ismail Khan and Dera Gbazi Khan 
(under different names), 'the three Kutches' of Upper Sind, and 
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the province of Multan. Except for Kashmir and Multan- also 
of course once parts of the Durrani Empire - this list of names 
covers very comprehensively the trans-Indus Districts and cis
Indus Hazan (together with the Chachh and Attock) of CUIZon's 
North-West Frontier Province. It also includes Dera Ghazi Khan 
and the Isa Khel sub-division of Mianwali west of the Indus, por
tions of the Panjab, and the Upper Sind districts on the road to 
the Bolan Pass. 

The remaining articles of this treaty are more for amusement 
than for interest. The Shah was to send fifty-five horses of 
'approved color and pleasaunt paoes' to the Maharaja, who would 
send fifty-five shawls in return. The Shah solemnly bound himself 
to despatch the famous sardas, or musk-melons of Kabul 'by way 
of the Cabool River to Peshawur', in return for a promise by the 
Maharaja to pack and send to the Shah fifty-live loads of the best 
Bara rice, peculiar to Peshawar. And on no account was the 
slaughter of kine to take place when the armies of the two States 
were encamped in the same place. 

As for the British Government, it scarcely figures in this docu
ment of eighteen articles, save as the genial well-wisher and 
mediator between two outwardly agreeing parties. There is one 
article, later invoked, which requires the Maharaja to station an 
army of �,ooo men, to be made up of his Muslim troops, within 
the limits of the Peshawar territory to support the Shah when the 
British and Sikh Governments in concert should deem it neces
sary. There is no engagement of which the British were entitled 
to claim the fui6Jm,..ot on their own and undivided right. Of all 
the extraordinary questions that arise against those who plaooed 
the First Afghan War not the least pertinent is that of the respon
sibility for the advice which Jed Auckland to engage English 
soldiers l oo miles beyond his frontiers on the strength of a treaty 
such as this. 

The events of the campaign, the occupation of Kabul, the 
restoration of Shah Shuja, the killing of the two envoys, Mac
naghten and Bumes, the subsequent disasters of the 1841 retreat, 
the murder of the long-su.tfering Shuja by his own subjects near 
Kabul early in the following year, the reoccupation of Kabul 
later in 1842 by General Pollock- all these are outside this story, 
except for one interesting point. After more than one failure by 
others, Pollock forced the Khaibar Pass in April 1842, and he did 
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it by adopting a form of tactics then new to military science in 
A�a, namely the picketing of Bank hills to protect a column on 
the matCh through the defiles of a mountainous terrain. It deserves 
a mention, for the Mridis still remember the occasion; it was only 
when Pollock adopted, as they say, their own tactics, and applied 
them to the movements of his troops, that he became successful. 
The tactics of outflanking and the crowning of heights come as 
second nature to these tribesmen. One who once watched a party 
of Mahsuds sutprised in an encampment thirty years ago has 
related how at once they rushed to higher points of vantage and 
put themselves in a position to light back and tum the tables 
against those who had caught them unprepared. The instinctive 
tactical reaction of the Pathan tribesman, fighting in his own hills, 
has been remarked by every commander who has been engaged 
against them. 

This, coupled with the difficulty of the country and the tribal 
passion for liberty, is one of the main reasons why so large a 
portion of the tribal belt has never been subjected to a lasting 
administration by any of the empires whose armies have traversed 
the main routes leading through these mountains. It is not that 
these mountains are everywhere barren, not worth occupation; 
that is a misconception, widdy published and utterly untrue. 'The 
hungry Pathan, in his barren hills, looking down on the fertile 
plains below him . .  .'; this is the stock-in-ttade of a familiar 
romance. In fact there are no tracts in the northern mountains, 
not even Kashmir, more smiling or of greater fertility than Swat, 
few granaries producing as line a crop of wheat as the Bajaur 
valleys and the adjoining Upper Mohmand lands. Even Tirah and 
Waziristan contain within their limits first-rate pasturage for 
valuable Bocks, and in their recesses splendid soft-wood forests, 
now in process of ruination by reason of the stoppage of the 
Kashmir timber trade. The Khatak hills between Teri and Shakar
darra, or the unirrigated portions of the Derajat, all administered 
for decades, are far poorer, far more barren, than Swat or the 
uplands of Waziristan. The continued political freedom of the 
tribal bdt is mainly owing to the love of liberty of the tribesman, 
his readiness to defend it, and his capacity as a fighter on his own 
ground. But the myth of the hungry Pathan dies hard. 

The failure of the restoration policy, and the death of Shah 
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Shuja, caused the annulment of the Tripartite Treaty of 1838. 
But its provisions have had a permanent effect. For it afforded 
diplomatic endorsement of the Sikh occupation of Peshawar and 
other trans-Indus districts, so creating an atmosphere and an 
impression which endured until, after the Sikh Wars, which fol
lowed closely on these events, the British annexed the trans-Indus 
territory along with the Panjab. It acted as an influence on men's 
minds which in the event precluded the Barakzal rulers of the 
Mghan State from effectively preferring a claim which, having 
been forgone by the Saddozai, it was hard for them to maintain 
against the Sikh and his successors. In fact, of course, Peshawar 
and the trans-Indus region had been lost to Kabul since 1813, the 
date of Azem's defeat at Nowshera. Although the d4 jtm con
firmation of a transfer effected by force was annulled four years 
later, the very expression of the transfer in the terms of a treaty 
went far to consolidate a factual position in due course to be 
made final by the advent to the Frontier of the English power. 

The r6le played by Peshawar in the power politics of the time 
was not yet concluded. When the British had succeeded in 184o-
1841 in effecting the temporary restoration of Shah Shuja to the 
throne of Kabul, and the Dost had surrendered and proceeded a 
captive to India- not to return until 1843, when the war was 
over-the English envoy, Sir William Macnaghten, cast about 
for means of making the new-gained throne of the Shah secure. 
The palace convulsions at Lahore, no part of this story, had 
seemed to make the Sikhs of no account, and, without even con
sulting his government, MaClll\ghten proposed to cancel Shuja's 
engagements, to declare the Tripartite Treaty at an end, and to 
bring Peshawar and the other territories ceded to the Sikhs under 
the sway of the very monarch who had �ounced them. No 
doubt he was influenced by Burnes, who was still at Kabul. Cal
cutta, while rebuking the proposal as hasty, seemed still inclined 
to toy with it, but events moved too fast. The disasters to British 
arms and the violent deaths of Macnaghten and Bumes at the 
end of 1841, together with the need to use Peshawar as the base 
for the assembly of forces to retrieve the position, put an end to 
such notions, so far as the British were concerned. But it was well 
known to the Lahore Durbar that Burnes had wished to dis
member their kingdom, in favour of the Dost, while Macnaghten 
entertained similar plans in favour of Shah Shuja; and the know-.. 
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ledge caused the Sikh army, mindful of Hari Singh and his 
contempt for Mghao claims and pretensions, to arrive at the con
viction that the British Government were intriguing with an enemy 
they had once defeated to encircle and to weaken them. By every 
process of reasoning they believed themselves threatened, and 
they resorted to war. Once more, the lure of Peshawar was to be 
reckoned as a cause which demanded the arbitrament of violence. 
In a very real sense it led to the Sikh Wars. 

The First Sikh War ended with Sobraon in February 1846. 
Raojit's kingdom was reduced in size, Kashmir and the northem 
hill territories going to the Dogra chief Gulab Singh, while the 
British occupied the Jullundur Doab between the Sutlej and the 
Beas Rivers. The main body of the Sikh territory around Lahore 
and Multan remained as a Sikh State, but in subordination to the 
British Government, with an Agent to the Govemor-General, or 
Resident, at the capital, Lahore. It is at this point that, in the 
brief two-year gap between the two Sikh Wars, those well-known 
English names, Abbott, Lawrence, Edwardes, Nicholson, Lums
den, first appear upon the Frontier. These men were not at first 
direct administrators, for the region had not yet been included in 
British India, as had already the Jullundur Doab. They were assis
tants to the British envoy at Lahore, and at least in nominal subor
dination to the Sikh Durbar. Their story falls in the British, rather 
than the Sikh, period. But there is yet one event to relate on this 
Frontier before in the Second Sikh War the Sikh temporal power 
goes down. 

In April 1848 the killing of Agnew and Anderson in Multan 
gave the signal for the outbreak of that war. Mter much thought 
the Dost, now five years back on the Kabul throne, determined to 
seize the occasion and make yet one further bid for the control of 
Peshawar. Sultan Muhammad, as we have seen, had insured him
self with the Sikhs by surrendering George Lawrence, and was 
back in his old seat. The Dost decided that the occasion was ripe 
for action which should not only present the Sikhs, busy in 
opposing the British on their eastern front, with a fait accompli, 
but at the same time remove his tiresome half-brothers once for 
all from. a position in which they were always ready to seek Sikh 
aid and connivance in order to secure their own benefit and com
fort. The Amir arrived in Peshawar in December 1848, took 
possession of the Fort, and overran the country south of the 
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Landai River. He left Yusuhai untouched. His half-brothers were 
sent packing to Kobat, 1:eady, if necessary, to go further south to 
escape his clutches. He himself, after appointing as governor his 
grandson, the son of Akbar - Akbar himself had died in 1847 -
went on to join the revolted Sikh general, Chattar Singh. By 
occupying Khairabad he prevented the Sikhs from themselves 
proceeding across the Indus and confined them to the Chachh 
bank and Attock, while dangling before Chattar Singh an under
taking to co-operate with him in the war against the English. To 
Abbott, then in sanctuary with his Mashwani friends at Srikot in 
the recesses of the Gandghar hill, he announced in a letter12 that 
he had come to take possession of Peshawar, the Derajat, and 
Hazara; after he had secured control, he would be happy to act as 
mediator between the English and the Sikhs. He was to carry his 
aid of Sikh arms further, for in the event he went so far as to send 
a strong force of cavalry which fought on the Sikh side at the 
Battle of Gujrat, at which Sikh resistance was 6nally broken. 
After the battle the Dost and his cavalry were hody pursued over 
the Salt Range hills, past Margalla and Hasan Abdal, over the 
Indus and across the Peshawar plain, into the very mouth of the 
Khaibar Pass, up which they galloped, losing a few stragglers. 
They were the last Mghan troops to be seen in the Vale of 
Peshawar. 

The advance of Russia across Central Asia, and the desire of 
the expanding British power to counteract it, may have been, as 
the histories tell us, the grand strategy behind the Fi!St Mghan 
War. But there can be no doubt that the name of the fair city and 
province of Peshawar was the local incentive working on the 
minds of both Sikhs and Durranis, and, through that channelling, 
on the consciousness of the British Govemment itself. Moreover, 
this bone of contention was also in some sense a cause of the 
First Sikh War, and led directly to the intervention of the Mghan 
Amir in the Second. In the upshot the Frontier districts fell to the 
British as the successors of the Sikhs. And, on the whole, events, 
as they unroll, disclose that the people of the Frontier themselves, 
who were not consulted, were inclined to echo Abbott's comment 
that the Dutrani was detested by the tribes no less than the Sikh. 
Whether Saddozai or Barakzai, the Durrani had exploited them; 
indeed the Peshawar Sardars in particular had more than once sold 
them to the Sikh in order to gather their own tribute and to secure 
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their position. The incw:sions of Shah Shuja and the Dost had 
brought the tribes no advantage, but only war and restlessness. 

The Sikhashahi had extended only, and that precariously, as far 
as the hill-skirts, whether in Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu, or theDera
jat. Such relations as they found necessary with the hillmen of what 
was then known as Yaghistan -the land of rebels -the Sikhs 
conducted through Pathan middlemen, of whom the best known. 
are the Khalil and Mohmand Arbabs around Peshawar. Arbab, 
the plural of the Arabic word rabb, a lord -the word is one also 
used for God -was a tide of dignity in use at the Durrani, and 
probably the Mughal, Court, and in its special designation was 
applied to the hereditary chieftains of the plains tribes near the 
Khaibar Pass, through whom the Durranis and Sikhs found it 
convenient to deal with the Afridis and others whose language 
and methods even the Durrani could not understand. A number 
of families in Tahkal, Landi, and other villages close to Peshawar 
still value the tide as an hereditary distinction. The Sikhs made no 
attempt to occupy the hill territories, or even to conduct direct 
relations with their inhabitants. They never entered Swat, Buner, 
Bajaur, the Kurram Valley or Waziristan. Direct political relations 
with the hill-tribesmen, and the fixing of a frontier with the ruler of 
Kabul, are stories which belong to the British period. Yet much 
of what followed, including the territorial limits of administra
tion, has to be traced to its beginnings in the Sikh occupation of 
Peshawar. 

Equally, there is to be found, in these events of the 6rst half of 
the nineteenth century on the Frontier, the historical background 
to the eager irredentism of the present Kabul government. Pesha
war had been the Durrani winter capital; the valley and certain 
other parts of the North-West Frontier plains were the fairest 
Durrani provinces. Many of the tribesmen, even if they cared 
nothing for the exploiting Barakzai brothers, had fought for the 
Saddoza.i. Neither Saddoza.i nor Barakza.i had let Peshawar go 
without a struggle. The Musahiban family of Sultan Muhammad 
and his brothers lu.d lived in Peshawar for many years and loved 
it. It is not surprising tlu.t, even after a century, their successors, 
the present rulers of Kabul, are ready and anxious· to exploit 
changing political conditiOns to win back an ancient love. The 
Pakbtunistan theme of modem days must be seen against this 
b:ackground to be understood. 
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But those who support that theme must also remember, first, 
that in the centtuy that passed from 1846 to 1947 the tribes had 
opened to them a wider horizon, a destiny more worth while, 
than the support of this or that dynasty to the Kabul throne, and, 
secondly, that the very tribes for whom the Dutta.n.i now pro
fesses to speak have little reason to be thankful to his ancestors 
who went before. So, while it is true that the present Mghan 
Premier, Sardar Daud Khan, is reviving an ancient claim, his 
credentials as a claimant are unlikely to be honoured in the very 
quarter to which he appeals. 

The heroes of the Pathan struggle against the Sikhs are not the 
Dut.canis, not Shah Shuja, not the Dost, least of all Sultan Mu
hammad, although he lived so long at Peshawar and Kohat, and 
clearly cared for them. They are the reckless, feckless, Yusufzai 
and Khatak tribesmen, who did not count the cost, and came 
within an ace of shattering Ranjit's French-trained battalions at 
Pir Sabak. They are the leaders of those tribesmen, Sayyid Ahmad 
and Sayyid Akbar Shah. Sayyid Akbar's descendant put it elo
quently to me: 'Sayyid Ahmad Brdwi came as a mujaddid (re
former), and our grandfathers flocked to him, and offered their 
allegiance. To us he had come to deliver the oppressed from the 
clutches of the Sikh tyrants. He himself had to pay the highest 
price, his life; but the world knows that the Sikhashahi also dis
appeared within fifteen years of the Sayyid's martyrdom.' 
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THE PALADINS 

T
he arrival of the British in Peshawar in I 849, on the heels 
of the Dost's cavalry, was hailed with enthusiasm as a 
deliverance from the hated Sikhashahi. The vanguard of 

the English anny was led by Sir John Gilbert, and did not draw 
rein until the last of the Durrani horsemen had passed Jamrud and 
was seen galloping into the jaws of the Khaibar defile at Shadi 
Bagiar. It was the end of Sikh rule, the end also of Durrani rule, 
between the mountains and the Indus. There, at Shadi Bagiar, 
where Gilbert halted his squadrons, now issue the great double 
highway and the railroad that thread this most forbidding of all 
passes. The spot is marked by a solitary arch and a well, the 
Sahibzada's1 Well, built to commemorate an association and an 
idea more lasting than any conceived by men who had passed 
that way before. The gateway of the Khaibar henceforward would 
admit influences more enriching than any bestowed by the passage 
of armies or marauders on the prowl; it was to become not only a 
corridor to Central Asia, but to him who passes eastward a vesti
bule to the Dar-ul-Ulum of the Frontier, the college of arts and 
sciences built against the background of the Tahtarra Mountain. 
But, as Gilbert's horsemen then saw it, that dark defile marked the 
limit of Sikh rule, and there they halted. 

Behind them came Gough's anny of the Bast India Company, 
with its leavening of English regiments of the line, to take over 
Peshawar and the other Frontier districts as part of the now 
annexed province of the Panjab. The north-western boundary of 
the new province was drawn along the foothills, as far as the line 
where the uncertain Sikhs had claimed conquest and revenue, and 
no further. No attempt was then made to advance into the high
lands, or even to secure the main passages through the mountains 
such as the Khaibar Pass. As in the Peshawar Valley, so in Bannu 
and the Derajat; the line of administration stopped like a tide 
almost at the litst contour of rough country; the Takht-i-Sulaiman 
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stood, a clilf untrodden, above the lowlands of the Daman, and 
the inlets into the mountain masses provided by the Kurram, 
Tochi and Gumal Rivers remained forbidden territory. Only in 
one district, the central one of Kohat, did the new rulers penetrate 
into the low Khatak hills, and edge forward along the Miranzai 
Valley to touch the Kurram River at Thai. And it was not long 
before they were compelled to enforce on the Adam Khel Afridis 
the right to passage along the short lateral route of only forty 
miles between Peshawar and Kohat, through the famous Darrah. 
Otherwise British rule stopped short at the first shadow of 
the hills, and. speaking generally, as it was then, so it is now. The 
administered border, fixed on the old Sikh limits, divides the 
settled districts from the tribal areas. It is like a Highland Line, 
drawn across the map of Central Asia. 

Between the Indus and the high-tide, as it were, the British 
formed four districts from north to south, Peshawar, Kohat, 
Bannu, and Dera Ismail Khan.1 There was also Dera Ghazi Khan 
further to the south, bordering on the Baluch country; and still 
lower down the Upper Sind districts, also stopping short on the 
tidallinewherethesandsoftheKachhilapagainstthegreatbayinthe 
southern Snlaiman Mountains on the road to Quetta and Kanda
har, and Pathan tribes gave way to the Baluch and the Brahui. 
Sind had become a part of the Company's dominion in the 184z
I 844 period before the Sikh wars, really as a result of the First 
Afghan War when the lines of communication to Kabul lay 
through Sukkur and the Bolan, by which Shah Shuja had marched 
into Afghanistan. The disasters in Kabul led to hostilities with the 
Sind Amirs, who, not unnaturally believing the British star to be 
setting, resisted Sir Charles Napier's demands for a treaty and had 
to submit to annexation after a gallant resistance at the battles of 
Miani and Haidarabad. But the Sind border was placed under the 
Bombay government, and it was not until much later (1876-So) 
that it was vitalized by Sandeman's penetration of the Brahui
Baluch highlands under artangement with the Khan of Kalat. 
For the first thirty-odd years after annexation it was managed 
under an energetic system of close-border counter-raiding, 
associated with the name of John Jacob, founder of Jacobabad. 

The five northern trans-Indus districts from Peshawar to Dera 
Ghazi, together with one cis-Indus district in the far north, Hazara, 
became the Frontier Districts of the new Panjab province and were 
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organized in two Commissionerships, the Commissioner of Pesha
war and the Commis�ioner of the Denjat. As elsewhere in the 
Panjab, each district became the charge of a Deputy Commis
sioner. The Panjab was what was in those days known as a non
regulation province, but the distinction came to mean very little. 
The District officer had more extensive criminal powers than in a 
regulation province; and later, when after the Mutiny the Crown 
took over from the Company, the superior officer cadre of the 
province was not connned to officers of the Indian Civil Service 
but included a number of military officers seconded to civil 
employ. This mixed cadre was known as the Panjab Commission, 
and continued to absorb a few military officers up to the year I 900. 
The same principle of a mixed civil and military cadre was adopted 
for the Political Department, later known as the Political Service, 
which took over the administration of the North-West Frontier 
Province when in 1901 the Frontier districts were set up by Curzon 
as a separate administntion. But in all matters of law, criminal and 
civil, revenue, police, public works, and all other details of 
administration, the Panjab of 1849 was much the same as any 
other part of British India; except that the Governor-General, 
Dalhousie, had selected for its service the officers whom he re
garded as the cream of the men then available in India, there was 
no particular concession or endeavour made to ease or adjust the 
rigours of administntive machinery to fit the notions of the wild 
and war-like tribesmen of the north. A Chief Court was set up in 
Lahore and, equally with all others, the Pathans of the Frontier 
were expected to bring a society which sought redress through the 
blood-feud within the smug formalisms of the British Indian law. 
Lord Macaulay had by this time come and gone as the Govern
ment's law-inaker, and his great Indian Penal Code was on the 
anvil and was due for issue in x86o. Meanwhile its principles held 
good, while as for procedure an English legalism was held to be 
all-sufficient and above reproach. 

Fortunately for the British name the men chosen to bring the 
tribes into this strait jacket were no narrow pedants. They were 
playing on a comparatively easy wicket, with everything in the 
beginning in the.U: favour. They succeeded to a regime held by 
every Pathan in utter loathing and detestation, and they were 
hailed as deliverers. Moreover, the hatred of the Sikhs was accom
panied by contempt for Durranis, such as Sultan Muhammad 
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Khan and the othet Peshawar Sardars who had for their own con
venience played the Sikh game. Nor had the Dost's temporary 
irruption into Peshawar improved his stock, more particularly 
when he joined the Sikh armies and was ignominiously hunted up 
the Khaibar Pass. Next, the chosen band of officers sent up by 
Dalhousie had, one and all, already tried their hand out in dealing 
with Pathans between the two Sikh wars, and knew, and were 
known by, the men over whom they were set to rule. Lastly ,and here 
was the trump-<:ard as Elphinstone had divined, Englishmen and 
Pathans looked each other between the eyes, and there they found 
- a man. Sometimes the pledge they made was broken; there were 
wild men and fanatics, and on one side the assassin struck, on the 
other the avenger. But the pledge held, the respect, the affection, 
survived. 

Making every allowance for the easy weather at the start, the 
Englishmen of these early days were indeed a splendid band of 
brothers. In the Victorian era the names of some of them became 
household words; John Nicholson, Herbert Edwardes, Frederick 
Mackeson, James Abbott- all passed for heroes in their day. All 
these four have left a fame that was still remembered by the people 
thirty years ago. Old men would tell stories heard from their grand
fathers and fathers, and in one case, to be related, I met an ancient 
Malik who had talked with Abbott. 

Of these men Nicholson, an Ulsterman, is the one who most 
struck the popular imagination of his own countrymen at the 
time. For years he vied with Nelson and Wolfe for first place as 
the darling of the gods, a schoolboy hero who fell in his moment 
of triumph. He was called 'the Lion of the Punjaub', and it was 
said of him that a sect of 'Nikalsainis' had gathered in Hazara to 
worship him as their guru, and later to lament his death. A com
manding figure and presence, a pale, stem face with dark imperi
ous eyes and great, black, spade-like beard, a step vigorous and 
firm, a high, proud carriage of the head, a look half sorrowful and 
scarcely relaxing to a smile, proclaimed the dedicated man. He 
died at thirty-four, mortally wounded in the assault on the Kash
mir Gate, which led to the stotm of the key city of Delhi in the 
bitter fighting of 18 57. The voices of his contemporaries reveal a 
veneration which places their hero in the rank of the demi-gods. 
They themselves stand forth as devotees of the cult he is said to 
have inspired. His friends, Herbert Edwardes and John Becher, 
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moumed his death in terms of B.owing Victorian hyperbole - as 
a grand and glorious piece of handiwork, a meteor whose course 
B.ashed through a stormy sky. But the most telling tribute is that 
paid by Roberts, himself enrolled in the nation's list of great 
commanders. In I 8 57, before the outbreak of the Mutiny, when 
Roberts was stationed at Peshawar, he was ordered to report on 
the suitability of the hilltop of Cherat, a in the Khatak range south 
of Peshawar Valley, as a sanatorium for British soldiers. Roberts 
spent a day or two surveying the hill and searching for water in 
the neighbourhood. It was not safe to remain on the top at night, 
for Afridi marauders were close, so he was in the habit of return
ing each evening to the plain below, where his tent was pitched. 
On one occasion he found a camp had risen up during his 
absence, and discovered it belonged to John Nicholson, the 
Deputy Commissioner, who invited him to come over and dine. 
Roberts proceeds:' 'His was a name to conjure with in the Pun
jaub. I had heard it mentioned with an amount of respect - in
deed, awe -which no other name could excite. He had only 
lately arrived in Peshawar, having been transferred from Bannu, a 
diflicult and troublesome district ruled by him as it had never 
been ruled before . . . .  Nicholson impressed me more profoundly 
than any man I had ever met before; or have ever met since. I have 
never seen anyone like him. He was the beau ideal of a soldier 
and a gentleman. His appearance was distinguished and com
manding, with a sense of power about him which to my mind was 
the result of his having passed so much of his life amongst the 
wild and lawless tribesmen . . . .  Had I never seen Nicholson again, 
I might have thought that the feelings with which he inspired me 
were to some extent the result of my imagination, excited by the 
astonishing stories I had heatd of his power and inB.uence: my 
admiration, however, for him was immeasurably strengthened 
when, a. few weeks later, I served as his staff officer, and had 
opportunities of observing more closely his splendid qualities and 
the workings of his grand, simple mind.' 

Fine words, coming from a man himself accounted heroic. 
Roberts had put his finger on the secret of much of Nicholson's 

inB.uence: he owed it to his intercourse with proud tribesmen who 
by their own manliness had called forth the man in him, men who 
could issue a challenge and respond to a lead, men who worship 
daring when it commands success. Yet to my mind John Nichol-
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son, with all his splendour and heroism, has about him something 
that repels, an ait that reminds us of Achilles, angry in his tent. 
Imperious and intolerant, he was too arrogant to inspire an easy 
affection, he was hardly ready to submit even to reasonable con
troL He never married; he had a temper like a devil unchained. 
He is remembered in Bannu and Hasan Abdal- his orderly, 
Hayat Khan,• came from Wah- not as the father of his people, 
but as a chieftain of indomitable will and ardent energy, just 
indeed, but terrible to those who crossed him. 

There are many memorials to John Nicholson up and down 
India and Pakistan. One is a fine statue in bronze, in a garden 
.too yards from the Kashmir �te of Delhi, head proudly erect, 
hand on sword, eyes gazing steadfastly towards the breach in the 
city wall where the hero met his death.6 But the most striking 
monument is an obelisk erected in 1868 in a cleft of the Margalla. 
Pass,' sixteen miles north-west of Rawalpindi, and the true 
entrance to the Frontier country. This was the scene of a gallant 
exploit of Nicholson's when commanding levies in the field 
against Chattar Singh early in 1848 in the Second Sikh War. The 
obelisk stands well on a hillock in the defile, above both railway 
and Grand Trunk Road which thread it, and can be seen from 
twenty miles' distance on either side. On the road below is a bMli, 
or drinking fountain, carved out of the rock, with an inscription 
telling of the great man's exploits. When last I saw the spot, the 
water-supply to the fountain had failed. 

The most touching memorial is the tablet which still stands in 
the little church at Bannu: 

Gifted in mind and body, 
He was brilliant in government as in arms. 

The snows of Ghuznee attest his youthful fortitude; 
The songs of the Punjaub his manly deeds; 
The peace of this Frontier his strong rule. 

The enemies of his country know 
How terrible he was in battle, 

And we, his friends, 
Love to reoill how gentle, generous, and true he was. 

Herbert Edwardes was Nicholson's friend and his superiot 
officer. Edwardes had preceded Nicholson at Ban.nu, and was 

Commissioner in Peshawar with Nicholson as his Deputy. He had 
something of Nicholson's panache, but he was more human, more 
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accessible, and he loved a jest. He has written it all down in his 
inimitable book, s a compression of his contemporary diaries. 
These relate not to the post-1849 period when the Panjab had 
been taken over as a British Indian province, but to the year 1847-
I 848, the lull between the stormy gusts of the two Sikh Wars, when 
Edwardes and others came to the North-West Frontier as assis
tants to Henry Lawrence, Resident in Lahore, to do what the 
Sikhs could never do, win the confidence of the Pathan tribes and 
inject justice and fair dealing into the administration. The Sikhs 
raised revenue by sending armies to plunder, and never held but 
the local headquarters of each district; the new pioneers sought to 
arrive at settlements with the people, and, while raising levies 
from among those very people as a force in reserve, to secure the 
consent and good-will of the goveroed. In this task Edwardes was 
remarkably successful. In Bannu, where he first came, he found a 
population living in forts, and he left a smiling countryside. Partly 
by fumness, partly by cajolery, but most of all because he made 
himself liked and trusted by the people, he was able when the 
Second Sikh War broke out to raise an army from the Bannu 
region and march upon Multan. There, by his presence and his 
gallantry, he turned the scale. 

Like Nicholson, Herbert Edwardes was a big man, heavily 
bearded and of commanding presence. Unlike his friend, he was 
heavy and thickset; he and Nicholson, walking on furlough arm
in-arm along Piccadilly, were noted as contrasting as markedly as 
the rival towers of Merton and Magdalen. After the mid-Victorian 
manner, he was a deeply pious Christian in the evangelical tradi
tion; when he was in Peshawar, he introduced Christian missions 
to the Frontier, and founded the famous college in that city which 
bears his name and upholds his memory. Unlike Nicholson, he 
was a jolly man, easy of approach and tolerant of other men's 
weaknesses. And for that reason his memory remains greener, if 
less extravagant, than that of the paladin who served under him. 
With him the atmosphere was never strained; he was notable for 
his good-fellowship. 

We never hear from Nicholson of any individual Pathan who 
appealed to him. Demi-gods are not like that, and heroes make 
uncomfortable companions. With Edwardes it is very different. 
The Pathan he most admired in Bannu was the Sperkai Ahmadzai 
Wazir, Sowan Khan- Edwardes calls him Swahn Khan, Viz-
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eeree. When the Englishman at:rived in Bannu, one of his most 
difficult tasks was to settle with the Wazir immigrants who had 
been encroaching on the Bannu oasis by virtue of theit greater 
fortitude and superior atmaments as compated with the Shitak 
Bannuchis of the plain. His diaries contain a delightful account of 
his first meeting with this redoubtable Wazit chief. 9 

Mullick Swahn Khan, chief man among the neighbouring tribe of 
the Vizeerees, came into camp by invitation to see me. He is a power
ful chief, and his country boasts that it has never paid tribute to any 
sovereign, but exacted it in the shape of plunder from all tribes alike. 
Swahn Khan is just what one might picture the leader of such a 
people: an enormous man, with a head like a lion, and a hand like a 
polar bear. He had on thick boots laced with thongs and rings, and 
trod my carpets like a lord. The Hindostanee servants were struck 
dumb and expected the earth to open. With his dirty cotton clothes, 
half redeemed by a pink foqngu over his broad breast, and a rich dark 
shawl intertwined into locks that had never known a comb, a more 
splendid specimen of human nature in the rough I never saw. He 
made no bow, but with a simple 'Salaam aleikoom' took his seat. 

A very true picture of a Wazir malik. While admitting that he 
had no intention of entering Waziristan to subject the tribes to 
administration, Edwatdes proceeded to make it quite clear to 
Sowan Khan that Wazirs who occupied lands in the Bannu plain 
would have to pay revenue. He noted too that to win Wazir 
confidence would help him greatly in the settlement of the Bannu 
district, for in the case of anything occuning to excite hostility 
during negotiations the Bannuchis would immediately have re
course to the stronger Wazirs and make them theit sword-arm. 
The next day the Malik came to visit Edwatdes again. 

I told him I heard some of his colllltrymen had got hold of lands in 
Bunnoo; and if so they must pay to the Maharaja the same as the 
Bunnoochees do. 'Well, but listen to justice! What if we have bought 
the lands on agreement thJit we were to pay a round sum for them out 
and out, the seller to pay the revenue for ever?' 'Is that the case?' 'Am 
I a liar?' 'No, you are a V12eeree, and V.izeerees never tell lies. So I 
will tell you how it shall be. I will come and see the laods, and hear 
both sides of the question, and then tell you what I think of it. After 
that, if you say it is justice that you should pay, I will make you pay; 
and if you say it is justice that you should 11Qf pay, I will give you a 
Jtmnlll! of exemption. But you are to be on your honor as a Vizeereel' 
Swahn Khan hereupon stretched out his tremendous arm, grappled 
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my band, and shook it till he nearly dislocated my shoulder. -
'Agreed -agreed: that is ;,uaf, justice!' he roared. 

In his book Edwardes writes that this rude chief, who pos
sessed all the virtues with few of the vices of a savage people, 
never forgot this treatment. At a later visit to a village named 
Michan Khan: 'I found myself locked in his giant arms and 
squeezed till I could have cried. It was he whose presence in our 
camp made us as secure in the winter pasture grounds of the 
Vizeerees as though we had been in the citadel of Lahore.' And 
then he tells us what the secret is in dealing with Pathans. 'He 
who reads these pages to a close will see how much faith I have 
had occasion to place in the rudest and wildest of these people, 
how nobly it was deserved, and how useless I should have been 
without it.' 

Then comes a touch, which shows how well he understood the 
foibles of the men he dealt with, and lets us into his own mind. 

'Vizeeree manners!' he writes. 'Swahn Khan asked, today, for 
a few days leave, to go home and sleep with his wife.1o Bun
noochee manners! Ursulla Khan begged to be allowed to sit on 
the carpet and contemplate me, as he had fallen in love with mel 
The only way to take these things is philosophically. No offence is 
intended.' 

The house in which both Edwardes and Nicholson lived when 
they were together in Peshawar was still standing when I was in 
charge of that district in 193o-3z. It was a well-designed bungalow 
in mud-brick, white-washed, with fanlight windows and cool 
verandahs, standing amid wide lawns, shaded by great banyan 
trees. It bore a marble tablet recording that here Edwardes and 
Nicholson had lived. Some ten years before the British left the 
Frontier, some reformer pulled it down, and built in its place less 
worthily. The tablet from the old building has been preserved and 
affixed to the new one, giving the wrong impression, for the 
inscription claims the present house as the former residence of the 
great pioneers. The garden remains as beautiful as ever, but 
the spirit of the place has fled away. 

Edwardes did not take over the Commissionership of Peshawar 
until J8j3, his predecessor having been Frederick Mackeson, 
assassinated by a fanatic in that year. Mackeson was the oldest 
and most experienced of the early British officers; he had served 
on the Frontier all through the 18 39-42 period of the First Mghan 
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War, when he had kept the Khaibar open and made a great name 
among the Afridis, who regarded him as the finest master of 
tactics in hill lighting they had ever known. It was largely by 
adopting the tactical manoeuvres advised by Mackeson, such as 
the establishment of ftank pickets on hilltops on either side of a 
moving column in hill country, that Pollock succeeded in forcing 
the Khaibar in I 84.z. 

Unlike Edwardes, Mackeson left no written monument; unlike 
Nicholson, he did not belong to a brotherhood in which the glory 
of the individual was undoubtedly enhanced by the quite genuine 
esteem in which each was held by his peers. But Mackeson's name 
and fame rest the more securely in the hearts of the people whom 
he served. Robert Warburton, also beloved of the Afridis, wrote 
this of him:11 'Wherever I have been, in every part of Peshawar, 
the Khyber, or Jalalabad, the name of Mackeson (known as 
Kishin Kaka11 by the elders) has been honoured and respected by 
all, above that of any other Englishman who has been on the 
Peshawar border. His untimely death occurred over forty-five 
years ago, so there must have been something in the character, 
deeds and life of this man to have kept his memory still so fresh 
and dear to the people of the Khyber Range.' 

It is curious that in the writings of the brotherhood, Edwardes, 
Lawrence, Abbott and the rest, Mackeson is scarcely mentioned. 
Maybe he thought them a triBe .flamboyant, he was an older man 
and preferred to work in less dramatic ways. But Warburton is 
right. In the twenties and thirties of this century the name of 
Kishin Kaka was on men's lips in the village hujras around Pesha
war, where the others were foxgotten; the gallant Handysidela 
was more than once described as Kishin Sani, Mackeson the 
Second. 

No portrait of Mackeson has come down; his stature, his 
features, the look in his eye, are unknown to us today. But his 
memorial stands, an obelisk among the great trees of the Com
pany Bagh in the heart of the Peshawar cantonment. The inscrip
tion is a fine and flowery piece of English, composed by Dalhousie 
himself. 'He was cool to conceive, brave to dare, and strong to do. 
The Indian Army was proud of his noble presence in its ranks -
not without cause. On the dark page of the Mghan war the name 
of Mackeson shines brightly out; the frontier was his post, and 
the future his field. The defiles of the Khyber and the peaks of the 
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Black Mountain alike witness his exploits. Death found him in 
front. Unconquered enemies felt safer when he fell . . . .  The loss 
of Colonel Mackeson's life would have dimmed a victory; to lose 
him thus is a misfortune of the heaviest gloom for the Govern
ment which counted him among its bravest and best.' 

Abbott is the last of this famous quadrumvirate. His work lay 
wholly in the cis-Indus district of Hazara, where the town of 
Abbottabad, the chief place in those parts, still bears his name. 
The people of central and lower Hazara are some of them Pathans, 
but most of these, including the Yusufzais, Jaduns, and Tarins, 
have adopted the ways and language of the northern Panjab. The 
so-ca.ll.ed 'Swatis' of Mansehra in the north are descendants of 
the older inhabitants of Swat driven across the Indus when the 
Pathans conquered Swat just before Babur's time. The Hazara 
Yusufzais ofKalabhat and Torbela are true Pathans in blood, but 
their proximity to Panjabi tribes has caused them to lose theit lan
guage and something of their Pakhtunwali. There remains, how
ever, the client tribe of Mashwanis who had so much troubled 
Hari Singh, true Pathans living in the Gandghar Mountain be
tween the Indus and the Hazara Valley. Their centre is at a group 
of villages named Srikot, tucked away in the recesses of this range 
of hills. Here these Mashwanis have preserved a picaresque Pathan 
life of their own, changing little over the decades and even the 
centuries. To visit Srikot is to reverse the process undergone by 
Rip Van Winkle, and to live again in thePathan world ofBabur's 
time. The traveller, struggling up one of the glens on a stumbling 
horse- there are no carriage-ways into Gandghar - will find 
himself greeted by a fusillade, and surrounded by groups of tribes
men who look like marauders, but are in fact pensioner subadars 
of the army. They are a lovable and a loyal folk. 

In this fastness james Abbott took refuge when Chattar Singh 
and the Dost occupied Peshawar and Lower Hazara in the first 
year of the Second Sikh War (1848). From this sanctuary Abbott, 
with Nicholson's aid from the direction of Hasan Abdal, strove 
to prevent the Sikh troops fromPakhli (the Mansehra district) from 
uniting with Chattar Singh, but the Jaduns of Dhamtaur played 
him false and deserted in the field. Abbott was driven back to the 
Mashwani country, and with the help of his friends among that 
tribe was able to maintain his position until the battle of Gujrat 
had been won, and the remnant of the Sikh armies finally sur-
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rendered on the gt:een sunlit plain of Rawalpindi on 14th March, 
1849. On that occasion James Abbott, leading his proud Mashwani 
levies, held the Margalla Pass on the road leading north from 
Rawalpindi, and acted as a roadblock which compelled the Sikh 
capitulation. His Mashwanis had sustained him unflinchingly in 
weather foul and fair. They did it because they loved him, and 
they have never forgotten. 

James Abbott was a tiny, dapper man, wiry and slight-built, 
very different from the gigantic, imperious, bearded figures of 
Nicholson and Edwardes. His moustache bristled, and a pair of 
keen eyes looked out from between a hint of whiskers, rather a 
prototype of the Roberts we once knew so well, inspiring the 
same sort of affection. After 1849 Abbott became Hazara's first 
Deputy Commissioner until, four years later, the best thing the 
government could think of for this leader of Frontiersmen was to 
send him off on transfer to - the Gun Foundry at Ishapur near 
Calcutta. 

Abbott's diaries are e:xtant and give the picture of the man. 'I 
was most anxious to start myself for the pass, but my people 
assure me it would be mistaken for B.ight.' 'I fancy I might per
suade the corps to return to its duty could I be personally 
present.' 'At Nara, if anywhere, I may hope to be supported by 
the mountaineers in a stand against the Sikh army.' (Nara is at the 
foot of the Gandghar Mountain, close to Haripur, where the 
main glen leading to Srikot opens out.) 'Chuttar Singh's camp is 
still halted at Hurripoor within sight of my position, which is at 
the foot of the Gundgurh mountain. I trust my people will fulfil 
their solemn promise of standing manfully. . . . Had I a single 
regiment here to lead the way, my people would follow. But they 
have no confidence in the plain against guns and cavalry.' 'I 
assembled my people of the Gundgurh mountain and after remind
ing them that my presence in Huzaura was solely for their protec
tion, and assuring them that I would not remain an hour longer 
than they desired, put it to them whether I should make my seat 
here or retire to some other place. One and all implored me to 
remain. I replied that I would not remain to be dishonoured by the 
cowardice of my followers (as had happened at Dhamtaur), that 
if I staid and exposed my life for them, I expected them to stand 
by me to the death. They all solemnly vowed that they would do 
so, and I consented to remain. This mountain is a haunted spot: it 
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has been carried but once and then by treachery. If I fall, the loss 
to my country is one individual, the least worthy of her sons.' He 
and his Mashwanis successfully held the Gandghar against all 
alarms and assaults. 

James Abbott not only founded the town that bears his name, 
he was the discoverer of the Mw:ree and Gall hills, and more par
ticularly of the twin summits Miranjani and Mokhspuri which 
stand sentinel over Nathiagali to the north, a well-remembered 
playground to the hundreds of British people who have sought 
solitude upon their fir-clad slopes. Among the people of Hazara 
he left a name which will not die. He was simple, brave, well
beloved. Warburton quotes the saying of a Hazara man half a 
century ago: 'Abbott Sahib was loved in the district, and the old 
people reverence his memory even now. His heart was like a 
faquil:'s; he was always thinking of and for his people.' My people 
. . . my people; the phrase rings like a bell through all that he 
wrote. 

For a few months in 191.7 I was in charge of the Hazara district, 
and had gone on tour to Torbela under Gandghar on the Indus 
left bank, in the country of the Utmanzai Mandanrs. This section 
of the Yusufzais also occupies two villages named Kaya and 
Khabbal on the Indus right bank, and at that time there was liv
ing a famous centenarian named Qasim Khan of Khabbal. He 
had just completed his hundredth year at the time; proof was 
afforded by his memories of the historic fiood of the Indus in 
1841,16 at which time he was a youth of some fourteen summers. 
Abbott arrived in Hazara in 1847 when Qasim Khan was twenty 
years old, so I asked the old man if be had met him. 'Yes,' he said, 
'more than once, and I remember him welL He was a little man, 
with bristly hair on his face and kind eyes, and we loved him. He 
was hardly any taller than me (old Qasim was not much more than 
five feet in height!). I was in the jirga when he was asking us if 
we would stand and fight the Sikhs if he stood by us. We swore 
we would, and there were tears in our eyes, and a tear in Abbott 
Sahib's eye too. And we did! He was our father, and we were his 
children. There are no Angrez like Abbott Sahib now.' 

Qasim died two years later, but the story he told will live, for a 
hundred years is as nothing in the folk-lore ofPathans. 

Gilbert reached Peshawar on ust March, 1849· Ten days later 
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Dalhousie issued the proclamation dethroning Dulip Singh and 
bringing the Sikhashahi £aally to an end. All the trans-Indus dis
tricts and Hazara became a part of the Company's dominion along 
with the rest of the Pan jab. Mackeson was the first Commissioner 
of Peshawar, and George Lawrence, 15 who had been set free by 
Chattar Singh's son, Sher Singh, a few days earlier, was posted as 
the first Deputy Commissioner. Sir Colin Campbell, afterwards 
Lord Qyde and later famous as a commander in the Crimea and 
for the relief of Lucknow, came up to take over the command of 
the Frontier region, which then included Rawalpindi and all the 
country as far down as the Jihlam River.18 It was Colin Campbell 
who was responsible for the laying out of the Peshawar canton
ment, to the north-west of the city towards the Khaibar. He 
crowded the troops, European and Company, into as small a 
space as possible in order more easily to protect the station from 
the raids of Afridis and other tribes. This is the reason why the 
barracks and guardrooms are all on the north-western perimeter 
and interspersed with residential houses. For half a century Pesha
war had the reputation of being the unhealthiest station in all 
India; Peshawar ague was proverbial, and was attributed to over
crowding and 'the miasma which came up to the barracks from 
the marshy, irrigated country all around'. Reports, civil and mili
tary, written as late as 1900, and even later, show that the true 
cause of malaria was unknown. Thereafter, the fixing of the blame 
on the mosquito, and in the last two decades the success in des
troying that plague, have changed everything. For eight months 
in the year Peshawar enjoys one of the most sparkling climates in 
the world. The other four months are more than tropical. From 
mid-May to mid-July the temperatures are among the highest in 
the world, but the heat is dry and burning and therefore not un
healthy; from then on to mid-September it is both hot and humid, 
and perhaps only surpassed for discomfort by the climate of the 
Persian Gulf. 

The city of Peshawar remains much as it was in Elphinstone's 
time; no description today could be better. The cantonment at all 
seasons has a certain beauty. The great main road through it, 
known as the Mall, sweeps in easy curves through groves of nne 
trees shading the gardens of the houses on either side. The roads 
radiate from a central hub fixed at the old Company Bagh, where 
stands the Mackeson memorial, and around which, as any visitor 
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will notice, stand larger and thicker clusters of more ancient trees, 
pipals, banyans, pines and palms. These great trunks are the sur
vivou of the famous garden of Ali Mardan Khan, with a garden 
house, mentioned by Elphinstone, 17 part of which - one of the 
only two old buildings in the cantonment -is still in use as the 
Brigade headquartetS. Many of the specimen trees and avenues 
around the cricket-ground and the Company Bagh probably dare 
from that time. 

The lateral roads forming ribs to the spine of the Mall afford 
vistas of the nearer mountains, violet-coloured, and at their most 
beautiful as the sun rises or sets. At the east end of the station 
stands a gracious government house on a knoll, looking out on a 
stately garden of spreading lawns. Outside the bounds there lies a 
rich and lovely irrigated cultivation, even as Elphinstone de
scribed it, hemmed in always by that glorious circle of jagged 
peaks, beyond which again and to the north lioat, even in mid
summer in clear weather, the dream-mountains of everlasting 
snow. 

The trees were smaller then, but this was the setting against 
which the first-comers from our country bent to their work over 
a hundred years ago. The pioneers, who arrived in Sikh times and 
before Colin Campbell, had already seen that regular troops alone 
would not suffice to fill the bill. In I 846, as soon as the First Sikh 
War was over, Henry Lawrence as Resident entrusted to Harry 
Lumsden the raising of an in:egular corps to which was given the 
name of the Guides. The force was to consist of both horsemen 
and footmen, it was to be dressed for rough service and not for 
parade, and it was to be made up of trustworthy local men to act 
as the eyes and eatS of regular troops in the field. Following this 
principle, the time-honoured scarlet was laid aside for the dust
coloured loose uniform which later, as khaki, became the fight
ing dress of the whole of the land forces of the Commonwealth. 
The first cadres were gathered in Peshawar at the end of I 846; a 
few yeatS later the corps moved to Mardan, where both cavalry 
and infantry remained until the exigencies of reorganization be
tween the two great WatS led to a decision to break an association 
that had lasted for some eighty years. But there is no Guide, even 
today, who does not regard Mardan as his spiritual home. And 
the name of the Gad Paltan and Risala, as the Pathans call them, 
still calls up local associations not without an emotional value. 
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Too many English books de..ling with the Frontier coruine 
themselves to a record of the countless forays and expeditions 
which pass for Frontier history during the century of British rule, 
and I do not propose here to follow that treatment. But the Guides 
cannot be passed by, they are of the warp and woof of the Fron
tier fabric. Harry Lumsden, theiJ: Commandant until I 86z, was the 
first Assistant Commissioner of the Yusufzai country in Mardan, 
and a great number of their fu:st soldiers were drawn from the 
Yusufzais and Khataks who inhabit that part of the country. 
Lumsden, too, was in many ways quite as big a man as any of the 
early Frontier political officers of whom I have already made 
mention. The historian of the regiment writes: 'Commanders of 
regiments come and go, and few leave their mark; but over the 
Guides the infiuence of Lumsden still bums bright and clear. To 
be alert and ready; to rise equal to the occasion, be the call small 
or great; to be not easily taken aback in a sudden emergency; to 
be a genial comrade and a good sportsman - such are the simple 
maxims left to his comrades by one of the finest soldiers who ever 
drew sword.'1' 

Dilawar Khan was a Khatak of Jahangira, one of the Khatak 
villages north of the Landai River filched from the Yusufzais by 
Khushhal Khan's family in the early seventeenth century. He was 
the Robin Hood of that part of the border; about all his exploits 
there was a touch of rough humour and justice, even of the 
courtesies of the highwayman. On his head was a price, and it was 
Lumsden's duty to hunt him down. One evening, it occurred to 
Lumsden, sitting outside his tent and considering the reasons for 
his failure to catch Dilawar, that a man who knew every path and 
pass so intimately would be a useful Guide. So he sent Dilawar 
an offer to come in on safe-conduct, and this the outlaw did. When 
he came, Lumsden said in effect - 'Either go back and I'll catch 
you and then you'll hang, or enlist, when with luck you will get a 
commission, a pension in due course, and as much fighting as a 
man can stomach. What do you say?' Dilawar merely laughed and 
went off, but six weeks later walked calmly in, without safe-con
duct this time, and said he would accept, but on one condition 
that he did not have to learn the slow march. But even that 
obstacle was got over, and with much chaffing and good humour 
the bargain was struck. Later, when he had reached the highest 
rank open to him, Oilawar told Luwden he had thought him the 
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greatest fool he ever came across. He had only taken on to learn 
the tricks and ways of military life and had intended, as soon as he 
learned these things, to walk off whence he came. But he had 
learned something more, the meaning of straight, clean, manly 
dealing, and he had stayed on. Later, in 1869, he was sent on 
special survey duty to Chitral, many years before that State was 
included in the bounds of the then Indian Empire. The Mehtar of 
Chitral of the time captuted him and ordered that he be stoned to 
death, for he was suspected of apostasy. But he got away, only 
to die in the snow of the passes between Chitral and Bajaur. 'Go, 
tell the Commissioner at Peshawar,' he said, 'Dilawar Khan of 
the Guides is dead, faithful to his salt and happy in the occasion 
of his death. And let him pass the word to Lumsden.' 

The Guides fo=ed the nucleus of the civil forces raised after 
1849 and known subsequently as the Panjab Irregular Force 
the Pilfers. For many years the Pilfers served under the Panjab 
Lieutenant-Governor; in Kitchener's reorganization they became 
a part of the regular Indian Army. But right down to 1930 the 
name of 'Gad Palt:an' was one to conjure with in the Yusnfzai 
country. 

It may seem that this story of our early dealings with the 
Frontier is overfull of British pala.dins. It is true that the brother
hood was something of a mutual admiration society. Neverthe
less, every one of the men here described did shine in his own way 
as a bright star through the murk, and they have all left names that 
are still remembered among Pathans. Such weaknesses as they 
had as governors I attribute to the &.ct that to a man they were 
soldiers before they were civil administrators, men of action 
rather than men of thought and plan. They lacked the subtler 
insight and grace of Elphinstone, who had gone before them. 
And let no one think that the Pathan despises a full man. 

But such greatness as they had they owed in part to the 
challenge put out by the people with whom they were dealing. 
The manliness, the wit, the good-fellowship, the loyalty, even the 
heroism, were in some sense reflections of what they daily saw and 
felt and heard of the men over whom they were set to rule. One 
and all, George Lawrence, Mackeson, Edwardes, Nicholson, 
Abbott, yes and Roberts too, were more than half Pathans them
selves. 



CHAPTER XXI 

THE CLOSE BORDER POLICY 

e have seen what sort of men those pioneexs were who, 
forty years after Elphinstone, crossed the Indus and 
set about the business of organizing a new frontier to 

a new province in a central Asian land which had no real affinities 
with India. How did they work? On what principles, and with 
what machinery, did they seek to establish out of chaos some sort 
of equilibrium which, however delicately poised, would at least 
enable the sub-continent to the south to work out its destiny? 

The conditions were extraordinarily difficult. In the fu:st place 
there was no tradition of any really firm order even in the plains, 
at least since Mughal times; in the neighbouring highlands there 
had never been control. Secondly there was no exacr limit, such 
as that provided by a stable State up to which, and no further, the 
new authority could run. Thirdly, and this was certainly not 
adequately appreciated at the time, the Pathans were from almost 
every point of view, ethnic, linguistic, geographical, historical, 
dilferent even from the Muslims of the Panjab. At the very begin
ning there was one thing in the newcomers' favour; they were at 
least better liked than the Sikhs. But that was a negative sentiment 
and could not be expected to endure for long. 

The fundamental problem lay in the fact that the British were 
attempting to deal with the Pathans of the plains according to the 
standards of an imported European-type administration, while 
leaving their immediate neighbours, the Patbans of the hills, in a 
state of undiluted tribalism. Yet at the time the tribal nexus was 
strong on both sides of the border, coming and going was con
tinual, and neither socially nor economically were the people to 
be seen as belonging to different strata. It is true that previous 
administrations, Mughal, Durrani and even Sikh, had already in
ured the plains tribes to the duties and the benefits of civilized 
life as understood by those dynasties. They had for instance 
required of them revenue payments and had in return built some 
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roads, forts and even towns. But this was a very different pressure 
from that which came in with the British with all their parapher
nalia of judges and magisuates' courts, their police and their 
lawyers, their appellate system, their revenue collectors, their land 
administration and all the rest. And most difficult of all, they came 
armed with laws and regulations which had not necessarily, as 
seen by the people, any relevance whatever to the standards by 
which a Pathan society lived. 

It should be understood that at the time of the British arrival 
the frontiers with the Mghan Kingdom of Dost Muhammad Khan 
were undetermined. At the beginning there were no regularly con
stituted Political Agencies, and there was no defined tribal belt 
between the high-tide line of administered territory at the foot of 
the hills and the Kingdom of Kabul. The tribal territory beyond 
our border was regarded as enjoying at least a factual indepen
dence, and was commonly referred to as ghairilaqa (unadminis
tered territory) or Y aghistan (the land of rebels). 'Yaghistan' was 
common parlance not only with the British but with the rulers of 
Kabul also - the Arnir Abdurrahman uses it in his autobi� 
graphy. In other words, in those days the frontier of India was 
regarded as standing on the administered border. Beyond it was a 
belt of n�man's-land of unknown extent which acknowledged 
neither Kabul nor Calcutta as suzerain, however much ethnic or 
religious ties might incline its inhabitants to play in with the 
former. The Kabul ruler himself sometimes claimed tribal allegi
ance in name if not in deed, and- an important point - main
tained at least a semblance of authority on the main passages 
through the tribal territory. The British in the beginning were 
not in occupation of the Khai.bar, and the Upper Kurram Valley 
remained under a vague Mghan rule. 

This factual position made it necessary for the new British 
authority in the trans-Indus districts, and in Hazara, to establish 
at least some machinery for dealing with the tribes beyond the 
border. Since no part of the trans-border territory had been 
occupied, it was necessary that this should be done by the Deputy 
Commissioners, each officer with the tribes on his own border. 
Even today this system has survived in certain sectors ·of the 
Frontier; for example up to the end of the British period the 
Deputy Commissioner of Peshawar dealt with the important and 
powerful Mohmand tribe, 1 the Kohat Deputy Commissioner still 
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deals with the Orak.zais, Bannu with some of the Wazirs, Dera 
Ismail Khan with the Sheranis and Bhitannis, and so on. Origin
ally -and to this I will return -ow: officers conducted relations 
with the trans-border tribesmen through intermedia ties, who were 
always Khans or notables of border villages whose ancestors had 
for generations been brought into contact with the tribes of that 
part of Y aghistan adjacent to their homes. Examples are to be 
found in the Khalil and Mohmand Arbabs of the villages close to 
Peshawar who knew the Afridis, in the Khans of Hoti, Mardan 
and Sudhum who knew the Yusufzais of Dir, Swat and Buner, 
the Khans of Hangu who knew the Omk.zais, the Nawab of Tank 
who knew the Mahsuds and had muried a Mahsud wife, and many 
others. It was a system we had inherited from the Sikhs, who 
never attempted to speak the language of the Pathans, and from 
the Dw:mnis, who expected their visitors to talk Persian and were 
often too idle to go deep into tribal grievances. 

Since the trans-border tribes were armed to the teeth and were 
the most notorious raiders and plunderers in history, since also 
the gradual disarmament of the people in the districts was in 
accord with pmctice elsewhere and deemed to be the prerequisite 
of settled administration, it was clearly necessary to build up a 
force which should be more mobile than regular soldiers and act 
under the civil authority. The nucleus of such a force already 
existed in the Guides, and on this model a considerable militia 
was raised and eventually named the Panjab Irregular Force, or the 
Pi&'ers. In the early days the Frontier Force operated behind a 
screen of so-called Border Police - better known under a later 
and honoured name as the Frontier Constabulary - who acted 
as its antennae and were not employed as policemen on the in
vestigation or control of crime. In case of serious trouble it could, 
of course, rely on regular military support: the defence of the 
border was by no means always passive; indeed at certain times 
counter-raiding was a feature, and the military expedition into 
tribal territory as a punitive measure was the all-too-frequent 
panacea for tribal misbehaviour. There were no less than eleven 
military operations, ranking as expeditions, in the twenty years 
succeeding the Mutiny (18n-n) and twelve in the five years 
1877-81. This appalling tally was to a large extent the direct result 
of a too rigid adherence to the close-border policy; it sprang from 
the refusal to attempt any sort of penetration of the territory 
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across the border. But, as I shall show, there were other causes, a 
surer grasp of which might have suggested the advantages of 
preventive measures in place of all these drastic purges. 

The application of force by the army or civil power was the 
negative side of the coin, and our administrators were not without 
positive ideas. The most obvious of these were written agree
ments and allowances. During the first twenty years signed agree
ments were negotiated with every tribe up and down the Frontier 
and secured, on paper, everything that the government n�ed. 
A typical agreement would contain a number of clauses, one 
general clause declaring friendship and good-will, followed by a 
statement of the services required of the tribe such as the security 
of the border, control of raiders, protection of communications 
(if any), a clause binding the tribe to deny sanctuary to outlaws, 
and one guaranteeing an annual allowance contingent on good 
behaviour. The agreement would be reached in open jirga, and to 
it the maliks and elders of the tribe would affix their seals or, 
often enough, their thumb impressions. Jokes would pass, the 
first payment might be made, and the general atmosphere of 
good-will would seem to promise a perpetual peace. It was hardly 
ever so. 

The allowances are known as mmvajib, and, in the early days at 
least, were an important element in the system of management. In 
later years their importance faded; much larger economic benefits 
became available through other and more fruitful channels, such 
as service in the army, in civil irregular corps, or as tribal police. 
The system has frequendy, but quite wrongly, been represented as 
blackmail. Not only do these tribes not pay revenue, as subjects 
should- so runs the argument - but they actually receive money 
inducements to behave! It is to be remembered that in those early 
days the tribes were in no sense subjects, no legal code was in 
force in their territories, and no writ ran. The object was to 
restrain them from depredations on their more setded neighbours, 
sometimes by threat of withdrawal of facilities for trade or em
ployment, at others by payments. These payments might be in the 
form of compensation for roads through their country, or in 
recognition of some special service. A good example is that of the 
Khaibar Afridis, whose original allowances were granted in lieu 
of the tolls which the tribe itself formerly levied by force on all 
traffic through the pass. Subsequent increases were made to the 
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Mridi allowances as rewards for the signal service rendered by 
the tribe in remaining staunch through World War I, and as 
compensation for roads, railways and camps. Finally, those who 
have objected to mfl7llajib as blackmail never recognize that all 
allowances, for whatever reason given, are conditional on good 
behaviour and liable to suspension, or forfeiture, in part or in 
whole, if the tribe breaks an agreement or commits offences. Such 
suspension is one of the most effective weapons of retaliation upon 
a lawless tribe, and the value of the allowance system is best shown 
by government's comparative impotence in dealing with a tribe 
not so subsidized. 

The punitive expedition was by no means the only remedy for 
controlling tribal depredation on the districts. Apart from the 
stoppage of allowances there was blockade (banrlish) and baramta. 
Blockade is a means of exerting economic pressure by excluding a 
tribe from markets, land, or grazing in the neighbouring district; 
such pressure was sometimes effective but slow, and there were 
always difficulties of enforcement, both along the border line it
self and in the centres of trade. As between the people of the dis
tricts and those of ghairilaqa, the administrative border was often 
artificial in the sense that it meant little to the people on either 
side, while all tribesmen enjoyed more or less close relations with 
traders and others in the district towns and villages. Baramta is a 
word of Central Asian Turki origin, meaning the seizure of per
sons, animals or property belonging to a tribe or an individual at 
fault, in order to bring pressure for restitution. All these systems 
depend on the existence in the tribal society of a communal sense 
of responsibility. In any tribe with a living tribalism the outstand
ing feature is that the tribe as a whole, and every member of it, is 
responsible for the misdeeds of any of its members, just as it and 
they, are entitled to share in any benefit or advantage secured by 
any member. It follows from this principle that an aggrieved 
party can enforce his remedy against any tribesman on whom he 
can lay his hands. That is the essence of tribal responsibility, a 
system which admits the justice of baramta as an effective weapon 
for securing rights and claims. The baramta weapon works best 
when enforced against the tribal section actually responsible, or 
to which the aggressors actually belong; the smaller the section on 
which pressure can be brought, the more likely is restitution. 

The juxtaposition of the two societies, the settled and the 
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tribal, posed in an acute form the problem of securing the sur
render of criminals. Almost every tribal agreement includes an 
undertaking to refrain from the harbouring of outlaws from jus
tice. But while the tribal leaders were ready to purchase an end of 
penal measures by yielding this point in debate, in fact the under
f"2king was never carried out, and for a very simple reason. The 
denial of sanctuary is impossible for one who would observe 
Pakhtu; it cannot be refused even to an enemy who makes an 
approach according to NaJU11Pafai- a verbal noun carrying the 
meaning of 'coming in'. This is an extension of the idea of Mel
maJ#a, hospitality, in an extreme form, stepped up to the highest 
degree. Under NaJU11Patai a person who has a favour to ask goes 
to the house or tent of the man on whom it depends and refuses 
to sit on his carpet, or partake of his hospitality, until he shall 
grant the boon required. Tbe honour of the party solicited will 
incur a stain if he does not grant the favour asked. The giving of 
hospitality to the guest is a national point of honour, so much so 
that the reproach to an inhospitable man is that he is devoid of 
Pakhtu, a creature of contempt. It is the greatest of affronts to a 
Pathan to carry off his guest, and his indignation will be directed 
not against the guest who quits him but to the person who pre
vails on him to leave. This, or something like it, was the reception 
accorded to the outlaw from British justice who fled to the hills. 

It was a problem which was never solved; on every magistrate's 
table lay a list of fugitives from justice (majNn" or faran)-.It would 
happen like this. In pursuance of his own ideas ofPathan honour, 
expressed for example in killing the lover of his wife or sister, or 
in taking blood for blood, Muhammad Umar Khan of Shabqadr, 
we will say, would be brought into conflict with law as laid down 
in the Indian Penal Code. Or indeed, Umar might have been 
guilty of a crime not justi£ed by Pakhtu, such as deliberate murder 
without cause, or robbery with violence, or dacoity. In either case 
the police would be after him. As his blood cooled, Umar would 
look from his courtyard, or across the fields, and there be would 
see, only a few miles away, the jagged outline of the hills rising 
from the plain, hills where no police could go and where the 
stupid British writ did not run. And that very night be would 
cross the border, and arrive as a suppliant at the hujra of Malik 
Mushki in the Tarakzai country of the Mohmands, a man he had 
often met when he came shopping in the Shabqadr bazaar and to 
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whom he had once done a small favour. Malik Mushki could not 
turn him away, and he would be hospitably entertained for a day 
or two, all food found and no expenses. During this time hls story 
would come out. 

Now Pathan hospitality, generous as it is, will not be extended 
for ever to mere parasites. If he wishes to stay on, Umar will be 
expected to earn his keep. He becomes in fact a ham.raya, a client, 
one who lives in the shadow of hls naik, or protector. The pro
tector will not give him up to a justice whlch in any case seems to 
him perverted, but if Umar chooses to inject hlmself into the 
tribal organization to which Mushki, his naik, belongs, he must 
do something for it. This be may do merely by performing menial 
tasks or cultivating land, or by exercising some skill or other that 
he may happen to possess. But not uncommonly he will do it by 
acting as a guide to raiding parties whom he conducts to harry his 
old haunts, and even to kill his old enemies; and the peace of the 
border is disturbed. The tally rises against a tribe which harbours 
sufficient of such outlaws, and failing their surrender there was in 
the old days nothing for it but blockade or military pressure. 

At one time a system of conciliation jirgas was tried. If the 
outlaw's crime had been merely in pursuit of the usual Pathan 
vendetta, it was thought that a solution would be found by calling 
him in on safe-conduct to make a settlement by striking a balance 
of the blood-money due from both sides. The theory was sound 
enough, \;lut again it is in most cases contrary to Pakhtu to accept 
blood-money in final settlement of a feud. 

The fact is that, short of extradition - and that is impossible 
except between equals, for it must be mutual - there is no final 
solution of the outlaw problem when an administered society liv
ing under a twentieth-century system of law lies side by side with 
a tribal society coming of the same stock and speaking the same 
language, both societies believing in the principle that the private 
vendetta is the only sound sanction. Unless, indeed, the more 
advanced society, or its rulers, are prepared to adjust the rigours 
of the law to the real ideas of the people -and here we approach 
nearer to the root of the trouble. 

The British judicial system, with its lawyers and its appeals and 
its European scale of crime values, was hopelessly out of accord 
with Pathan sentiment, not only in the tribal territory but within 
the districts also. The rigidity of police and magistracy emphasized 
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the advantages, in the eyes of many, of the freer life on the other 
side of an arbitrary border. The law frequently outraged strongly
held convictions. Where it imposed sanctions or penalties not 
justified by custom, there would be no hesitation in evading it by 
giving false evidence or by absconding; where the law of evidence 
secured the acquittal of persons whom everybody knew to be 
guilty there would be contempt for processes regarded as fussy, 
niggling and even unjust; lastly, where the law's subtleties opened 
the road to harassment of an enemy, there would be many sly 
enough to misuse its technicalities. The whole thing, for years, 
was a garment that did not fit. In a belated return to sanity the 
realization dawned that the real remedy might lie within the 
districts. 

In 1872. a positive attempt was made to relax this inelasticity by 
the introduction of the Frontier Crimes Regulation, authorizing 
settlement by customary methods of quarrels arising out of the 
blood-feud, of disputes about women, and questions generally 
affecting Pathan honour. The magistrates were given the power 
to withdraw such cases from the ordinary courts and submit them 
for arbitration by a jirga. In such case the jirga did not mean all 
the maliks and elders of a whole tribe, acting in conclave as a 
deliberative body, but a group of elders designated by the magis
trate (and acceptable to both parties to a dispute) who were 
required to give a finding as to the guilt or innocence of the 
accused, in a criminal case, or on the points at issue in a civil 
dispute. In other words the jirga was a sort of tribal jury. It was 
not bound by the law of evidence, and it was expected to visit 
the place of the crime or dispute, and by its own methods and 
enquiries to state the facts and the solution. On conviction for 
murder the court could not sentence to death, fourteen year's 
imprisonment being the maximum penalty.• On the North-West 
Frontier the Regulation, as used in the districts, merely supple
mented the action of the regular courts, and the tendency was to 
use it only when the processes of the ordinary law, resting upon 
the law of evidence and many procedural technicalities, were 
deemed to be unlikely to arrive at the facts of a case in the con
ditions of a Pathan society. It need scarcely be added that the Bar 
disliked the Regulation, for naturally the professional lawyer was 
excluded from jirga proceedings. 

There is no doubt that, with the help of this Regulation, many 
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persons were brought to justice for violent crime who would 
otherwise have escaped. I think too that the cases in which a con
viction was brought in against an innocent man were so rare as to 
be negligible. Nevertheless, as used on the North-West Frontier, 
that is as a supplement and not as a substitute for British Indian 
law, I believe the Regulation was a failure, for, as so operated, it 
satisfied neither the law nor the custom. It became merely an easy 
means of punishing crime as from the State, without being a 
recognition of the Pathan idea. It failed to administer custom on 
the basis oflocal tradition, and it fell between two stools. 

The problem can be better understood if we consider the very 
different method of operation of the Frontier Crimes Regulation 
after the occupation of Baluchistan had become effective in about 
the year t88o. A similar use was established also on parts of the 
North-West Frontier after the forward policy had resulted in the 
imposition of a loose administration in certain tribal areas in 
the 'nineties. In these places the Regulation was operated not as a 
parallel system, to be applied when the ordinary process of law 
was expected to fail, but as the sole and substitute code, whenever 
the parties were tribesmen. It was indeed in these new territories 
regarded mainly as a means of adjudication on custom, and not as 
a procedure for enforcing the sanctions of the State. Thus in a 
criminal case penalties would ordinarily not exceed those imposed 
by custom, unless the crime had outraged both custom and the 
authority of the government. 

A few examples will illustrate the point. Let us suppose that 
case A arises out of a blood-feud, and that Shirin Khan has shot 
and killed Anwar in revenge for the murder of Shirin's brother 
by Anwar's uncle. According to Pathan custom Shirin only did 
what honour requires. If Shirin were brought before the ordinary 
courts which administer a system of law repugnant and incom
prehensible to him, knowing that his conviction would probably 
result in his going to the gallows for doing his duty, he would do 
everything he could to evade 'justice'. Among other things a host 
of perjured witnesses would be produced in his defence. But if 
brought before a jirga, at least in Baluchistan, he would proudly 
admit, indeed claim, that he had done what honour required. The 
business of the jirga would then be to arrive, if possible, at a 
settlement which will terminate the feud, either by payment of 
blood-money, or by giving of girls in marriage- a very common 
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method of composing a feud, the girl being known as a J711ara -
or by some other expedient such as requiring Shirin and the rival 
party to enter into bonds to keep the peace, backed by substanrial 
sureties. There would be no penalty enforced by the State. 

In the other case, case B, we may imagine that Ashiq Jan has 
entered into an amour with the enticing wife of Fulan Khan, has 
killed Fulan and eloped with the lady. This would be a violation 
of every tenet of Pathan honour, an unjustifiable murder and 
adultery. In such a case custom would approve the killing of 
Ashiq by Fulan's relatives, and incidentally the killing of the 
woman also. That result however would almost certainly start 
a feud, and it was never thought right or wise to use any system 
of law introduced under British auspices to perpetuate the more 
extreme sanctions of custom. In case B, then, the jirga appointed 
under the Regulation, should it find Ashiq guilty, might recom
mend the highest possible term of imprisonment, fourteen years, 
and a heavy penalty of sharmana3 in addition. 

We may suppose, if we like, a case C, in which there has been 
a murder of a levyman on duty. Here not only the relatives of the 
levyman, but the State also, would have an interest. Blood-money 
and possibly a term of imprisonment might be recommended by 
the jirga to satisfy the customary element in the case; the magis
trate would impose an additional term of imprisonment as from 
the State. 

· 

The point to realize is this. Pathan custom requires the satis
faction of the aggrieved rather than the punishment of the ag
gressor. The law as we understand it concentrates against the 
aggressor, and compensation for the aggrieved hardly enters the 
picture. The Pathan in fact treats crime as a kind of tort. 

How and when, and in what degree, it may become desirable 
to shift the emphasis in a Pathan society from law to custom, or 
from custom to law, is a matter mote likely to be resolved by 
Pakistan than it ever was by ourselves. It is an obvious principle 
that the law should in some sense grow out of the society; it 
should be a projection of the common personality. The law of one 
civilization cannot be applied to a society with utterly different 
standards without the most dire results. On many years' experi
ence I believe that, had the Peshawar administration of I 849 been 
moulded on less rigid lines, congenial to the people themselves, 
law and order would have been better preserved, the settled dis-
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tricts would not have been severed from the tribal areas to the 
extent that they were, and advance at a later date would have been 
more harmoaious. It may be that Pakistan will see its way to cor
recting some of the present anomalies in the manner provided by 
Section I 98 of the Constitution, though, to effect this, recom
mendations would need to take account of custom as well as the 
Injunctions oflslam. It is probable that on the method from time 
to time adopted to resolve this very difficult question will depend 
success or failure in the absorption of the Pathan tribal belt in the 
State of Pakistan. The matter is of central importance, and cannot 
be evaded without disaster. 

The group of officers who formed the brotherhood in the early 
British days triumphed over all these difficulties by sheer person
ality. 'I feel I am litde fit for regulation work,' wrote Nicholson to 
Henry Lawrence, 'and I can never sacrifice common-sense or jus
tice, or the interests of a people or country, to red tape.' And: 
'Don't send up any more men to be hanged direct,' wrote John 
Lawrence to Nicholson, 'and when you do, send an abstract of the 
evidence in English, and send it through the Commissioner.' 
Nicholson's biographer tells' how a friend found him in his office 
with a bundle of laws and regulations before him. 'This is the way 
I treat these things,' he remarked laughingly and proceeded to 
kick them actoss the floor. 

Mter I 8 57 the conduct of the administration fell into the hands 
of lesser men. A big man like Edwardes could see the virtue of 
regular administration and adapt law to conditions with patience, 
seeking amendment where it should be needed. But in conditions 
as contradictory as those I have sought to describe here few 
officers were left long enough in Frontier posts to gain the experi
ence which alone could weigh against the difficulties that beset 
them. Lahore was far away and seems to have treated the Frontier 
as something of a side-show; the service was undermanned, 
transfers, often to down-country districts, were too frequent, 
officers had not time enough to leam the Frontier language or the 
ways to the heart of the Pathan. The quality of the administration 
seems to have deteriorated. 

It was largely owing to lack of experience that the system of 
middlemen for dealing with the tribes persisted for so long -
and had such bad results. If a Deputy Commissioner could speak 
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the language well enough to hold fluent converse not only with 
his ttibal visitors but with the jirga in full conclave - he needed 
for this purpose to be able to make speeches in it, and to take up a 
running argument - it was far better that he should deal direct, 
leaving detailed haggling to his official subordinates and not to 
local notables. In the last fifty years since 1901 the linguistic stan
dard attained by British officers has been admitted by all Pathans 
to have been on the whole extremely high, and direct relations 
were possible. But this was a result which ftowed from the crea
tion of Curzon's separate Frontier province; in Panjab days there 
were of course exceptional men, but relations between governors 
and governed were generally more remote. 

The change in this system came about largely on the initiative 
of Warburton, the first Political Agent in effect to hold political 
control of tribes beyond the border without responsibility in the 
district. Warburton was the son of a British army officer who had 
served in Shah Shuja's contingent in the First Mghan War and 
had married an Mghan lady, a niece of the Dost. He was therefore 
half Mghan by birth. Mter the Second Mghan War he was put 
in charge of the Khaibar and its tribes, taken over from the 
Mghan Government as a result of the war. There he remained for 
some sixteen years, to return later as Political Officer to the Tirah 
expeditionary force. In his book• he states it as his solemn convic
tion that the majority of the wars and fights between the govern
ment and the tribes of the Pan jab border were due entirely to the 
machinations of the Arbabs and others employed as middlemen in 
dealings across the border. 

In illustration of his thesis he tells an intriguing story of the 
Buner incursion of 1877, when lashkars of Bunerwals crossed 
the Malandrai and Ambela Passes into the district and sacked the 
border villages in Sudhum. Warburton had been in charge of this 
Yusufzai border before he went to the Khaibar and knew all the 
actors personally. 

Sudhum is that part of the Samah up against the Buner hills, 
drained by the very Mukam stteam that so delighted Babur. It is a 
valley formed by a northern horseshoe of mountains, dominated 
by the great saw-like peak of the Pajja mountain.e The passes from 
Buner are concentric, crossing into the valley like the aisles in a 
theatte, while to the south, like a raised stage, rises the pine
crowned island hill ofKaramar. All this is historic ground, Malan-
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dtai, where Akbar's host was destroyed, Ambela, the scene of one 
of the fiercest frontier wars, Karamar, where they lit the beacon 
which gave the signal for the slaughter of Sayyid Ahmad's 
followers. 

The Khans of Sudhum belong to the Amazai btanch of the 
Mandant Yusufzais; the rest of the people in the valley and on the 
mountains that ring it are mainly Gujars, shepherds and herds
men. The chief Pathan family is known as the Mit Babu Khel, 
from its progenitor, Mit Babu Khan. Mit Babu had known Say
yid Ahmad Shah Brelwi, and later, inconsistently enough, had 
farmed revenue for the Sikhs. When Lumsden arrived in the 
Yusufzai country, Mir Babu was ready to be helpful, and George 
Lawrence refers to him more than once as a good friend to the 
new rtgime. He and his sons, Ajab and Aziz, were employed as 
middlemen in dealings with the Buner and Chamla7 tribes beyond 
the border. Both Ajab and Aziz were connected by marriage with 
the Buner Khans; they also had dealings with the Hindustani 
colony left behind by Sayyid Ahmad, who had come to be known 
as the Mujahidin, s or Warriors for the Faith. 

Both Ajab and Aziz thought themselves slighted when not 
consulted over the Ambela campaign of t863.e Ajab wrote to his 
friends in Buner that, if they did not do something at once, the 
purdah of Buner would be lifted for ever. The phrase is a graphic 
one, constantly used by the tribes to emphasize the value they set 
on the inviolability of their country, to be preserved behind a veil 
as jealously as the modesty of a woman. After that fierce campaign 
Aziz died, and Ajab fled to Buner. Much faction feeling arose 
among the Mir Babu Khel, and it was always difficult to sift the 
truth from the recriminations of the various parties. Eventually 
in 1877. having previously returned to his home at Chargulai in 
Sudhum and in order, as he later admitted, to rehabilitate himself 
with the government, Ajab Khan organized an invasion of Sud
hum in force by the Bunerwals. The tribes poured in over all the 
passes, and burned the villages Baringan, Ali and Bazar, with the 
Khans of which Ajab was on bad terms. The invaders were only 
beaten off from Rustam, the headquarters of that border, with the 
greatest difficulty and after heavy losses had been suffered. Infor
mation was not slow to come in, and Ajab was placed on trial for 
making war against the Crown. 

The trial was a taJIJI dllbre, and resulted in Ajab's conviction 
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and sentence to death, on a Chief Court judgment said to have 
been the longest then extant. On hearing the result of his appeal 
Ajab confessed his guilt. The speech he made to the large assembly 
of headmen who attended when he suffered the extreme penalty 
was full of force and dignity and long quoted. A jab Khan was a 
magnificent figure of a man, well over six feet in height, sparsely 
buil t, with fine features and long black beard. He carried always a 
silver tooth-pick, hanging by a cord from his neck, and the words 
he uttered were always softly delivered. Men still tell how, with 
quiet impressive voice and gendy twirling his silver toy, he stood 
on the scaffold and advised his peers not to follow his example. 
'I brought the raiders down,' he said, 'intending to head them off 
at the border, and in this way demonstrate my power, and regain 
the favour of the Government. I failed as I deserved to fail. That 
game is an old one, and my last word to you all is not to try to 
manufacture events which are in the hands of God.' 

But Warburton had good reasons for distrusting the system of 
the local intermediary as a means of conducting relations with the 
tribes across the border. The close-border system had been 
tried and found wanting, and the time had come for bolder 
policies. 



CHAPTER XXII 

A M  B E L A  

It is no part of this work to describe the long list of military 
operations, ranking as expeditions, undertaken on or from the 
Frontier. But there are two memorable affaixs in the early days 

of much greater than military interest. The first is the reaction on 
the Frontier to the Mutiny of 1857, the second the Ambela aun
paign of x86�, and both are worth a record. The two are con
nected, for the remnants of down-country mutineers from the 
first provided the spark that lit the second. One shows how vital 
to the political stability of the whole sub-continent is the attitude 
of the Pathan tribes; the other is a milestone in Frontier history, 
partly because it linked backward with the Sayyids who opposed 
the Sikhs, and forward, through the Akhund, with present-day 
developments in Swat. But a more important reason is that the 
Ambela story displays a number of incidents so typical of Pathan 
courage and chivalry at its best that they deserve to be shown to a 
wider audience. Let us then tum aside from the main stream for a 
moment, and look again to the Yusufzai border. 

In the beginning the paladins had a pretty free hand, and dur
ing the eight years that preceded the Mutiny laid the foundations 
of border control on the lines described in the last chapter. When 
the test came, the building stood, not so much because the 
system was sound as that the men themselves - and Sydney 
Cotton, the military commander at Peshawar no less than the 
others - acted with the verve and decision that the moment re
quired. The Hindustani regiments were prompdy disarmed often 
against the violent protests of their colonels -one commanding 
officer in Mardan committed suicide when the men he trusted failed 
him -and, of two regiments which did mutiny, one from Now
shera and Mardan was decimated in a ruthless pursuit by Nichol
son and its remnants hunted down by the tribes in Swat, while 
the other, attempting in Peshawar to rush the magazine and regain 
its arms, was annihilated in a running battle on the Khaibar road. 

36o 
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The scale was turned. Help came flocking in from all directions, 
levies were raised and did good service down in India, the Guides 
had already been despatched on their memorable march from 
Mardan to Delhi - 5 So miles in twenty-seven days, including 
five days campaigning on the road, at the height of the hot 
weather. As the Guides, after a final thirty-mile march, strode 
manfully into the Delhi camp on the morning of 9th June, 1857, 
'their stately height and martial bearing made all who saw them 
proud to have such aid. They came in as firm and light as if they 
had marched but a single mile.' And in half an hour they were in 
action, and remained in the front line for the next three months 
until Delhi fell on 2oth September of that year, when after a f� 
months' desultory campaigning they returned to the Yusufzai 
border. 

Thus in that hard time the Frontier not only stood firm, but 
helped materiaJiy in restoring the situation far to the south. The 
year 1857 is still remembered by the grandsons of those men as 
one of honour untarnished, and families who could not recall it 
by showing a ribbon or a letter used to feel there was something 
missing. It is fair too to bear in mind that a material factor in 
bringing about this result was the attitude of the .Amil:, who stuck 
to his bond in spite of the lure of Peshawar and the fact that John 
Lawrence himself, the ruler of the Panjab, played with the idea of 
withdrawing to the Indus. 

Sayyid Akbar Shah of Sitana, of the family of Pir Baba, will be 
remembered as the man who, in concert with Sayyid Ahmad 
Brelwi, led the opposition to the Sikhashahi. Sayyid Ahmad, as 
we know, died at Balakot in 1831 fighting againSt the Sikhs, but 
his surviving followers were given a home by Sayyid Akbar at his 
fort Sitana, the place which had defied Hari Singh and later Ranjit 
himself in 182.4.1 This colony took to itself the name Mujahic:!in.• 
Quiescent during the opening years of the new British dominion, 
the colony was soon stirred by the arrival of the remnants of the 
mutineers from Nowshera, together with others from around 
Delhi, bringing the message that the foundations of sovereignty 
were ill-laid and now was the time for a supreme effort. 

Sayyid Akbar himself, their host at Sitana, had died in Swat on 
the very day in ISJ7, nth May, wherl the news of the Mutiny 
reached Peshawar, but his place was taken by his brother Sayyid 
Umar, his son Mubarik and his nephew Mahmud, his brother 
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Umar's son. a These proceeded in 18 58 to raise the Yusu&ai. border 
against the British. But the Sita.na Sayyids were not the only 
inftuential persons in Swat and Buner. 

The position in Swat at this time was not lacking in interest. In 
1784 -though the date is unoertain-there had been bom in 
the villa.ge of Jabrai in Upper Swat one Abdul Ghafur, the son of 
a Safi shepherd who for one reason or another had left his own 
tribe and settled among the Yusufzais. The family belonged to the 
Qandhari section of the Salis, a name which may well be a link 
with the ancient Gandhara, so suggesting a reason why the Safis 
admit themselves to be relatively recent converts to Islam and 
therefore peculiarly fervent exponents of the Faith.• Abdul Ghafur 
himself started life as a herdboy, wandering over the hills in 
charge of his father's flocks, fasting, praying, and withdrawn. 
Hearing of a saintly teacher in the village of Beka on the Indus 
bank above the Landa.i confluence, he took his scrip, walked over 
the pass from Swat to Pir Baba in Buner, and thence down to the 
plains to Beka, where he lived always on a well, gently tending the 
animals and listening to the village talk. From there he moved to 
Hund and on to Salim Khan beneath the shadow of Mahaban. 5 
Here his refusal to equivocate involved him in a false charge of 
having been concerned in some way with the death of the Khan 
of Hund, contrived by Sayyid Ahmad Shah Brelwi, then 
newly arrived in the Yusufzai country. To escape recriminations 
Abdul Ghafur moved to Gujar Garhi, close to Mardan, and later 

. to Torderh, a Khatak villa.ge near Akora. Wherever he went, his 
quiet smile and _look of gentle resignation won devotion, earning 
him the title of zb��rg, the local corruption of the Persian word 
bll!{llr[,, applied to a reverent elder. The Dost heard of him and 
besought his blessing in the struggle against the Sikhs. After the 
Sikh victory, unable to find the peace he needed in the tunnoil, 
Abdul Ghafur went first to Sam Ranizai below the Malakand, and 
a little later to Batkhela in Lower Swat. But even here he was too 
close to the noise of the Sikh squadrons, and he eventually found 
sanctuary higher up the valley at Saidu, in a beautiful spot on the 
south side of the Swat River where a tributary stream, descending 
from the Ila.m Mountain, opens into the main valley. Here he 
found rest, and here at long last at the age of ninety-three he was 
buried. 

At Sai.du he married a Yusufzai woman of the Nikpi Khel and 
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by her had two sons, the fathers of the Mianguls, the family from 
which the present Rulers of Swat are drawn. It has been remarked 
more than once that a. man who marries into a tribe not his own 
always among Pathans casts in his lot with his wife's people. 
It is unusual for the Yusufzais to admit strangers to marriage, and 
is only done (and that rarely) with Sayyids and holy men.• Abdul 
Ghafur's marriage into the Nikpi Khel explains how his descen
dants have been able to win acceptance in this Pathan society. 

There is no doubt that, from the time of his arrival in Saidu, 
Abdul Ghafur was regarded as the leading man among the Swat 
Yusufzais. His authority was not absolute, but no man is called 
Akhund- a Persian word meaning a teacher with much the same 
connotation as Guru-unless he is gteatly teverenced. Tales are 
still current of his sweetness and simplicity, of how, like Kim's 
lama, he sat exalted in contemplation beneath the shade of a 
chenar, of a. soul striving always to draw near to the Great Soul 
which is beyond all things. Like Ma.hbub in the same story, the 
Yusufzais who felt his spell, forgetting even their blood-lust, 
knew holiness when they saw it - 'I may come to Paradise later 
-I have workings that way - great motions -and I owe them 
to thy simplicity.' 

A shrine' was raised over the Akhund's grave, and became a. 
place of pilgrimage for the devout, vying with that of Pir Baba, 
just across the pass in Buner. During his lifetime there was no 
question of his assuming any degree of temporal power, and in 
fact he himself suggested that temporal authority as 'Ba.dshah' in 
Swat should be vested in Akbar Shah of Sitana, both because he 
was a. Sayyid (which the Akhund was not) and in recognition of 
the part taken by him in the struggle against the Sikhs. 

There have been many instances in the history of Swat when 
the tribes have agreed in time of crisis to set up a Sa.yyid or holy 
man as at least a. temporary figure-head, combining under the 
banner of the Faith for a. special purpose, and using the Quranic 
precept for the giving of alms to the pious as a. means of furnish
ing the sinews of war. For a time Akbar Shah held this position, 
and was known as Badshah. There is a certain ambivalence about 
this title, for Sayyids as Sayyids, and quite apart from any ques
tion of temporal authority, are entitled to this kingly honorific. 
This equivocation makes it hard to tell what a Sayyid's position 
in Swat really is, but there is no doubt that Akbar Shah was in 

2B 
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fact recognized for a time as ruler.8 When he died in I857, there 
was much debate in Swat as to whether he should be succeeded as 
Badshah by his son Mubarik Shah. As the descendant of Pir Baba 
he belonged to the most respected famil y of Sayyids in the region. 
But after debate the people, under the Akhund's influence, re
jected Mubarik. Mubarik in a huff went off to Panjtar, just across 
the border from Swabi, and from that centre, .reinforced as related 
by mutineers from the district, raised the Olamla tribes against 
the British. That there was not more disturbance in that critical 
year was due mainly to the refusal of the Akhund to permit the 
Swat Yusufzais to be implicated. 

Nevertheless, as the aftermath of the Mutiny there was a great 
deal of trouble in the area along the Yusufzai border from Sud
hum to the Indus. During July and August I 8' 8 parties of Muja
hidi.o, backed by the local tribesmen, established a stronghold at 
Narinji, and vigorous action had to be taken by the Guides to 
restore the situation. Later the same year an attack was made on 
Mubarik Shah's fort at Sitana. This resulted in the expulsion of 
the Mujahidi.o from their strongliold, and an agreement by the 
neighbouring tribes that they would not be allowed to reoccupy 
that place. In this affray Umar Shah, the surviving brother of 
Akbar Shah, was lcilled and Mubarik Shah himself was wounded 
after a very gallant defence. Mubarik with the remnants of his 
Hindustani followers then moved to a less accessible spot named 
Maika, situated on a northern spur of the Mababa.o mountain 
where it falls to the Olamla Valley. 

From this refuge the Sayyids, using the Mujahidin as their 
sword-arm, recommenced the harassment of the Marda.o and 
Swabi border. In their eyes at this time the British power seems 

. to have been regarded as little better than the Sikhs; all were un
believers and should be attacked on any and every opportunity. 
In the autumn of I 863 the Government decided to make an effort 
finally to extirpate this centre of disaffection; and it was thought 
that this could be done without incurring the hostility of the 
Buner tribes who had been peaceful ever since the British arrival 
and whose spiritual head, the Akhund, had little sympathy either 
with the Sitana Sayyids or their Hindustani followers. But, as has 
been said, this assessment had been made without full consulta
tion with A jab and Aziz Khan of Sudhum- or so they thought 
and considered themselves slighted -with results that were un-
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foreseen. One reason for their annoyance was that Malka is situ
ated in Amazai country, the same section as that of the Sudhum 
Khans though separated from them. 

It was decided to invade Chamla- a valley running due east 
and west just south of Buner and in which Malka is situated -
with one strong force from the side of Mardan using the Ambela 
Pass. Another force was to occupy a holding position in the neigh
bourhood of Topi. On the political assessment made it was not 
considered necessary to warn the Buner or Chamla tribes of the 
column's intentions; indeed it was thought inadvisable to do so 
as it was important to keep the line of advance secret. It is prob
able that it was this omission which stirred Ajab Khan to wrath 
and caused him, when the news was out, to taunt the Bunerwals 
with the raising of their purdah. 

The commander of the force was Neville Chamberlain, with 
Reynell Taylor, the last of the brotherhood, as his political officer. 
The approach to the Ambela Pass is by a narrow, snaky gorge 
about six miles long, traversed by a small stream tumbling over 
boulders, passable by men afoot, just practicable for ridden 
animals, and very difficult for laden beasts of burden.' How any 
commander, having reconnoitred, hoped to get up easily is hard 
to say. The first �chelons of troops entered the narrows early on 
zoth October and reached the Kotal by noon without any resist
ance to speak of, but not a single baggage animal except the 
ammunition mules got up that night. It took more than forty
eight hours for the convoy to come in and the reargwu:d to close 
up. By this time the element of surprise had been lost. What 
Roberts described as one of the strongest positions in the world 
was then occupied, with headquarters in the centre on the Kotal, 
between a rocky knoll on the right known later as the Crag Picket, 
and another on the left, the Eagle's Nest. To the front there is a 
line field of fire down the Chamla Valley, and although the two 
picket positions on the flanking knolls are by no means the sum
mits of the mountains to either side, they afford cover enough 
among their boulders, and so long as they are held the position is 
safe. 

By this time the call had gone out, and the tribesmen were col
lecting in thousands. It was the first time since Akbar's day that a 
serious incursion had been made into the mountains which 
screen the rich and lovely valleys of the Yusufzai Pathans: The 
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Mughals had failed and been cut to pieces at Malandrai, only a 
few miles from Ambela; the Durranis and Sikhs had never dared 
to penetrate so far. The drums were beaten and the lashkars 
formed. At fu:st the Akhund stood aloof; Ambela led towards the 
Indus and the homes of the Sitana Sayyids, and the British had 
said they were interested only in Cbamla and would not enter 
Buner, much less Swat. But when hostilities were prolonged he 
too came in, and in the eyes of the Sayyids usurped a credit which 
they claimed should have been theirs. 

The fighting lasted much longer than is usually the case in 
tribal hostilities. The tribesman carries only enough food to sus
t;aln him for a few days, and there are usually no commissariat 
arrangements; he therefore melts away, the quicker if the first 
encounters fail and enthusiasm is lost. But here at Ambela daily 
attacks were made on the British position for nearly a month, and 
fierce desultory engagements continued for another month. Those 
who look for a fine piece of military writing will find it in Roberts' 
and Younghusband's books;10 some of the dauntless names in 
British military history appear- Brownlow, Keyes, Neville 
Chamberlain, Garvock, Roberts himself. But what needs em
phasis here is the admission by all of the amazing gaUantry of the 
tribal enemy. The force, over 6,ooo strong, was pinned down on 
the summit of the pass and had to fight for its life. Furious attacks 
were made on the Ctag Picket and the Eagle's Nest; the former 
being attacked four times, thrice captured and thrice recaptured. 
The troops had 900 killed, and the tribesmen, who exposed tl:iem
selves recklessly, many more. Neville Chamberlain himself, who 
led one of the assaults on the C:ag Picket, was severely wounded. 
The Ctag Picket is still called the Qadgah, or Place of Slaughter; 
around it a thousand men on both sides lost their lives. Roberts 
speaks of the magnificent courage of the tribesmen and Young
husband of their gallant bearing. 

After one of the fiercest engagements - an attempt to carry 
the Eagle's Nest - arrangements were made for the tribesmen to 
come in under Bag of truce and carry away their dead. Oppor
tunity was taken to reason with them, and their leaders talked 
freely with Neville Chamberlain, the commander, and Reynell 
Taylor, the Commissioner with the force. The enemy met these 
advances with the utmost courtesy, but made it clear they thought 
themselves fighting for a freedom never yet lost. They would fight 
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with clean hands, but to the end. Nowhere in the story is there 
any hint of the barbarous cruelties that so disfigure later wars; 
with all the bitter fighting there were even jokes. Roberts tells 
how the tribesmen soon discovered how much better in outpost 
duty were the Pathans and Gurkhas with the force than the Sikhs 
or Europeans; when they saw Keyes' men they would shout 
across and tell them they were Pathans and should go away
'Give us the men in hats and red turbans [Europeans and Sikhs).' 
These, though full of fight, were bad hill-climbers and could not 
keep their heads down. 

After six weeks' fighting the troops were reinforced and were 
able to issue at last into the Ownla Valley and pass to the offen
sive. After this the Buner tribes made their submission, and a 
decision had to be made whether a force strong enough to over
come all opposition should be sent to destroy the Maika settle
ment-another twenty-one miles beyond the point reached
or whether the work of destruction should be left to the tribes 
themselves under supervision. With astonishing rashness the 
latrer course was adopted. The gamble came off, but hardly de
served to succeed. Roberts was one of a small band of officers 
detailed to accompany the Commissioner, Reynell Taylor, with an 
escort of the Guides and a lashka.r of Bunerwals to see Maika 
destroyed. He tells the story in his book; the tale as I give it here 
is the version I heard from one of the Buner Khans, a descendant 
of the story's hero, thirty years ago. 

The people of Swat and Buner had been impressed both by the 
1/an of the forces opposed to them, and by the chivalry and manli
ness with which the fighting was conducted. For instance, 
wounded tribesmen had been picked up and treated in the field 
hospitals and had been sent back cured. They had also noted that 
many Pathans, and particularly Khataks, Yusufza.is and Afridis, 
had fought, and fought with determination, for the Government 
side, and that the bond between officers and men was remarbbly 
strong.11 This was a very different business to fighting against the 
Sikhs. At the same time, however much they admired the new 
force, they were determined not to admit it into Swat and Buner. 
The tribesmen had suffered losses on a scale they had never known; 
let the Khans of Buner then make their submission and offer to 
save everybody's face by conducting a small party of British to 
destroy Maika. If opposition were continued, the British would 
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march there with an army; they might even decide to enter Buner, 
and then Swat, and linally lift a veil that had not been raised since 
Akbar's armies had been driven out nearly three hundred years 
before. 

The Akhund was in favour of this policy, fearing that further 
resistance by the core of the irreconcilable Mujahidin would only 
recoil on the tribes, who might lose their independence. No doubt 
too the Akhund refiected that the destruction of Malka would 
lower the prestige of the Sitana Sayyids, a result which would be 
likely to increase his own. For there was no doubt that the new 
place of pilgrimage to the Akhund at Saidu was beginning to gain 
in popularity at the expense ofPir Baba Ziarat in Buner, the shrine 
of the ancestor of Akbar and Mubarik Shah. The Buner Khans 
were' induced to submit, and under the leadership of Zaidullah 
Khan ofDaggar agreed to conduct the British Conunissioner with 
a small escort to effect the destruction of Malka and the expulsion 
of the M�jahidin. 

Seven officers, including Reynell Taylor, the Commissioner -
Roberts was among the party - set off with a small escort of the 
Guides and a party of about one hundred Maliks and elders of 
Swat and Buner, of whom the chief was Zaidullah Khan, the lead
ing Khan of the Buner Valley, of which Daggar on the little 
Barandu River is the central spot. Zaidullah was an old man who 
had lost an arm and an eye in previous wars, and he pledged him
self he would see the business through. Maika, as we know, lay in 
the territory of the Amazai tribe of Yusufzais, and the whole road 
was beset by angry warriors, fully armed and scowling at the 
party. But the job was done, Zaidullah haranguing the tribesmen 
in the name of the Akhund. A great column of smoke rose from 
the burning village and caused further excited gatherings, vowing 
that the British party should never be allowed to return. They 
talked in loud tones, gesticulating and thronging round Reynell 
Taylor, who stood quite alone and self-possessed in the midst of 
an angry multitude. But again Zaidullah leapt fiercely forward to 
Taylor's side, his one eye glinting, shouting to those who threat
ened that the Buner jirga had given their word to destroy Malka 
and to bring the Englishmen back safe and sound. They meant to 
carry out their promise, and those who wished to interfere must 
first fight the united strength of Buner. Again and again, at the 
village itself and on the way back, the scene was repeated, until at 
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last the party won through, the gauntlet was run, and Ambela was . seen ag:un. 
Among Afridis or Wazirs a transaction of this sort would have 

been impossible. No malik, or group of maliks, among those 
tribes would dream of making such a promise except as a lure and 
with the intention of breaking it. The Yusufzais, and the Khataks 
too, are men of firmer purpose; if they think an ultimate interest 
demands it, and still more if Pakhtu nang is held to be involved, 
they can be relied on to be more than time-servers. It is a fine 
picture- the old grey-beard, his single eye flashing, waving his 
one arm- seeing the thing through against all odds for the sake 
of the word that had been given. 

Another thirty years and more were to pass before the purdah 
of Swat and Buner was lifted. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

BALUCHISTAN AND THE 
FORWARD POLICY 

T

he fifty-odd years from the British annexation up to 1901 
are best seen in two periods, the first from 1849 to the out
break of the Second Mgban War in 1878, and the second 

from that date up to the severance of the Frontier districts from 
the Pan jab by Curzon. On a broad view the first thirty years repre
sent the testing-time of the so-called close-border policy (Chapter 
XXI). During those years there were innumerable military pro
menades through one or other part of tribal territory but no per
manent occupation, and the most favoured tribal regions had not 
even been seen. It is strange to reflect for instance that, up to 189 5, 
Swat remained an untrodden land of Erewhon. its beauties a 
legend and unseen by any European; until 1898 Buner too was 
behind the veil. The last twenty years are those of the development 
of the forward policy. 

There was an overlap between the two periods. The first step 
forward in the new policy was taken in I 876, just before Lytton's 
arrival as Viceroy and two years before the outbreak of the war 
with Mghanistan. This advance was made not on the North
West Frontier but from Upper Sind into the territory now known 
as Baluchistan. It was followed later by very important advances 
elsewhere, and consolidated by the establishment in 1893 of an 
agreed frontier with Afghanistan. And it was associated with the 
general policy of Disraeli's government- he had become Prime 
Minister in 1874- to build a strategic line of defence against 
Russian pressure in Central Asia. 

Here we are concerned not with any strategic effects, but with 
the bearing of the new trends on the Pathans as a whole. And when 
we come to study that, it is important to bear in mind that, no 
more than with any other example of British political thinking or 
practice, is there observable here any logical and clear-cut division • 
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between the two policies. All the features of the old close-border 
.remained in evidence on most parts of the border, while on more 
than one occasion in the forward area among the tribes the order 
was two paces forward and one pace back. Moreover the degree 
of control exercised in the forward areas varied, and between wide 
limits. 

The Dost had died in z863, the year of the Ambela campaign, 
and the usual struggle for the Amirate followed. The Dost had 
designated a younger son, SherAli, as his successor on the ground 
that he was hom of a Durrani wife, but it was not until I 869 that 
Sher Ali made good. For short periods between these two dates 
Afzal1 and Azem, elder sons but less nobly bom, exercised autho
rity in Kabul. During most of this period John Lawrence was 
Viceroy, and according to his principles a policy of strict non
intervention was pursued on the Frontier, which (it is to be noted) 
commonly remains undisturbed during periods of dynastic strife 
at Kabul. The years following SherAli's consolidation of power 
- the Viceroyalties of Mayo and Northbrook, I 869-76 - saw 
little change upon the Frontier itself until the very end of the 
period, but much activity in negotiation with Persia and Russia 
on the location of the limits of the Mghan Kingdom to the west 
and north. Discontent over an award as between Mghan and 
Persian claims in Sistan, which Sher Ali regarded as unjust, was a 
chief cause leading to his estrangement from the British govern
ment. But there were other irritants more closely related to the 
position on his frontier towards India. 

Ever since the occupation of Sind in the early 'forties the Upper 
Sind border had been protected without any real endeavours to 
come into close relations with the chiefs or tribes who occupied 
the hills and plateau which overhung it. Just to the north of the 
Sind border lay the Dera Ghazi Khan district, a long strip of 
riverain territory west of the Indus, a continuation southward of 
the Daman of Dera Ismail , and like it under the Panjab govern
ment at Lahore. The difference between Dera Ismail and Dera 
Ghazi was that the former was partly a Pathan district and over

hung to the west by the mountains of Waziristan, holding some 
of the most formidable Pathan tribes, while the latter was held 
mainly by Baluch tribes, who also inhabited the extension of the 
Takht-i-Sulaiman mountains to the west. The Baluch tribes as 
compared with the Wazits were much more amenable to pacify-
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ing influences, much less well-anned, and always ready to follow 
their chiefs, known as tumandars. The Deputy Commissioner at 
Dera Ghazi maintained relations with the Baluch beyond his 
border in much the same way as did his brother officers with the 
Pathans further north. All of them, even the Marris and Bugtis 
who lived adjacent to the border, owed a vague allegiance to the 
Khan of Kalat. The name Kalat is common all over Persia and 
Mghanistan, and is given to a fortress; this particular one is situ
ated on the plateau about seventy miles south of Quetta at an 
elevation of some 7,ooo feet. Although there has been much inter
marriage, the ancestry of the Kalat Khan is Brahui, not Baluch. 
Brahui and Baluch tribes are much mingled in this region, and 
many of the leading chiefs of Kalat, like the Khan, are of Brahui 
stock.2 

It might appear that a digression into the Brahui and Baluch 
field is off the point and has nothing to do with Pathans; Baluchi
stan, if it means anything, should be the land of the Baluch. But 
Baluchistan is a misnomer. 

The valley of Shal, about seventy miles north of Kalat and 
situated at 5,500 feet above sea-level at the head of the Bolan Pass, 
is exactly on the line of ethnic division. In the centre of it is the 
town of Quetta. All the country to the northward is a part of the 
Pathao belt and inhabited by Pathan tribes of which the Tarins, 
Achakzais, Kakars and Panris are the most important. To the south 
of Quetta all the people are Brahuis and Baluch. It is true that 
much the greater area of Baluchistan, so called, is held by Brahui 
and Baluch tribes, who cover the vast upland deserts stretching 
southward and westward from Quetta to the sea, but about half 
the total population is Pathan and is concentrated in the rather 
more fertile hills and valleys north and north-east of the capital. 
On a true assessment it is the Pathan tribes of this Baluchistan 
who count. But even these are few in number, considerably less 
than half a million souls in all.1 Nor with the possible exception of 
the Achakzais, who are Durranis, are they in any way formidable. 

There are other reasons for bringing Baluchistan into the Af
ghan and Pathan context. Nasir Khan, the ancestor of the Khanate 
family of Kalat, was in loose feudal relations with Ahmad Shah, 
the founder of the Durraoi Empire. The Brahui Nasir, chief of 
Mastung and Kalat, stood, as it were, at Ahmad Shah's back door 
and was the most important chief on the main line of com-
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munications from Kandahar into India. The Khans of .Kalat 
themselves have sought to establish that they enjoyed some sort 
of independence, and were not tributary to the Dunanis but 
rather inferior participators in the division of the Persian Empire 
when Nadir died. But the claim cannot be established . .Kalat had 
long before this time been tributary to Kandahar, and Ahmad 
Shah, on setting up his new kingdom in that city in I747, enforced 
the submission of the Brahuis, • and regarded his empire as extend
ing almost to the sea. If any doubt were held to exist upon the 
point, it would be resolved by the fact that, in order to fix his new 
dependant's loyalty, Ahmad Shah proceeded to the unprecedented 
lengths of bestowing upon him an Afghan district, the valley of 
Shal, in which Quetta is situated. The settlement of Brahuis in the 
villages just south of Quetta dates from that time. 

It is to be remembered too that, although a close-border policy 
was followed on the Brahui and Baluch bordet both by the Bom
bay government, responsible for the Sind marches, and by the 
Panjab government, responsible for Dera Ghazi Khan, there was 

a great body of knowledge of the hintetland remaining over from 
the days of the First Afghan War. Our offieets had marched with 
Shah Shuja's contingent and its backing of British and Company's 
troops up the Bolan and past Quetta on their way to Kandahar 
and Kabul. The admirable water-colours of Atkinsons depict vivid 
scenes in all this country, the camp at Dadur at the Bolan gateway, 
the valley of Shal, the troops crossing the Khojak Pass and many 
others. To men condemned to bake in the ovens of Jacobabad 
and Sibi the cool airs of the uplands beckoned, and the tribes were 
known to be well disposed. 

In I 876, Northbrook's last year and after Disraeli's government 
had come to power but just before Lytton's arrival as Viceroy, the 
Government of India were considering the rival views of the 
Bombay and the Panjab governments as to the control of this part 
of the border. Robert Sandeman, a Panjab Commission officer 
with much experience on the Dera Ghazi border, was pressing 
strongly proposals for an agreement with the Khan of .Kalat 
which, while guaranteeing the authority of the Kalat State, should 
provide for the stationing of a British garrison on the Shal plateau 
at Quetta. The proposal was the subject of acrimonious debate 
between the two provinces, the Panjab backing Sandeman, and 
Bombay denouncing the whole project as ambitious and fantastic. 
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The Bombay government was inclined to regard the whole 
scheme as merely an ill-conceived notion for the securing of more 
peaceable conditions on the Sind border. But Sandeman, and 
the Government of India who supported his idea, approached the 
matter on much larger lines. They were thinking in terms of the 
defence of India, and were anxious with the help of the Khan of 
Kalat to occupy an outpost against Russian ambitions, and not 
wait to be attacked upon the Indus. It was the time of very rapid 
Tsarist expansion all along the southern frontier of Russia. The 
war with Turkey was imminent, Trans-Caucasia was being ham
mered into submission, Khiva, Bukhara and Farghana had been 
overcome. Unless the rulers of India mounted on their north
western breastwork, it seemed most probable that Kabul and 
Kandahar would go the way of Bukhara and Samarqand. 

Negotiations with Kalat occupied 1876 and 1877, and Sande
man had his way. Under agreements made by him Quetta and its 
environs, together with the Bolan Pass leading to it, were leased 
to the British Government on a perpetual quit-rent, to remain 
under nominal Kalat sovereignty but to be administered by Cal
cutta in accordance with local custom. A British Indian force was 
cantoned at Quetta and Sandeman became the first Resident. 
There can be no doubt that, however nominal had been Kabul's 
control of Kalat and the Quetta route since the days of Ahmad 
Shah, Sher Ali greatly resented and feared the advance of India's 
frontier to Shal, and that this move, even more than the Sistan 
award, prompted his decision to play with the Russians and was 
therefore a cause of the Second Mghan War. 

In 1878 Sher Ali proceeded to receive a Russian mission in 
Kabul and refused entry to a British mission which sought to 
proceed through the Khaibar Pass, then in Mghan occupation. 
Cava.gnari, then Deputy Commissioner at Peshawar, had been 
appointed political officer to the mission under Neville Chamber
lain, the same who had commanded at Ambela, and was sent 
forward to try out the way. He was stopped on the grassy plot 
just below the shrine of Ali Masjid, halfway up the pass, where 
the Mghan commander, Faiz Muhammad, met him. Faiz Mu
hammad was courteous but :6.nn, saying that but for their personal 
friendship he would have fired on Cavagnari. And so began the 
SecondMghan War. 

Its course, like that of the First Afghan War, is no part of this 
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stoty. Its importance for us lies not in the graphic tale of the mas
sacre of Cavagnari and his escort of Guides at Kabul, not in 
Roberts' battles at the Paiwar Kotal, Cbarasia and elsewhere, not 
even in the measures which resulted in the eventual setting up of 
Sher Ali's nephew, Abdurra.hman, as Amir, but rather in the im
petus given by the events of that time to the forward policy. It is 
true that the first territorial result was the expulsion of Afghan 
forces from the Khaibar and the Kurram, but these were small 
nibbles compared to the accession of great tracts of Baluchistan. 

The occupation of Quetta and the Bolan, as we have seen, pre
ceded the outbreak of the war. But Sandeman was still surrounded 
by territoty which, nominally at least, acknowledged Durrani 
sovereignty. With the success of the two-pronged advance by the 
Khaibar and the Kurram, and the abdication of Sher Ali, there 
was concluded with his son Yaqub Khan in 1879 the Treaty of 
Gandamak, ceding not only the Khaibar and Kumun but Pishin, 
Sibi and Loralai (Bori), the Pathan countries north and east of 
Quetta needed to round off the new province. This cession had 
the effect of cartying the frontier across the Khojak range to 
Chaman within a short distance of Kandahar, and during the next 
ten years the broad-gauge line was carried to the frontier at 
Chaman by tunnel through the hills. It was in Baluchistan thar the 
new policy was first brought to life. 

But there was still no lateral communication on the forward 
line between the older trans-Indus territories of the North-West 
Frontier and the new Baluchistan. Before Sandeman left he had in 
the 'eighties pushed forward from Pishininto the long and desolate 
Zhob Valley, where a headquarters was built at a place called 
Apozai, now known as Fort Sandeman. The Zhob River is a 
tributaty of the Gumal, and it had long been a cherished scheme 
to open the Gumal Pass -much used by Ghalji caravans on their 
annual migrations - so providing an upland corridor which 
would connect also with Baluchistan, and supplement the rear 
line of communication through Multan. This scheme had first 
been aired by Macaulay, who had gone up the Gumal from Dera 
Ismail Khan as long ago as 1878. Macaulay, perhaps the most 
inB.uential of all frontier officers in the 'between' period, had not 
received enough support, and his ideas had lapsed. They were 
now revived by Sandeman, and pushed by Bruce, his pupi� who 
was convinced that what had been done in Baluchistan by his 
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chief could and should be done by himself in W aziristan, whither 
he had come on transfer. In 1889 Lansdowne, then Viceroy, was 
converted and action followed prompdy. Allowances were sanc
tioned for the Gumal tribes, including those in Waziristan, and in 
January 1890 a great joint jirga of all the tribes was held by 
Sandeman at Apozai, at which Bruce also was present. The tribes 
were eager to finger the money and everything went beautifully. 
For one moment it looked as if Sandeman's successes might be 
repeated further north. But it was not to be. The tribes of W aziri
stan were not the tribes of Quetta; they were much too hard a nut 
to crack. That story must wait for another chapter, but let it be 
said here that the Gumal never has been opened. It is still closed 
today. 

High-sounding claims have been made for what is known as 
'the Sandeman system', and assertions have been made that the 
adoption of similar methods by men as enlightened as Sandeman 
upon the North-West Frontier also would have changed the face 
of history. What then was this system, and what is the true 
assessment? 

The Sandeman system• rested on the occupation of central 
points in Kalat and tribal territory in considerable force, linking 
them together by £air-weather roads, and leaving the tribes to 
manage their own affairs according to their own customs and 
working through their chiefs and maliks. The maliks were re
quired to enlist levies paid by government but regarded as tribal 
servants. Except in the cantonments where troops were stationed 
and there was an influx of shopkeepers and others from India, 
there were no regular courts and no police. In later African par
lance the system would have been described as one of indirect 
rule. Custom was administered by the Political Agents through 
jirgas, using the instrument of the Frontier Crimes Regulation in 
the manner already described. Such a system, of course, involved 
the upholding of the authority of chiefs and maliks, if necessary 
by force, if their authority should be challenged. Without pene
tration, concentration of force and support of the ma.liks the 
Sandeman system is the merest junk. 

Now I have already said that the use of the Frontier Crimes 
Regulation to administer Pathan custom and not merely to :611 
lacunae in the ordinary law does at least achieve some correspond
ence with the tribal mind. The requirements of the State are in 
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this way adjusted to the societies over which it rules. But this was 
not done in 1849 when the North-West Frontier was occupied. 
Instead a system of regular law was imposed. To suggest that a 
model adopted in I 88o in a vi.tgin area such as Baluchistan could 
have been put into action in the Jettled diJtrictJ of the North-West 
Frontier after thirty years' working of regular administration was 
to ask the impossible, at any rate of an alien government. This 
was true even of the method of applying the law; to do away with 
courts, police, and all the paraphernalia of regular administration 
would have been utterly out of the question. Yet the distinction 
between the two wings on the North-West Frontier was the root 
of most difliculties. 

The advocate for Sandeman will reply that he must concede 
that point, but an attempt should have been made to apply prin
ciples learned in Baluchistan to the tribes of the North-West 
Frontier beyond the border, whose tribalism was not disintegrat
ing under the infl.uence of the administrator. The answer is that 

· precisely this was in fact done in such areas as Kurram and the 
Malakand, to be noticed presently. Where it could not be done, it 
was not done because there existed quite different conditions. 

Sandeman advanced into a country which is almost a desert; 
there just is hardly anybody in Baluchistan and the emptiness of 
that portal has to be seen to be believed. The Peshawar district 
alone (before Mardan was separated from it) has more inhabitants 
than the whole of Baluchistan right down to the sea, with per
haps one-thirtieth of the area. Should it be objected that Peshawar 
as a settled area is not comparable, it can be affirmed that Ti.tah or 
Waziristan probably each have about as many people in them as 
all the Pathan hills in Baluchistan. Sandeman dealt mainly with 
Brahui and Baluch tribes organi2ed on an oligarchic basis with a 
great respect for thei.t chiefs; when he turned to his Pathans
not quite so successfully, be it said-he found men such as the 
Kakars who had imbibed as neighbours something of the Brahui 
and Baluch tradition, and those who had not, as the Mando Khel 
in Lower Zhob, were unwarlike compared with thei.t brethren 
further north. Contrast this with the Afridis or Mahsuds. Sande
man had a clean slate on which to write; there were many scrib
blings on the board recording our dealings with Yusufzais, 
Mohmands or WS2i.ts, and they could not all be wiped out over
night. Sandeman was able to adopt a broadly similar system all 
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over his new province; he did not have to deal with two societies, 
ethnically homogeneous but forced into different strata by the 
contrasts of administration under law and tribalism. There was 
no real parallel. 

In Quetta Sandeman has become a legend, not so highly coloured 
or dramatic perhaps as the paladins of the North-West thirty 
years before him, but still a name. He was certainly a great pioneer 
who built with firmness and imagination, using the material to 
hand and applying a suitable and durable mortar. Roberts, him
self a legend, and less impressionable than when he met Nichol
son, was struck by Sandeman's command of his situation and the 
width of his infiuence and knowledge - 'he was intimately 
acquainted with every leading man, and there was not a village, 
however out of the way, which he had not visited.' His name is 
still in the people's mouths, but not, I think, with that after
thought of tenderness which follows on the mention of such a 
man as Abbott. His testing time was not so hard as that of the 
brotherhood, .and there was much in the local circumstances to 
lead him to success. 

If there is to be a criticism of the Sandeman system, it must be 
that it has proved too static; it did not inject new life into the 
societies, such as they were, that existed in the Baluchistan of I 88o. 
For the Baluchistan of 1950 is scarcely distinguishable from that 
of seventy years before. The acceptance of the standards of a 
simple tribalism no doubt made for a general feeling of content
ment, but failed to present a challenge. The Quetta Staff College, 
the regiments, the railway, are outside the tribal existence, of 
which they hardly touch the surface; in the village the pace of life 
and thought was scarcely quickened by seventy years of British 
rule. There is little leaven in the lump. 

Elsewhere the Englishman can claim that in his dealings with 
the Pathan he has kindled a fiarne and posed a challenge. The 
spark more often than not has bUISt into a fire, but what of that? 
The fire gives light and heat, and is not dead. 

In Baluchistan it is left to our successors to do much that we 
left undone. 

The forward move in Baluchistan, the most notable result of 
the period of the Second Mghan 'War, was accompanied, as I have 
said, by a permanent advance into the Khaibar Pass and the exclu-
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sion of the Mghans from the Kurram Valley (we did not occupy 
the Kurram until some years later). Up to that time relations with 
all the tribes, the Khaibar tribes included, had been conducted by 
Deputy Commissioners of districts, mosdy through middlemen. 
But the Khaibar range, as it was called at first, was much too diffi
cult and important for treatment on the old lines, and it was 
decided to make a special appointment for which Robert War
burton was selected. Warburton, born of an Mghan mother, we 
have met already. He had been trained under Cavagnari on the 
Yusu&ai border, where he had learned to distrust the middleman 
system-it is from him that we have details of Ajab Khan's 
activities with the Buner tribes- and he tumed that lesson to 
good account in the Khaibar over nearly two decades, after his 
retirement recording his experiences in one of the best books ever 
written about the Pathan Frontier.? What he has to say is reveal
ing both of the true characteristics of a tribe usually supposed to 
be the least faithful of all Pathans and of the sensitivity of the man 
himself. 

Warburton was able to open up the pass itself and to move 
freely under tribal escort to its western end. He was also admitted 
to the Mallagori and Shilman country between the pass and the 
Kabul River, and all over the Loargai plateau where Landi Kotal 
now stands. But he was never able to reach the highlands of 
Mridi Tirah until he went there with the army on the only occa
sion when any European has ever seen that forbidden land. As it 
was then, so it is still; the Africlis do not yet admit any stranger to 
their central fastnesses in Maidan, though the time for opening it 
must inevitably come. A bare thirty miles from Peshawar, from 
six to seven thousand feet above sea-level, overlooked by the 
pine-clad summits of the middle Sufed Koh -what a place for a 
summer retreat from the fury of the hot weather! All Mriclis 
speak of their eyrie, and its extension Rajgal, as the rival of Kash
mir, a beauty that cannot for ever remain behind the veil. 

Warburton was fortunate in having Aslam Khan as his second
in-command. Aslam was the son of Muhammad Usman Khan, 
Saddozai, who had been Wazir to Shah Shuja, a great name still 
among the Africlis who gave him refuge more than once at Chora 
in the lower Bazar Valley. Usman had been forced out of Kabul 
by the Dost on his return to power in 1843 and took refuge in 
Peshawar, where he and his son were held in great respect. Aslam, 

2C 
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the son, was .in a position to appeal to these old Afridi loyalties; 
he was moreover .in his own person a man of commanding 
presence and a very great gentleman. It was he who under War
burton raised the corps first known as the Jazailchis and later as 
the Khaibar RiB.es. Old Sir Aslam was the best-known figure .in 
Peshawar .in his day, and his portrait used to look down with 
eagle eye upon the revelries .in the Peshawar Oub.8 He was War
burton's other self and may well have been the predominant 
partner .in the company. 

For the next ten years no more happened, but in the 'nineties 
the forward moves were resumed, this time on the Kurram Line 
The Kurram is reached by the long finger of the Miranzai Valley, 
stretching westward past Hangu to Thai, and Miran.zai over much 
of its length is overlooked from the north by the great hog-backed 
and bare Samana ridge, behind which lies the Khanki Valley lead
ing to Tirah. In 1891 the Samana was occupied and forts built 
along its crest, protecting Miranzai from Bank attacks from that 
direction. In the following year it was at last decided to move 
beyond Thal.into Kurram. Kurram had been occupied by Roberts 
as an advanced base .in the Second Afghan War, he had stayed 
there for some time and even built a house at the beautiful village 
of Shalozan. He had assured the Turis, the l�ing tribe of the 
valley, that the Kurram River should run backwards to the Sufed 
Koh before they could return to an Mghan allegiance, and their 
valley had been ceded by Y aqub Khan under the Gandamak 
treaty of 1879· But it had been left unoccupied at the end of the 
war, since when chaos had reigned and the Turis were alternately 
guilty of aggression against their neighbours and sufferers from 
their retaliation. The fact that the Turis are Shias,' and all their 
neighbours Sunnis, increased the strife which was often given a 
sectarian hue. Finally the Turis' own plea that the only alternative 
to occupation was their submission to Mghan rule led to the set
ting up of a loose form of administration, much on the Sandeman 
model, which has continued to the satisfaction of all parties to this 
day. 

It was thus that Roos-Keppel came upon the stage, a player 
destined soon to act a stili part. First as Adjutant of the Kurram 
Militia and then as Political Agent, he made it clear that the river 
ofKurram would not reverse its course. 

These moves led to an historic act of state, no less than the 
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fixing of the famous frontier known as the Durand Line. The 
Amir Abdurrahman had been perturbed by the forward moves, 
more particularly by the completion of the Khojak tunnel and the 
construction of the railway as far as Chaman on the Baluchistan 
side, and also by the expulsion of a small Mghan garrison from 
Biland Khel10 which followed on the occupation of Kur:ram. The 
most revealing document bearing on these events is the Amir's 
autobiography, which indicates both his reasons for agreeing to 
the despatch of the Dutand mission and his attitude on the out
come of the negotiations. The extract which follows is typical of 
Abdurrahman's suspicious yet practical mind.u 

Sir Mortimer Dutand111 left Peshawar for Kabul on the 19th Sep
tember r89�· The Mission wu met by my Genenl, Ghulam Haidar 
Khan Charkhi, on their entering Kabul, and I arranged the residence 
of my son, Habibullah Khan, for their residence. After the first cere
monial Durbar we soon starred discussing matters. Durand being a 
very clever statesman as well as a good Persian scholar, all the dis
cussions were soon put right; but to keep a record of every word 
which was uttered by Sir Mortimer Durand, myself, and other 
speakers of the Mission, I had arranged for Mir Munshi Sultan Mu
hammad Khan to sit behind a curtain without being seen or heard, 
or his presence known of by anyone else except myself, to write 
down every word they spoke to me, or among themselves, either in 
English or in Persian. He wrote in shorthand every word uttered by 
Durand and myself, and this conversation is all prese%Ved in the 
record office. The short oureome of the conversation was this, that 
the boundary line was agreed upon from Chitta! and Baroghil Pass 
up to Peshawar, and thence up to Koh-i-Malik Siyah [the trijunction 
of Persia, Mghanistan and Baluchistan] in this way that Wakhan 
Kaiiristan, Asmar, Mohmand of Lalpura, and one portion of 
Waziristan [Birmal] came under my rule, and I renounced my claims 
from the railway-station of New G!aman, Chagai, the rest of 
Waziri, Biland Khel, Kun:am, Afridi, Bajaur, Swat, Buner, Dir, 
Chil•s and Chitral 

The Mission left Kabul on the 14th November, having greatly 
enjoyed their visit. The misunderstandings and disputes which were 
arising about these Frontier matters were put to an end, and after the 
boundary had been marked out acoording to the above-mentioned 
agreements by the Commissioners of both governments a general 
peace and harmony reigned which! pray God may continue for ever. 

The reader is here left with no doubt that the Amir was well 
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satisfied. Durand's command of Persian - mark, not Pashtu 
had pleased him, and for the moment all was well. 

The details of this agreement, with the subsequent reaffirma
tion by later Mghan rulers, I have given in an appendix.18 It has 
of course an important bearing on the Pakhtunistan movement, 
for one argument advanced by Kabul is that the Durand Line 
cannot be represented as an international frontier and lapsed with 
the transfer of power in 1947· That is a question for foreign 
offices, and we have only to note here that in 1893 for the first 
time it became possible to think of, and refer to, a tribal belt under 
British control between Mghanistan and the administered border 
of India, a belt of which the limits were defined on both sides, east 
and west, and well known to all concerned. There was no longer 
a no-man's-land of uncertain extent, and both authorities could 
now think and act with greater precision. It is true that the agree
ment did not describe the line as the boundary of India, but as the 
frontier of the Amir's dominions and the line beyond which 
neither side would exercise interference. This was because the 
British Government did not intend to absorb the tribes into their 
administrative system, only to extend their own, and exclude the 
Am.ir's, authority from the territory east and south of the line. In 
the intemational aspect this was of no account, for the Amir had 
renounced sovereignty beyond the line. 

Something should be said here of a sector agreed on the map 
but never demarcated on the ground, from a point on the water
shed between Kunar and Bajaur, through Mohmand country, 
across the west end of the Khaibar, and thence skirting the Bazar 
Valley up to the great range of the Sufed Koh, running westward 
to its culminating peak, Sikaram. Along the Sufed Koh the failure 
to demarcate is of no consequence, for the range summit is unmis
takable, one of the most obvious natural features in all this coun
try. West of the Khaibar the omission was recti£ed in 1919. But in 
the Mohmand country there has been difficulty. 

The difficulty is due to the fact that geographical watersheds 
and tribal boundaries do not coincide in this sector. The Durand 
Line was conceived as following the Kunar-Bajaur watershed as 
far as that was defined towards the Kabul River, leaving Lalpura 
to Mghanistan (as stated by Abdurrahman), and reaching the 
river at Shinpokh. Even this line left all the Kama and Goshta 
Mobmands on the Mghan side, while it included on the side of 
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India a number of Upper Mobmand clans of the Baizai and Kha; 
wezai sections who were not in political relations with Peshawar 
and drew no allowances. In any case an international line that 
divides the allegiance of a tribe is a fertile cause of disturbance. 

In consequence, a few yeats later, the Amir was offered a 
revised line through Mobmand country further to the east, an 
offer which, if accepted, would have had the effect of transferring 
a number of Upper Mohmand clans formally to his allegiance. 
The offer has never been taken up, but up to 1947 it was held 
open, and no attempt was made from Peshawar to enter into 
agreements with the clans between the two lines. More than once 
this uncertainty proved to be the cause of grave embarrassment 
to the British authorities, who were compelled to reserve a free
dom of action to deal with these clans in the event of their using 
their Alsatia as a base of hostile action.10 Failing agreement be
tween Pakistan and Afghanistan it is certain that the last has not 
been heard of this anoxnaly. 

The demarcation on the ground was carried along the frontier 
of Waziristan, but led to heavy fighting in that area. To that in 
due course we must turn separately; here it need be said only that 
in the result an attempt was made to conttol the Wazir country 
from within, the Tochi Valley and Wana were occupied, and the 
two Agencies formed that are now so prominent in Frontier 
annals, North and South Waziristan.u 

In x89s there follows the most extensive advance of all, the 
formation of the Malakand Agency, or, more formally, the 
Agency of Dir, Swat and Chittal. In many respects, even as to 
great area covered, this move was quite as significant as the occu
pation of Baluchistan and Quetta; in every way it was more excit
ing. For it carried the frontiers of what is now Pakistan into the 
heart of some of the greatest mountains in the world, almost as 
far as the Upper Oxus and the Pamirs. It included in its limits 
some of the most interesting peoples in Asia, living amidst as fine 
an Alpine scenery and as lovely valleys as can be seen in the world. 
The scene includes the paradise of the Swat Valley, running north 
of Malakand at not much more than z,ooo feet above sea-level, 
and in conttast, rising beyond Chitral, is the mightiest of all 
Hindu Kush peaks, the zs,soo-foot cone of Tirich Mir. In be
tween, there stretches wave on wave of tumbled and surging 
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mountain, now bare, now forested, lifting to an immense horizon 
of petpetual snow, and threaded by hurrying waters which spread 
to fertilize wide and smiling vales. It is strange to think that, 
before 1895, most of this had never been revealed to any English
man. Year after year men had walked and ridden across the 
Yusufzai Samah looking towards the first screen of hills to the 
north; they knew there was a boume beyond, but even the nearest 
haven, the valley of Swat, was screened from view by the drop
scene of the outer range, rising only a few thousand feet from the 
plain. Those lUst hills were the same that Babur wandered over, 
when he found Mubarikah. 

This last advance was brought about partly by the conduct of 
the tribes and partly as a counter-move to Russian advances in the 
Pamirs. Chitral in the far north is not a Pathan country; it is in 
the upper valley of the Kunar which runs down to join the Kabul 
River near Jalalabad in Afghanistan, the Kunar itself rising in 
glaciers close to the Baroghil Pass and separated from Russia on 
the Pamirs only by the few miles of the tongue of W akhan. It had 
first been visited from the Gilgit side by William Lockhart, and 
subsequently the British Government had maintained friendly 
touch with Aman-ul-mulk, the ruler of the country. From 189z 
onwards a struggle for the throne had brought unsettled condi
tions. In 1895 one of the claimants assisted by Umra Khan, the 
Pathan chief of Jandul (in Bajaur, but an hereditary part of Dir 
State), attacked Chitral and besieged the British Resident, Robert
son, who had come from Gilgit to report on the situation on the 
spot. 

Up to this time communication with Chitral had been carried 
on only from the Gilgit side, across the u,ooo-foot Shandur Pass 
through country not inhabited by Pathan tribes. Very little was 
then known of the much shorter route by the Malakand into Swat, 
thence up the Panjkora River to Dir, and thence over the Io,ooo
foot Lowarai pass into Chitral. All this as far as Lowarai was 
Yusufzai Pathan country, unpenetrated and to the British only 
known from hearsay and road reports. The Ambela campaign had 
shown how fiercely the hill Yusufzais were wont to resist the 
violation of their purdah. But the relief of Chitral was urgent, 
Russia was watching, and something had to be done, and done 
quickly. It was decided to take the risk and move on Chitral from 
two sides. A strong force would take the Ma.lakand route through 
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Dir, while a small reinforcement would march from Gilgit and 
come in from the north. 

This advance over the Malakand was strongly opposed, and 
there was heavy fighting for the pass, in which the Guides, along 
with the regiment which became the l4th, turned the scale by 
climbing and holding the heights, still called Guides Hill, which 
command the crest. For the first time since the days of Zain 
Khan, leader of Akbar's armies, a host from the south entered the 
green belt of the Swat Valley, and advanced to Chakdarra., the 
place of Zain Khan's stormy conference with Birbal. 

Further advance raised entirely fresh political problems, and it 
became necessary to open up friendly relations with Muhammad 
Sharif, then ruler of Dir State, who held the whole country from 
Malakand to the borders of ChitraL There was no State of Swat 
in those days; the great Ak.hund had died in 1877 and his two 
sons a few years afrer him, and the spiritual succession was dis
puted among his four grandsons, known as the Mianguls. Dir 
State has always been unique in that there alone among Pathans 
the tribes acknowledge one of themselves not only as a Khan or 
malik, but as their hereditary ruler with power over their persons, 
indeed as a prince. The ruler is himself a Painda Khel, the Painda 
Khel being one of the four sections of the Malizai Yusu&ais, all 
subjects together with certain other clans. There has been a chief 
in Dir for nine generations, the first of the line, Ismail Khan, hav
ing been contemporary with, but younger than, Khushhal Khan 
Khatak, whom he met. 

The most powerful of this line are said to have been Qasirn and 
Gbazan Khan. Of the former Elpbinstone wrote: 'The whole of 
Kaussirn Khaun's Ooloos are now completely at his devotion. 
He can imprison, inflict coxporal punishment, and even put to 
death. He has extixpated domestic feuds, and has established a 
good police, so that his government is far from being unpopular 
even among his Eusofzye subjects. All the Fakeers in Punjcora 
now belong to him, and pay him a tax, but he derives no revenue 
from his clan.' Of Ghazan, Qasirn's son, Raverty writes that he 
was chief of the 'Molizis' and far the most powerful ruler beyond 
the Indus. And of the next in succession that, if the clans were 
to combine, their supreme head would undoubtedly be Rahma
tullah, the greatest chief in these parts, in counsel with their then 
spiritual guide. It should be added to this account that, although 
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the Pathan clansmen do not pay tllX, they form the state's anny, 
and are reckoned a fonnidable force. In the 1947/48 fighting in 
Kashmir the Dir forces, despatched by Shah Jahan Khan, the 
present ruler, battled with great bravery, and were about the only 
tribesmen to give a good account of themselves. They then suf
fered heavy casualties, and graves of the Kashmir shaliids, martyts, 
are to be seen on many hilltops. 

After the initial fighting at Malakand the Dir Ruler submitted, 
and the force was able to cross the Lowarai and relieve Qlitral. 
Since that time the Ruler of Dir has faithfully observed his agree
ments and lllllintains a levy force paid by government to guard 
this important highway to the north. Dir was recognized as a 
State in treaty relations with the British Government, and for 
many years a biennial relief of regulats was sent through to gar
rison Qlitral. In the thirties of the present century the regulats 
were withdrawn and Qlitral is now garrisoned by a local militia. 
But the importance of the Qlitral road remains, and passage is 
dependent on the stability of the old-established State of Dir. 
Shah Jahan Khan, the present Ruler, is a man after the fashion of 
the Y usufzai maliks of the old days, and will keep his word. 

The first officer to be placed in charge of the new Malakand 
Agency was Huold Deane, later first Chief Commissioner on the 
formation of the North-West Frontier Province in 1901. From 
the beginning this Agency was regatded as so important that it 
was placed under the direct control of the Central Government. 
The immediate environment of Malakand on both sides of the 
pass- up the Swat Valley as far as the big township of Tanra 
and along the Palai foothills on the Samah side where Babur had 
wandered-were brought under the Satne sort of loose admini
strative control that had already proved effective in Baluchistan 
and Kurram. Dir, as mentioned, became a treaty State; Swat, � 
yond Tanra, remained for the time in its chronic condition of 
tnl>al welter. The Bajaur valleys also to the north-east and toward 
Mghan Kunar were nominally included in the Agency, but 
nothing was done then, and nothing much has been done since, to 
make control effective. There is no road into Bajaur and, as far as 
I know, no officer, British or Pakistani, has ever been there, 
except when it was traversed by troops in I 897. 

So were formed the five Agencies which still exist - from 
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north to south Malabnd, Khaibar, Kumun, North Waziristan 
and South Waziristan. (To those five a sixth bas been added by 
Pakistan since 1947 -the Mohmand Agency.) They do not cover 
the whole tribal belt; important tribes, such as those on the 
Hazara border, the Or.akzais and the Bbitannis, are still in rela
tions with Deputy Commissioners of districts. The Adam Khel 
Afridis of the Kohat Pass are also managed joindy by the Deputy 
Commissioners of Peshawar and Kobat. The final pattern was 

more or less complete in 1895. 
The tribes had watched all this penetration of their valleys with 

growing anxiety. The demarcation of the Durand Line, with its 
accompanying definition of spheres of influenoe, the setting up of 
the five Political Agencies, and, finally, the passage of troops in 
all directions through their territory and the garrisoning of those 
tracts which were not only strategically important, but the most 
fertile portions of the land - all this was regarded as a deliberate 
menace to a long-cherished independence. A menace indeed it 
was, but not delibemte. Every move bad been forced upon autho
rity either by tribal depredations or by the need to oppose dis
ruptive influences. Be this as it may, in the presence of what they 
considered a common danger the tribes found some sort of union. 
Even then their traditions of separatism could not permit of any 
unified leadership or councils, but only a spark was needed to set 
the whole Frontier in a blaze. The war of r 897/98 was on. 

The train was lit at Maizar, a Madda Khel Wazir village in the 
Upper Tocbi, where in June 1897 the Political Agent bad gone 
with a military escort to choose a site for a levy post. The visitors 
were at first hospitably received, but suddenly attacked. All their 
officers were killed or wounded, but the troops succeeded in 
executing a retirement which lives in Frontier history as a fine 
example of grit and steadiness. A fortnight later the tribes of the 
Mal.akand rose, and thousands sutged round the garrisons on the 
pass and in Olakdarra. By August the blaze bad spread to Moh
mand country and Sbabqadr was attacked; a fortnight later Afridi 
and Orakzai Tirah were alight (Warburton was on leave), and the 
Kbaibar posts fell. The Samana forts bad been attacked, the gar
rison in one case wiped out to a man, and the Kumun was threat
ened. The southward spread of the confiagration was checked by 
the fact that the first outbreak bad oceutred -prematUrely from 
the point of view of the tribes -in the Tocbi. Controlling opera-
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tions were well under way there before Tirah rose, and the troops 
in Tochi were able to interpose a screen between Tirah and the 
Mahsuds, who indeed were in chastened mood after an expedi
tion in 1894. three years before. The Mahsuds, the most formidable 
of all the tribes, were the only one of importance that did not rise 
in 1897· 

Military operations were called for on a scale up to that time 
unprecedented on the Frontier. Upper Swat, Bajaur, Buner, the 
Mohmand country and Tirah were traversed from end to end for 
the first time, and by the spring of 1898 peace had been restored. 
The entry into Tirah led to the famous battle for the heights of 
Da.rgai on the flank of the Samana Range, and there was much 
other fighting which has passed into Pathan and British story. 
The beauty and fertility of the hidden glens of the Pathan country 
were at last revealed. The Khaibar was reoccupied, the Khaibar 
Rifies were re-established, and the building of new roads and 
more up-to-<late forts was begun. The Frontier began to take on 
its present look. These developments which had led to the pene
tration of tribal territory, the consequent rising, and the magni
tude of the problems which it in its tum brought about, led 
Curzon on his assumption of the Viceroyalty in the following year 
to approach the Frontier problem from a new angle. The birth of 
the North-West Frontier Province was at hand. 

Every reader of Frontier history of the period 1 86o-1901 must 
notice how few names stand out from the page as compared with 
the decade of the brotherhood. In Mghanistan the formidable 
Amir Abdurrahman - grim and sardonic. Among Pathans, the 
Akhund perhaps and :Aslam Khan - no others. Why so few of 
the English? It is hard to assign the reason, for the times were 
stirring enough. 

Durand?11-no. He was a political officer who went on missions 
and accompanied generals in the field - he was with Roberts in 
Kabul in 1879 -but he never knew Pathans and his name lives 
only on a map. Ao extremely successful diplomatist, he could tum 
a pretty verse in Persian, the French of the East, but he was a 
Secretariat mao, a sort of successful Macnaghten. He aspired to 
the heights, and Simla was his home. 

Of bold men in the field we can present Sandeman, but he 
moved on a restricted stage, and he does not stir the blood. In 
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the Derajat there was one man long remembered -Macaulay, 
seventeen year.; Deputy Commissioner, builder of a famous water
channel and so well respected among the Mahsuds that at least 
one of that troublesome clan was given the name Makalai Khan. 
Macaulay was a relative of the great jurist and historian, but more 
in the line of brave Horatius, the Captain of the gate, than that of 
the histories or the Indian Penal Code. He was a fine upstanding 
figure of a man. blue-eyed and fair-haired. Then there is War
burton, but him we know. And Cavagnari. Both, it is worth not
ing, and Macaulay, spent many year.; in one appointment; Cavag
nari was in Kohat for more than a decade. Warburton was half
Afghan, and Cavagnari the son of Adolphe Cavagnari, one of 
Napoleon's generals, and christened Pierre Louis Napoleon him
self. He was a picturesque, mercurial character, only thirty-eight 
when he was killed in Kabul, and remembered in Kohat and 
Peshawar for his tirelessness on horseback in pursuit of raiders 
and the quick phrases of his reporting. His best memorial is the 
line residence he built at Kohat, nobly domed and spacious, 
worthy of the taste of his Savoyard ancestors. 

These men passed and left the Frontier outwardly much as they 
found it, and much as it had been when taken over from the Sikhs. 
The railway had reached Peshawar in x88x, the Attock bridge was 
built, a gardened cantonment stood here or there, and a few roads 
and forts. Irrigation canals were beginning to make greener the 
Peshawar vale. Otherwise in the villages people and dress and 
dwemngs retained the familiar look of centuries, and, except for 
the ruin of the Durrani palaces, town and country still answered 
to Elphinstone's descriptions of x8o9. 



CHAPTER XXIV 

WAZIRISTAN 

e have reached the last tum of century before our 
own day and the time of birth of a Pathan province. 
Hexe, if the perspective is to be true and clearly seen, 

thexe is need to stand aside and look more closely at a vivid comer 
of the foreground, lacking which the picture fails of its full mean
ing. In so doing we shall find it possible to cross the gap between 
two centuries and systems, and foreshadow tendencies now becom
ing operative ovex the whole field. 

Much of the story of the Pathans revolves around the Peshawar 
Valley. This is due partly to its fertility which has always acted as 
a magnet drawing both invader and defender within its attraction. 
Both east and west of the Khaibar hills the Kabul River is the 
largest affiuent of the Indus from the side·of the sunset, and on its 
banks is to be found the most extensive plains country nestling 
below the mountain spines which strike south from the Hindu 
Kush. More dir�y, it arises from the location of the vale of 
Peshawar on the routes between Kabul and the plains of the 
Panjab. For not only the Khaibar, geographically the most direct 
but until the nineteenth century the least used of these routes, but 
many others, through Bazar, Gandab, Bajaur and Swat, debouch 
on this Peshawar terrain. And for better measure there is the old 
Bangashat route, by the Kurram and Kohat. That too is almost 
a side-entrance to Peshawar; its passage involves some of the same 
tribes and raises similar political problems. 

Further to the south, in the territory roughly comprised be
tween the Kurram and the Gumal Rivers, we are face to face with 
quite another and a very cillfexent, tribal complex, that of Waziri
stan. From time to time various empires have sought to establish 
claims to include within their dominion the hill-tribes of Swat, 
Bajaur and even Tirah; both Mughal and Durrani committed 
forces to dominate them, with small success it is true, but yet the 
claim was made. But no empire of which we have any record has 
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ever succeeded in making subjects of the tribes of Waziristan. 
The north-eastern Pathan tribes, as we know, are separated 

from their brethren, the south-western tribes, by the line of the 
Kurram River and the Miranzai Valley from Thai to Kohat. The 
tribes on this line, and those to the north-east of it, are speakers 
of the hard dialect of Pakhtu; south-west of it all speak the soft 
Pashtu, and many of them wear their hsir long enough to hide the 
eat. The metropolis of the north-east is Peshawar; that of the 
south-west is Bannu, or sometimes Tank. The Khataksaloneover
lap into both areas and divide their cultural allegiance according 
to their location. The south-western tribes occupy a kind of 
natural geographical fortress, described by Raverty and others 
who believed the Pathans to have extended northward only in 
the sixteenth century, as the real Afghan homeland of the Sulai
man Mountains. 

The territory of the south-westem tribes can be thought of as a 
great irregular quadrilateral figure on the map, enclosed by boun
dary mountain walls which support a series of elevated valleys and 
table-lands. It is shaped something like a schooner's mainsaiLl 
The mast side of the sail is to the east, running nearly north and 
south from Thal, or Hangu, down the wall of the Takht-i-Sulai
man to Fort Munro, in the latitude of Dera Ghazi Khan. The 
short upper spar side to the north is then the line of the Kurram 
River from Sikaram on the Sufed Koh to Thal. The longest and 
westem side of the quadrilateral is conceived as the far outer 
ranges of the Sulaiman system where they drop to the Gardez, 
Ghazni and Kandahar plateaux; it runs from Sikaram, and more 
or Jess follows the Durand Line (but including Khost and Birmal) 
to the neighbourhood of Toba and Chaman. This westem side, 
like the outer edge of a mainsail, diverges from the side next the 
mast. The lower or boom edge of the mainsail to the south, much 
broader than the upper spar edge, runs in a long sweep from Fort 
Munro past Quetta to Chaman, following the boundary line 
which parts the Pashtun from the Baluch tribes in that region. In 
its own way, like John of Gaunt's England but with ramparts in 
place of a moat, this is a fortress built by nature for herself, 
guarded by mountains which serve it in the office of a wall. Along 
the southern side of this quadrilateral passes the highway from 
Khmasan into Sind by Kandahar and Quetta and down the Bolan 
Pass. That way, armies and trade have always passed. Zhob, too, 
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Bori and Dulci, are easily entered, and both Mughals and Our
ranis ruled there. But, further north, the tribes which inhabit the 
tangle of highlands between Kurram, Tochi and Gumal have 
defied all efforts to bring them decisively under the yoke; the nut 
has proved too hard for the crackers. Mahmud of Ghazoi may 
have drawn from these tribes men for his hosts; 0Ungi2, Timur 
and others marched through the main alleys which Hank their 
country; Ahmad Shah Durrani made a rough computation of their 
man-power as mercenaries; the British penetrated their every 
valley many times and established roads and forts in all directions; 
but none of these disarmed the inhabitants, or administered the 
country, or succeeded in imposing taxation. The heart and centre 
of this tract is what we now speak of as W aziristan. 

The outer eastward mountains of this region are the home of 
the Bhitannis, according to the genealogies the lineal descendants 
of Shaikh Bitan in the male line before Bibi Mato came on the 
scene, and therefore akin to the Ghaljis. But the Bhitannis are a 
relatively small and tractable tribe. The rest ofWaziristan is held 
by the most powerful of the Karlanri Pathans, the Darwesh Khel 
Wa.zirs and the Mahsuds. In earlier times scarcely known to the 
historians, in the last hundred years or so they have become 
famous as the doughtiest warriors of all the peoples of the Fr<>ntier. 
They are all Karlanris and, therefore, by our classification Pashtuns 
rather than Mghans. There is a vague tradition that they once 
came from Maimana, in Turlcistan north of the Hindu Kush, but 
it is of a kind with the other chessboard theories of Pathan origins 
and deserving of no more credence than they. Their Karlanri 
classification, and their hill fastnesses, suggest that they may even 
represent the oldest and purest strain of any of the hill-tribes. 

There is an ancestral link between W azirs and Mahsuds, but for 
all present purposes the Mahsuds are a separate tribe. They live in 
the central block of mountains, the Keep, as it were, of Waziri
stan, surrounded by Darwesh Khel Wazirs to the north, west and 
south; on their eastern side are the Bhitannis. Their main centres 
of population are in the clusters of villages around Kaniguram 
and Makin on the skirts of the Preghal Mountain, which is I I, s oo 
feet in height. They hold aloof, and are continually engaged in 
aggressive warfare against their Wazir cousins, at whose expense 
they have encroached to acquire new lands. And to those who 
know both tribes, they present a different appearance. Pass along 
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a road which is being used by bahiu, or caraVlUls, of these tribes
men, and it is not so hard to distinguish one from the other, not 
by his dress, for that is much the same, but by something indefin
able in his air and carriage. The nearest I can get to it is to liken 
the Mahsud to a wolf, the Wazir to a panther. Both are SP,lendid 
creatures; the panther is slier, sleeker and has more gn.ce, the 
wolf-pack is more purposeful, more united and more dangerous. 

Among Wazirs too there is a cleavage, though all are known 
as Darwesh Khel. The Utmanzais live as neighbours to the Daurs 
around the Tochi and towards the Kurram in the north, the 
.Ahmadzais in Wana and Sbakai, and as far south as the Gumal. 
Both Utmaozais and Ahmadzais have small colonies on the fringes 
of the Bannu oasis. Musa Darwesh, the holy man whom both 
sections revere as their ancestor, is known as Musa Nikuh
Grandpa Musa -and his shrine is situated in the fur west of the 
Ahmadzai country close to the DUIJUld Line. It lies about a mile 
on the Pakistan side of that frontier, as demarcated after 1893, 
and bas been the scene of attempted encroachment by Mghan 
authorities, anxious to secure control of a centre which attracts 
pilgrims from such important tribes. 

But it is the Mahsuds who have left the deepest mark on Fron
tier story, a mark indelible, and it is them that we must follow to 
their hills, and in the best company, that of Evelyn Howell.• 
They too, like the Wazirs, have their local place of pilgrimage, 
the shrine of Muba.rik. their great-uncle, on the 9,ooo-foot crest 
of the mountain ofKundighar, rising like a camel's hump above 
Sarwakai Fort. There is a story here. In Curzon's time the experi
ment was made of raising militias from the local tribesmen to 
police their own country, only to fall down. Mahsud militiamen 
murdered Bowring, the Political Agent, and Harman, their own 
Commandant, all within a few months, and in February 190� 
Howell had to take the grave decision to disarm and disband the 
Mahsud contingent.' Two months later he went shooting on 
Kundigbar, a Mahsud lad carrying his rifle. which bad once be
longed to his friend Harman. The party r�ed the fluttering 
flags by the shrine on the hilltop, and the gun-carrier was seen to 
turn and pray to the saint. 'Oh, Nikuh Borak,•GrandpaBorak,'the 
youth muttered, 'grant me, I beseech thee, a rifle such as this, if I 
have to kill three men to get it.' But' Howell survived. 

Until the ear is attuned, the Mahsud and Wazir way of talking 
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is very wd to follow. It is not only that their vocabulary is full 
of words not used by the Pathans of the broad, open plains; there 
is also what the linguists call an isoglott, changing a into o; o into 
e or ii; and 1 and 11 into i. Thus in nonnal Pashtu mor means one's 
mother, but when a Mahsud speaks of mor he means not his 
mother, but a snake (normal Pashtu mar). His mother would be 
m6r, or even mer. A year ago I was enjoying a lively conversation 
with a phalanx of Ut:manzai Wazir maliks at Miranshab, and the 
talk ran on current events. The word ris kept constantly cropping 
up. In Hindi ris means envy, jealousy, or possibly equality, and 
it seemed possible my friends, no respecters of persons, might be 
discussing egalitarianism. But no -it did not fit; what could it 
be? Suddenly the light broke: it was Ris for Rt4, the word for 
Russia, the least egalitarian of countries, but one constantly in the 
mind of the tribesmen of Wazi.ristan. There are many such traps 
for the unwary. 

Onoe understanding comes, the talk of these men can be full of 
salt. Not long ago there was an officer in the Tochi, and he was 
interviewing a jirga of the Tori Khel, a powetful branch of the 
Utmanzai Wazirs. The jirga's spokesman was a grey-beard named 
Sbabzar, a man of great presenoe but with a twinkle in the eye, a 
man we all knew well. The jirga wanted something done; the pre
siding officer, as is often wise, gave a diplomatic answer which 
put off the evil day. Said Shabzu: 'Sahib, you remind me of a 
story I heard at my mother's knee. There was once upon a time a 
King, and of course the King had a w� and, seeing that the 
Kingdom was beside a river like our valley, there was also a 
fisherman in the realm. One day the fisherman caught -uffl -
an enormous fish, and as in duty bound presented his catch to the 
King. But the Wazir, like all Wazirs,1 who expect perquisites, 
thought ill of this. The fish should have been presented through 
him and he was annoyed. So, thinking to get the fisherman into 
trouble, he said to the King: "Your Majesty, enquire of this fisher
man if this fish is a male or a female." So the King laughed and 
said to the fisherman· "0 fisherman, say, is this fish a male or a 
female?" But the fisherman saw the trap; whatever he said, male 
or female, he would be ordered to go and catch its mate, and this 
he would never be able to do, as it was the finest fish in the river, 
and he could never catch another worthy of it. So he replied: 
"Your Majesty, this fish is a hermaphrodite." And, Sahib,' con-
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eluded Shahzar, 'your answer to us reminds me of that fish.' 
The earliest notice of the W azirs in an original Muslim source• 

comes from the time of Timur Shah Durrani about the year x 780. 
The writer did not at that time distinguish between panther and 
wolf, but what he says is generally applicable to both creatures. 
'The Wazir Mghans', he says, 'are a great and powerful tribe 
numbering nearly xoo,ooo families, and they dwell in an extensive 
tract of difficult country. They are not much better than the 
animals, for save for eating and drinking, moving about their 
hills, seeking their prey on the highways, and dying, they know 
nought besides . . . .  This great tribe is wholly independent, and 
they have neither tax nor tribute to pay, and owe allegiance to no 
one. Being subdivided into a number of branches, they do not 
acknowledge the authority of an hereditary or single chief, but 
have numerous maliks who hold a little authority; and these are 
chosen with the consent of the branch to which they belong; but, 
when about to undertake a warlike expedition, a leader is selected 
whom all implicitly obey. There is no doubt but that very much 
less internal disagreement exists among the Wazirs than any other 
tribe, and the consequence is that, being more united, they are 
much more powerful. It is very certain that they know their own 
strength and are proud of it.' 

The Mahsud or Wazir who heard that description today would 
recognize himself as he once was -he would certainly not take 
amiss the reference to the wolf-pack - but he would think the 
writer superficial and lacking in subtlety. He can find himself 
better represented in the striking picture drawn by Evelyn 
Howell, that same who as a young man visited the shrine on the 
crest of Kundighar, and turned to put in words that will live that 
mingled attraction and repulsion which makes itself felt to all who 
have had to do with this intractable people. His book Mizh is the 
most penetrating of all tribal studies; its title, the Mahsud Pashtu 
for we, gives the colour of his treatment. There is a sensitivity in 
all that Howell writes; he is in the true line from Elphiostone, and 
has 'the courtier's, soldier's, scholar's eye, tongue, sword'. What 
is here written is little more than a poor summ.ary of his thought, 
often capturing his very phrases -for none could be better
and acknowledging at every point his inspiration. The Mahsuds 
have not forgotten him, and in his book they have their monu
ment. It is a picture whose light is so shot through with darkness 
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that it must frighten while it fascinates; yet through the shadows 
there strikes a gleam of splendour, a pride and a manliness that 
command respect and have ensured the Mabsud survival, rela
tively untrammelled, to this day. 

Howell writes more particularly of the Mahsuds, of mizh drai 
MalJJit, we three Mahsuds, as the tribesman loves to say, referring 
to the three main sections, the Ali:zai, Shaman.khel and Bahlolzai. 
It is rather as if an inhabitant of Great Britain, more self-conscious 
than we are wont to be, were to refer to England, Scotland and 
Wales as the three partners in a shared patriotism, of which all 
boast while recognizing its limitations. Or, on a narrower field, 
the mizh of the Mahsuds, is not unlike the Scottish 'oorsel's'; 
appropriate enough for a people who have as 'guid a conceit o' 
theirsel's' as the Scots, or even a better. And indeed, like the Scots 
and other Pathans, the Mahsud can smile at his own weaknesses, 
111deed he seems at times to glory in them. Mizb tkr /Hitibora 
khalq yi, we are a very untrustworthy people, remarks a Mahsud 
with a sly grin and an air almost conspiratorial, as he deplores the 
loss to his countrymen of military service by reason of mis
demeanours which made their exclusion but an act of common 
prudence. Or he will justify a particularly heinous piece of equi
vocation by pleading that he has been caught on the horns of a 
Mahsud dilemma: da/4 ka!a prong, da/4 leasa kamr, look this way, a 
leopard, look that way, a cllif, he will say. And again, when com
paring his loose tribal organization with all the apparatus of the 
modem state, be will come out with the aphorism, Tosi pokh 
dirJioJ i.rtai, mizb /aka danga yi, you are a cemented wall, we are like. 
the loose-stone boundary of a field, a comparison that ought to 
be much truer than it really is. For the modem state, whether 
Britain or Pakistan, does not always display a unity of conception 
or a continuity of policy, nor can more primitive societies always 
be dismissed as barbarians. The intelligent Mabsud malik would 
protest that the end of any social or political system must be to 
produce a fine type of man, and, judged by this standatd, the 
Mahsud system is the best. 'Therefore let us keep our independ
ence, and have none of your law and order and your other institu
tions, but stick to our customs and be men like our fathers before 
us.'7 

The period of British authority on the Frontier from Herbert 
Edwardes' arrival in Bannu to the demission of power to Pakistan 
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in r 94 7 lasted exactly one hundred years. The record of that cen
tury shows that, of all the Pa.than tribes up and down the North
West Frontier, the Mahsuds were without question the roost 
intransigent. From I 86o, when Mahsud country was first pene
trated by a military column to hold the tribe to account for a raid 
on Tank by a lashkar 3,ooo strong, to the hard-fought battles of 
1919-11, when the Mahsuds were subjected to military occupa
tion and roads and posts built throughout their country there 
were no fewer than six full-scale expeditions. Nor was even that 
the end. For in 1930, in 1933, and again in the period r9n to 1940 
there was constant trouble with the tribe. The operations of 1919-
1911 were the aftermath of the Amanullah's Third Mghan War. 
Unlike other wars, Mghan wars become serious only when they 
are over; in British times at least they were apt to produce an 
after-crop of tribal unrest, sedulously fostered by a Kabul govern
ment which has itself made a nominal peace but is only too will· 
ing to cause embarrassment to the former opponent by constant 
intrigue among the border tribes and by the alfordance of asylum 
to groups of outlaws and refugees from justice on the other side. 
This is a tendency which has outlived the coming of Muslim 
government in Pakistan, for governments in Kabul play as jeal
ously for tribal support against that country as they ever did 
against the British. 

But the Mahsuds have never really been fanatical-they did 
not hate the British because we were not Muslims, indeed when 
we were tough enough, they respected and sometimes even 
rather liked us -and Mahsud opposition was not staged in sym
pathy with Kabul expansionism, or just because the govemment 
of Mghanistan was directed by Durtanis who were both orthodox 
Sunnis of the Hanafi school and fellow-Mghans. That was not in 
any way the inspiration. The Mahsud effort was inspired by a 
deep-seated instinct which drove the tribe at all costs to resist 
subjection and to preserve their own peculiar way of life. To 
attain this end they were always prepared to make use of adven
titious aids such as propaganda or finance from Kabul, or even 
appeals with a pan-Islamic flavour. Nevertheless, I do not think 
any Mahsud would regard it as other than truthful, and even 
flattering, to be told that he was a Mahsud first and a Muslim 
afterwards. 

This is not to say that the government and officers of Pakistan 
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derive no advantage in their dealings with tribes such as the 
Mahsuds or the Afridis from the fact that they are brother-Muslims. 
On the contrary it gives them a very real advantage, and the 
British no doubt would have carried more weight if they had 
been able to claim a common religion. Nevertheless, just as 
Khushhal Khan hated and despised Aurangzeb, so the Mahsud 
requires far more than the appeal of Muslim brotherhood to com
mand even his respect. As for his allegiance and his loyalty, 
hitherto these have been given only to his own conception, 
which is the preservation of the anarchical freedom of 'the Drai 
Mahsit'; if Pakistan can so handle him as to win these also, it will 
be an achievement in statecraft of a high order, in its own way a 
realization of the dream of Sh.er Shah that the tribes of Roh could 
be fashioned into an effective shield for the defence of the state. 
This is not an end to be attained through unfettered tribal levies 
such as those that went with Nadir Khan to Kabul in 1929 or to 
Kashmir in 1947; those were ventures which did not fall into 
the pattern of the grand design. The design must be to enable the 
tribes to take their due place in the greater Pakistan. 

There has been more than one remarkable leader among the 
Mahsuds, both in war and in council. In war among the more 
notable was Jaggar of the Abdurrahman Khel section of the 
Bahlolzai, the captain who led a furious dawn assault by z,ooo 
swordsmen on Waoa Camp in 1894. The story is interesting. The 
signing of the Durand Agreement with Amir Abdurrahmao in I 893 
coincided in time with the arrival of Bruce as Political Agent, 
bright with ideas for the conduct of relations on the Baluchistan 
model. A loyal disciple of Sandemao, Bruce believed that the 
principles applied from Quetta with great success - and applied 
by the way to the Pathaos of Pishin, Zhob and Loralai as well as 
to the Baluch tribes -would be of equal efficacy in the condi
tions ofWaziristan. The principle seemed simple and sage enough; 
if you want to get anything done in dea1iogs with tribes, work 
through the tribal organization; let the tribal leaders produce the 
goods in their own way. In other words, it was the principle of 
indirect rule. So, 'Let there be maliks,' said Bruce, and maliks 
there were. 

Since by the Durand Agreement the Mahsuds were clearly 
acknowledged as a tribe within the British sphere of i.ofiuence, it 
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was decided to make efforts to introduce among them this system 
of indirect rule. At this time a Public Works Department officer 
named Kelly was murdered in Zhob, and a sowar and four sepoys 
were murdered near the Gwaleri Kotal in the Gumal Pass, and 
both crimes were traced to a gang of five Mahsuds, two Abdur
rahman Khels and three Abdullais. By prolonged negotiation, 
reinforced by baramta and personal influence, Bruce succeeded in 
securing surrender for trial by jirga of the five men actually 
wanted - a most remarkable achievement in dealing with Mah
suds. After surrender they were duly tried and convicted, receiv
ing sentences up to seven years' imprisonment. The success was 
illusory. The opposition among the Mahsuds saw that to bow the 
knee to the rule of law meant the beginning of the end of their 
licensed freedom and were determined such things should not be. 
Their leaders were Jaggar as e:xerotive, and as counsellor the 
Mulla Powinda, a Shabi Khel Mahsud who now berame promi
nent for the first time and was undoubted.l:y the brain behind the 
resistance. Jaggar had been concerned in Kelly's murder in Zhob, 
and under his leadership the maliks who had effected the sur
render of the five wanted men were made to feel the full weight of 
the tribal resentment. Three were killed, two were hounded out 
of the country, the rest went in peril of their lives. 

Indirect rule does not work in the absence of support, and if 
necessary protection, which must be afforded to the tribal auth<>
rity expected to obtain the results desired by the government. The 
fiat that there should be malik$ was not enough. In Baluchistan 
the Sandeman system had been accompanied by the construction 
of cantonments, forts and roads, making force available at tactical 
points for the support of the tribal authority. Baluchistan had 
been penetrated; Waziristan at that time was an almost pathless 
tangle of hills. Faced with Jaggar's action, the Panjab Govern
ment, with a glimpse of insight into the essentials of the Sande
man system, recommended a punitive expedition to deal with the 
offenders. But the Government of India, more interested in the 
immediate aim of frontier demarcation arising out of the Durand 
Agreement, turned a deaf ear. Bruce was instructed 'to continue 
his communications with the jitgas with the object of procuring 
the punishment of the murderers of the maliks by the tribes them
selves'. Nothing came of that. So perished the endeavour to apply 
the Sandeman system to the Mahsuds. 
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With some inconsistency it was decided at the same time to 
embark on the permanent occupation of Wana. This is situated 
well outside Mahsud limits, in the territory of the Ahmadzai 
Waziis. On his way up to Wana, Bruce received letters from the 
Mulla Powinda pressing for the release of the five convicts, and 
insisting that no troops be stationed at Wana. Bruce, noting no 
doubt that in any case Wana is not in Mahsud country, replied 
that he declined to communicate with anybody except through the 
maliks. There followed the night attack by z,ooo Mahsuds on the 
Wana camp. A strong party of swordsmen, led by Jaggar, pene
trated to the heart of the camp and did great damage before they 
could be ejected after severe hand-to-hand fighting, Jaggar him
self being wounded. After dawn the tables were turned, as cavalry 
were able to catch up with the retreating Mahsuds, ride them 
down and inflict many casualties. There followed the 1894/95 
expedition, in the course of which Mahsud territory was traversed 
from end to end, and t=s were exacted and fulfilled. One of the 
demands was for the exclusion of the Mulla Powinda until the 
demarcation of the Durand Line was complete. But no real 
redress had been obtained for the tribal vengeance taken on the 
maliks, and nothing was done to effect any permanent occupation 
of the Mahsud country. 

Later, Jaggar condescended to make an uneasy truce with 
British officers, for some of whom, odd to relate, he had a con
siderable respect. 'Let it be field,' he said one day to Howell, 'and 
blow us all up with cannon, or make all eighteen thousand8 of us 
Nawabsl' Jaggar meant that all were equal, each as good as the 
other; there were only two ways, death or glory for the whole 
tribe. It was no use to suppose that a selected oligarchy could 
speak for the rest. Any young hothead could spoil that game. 
And that was the Mahsud leader in war. What of their leaders in 
council? 

Without doubt the most striking was the Mulla Powinda. He 
was a Shabi Khel A lizai of the Astonai sub-section, for, unlike the 
Yusufzais, who do not themselves 'take orders', the Mahsud 
riligieux are Mahsuds. He died as long ago as 1913, a year before 
the outbreak of World War I, but he is not forgotten. Things are 
changing now, but this Mulla's son, Fazl Din, a pale shadow of 
himself, has been able to bank on his father's memory, and to the 
end of the British time was regarded as the centre of opposition 
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to any form of closer relations with the government. In his day 
the Mulla Powinda was the leader of the party which went to 
Kabul and relied on funds and encouragement given by the then 
Amir's brother, Nasrullah Khan, for the Ill2intenance of a sane" 
tuary free from British encroachment. Incitement to the killing 
of officers was not outside the Mulla's prescriptions. On the other 
side let it be recorded in fairness that the treatment he received at 
British hands was so contrary, so vacillating, and so exactly cal
culated to humiliate by a mixture of cajolery and snubs, that any 
forceful and self-respecting opponent would have been bound to 
react violently. And in the eyes of the Mahsud no moral stigma 
attaches to assassi.Qation. 

During the earlier years, as we have seen, the Mulla's ap
proaches were met with the rebuff that no direct communications 
could be held with him; he must say what he had to say through 
the maliks. What then happened we know. It then occurred to the 
government that the policy of ignoring the Mulla. was a mistake; 
henceforth their local officers were to try sailing upon the oppo
site tack, and see whether they could not make a friend of him, 
and even induce him to accept an allowance. This, it was antici
pated, would effectually draw his fangs. After a suitable period of 
hesitation and wooing the Mulla coyly intimated that an allow
ance would be welcome provided it was paid seeredy. Even this 
was done, and the allowance sanctioned was more than three 
times that given to any other individual in the tribe at that time. 
A few yeats later a further slap in the face was given to the maliks, 
and, Merk having succeeded Bruce, a completely new orientation 
was given to the Government's Mahsud policies. 'The Govern
ment oflndia,' pompously wrote the Simla Secretariat, 'will only 
observe that the best method of dealing with the Patbans of 
Waziristan appeats to be still a matter for experiment.' Proceeding 
on this cliche-one can almost hear the Mulla's chortlings when 
it came to his notice- the maliki system was scrapped out of 
hand, and it was decided to make allowances payable to the whole 
tribe, which was described as the hlman. 

As a corollary to this, Merk's idea was to deal with the whole 
tribe in mass, as it were assembled in parliament and euphoniously 
dubbed 'the great jirga of the Mahsuds'. There was a vague idea 
that the Pathan, unlike the Baluch, prefers populat assemblies to 
rule by an oligarchy or a chief, and would respond to this demo-
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ctatic treatment. It was forgotten that 'the great jirga of the 
Mahsuds', a disorderly mob never less than s ,ooo strong and 
sometimes double that number, would repeat the excesses of the 
Athenian agora, without the erudition of Athens, and with more 
than one Cleon to act as demagogue. There was no Lionel Curtis 
to tell Merk, or Curzon who approved Merk's fantastic plans, 
that in this age democracy had outgrown tribalism and could only 
be expected to work through a system of representative institu
tions. Neither Merk nor Curzon understood it, but maliks in some 
form were in fact essential to act as tribal attorneys, in dealings 
with the government. 

So it came to pass that, three months only after Merk's depar
ture, his doctrines were reported by Johnston to be unworkable, 
and his scheme perished, scarcely bom. Not unnaturally all the 
leading men had held aloof from his settlement, and very little 
experience proved that it was not only expensive, but dangerous, 
to expect to conduct relations with a discordant array several 
thousand strong. It is true that the jirga tradition is all in favour 
of order at time of council, and jirgas can often give points to any 
parliament in matters of usage and decorum. 9 But the arrival of a 
tribal levy of many thousand armed men at such a place as Tank 
raised acute problems of security; it was difficult enough to 
arrange for the customary and necessary deposit of weapons before 
jirga, and, even when that was done, inter-sectional bickering 
would lead to loss of temper and sometimes to bloodshed, even if 
feeling was not directed against authority. So the maliks were 
recreated. But by a strange lapse of sanity the Mulla Powinda, 
whose whole object in life it was to supplant and undermine the 
maliks, was asked to sit down with the Political Tahsildar and 
give his advice as to who those maliks should be. 

Those who know the Mahsuds intimately are well aware that 
in point of fact the tribe possesses a very close and detailed 
organization based on heredity and known as nikat. The word 
itself is connected with the Pashtu for a gnndparent, and means 
heredity, or, more closely, hereditaments. It has come to imply the 
whole body of what Howell calls the immutable or slowly chang
ing law which fixes the share of each clan and sub-section, even 
of each family, in all tribal loss and gain. By this system, known 
also as the tribal sanishta, 10 benefits would be distributed and 
liabilities apportioned. Thus nikat would regulate shares in allow-
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ances from government or booty from a raid, and equally the 
amount due in fine under any settlement either with the govern
ment or as berween contending sections. Nor was the idea of 
nikat by any means exhausted by rules of profit and loss. It laid 
down a strict order of precedence based on heredity, and defined 
the exact position of the head of every Mahsud family, his relation
ship with section and sub-section, and the connection and stand
ing of the whole to the parts, the parts to the whole. It was, and 
indeed remains, a tribal family tree, of which every main branch, 
every lateral and sub-lateral branch, is known to everyone down 
to the last twig and even to the last bud. Like a tree it grows and 
alters, puts forth new branches and throws off those that are old, 
dead or rotten, and the process has a slow and almost terrifying 
inevitability. 

By nikat, whatever Mullas or governments may say, there are 
maliks, and it is impossible to wish them away. Merk's successor 
found himself forced to restore them, and gradually through the 
years, the system was modified to take account of both maliks 
and 1Nma11, representatives and commonalty. The later institution 
of Khassedars, or tribal police, was an attempt, not altogether 
unsuccessful, to allot benefits to the commonalty, under the 
supervision of maliks, in return for keeping order in the tribe 
within the framework of nikat. But here arose another difficulty. 
So fixed is the tribal notion of due shares according to their here
ditary system that it has usually been found impracticable to go 
outside it, for instance in matters of promotion, reward for good 
service or penalties for misconduct. This was a main difficulty in 
the enlistment of Mahsuds for the regular army; any attempt to 
promote a deserving individual without reference to nikat would 
be met with a sullen resentment, ending perhaps in the desertion 
of the aggrieved, or even in bloodshed. Howell tells how from 
the earliest times our officers came up against this, and had to fall 
back defeated. 'No matter how the political officer of the time 
has wished or tried to make what may be regarded as a proper 
distribution of the benefits in his gift, in the end he has always 
been forced to conform more or less closely to the tribal notion. 
So merit has often gone unrewarded, while iniquity has pros
pered.' 

• Nor was it only over the maliks that Government's policy was 
subject to violent oscillations. They were not content to let their 
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local officers lead them, and upon occasions were anxious to play 
an active role. After the maliks had been recreated by Johnston, 
it was the Government who insisted upon taking the Mulla under 
their wing, and they who not only gave him a munificent allow
ance and sanctioned him a grant of land in order (so they said) to 
undermine his infl.uence, but just at that very moment put the list 
of the proposed new maliks into his hands for revision. Subse
quently there was yet another swing in policy, and all the Mulla's 
benefits were cancelled. And there were other changes -the 
withdrawal of regulars; the creation of militias; the elimination, 
restoration, and second elimination of the Mahsud elements in 
those militias; the occupation by regulars again; the creation of 
the new irregular force lacking a local element in their com
position, known as Scouts; the introduction of the Khassedar. It 
is not surprising that amid all this opportunism no fixed point 
could be found, and confidence in authority tended to be slow 
and uncertain. Indeed it was only the character of the local officers 
and their assistants that kept the business running at all. 

On the other side, during much of this formative period was a 
man who knew what he wanted, the Mulla Powinda. From the 
British point of view it is hard to see him as other than a wily 
scoundrel who did not shrink from the use of assassination as a 
weapon. But he was more than that. 'His character cannot be 
judged by any standards current among Englishmen,' says 
Howell. 'By those who have made allowances for the environ
ment in which he lived, he cannot be denied some tribute of 
admiration as a determined and astute, though not altogether 

. single-minded, patriot and champion of his tribe's independence. 
All officers who ever actually met him will agree that his forceful 
character, striking appearance and persuasive eloquence made a 
deep impression on those with whom he came into personal con
tact. A man who, without any inherited advantages and without 
education, could make so large an instalment of frontier history 
in effect but a series of chapters in his own biography, can have 
been no little man, and given more malleable material to work 
upon than Mahsuds have ever afforded, and a more fortunate set
ting in time and space, he might well have ranked with many who 
are accounted great men.' 

In his farewell letter to his countrymen, read out to the Mah
suds in jirga after his death, the Mulla exhorted them to hold their 
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nationality intact, and allow neither the British Government nor 
the Amii to encroach upon their country, to compose their in
ternal differences and to give up raiding so as to deprive Govern
ment of a convenient excuse for occupying Mahsud country. So 
might Khushhal Khan have written. Or, had the Mahsuds been 
possessed of the manners and decorum of Yusufzais, under such 
a leader they might have laid the foundations of a State as stable 
as the Swat of the Miangul. 

The two occasions when the Mahsuds made the most striking 
impact on their neighbours were during the war of 191!)-2.1 when 
the British Government finally took steps to occupy Razmak and 
other centta.l points in Waziristan, and in 192.9 when Nadir Khan 
with their aid took Kabul, ousted Bacha-i-Saqao, and established 
himself as the fitst of a new dynasty. On both occasions the 
Mahsuds, while taking the leading part, were reinforced by con
siderable lashkars ofWazirs. 

In the aftermath of the short Anglo-Mghan War of 1919 
Waziristan was visited by an Mghan Brigadier named Shah 
Daula, who in the name of the Amir Amanullah gave the impres
sion that the British Government were about to withdraw behind 
the Indus, and it behoved all good tribesmen to enlist under the 
Amir's banner, occupy evacuated posts, and generally make them
selves as much of a nuisance as possible. The British had found it 
necessary during hostilities to evacuate Wana, where the tribes
men had captured no less than 1,2.00 new-model rifles and nearly 
a million rounds of small arms ammunition. It is no wonder that 
it seemed to the Mahsuds and others that they could choose their 
own way without hindrance. Over one hundred raids were made 
in six months on the adjacent districts and the tale of unrequited 
offences was growing higher. The position was intolerable and 
clamoured for counter-action. 

The Government's plan, when they finally made up their minds, 
was to follow earlier precedents and advance up the Takki Zam 
Valley to the point where it is joined by the Baddar at Dwa Toi
meaning Watersmeet- and from that centre to dominate the 
central strongholds of the Mahsuds around Kanigurarn and 
Makin, situated on the skirts of the Pre Ghal Mountain, and if 
need be to occupy the open Razmak plateau in the very heart of 
the mountain massif. The advance was opposed by the Mahsuds 
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in full force, aided by a strong contingent of Ahmadzai Wazirs 
from Wana. It was not until two months had passed that the 
objective was reached, and then only after such fighting as had 
never before been seen upon the Frontier. The gap between 
Government and tribal armaments had been greatly narrowed by 
successful tribal raids, including the looting of the Wana Fort, 
and full use was made on the tribal side of the new arms of pre-

. cision. The battle for the narrows at Ahnai Tangi lasted five days, 
during which hand-to-hand encounters were frequent, and the 
Mahsuds not only demonstrated great skill in the tactical use of 
fire-power, but proved that the new weapons had not affected 
their traditional valour as swordsmen at close quarters. The force 
sustained over 2.,ooo casualties in killed, missing and wounded, 
including 43 officers killed, while the tribesmen estimated their 
losses at more than double that figure. On arrival at destination 
the force sat down to a blockade, resulting in due course and after 
many vicissitudes in the making of the peace which led (by 
negotiation with the Utrnanzai W azirs )11 to the occupation of Raz
mak and the construction of a network of roads over the country. 

There followed the reoccupation of Wana, notable mainly for 
the light it throws on conceptions of tribal alliance. When the 
Wana Wazirs perceived their tum was coming, they applied to 
the Mahsuds for assistance in return for the help they had given 
them in their hour of need. To this .appeal the Mahsuds gave a 
characteristic reply. They said that but for Wazir support they 
would have made peace before the great fight at Ahnai Tangi, 
and thus avoided much suffering and heavy losses. Therefore they 
owed the Wazirs no gratitude, but a grudge, and they refused all 
help. This answer was given, I believe, by Malik Mehrdil, of the 
Mal Khel section of the Manzai Alizai, now in his eighties and the 
.first Mahsud representative in a Pakistan legislature. For all its 
cynicism, the answer is one that at the time won applause from 
the Mahsuds for whom Mehrdil spoke, and probably even wrung 
a wry smile from the Wazir deputation that heard it. It would be 
admired for what we might call a true sense of realism and timing. 

In some respects the adventures of the Mahsud and Wazir con
tingents w�ch accompanied Nadir to Kabul in 192.9 present a 
picture even more significant. For on that occasion they were not 
defending their own country from occupation, but acting on the 
offensive within Mghanistan. The position was that after Ama-
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nnllah's fall in 192.8 power had fallen into the hands of a Tajik 
freebooter named Habibullah, known as Ba.cha-i-Saqao, and 
Nadir Khan had come from France in an attempt to recover the 
throne for the Muhammadzais. He and his brothers Hashim and 
Shahwali were acting in concert, and there was an assumption, 
shot through even then with some scepticism, that they were act
ing on Amanullah's behalf. Nadir, like Amanullah, was a Mu
hammadzai of the Barakzai clan of the Durranis, and like him 
descended from Painda Khan.u He was, however, only a colla
teral, not being descended from the Dost but from his brother, 
our old friend Sultan Muhammad Khan, whose great-grandson 
he was. 

On arrival on the Frontier Nadir resorted to the Kw::ram 
whence he endeavoured to mobilize aid from among the Mridis 
and Orakzais, but found his efforts severely discouraged by the 
Govemment of India, who, occupying Kurram as they did, were 
able to prevent Tirah tribesmen from crossing into Mghan terri
tory. He then turned his attention to the Mahsuds and Wazirs, 
some of whom, previously encouraged by Amanullah in hostility 
to the British Government, had lands on the Mghan side of the 
Durand Line. Here he met with success, and was joined by con
siderable lashkars, including numbers of both tribes living in 
Waziristan itself. There are also Wazirs whose permanent homes 
are on the Mghan side of the line, in Birmal and elsewhere. Those 
on the British side of the line went in defiance of warnings from 
the Government of India not to meddle in Mghan affairs. This 
lashkar formed the spear-head of Nadir's advance; it was they who 
took Kabul for him and made it possible for a Durrani dynasty to 
be restored. They were in fact the King-makers of the day. 
Neither they nor others up and down the Frontier have forgotten 
the lesson. King-makers can as easily be King-breakers. 

At the time of his capture of Kabul Nadir had no money and 
was unable to reward adequately those who had brought about 
his success. He was driven to connivance when the Mahsuds and 
Wazirs looted a considerable part of the city and to the rather 
empty grant of honorary rank in the Afghan army. The absence 
of reward annoyed those who were unable to obtain what they 
regarded as their due share of the loot, and these and others 
alfected to have been deceived when at a later stage, yielding to 
solicitations from other quarters, Nadir occupied the throne for 
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himself and founded what was in effect a new dynasty. With 
tongue in cheek they complained that they had won the throne 
for Amanullah and not for Nadir, his cousin in the third degree 
and once removed. 

This attitude made both Mahsuds and Wazirs a useful weapon 
for the blackmailer. The partisans of Amanullah, aiming at his 
restoration, more than once played on both tribes to repeat the 
success of 1919, go once more to Kabul, oust the Yahya Khel 
as Nadir's dynasty was called after his grandfather, the son of 
Sultan Muhammad Khan- put Amanullah, the rightful king, 
back, and return to their homes, once more laden with loot. In 
1933. while Nadir was still alive, a strong lashkar of both tribes 
crossed ·the Durand Line and invested Matun in Khost. The 
Government of India attempted to prevent the movement by 
establishing a cordon of troops, but this proved ineffective, and it 
was not till air action was taken by Delhi against the homes of 
those who had joined the lashkar that it was broken up. Nadir 
himself was assassinated later in 1933. In 1938 a still more danger
ous situation had to be met. 

In that year, when Hider was preparing war, his agents in the 
Middle East sought means to disturb Afghanistan, and with it 
the North-West Frontier, with the notion of tying the hands of the 
British Government in India, so compelling the British to retain 
strong forces in that region. As we know, the people of the Fron
tier with few exceptions are orthodox Ha.na.fis. As such they regard 
the Gillani (or Jillani) shrine of Abdul Qadir at Baghdad with 
particular reverence. The Gillani family also, of which the Naqib 
of Baghdad is the titular head, receives the regard due to a Pir. 
This family is spread all over the Middle East; there are Gillanis, 
Geilanis, Keilanis or Jmanis in every Muslim country from Syria 
to Pakistan. Hider's main agents appear to have been Hajj al 
Amin Husaini, the ex-Mufti of Jerusalem, and a network of Gil
lanis and others under his control- it is significant that Rashid 
Ali, the leader of the Iraq rebellion in 1941, was a Gillani. A young 
Syrian Gillani was sent to Waziristan, first in an earlier year to 
learn his way about, and later, in 1938, to prepare a movement in 
favour of Amanullah's restoration. He seems to have been armed 
with plentiful supplies of cash, and he established himself near 
Kaniguram, from which centre he began to preach. His exhorta
tions soon took Oil a political note, and he succeeded in mobiliz-
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ing large sections of Mahsuds, with some Wazirs, to march once 
more on Kabul. It was only by the most determined use of force 
combined with cajolery13 that the Government oflndia were able 
to secure the Pir's surrender and removal, and the break-up of 
lashkars already on their way to Kabul. 

The Pir himself was known to the tribes as 'the Shami Pir', the 
Holy Man from Syria. During his residence at Kaniguram he wore 
a Sayyid's robes, a beard and a sanctimonious air. After his sur
render he shaved the beard and donned his customary Levantine 
suit. Pictures of 'the Shami Pir' in his two incarnations showed a 
contrast so astonishing that it seemed impossible the man could 
be the same - in his western garb a youngish, plumpish, natty 
dweller on the Mediter=ean coast, in his robes a sly ecclesiastic 
from Al-Azhar, stroking a flowing beard. The beard's the thing. 
It certainly worked with the Mahsuds. 

The Kabul Government will always need some sort of insurance 
against tribal blackmail, which, unaided. it is never quite strong 
enough to control. The Mahsuds and Wazirs do not forget the 
part they played in putting the present dynasty on the throne. 
Tribal ebullience will not yield to theories of Pashtunistan, and 
the time will come when Kabul will need the good-will of 
Karachi in keeping it within bounds. It is not healthy that the 
tribes should be used as pieces in the ancient game of chess 
known as bad.!h4hgardi. 

The Mahsud is as redoubtable in council as he is in battle, as 
difficult to deal with on planes other than that of force as in the 
field. Only one who has spent a long day listening to the argu
ments of Mahsud visitors will understand the exhaustion which 
comes from resistance to his importunings, the efl'ort required to 
meet his plausibility, even the struggle to cap his wit. Lastly
and it is remarkable that this quality should be combined alike 
with discipline in the field and the rigidity of the tribal sarrishta -
there is always the chance of a rush of blood to the head, an utter 
recklessness of the consequences of individual action. And yet, 
outside the office, on the hillside or upon the road, there is no 
happier companion. Who does not remember those farewell tea
parties when men who have made your life a burden for months and 
years all ar once crowd round with fervent hand-clasps, and, bid
ding you Go<l-speed - could it be with a tear in the eye -make 
you half believe that after all the burden was worth carrying? The 
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sceptic will say the fellow is glad to be rid of you, but he would be 
wrong. Somewhere, somehow, there is a bond. 

'A trans-border agency', writes Howell, 'is a charge which im
poses upon the holder a heavy strain, physical, mental, and, we 
may perhaps add, moral. It is not e:very officer, even amongst 
members of a picked corps, who is fit or by temperament apt to 
carry the burden, and even amongst the few who are there are 
fewer still who can stand the strain for long at a time.' Hence per
haps the vacillations of policy, the accompaniment of Mahsud 
history. 

In this respect of course the Pakistani officers who have suc
ceeded us have many cards in their hands. Not all by any means 
are Pathans, but those who are, are equipped to follow even the 
Pashtu of Mahsuds and Wazirs - and very rough and difficult 
it is -without that concentration of thought and effort required 
of e:ven the best foreign linguist. But the language of communica
tion is a small thing. A Mahsud is seldom strictly orthodox in his 
creed, but at least his mental processes, his attractions and his 
repulsions, will be clearer and more comprehensible to a fellow
Muslim than e:ver they were to us. The Pakistanis claim that there 
has been a change of heart, for, say they, the tribes now regard the 
free govemment of Pakistan as their own. Moreover, and this is 
striking, they have enormously expanded the means to education; 
High Schools and Middle Schools are now dotted about all over 
the tribal regions, and there is no doubt of the tribesman's interest 
in them. We failed there, I think. But the boldest experiment of 
all is that for the provision of parliamentary representation for the 
tribes in the Central and Provincial Assemblies of Pakistan. 
Doubting voices have been raised, but it is already clear that the 
principle of this new departure is welcomed by the tribes them
selves, who expect, even demand, a voice in the affilirs of govern
ment. Representatives have already been chosen and have taken 
part in legislative proceedings. Nevertheless, electoral methods 
are at present in a very empirical stage, and it remains to be 
decided how they should crystallize. It is obvious enough that it 
is not easy to adapt the machinery of administered territory, with 
electoral rolls, polling-stations, ballot-boxes and all the rest, to 
people who have ne:ver yielded to the trammels of administrative 
control. 

It is not hard to give examples of the sort of problems to be 
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faced. What, for instance, is to be the shape of the constituencies? 
In South Waziristan, where the Mahsuds and Wana Wazirs live, 
it was at first thought that the constituency should embrace 
the whole agency, and supply two members to the West Pakistan 
Assembly. In the result both members turned out to be Mahsuds, 
and no Wana Wazir was elected, for the simple reason that the 
Mahsuds are, as everyone should know, the stronger and more 
.infiuential tribe. The Wana Wazirs did not welcome this result as 
philosophically as they heard Malik Mehrdil's refusal to come to 
their aid against the British in 1920. It seems clear enough that 
parliamentary constituencies in tribal regions should be drawn as 
far as may be according to tribal boundaries, wherever the tribal 
spirit is alive. Further, what is to be the procedure for voting 
among tribes where there is no census, no procedure for making 
country-wide registers, no police (except Khassedars ), and no 
impartial authorities for hearing claims and objections? And what 
should be the limits of the franchise? How to ensure an orderly 
selection among a population in which almost every adult male is 
armed to the teeth? On an imaginative solution of such practical 
questions everything will depend. 

There is here an opportunity for wedding Pathan ideas of tribal 
organization with the western concept of representative institu
tions. Where the tribal system is still working, its instrument is the 
maliks and elders sitting in conclave, surrounded by as many of 
the younger warriors as may have presence and personality 
enough to be admitted without question. In major matters such a 
conclave may represent a whole tribe; when lesser issues are at 
stake, it will represent a clan, or sub-section, sma II or large. This 
is the jirga. The unwritten law is that the jirga takes decisions 
which in the end overbear opposition and are accepted as unani
mous. Minority opinions will be given, but, unless the argument 
or personality is strong enough to sway the jirga, they are bome 
down by rude eloquence, by the personality of the most persuasive 
or forceful, and in the last resort by force or threat of force. The 
essential point is that everything takes place in the open and there 
is nothing like secret ballot. 

A Mahsud jirga told to ballot at a police-station, or to decide 
between candidates by show of hands, will give the polling officer 
an anxious day. Nor would such procedure be in accord with 
tribal sentiment. I have no doubt that the solution is to be found 
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in a system which makes use of the tribe's own custom, and that 
means telling the tribe to go away and decide by its own methods 
whom it wishes to put forward as its representatives. Having 
reached its decision, it should return in full jirga and say, 'This is 
our man.' This, or something like it, was tried with the Mahsuds 
last year, and it seemed to work. Such a system will fix tribal 
responsibility, it will ensure that the tribe as a whole, and not 
only special elements in it, has had a say, and - not least impor
tant- will make it more likely that, if trouble is to be expected, 
it will be brewed in some place other than the hustings. 

Despite all these dangers I believe that the idea of tribal repre
sentation has come to stay, and it is just in such matters that 
Karachi has such a pull over Kabul. It is inconceivable that any 
Afghan government will have either the vision or the ability to 
introduce such methods; the Loi Jirga of Mghanistan is a feudal 
body. The new conception is the child of the century-old mar

riage of eastern with western thought, made possible by the 
hundred years of British association with the Frontier people. 
For, however manfully tribes like the Mahsuds fought us, there 
remains on both sides a liking and a memory which abides and 
carries through into new times. On that Pakistan, and the 
Mahsuds, are able to build, adding from their own store, and 
working perhaps with a surer and easier touch than was possible 
for unbelievers. 

In the task lying before them they can profit from the mistakes 
of their forerunners, avoiding that easy shift of policy which cares 
only for immediate advantage and takes no account of ulterior 
effect. 'Let it be reffected,' concludes Howell, 'how great a diver
sion of the ship follows from a slight deffection of the rudder.' 



CHAPTER XXV 

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 

Awe approach our own times, it becomes more difficult to 
see the picture in true perspective. For that reason, rather 
than leave the movements and tendencies of today to 

crowd on the mind all at once and in disordered array at the con
clusion of the story, I have thought it better to relate them as 
effects to causes, as the tale went on. But there remains one sup
reme and .6nal conception, already foreshadowed in these pages 
but not yet brought to an issue, namely the question of Pathan 
national consciousness and of the shape and form in which it may 
best be given its political expression. 

In 1901 a separate Pathan province was brought to birth; in 
1955 that province was once more merged in a larger unit. 
Against the background of this contrast we may be able to bring 
at least some isolated tendencies, events, and even personalities 
within the coherence of a larger design, and so see the picture of 
the last half-<:entury whole. 

Long before Curzon came out as Viceroy in 1899 it had been 
realized that there existed certain anomalies in the organization of 
the North-West Frontier as part of the Panjab. For the trans-Indus 
area consisted not only of settled districts, where it could at least 
be argued that administration by a larger authority had certain 
advantages, but of tribal territory under a vague executive con
trol, where a foot placed wrong might at any time attract the 
responsibility not only of the central govemment in India but of 
London itself. In the earlier days when relations with the tribes 
were conducted by district officers and the international frontier 
had not been defined, the anomaly was not so apparent. But even 
then, under pressure of the Russian advance in Central Asia, a 
scheme was propounded by Lytton in I877 with a view to giving 
the central government a more direct control over Frontier admini
stration and policy, and improving the relations of the districts with 
their trans-border neighbours. At one time Lytton even proposed 
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to create one immense Frontier province from Peshawar to the sea. 
The Second Mghan War caused these ideas to be shelved. But 

when the occupation of Baluchistan became effective - from the 
beginning Quetta was under central control- and still more 
when Khaibar, Kurram, parts of Waziristan and Malakand were 
occupied, the disarray and lack of logic became obvious even to 
the British mind. Already, in 1895, the management of the States 
and tribes affected by the great move forward over the Malakand 
had been entrusted to an officer placed directly under the orders 
of the Government of India, and the experiences of the tribal 
risings of 1 897-98 gave added point to the arguments of the 
logicians. In 1899 the strenuous, youthful mind of Curzon - only 
thirty-nine on his appointment - grappled with this problem, so 
long unresolved, and on the King's birthday, 9th November, 
1901, the North-West Frontier Province came into being.l The 
four ttans-Indus districts of Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu and Dera 
Ismail Khan, with a £fth, Hazara (cis-Indus), were separated from 
the Panjab to form the province proper; adjacent to these and 
under the same hand were all the five Political Agencies together 
with other tribal territory managed by District Officers as far as 
the Durand Line. Like Baluchistan, the new administtation was 
placed in charge of a Chief Commissioner who combined in his 
person the administtative charge of the districts with the political 
control of the tribal belt and was directly subordinate to the 
Central Govemment. The officer selected was Harold Deane, the 
builder of the Malakand Agency. 

There is not much to show what the Pathans themselves thought 
of the change; for the British, the birth of the new province was 
no easy one. The position, as Curzon found it, was that after the 
troubles of 1897 the British Government had declared against the 
partition of the Panjab. They had decided that the Commissioners 
of Peshawar and the Derajat, while remaining under the Panjab 
government and taking their orders from that government in all 
matters of ordinary administtation, should act directly under the 
Central Government in their dealings with the tribes beyond the 
administered border. Cw:zon was very doubtful of the wisdom 
of this compromise. In a series of letters to Whitehall, and 
finally in the most elaborate minute ever written by a Governor
General, he proceeded to demolish all arguments for the mainten
ance of the stalm quo. 
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Curzon developed his case in characteristic fashion. Fitst came 
a siting shot, followed by sharp single shots on the bull's-eye, cul
minating in a salvo of concentrated rapid fire. 'The Viceroy is 
.responsible for frontier policy,' he writes on 5th April, r 899, 'yet 
he has to conduct it not through the agency of officials directly 
under him, but through the elaborate machinery of a provincial 
government, to which the Frontier and its problems are neces
sarily something in the nature of side-shows, acting as an inter
mediary. The result is that in ordinary times the Panjab govern
ment does the Frontier work and dictates the policy without any 
interference from the supreme government at all, but that in 
extraordinary times the whole control is taken over by the Gov
ernment of India acting through agents who are not its own; 
while the Panjab government, dispossessed and sulky, stands on 
one side, criticizing everything that is done.' 

As Cw:zon developed his case, he met with strenuous opposi
tion from Mackworth Young, the Lieutenant-Governor• of the 
Panjab. In November 1899 he complains that he had told the head 
of that province precisely what he felt on certain Frontier prob
lems and had believed the matter closed. Yet his subordinate had 
replied with a long and disputatious argument which had driven 
the Viceroy to despair. '1 cannot work under this system,' he 
writes bitterly, 'I cannot spend bouts in wordy argument with 
my Lieutenant-Govemots as to the exact meaning, purport, scope, 
object, character, possible limitations, conceivable results, of each 
petty aspect of my Frontier policy. If they deliberately refuse to 
understand it, and haggle and boggle about carrying it out, I must 
get some fairly intelligent officer who will undetstand what I 
mean and do what I say.' And again, 'The Government of India, 
realizing its own ignorance, but not realizing that it was duplicat
ing the danger, has placed between itself and the Frontier the 
Panjab government which often knows less and which for twenty 
yeats has been an instrument of procrastination and obstruction 
and weakness.' 

And now we hear the roll of the full battery, the minute of 13th 
September, 1900. It is fine writing and worth a glance only for 
that. 'I venture to affirm,' ring out the sonorous phrases, 'that 
there is not another country in the world which adopts a system 
so irrational in theory, so bizarre in practice, as to interpose be
tween its foreign minister and his most important sphere of 
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activity the barrier, not of a subordinate official, but of a sub
ordinate government, on the mere geographical plea that the 
latter resides in closer proximity to the scene of action - a plea 
which itself breaks down when it is remembered that for five 
months in the year the supreme and local governments are both 
located in the same spot, Simla.' And now the crescendo: 'The 
system attenuates without diminishing the ultimate responsibility 
of the Government of India. It protracts without strengthening 
their action. It interposes between the Foreign Minister of India 
and his subordinate agents not an ambassador or a minister or a 
consul, but the elaborate mechanism of a local government and 
the necessarily exalted personality of a Lieutenant-Governor. 
Worked as the system has been with unfailing loyalty and with 
profound devotion to duty, it has yet been the source of friction, 
of divided counsels, of vacillation, of exaggerated centralization, 
of interminable delay.' 

The British Government could not stand up to convictions 
propounded with this eloquence. They yielded gracefully and 
sanctioned the creation of the new Frontier Province. But Curzon 
had not thought fit to consult the Panjab governor officially be
fore submitting his proposals to the Secretary of State. As his 
biographer relates, 3 Curzon was curiously insensitive to the effect 
that the process of 'utterly abolishing an opponent', as he liked to 
call it, might have on a sensitive nature. With the patronage of 
the grand seigneur he had described Mackworth Young as 'one 
of the most honourable and high-minded of men, possessed of a 
high sense of duty and gifted with admirable manners', but he did 
not go to the pains of ascertaining the Governor's views and 
placing them on the record. Mackworth Young was more than in
censed at what he regarded as a studied affront; it was contrary to 
all usage that so radical a proposal shotil.d go forward without 
consultation with the head of the province affected. 'You have 
not cared to consult me about forming a new Administration out 
of the territory which I have received a commission from Her 
Majesty to administer,' he wrote. 

Even fifteen years later, when I first knew the Panjab, there 
were many who still held strong views against Curzon in this 
matter; at the actual time feeling was so stirred that one officer, 
Fanshawe, the Commissioner of Delhi, resigned the service on the 
ground that a grave public indignity has been thrust upon the 
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province, as unmerited as it was ungenerous. He felt called upon 
to make this sacrilice of his own service in vicarious vindication 
of his government's honour. Unkind critics hinted that he had 
acted from motives less altruistic, but unjusdy. There was a deep 
and sincere feeling of outrage, to which the Commissioner gave 
express1on. 

For us who remain the point is not so much that the incident 
was a breach of official decorum, or that it should have led to a 
personal wrangle between two men highly placed, but rather that 
the real arguments were never fully developed in the records. 
Briefly the case for the separatists was that the Frontier was too 

important a matter to form merely a portion of the duty of a 
provincial governor who frequendy had no experience of its char
acteristics or requirements, and that at best there was under the 
then existing system delay in matters that brooked no delay. And 
behind all this was the knowledge that the management of tribal 
alfairs is inextricably bound up with the conduct of foreign policy 
and defence on a difficult and dangerous frontier. Mackworth 
Young's case -somewhat blurred by the recriminations relating 
to breach of official decorum-was in effect that the Frontier 
administration would be expensive and inefficient for lack of 
senior supervisors, and that there would be a tendency to sub
ordinate the rights of the administered districts to considerations 
of policy as regards the tribes or Mghanistan. 

The arguments deployed from the Panjab were certainly exag
gerated. They proceed to some extent on the assumption that in 
the matter of administration any severance from Panjab control 
could not but be for the worse, and must involve a lowering of 
standards - a somewhat arrogant position. It is true that the 
cadres of the new administration were small. But this defect was 
to some extent offset by including them in the general cadre of 
the Political Service, • and for the rest it is reasonable to hold that 
the attractions of Frontier service drew some of the best men not 
only from the Panjab but from other provinces and services in 
India. Further, as has been said, those who made a name upon the 
Frontier in Panjab days were the few who served there for long 
periods and learned the ways and language of the people. Unlike 
the Panjab, the new organization was now able to secure that all 
the men with a flair for Frontier service could stay there for the 
greater part, if not the whole, of their official lives. There is little 
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respect, when they spoke of the subordination of the rights of the 
people in the districts, the Panjab protagonists of opposition to 
change at least showed some glimmerings of perception of a very 
real issue -though they proceeded, I think, to wrong deduc
tions. Curzon, concentrating on the overriding needs of foreign 
policy, was deaf to the still small voice that might have been heard 
by him that walked upon the Frontier mountains after the wind 
and the earthquake and the fire had died away. Only one who 
knew the people's hearts could have heard that voice, and then it 
might be hard to interpret it. The voice was the voice of Pathan 
pride -that conscious sense of Pathan identity which transcends 
the sectional loyalties of the tribe- and the statesman's task was 
to give that emotion direction in the interests of the larger State. A 
focal point was needed. The fact that the creation of the new pro
vince provided this focus was its greatest justification, greater even 
than the outward-seeming needs of defence and foreign policy. 
For only a people whose aspirations are reasonably free of frustra
tion can provide the conditions in which a confident defence 
structure may be erected. 

At every point in this book, whether in the genealogies, in the 
dealings of the Mughals with the tribes from Babur to Aurang
zeb, in the poems of Khushhal, in the definitions and descriptions 
of Elphinstone, there keeps recurring a distinction between Our
ranis or Ghaljis on the one hand and on the other the tribes 
inhabiting the Sulaiman Mountains and the plains between those 
mountains and the Indus. Sometimes the distinction appears as 
one between the Western and the Eastern Mghans, at others be
tween the sons of Karlanri - the hill-tribes of the Sufed Koh and 
Sulaiman Mountains - and all the rest, again between the tribes
men of the land of Roh and the Dw:ranis or Ghaljis, again between 
the speakers of Pakhtu or Pashtu and those further west who are 
'half Paktuan half Persian'. The distinction is not clear-cut be
tween Mghan and Pathan, for the Yusufzais and other leading 
tribes of the Peshawar plain have as good, if not better, claims to 
the name Mghan as any Durrani or Ghalji chieftain. Often the dis
tinction is blurred, and certainly it is not accurately defined by any 
geographical or political parting such as the Durand Line. But it 
existed long before the British came to draw most of the tribes 
east of the Sulaiman watershed within the orbit of their dominion. 
There was always more interchange, for instance, between the 
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Yusufzais of Swat or Dir and the Mandanr of the Samah, between 
the KhaJils, the Mohmands and the Mridis, between the Khataks, 
Bannucbis and Wazirs, than between any of these tribes and the 
Durranis. They are the people of Roh; they have many inter
changes of thought and commerce; they shop in the marts along 
the Indus; they have in short a conception of oneness, not 
always consciously expressed, and a common interest which 
transcends the tribal idea. 

As I see it, the main purpose served by the creation and fifty
odd years' existence of the North-West Frontier Province was 
that it provided first an administrative, and later a political, soil in 
which this idea could take root, and, carefully nurtured, grow into 
active life. It laid out this area at a time when the allegiance of the 
Frontier people was uncertain and groping. Since the break-up of 
the Mughal Empire the whole region had become a sort of cor
ridor for invasion and counter-stroke; Durrani and Sikh arms had 
passed over it in ebb and B.ow, and nothing had been held or fixed. 
And when these unstable forces had been replaced by British 
rulers, the tendency at first had been to treat the Pathans as though 
they were just an appanage of India, which they never were. Lodi 
and Sur, Yusufzai and Orakzai, had ruled in India - were they 
now to become unconsidered ttiB.es on the margin ofPanjab? 

The separation of the Frontier, then, satisfied this pride. At the 
same time, by arranging for a greater concentration of effort and 
expertise at the decisive point, it did something to draw together 
the districts and the tribal territory. Further, the very fact that the 
administration was subordinate to the Central Government stimu
lated in those early days a consciousness in the Pathan mind that 
his concerns and ambitions were of greater than provincial 
interest, so reviving a tendency, dating from Mughal times, to 
look to the east rather than to the west. Finally, in Peshawar he 
had once more a natural centre, one that was dear and familiar to 
him; no need now, except for pleasure, to travel to Lahore. Not 
entirely consciously, Curzon had provided a focus for Pathan self
esteem, and so done much to consolidate a firm frontier. 

The ground had been laid for the final scene, the Pathan 
renascence of our times. 
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THE PATHAN RENASCENCE 

T

o work the transformation on the stage thus set a fresh 
band of pioneers was needed, men who could not only 
'understand what Cw:zon meant and do what he said', but 

who would build with foresight and imagination, using their own 
knowledge and skill. These men were found. Three of them stand 
out, Harold Deane, George Roos-Keppel and- in some ways 
the greatest - Sahibzada Abdul Qayyum. All three have passed 
into history; all three, even Roos-Keppel after his manner, really 
gave their lives for their work. The time has come to mise them 
some memorial. 

Harold Deane first made his mark as Assistant Commissioner 
in charge of the Yusufzai sub-division of the Peshawar district, 
with headquarters at Mardan. Many years later Mardan became a 
separato.district; it was always notable as the centre and home of 
the leading families of the Mandant Yusuf:zais and it was the 
cantonment where the Guides were stationed. It can be claimed, 
I think, that those who were not themselves Pathaos but in 
closest accord with the Pathan mind, those whom Pathans still 
remember, were, most of them, at one time or another in charge 
of this area.1 To know and respect, and be known and liked by, 
the leaders of Yusuf:zai society means that a man has entered into 
a sort of Pathan freemasonry, and has reached a position in which 
the very quintessence of the Pathan spirit begins to be revealed to 
him. Deane was such a man. 

In appearance he was imposing. Tall and spare, with a com
manding presence and searching dark-blue eyes, he made just the 
impression of resolution and assurance that P:�,thans look for in a 
man. He was fearless and he stood fum. He had, too, a sardonic 
sense of humour for which he was long remembered. The Yusuf
zai Khans used to tell with relish the story of his tactics in per
suading the then Khan of Hoti, Khwaja Muhammad Khan, to do 
something he was reluctant to do. Deane and the Khwaja set off 
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on a ten-mile walk, the latter wearing the black patent-leather 
shoes which were then the fashion. They walked and walked until 
the Khwaja's agony could no longer be endured and he was ready 
to offer the moon. Later, Deane was appointed Deputy Commis
sioner of Peshawar at a time when the revenue settlement of that 
district was being undertaken by Louis Dane, an officer of great 
distinction who in due course became Lieutenant-Governor of 
the Panjab, but whose lot lay always in pleasant places. Dane's 
spiritual home was in Simla and Lahore. One day a naive young 
Khan in a Peshawar hujta, puzzled by the similarity of names, 
asked one of the Khalil Arbabs what was the difference between 
Din and Den. The answer came: 'The same as between Shir and 
Sher, only the other way round.' A pretty jest.1 

Deane did great work in the creation of the Malakand Agency, 
a finer achievement with a more intractable people than the much 
advertised occupation of Baluchistan by Sandeman. CUIZon first 
met him when as a touring M.P. be passed through Peshawar on 
his way up to meet the Amir Abdurrahman in Kabul, and, having 
been gready impressed, when he became Viceroy selected him 
over the beads of many of his seniors as the first Chief Commis
sioner of the new Province. As Chief Commissioner Deane was 
able to utilize the name he bore among Pathans to revers� the old 
policy of the punitive expedition by military forces. It was because 
the tribes knew him to be utterly fearless, liml, honest and resolute 
that he became the true peace-maker. He never prated peace when 
there was no peace; he spoke and acted, and he was believed. The 
strain was great, and his health had been undermined. Deane 
collapsed in harness, and died just after reaching home in 1908. 

Roos-Keppel won his spurs in the Kurram and the Khaibar, in 
both of which he combined for a time the duties of Political Agent 
and Commandant of the local militia. Of mixed Dutch-Swedish
English blood, he was no more than Cavagnari a typical English
man. Though he started his career in a British regiment of the 
line, he spent much of his youth in travel, was an accomplished 
linguist, and above all a cosmopolitan with a vivid sense of the 
dramatic. For the benefit of those who deny heredity as a trans
mitter of character Roos-Keppel can only be explained as a con
scious poseur, determined to express in thought and action a 
behaviour studiously un-English. He loved to mingle sympathy 
with callousness, pride with an easy familiarity, generosity with 
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an ill-humour towuds those who displeased him that could be 
vindictive. He was a man of sttong character who stood above all 
those who surrounded him, a good friend, but a very dangerous 
enemy. A hom ruler, he had a cynical appreciation of the weak
ness of human nature, and seldom gave others credit for any 
impulses of altruism. His person was huge, heavy and formidable, 
and his glare was likened, quite seriously, to that of the basilisk. 
In youth he had affected a great shaggy beard, but he relied in later 
years on the cross-bars of a heavy Edwudian moustache. He 
never married, and rather resented any of his more trusted officers 
murying: 'No need to keep a cow to get your milk,' is one of his 
more familiu sayings, and by all accounts he had his light o' 
loves. Such a man did not inspire easy affection and he was often 
feared- never probably loved with tenderness. But he could, 
and did, inspire in many quarters a regard that fell not far short of 
adoration. 

I saw him only twice, once when he growled at an officer on 
outpost duty near Peshawu City for not showing him prompt 
enough respect, and again when he was receiving at the Viceroy's 
hands the Grand Cross of his order of chivalry. There was about 
him an impression of grim and unrelenting power that could only 
be wi�ood at peril. This power did not spring solely from per
sonal amoition; in the Pathan social and political scene he detected 
in some sense the realization in practice of a way of life that not 
only appealed to him but touched some inner spring of convic
tion, even of passion. He cared and worked for the Pathans, and 
he understood their every mood. A very fluent speaker of their 
language, he could tum a proverb, point a moral, quote a poet, 
make a domestic allusion in perfect timing and in communion 
with those who heard him. An actor on his chosen stage, he was 
able, as he who deals with a volatile people must be able, to turn 
at a moment's notice from dignity to geniality, from argument to 
threat, from command to appeal. Fearless of criticism, he had a 
genius for inspiring confidence in those he governed and he 
received their confidence in return. More than any Englishman, 
if such he was, he is remembered still; he has been claimed as a 
sort of malik in 6XC61sis, a Pathan among Pathans. And this al
though among Pathans, at least between friends, a generous emo
tion comes easily; with Roos-Keppel the more spontaneous expres
sions were clamped down and hidden behind that grim austerity. 
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R-K, for so he was known, had his dreams, and the greatest of 
them, the Islamia College, saw the light of day. In this creative 
effort-perhaps his only labour of love -as in his paternal deal
ings with the Afridis in the Kh.aibar, he found an unfailing helper 
in Sahibzada Abdul Qayyum,3 his chosen interpreter and at one 
time almost his second self. In the second decade of this century 
to mention R-K was to call to mind A.Q. Yet neither was in any 
sense a shadow of the other; they were very ciliferent men, each 
supplying what the other lacked. Like his leader, A.Q. conveyed 
to all who knew him a sense of great power; unlike him he had 
unfailing courtesy. Together they created the Islamia College, 
now grown into the University of Peshawar. That is their joint 
and visible monument, the tribute to their foresight and wisdom. 
No man who was not great, whose imagination did not soar, 
would have founded a great place oflearning on the very margin 
of the cultivated lands, overlooked by the black jaws of Khaibar, 
open maybe to raiders, on the very site of the furious battle be
tween Akbar Khan and Hari Singh. Yet this is what they did, and 
they planned well. The white mosque, the centre of a cluster of 
russet buildings, proclaims a sanctuary that no raider dare violate. 
Since R-K's day that mosque, once seen as soon as the traveller 
turns the last curve of Khaibar, has come to be emboyered in 
groves of cypress and other trees, but it remains the symbol of an 
inspiration that has 6nally given birth to a university. 

There is no doubt that R-K's regime did much to enhance 
Pathan pride and consciousness. The tours, the jirgas, the durbars, 
the feeling of common effort during the war, the very existence of 
a Pathan administrative unit presided over by a figure so dae
monic-all these things set new currents flowing and men began 
to look beyond the narrow limits of the tribe. And not the least of 
the new influences was that exerted by the Islamia College. 

R-K's weakness lay in his failure to realize that it is not enough 
for a government to plan, or even to realize, a scheme of higher 
education; a place must be found progressively for its products. 
His rule was more adapted to the feelings of the tribal areas than 
to those of the population within the districts. He clung to a 
belief in tribal custom undiluted, and he lacked an appreciation of 
the inevitable results of ordered government with a Western 
colour and bias. The proximity of the districts of the North-West 
Frontier to the Panjab, where the first steps toward representative 
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institutions had long been taken, inevitably nised comparisons 
unfavoumble to him. For this he himself probably cared nothing, 
for he was always confident of his knowledge of what was good 
for the Pathan. His attitude to the propositions of the Montagu
Chelmsford 'reforms' as bearing on the Frontier was just that it 
is unwise to light matches in a powder magazine. Even Lionel 
Curtis, the harbinger and real architect of those reforms, was 
impressed despite himself, and, persuaded by R-K, announced 
oracularly that the Pathan was not ready for what was then becom
ing known for the first time in popular parlance as 'responsible 
government'. That is how it came about that in 1910, when all 
India entered on the dyarchic experiment in the direction of 
responsible government, the North-West Frontier stood un
changed. No franchise for Pathans, no elections, no legislature, 
no ministry-not even elections to local bodies, for the Ripon 
refoi!llS of the 'eighties had not been forced on the Frontier. R-K 
thought the whole system so much dummery; if challenged, his 
answer would have been that Pathans had their own methods of 
democracy, much more to their taste. He failed to weigh up the 
workings of the higher education on the Pathan mind, or to 
appreciate that, if Frontier pride was to be turned into new 
chana� and harnessed in the service of a sub-continent, the 
people must be permitted, indeed encouraged, to keep up with 
the latest fashions. With one hand he was busy in imaginative 
action that broke down tribalism; he omitted to use the other to 
build a larger mansion to which the tribesmen could repair. The 
result, after he left, was disillusion. 

R-K retired in 1919 and died soon after. A.Q. told me more 
than once how he had seen his chief lying ill in London, and of his 
belief that death had been hastened by R-K's sense of emptiness 
in retirement and a feeling that severance from the people he had 
worked for had made his life meaningless. A.Q., his coadjutor, 
survived until 1937 to become the province's first Minister in 
1931. For the first twelve years after 1919, and under R-K's suc
cessors, the province stood on a dead centre, its only representa
tion being through two of its leading citizens, nominated, not 
elected, to the central legislature at Delhi. One of these was A.Q., 
the other Muhammad Akbar Khan ofHoti. 

It is impossible to reB.ect on Yusufzai society between the wars 
without mention of these two Nawabs, Abdul Qayyum and Akbar 
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of Hoti. Much more far-seeing than R-K, A.Q. became the chief 
architect of that synthesis of Pathan with British practice which 
enabled a foundation to be laid for the political edifice within 
which the Frontier eventually took its place as the bastion of West 
·Pakistan. In poise and dignity, both of spirit and demeanour, in 
his time he stood above all around him, whether in Peshawar, 
in Delhi, or when he attended the Round Table Conference in 
London. To look at he was magnificent. A head splendidly held; 
strong, clear features, heavily moustached; an eagle eye; a bodily 
presence and gait commanding deference; yet so perfect his man
ner and approach that he could charm the youngest into the proud 
belief that he spoke man to man, as to an equal. In breadth of 
vision and detennination he had few rivals throughout India, and 
he it was who in the end extracted from the inertia of British 
governments two instalments of 'reforms' within a very few years. 

His home was at Topi, in the far comer of the Mandanr Yusuf
zai country close to the point where the Indus leaves the hills. His 
ancestry on the father's side was from a line of Lodi Sahibzadas, 
not particularly distinguished, but his grandmother, his mother 
and his wife were all taken from the family of the Kotha Mulla. 
The Kotha Mulla had been a well-known Hazrat, or holy man, a 
contemporary of the Akhund's, living in the next villag�o Topi. 
When A.Q. died in the last month of I9H· his funeral'attracted 
the largest concourse ever known in that part of the country. A 
Muslim funeral is always impressive; dignity, restrained grief and 
simplicity all have their place and play their part. But this was not 
the keening of a family- for A.Q. had no children- nor the 
tribute of a village or even a tribe-for those limits had been over
passed-it was the sorrowing of a whole people who in their 
grief saw climly that some force larger than they knew had been 
brought to birth, in death. 

Akbar of Hoti- he died three years ago-was a very different 
sort of man. The son of the Khwaja-him whom Deane had 
walked to a stand-still- he was a Pathan Khan-i-Khanan, not 
unlike Bairam Khan, the mentor of the Emperor Akbar. No 
statesman he, rather a true-blue, ultra-conservative, hugely 
wealthy preserver of the land-owning tradition. Physically thick
set and powertul, a giant of a man who could lift a horse, with a 
fine heavy head, blue-grey eyes and cheeks in his prime of a ruddy 
glow, he despised the people he termed 'holi-bolis', the mulla 
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class, of whom he regarded A.Q. as the chief exemplar. 'Sit,' he 
would exclaim in his deep booming voice, 'the man is no Pathanl 
Did you ever see a real Pathan who was a Mulla? [Among the 
Yusufzais this was true.) Sayyids, what are Sayyids? Give me the 
Pathansl' 'But, Nawab Sahib,' you might answer, 'you and he are 
without doubt the leaders in the Yusufzai country. Surely, you 
could work together in public, whatever your private feelings?' 
'Not I,' he would boom, 'nor he. We Pathans, let me tell you, 
carry our private dislikes into our public life, and are proud of it.' 
'Well, but, Nawab Sahib,' you would protest, 'I have caught you 
out. So you admit Sit A.Q. is a Pathan after all?' And he would 
look at you with a sort of boyish squint, rather shyly, and burst 
into a roar of laughter like a bull. Nor was he all noise and 
thunder. A man of great learning in history and philosophy, 
Islamic and other, he was the possessor of what was probably the 
finest private library north of Delhi. And, although he seemed 
grasping and powerful, he kept open house as a real Khan was 
expected to do, and he often did unlooked-for kindnesses to the 
poor and needy, concealing his generosity from the public gaze. 
He was lovable for his weaknesses as A.Q. was venerated for the 
perfection of his Islamic deportment. 

There is another, the contemporary of the two Nawabs but 
still wiu. us now, the Miangul Gulshahzada, grandson of the 
Akhund' and creator of the State of Swat. We have seen him 
already on the Karakar Pass, • describing the defeat of Akbar's 
armies in I 5 86. In 192.2, by a most remarkable exercise of state
craft, he, at last succeeded in doing what many in that region had 
tried to do but had not been big enough to achieve; he used a 
very real spiritual ascendancy to inform and animate gifts of 
temporal leadership, far-seeing and ruthless enough to bring a 
welter of Yusufzai tribes into some shape of political coherence 
which has stood the test of changing times. Like the Emperor 
Akbar a past-master in the political management of men, one who 
knew to a nicety the moment to seize whether in council or in 
battle, resolute in action, devout yet free of all cant, again like 
Akbar illiterate but blessed with a prodigious memory, he set to 
.all around him a pattern of leadership hard to equal in his own 
country and such as the annals of any land would be proud to 
boast. 

It is a sign of the astonishing reverence paid by Pathans to 
2P 
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heredituy ability that the Miangul, himself the Akhund's gtand
son, should have found himself in conflict and competition for the 
control of Swat with Sayyid Abdul Jabbar Shah, great-nephew of 
Sayyid Akbar Shah of Sitana. • Akbar Shah, leader against the 
Sikhs and patron of Ahmad Shah Brelwi, had been accepted as 
'Badshah' of Swat for a long period before his death in I 8 57 - an 
equivocal position resting on the spiritual pre-eminence of his 
family as that of the Pir Baba of Buner, but acknowledging also a 
certain, if limited, temporal authority. After his death, as we have 
seen, the tribes of Swat declined to accept his son as his successor, 
and there was a tendency, in Swat if not in Buner, for spiritual 
allegiance to be transferred to the Akhund. But after the Akhund's 
death in 1877 the repute of the Sitana Sayyids rose again. In 1915 
Akbar Shah's great-nephew, this Abdul Jabbar Shah, was ac
cepted by the people of Swat with the tide of Badshah, and, 
encouraged by rival influences from Amb7 east of the Indus, was 
able to hold this position for two years. A man of wisdom and 
prudence, deeply learned in local history and affairs, he might at 
other times have succeeded in a difficult task. But he came from 
outside, he was supported by influences alien to the Yusufzais, 
and in the end he proved no match in the field for his opponent 
of the Akhund's line. .. 

For thirty years, years of great progress, the Miangul ruled 
Swat, opening it up, bringing peace to a land that had not known 
it for centuries, abolishing the old Pathan custom of wesh (the 
periodic redistribution of land among the tribesmen), building 
schools and hospitals everywhere. By his own will he spends his 
last years in seclusion, leaving his son to administer in his stead. 
His wisdom and skill have given security to the Yusufzai border, 
and a growing wealth to one of the most heavenly valleys in the 
world. 

Nor was it only in Swat or other parts across the border that 
the face of the land and its people began to change in the new and 
more stimulating conditions afforded by the North-West Frontier 
Province. Everywhere the pace quickened; there was a different 
feeling in the air. All too eagerly for their phlegmatic rulers the 
Pathans leapt into life. An awakening had begun. It is still evident. 
Indeed there was no break, but rather a hastening, in the process 
after the transfer of power in 1947. A shape of things which had 
begun to be drawn from 192.5 onward is still working itself out 
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uninterrupted. Contours of which a faint limning was discernible 
in those days are now blocked in and finished with form and 
colour under which the older outlines are still to be recognized. 

The Patban economy is sustained by agriculture and pasturage. 
As irrigation spread, wide plains, drinking the water that gives 
life, slowly took on an added richness and fertility; improved 
strains of cereals brought from Australia vied with cash-crops of 
sugar and tobacco for some of Asia's finest land; fruit orchards, 
winter and summer, spread for mile on mile across fields once 
covered by thom-bush fit only for goat and camel. Slowly the 
ravages of the Sikhs were made good, and more than made good; 
the land burgeoned as never before. In spring, groves of peach 
and apricot now shed their pink and ivory sprays and later Baunt 
their bright fruit; a month passes and the vales are sweet with the 
scent of orange-blossom, to ripen in mid-winter to a glory of 
golden lamps as bright as the apples of the Hesperides. Peshawar, 
always famous for its sugar-cane, has been enriched with liner 
varieties which have tumed the old village industry of gur into the 
great sugar-factories which now sustain the life of Pakistan. 
Tobacco, once grown only for snuff on the wells of Swabi and 
Hazro, has now spread far and wide over canal lands, and suffices 
to support a major industry. The farmer's wealth has increased, 
and with a system of land tenures rooted in tribal equality and so 
favouring the peasant proprietor, is on the whole widely spread. 
The valleys of Peshawar, Swat, Bannu, and other favoured spots, 
are now the gardens of the north. . 

One man above all othets, helped on this process in the fields 
and should be remembered - a little, pawky Scot named Robert
son-Brown, who for more than twenty years lived all alone on a 
farm miles out in the country, at Tarnab. There he never tired of 
showing the farmets the performance put up by the best varieties 
of cereal, fruit, and other strains, both crop and animal, devoting 
himself utterly to the work and with no thought but for the 
increased productivity of the land. He had one recreation only -
cattle-shows and a performing bull which he loved to put through 
its paces over a hurdle on the farm. He leaves a memory green in 
every sense. 

All this time a new 1/ite was issuing from school and college. 
Both Edwardes and Islamia Colleges at Peshawar stood for a 
tradition, each in its own way. The greater self-consciousness of 
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Pathan nationhood, induced by memories of the Sahibzada and 
the challenge of the Islamia's location in the tongue of the Khai
bar, was balanced by the more tolerant and eclectic syncretism 
taught in the classrooms which remembered Herbert Edwardes. 
It was no accident that most of the men who subsequently filled 
key-posts in the all-important Provincial Services were Islamia 
alumni, while Dr. Khan Sahib, with his all-India view and admira
tion for Sher Shah, owed allegiance to the older college. Both 
streams were needed, the one to supply the educational back
ground for a local Pathan renascence, the other to suggest the 
place which the Pathan might fill in the devdopment of a sub
continent. 

To these two colleges were added others, with a network of 
High Schools, Middle Schools and Primary Schools right down 
the range. Bursaries and scholarships encouraged the sons of the 
trans-border tribes to share in the new learning.8 Year by year, as 
the leaven worked, the Pathans of the North-West Frontier be
came more conscious of a challenge, an uplifting, that called them 
to an expansion of the mind faintly dreamed of but never before 
realized. The eyes of youth turned to wider horizons of ambition 
and employment; they were outgrowing the trammels of tribal
ism, and began to look with contempt on the introve�ions of 
Kabul under Durrani feudal rule. 

The renascence was on; the new wine would not for long be 
contained within the old bottles. This ferment, almost wholly 
healthy, had been stirred by many teachers in class-room and 
hall; it was in some sense the result of an English infusion into 
the Pathan mind. That these two streams are able to mingle we 
know, but Pathan aspirations were clearer to soldiers in the field 
and teachers in the school than to those responsible for planning 
steps of political advance. The British administrator was too slow 
to recognize all the signs of new-found pride in the Pathan. In the 
constitutional field progress was halted by counsds of prudence, 
while political ambitions were subordinated to considerations 
of all-India strategy and defence. Right up to the time of the 
Simon Commission (1929) the theory of the powder ·magazine 
was allowed to rule decisions. From 1920 to 1930 nothing was 
done to enlarge the political horizon, and resentment grew and 
Bared. 

In season and out, Abdul Qayyum pressed for recognition of 
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his point that the Pathan province, if to remain as part of an all
India polity, must share in the general measures for the extension 
of responsible government. He never tired of saying that, far 
from being behind other peoples in the suh-<:ontinent in their 
understanding of political and egalitarian concepts, they were in 
fact in advance. They had their own indigenous system by which 
they chose representatives and ordered their affairs. And when it 
was suggested, in London, that the province was too small for 
representative institutions, he replied in his inimitable way that a 
Bea. might be a small creature, but in his country they found it very 
inconvenient inside their trousers. 

British immobility in conceding a measute of responsible 
government to the Frontier released other forces, without which 
even Abdul Qayyum might have found it difficult to convince 
Round Tables of the dangers of underrating a proud people. 
There arose a new political party in the villages, a party which, in 
the complete absence of the ballot-box or any form of expression 
by parliamentary means, was necessarily conceived first as a pres
sure group and subsequently as a mass movement for agitation 
against the established order. By a political paradox not uncom

mon in Asian affairs this party, aspiring to appeal to a population 
almost �tirely Muslim, came to own an allegiance to the Congress 
Party of India, overwhelmingly Hindu (if professedly non-sec
tarian) in its leaders and its inspiration. But in the beginning its 
executive, organized territorially, was referred to on the Frontier 
as 'the Mghan Jirga', and its shock-troops, uniformed but un
armed, as the KJmdaj Kl;idmatgar1111, or Servants of God. Since 
these were attired in garments dyed a dingy plum-colout, they 
soon acquired the sobriquet of SwJ:JJposh1111, or Red-shirts. 

There emerged as leaders of this party two men destined to 
attain to fame on a wider stage than the Frontier, Dr. Khan Sahib 
and his younger brother Abdul Ghaffar Khan. The sons of a 
Muhammadzai Khan in the village of Utmanzai in the Hashtnagar 
area of the Peshawar district, they came of well-to-do land-owning 
stock, and were popularly known as the Khan brothers. Dr. Khan, 
the elder, took a medical degree in England, married an English
woman, and joined the Indian Medical Service; he was for a time 
the medical officer to a battalion of the Guides. His brother took a 
different line. He has affected all his life the traditional dress and 
habit of a Pathan villager of the old school. He understands but 
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will not speak English. Between the two, though at times there 
has been much in common, there is a great contrast - the elder 
frank and open as a boy, extraordinarily fresh-looking even in age, 
with a whimsical smile that commands affection; the younger 
much taller, spare, gaunt and bearded, but with the appealing 
humour of proverb and village and a clever, twinkling eye. Each 
has proved that he can command allegiance, and can bring even 
his opponents within his spell. Such is the winning power of the 
true Pathan. 

The Indian Congress led by Gandhi and Nehru, stood, at least 
openly, against a communal platform based on religious differ
ences, and had succeeded within India in winning to its counsels 
some Muslims from ancient centres of Muslim culture such as 
Delhi and Lucknow. But they were few. On the Frontier the 
story was different. There were many currents in the Red-Shirt 
movement, but its impetus came originally from the British 
failure to grant to the Pathans the system of representative institu
tions set up elsewhere in the sub-continent in 19.2.0. So once more, 
as in the days of the Roshaniyya and the Mujahidin of Ahmad 
Shah Brelwi, the fire swept across the dry stubble. Once more 
frustrated, the Pathans turned to the only effective political 
organization at that time in the field - the Indian Congt:ess. The 
Congress, working for a united India, seized the occasion with 
both hands. The enormous preponderance of Muslims in the 
Frontier population discounted any fears of Indian domination, 
and Congress could give what the Pathan needed, namely back
ing, organizational and financial, to fight the British for his 
rights. Thus, at first, communal fears did not arise, and the 
alliance was made. 

Locally there was another strand in the new movement. All 
Pathan societies are subject to a double disability. There is, first, 
the envy caused by faction even within a family, much more upon 
a tribal or a national stage. The leading Khans had always their 
opponents even within their own class, ready to pull down their 
pretensions. The tendency is that so much deplored by Khushhal 
Khatak and enshrined in the proverb: A dog finds a bone and all 
the other dogs crowd round to snatch it. • Second, there is the 
fact that in every village, below the Pathan landowners, is to be 
found a body of artisans and servants, hewers of wood and 
drawers of water, a kind of helot class, usually surviving from 
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earlier conquered populations, speaking the language and gener
ally following the customs of the landowner but not his social 
equal. The new movement, led by smaller Khans in the Pathan 
family-tree, worked to organize the helots against the greater 
land-owners, and on that score it prospered with the coming of 
the vote and the consequent egalitarian result. For this reason, 
when in the end representative institutions with a wide franchise 
came to the Frontier, it was not long before Congress won the 
elections. 

At one time the Frontier Congress established something very 
close to a parallel government in the districts and had to be 
brought under restraint, the Khan brothers suffering arrest and 
detention. But the leaven had done its work, and in 193z the 
North-West Frontier was raised from a Chief-Commissionerate 
to a Governor's province, with political rights and institutions 
equal to those available in the rest of the sub-continent. Sahibzada 
Abdul Qayyum became its first Minister. Subsequently in 1937 
the Pathan province shared with all other provinces the further 
advance towards self-government under the 193 5 Government of 
India Act. This second advance almost coincided in time with 
Abdul Qayyum's death and the access to power on a much wider 
franchise of Dr. Khan Sahib, who became Chief Minister of the 
province.10 His brother, like Gandhi in India, remained outside, 
the recognized leader of the Frontier Congress in the villages. He 
had chosen the role of power without responsibility. 

I have suggested certain reasons why important elements 
among the Pathans in the 19zo-4o period were prepared to accept 
an alliance with the Indian Congress. Even so, it is hard to see 
how the Pathan tradition could reconcile itself for long to Hindu 
leadership, by so many regarded as smooth-faced, pharisaical and 
double-dealing. The Pathan never regarded himself as an Indian; 
he still spoke daily of going to, or coming from, Hindustan, a 
country that began vaguely somewhere the other side of the Mar
galla Pass. How then could he have associated himself with a 
parry under Indian, even Brahmin, inspiration? 

The answer is not in much doubt. There were the temporary 
advantages in an alliance with Congress, already detailed. But not 
even the Frontier Congress leaders could conceive of future con
ditions in which it would ever be possible for a Hindu-dominated 
go-yemment to tell the Pathans what to do or how to do it. 
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I hear the story of Bahlol and Sher Shah 
That in days gone by Pathans were Kings in Hind . . . •  u 

had sung Khushhal Khan. Sher Shah was the hero in history of all 
good Pathans, not only of Dr. Khan Sahib. In good time, when 
the British had gone, that predominance would come again; mean
while what was the harm of using Congress money and Congress 
brains? So thought many, and lulled conscience to sleep. 

The birth of an articulate Muslim movement in undivided India 
was slow and in its beginnings uncertain. Only when the British 
Government's move to bring British authority to an end acquired 
a momentum so unmistakable that even the unbelieving were 
compelled to read the signs, often against their will, only then 
was the two-nation theory translated into practical politics. The 
Pakistan idea appealed at first mainly to the Muslim populations 
down-country, where Muslims, though culturally well-established 
and proud of a long history, were numerically swamped by 
Hindus. Jinnah, though hom in Karachi, had made his home in 
Bombay, and Liaquat Ali came from the heart of Hindustan, a 
district close to Delhi. For some years the Muslims of the Panjab, 
in a small majority in that province over Sikhs and Hindus com
bined, resisted the leadership of Jinnah and declined to join the 
Muslim League. On the Frontier, where Muslims formed 94 per 
cent of the population, Dr. Khan Sahib with his Congress affini
ties retained power even against the challenge of an election. 
The two-nation theory was in the balance, and its acceptance 
still uncertain. 

During the war years the hand of British authority remained 
firm, and unti1 1943, when the tide of war tumed against the Axis 
Powers, no man on the Frontier or in northern India dreamed 
that the end was so near. With victory, just as in 1919, the grip 
was loosened, a Government determined to disengage was elected 
in London, and a sense of general dissolution came to pervade the 
air. & the realization grew that the end of British authority was 
really planned, the Frontier leaders began to wonder where they 
stood. Could they afford upon the Frontier to play at feuds and 
factions, to angle for Hindu support, now that the barriers were 
coming down? They hesitated, and Nehru, the new Foreign 
Minister - the post he held carried conviction - came up to 
Peshawar to rally his supporters. It was a brave effort, but ill
conceived and bound to fail; it was also fatal to those who thought 
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in terms of a united India. The majority of Pathans thought they 
were witnessing the impossible about to happen -Afghan sub
mission to direction and homily by a Brahmin, another Birbal, 
vastly arrogant. They would have none of it in plains or hills. 
The Bags of Islam were unfurled and Jinnah had his way. Dr. 
Khan and his brother were swept from power. On 15th August, 
1947, after a plebiscite, the Frontier Province, with every sign of 
enthusiasm, became a part of Pakistan. And in November of the 
same year this lead was followed by all the tribes up to the Durand 
Line and the Chiefs of the four Frontier Stares of Dir, Swat, 
Chitral and Amb, the former signifying their loyalty in open jirga, 
the latter their allegiance by means ofinstruments of Accession. 

It should not be supposed that the tribes or chiefs across the 
border had stood by uncaring, while thought was concentrated 
on political and constitutional development on the larger stage. 
They had not been impressed by the manoeuvres of the Frontier 
Congress, and spasmodic endeavour to gain a Congress following 
among them had met on the whole with small response. The tribal 
in£Iuence, such as it was, was cast on the side of Jinnah's forth
right appeal to Islam in peril; Abdul Gha.lfar Khan's ideas seemed 
to them at be.�t equivocal and over-subtle, at worst disloyal to the 
Pathan �anon which calls for at least some service to the idea of 
Muslim solidarity. Feelings of this kind strengthened within the 
districts also, and a new direction seemed overdue. This coincided 
with a dramatic move by the Kabul Government, and was a 
potent factor in bringing into the open the political theory which 
has come to be known as Pakhtunistan or the Land of the Pathans. 

This Pakhtunistan, as viewed from Kabul and from Peshawar, 
has assumed very different shades of meaning. In his time the 
Durrani king, Amaoullah, had worn Pathan dxess and sought to 
addxess jirgas in Pashtu specially memorized for the occasion, 
Pashtu had been declared the national language of Afghanistan 
(though few in Kabul could speak or read it), and later Nadir and 
his successors both derived advantage, and suffered discomfort, 
from their relations with the tribes. It is never to be forgotten 
that the present ruling family are the direct descendants of the 
Peshawar Sardars; the present King, Zahir Shah, and his leading 
ministers are the great-great-grandsons of Sultan Muhammad 
Khan. The lure of Peshawar is a passion, deep in their hearts. 
Before the transfer of power in 1947 the Afghan Government 
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translated these desires into a formal claim that in the event of the 
demission of British authority the whole Pathan country as far as 
the Indus should revert to Mghan sovereignty. 

Subsequently this claim has been dressed in new garments. In 
Mghan official pronouncements it .now appears as one for the 
creation of a separate Pathan State, to be carved apparently out of 
Pakistan. While brotherly relations would exist between such a 
State and Kabul, there is no overt demand for political amalgama
tion. At the same time the Mgban Government affirms that the 
Durand Line has lapsed with the demission of British power, and, 
this being so, it is impossible to fix a western boundary for their 
assumed Pakbtunistan. Lastly, the real considerations behind the 
claim are revealed by complete silence on the part of Kabul as to 
the inclusion in this Pakbtunistan of any of the Pakbtu- or Pashtu
speaking areas in Mghanistan. A little reflection will make it clear 
that these points, taken together, disclose the Mghan case as one 
prompted by a veiled irredentism. The attitude of the Pakistan 
Government to these claims in their international bearing is to 
stand as the successor State on the rights and duties inherited 
from the British Government in India - an attitude in which the 
United Kingdom Government has expressed its public agree-
ment.la • 

The case for a Pathan State within Pakistan, as put by Abdul 
Ghaffar Khan and others who support him is rather different. The 
picture is obscure, but it seems to be one of semi-autonomy, not 
playing into the hands of Kabul but realizing Pathan national con
sciousness as a force which calls for a separate organism to express 
it. Such a Pakbtunistan would no doubt be in relations with the 
country or countries to the east, possibly both Pakistan and India. 
Those who support this concept hardly pause to consider the via
bility of such a state; the Frontier has always required support, 
financial and other, from the larger unit to which it has formed 
the shield. But there should not be denied to them some tribute of 
respect for their sincerity; the sword of Sher Shah and the winged 
words of Khushhal stir them in an endeavour to achieve a sepa
rate destiny. And now not only has this picture faded like a dream; 
even that North-West Frontier Province, the limited stage on 
which heretofore they could walk, seems to them to have lost its 
identity, merged in a larger whole.u To the passionate Pathan 
individualist the slogan 'One-unit' seems far from attractive. 
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Peshawar -Khar or the City, as they call it - is no longer a 
capital, and where staos:l the Pathans? To men like Abdul Ghaffar 
all this is bitterness. The ram��Jq, the lustre, is dimmed, the glory 
departed. 

Where, then, stand the Pathans? I have said that in 1900 Cun;on 
was right. Lacking full vision, he succeeded in strengthening a 
common Pathan consciousness, and so did much to enlist a power
ful force in the making of a sub-continent. But it does not follow 
that what Curzon did at that time should remain unaltered in the 
very ciliferent conditions that prevail half a century later. For one 
thing, the Pathans, and not only those in the districts, have now 
learned to look unmistakably to the east for education, service 
and all the higher things of life; the social, economic and political 
ideas ofDurranis have become to them an anachronism. For them 
Kabul irredentism is empty of meaning; political amalgamation, 
should it ever come, would take a very different shape. Peshawar 
would absorb Kabul, not Kabul Peshawar. Moreover, however 
valuable as a focus of loyalty in the earlier days, this small pro
vince had become top-heavy with all the accretions of representa
tive government. A parochial tinge was all too observable in its 
political life. And £nally, Pathan genius has frequently shone most 
brilliamly away from home; as captains and kings in far-away 
lands Pathans have blazoned a name whose glory flashes back to 
their own mountains. There is more honour to be won by the 
ruler beyond the Indus than by the raider on the border. At least, 
so thinks Dr. Khan, and on this issue has broken with his brother. 

The Pathan future is not in doubt; it lies, as it has always lain, 
with the people of the Indus Valley. The force of Pathan char
acter, the bravery of the Pathan soldier, the shrewdness of Pathan 
assessments of political realism, once carried the forebears of this 
people to high positions of authority outside their own country. 
So it will be again, and the more easily in the light of the renas
cence in the home-land, to which in their hearts they return, how
ever far away. They need have no fear that they cannot pull their 
weight in a larger organism; they are like the Scots in Great 
Britain. Like other Highlandmen, the Pathans of Pakistan will be 
found before long to be largely in control of the fortunes of their 
country. Dr. Khan Sahib's position as the first Premier of the new 
West Pakistan may be their augury. 

Yet, before it is too late, let it be remembered that every step 
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upon this Frontier, forward, sideways or back, attracts the ulti
mate responsibility of the Central Government for the safety of the 
State. Day-to-day business cannot be conducted with the tribes 
from Karachi or Lahore; they are too far away and they lack the 
Frontier atmosphere. Some measure of decentralization will be 
needed if Frontier problems are to be met resolutely and in time. 

And there, after a course extending over more than two thou
sand years, I must leave the argument, happy in the conviction 
that the last batch of Englishmen who served this people 'got to 
know the tribes better and better, till at the end they knew them 
better than ever before•.u Of these, as friends still living, I may 
not write, except to say that they were in very deed a band of 
brothers, each of whom carries away in his heart as much as he 
poured out, or more. 

The last of them before the transfer of power was the writer of 
these pages, and this is his testimony. 

' 



NOTES 
INTRODUCTION pp. :dli-xxii 

1. The preoent Lord Zetlaod,lmli4, 4 Bini',...,. V,., 19'4. p. 40 •t Iff· 
2. Bntish envoy to Court of Shah Shuja in 1809. Will appear again. 
�- E.g., the change of ito a rounded,;. 
4- In the plutal both syllables undetgo a vowd c:hsnge. and Pakl!t1111 becomes 

PJ:.6ttln4h. 
l· SeeAppc<ldixB. 
6. Otiginally a Multa.Di and Beluch wo.<d for a mountaia, applied by the people of 

Multan and the Derajat to the mountain wall of the Takht-i-Sulafman, and so to the 
Pathan oountry. 

7· Tbl NII1'1VII Smil•, 1955, p. 97· 
8. One of the world's g=t mountains, height 2 l ,426 f1:et. 
9· Basta.<d Petsianfor Kuh-!-Su6d, the White Mountain, in Pakhtu the Spin Ghar. 

10. Suuzh, Pakhtu for Plain, ls appllod to that part of the Peshawar Valky north of 
the I .ondai RiTer. 

n. z6,6zo feet, higher than Tirich Mlr. 
12. PelerMayne.op. tit.,pp. 112-1�. 
��- For certain worka published in Kabul ein<:e 1940, and professing to be antho

logles of much earlier vene, see article 'Afghan' by Morgu�etieme in Bnly<lopuJill o/ 
Islam, Fascicule 4. 1951, p. uo. Theiuuthenticity is doubtful. 

CHAPTER I pp. �-24 

1 . .A.«rmnnofth.ZvnpmofCt111bu/, JolmMurn.y, 1815, p. 158. SeeCbapter XVII. 
2. Vol. I, fucieulus4,lssued in 19!5, article 'Afghan'. 
3· Afghan Treaou:e-houoe or 'Magazine'. Do1n callod hla ttanalation Hism:J of 

tbl Afg/Mttt. 
4- Rob is not a Pakhtu or Pashtu word for 'mountain', aa so many writerS wrongly 

aflirm. The Palthtu word is ghar (.f). Rob is a Southem Panjabi wo.<d for mountain, 
used by the Panjabis and Jato of Multan and the Derajat, seeing the western IDOWl
tain-wall of the Snlaimans from their plains. It is also used by the Derajat Baluch 
tribes. Ao usual, Elphlnotone, the oldest writer oo the aub)OOI in Bnglish, baa got It 
right; p. 151, op. tit. 

l· Aosyriology establishes that Shalmaneser died before capture of Samaria, the 
acrual conqueror having been SargonD (712-705 a.c.). See also Isaiahxx, 1. 

6. See Elphinstone, op. tit., p. 156 m.: d. also Bellew, Thl R.tluJDf Afg/Jamdtm, 
Calcotta, 188o, p. 14. In &irneoa it should be eWiod that neither author accepts the 
identification. But many Pathans do. 

1· Elphlnstone wrote his g=t work on 'Afghauoistauo' in 1814 when the Khai-
bar Paso was under Dw:noi Afghan sovereignty. 

8. Tr11111/s itriD BoleiNzra, John Murn.y, 1834. pp. 162�. 
9· PJ:.6� Gr-mar, Introducti0<1, p. 19m. 

10. The Arabic form of Kisb, and thus the same name aa that of Sauro father. 
There Is no mendon of this Qaia in any Arab historian. 

459 
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II. B. g., among tbe Tiwaoa snd Noon familiesofShabpur in thePonjab. They ate 
not Pathans. The use of kingly titles by ordinary notables is common in the Khura
Wli world. E.g., BldJbah for Sayyida, snd Mehtar (Prmcc) for Tajik notables. The 
title Kbtm 1tsdf, now usurped by all ond sundry but originally used for the bet<:ditary 
bead of a tribe, is a cue in point. The same applies to ShaJJ ond Su/Jan. 

u. The famous • Alberuni'. HIS g�atest book is the T onA:.INJJ-HinJ (Hiarory of lodia), Bnglish translstlon by Sacbau, Triibner, x888 -another edition I9IO. 
I3. Author of the Jatab-aJ.YtJI11i!li, a history of Mahmud and his father, Sabulc

tagin. 
14- The Sayy1ds ate desanded from the Prophet through the union of his 

daughter Pauma with Ali, the fourth Caliph. A few are geauloe. all claim to be rbe 
progeny of some holy man of the past. 

Ij. Abdul Jahbar Shah died on axst November, I9)6, after this was written. 
x6. The belief m ooe God. 
17. The tables which follow should be examined with the tribal map. 
x8. The ccrebtal��r in Pakhtu ond Pashta, sometimes ttaoslit:ctated m, is caul ond 

bard for a European to ptC>QOWIC.e. Aa effort to vocali2e ,. through the nose gets 
SOII\CWb""' neat lt. 

19. Bxcept that they are dea=�decl from Sarbonr, the Mllhammad2:ais of Hasht
llagat have nothing to do with those in Table I. 

:w. KIJN!tzttii-41-Ansab (Genealogical Swnmary), cited on p. x zz of the second part 
ofDorn'a HiJtNyojlb# Ajg,/Hm1. See also Bellew, op. til ., p. 9I. 

u. Op. til., p. •3· 
u. P�KJ Raverry, tbe name heze is spelt GIMfji, and not in the Peniaoized form 

Glti�oi, because it IS as Ghalji that the tribes refer to themselves. Again, Elphin· 
stone, calling them Ghi/ftts, gets it right. 

•3· The Pasbtu worda are Ghal (J&) a thief, with -':{ai =Mac in Gsellc. The cor
rupted worda show the scribe's ignoroncc of Pashtu, ond of the tribe's real name, 
Gbaiji. • 

14- ThesuggestionisthatShaikhBatniexclaimed, 'IbrahimMJay(J., �) r.�').' 
which means llterally 'Ibrahim is great', or 'lbrahi!ll is grown-up', not 'Ibrahim is the 
elder', which would be 'Ibrahim 11Ultbrt/ay'. Again tbe scribe is not well up in Pashtu. 

•l· Hafiz Rahmat, author of KhNiataJ-NI-AIIrtJb and Janabi. both cited by Dorn, 
op. nt ., il, 9•-3· 

16. These are""tBaluch, and must not be confUsed with them. They are accounted 
as Sayyids, and h<ld in high esteem. 

•7· These events took place in 1707-•9· See Chapter XVI. 
•8. No attempt will be made in this boolr to give the detail of the mony clans ond 

oepts into which the g>eat Gbalji tribe is divided. Those who are iotetested will lind 
on accurate ond elaborate trealnlent of the whole subject in J. A. Robinson's Nomad 
Trib.t ll/ &11111 Afgbanirtan, a publication of tbe pre-1947 Govemmeot of India. 

•9· Corruption ofKadanr:is. 
30. Cl. A. H. McMahon (Sir Henry McMabon)'s Tri!Nt !lj Dir, S�WZI ami Baja��r, 

I9QI. 
5 I. See Table I above. Urma: is the youngest of Shatkhbun's sons, snd adopted 

only at that. Some of his putative descendants today still have their own separate 
language. 

l•· Raverty (Notts., Ajg/Mtlitft��t, pp. 381-2) gl-fes numerous versions of this tale, 
treating each variant as if it were serious history. As 1.1S1al, he is quite unable to 
sepanre the grain from tbe c:ba.lf. 

H· Thediaappcaranceofthe Dil•zaks- seepp. r6s ond I7l· 
3+ Like the three Wallops in Hampshire, Upper, Middle snd Nether Uunar. 
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� l• Arabic plutlll o!Sayyid. 
�6. The thetis thAt the app<IW;ioo Pakhtun-Pasbrun is in ill origins more pro

perly to be attributtd to tbe highland uibes only, iiDds some etymological support in Morgenstierne'a BlymtJ/ogi<al V..-abldary of Pusbm. He thete suggests a c:onnectioa 
with tbe Avestic psta, 'bad<', used for a ridge or height. Compare also Raverty, 
Nolts, p. 4/i7, deriYing Pwbtun (m) from the Tajik (PeniaD.) p.11bt, 'bad<', with an 
attributtd secondary meaning 'mountain-ridge'. This secondary ,...ning does not 
appear in the dktiooades, and may have beeo suggesttd to the etymOlogists by tbe 
Pusbt-i-Kub mountairu of tbe Perao-Iraq border. 

CHAPTER ll pp. 2l-42 

1. Tam, AkxfiiWin tbl GruJ, p. 86, suggests that G2ndhara bad broken away from 
Persian rule under tbe lAter AcbAemenids. There seems to be oo pooitiYe proof to 
that eft'ect. 

•· lr1111, Pelican, t9l4· 
�· Ghitshman, op. nt., p. •04· 
4· Herodotus lived tirra 486--426 a.c., .00 is supposed to have read his history to 

tbe Atbeoions in 446 a.c. 
l· Por the Acbacmenianinscriptionsaee Kent, oiJp,.,;., Gr--. 19lO· 
6. Op. rit., pp. 17-8. 
7· Nour .. Ajfikmitt411,pauim, and see particularlyp. ·�6 fn. 
8. The Greek of the italicized words i.s: ol a� dpp.� lx Kaam.nlpov,.. ....U.or 

••hils n ....... ildi< riis . . .  and ruo. ah"" · rva.;,., K=nlpq> ... ,o).,. ..u ..y n ....... r.v ' u ' XO>PU ""' "f"XTT<Jf'O'o • • •  
9· &nning. Two Monjcbaean magical teXtS B.S.O.S., xii, 1947, p. n; Spreogling, 

'Sbahpur I tbe Great on tbe Kuba of Zorou�>er', Amlrktm S•mili< JONnlal, 1940, 
PP· �H-l· 

to. n.. streas on tbe second syllable in tbe word Peshawar is very strong indeed. 
Possibly tbe position of tbe Greek accent in tbe word Paskipuroa may be called in as 
additional evidence to the probability of the equation proposed. 

11. Even two of tbe Herodotean manuscripts give Ka�pov In the lirat pu.
aagea cittd in this chapter, showing (1) a correspondence with Hecatseua as regards tbe penultimai>O syllable, .00 (u') . scribal uanspooitioo similar to that of n.,,,,!'lnlpo< 
for KtunrO.mJpo< here proposed. For this point I am indebttd to Mr. David l.elvis, 
Cla.soicslThtor at Christ Church, Oxford. 

u. See Sacbau's t:ranalation, i, p. 298. 
t�. II, 70; Kaibel I, p. t6l. 
14. See Rlrb..rthtt = us R.G.D.S. Ji4r HDniQ1141' <1 Mari<q, Bruxelles, PaWs des 

Academt<a, '9l �. pp. tot�. 
J l· The II<Xt i.s as foll.ows: 

Parthian-HNPRSH 'L �UR 
Greek -lc»< li'"Pov8'"' ll�uporr (geo. nmt. plur.). 

Critics have doubttd the identillcatioo with Pesbawar for reasoaa which seem over
subtle aod which introdu<:e d.it!iculties greattr than thoee they set out to solve. The 
interpretlltion of the above must be: 'as far as in front of Pasltiboura', i.e., presum
ably on the River IndUB, which more than ooce marked tbe boundary of Persia and 
India. Yet K.ramet$ and Maricq acrually state, 'Peshawar is in no ..,.y fitted by its 
geographical posidon to serve as a frontier town.' To one who bas served in a 
Frontier Provmce with capital at Peshawar such comments smell of the lamp. 

t6. Op. nl ., pp. 8l and 90· 
17. Op. rit ., p. 14�· 
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18. Tbeoe is another pooslble pointu to tbls equation. The trad.ttion of the nam
ing of the Khataks """ thst Luqman, their progenitor, hsd bad luck in a lottery for fuur girl!, having the ugliest allotted to him. His companions then mocked him, saying in Pubtu: 1.-Nqmtfrl j!Nh klHzJ4 ksbl 141-, Luqman bas put his foot in the mud. The tribal na= Khailli< is thus derived from the words l<haia ksbt. 

It will be observed thst the second of these words Ksh. preserves tbc sb of the 
Acbaemenla.n T/Jalaglls6. H a phonetic change of fh to kb 1$ possible, the words are 
identical. Tbeoe is no fh in Pllkhtu/Pashtu, so the transferenoe may Dot be so 
'llllte8SOllable. CompareCatthago, •apm&.•. 

19. l9f.or """ 0'fl"ucdV .aJ �' ai<W!jv 8< I''"""� l')(01X1' <r<11<X�p.i"'ff' T�f TC 
n._q. ... Tflr n� ...... l•iif· 

20. Op. nt., p. �88 11 nq. 
u. TraN!t i•to &lchara, 1834. p. 144. 
u. Op tit� p. ��-
•3· P11k616 Gt-41N1Rar, Introduction, p. 9· 
14- History of tiM Bnglisb-sptaki!lg P14p/�t, i, 160. 

CHAPTER III pp. 43-57 

t. Hogarth, Philip tmt1 .Akxllllikr o/ � John Muuay, 1897. p. 101. Old, 
but the most readable account of A.lexsnder's campaigns. 

1. &1 ToW dp«6uo 'I.&.iis KoAovp.ivovs • • •  
3· East of Tehran and close to the Caspian Gates. Called by the Greeks Heca

tompylll8. 
4· VlnoeotSmith, Bnr/1 Huf1Jr,yoflmli4, 1924, p. ljl. 
,. W. W. Tam, Akxllllikr tiM Gnal. C.U.P. 1948. The moot recent authority, but 

scant in ita treacmeot of Alenader's passage OCJ:OtS the N-W Frontier. N<1ther 
Hoguth nor Tam lcnew the Frontier geography or people. · 

6. Book IV of AIMban's, Cbaptu 22. 
7· Not to be confused with :&gram: Peshawar. For the rematkable archaeological diacoveries at I<Apisa-Bagnm see Hacekln, NIJIIIICiks rkh.rth.s arsblok>gif'l't 6 

Blg?ll1», '911· A popular trealmeot is given lo Wbeder'a Rom1 HJtmt1 sb6 lm}llri41 
Frrmti,.s, Pelican, 19!J· 

8. Seep. 36 mpra. 
9· Alexander had killed Cleitus in Baaria, but the fonnatioa was still caiiN by hi$ 

IWile. 
10. The Alexandrine period. of coune, exoept in so far aa .Ale:xanclria in Egypt waa 

founded by Aleunder, bas nothing to do with him. It is the Hell� age, syn
chronlzlng with the period ofRome's g<eatnaa -say 100 B.C.-A.D. 100. 

n. E.g. Tam, op. rit., p. 8, stating as a&ct that the Kbaibor waa used. 
u. Anabasis, IV, Chapters •3-18 -extracts. 
��- Called the Khoaapes by Arlatotle, Stnbo and Cuttius. See p. 37 {last chapter). 
14- On AltxiZIIIIn' 1 Tr«As fiJ tiM INhu, 1929 . 
• ,. As far as I know, I make this ideotiiicatioo for tbc lint time. It 1&, I think, 

quite u reaaonable u Stcln's ldentilic:atioo ofl!azira with Bitkot. 
16. This is tBken from Plutarch'• A.kxfllllkr, 28, quoting the sth Book of the 

llUJ, line J40: ·,..,o.o """,' elm., • <5 #).o<, ..0 pla. �Tpa • .,! .�. -
l](<!Jp, olor wlp n Pia """�""" 8to'ia••-' 

17. For.Babur'awaoderingsin thesepaaaes, seeCbaptu X, p. 16o. 
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18. Tbe Klw>a of the Kana and Ghorbend Valleys in this region are Ywufzaia, 

but the populatioo Ia Gujar. 
19. l<hubor .W..ls the Pakhtu word for good �G=Jt cv. Seep. H· 
.10. Neither Hogarth nor Tam attempts any ldontiJication of tbe Aspuli etc. Aftu · writing this chapter I have fouod similar ldontiJic&tioos in M'Crindlc's AiiXItlllitr't 

r,..,n.n •! w.., Constable, •896-
• 

CHAPTER IV pp. l� 

t. Vincent Smith, &{)I Hitlo'J'•f1Mi4, 4thedltioa, 1914· 
2. Ghinhman, Iran, 19l4· 
�· McGovern, Tb. &{)I EmpJm ifCtwtrtJ Ati4, 19!9· 
4- See Appendix A. 
l· vii, 6+ 
6. McGovem, •P· dt., p. •B· 
7· See McGovern, op. tit., Chapters n aod m and Herodotus ill, 9!· 
8. Cf. Belkw, •P· tit., p, h. 
9· Tun, ThiGmlum&xtriunJINIUz,C.U.P., '9J8. 

to. Cf. Mortimer Wheeler, RD-IH:J-' tbt lmpmtJ FIWIIUrt. luJ. entitely opposite 
view is taken by Tun, pp. !9! If. •P· til� wbo believes the Buddha statue evolved in 
Gondban muat be dated to the ti1m when Greek power in that region ,... a living 
thing. Wbce1er admits, p. 198 •P· til., that the period of Gnlee<>-Bactrian rule 'had 
ptepared the way'. 

n. Futthet inveodg.t!ooa of alteo, partieulatly p..,hblavati (Cbanadda) might 
well throw more llgbt. 

u. CotupoueHonce,O.Utill, l' 
milesne era.; coojuge buboua 
twpilaw:itua vhir . . •  
sub tege Medo Manus et Apulus: 

lommting the shame undergone by the Roman ooldiers in captivity. 1 !· B. of I., Fasc. 4. I9l J, Article 'Afghan', Morgemtieme. 
•+ Sw1110 his inttr Styti»Rmm MMiiat11HJ111tmtlntt 11 � mixhll, Justin, XLI. 
I l· This baa already been diJcuued in Cbapta II, pp. ! l-'7· 
16. t. � r, '!!:= .;. - � -.l-; in Pubiu-Pakhtu. Tbe lint thtee of these are 

prooouru:ed nther as are t, J, r in nonna1 English. Tbc lost Ia very hard for an 
Englishman. An attempt to pronounce,. through the nose gets neat it. 

17. Modem Persim baa no gendCIS, and I ha� not been able to uncovet poaltive 
evidence of genden in Old Persian. In Avestan and East Innlan dialects, e.g., Sogdian and Kbotanese, tbete is evidence of gendea, but this -..!. on tbe Indian 
periphery teinfor= tbe ugument. tS. Both in Pakhtu-Pashtu aod in Hindi, in the past tenses of trulsitive verl>s, the 
subject is placed in an oblique agenti� case aod tbe object may (in Pakhtu·Pashtll 
must) be in the nominative. In Pakhtu-Pashtu, mo...aver, the verb then agteea with 
the object in gender, DUmber aod person. Thus: 'I struck her (a woman)' appeatS as, 
'By me she strlcken,' '"' being nominative and the verb third person alngulat in the 
feminine. 'He attuck us' would appear u, 'We by him st:d.ckea,' w being nominative 
and stridom 6nt person plunl. This can be c:a1kd a passive coru<ruction. It does not 
apply to pteaent .......,; 'I strike you' 1taoding with rubject and object as in Engliah, 

'9· See Chaptet I, p. •!· 
20. As argued by F. W. Thomas, 'Sskastans', ].R.A.S� t9Q6, p. •n. Cf. also the 

River Khoupes {KWl&r), tbe river of tbe good horse, crossed by Alenndtt. 
2 0  
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CHAPTER V pp. 7o-8o 

t. The SanngaiofHcrodotus, cf. lli, 9� and vii, 67. 
•· This changed to Sijisl:lln, then Seimo, and now Sistan. 
�· Eight m1les north of Mardan, now well known as the site of a sugar-mill, but 

formerly f01 ia Buddhist Dl0lla$!Cries. 
4· Ptlrlbum 1111ittt01tml and rttgitllu tl <rln1m j��g��m P<�rtbi. Hot., Ot4s, i, 19 and ii, 13. 
l· Thisrulerappearsonlyas SmrMiga.t -the Great Deliverer, 
6. The ident:ifi<:ation is not in doubt, and is based po.rtly on references by the 

Chinese pilgrlms Fa.-Hien and Hmen-Tsang to Po-lu-eha and Po-lu-shs-po-lu respec
tively. The conerpondenc:e with the Greek Pask&puros and the Luer Sassanian 
Pasldboun is clear enough. It is of interest that, after dest:oying Ta:nla, the Kosbans 
chose Peshawar, not Pushkalavati (Cbanadda) for their capital. 

7· a. MeGovem, •P· dt, p. 148. 'Tbe Hindus were oever able to produce a his
toty of themsebes, much less throw any light upon the alien peoples who invaded 
and conquered them.' AI-Biruni and Elphinatone had said it before him. Latter-day 
endeavows to put this right are more suc.cess£ul, e.g., Mr. Paniklcat's SlltWY •f Indi4n 
HiltDrJ, and many lear=:l numismatic r� by distmgwshed Indian scholars. 

8. Wheeler, Rom• iHyMJ thl Impmal Prontiws, Pehcan, '9ll. p. 183. 
9· �*.p.26t. . 

10. Wheeler, •P· dt., pp. t9l •l niJ., to which this SWilUlaty is owing. 
11. These treasures are not confined to tepresentations of the Buddha or his life. 

They include Western mythology, e.g. a Trojan Horse relief discovered on a well 
near Hund in 1913. 

11. Munshi Ghulam Husain in hls RJ.7at-us-Salalin. He was a Pathan writing in 
Bengal in the eighteenth century. 

'3· 'He in consequence was born as a deluder in the form of Buddha, the son of 
]ina. By him the Asuras were deceived, for, beutg induced to abandon the religion of 
Vedas, they los tall pow eras warrion.' 

14- Chapter n. p. H· 
'l· The Gupta dominion never extended to Gandhara or even to the Indus. 

Gupta Empire A.D. 32Q-4lS· 
t6. Sprengling,A.].SL., 1940. 

CHAPTER Vlpp. 8t-9o 

t. HNtluJ.al-Aiam, V. Minorsky, Translation and Commentary, pp. 317, �47, 362. 
See alao Note 14 below. 

:z.. See VIOCellt Smith, Bar{! Hillory Dj Iniia, 1924. and McGovern, Tht Earl! 
E.mpinsDjCitllrJ Ada, 19�9· 

3· a. Fit>.gerald'a Omar Khayyam: 
And Bahram, that great Hunter -the wild Ass 
Stamps o'er his Head hut cannot break Ills sleep. 

+ Tom Khan and Mihr Gu1 are common Patban names today. 
1· Tbe locstlon of the various capitals in the north in pre-MilS!im times, Puru· 

ahopw:a (Pasldpuros), Taxila and $obi•, bears an interesting comparison with the 
present sitea of Peshawar, Rawalpindi and Lahore. 

6. Op nt., pp. 540 and 421. In speaking of the Panjab, Vincent Smith includes the 
NOttb-WestFrontier, i.e, Gandhara and the Dezajat. 

7. Righdy he does not count Peraia!ls as foreigner�. 
8. Op. tit., p. •3· 



NOTES 

9· Gabrielle Festing, Wbm Kittgt...O. to Delhi, t9u, p. •9· 
to. Chapter J, p. t l· 
u. Hi lf.W11111 T ��nnl' Alit Cmtrah, r 941· 
u. VoL ID, p. 9'· 
'l· Switt Empirt, t9l.of. p. ll· 
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14. The HwJwl..ai-Almw (The Limits of the World) is an aoonymoua Penlan geo
graphy written in A.D. gS., tnnslated by V. Mlnonky with a full oommeneary and 
issued by the Gibb Memorial TtuSteeO in '9H· Mlnonky's work, ooe may ray 
humbly, is a compilation displaying the most astonishing erudition and scbokrship. 
See pp. H7 and 362 of this work. 

tj. SeeCbapteriX,p.tJO. 
r6. Tr.,.ltm .&IDthitt.,,ll<., Preface to vol. �:rill, 1842. 

CHAPTER VII pp. 91-ro2 

t. Narrative follows Gbirshman, op. tit., p. 3o8. 
2. Al-Baladhuri, FlillllNJ-Bulkt (Conquests of the Nations), tr. Murgotteo, New 

Yorlc, t9•.of. A.D. 892 (H. 279). 
J. Walker, BritishMumH!I Cdalogwof Arab.sas-.1411 CIJitrt, London, '94'· 
E. de Zamt-.r, M.-1" Ginfalogi< II"' thronaloiJI po<ir l'bistoirttill'ltlt111t, Han-

over, 1927. 
l· &r!:J HintJrJ •I InJia, p. 340. 
4· Atlas of Is/ami& Histor.J, Princeton University Preas, 1954-Otherwi>eadmitable. 
l· The site of Bust lw been investigtted in Schlumberger's recent excavations 

with striking results. 
6. The form of this word io impossible IX> cleclpher; the pointing in the Arable 

teXts always varies. Raverty suggests it standa either for the Hindi Ratanpal or 
Ranthel, the Wartbrutter (on the analogy of Ranjit, the war-victor). The 'Rutbil' 
was ocrtainly no Mlllllm. 

1· Raverty, Not11 1111 Aft/xmillalt, p. 319, lw • loog pasage pouring hls utual 
acom on the identification with Labore, and .,ya it should be Abwa2 ln Kb.W.tan 
close IX> Basrab. But be sustains hls argument by assuming that Muballab could never 
have got as far as Labore, the present eapital of West Pakistotz>. He seems to be =
aware of the existeru:e of the vi.llage of Labor near the Indus in Gondbara. 

8. See translation in Elliot and Dowaon, VoL Vl, p. s68. Parisbta's eluonicles of 
these earlier periods are garbled and lnaeeurate. 

9· TariJ:h...ai-Hind(Hjstory of India), tr. Saebau, 1910. 
to. See Chapter I, p. to. 
11. Arabic plural ofSayyid. 

CHAPTER VIII pp. to3-tt3 

t. The older Sakiotan, the modem Sistan. 
•· Tr. Mlnorsky, p. 91. 
l· The discoverer wos Steuart PCU$, then Political Agent in the Tocbi and after

warda Chid' Commissioner N-W .F.P. 
4- I use the Pcrslan '<.4th for Y r.qub son of Loa, not the Arabic ibn, to mark the 

fa<:t that Y aqub was an Iranian. 
l· Masudi,MUI'I!fa/-Dhahai. 
6. TariJ:h...ai-H'mJ, tr. Sachau, 1910, ii, 'l· Al·Biruni (Alber=i) was the famous 

Arable authorofPcrslan extraction bom in Kbwarezm in 97l· 
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7• ]IIJIJI-41-Hi/eqf<tf of Muluunnwl Ufi - see Elliot's translations of S0111'Ca, U. 
t71· 

8. NlllltimtatirCbmdtk, Sixth Series, VoL XI, t952., pp. tH-l· 
9· Systematic eJCC&vation at Lahor village and Hand .in the Swabi Tahail of Mar

dan District might well resolve this puzzle. 
to. Presented by Harold Deane about t897, and 11ow ill the Laho:e Museum. 

This Birlcot is the place idcntilied by Steio. as Alennder's Bazlra - see Chapter m, 
P·l3· 

11. Mlnorsky's tnN!ation, p. 9t. Soe £11. t4 to Chapter VI. 
u. For these refetcnces see Sacbo.,•s translation, 1910, i, u-2, 199, 1o8, 259, 317, 

320. 

CHAPTER IXpp. 117-IB 

1. A search through the eight volumes of Elliot's rransl.ations of origillalsoutee4 
discloses only three stray refercllces to Peshawar during all this period. 

1. Op.at.,ii, 13. 
3• T �-i-Nasiri, Mlnhaj-al-Siraj, quoted ill Elliot, voL il, 19C). 
4- For the Khalji principf.hties see Elliot, vola. ii and iii. The origillal sou=a a:e 

the T abaJ:ai-i-Nasiriand tbc T llrilcb-1-FI�thabi. 
l· Of coune this Jal.aluddin and Al.auddin a:e ill no way to be COilfounded with 

Jal.aluddln Sbab of Khwuezm and Al.auddin J•haasoz, both of whom also figure in 
this chaprer. The constant use of the some mme for quite dilfe:eat individuals is 011e 
of tbc crosses of Muslim hlstory. 

6. Chapter VI. 
7. Throughout hls enormous wotk Nofu on Afgbanilfan (published by tbc Secre

tary of State for India in 1888) Raverty constantly :everts to this subject. Specimens 
of his aalm011y will befouad011 p.51fn. andpp. 346and 669. • 

8. Thls myth is givm historical colour on pp. 6ofL of the Addelldum toRaverty's 
Nun. 

9· VoLiil, 91. 
to. Soe Minorsky, 'The Turkish Dialeet of the Khal.aj', BS.O.S., s, 4t7. 
11. Da &hlolaotlaShtr S!Jtih/thab.,.4tw

Chih }lllh HiNI itkhl PilltiMh ""'b.ldth4.b4tl; 
SbJH18 .....h pira/ Jl han b4t/Jblbi '#tlh, Chih Jlllh tiM por• drtut llhtJf ftlla/rtlnl 

CHAPTER Xpp. t34-150 

t. Not to beconfuaed with}al.aluddill Khalji.ln the last chapter. 
1. T'unur 'IVliS lame, and the:efo:e lcnown as Tlmur Lang, hence Tomerlane. 
3· A Delhi c:orraptioo ofSubanri. 
+ Abu!Fazl wuAkbat's Secretary of State: the Am-i-Akharl is hls :ecord oftbat 

emperor' a administratioa. 
l· The natural target of the Pathan overlord in India. The stigma coold as well be 

attacl>ccl tO other revmue defaulters. 
6. The Hilldu sac:ed city at the coallualee of the Ganges and the J•mn•. Allaha

bad, Akbar' a fortatthisslte, hadnotthcn beell built. It is Mr. Nehru's native place. 
7· The Indus. 
a. TbelastLodi,defeatedandsl.alnatPsnipat, 1526, 
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CHAPTER XI pp. xsx-x67 

1. The omntal plane, moot splendid of all deciduous uees. 
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•· a. Elphinstone, op. <it� p. 434< A c:urlous caor baa aept into the F.nty</op.Jia 
ojlslt1111, which, confuaing Babur with Mahmud, says he was bw:ied in Gbami. 

3· The Judas-tree. The word also meso.t _,_ 
4< See Chapter xn following. 
l· The Abdalla, lat:et from Ahmad ShAh's time known u the Duttonia, &om 

whom, in various broarhes, have been <hawn all the royal Mgban howes from 1747 
to the present day. 5mce Ahmad Shah's time the Du.mmi.s have been tegarded utiJo 
Mghan tribe par ,_a-,_ 

6. Na11 psdJ jir jlr rtfltz � 
Sllb4h bub pata mm tla W psdJ garJ-. 

7· SeeTableiDinCbapteri,p.t). 
8. See Rnerty, Notu, p. uS. 
9· These three placa are mentioned in the Memoia. 

10. Leyden and ErUille, Bab111't1411ta, 1816, republished 1921, VoL I, p. u6. 
n. In Pakhtu sar lOt' • kbp .. blalJ. These are the usual sigm of the diatraction of a 

lover among PathaDs and others in these parts. 
12. A milEtd drug containing bbmrg among other ingtedienta. 
'S· Raverty says he was a notoriOUI hetctic who came from Khuruaa, but tbJs 

does not get us much further. Nolls, p. 24 7· 
14< H.azon District, north of Rawalpindi, DOt the H.azonjat. 
'l· SeeTablefi,Cbspcler l,p. 13. 

CHAPTER XII pp. 168-19> 

1. R611oj Afgbtmillan, pp. 21-3. 
z. Chapter I, p. 13. No ammpt is made here to break down any of these tribes 

into their clans and aepta. To do so would overload this bool:. For the Yuaufzais 
clear tabla will be found In McMaboo's Trib11 •I Dir, S11Jat am/ &jaw. S!Mjru of all 
tribes appear in the relevant old Mllitary Report, now outdated in all other teapects. 

3· The Akhund Oatwezab, authOI of another �IIIM-Afg'-i, the mot extant 
Pakhtu worlc, o<mtempO>Sry of the Emperor Akbar (aecood half of sincenth c:eo
tury) and the orthodox opponent of the Roohaniyya heresy. 

+ MarghalJ is a plain covered with verdant grass uoc:d for lawns, known In Pakhtu 
u W/ (llltb in Iodla). GJn.aralJ signifies allppc.ty - u butter or gttr - with blood. 

s. It is fair to say that never ooce except in punult of game dld I ever go armed 
wben moving among Pathans. It was better to dispJ.y trust. It was also bene: in wild 
country to avoid walldng always along the same route. 

6. The pcesent valley ol Jalalabad. 
7. Some, including Raverry, trace the anocstty of the present rulera ofChitnl to 

this Jabangiri line. 
8. The landaapc of the Samab befo.e lrrlgation is well described in the Palchtu 

saying: 
Sflffl4h tla sh/gl psJ tia.:l; thttn }or bah ll4b sbi. 

The Samab is a bridge of sand; It can never be built up. During the British period it 
was built up into a mnatkably fertile tnct, aod the proverb was belled. 

9· See chapcet on genealogies and Tablea. 
10. D'!flar, a Pcralan word for <egiatu. 
n. T wai, a Pakhtu word meaning divided oullotted. 
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u. Mabie tM/ilb for thUd party. 
t 3· The Sat'-;..matra is a long low ndge, never more than a few handred feet above 

the Samab, sweeping in an ""' round ita eastern and southern sides, and dividing it 
from the Indus and Landai riverain. At the Nowshera end of it took plsee the famous 
boltde of 18z3 against the Sikh&. 

14. The three Yuaufvillagcs in the plains arellabuzai, Sbolm02ai, and Matta, above 
Katlang. 

15. Afonnofdcputation. PoradescriptioosccChapterXXI, p. 351. 
r6. The BIUIL is the tmall river, dcaccndulg ftom T&rah, which irrigates the lands 

of the Mohmands and Khalil$ close to Pcabawar. Owing to the manure-laden silt 
which it brings down from the heavily grazed T'uah mountains, its watert promote extraOrdinary fertility. It joins the Landa! close to Pabbi. 

17. We have it oo ElpbinBtone's authority that the Yusufzais could mustez 
900,000 spcara. This gross exaggemtion is based on a Dclhi copyist's error, confus.. 
ing the PakhtuJaU (ooc) with the Urdu,_ (cine), the words in Persian tcript di!fer· 
ing in a point only. At no � in history could the Yusu&ais have put neatly a 
million mco in the 6eld. 

r8. In Pakbtu, and Pubtu, the word for ttJ��nn is al$o used for """'.7· This stotJ 
echoes the exchange of courtesies between Cyrus and Tomarys on the River Araxes 
(Herodotus i, zo6-7). 

19- See Chapter I, p. •3· 

CHAPTER XIII pp. 193-104 

r. See Chapter XXIV, p. 400. 
•· Akbar, tho Grtat Mogul, pp. 16-7. 
3· For the Kuakar, see Chapter In, p. 54. and Chapter XIV, p. zos. For Saidu, 

later the capital of Swat State, see Chapter XX1I, p. 3 61. 
+ The surveyors have decided that Dam is 9,100 feet, and Dosirra ro,ooo feet, 

but that has not stopped the dispute. 
S· Nous, p. 389. 
6. SeeChapterVIII,p. 103. 

CHAPTER XIV pp. zos-uo 
t. Unlike Swat, Bnnerdnalns cfuectly to the Indus by a smaU stream, the Barandu, 

running eutwud, in the opposite direction to the river of Swat. The geography is 
dillieult. 

z. Chapterill,p. H· 
3· Vmoent Smith, Akbar tbt Grtal Mood, p. th. 
+ Op. tit., p. 190· 
s. Datbl, Persian =Samah, Pak:btu =plain country. 
6. For the gcognphy of what foUowa sec akctch-msp at the beginning of 

Chapter ill. 
7, 8. Birbal, originally named .Mshcah Das, was a poor Brahmin bom in Kalpi 

Benares) in 1 s z8. Abu! Fateh came from Gilan in Persia. He died three years after 
these events and is buried at Hasan AhdaL 
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9· Zain Khan subeequendy rooe to the position of commande: of l ,ooo and 1» 

came govemot of Kabul. He wss a Turk from He:at . .lll.bat's ooo Salim, late: the 
i!mpcrOt J•bangir, fell in love with and nwricd hi& daughte: (fltJI Nor Jaban). Zain 
Khan died of drink in t6o<. 

to. These chronicles IUe full of words such u &cades, tebels, b.rigaada, applied to 
the tribestnen becaose they bad teaated lnvaaioo. and onnexatioo. The Yulllf2:a.is bad 
no allegrance, and were not tebels. 

tt. Bankot in the maps. Alexande:'s &zita. 
u. Thisrs a dlffetent Katappa to chat on the Gondab route in Mohmand country. 
ts. Not11, pp. •o�-+ 

CHAPTER XVpp. zzt-2..16 
t. Sec Table I in Clapteti, p. u. 
•· A manufactured Arabic plutal of Afghan. The tide means LorJ fl/ tiJI AfgN!Ir. 
�· Cf. tefe= to S.ganloi in Cbaptet ll, p. 40. 
4- Mughal chroniclers, not unlike some later Englisb commentators, ate always 

applying language of tbia sort to tribesmen fighting for tbcU freedom. This is cited 
in fn. to Rave:ty's Notu, p. 394-

S. LRb eb411Ub prJJ P ���� kkbt 1111 mqpn miiniak 1111 i<g, 
Mir-<:J jJIIh ila '{.llbllt hiJJ 111([141 l:art ilay talilk, 

6. 

Malt.iltan mi ila A ldJQnd jJIIh 1411Jllfti pJJ � � 
Pllbila kkbt nah arlh rbtalJ nahy. babr mi mflmlalt. 
Cbib tilldmJJy. ila As�4b o ila .AIIi4J ii 
Pab twltAhiJJ .!' i1a /HIIh o ila tab1r y11111; 
Da Mfsbab ts�lantsa/4rii,piflli:{ab nahtli, 

. Htwzfi Stmni ma'{_bab ila tlin prJJ Mr J4111· 
7· Not to bcoonfused with S.yyid Amlt, who� I<husbhal. 
8. Rave:ty, St!miMis from lhl Polity fl/ tho Afg/Jtms, t867, and Biddulpb, AfgN!I 

POIIr,y •I '"' Stntr�m��h Cmltlq, t 89Q. 
9· Hete, u oftlen, P�hl mcana not ooly the language, but the whole way of life 

and honour ofPathans. 
ro. Theindw. 
n. The Kabul ruvct. 

• 

t 1. Da iiJ)aJ bltlsh4b jJIIh lmhw "'--'{.lib illb· • • • 
r�. It is of intetest to m:ord that the pteSOOt Khan of .Akota, Khan Muhammad 

Zaman Khan, is desoended ditect fro<n I<husbhal in the seventh generation. An old 
man approaching ninety and now blind, he is renowned fOt the quiet and simple 
courtesy with which be maintains the style of his anocston without a ttacc of ootcn· 
tation, and winning the teapect of all. His hujta is situated in a beautiful spot looking 
down the Landai ruve: towards AttoCk. Like hi& anOC$110[$ he toO is. poet who bas 
publlshcd booka ofPakbtu ve:se, of which the following is a short example: 

Di misil ilay ehib IVuhmir j1111141 �N�Zir ilay, 
r .. ;,;, IUifl/lhoila tlusbmflll pJJ lis a sir ilay; 
Dl'�jtm141 tal> p4A: "ra Ia ma�brilttJ, Ha/Mi ]lflllal hlh pin iltdlnr J4y! 

They say Kasbmlr is patadlse enow -
Today the prlaoner of an iniidd foe -
Soldier, set free this paradise on eatth, 
If thou to ve:y Pt.tadlse wouldst go! 
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14. Tbexe are a number of other Pathan poets oi the older days, of whom the best 
knownisA.bdurralunan,calledRahmanBaha,aMohmandofHazarklunivillage,clooe 
toPcshawar,andacontem.poraryofKhushhal'sgrandson,Afzai.Hispocmsaretinged 
with Sufism and are mainly of a religious chanctet. He is gteady esteemed. 

1$. Foz the timtkss charsdet of Khushbal's poetry see Appendix E. 

CHAPTER XVJpp. 249-163 

1. In his suuggle agt.IJlSt tho Mugh.al powet Govind had engaged a number of 
Pathan soldiers of fottune and had been on good tumS with them. As he Jay dying, 
be is said to have rceogniwl the justice of his fate and fo:given his assailants. But 
the incident symbollzes the ant:agOO.isma which followed. 

1, 3· Muhammad Zamao, descecd•m of Malik Saddo, was the father of Ahmad 
Shah and oo the ptogcoitor of the Saddoui Kings; Haji Jamal was the father of 
PaindaKhan and lint of the Barak:ai line. 

+ Fetrict, Hillory of tht Afg/Jtms, translated by Jesse, John Murray, 18}8; L. 
Lockhart, Nadir Shob. 

l· A Natlirsbahi m<MJs a bruiBI mmoac or reign of tertor. The phraoe is incon
stant usc in the Urdu of Dclbi and Lucknow. 

6. Cf. Fcnier, •P· tit ., p. 67. 
1· The Koh-1-nur is almost oertainly the stone mentioned in Bahur's memoirs as 

one originallyacqWted by Alauddin Kh.alji (u9&-1316), which came into the bands 
of the Hindu Rajas of Gwalior and was presented to Humayun by the family of Raja 
Blkramojit (killed at Panipat in 1 s 16) as a token of gruitude for his ptotution. 
Humayun in turn offered it to Babu., who retUtncd it to his son with his blea4ing. 
For the next zoo ,.,an it fonned a part of the bercditaty Mughal treasw:e, and was 
no doubt wom by Akbar, J•bangir, Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb. N...U. Shah sei:ed 
it when he c:optuted Deihl in 1739, and, as here related, Ahmad Shah St4dozai got poesession of it in 174 7 when he made off with Nadir's treasure. The Saddozais held 
it until 18oo, when the fugitive Shah Zaman accreted it in the wall ofMulla Ashlq's 
fort in Sbinwaricountty. Shah Sbuja found it in ita hiding-plAce and held it til1 1813, 
when Ranjit Singh atortcd it from him. When the British annexed the Panjab in 
1849, it came into the hands of the East India Company, who preocnted it to Queen 
V.t<:toris in the following year. It was acen by Elphinstonc oct in a brocelet which 
Shah Sbuja was wearing when receiTing the cnTOy in the BaJa Hisaar at Pcs.bawar in 
��. 

8. Uf••f .Aht/arrflh--. 1900, i,p. 116. 
9· Other authorities give the name Mastan Shah. 

10. Ht�nb414/ehpttl mJJo Xtztblttir tbtJ. 
1 r. Originally the twe!Te bands or tribal conCcdcnc:iea in which the Sikhs organ

i=d tl>cn>xlvea, each under a Sardat and distinguished by a ..uJage or chief's name. 
The word misl in Urdu mcana anything plaoed in 6lea or tanh, including IUl o£lice 
6le. 

u. Op. tit., p. 3•l· 
r,. LatM.zror�,atribalarmcdarray. 
r+ Cunningham, Hittory of tbt Sil<lu, John Murray, 1849. p. 108. 
ll· Abolyman,orsaint. 
r6. A most expressive term of Afghan Persian, meaning literally 'King-turning', 

or a period of dynastic rtrife. Mgiwl history tecma with btuh/JQbgttrtli. 
17. N•ut,pp. 193aodu,. 
18. Some of the origlnala, painted by one Lieut. Atkin$on and once hung in the 

eotridots of the India Office, arc now in the Foreign and Commonwealth Relations 
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offioes. They .,_., reproducecl .in prlnm, the beat oolled:ion of which is .in Govern
ment House, Peshawar. Two are repxoducecl .in this book. 

'9· hverty saya Amla wu tied to the fotekga of"" elephant and ctU4bed to 
death. 'I'lW is not what the Mobmaods say. 

CHAPTER XVII pp. 16.4-28! 

t. ne... is oae God. 
1. Tbete is a shrine to a Muslim aa.inton the hill-top; the Sikhs builtaholyplaceof 

their own, the Pat1ja Sahib, &t the hill·foot. 
�· Thia Path&D oolony of Kbwesbgi wu settled near Laho<e .in Bt.bw:'s time. See 

p. t6.4. 
4- Op. dl., p. u8. 
s. Cf. the lnev:imbllity of the cleclsion that Laho.e should become the cop ita! of 

West Pakistan undu 'one-unit' .in t9H. 
6. The Amir Alxlu:nbman gives .in his Uf• aliBtof theoamesof twenty brothers. 

But he omits by inadvertence two of his g.a.t-uncles. Op. til ., il, uo. 
7· The early bad:ground is admirably giveo .in Elphin.stone, •P· til., pp. �91-416. 
8. The mounea.in =ge dividing the plateau ofQuetta-PiBhiD from Kaodabar. 
9· Elphimtone,op.dt.,p. s86. 

to. Elphinatone came of at1 ancient Soottish baronial family, whooe ancestor, the 
lint Beron, fdl at F.loddeo. But, llke othu Soota .in 1hosc daya, he wrote of England 
and the English. 

n. For C&Vagnari oee pp. H4 and �89. 
u. 'The Pasa' ia nevu applied to the Khaibar, but alwaya means the Kobat Pasa· 

The Kbaibar is alwoya koowo by its hue natne. 
t�. Philip Woodrull', TIM Follllll#rt, 19!3, p. u1. This book coorains at1 amsti.ng 

picture of.Elphlnstone. 
'<4· Elphinatooe, •P· ril., pp. 'I and , ... 
''· t6. Elphio.stone,op.rit�PP·•nand!j. 
17. Dr. Pennel� A..-,gthl WtldTrib.tojiiHAjghtmFI'OIIIier. 
t8. A PtOQtier ofSc:er with a long baekgrouod of clescent £rom the Durnai gov

emon of Mnlton onee said to me :after <eading Elphlnstonc's Cfl#btd that the older 
the Bngli$h book on men and al&in .in theae puts, the mo<e aoc:urate, the mon: 
n:veal.ing, the better It is. 

19. The Cunninghato Bagh, laid out by the Governor, Sir George Cunningham, 
alao occupiea a portioo of the ground of Shah Sbuja's garden. As it grows up, it will 
help to roaeate a beauty long loot. 

10. For the Koh-i-nur see fn. 7 to Chapter XVI. 

CHAPTER XVIII pp. 286-3o6 

1. Cunningham, op. &it., p. t6t. 
1. Uft of AiHIMrrllhman, 1900, ii, U9. 
�· See Tables I and n, Chapter I. The Mubammadzai Dumlnls are to he distin

gwshed from the Mnhammadzais of Haahtnagar, mentioned by Bt.bw:. 
4- The o.ccount that fallows iJ based on deaeripcions of the battle by Sb•bamtt 

Ali,.Aleunder BtltllO!, and C•mnlngh•m, aupplemented by tribal trlldltlon as told me 
by Yuau&:ala and Kh•.,.ks. 

l• Cf.Bumea, TraJIIlsW.&Iollara,p. tor. 
6. See Chapter XIII, p. 198. 
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7· Abdu!Jabbar SbabdiedlnNovembcr 1916 just after tbls was written. 
8. One of the villages on the north bank of the Landal, seized by the Khataka from 

the Yusuhais in Mugbal times - seep. uo. 
9· Rai Bate!i itl Oudb, not the better-known Bareilly in Rohilkband. 

1o, n. Not to be conl\Jscdwith Tank on the Waziriatan bonier. 
u. See the first of Khushbal's poems cited ln Chapter XV. The Pakhtu tunS: 

Hara <biJr tla Pul:hla1ID tar MMghaJ l<hah tialJ, 
Itlifil'l. JP��Tttal<hah nithlah, tin-IIT1fl4nl 
Da Bah/o/40 ti4 Shn-Shih lebabart 4M1Z111 
Chih pah Hind W. Pu�hliinah ""'b4tith4hmt; 
KNh tlllljiq tla illifil'l. Pul:hliinah trimi, 
Zor Klnuhb41 bah titzbirah tbi pah d4 tk;_D1Piill 

CHAPTER XIX pp. $07-316 

1. JohnMunay, 1834 .. 
•· Jourmys i� �but�, Afg}!tmistatt, <it., 3 vol$., 1841. Masson was a travellet 

and archaeologist, induoed by Auckland agauut his better judgment to act aa British 
news-writer ln Kabul. He was much respected by the Dost and other Mgban 
notables, and his writings are .revealing. 

3· L4hort Polilkal Diarus, 1846-49, iv, 48s. 
+ l bid.,lv, z78. 
S· A small hamsqJtZ tribe, originally holding under the Mohmands, and .resideot 

between the Kabul River gorges and the Khaibsr around the Tzhtarra Mt. 
6. Published in London in 1847 and given the portentous title: Th< Si/ebt muJ 

Afghattt, m tOmt«<ion with l.nJi4 and Pmia, immdiat1/y bejort and ajllr IIH dlath of 
R.Jmjttt Singh, from th< jDIInlal of att txpu/JMn to Kablli thrrJN&h thl Plll!itZMh and th< 
Klr!/m' p a II. • 

7· Op. tit., d. Note z. 
8. Masson,ap.dt.,ili,4•3· 
Mohan Lal, UfufDost MlihammaJ, i, •S7· 
Bunte$' published letters of s.1o.18H and 13.3.1839 with the Government's 

replies of zo.t.t838 and 27-4 .. 1839 (PIITiitZIIWIIar.J Pttj>m, 1839). 
9- The Sikhs never entered Waziriatan. The reference is to the Sperkai and other 

Wazira settled itl Bannu. 
10. Daut ia the Tochi Valley. Tank ia the Pathan Sub-division of Dera amail 

Khan towards the hills. There is no connection between the two save in the mind of 
the dzaiUman. 

n. Gurang ia an old name fot the piedmont to the Takht-l-Su!aimAn. 
12. Labor• PolilktJ Di4Tiu, iv, •H· 

CHAPTER XX pp. 3•9-HS 

1. S.hibzada Sir Abdul Qayyum, Political Agent, Khaibsr, under Roos-Keppel, 
co-founder of the alamia College, and first M'lllimr of the North-West Frontier 
Province. 

•· In the early years Bannu and DJ. Khan were one district. 
3· Ghent later be""me well-known in tbls way, and its rocks carry the crests of 

countless British regiments of the line. It is not to be c:oafused with the Charat Pus 
1eadlng to the Swat Valley, slxry miles further to the notth. 
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4· F��r()!-oM Yearsin1Niitz, 1898,p. H· 
l· Satdat Hayat Khan, C.SJ., ancestor of the well-known Wah family. 

4l3 

6. WluJe this waa in m. press, it wa.s reported that the Indian Government, too 
years after tbe evmt commemOU!ed, had removed the Nicholson stante to a museum. 

7· The villtge cloae to th. Margalla mooument 1$ ruuned Sang Jsni, meaning 'the 
stone of Jan'. I b.ad aiW1lya believed that it took Its name £rom John Nicbolsoo's 
monument cloae by. That this iJ not so iJ proved by an entry In Geosge Lawrence' a 
diary dated uth February, 1847 (r....btm Pol:tk41 DUzr/11, iv, �14), stating that he 
viSited Sang Jani on that day, i.e. some months before Nicholson's engogement in 
the Margslla, ten yean before his desth, and twenty-one yeu:a before the monument 
wa.s ereetedllt ia cleat that Sang Jani is ruuned after another Jao. 

8. A Ytar on tbt Pf<lljllNh Frowtitr. 
9· r....btm Politi<d Dillrils, v, 49 tf #IJ· 

10. Sowan Kbao's aoo, also Chief of the Abmadzai Wazin, wa.s Msni Klwl, "" 
immense man 6 feet 6 1ncbco tall, with hands and feet like hams. His grandson, Miz 
Aum Khao, waa known to me. 

n. Eigbtnn Ytarsintbt�, by Sir Robert Warburton, 1900. 
u. Means 'Uoclc Kiabin'. Fort Ma.ckcoon, cloae to the Adam Kbe1 Afridi hills, ia 

still known as Kiabingarb, Fort Kishin. 
��- See Chapter XVII, p. •77· 
14- Tbe Bood is still talked of. Like a similat 8.ood In 1929. it was almost c:utalnly 

due to the breaking of a glacial dam on the upper river. It W1labed •-Y Kayo, 
Khai>bal, and Tom.Ja, flooded ba.clc up tbe Landai River, and destroyed the then Siltb fort at Nowsheta. 

'l· George Lawrence, it wlll be remembered, had been told by Sultlll Mubam· 
mad Kbao 10 <:bauu Singh. See p. �n. Afru 1849 Su!W> Muhammad b.ad no 
option, however unwillingly, but to take refuge in Kabul. 

16. CampbeUpur is named after him. 
17. Op. tit, p. l9· This was not the All Mardan Kbao who betrayed Kandabat to 

Shah Jaban in 16�8 (see p. •24), or the All Mardan K.ban, govunor of Kabul in 
Shah Jaban's rcigll and buried at Mughalpw:a, Labore (d. t6)7). He seems 10 have 
been a Durraniooblble of that name in tbe re1gnofTimur Shah (177�-9�). Tbeotber 
old building is a tomb, onee uaed as a Mcoa by the Guides and subsequently u the 
headquarters of a C. M.S. Misaion. 

18. George Youngbwbend, TbtStoryDjtbtGttiMs, 1908. 

CHAPTER XXI pp. H6-�S9 

1. Pakial>ln has now set up a Mohmancl Political Agency. 
:t. Thla leniency might involve a departure &om t\lltotn, but no BritiJb autho

rity could take respomibility for infliction of a eaplt:alsentcna: on a ttial outalde the 
scopeofBritiahlaw. 

!· Shame-money, oompensatioo for deprivation of honour in a ease arising over a 
woman. 

4· Trotter, Lift of John NithDitDtJ, 1898, p. 16:. 
1· Eit,bflm y,..,.,;, tiM KJubtr, 11)00, p. �6. 
6. This prominent peak ia also known .. Sakkara. 
7· Oamla, though acton the border, is inhabited by Mandant Yusufzais, akin 10 

tbe Kbaoa ofSudbum. 
8, 9- SeefollowingChapterooAmbelaCampalgn. 
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CHAPTER XXIIpp. 36o-369 

1. See Cllllpter XVlll, p. 300. 
•· The wotd isaclttivationof theArabicrootjahada (�), to strive, and means 

Zealots or Warrion for the Faith. 
3· The father of my fnend, Sayyld Abdul Jabbar Shah. 
•· a. Bellew, op. tit .,p. 70. It is a fact that very many talibs,orreligiou.tstudents, 

are Salis, and that more than one of these have amined repute for bolillesa. The 
cornapondence Qandbari{Gandbara is suggtStive, and the Salis perhaps preserve 
in this tribal name a memory of pre-Islamic daya. This Qandbari bas nothing to do 
with the city or province of Kandohu. 

! . The saddle-bacl. mountain overhanging Swabi from the north, at one time, but 
erroneously, supposed as the site of Alexander's Aornos. 

6. The case of Babur, mentioned earlier, was probably the only eDmple outside 
this rule, and quite e:rccptioaal. 

1· Unfortunately, the old shrine of carved wood, in the pltount style of the 
ttaditlon.al village carpenter, bas been pulled down and replaoed by a new pluter 
structure in questiooable taSte. 

8. The same ambivalence is observable over tbe present ruling family in Swat, 
wbo, although not Sayylds, are addressed as Badshah, meaning both ruler and 
spiritual guide. Raverry, Notu, p. :p, goes too far in saying a holy man can be 
g.ven no temporal authority. 

9· There is now a fine graded road going up the right-band spur, l,ooofectahove 
the gorge, but this was built only twenty years ago. Wben I first knew the place, ooe 
bad to struggle up the stream-bed, as did the troopo in 1863. 

10. For{!-CM Yu1'1, pp. 18<>-93; and Story of 11M Gllitkt, pp. 87-91. 
n. Reynell Taylor, remarking on this campaign, aaid the crux was in the persoaal 

inlluence of officers. Pay and pensions would be cast to the winds when the honour 
of the Fa�th was in the seale, but to tum in bJs hour of need against the man whom be 
bad proved to be just and worthy, whom be bas noted in the hour of dangex, and 
ptaiaed as a hero to his family - that is just what a Patban will not do. 

CHAPTER XXIII pp. 37o-389 

1. Afulwasthe f.atherof Abdumthman, Amit 18h-t901. 
2.. The Brabui origins are quite uncertain. Tbeit language is said to be Dravidian, 

and they are largely nomadic. The Balucb are Iranian in stock and laoguage, and 
extend right into Persis. Both are quite sepo.WC from Pathans and Afghans. 

3· This compares witbaboutsix million on the North-West Frontier. 
+ The most compendious authority is Raverry, Noln, pp. 6r6-17. See also 

Blpbinstone, op. til., pp. 447 and 496. 
l· For Atklnsoo's pictures see p. •6• and note 18 on p . •  ,o. These scenes thow the 

countryside to have been much the same in 1840 as it is today. 
6. In this descnptioo I have oon6ned myaelf to the Patban porti0118 of Baluchi

stan, whi<:h were outside Kalat State. The methods adopted in Kalat State were 
.ather cliJI'ueDt, and are outside the scope of a book on Puhans. 

1· Bipt-Y���rsilllhl�, 1900,part1Cil!arlyp. ,.._ 
8. Aslam's son is Brigadier Hiaaamuddln Khan, so good a friend to ao many over 

the last forty yesrs upon the Frootier, 
9· Seep. 2.01 on the affinities of the Turla and other Frontier Shias. 
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to. Biland Khd is just oppoeile Tbal on the right bank of the Kumun River. Its 

occupation by Afghanistan made non= of the oession of the Kurram Valley 
above it and eodllllgered the defences ofTbal itself. 

u. Lifrqj .Abt�Mrrahm.,, 1900, vol. iJ, p. r6o. 
u. Du!and was Lansdowne's Foreign Sccreta:y. Aftu leaving India be had a dia

tlnguisbed diplomatic career, being appoin�<:d Minister jn Tebean ond Ambas.dor 
in Madrid ond WashingtOn. At Washington be fell 0111 with Theodore Rooeevelt. lt 
iJ llmUiing U> spcculate how &r the assonance Durrani-Du!and may have been 
reguded by the Amir assn angary inclining him to look favourably oa dlis envoy. 

15. SeeAppendixB. 
•+ Jn 19J3,sndagainin 1951, Upper Mobmandclaos from this area- theBohai 

Dag -intetvenedaaivelyagainstua. 
I'. See map bound with Chapter XXIV. 

CHAPTER XXIVpp. '�411 

t. A g1anoe at the Tribal Map will elucidat<: the agure used. 
•· Author of Mi:;:.b, a M�N�tJgraph "" thl MUmdl, 1931. Resident in Waziristsn, 

19•4-a6; Foreign Sccreta:y 10 the Viceroy, •9•9""-�•· ,. The fuD sU>ry is given in Appendix D IUld is worth reading. 
4· MAhsud Pashto for Mubarik. Among Patbana a great-uncle eow>lli as a grand· 

parent. Porrelatlooship see Table V,p. 21. 
l· I don't think Sh•hzor inteoded a pun here, butthecorresporulenoeofWazir 

=Mln.istet with Wazir, the name of his own tribe, is amoslng, snd gave the ollicer 
sn opening which I fear be fa.ikd to take. The Pashtu for a hermapbrodi�<: is nt1f" s&l:{. 

6. Raverty, •P· rit., p. H4 rt JOg. 
. 7· Mit_b, Prefaoe. 

8. 'Field' is good MAhsud Pashl1l for war. r8,oooisAbmadShab'scomputation 
of the stadlgth of the Mabsud tribe in lighting men in 176o. The Mabsud mllllpower 
may be more lilte ,o,ooo now, hut there has never been a oensuo. 

9· On this point Edwardcs writ<OS (L4borr Polili<al DUtriet, v, •U): 'The Mulllcks 
talked Puahtoo. The delibemte way in which csch delivered his opinion, the C3pt01-
sive gcstorea with which they enforeed it, arul the courteoos silence observed by all 
the zest while one was speakjng, was a model for any deliberative assembly.' All wbo 
have attended jirgu will testify to the truth of this picture. But jirgu abould be con
aned U> the m•liks arul elders of a tribe. 

to. Sarritbta, a Persian word meaning literally a connecting thread, so a rule of 
affinity, alinkjng-up, IUld even a usage or a rite which pervades all things. The word 
baa almost a mystical mtiUling. 

u. Rozm•k was on the Wazir-Mabaud boundary, over which the Mahsuds were 
encroaching. This facilitated negotiation with the Wazirs. 

u. See Tables II and lli In Chapter XVII. 
''· The cajolery included the payment of a large sum of cash to the Sbami Pir. It 

was worth it, just before tbe Great War. 

CHAPTER XXV pp. 41�-410 
1. The acheme was sanctioned by the Britrsh Government in December 1900. 

Nearly a year was occupied in putting through the administrative dellils for the 
oeparat:ion. 

•· Up to 19ao the only Governoro in India were in Madras, Bombay arul Bengal, 
arul the head of the Psnjab was a LientC!Wlt-Governor. Alb: that dat<O the heads of 
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all major pro'rinces, including the Panjab, bees""' Governon. The Chief Conunia
sioner of theN-W. Fronller Province wu promoted to the rank of Govemor in 1952. 

l· Ronaldshay (now Marquesa of Zetland), Thl Lrft •I LarJ C""<.D", 19a8, il, 
p. t56, is a completely &it record. 

4· The Indian Political Service was the Viceroy's diplomatic cotpa. It served in 
Indian States, oa the N-W. Froaticr and Baluchir1111l, in the Penial! Gulf and in 
diplomatic and consular post$ on the perimeter. 

l· I venture to propound this conclusion, ha'ring served in both provinces. 

CHAPTER XXVI pp. 421-4•8 

J. A notable instance is Geneml Iskandcr Mina, now Pxeaident of Pakistan. 
:o. A word is needed here for him who does not know Per8Wl. S!Jir or Sbormeam 

a lion, pronoanced in the Persian and the Mghan way. Aa we know, the Mgha.ns 
dc:aplse the Persians u soft creatures. The jest is a good enmple of ehiumus. 

Another inte!ptetation. S!Jir also means milk. Thus, Din : Den : : Sbor (!ton) : Shir 
(milk). 

l· Not to be confused with Abdul Qayyum Khan, Kashmiri, Ptea>ier N-W. 
Fr<lllticr Province for some years after 2947· 

+ For the Althund see Chapttr on Ambela, p. 562. 
5• SeeChaptuonAkbar, etc.,p.2o5. 
6. Seep. ! 16. 
7· The Chief of Amb and Tanawal residea at Darband in the Hazara CU.uict. 

Neither be nor the people of his uibe are Patbans, and tbey are therefore outside this 
story. Tbe Chiefs of Amb, however, eurcise authority over a small area below 
M•hahan west of the Indus, and have in the put wielded inJiueoce in Buner and 
among the laazai Yulllfzoia of the Indus Valley. 

8. Since 1947 the Pakistan Gov=t bu gJ:e&tly developed the building of 
schools in tribal ateu and the bursary ayatem. 

9· HMIIl.lla.1 r!JiiJ IJ>4.1 ,a.,;, ""• sp; fdl ,_.14 ""•si· 
to. Sir A. Q. was able to maintain his positioo under the new constitution ooJy 

for ai:r months, and died shortly after being replaced by Dr. Khan Sahib. 
u. Da &hhlmulaSbor Sh4hl<�Mbanblram 

Cbih pllh Him/ W1 Pllllh14Minw &ilshib.in • . . •  
u. See Appendiz B. 
13. In October 19l5 all the provinoeo of the lndua balo, including theN-W .F.P., 

were roergecl in a single Wesr Pakismn. It does not follow that the future will follow 
theexactpatumofthe 1955 merger. There is Patban pride to be considered. 

14. Phllio Woodrua' Thl ��. p. •98, taken from Sir George Cunninghatn's 
words. 
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APPENDIX A 

DYNASTIC FRAMEWORK 

NOTB: This Table shows dynasties which controlled Gandhara (Pesha
war Valley) or, in later years, had Mghan and Patban subjects. Only 
those rulers known to have themselves infiuenced the course of history 
in this area are mentioned. 

The Umayyid and Abbasid Caliphates never reached east of the 
Helmand and are therefore excluded. For similar reasons I exclude the 
Mghan dynasties of Delhi - Khalji, Lodi and Sur -which never 
controlled west of the Indus. Both Muhamma<hai Barakzai dynasties 
are included, although they never controlled Peshawar. 

(L = local capital) 

DJMt!! Capital D�ttl-br��&lell P.Nkrt Commtnt 
1. Achaemeruan Susa, Ho-B I 1. Cyrus, llfany of the 

(Jnnion). Persepolli, B.C. 2. Dariua the Great� L. Pubpuroo Great, areomi 
(Pesb&wv) and 5· Xe=s, from this 
Peuc:daotis 4· Darnu fut. 
(Cllanadda). Codomannus. 

2. Mscedonian Pella, l27-30l Alexander tbe Seleuala 
(Hellenic). Babylon, B.C. Great, lived ull Susa, Seleueus. 280B.C. but 

L. Peucelaotis fr:m� (Chanadda). 

5· Mauryan Pat2liputra Cb.andragupta, 
iuJ:a in lOj. 

323-190 Asoka'a<We 
(Indian). {Pu!la). B.C. Asoka. 264-227 B.C. 

Apostle of 
Buddhlsm. 

4- Gtuco- Taxila. JBl-97"·c· Demetrius, Inlladna Baarian Mmtndor. tl:d% (I.ronian with 
Greek veoeer). � 

conquered 
l· Saka (I.ronian ). Taxila. 

IBjB.C. 
97 B.C.- .Maves, A= I. = A.D.j. akln to Parthiano. 

2H 4l9 
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Dyna lfy 
6. Jndo-Parthian (IranWt). 

7· Kushan = ith • ties 
inlatet yeats). 

8. Saswuan 
A. 

(Iranian). 

9· Kidarite 

=?) 10. Hun 
aliat 
Ephthalite or 
Haytal 
='

· 
II. n 

B. 
(Iranian). 

u. (a) Kabul Shahi. 
(b) Rutbil or 

Zunhil 

=· 

13. Salfarid (lraruan and 
Muslim). 

14- Hinduabahiya (as u, but 
Jndionbed). 

THE 

Capi141 
Taxila. 

PutusbApun 
(Peshawar). 

Stakhr, 
L. Paakiboun. 
{PeshAwar). 

Uncertain. 

Balkh 
L. Sakala (SWkot). 

Stakhr, Ctesi-
phon, L. uncertain. 

(a) Kabul 
(b) Uncertain, 

but near 
Gbazni. 

Zatanj 
(Siatan). 

Ohind(Hund 
or Labor on 
Indus in 
Gandbara). 

PATHANS 

Da11-brt11hl Rlikrt 
A.D. 7-7l Gondopbares. 

KadJf!f:h I and A.D. 6o-
.. , . 11, 0 ks, 

Vaaiahks, 
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THE DURAND LINE 

I. Extrmt from DIII"IJitd Agrt1111tnf. 
(Signed in K2bul by Amir Abduuahman on uth November, 1893.) 
1. The eastem and southern frontier of His Highness's dominions, 

from Wakhan tO the. Persian border, shall follow the line shown in the 
map attached tO this agreem.:nt. 

z. The Government of India will at no time aetcise intetfetence in 
the territories lying beyond this line on the side of Afghanistan, and 
His Highness the Amir will at no time exetcise intetfetence in the terri
tOries lying beyond this line on the side of !nella . 

• • • • • 

4· The frontier line will hereafter be laid down in detail and demu
cued wherevet this may be practicable and desirable by joint British 
and Afghan Commill!lioners, whose object will be tO arrive by mlltUal 
undersW1ding at a boundary which shall adhere with the greatest 
possible e:n.ctness tO the line shown on the map attached to this agree-
�nt . . • •  

Nott: The test of the agreement comprises only details of the various 
tracts over which one or the other side will relinquish claims, e.g., the 
Amir agreed to cease intetfetenee in Swat, Bajaur and Chitta!, also in 
Wazir and Daur country, and the British in Birmal. The agreem.:nt also 
increased the Amir's subsidy. 

With two exceptions, and wherevet accessible (in the north moun
tains prohibited), the line was demarcated on the ground, and boundary 
pillars were erected. These have now disappeared. The lirst omission, 
on the Chitral border, was rectilied during World Warn. 

The second relates tO the sector from Nawa Sat (on the dividing 
range between Kunar and Bajaur) and the Silwam peak (at the westem 
end of the Sufed Koh overhanging the Paiwar Kotal). This sector 
passes through (and divides) Mohmand country, and includes the 
Khaibar, and Mridi boundaries tOwards Afghanistan. A small piece of 
this at the western exit of the Khaibar Pass was demaroued in 1919 
after the Third Afghan War. The rest of the sectOr has nevet been 
demarcated on the ground. This is not of great importance along the 
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great nnge of the Sufed Koh, ro,ooo to 16,ooo feet high and the 
admitted and obvious boundary between the Afridis and Afghanistan. 
But it bas led to difficulties north of the Kabul River in Mohmand 
country, which it bisects. 

In an endeavour to resolve these difficulties the Government of India 
offered the Amii an alternative boundary through Mohmand country 
further to the east, known as 'the presumptive line'. This would have 
left the Bohai Dag Valley to Mgbanistan. The offer was not taken up. 

II. Extract from Allg/Q.Afgbtm Pact of I905· 
(Signed by Amii Habibnllah in April I90l with the mission led by 

Sir Louis Dane.) 

His said Majesty does hereby agree to this that in the principles and 
in the matters of subsidiary importance of the engagements which His 
Highness my late father (Abdurrahman] concluded and acted upon with 
the Exalted British Government, I also have acted, am acting, and will 
act upon the same agreements and compacts, and I will not contravene 
them in any dealing. 

III. Extract from Trtaty of RAwalpindi of 1919. 
(Signed on 8th August, 1919, by the Afghan peace mission sent to 

Rawalpindi to conclude the Third Mgban War.) 

l· The Mgban Government accept the Indo-Mgban Frontier ac-
cepted by the late Amii (Habibnllah ]. -

Note: This treaty also agreed to the small demarcation proposed at 
the western end of the Khaibar, and this demarcation was then carried 
out. 

The words of the article infer that the Frontier laid down in the 
Durand Agreement, as reaffirmed in I 90 j, was accepted in 1919. 

The Amii at this time was Amanullab. 

IV. Extracts from Allglo-Afghan Trtatyofi92I. 
(Concluded by the Dobbs Mission in Kabul, :u.nd November, 192 1.) 

z. The two high contracting parties mutually accept the Indo
Mgban frontier as accepted by the Afghan Government under Article j 
of the treaty concluded on the 8th August, 1919 . 

• • • • • • 

11. The two high contracting parties, being mutually satisfied them
sdves each regarding the good will of the other and especially regard
ing their benevolent intentions towards the tribes residing close to 
their respective boundaries, hereby undertake each to inform the other 
in future of any military operations of major importance which may 
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appear necessary for the maintenance of order among the frontier 
tribes residing within their respective spheres, before the commence
ment of such operations. 

Supplementary letter from the British Representative to the Mghan 
Foreign Minister: 

As the conditions of the frontier tooes of the rwo governments are 
of interest to the Government of Mghanistan, I inform you that the 
British Government entertains feelings of good will towards all the 
frontier tribes and has every intention of treating them generously, 
provided they abstain from outrages against the inhabitants of India. 
I hope this letter will cause you satisfaction. 

Nott: Amanullah was still Amir at this time, and subsequently took 
the tide of King. Mghan Governments base their claim to speak for all 
the tribes on both sides of the Durand Line m•inly on the terms of 
article n and the supplementary letter to the 1921 treaty. 

V. Ext!J<Zngt of lefltr"s bef7nltl H.M.' s Semtary of StaJe for Fonign Affairs 
ami thl Afghan Minirt�r in London, dahd 6th May, I930· Extra&ts. 

(i) We have agreed that it is desirable, in view of the recent acces
sion to the Mghan throne of His Majesty King Muhammad Nadir 
Shah, to reaftirm the validity of the Treaty concluded at Kabul on 
November und, 19u . • . .  I accordingly have the honour to place on 
record that it is our understanding that these Treaties continue to have 
full foroe and elfect. 

(.ti) I have the honour, in reply, also to place on record that it is our 
understanding that these rwo Treaties continue to have full force and 
effect. 

VI. Extract from rpu&h in Ho111e of Comm0111 by Mr. Noei-Bahr, H.M.' s 
Semtary of Stan for Commoll"»>lalth RelaJio111, on:JOfh ]11114, I9SO· 

His Majesty's Govemment in the United Kingdom have seen with 
regret the disagreements which there have been between the Govern
ments of Pakistan and Mghanistan about the status of the territories on 
the North-West Frontier. It is His Majesty's Government's view that 
Pakistan is in international law the inheritor of the rights and duties of 
the old Government of India, and of His Majesty's Government in the 
United Kingdom, in these territories, and that the Durand Line is the 
international frontier. 

VII. Extract from Hansard tlateJ I sf MArch, 1956. 
(In answer to a question by Mr. Mott-Radclyffe.) 
The Prime Ministtr: The view of Her Majesty's Government, which 

was also the view of our predecessors in office, is as follows. In 1947, 
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Pakistan came into existence as a new, sovereign, Independent member 
of the Commonwealth. Her Majesty's Government regard her as hav
ing, with the full consent of the overwhelming majority of the Pashtu
speaking peoples conoemed, both in the administered and non-admini
stered areas, succeeded to the exercise of the powers formerly exercised 
by the Crown in India on the North-West Frontier of the sub-Conti
nent. Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom fully support 
the Government of Pakistan in maintaining their sovereignty over the 
areas east of the Durand Line and in regarding this Line as the inter
national frontier with Mghanistan. Her Majesty's Government are con
fident that there is no outstanding question between Pakistan and 
Mghanistan which cannot be settled by peaceful means on the basis of 
the legal position as I have now stated it. They have throughout been 
in close consultation with the Government of Pakistan and are con
vinced that Pakistan is determined to seek a peaceful solution. 

Mr. Mott-Ratk!Jffi: May I ask my right hon. friend whether it is not 
a fact that after the transfer of power in 1947 the majority of the tribal 
leaders expressed the wish to be regarded as part and parcel of Pakistan, 
and to be administered, in a loose sense, by Pakistan? 

TIN Prime MiniJfu: I do not know about the last part of my hon. 
friend's supplementary question, but according to my information 
there are no signUicant sections of the population of these areas which 
are in any way dissatisfied with the present status as Pakistan citizens. 
Indeed all the evidence that we have is the other way. • · Mr. GaitJhU: Is the right hon. gentleman aware that it would be the 
desire of my right hon. and hon. friends to be associated with his state· 
ment, which, as he has said, accords with the policy of the Labour 
Government? 

The Prime Minister: I am much obliged to the right hon. gentleman. 
Note: These extracts show that every ruler of Mghanistan has accepted 

the Durand Line agreed between the British Government and Amir Ab
durrahman, down to and including Nadir Shah who inaugurated a new 
(the present) dynasty in 1919. The only two corollaries to be mentioned 
are (i) an offer to revise the sector of the Line running through Mohmand 
country, which was not taken up, (ii) a neighbourly undertaking to give 
advance information of military operations close to the Line, and to 
look to the interests of the tribes in a spirit of good-will. 

Extracts VI and VII show what have been the views of H.M.G. on 
the position of Pakistan in this regard as a sucoessor state since x�th 
August, 1947· 

The 'interest' of the Mghan Government in the tribes to the east and 
south of the Line is admitted in the letter attached to the 19.z1 Treaty. 
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ARMON 

Repxoduced, after xevision by the authox, from the Magazine of Em
manuel College, Cambridge, for which it was written by Sir Evelyn 
Howell. 

This story recalls an oocasion, in February 1905 in Waziristan, when 
the Mahsud Companies in the South Waziristao Militia, then newly 
raised, had to be disbanded. It is revealing of the times and has the 
quality of tragedy. 

In September 1904 a young Mahsud in the South Waziristan Militia, 
for no appaxent reason, murdered Captain Bowring, the Political Agent 
in South Waziristan, as he lay asleep by night in the post of Sarwakai. 
This Militia was at the time under the command of Lt.-Colonel Richard 
Harman, an officer of considerable distinction, who had been with them 
ever since the corps first began to be raised and knew the local tribes 
and dialects and conditions very thoroughly. Harman was actually in 
England on leave when this outrage was committed. On his return to 
duty a few weeks later, it was arranged that he should for a while carry 
on and do double duty as Commandant of the Militia and Political 
Agent in addition, until the officer whom the Chief Commissioner of 
the North-West Frontier Province had selected as Bowring's permanent 
suooessor should be available. But a short experience of the double role 
convinced Harman that he had underrated the loquacity and persistence 
of the Mahsuds and W azirs and he applied for another political officer 
to come and lill the gap. 

Thus it fell out that early in January 1905 the writer of these pages, 
who was at the time a very junior political officer, was suddenly warned 
for temporary duty as Political Agent in South Waziristan two or three 
hundred miles away. Behold me, then, about a week later with my 
horses, kit and servants at Murtaza, in those days the entrance to South 
Waziristan. It stands in the plains at the point whexe the Gumal River 
comes out from the hills. The baggage has gone forward on camels with 
the servants on mules or ponies under protection of tribal guards, and 
we, the mounted escort of six Militia troopers and myself, are ready to 
follow. Our route lay along the valley for about ten miles and then 
turned right-handed up a long and steep asoent to Sarwa.kai, another 
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fifteen miles, where was the Militia post in which poor Bowring had 
been killed. The ascent &om the Gumal Valley, a climb of over 3 ,ooo 

feet along a rough bridle-path, was a task which took time and wed 
the energies of man and beast. So it was well on in the a.ftemoon before 
we crowned the top and encountered the Indian political subordinate 
whom Harman had sent out to welcome me with a bunch of Mahsud 
and Wazir Maliks -headmen of sections of the local tribes -hawk
faced, trim-bearded, hard-bitten ruffians, but well-mannered and very 
pleasant-spoken. Introductions were speedily effected, and I' remember 
that as the two leading Mahsuds were shaking hands with me -let it 
not be forgotten that it was a Mahsud who had killed poor Bowring 
only a few months before -one of them, with a charming smile, 
remarked, 'We are so glad that a new Political Agent has come. For 
when there is no Political Agent, we are as orphans!' However, they 
seemed to bear their atftiction lighdy, and, as all were on their best 
behaviour for the moment, we went on our way very companionably. 
Five or six miles of gender descent through rugged country, where 
acacia, dwarf-palm, harhary and other desert plants maintained a scanty 
show of vegetation here and there, brought us just before sunset to the 
gates of the old fort at Sarwakai, which stood on the shoulder of a 
mighty mountain, whose summit was crowned with snow. Harman 
himself, with shot-gun and spaniel -for he had been out for an even
ing stroll to pick up a hill partridge or two - was standing by the gate, 
talking to the Post Commandant, a notable warrior who belonged to 
the Afridi tribe. In this setting he made an impressive figure. I dis
mounted and we shook hands, and made our way to the officers' quarters, 
in the upper storey of the main building. A cup of tea and an armchair 
before a roaring log fire soon made me forget the fatigues of the day. 
So I fell to asking what I hope were intelligent questions and trying to 
pick up from Harman's replies as much information about the local 
political situation as I could. It was a Gilbertian world to which I was 
introduced, dominated by a sinister figure called Mulla Powinda, of 
whom more anon; a world where blood and destruction seemed to be 
much in use; where the price of a man's life was considerably less than 
that of a Government rifie, and a woman or a Hindu counted as half a 
man; where brigandage appeared to be the prevailing industry, and the 
professional assassin was a respected member of society; where, when 
British officers played a game of golf, as they did at Wana, instead of 
fore-caddies they employed an advance guard of armed men in case 
there should be an ambuscade in the bunkers; where the raider of yester
day was the comrade-in-arms of today, and vice versa. I was soon 
utterly bewildered by unfamiliar names of men and places and perhaps 
felt a litde relieved when the time came to bathe and change for dinner. 
When I re-entered the sitting-room, where the table had been laid dur-
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ing our absence, Harman was already there, dtessed in the mess kit of 
his regiment. I was wearing my old Lions' dinner-jacket1 with its gaudy 
blazon on the pocket still comparatively unfaded. I saw that this caught 
his eye at once, as indeed very little escaped it. 'I thought we should lind 
a link before long,' he said, 'I'm an Emmanuel man too and was a Lion 
in my time.' I suppose there is no need to tell how we passed the remain
der of that evening or of what we talked. 

Next day we went on to Wana in Wazir country. Wana stands on an 
open plain surrounded by great hills. Here was the headquarters of the 
Agency and of the Militia and of the other administrative departments 
represented in the Agency. A word or two about each will make things 
clear. First comes the Political Agent. He was r�onsible for the 
explanation and execution of Government's policy in all tribal matters, 
for all dealings with the tribes and for securing reparation from them 
for all offences committed by them against the outside world. He was 
also responsible for keeping his superiors informed of their attitude 
and intentions. In short, it was his business to know everybody and 
everything, to be aware which way the cat was going to jump, before 
it left the ground, and to keep it from jumping on to forbidden soil. 
The Militia was the instrument by which he secured the execution of 
his orders, if force, in small measure, were required. It consisted of 
about I, 700 men, all Pathans and nearly half of local origin, organized 
by tribal companies, each with its Subedar and Jemadars, and a total of 

. four British officers. Nearly two-thirds of the force were located in out
lying posts, like Sarwakai, and the balance, including all recruits under 
training, at headquarters. A doctor attended to the medical needs of the 
political staff, the Militia and the local population, who gave him plenty 
of practice in the treatment of gunshot wounds. There was also an 
officer of the Royal Engineers in charge of roads and buildings. Of the 
Militia officers one or two were always away on tour among the out
lying posts, and the Political Agent, the Agency Surgeon and the 
Engineer came and went as the needs of their respective duties required. 
At Wana we all lived in the fort, which consisted of a two-storeyed 
keep, built round a courtyard with a well in the centre. Here were the 
magazine, treasury, lock-ups and the Militia's stores, under charge of a 
quarter-guard, always a composite body drawn from the different com
panies at headquarters, and one half-company taken etJ blot in rotation. 
Access to the keep could only be obtained from the outer fort, a large 
walled enclosure with towers at each comer. In this were a number of 
separate huts contl!ining the British officers' mess and their quarters 
and the barracks of the men. The whole fort and everything in it, 
except the magazine, treasury and strong-rooms, was built of mud. 

At this time a real driving road to Wana was being made. It did not 
'The Ctat of Emmanuel College is a lioa rampart and the L!oos is a College club. 
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go via Sarwakai but up the Gumal Valley, and an additional officer of 
the Royal Engineers had been deputed to take charge of its construc
tion. Of course this officer had to live on his work. This necessitated a 
fortified carnp at roadhead with a hundred Militiamen to protect it. The 
strength at headquarters was consequently by that amount short, and 
for night defence at Wana Harman had been compelled to reduce the 
number of sentries and organize a system of internal patrols instead. 

A few days after I reached Wana a cold snap set in. Heavy snow fell 
and lay deep upon the ground. It was followed by grey sunless days 
with an icy wind off the higher hills - W ana itself stands about 4,000 

feet above sea-level - and one night we touched a minimum record of 
1 3 • below zero, forty-Jive degrees of frost. I was not inconsolable there
fore to receive a telegram saying that the Chief Commissioner was com
ing on tour to Tank, a small town in the plains at the foot of the Waziri
stan hills, and would require the presence of Harman and myself to 
confer with him as to the local situation and to advise him as to the 
state of the Militia, which as an irregular force was under him and not 
under the Commander-.in-Chief. I shall .never forget the cold of that 
journey down; but we got through all right. Hav.ing reached Tank we 
made our report. The key to the local political situation lay .in the hands 
of the remarkable man, to whom I have already alluded, known as 
Mulla Powinda, who without any inherited advantages, by dint of a 
forceful personality, some very meagre sacerdotal pretensions and re
curr.ing 'Supplies of money from a source which I will not specify, had 
made himself by far the most powerful man in the Mahsud tribe. Those 
who opposed him openly in tribal politics were apt to come to a sud
den end, and this had happened so often that opposition dwindled. He 
kept round him a gang of cut-throats of whose character and exploits 
he cannot well have been ignorant. Indeed, whenever any of them made 
a suocessful coup he took a share in the proceeds. He had upon several 
occasions taken the lead in armed opposition to the forces of Govern
ment and had more than once been compelled to ftee the country. But 
when the clouds blew over he always came back. At this time peace was 
upon his lips, and his secretary - for he was himself illiterate -used 
from time to time to send the Political Agent polite letters, couched in 
the vilest Persian, to express his master's wishes, intentions and sugges
tions. He was, I believe, according to his lights, a sincere if unscrupu
lous patriot, and he saw in Lord C=on's Militia scheme and the mak
ing of the roads a menace to the traditional independence of his tribe. 
He therefore set himself to wreck it. His methods were cha.racteristically 
tortuous. He did not openly denounce enlistment, but he encouraged 
other Mullas to refuse the proper funeral riteS to those who died or 
were killed while in the service of Government. He secretly put for
ward young zealots ever whom he had aequired inBaence to enrol 
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themselves and at the same time sent letters of warning to the Political 
Agent, couched in general terms and therefore useless, urging him 
against putting too much trust in the Mahsuds who bad been enlisted. 
This he bad done shortly before Bowring's murder and bad since 
claimed credit for the warning. Harman and I bad frequently discussed 
this matter and were agreed that once Mahsuds were enlisted it was 
impossible to treat them differently &om other classes or to do other
wise than seem to repose confidence in them. Still, we were not happy 
about it, and were working out a scheme by which all Mahsud recruits 
should be attested and sponsored by leading men in the tribe, whom 
we knew, or by their sections, jointly and severally. Meanwhile Har
man was quietly weeding those whom we bad, eliminating any whose 
record, so far as known, was in any way suspicious. Given time, these 
measures would, I think, have succeeded. Probably Mulla Powinda 
thought so and was taking action accordingly. We laid the whole situa
tion very fully before Sir Harold Deane, the Chief Commissioner, who 
heard us sympathetically and approved our general line of action. After 
a few days' halt in Tank we started back, travelling by different routes. 
Harman went by the Gumal Valley to see the camp and as many posts 
as he could. I came by another and shorter route, normally closed to 
British officers. This I did under tribal safe conduct and was shep
herded through without untowud incident. Consequently I reached 
Wana one day before Human. It was, I remember, Friday, Februuy to, 
190J, the date being fixed in my mind by subsequent events•and ]». 
cause the 12th is my birthday. Next day, towards evening, I went out 
with a few men to get a shot at the duck which used to fiight on the 
stream near the fort, and I well recall how in the bitter cold, with deep 
snow lying all round, against the glow in the western sky I saw Harman 
and his escort come clattering across the stony river-bed and heard 
their horses' hoofs erashing through the ice on its margin. I did not 
hurry to go in while the light held, though I wanted to see Harman. I 
thought that I should have plenty of time to talk to him that evening 
after dinner and next day. 

Only four of us came to dinner that night - Hatrnan, myself, Plant, 
the second-in-command of the Militia, and Turner, the Engineer. The 
doctor was also at Wana but, having an attack of malaria, had retired 
to bed early. The three military officers at mess were in uniform. I was 
in mufti, with my Lions' coat in place of a dinner-jacket. We were all 
unarmed in accordance with our policy of confidence. The meal pur
sued its normal pleasant course and we were just approaching dessert, 
with the accompanying ritual customary in all messes on Saturday 
nights, when suddenly there was a sharp tinkle of broken glass &lling 
to the ground. I was seated at table with my left shoulder toWatds and 
in line with the door by which the serving-men came in and out &om 
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the pantry beyond, which in tutn gave access to the open air by a 
glazed door at either end. Harman was opposite me, Plant at the head 
of the table, facing the door, and Turner opposite Plant. I looked up at 
the sound and saw standing in the doorway a young Sepoy of the 
Militia, in uniform, with his belt over his coat - the regular kit of the 
internal patrols. In his hands was his rifle with the bayonet fixed and 
the muzzle sloped upwards. He stood still looking at me and I at him. 
After a second I rose to my feet. It may seem incredible, but is none the 
less a fact that I did not instandy grasp wha.t his presence there meant. 
There floated through my mind a recollection of what someone had 
told me of a recruit who came into the mess ante-room one evening 
and explained, on enquiry, that he had come to see the tamasha (show). 
I thought that this lad was the victim of some similar hoax. As I stood 
by the table the man lowered his rifle barrel, but did not raise the butt 
to the shoulder. Probably all this really passed in a flash. The next thing 
that I saw was Harman dashing round the foot of the table towards the 
man, with Plant at his heels. Simultaneously the man stepped back
wards into the comparative darkness of the pantry - this of course 
was the era of lamps and candles - closely followed by Harman and 
Plant. Turner and I tumbled after them. In the dim light of the pantry 
I saw Plant struggling with the Sepoy for the rifle and Harman standing 
by the opposite wall. Turner and I rushed to Plant's assistance. The 
Sepoy was quickly overpowered and disarmed and we began to truss 
him up .band and foot with his own turban. While we were doing this 
Harman called out, 'Is any one hurt?' I looked roUDd at the others, and 
answered, 'No; are you, Colonel?' He said, 'I think I am,' and while 
speaking slowly collapsed on to his knees and sank to the ground. At 
this moment one of the mess servants put his head round the corner of 
the outer door. Someone told him to fetch the doctor. Turner and I 
then went over to Harman, while Plant took charge of the prisoner 
and sent the mess orderly, who had also turned up, for an armed guard, 
with whom he set off to take the man to the lock-up in the keep. The 
doctor came across at once in his dressing-gown and knelt down by 
Harman. jUSt as he did so Harman spoke again, for the last time, 
'They've got me,' he said, 'I knew they would.' I could see &om the 
doctor's face that be had no hope, but we sent for a mattress and carried 
Harman on it over to his own quarter, which was in the same hut with 
mine. The doctor then made a further e:z:amination and found that life 
was extinct. Harman had received a bayonet wound right through the 
heart and only his wonderful strength and courage enabled him to 
.retain collSciousness so long as he did. Leaving the doctor I padded 
my way under the moon along the frozen path between piled-up banks 
of snow to the mess and sat down to write a telegram to the Chief 
Commissioner to report what had happened. As I finished it and gave 
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it to a mess servant to take to the telegraph office, which adjoined the 
mess, Plant ca.me in. 

'The man was a Mahsud,' he said. 'I don't want to force your hand. 
For it is your responsibility. But there is a Mahsud half-company 
probably the one to which he belongs - on duty in the keep and I 
think that they will have to be disarmed.' 

'Why?' I asked. 
'Well, when we reached the big door into the keep with the prisoner 

and the quarter-guard opened the wicket for us, as soon as I entered 
the courtyard I saw about a dozen of them standing about, with their 
rifles and bayonets. It is not a night on which any sane man would loaf 
about outside when he tnight be in bed, unless he had some purpose 
in doing so. I called to them and when they heard my voice, they all 
bolted into their barrack. So I stowed my prisoner in the lock-up, 
warned the quarter-guard and came out. I have sent for the Subedar
Major and told him to come at once and bring with him what men he 
can from those warned for the internal patrol' 

'Is the Subedar-Major here? I asked. 
Almost immediately he came in -a gallant, grizzled old warrior he 

was, but in his noctumal deshabille, with a greatcoat over it, rather a 
cotnicalfigure. 

'Is the Colonel Sahib dead?' he asked. 
'He is dead,' I answered. 'A Mahsud killed him. He has been arrested 

and is in the lock-up. Now what about the Mahsuds in the koep? Do 
you think that they should be disarmed?' 

'They should be, but there will be trouble,' he replied. 'You must 
get the Chief Commissioner's sanction.' 

'If it Is going to be done at all, it has to be done at once,' said I, and 
turned to Plant, who chipped in -

'There are fifty Mahsuds in the keep, and the big door is bolted from 
the inside at night. They can overpower the quarter-guard, break open 
the lock-up, release the prisoner, seize the magazine and treasury with
out any one being able to get at them. And there is another full com
pany of Mahsuds in one of the barracks in the outer fort. I am not sure 
yet to which lot the murderer belongs. But I am sure that, even if 
nothing worse happens meanwhile, when the other classes learn of 
Harman having been killed by a Mahsud, they will open £ire on them. 
As you know, all the men have their rifles and a hundred rounds each 
at night.' 

I saw that Plant was right, and we rapidly concerted our plan of 
action. Meanwhile the Subedar-Major brought up what men he had 
collected from companies other than Mahsud. We got together as 
many lanterns as we could lay hands on and started for the keep. I 
remember thinking my evening dress, especially the pumps on my feet; 
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a very unsuitable costume, but somehow I did not feel the cold. Turner 
begged to be allowed to come too, but I did not know what was goi.o.g 
to happen wide the keep and thought it better that he should stay 
where he was. So I refused his request. The quarter-guard opened the 
wicket to us and we filed through one by one making little noise i.o. the 
snow. All was quiet i.o. the courtyard and there was nobody about. 
While Plant was making his dispositions a Mahsud orderly of mine, 
named Mawi, not in the Militia, came with the last man through the 
wicket and handed me my revolver which he had brought from my 
quarter. Meanwhile some of o� men had been sent on to the roof on 
one side, whence they had a clear field of fire towards the barrack 
across the courtyard, and another party was drawn up aslant in the 
courtyard out of the way of the fire of the first party and also covering 
the barrack. They had their rifles loaded and were all ready. The lan
terns were placed round the curb of the well, so that our men were in 
shadow and the light was thrown towards the barrack doors. It was all 
done surprisingly quickly. When all was ready, Plant, who with me had 
taken his place near the well, in the angle between the two firing parties, 
called out 

'Jemador Salim.' 
Salim was the Jemadar in command of the Mahsud half-company 

and he had so far not put i.o. an appearance. 
There was no answer. Search was made in his quarter, a single room 

adjoining the barrack, and he emerged, looking rather sheepish. 
'Go and tell your men,' said Plant, 'that if they obey orders no im

mediate harm will befall them. They are to file out and fall in two deep 
outside the barrack. Failing compliance, they will be shot.' 

The Jemadar saluted, walked across the courtyard and entered the 
barrack. A confused murmur arose within, but, for what seemed a long 
time, nothing happened. Then the Jemadar came out again, alone. 

'They will not listen to me,' he said. 'Perhaps if the Sahibs were to 
speak to them themselves ' 

It might very well have been a trap and I do not know how Plant 
felt about it. I have never liked anythi.o.g less in my life than walking 
up to one door of the barrack while he went up to the other. We were 
in the moonlight, with lanterns behind us. Inside all was dark and still 
As I drew near my door the same Mahsud orderly who had brought 
me my revolver and had since been tluttering about me like a hen, 
came and stood by me, almost shouldering me aside. The Subedar
Major and one other Pathan officer of the Militia were with Plant. 
'Come out I' we both shouted, and repeated what Plant had already said 
to Jemadar Salim. A long pause followed. Then to my enormous relief 
the men began to file out. Once they were out, immediate difficulties 
were soon over. Their own Jemadar, under tuition, gave them their 

2 I 
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orders and these were prompdy obeyed. The men formed up in two 
lines, laid down their rifles on the snow, turned about and took four 
paces forward. The arms lying on the snow were at once scooped up 
by a party detailed for the purpose and were popped inside the maga
zine, u.ader lock and sentry, with amazing celerity. The Mahsuds were 
marched back into their barrack and confined to it till mor.o.ing, a por
tion of the roof party under a trustworthy Pathan officer being left in 
position to see that the order was observed. We then made a final 
round of the courtyard to see that nothing had been overlooked. As 
we drew near the magazine the Subedar-Major whispered rather 
audibly to Plant that the sentry over its door was a Wazir and should 
be changed, since Mahsuds and Wazirs are at bottom one tribe. He 
spoke in Pashtu, and the sentry heard him. All through that evening I had 
had frequent occasion to adnure Plant's behaviour, but never more than 
at this moment. He thtew a glance at the sentry and, fortunately, recog
nizedhim. 

'A Wazir?' he repeated musingly, as if in doubt. 'So he is. But it is 
Sarbaz Khan. fd trust him anywhere.' 

The sentry at once thtew a chest like a gwu:dsman and began strut
ting up and down before the magazine, as if he were outside Bucking
ham Palace. So we felt that we could safely leave him and returned to 
the mess, where Turner and Cox, the doctor, were awaiting us. 

Even now our position was none too easy. There was still a whole 
company of armed Mahsuds in the outer fort at Wana and not more 
than four hundred men all told of other classes, of whom at least a 
quarter were Wazirs. At several of the other posts and at the camp the 
position was the same. We had to decide what to do at headquarters 
and what orders to send to the posts. Mter some discussion we decided 
to attempt nothing more at Wana till daybreak and dismissed the little 
force which we had had with us in the keep. At daybreak, according to 
the established routine of the Militia, all ri.fies except those of men 
actually on duty during the day were always returned to the company 
piles of arms where they were kept under lock till nightfall We agreed 
to allow the normal procedure to be followed. Then next morning when 
the arms had been returned the Mahsud element, wherever present, 
was to be suddenly paraded outside and sent off to their homes on a 
month's leave -all, that is, except the half-company in the keep, who 
were to be detained. Telegrams were accordingly despatched to all Post 
Commanders informing them of what had happened and telling them 
what to do. All concerned rose to the occasion like men and, to cut along 
story short, the Mahsud element in the Militia, amounting to nearly a 
quarter of its strength, was everywhere disarmed and sent off without 
a shot being :fired. Indeed nothing worse happened anywhere than that 
in one small isolated tower two Mahsuds got away with their rifles. 
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Even theae two weapons, worth several hundted rupees each in Mah
sud country, were brought back a few days later by a friendly Malik. 

But of course we could not know that night that things were going 
to pan out so well. Nor could we know what effect our dmstic action 
would have on the 'local political situation - how the Mahsuds would 
stomach the affront, nor what part the Wa2:irs, of whom we also had 
over two hundred in the· corps, would play. It seemed quite on the 
cards that we should find ourselvea, with gready depleted strength 
everywhere besieged by swarms of infuriated tribesmen. So we thought 
proper to ask for a battalion of regulars to be sent back to Wana and 
for the Derajat Movable Column to be ready in support. There was of 
course much else to do, and it was near three o'clock in the morning, 
when, after swallowing some very stiff grog, Plant and I separated and 
went off to snatch a few hours' sleep. 

All these things happened, as I have said, on the Saturday night. On 
the Monday a coffin containing the mortal remains of Richard Harman 
was sent off with all honour, under escort, to receive a military funeral 
at Dera Ismail Khan. I then, being the only magistrate in the Agency 
and having been duly authorized to do so, tried the murderer as dis
passionately as I could. As regards accomplices he refused to make any 
statement, but was openly boastful of his own act. He declared that he 
had enlisted - he had barely three months' service - with no other 
object and had entered the mess 'Che ghund z'e markawam,' 'to kill 
them aJl.,' and so have 'a finer song made upon him than Kabul' (the 
man who killed Bowring). He was hanged the same evening and met 
his death in a resolute spirit. Indeed he was exultant and spent his last 
half-hour in the cell blackening his eyelids with collyrium, as young 
bucks do amongst the Mahsuds, to adom himself for the houris of 
Paradise. 

He belonged to a tribal section nearly allied to that of Mulla Powinda 
and to the half-company in the keep. Further enquiry later on left no 
room for doubt but that he was a mere tool and that there was an 
elaborate plot behind him. He went into the mess with his rifle loaded 
expecting to shoot and the sound of shooting there was the signal for 
which his fellow-conspirators in the keep were waiting. They were at 
once to have attacked the quarter-guard, seized the magazine and trea
sure, and having killed all the British officers and let pandemonium 
loose (pretty much what actually happened at Wana in 1919 when 
Wa2:irs, not Mahsuds, were the chief culprits) turn the resultant situa
tion to the best advantage. But of course it was not possible to get 
legally admissible evidence of all this, and the most that could be done 
was to convict about half a dozen men on comparatively minor charges. 
Against Jemadar Salim nothing could be proved, though no doubt he 
was cognisant of what was afoot. No tribal rising followed, and a!-
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though Lord Cwzon was satisfied that the situation fully warnnted all 
that had been done, he did not think the occasion opportune to break 
openly with Mulla Powinda -which would have meant yet another 
Mahsud expedition. 

The murderer at his rr.ial stated that he had pulled the trigger of his 
rifle and that the cartridge missed fire. This I can definitely assert to be 
incorrect. I myself removed the cartridge from the rifle -a Martini
Henry. The indicator was not down nor the cap dented. What, I think, 
actually happened was that on entering the pantry he took a wrong 
turning and made for the other glazed door at the opposite end through 
which he put his bayonet. Flustered by his mistake he turned back and 
entered the dining-room with his rifle pointing in the air. In his excite
ment, if he pulled anything, he must have pulled the trigger-guard 
when he lowered the muule. Had it not been so, somebody else might 
have told this story but not myself. That he got no chance to retrieve 
his mistake was entirely due to Harman's presence of mind and 

gallantry. 
Some days later the old Subedar-Major pronounced a fitting epitaph 

on Harman. 'Ai, ai, armon, armon,'l he said, in conversation with 
Plant and myself, though rather talking to himself. 'That such a baha
dur (gallant) Sahib should perish thus! If this Sahib [pointing to me) or 
that Sahib [pointing to Plant] were to be killed, Government could 
send another. But Harman Sahib -ai, ai, armon, armon.' 

B. B. HOWELL 
1 A custonwy formula of lamentation and, of course, a play on words. '.Amlon' 

means grief. It is the Kulanri hthan pronunciAtion of the Persian t1171141f, 
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CARPE DIEM 

A POEM OF 

KHUSHHAL KHAN KHATAK 
(The English &nd Latin translations ue by Sir Evelyn Howell) 

Pashfll 

Siqi, Iikn. mi lah �my, 
Yo tso jtma payapay; 
Di ham zu1m day, kuh goray, 
Chih be �myo d2i psaday. 
Haghuh dui chih gul o mal wi, 
Wan' tsuh kindi sa;sy? 
Gora, tsuh Wiyi pri, ghwag k;'a. 
Ollh iwai ki chang o nay
Biyi bah ter sa! at rl nab sbi, 
Ahl amlin, ariiWt, hay hay! 
Da dunya zhwandOn ham khuh day, 
Kuh tar tala o hamesh way! 
Chih tar tala hamesh na day, 
Nur ye u � lishay. 
:per �myyan ye wabla ter �
Falk nab Jari zruhsiway. 

Ent,lirh 
Roses, wine, a friend to share -
Spring sans wine I will not bear, 
Abstinence I do abhor, 
Cup on cup, my Saqi, • pour. 
Hark! the lute and pipe! Give earl 
What says music to our cheer? 
Time once flown returneth never, 
Idle moments gone for ever, 

Wouldst recall them? Call in vain. 
Life, our mortal life, hath sweetness, 

• SMJi mea01 Cup-bearer • 
• ,9 
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As its sweetness, so its Beetne�s. 
Count it nothing, 'tis no gain. 

Doth time tarry for thy prizing, 
Or make speed for thy despising? 

Time hath all young lovers slain, 
Time is heedless, time is heartless -

Saqi, fill and fill again. 

Latin 
Sit mihi Albani veteris diota 
Cum rosa multa, bonus adsit hosFC*, 
Ver sine his odi, cito da, Minister, 

Pocula siccis. 

T1biae mixtos citharaeque cantus 
Audio. Quid nos trepidant docere? 
Nescit exactos itersre cursus 

Futilis bora; 

Voce tu la.psa.m revocas inani? 
Nil ag1s, vitae spatium fugacis 
Quamlibet carom pariter caducum est, 

Nee rediturum. 

Num tibi urgenti properabit hora 
Num retardenti pede lentiore 
Cedet? Heu saevum precibusque inexor

abile tempus I 
Flore gaudentes tenero juventae 
Quotquot arserunt pueri et puella.e 
Tempus occidit- Citius, Minister, 

Pocula. praebel 



GLOSSARY 

A. .An.bic, P. Persian, Pu. PakhtufPashtu, T. Tw:ki, H. Hindi 
(All words here have been adopted into Pakhtu.) 

Ab-i-isl4da, P., standing water. 
akhllnd, P., a religious teacher or 

saint. 
arbab, A., a chief (pl. of rabb, q.v.). 
arglnvdn, P., the Judas-tree. 
as, aspa, Pu., horse, mare. 

badshah, P., King or Sayyici 
badshahgardi, P., change of rulers. 
bagh.P., garden. 
bandish, P., blockade. 
baramta, T., a raid to seize persons 

or property as indemnity for a 
wrong . • 

thenar, P., the ooental plane-tree. 
daftar, P., register, office, regts-

teredlanci 
darrah, P ., a mountain pass. 
dehqan, P., a villager. 

farari, P. (from .An.b root), an out-
law. 

ftrmiilt, P., royal proclamation. 

ghairildqa, A., foreign territory. 
gbal, Pu .• thief. 
ghar, Pu., mountain.. 
ghariblltZ»'iiz, A. and P. hybrid, 

cherisher of the poor. 
ghazi, A., fighter for the Faith. 

hamsii.Ja, P., client (lit. one who 
shares shade). 

hamiin, P., inland lake or swamp. 
hashar, T., helping-party at har

vest. 
httjra, Pu. (in special sense), a vil

lage guest-house-

in#/, A., justice. 
'itbiir, A., confidence, safe-oon

duct. 

jagir, P., assignment of land or 
land revenue. 

khana-ba-dosh, P., house-on-back, 
. nomad. 
Jr:.har, Pu_, a city, or Peshawar. 
Jr:.hauttldr, P., a tribal policeman. 
Jr:.hilla't, A., a robe of honour. 
Jr:.huh (fem. Jr:.hah), Pu., good. 
Jr:.lnva, Pu., a direction, side, region. 
koiJ.i-mir, P., mountain of light. 
kotal, P., the crest of a pass. 

/ashlr:.ar (Pu. lalr:.hlr:.ar), P., a tribal 
array, army. 

'/OQflgee' (blgri), H., a cloth used as 
a wrap. 

mafrllr, A., an oudaw. 
maira, Pu., a plain along a hill

skirt. 
malilr:., Pu., a headman (fr. A., 

king). 
mam/gJr:., A., one possessed, a 

slave. 
maqbara, A., tomb. 
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m4r, P., snake. 
masjid, A., mosque. 
melmaJii4, Pu., hospitality. 
mi.!_ I, A., a file (of men or paper). 
mizh, Pu., Waziri dialect for 

m1111g �we. 
mor, Pu., mother. 
1f119tUIJid, A., a renewer, reformer. 
1f119iJhiJjn, A., Islamic warriors 

(Crescentaders). 
flltlsabib, A., a courtier, or aide-de

camp. 
111111114jib, A., allowances. 

naik, H., a master or landlord. 
n411411Jatai, Pu., a deputation (lit. 

entering in). 
11411g, P., personal honour and 

pride. nikat, Pu., hereditaments. 

pakhftlnwali, Pu., the Pathan code. 
pir, P:, a saint or holy man. 
pirkhtwt, P., the abode of a saint. 
pirziltia, P., a saint's descendant. 
qatirdiln, A. and P. hybrid, an ap

praiser. 
qaianJar, A., a mendicant. 

rah4p, P., a vioL 
rahb, A., a lord, also God. 
riJJIIIalf, A., lustre. 
roh, Panjabi, a mountain. 

saltim alaihlm, A., peace be on you. 
$iilih, A., a pious man. 
{!li;!, A., an arbitrator (&. A., 

third). 

sf111411 (1N111111d), A., grant or cetti£-
cate. 

s1111gar, Pu., stone breastwork. 
sarda, P., musk-mdon. 
sarrishta, P., thread or link. 
sarat, P., an inn. 
sbahld, A., a martyr. 
shajra, A., tree, genealogical table. 
shormilna, P., money in compensa-

tion for deprivation of honour 
over a woman (sharm means 
shame). 

shtr, P., lion or tiger. 
.rhir, P., milk . 
.flllara, Pu., girl given in marriage 

to compose a feud. 

!iJiib-Hl-•i/m, A., searche1 .after 
knowledge, ordinand. 

tappa, H., a small tract of country. 
tilrikh, A., a date, history. 
taHhid, A., the doctrine of One 

God. 
tsanrai, Pu., a side-curl, wo.tn by a 

man. 
tserai, Pu., land allotted to pious 

men. 
ftlm1111, T., the commonalty of a 

tribe (lit. Io,ooo). 

'Hkma, A., learned men (pl. of 
a/1m). iilm, T., a tribe. 

wesh, Pu., distribution, usually of 
land. 

zaniina, P., women's quarter, 
harem. 

Noh: Persian words, and Arabic words coming through the Persian, 
are in the Afghan and Pathan usage pronounced in an archaic manner, 
probably detived from the language of the Mughal court. The trans
literation given here follows that usage and not that of modern Persian. 



TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM ADOPTED FOR 
ARABIC, PERSIAN AND PAKHTU-PASHTU 
NAMES, PLACE-NAMES AND CITATIONS 

CONSONANTS: 

. 
l£. 
t 
c. • • 
c. 

. > 

J 

. J 

• ..r 

. � 

b 

p 

t 

I 
ch 

ts or dz 

b. 

kh 

d 

4 

r 

r 

z 

zh 

• 
sh 
lib 

be 

pe 

te 
te (cerebral). Pakhtu-Pashtu only 

se. In Arable this is sounded 1/o, but this is not re-
produced in Afghan Persian or Pakhtu-Pashtu 

Jim 

che. AJJ in church 

tslm or dzlln. Pakhtu-Pashtu only 

he 
khe. Aa in loch 

dM 

dM (cerebral). Pskhtu-Pashtu only 

d.l. The Arable llh Is not pnserved in Persian or 
Pakhtu·Pashtu 

re (rolled) 

re (cerebral). Pakhtu-Pashtu only 

ze 

zhe. AJJ in azure 

ge in Pakhtu, zhe in Pashtu. Pakhtu-Pashtu only 

srn 
shin 
khl.n. Only used in Pakhtu. In Pashtu shin is sounded 
:zwlld 



t 

. t 
• .... 
. " 

• l' 

J 

• 

• 

VOWELS: 

-

T 
J 

• 

gh 

f 
q 

k 

g 

1 

m 

n 

w 

h (medial) 

h (terminal) 
y 

harw:a 

a 

i ore 

u 

II or 0 

lor� 
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toe 
zoe 
ain. The reversed apostrophe is placed above the 

lme, with an a, e, i or u to indicate the ap
proximate vowel sound accompanying the 
glottal stop which ain signifies 

ghain. Sounded rather like a French r 

fe 
qlf. No u should accompany, e.g. Qais, Samar-

qand, not Quais, Samarquaud 
kif 
glf r always in Pakhtu-Pashtn 

am 

mlm 

nan 
nll!li. A cerebral sound peculiar to Pakhtu.· 

Pashtu, e.g. Mandam:, ga!li (deD5e), .kiiDI 
(deaf), Sarbam;i (a SarbaDii) 

wao 

he 
shewn as a short a, or sometimes ah 

ye 
In Pakhtn-Pashtu hamza appears over the line, 

most frequently with terminal • and final .s 
(see vowels). It has the eftect of deepening the 

vowel sound, e.g. :j (I), pronounced .ruh, not 

zall, and ;_;.,. (girl), pronouncedjinai, a broad 
diphthong 

zabr. Persian and Arabic fa�eh. Above the line 

zer. Persian and Arabic kasreh. Below the line 

pesh. Persian and Arabic p.mmeh. Above the line 
alif. The madd (-) only appears over initial alit if 

long. Medial and final alif is always long 
wao. In Pakhtn-Pashtu, as in Afghan Persian, the 

PerSian G 1S often sounded 6. 
ye. In Pakhtu·Pashtu, as in Afghan Persian, the 

Persoan f is often sounded i 



j 
J 

au 
ay 

I 

wao with za.br. Diphthong, much like French au 
ye with za.br. In Pakhtu-Pashtu this is a cliBerent 

sound from ye with hamza. Contrast saray 
(man) w1th J•nai (girl). See note below 

ye with zer 

N OTB: The system adopted is the HunterW>, shghtly modified 
Except in certain Arab names proper (of Arabs) the Arabic artlcle is given as .. ul- {or ·ur-, -us-, ·un·, etc.), not as .. aJ... • 
The Peman uaf.Jt.is given as -i-, or -yl-after a vowel. 
The Roman vowel equivalents given are broadly identical wrth Italian pro

nunci.a.tlon. 
Zabr, ur and p .. h. when U$8d in the initial syllable of a word. appear over or 

under an aJ•f, as the cue may be. The vowel is then sounded short, accordmg to 
the transhteration given. 

To avoid a dusty look all chacritical marks are omitted in the text. To meet 
criticism they are included in the Index. which also makes use of the macron to 
indicate lonJ a, u, o, • and'· 

For certain well-known places populAr Anglicized forms of spelling have been 
retained. 

According to the above the well-knowu tribal ending -UJi should strictly ap
pear as -zay. and Khubas as Khaybas. But that would upset a hfetJme's habit, 
and I plead exemptJon. 
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A 
'Abbls, Sha.h, the Great, see Shlh 

'Abbis 
'Abbas, Shah, II, Sa.fawt, 225 
'Abbas, SaddOza., 261 
'Abblstd Caliphate, 45. 94, 99, 104, 107-8, 202 
Abbott, Sir James, 310, 323, 324, 332, 

339-41. 345. 378 
Abbotubad, 19, 339 
Abdil, progenitor of Abda!Is, 12, 223 
Abda!Is (DurrAnis), tribe: Western 

AfghAns, xiv; /lace in genealogy, 
u; later calle Durrlnls, 14; and 
the Sagartioi, 4o-1; and the Eph
thalites, go; connection with Zamln
diwar, 97; not mentioned In Kart 
period, 136; or by Blbur, 155-6; 
ki�lup With Tartns, 177; first 
appearance, 222; led by SaddO, 
223-4; connection with Multin, 
225; importance under Nadir Sha.h, 
252 :fl.; !refer Persian to Pashtll, 
252; an �mad KhAn, 255: mentioned 165, 172. Sse also DurrAnJs 

'Abd-al-itilllk, Umll.yyid Caliph, 95, 
99 

'Abd-ul-Gha:flll.r KhAn, Khll.n, 431-2, 
435.436 

• Abd-ul-Gha.fOr, su AkhOnd of Swtt 
'Abd-ul-Jabbil.r Sha.h, Sayyid, Pre

face, 9-10 with n. 15, 299, 428, 454 
Ch. XXII n. 3 

'Abd-ullah, Ansllrl, 200 
• Abd-ullah KhAn, Durrln.l, 270 
'Abdullai, �Qd clan, 399 
'Abd-ul-Qadir, Gillinl Pir, 408 
'Abd-ul-Qldir, ROshinl, 227-30 
'Abd-ul-Qii.yyum, KhAn, Kashmir!, 

456 Ch. XXVI n. 3 
• Abd-ul-Qa.�m. Slhib2llda Sir. his 

well In Khatbar, 329; greatest of 
new pioneers, 421; Roos-Keppel's 
interpreter and founder of lsllm.la 
College, 424; Frontier representa.
tive at Delhi, 425; appearance, 
character and scale, 426; antipathy 
to Akba.r of HOt!, 426-7; his part in 
Introduction of responsible govern
ment, 43o-1; the tiea. in his trousers, 
431 

'Abd-ul-WadQd, Gulshll.hzll.da., 1\fiin
gul, 205, 427-8. See llfilngula 

'Abd-ur-Ral;llln, governor of Peshl
war, 232 

'Abd-ur-�min. Amlr: his autobio
gra.phy, 255; account of All-mad Sha.h, 255; and Pll.inda. Kll.el, 268 
with n. 6; and the KOh-i-nilr, 290; 
account of Fa tell. KhAn, 293; and the 
Durand Line, 381-2; impressed by 
Durand, 381 with n. a; his great
ness, 388 

'Abdurral}.min Khel, �Qd clan, 
398.399 

Ab-i-istldall., Lake, 157, 172 
Abraham, 5 
Abtl'l-Fatell., Haktm, 214-18 
Abtl'l-Fail, Akbar's Warir, 140 and 

n. 4, 213, 219 
Abtl Sa'ld, Timtlrld, 138, 173 
Achaemenian dynasty, 26:1!., 43-4. 

46-7, 67, 69. See Appx. A 
Achakzais, tribe, 12, 2.59. 261, 271, 

372 
Achilles, 334 
Adam Khin, 186, 194 
Adam Khel, Afrtdi clan, 244, 277, 

330, 387. S�e KOha.t Pass 
'Ad!! KhAn Silr, 149 
Adinzal, tribe and tract in Dtr, 51-2, 

182 
Afghl!.n, distinguished from Patbln, 

xiv-xv, 14,22, 24,42, 87 
Afghln, emergence of name, 42, 79-

So, 112-13 
Afghlns· Eastern, xv, 12-13, 249, 

257,258, 419;VVe�, xiv-xv, 12, 
257·419 

Afghlnlstin: a Dnrrlnt kingdom, 
xiv; once part of Persia, 26; its 
conversion to lsllm delayed, 93-4; 
built on rulllS of Safawl and Mughal 
empires, 250; Ahmad Sha.h and, 
255; the creation of �mad Sha.h, 
259; and Durrln!.s, 268-g; invaded 
by British, 316; Khaibar sunen
dered by, 357; establishment of � f�ontie� with, 370 and 381-�; 
negotiation mth Persta and Russta 
of frontiers of, 371; intiuence of religion on policies of, 397; Hitler's 
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desigta on, 408; British frontier 
policy infiuenced by, 371, 397, 408, 
417; Pakhto.nistln and, 435-6. S.• also Ahmad Shih, Durrinls, Mu
hammadws, Saddozais 

AfghAn Wax, First: 316-21, 322, 3Z4, 
330, 357. 373; Second: 357, 374-5, 
378, 414; Third: 397. 405 

Aft1dis, tribe: not true Afghans but KarJim!s, xv and 14; genealogy of, 
2<>-I; equated with Apa.rutai, 37-8 
and 41-2; tradition of Greek ancestry, 44-5 and 63; mentioned by 
Bibur, 155; BO.bur foiled by, 163; 
connection with Khalns, 187 and 
348; Akbax's campaign against, 211 
and 213-14; ROShinfyya m11uence 
among, 213 and z26-3o; resistance 
to Aurangzeb, 234; coalition with Khushl>il Khln, 23-4-5 and 241; 
receive tolls from Abmad Shih, 
258; support Shih Shujl', 271-2; 
described by Elphinstone, 279; 
Mu1;1ammadzais distrusted by, 297; 
in J a.mx1ld battle, 31 5; Mackeson's 
repute among, 338; allowances 
granted in lieu of tolls, 349; and 
increased m recognition of staunch
ness during World War I.. 350; ..,. 
sentially opportunisa, 369; con
trasted with Bal1l.chistin tribes, 
377; Waxburton's a.ffectlon for, 338 
and 379; their jealousy for Ttrlh, 
379; renounced by 'Abd-ur-Rab
mln, 381; rise in 18g7, 387; ap
proached by Nldir Khln, 407; 
Roos-Keppel and, 424; and the 
Durand Line, 463-4. Su also 
Tn'bes 

Af;a.l Khln, Amlr, 267, 371 with n. I 
�al Khln, Kha1al<. 221, 236 
�batana (lialnadln),43 .Aihl KhAn, the, 201-2 
Agnew, Mr., 3II, 323 �gra. 18, 207 Ahluwllia, Sikh mS,I, 274 Al;lmad, YQsufzai malik, 158, 174, 

177-9. 181-3, x8s. 187 
Abmad Kh11n, Nurzal Durrani, 270 
.Al;lmad Shih, Saddozai, founder of 

Afghlnistlln; compaxed with Sher 
Shih, 139; descendant of Malik 
SaddO, 2:1.4; joins Nid.ir's bodyguard, 253; rise to Kingship, 254 tf.; aefeab Marllthas, 257; extent of 
power, 258; character, 259; death, 
259; and the Kh1lgiinls, 312; rela
tions with Kalllt; census of Wazlri
stlln tribes, 258, 392 and 455 n. 8 

A1;1mad Shih Br!lwf, Sayyid: thwar
ted by faction, 209 and 304-5; re
garded as mujaddid, 301; early 
history and doctrine, 301-2; rela
tions with S. Akbar, 304; tempo. 
rary triumph, 303-4; death, 305; 
conquest of Peshawar, 312; hero of 
war against Sikhs, 326; founder of 
Mujlhidln, 358 and 361; contrives 
murder of Khln of Hund, 362; 
MuJAhidln, ROshllniyya and Red
shirt movements compared, 432. S•• also Akbar Shih, Mujlhidln 

Al;lmadzllls, su Waztrs 
Ahnai Tang!, 406 
Aimal KhAn, Aft1dl, 234. 235. 237. 

241. 24$-6 
'Alsha Sul�n. 16o • 
'Ajab KhAn, M!r BlbQ Kh!!, 358-g, 

364-5.379 
Akbar, Mughal Emperor: and Khaf;aks, 39 and 211-12; type of Turco

Iranian, 82; real founder of Mughal 
dynasty, 139; succeeds, xg6; op
posed by ROshllnls, 203; never ruled 
tribes effectively, 205; ieligioiiS de
viations, 2o6; expedition tq KJ.bul, 
207 tf.; constructs Attock fort. 207; 
builds road through Khaibar, 2o8; 
paxdons Jalllll, 209; takes over 
tra.n&-lndus territories, 21o-n; an
nexes Kashto!r, 211; 1$ forces 
blocked m Khaibar, 213-14; expe
d!.tion to Bljaur, SwAt and Buner, 
21• ff.; defeat of his forces and 
death of his favourite, 216-18 and 
358; general failure of tribal policy. 
219-20; death, 221; capture of 
Kandahir, 223; made last invasion 
of northern hill tracts for 300 yean, 
365 and 385; his illiteracy remarked 
on, 427. Su also Birbal, Mughals 

Akbax Khln, Blrakzal, 314-15, 324, 
424 

Akbar Khln. Sir Ml;ld, of HOtr, 42 !,-1 
Akbar Shlh, Sayyid: desceudant of 

Pfr Bibi, :aoo; tribal leader against 
Sikhs, 295-7; organizes resistance, 
299 tf.; patron of Al;Jmad' Br61wf, 
304; hero of wa.r against Sikhs, 326; 
patron of Mujllhidio, 361; Ba.dshlh 
of Swlt, 363 and 428 

Akhcnd Darw�ah, 172 and n. 3. 
I8o, 199,203,218,230 

Akhand of Swlt, 36o, 362-3, 364, 366, 
368.385.388,427 

AkOra, town on Landai in Peshll.wa:r 
district, xvi, 23, 191, 212, 303, 
36z 
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Akoray, Malik, 191, 211-12, 220, 221, 
223, 231,239.:>43 

Al-Ahwar, .,, Ll.hOr 'Alai, Bib!, 226-8 
'AIA-ud-dln Jah!.nsoz, 123, 136, 171 
'AIA-ud-dln KhaiJI, 18, 128-30, 140, 

2$1 
Al-Birdnl (Alberuni) . ... Birdnl 
Alexander the Great precursor of 

Chingi% and Tamerlane, xxi; over
throws Achaemenians, 26 and 43; 
his 'India', 35; in this region a 
ra.Jder, 44; his passage left no local 
memory, 45; no proof Ius armies 
used Khalbar, 49; Ius own rollte by 
Kunar, Bljaur and SwAt, 49-51; - at Massaga., 52-3; at Bazira, 54; 
at Ora. 54; at Aomos, 55; attacks 
Aspuil etc., ss; death, s8; and 
darkness, 112; compared to Akbar, 
208; mentioned, 57· Su also An:ian, Aspasii, Curtlus, Stel.n 

'A1tCaliph.95.96 'All, village, 358 'Altkozais, Durrlnl sept. 12 
'Ali Mardin Khln, governor of Kan-

dahiir, 224, 23:> 
'Ali MardAn, Durrin!, 343 with n. 17 
'AllMasi•d. 155. 164, 214, 234. 374 
'Ali Shllh. su Sayyid 'All Shlh 'Allzai, Durrin! sept, 12, 225 'Allza.i, M.ahsQd clan, 396 
All•hibf.d, su Praylg 
Allahdld, NiAzl, I 45-6 Allahdand, village in Swlt, 182 
Allard,Gen6nU,300,303 
Allowances,349-50 
Alp Ars!An, SeljQk, 122 
Alp�n,Ghaznavnd,119 
Altamsh, Slave SultAn, se• lltutlnish 
A mAn A.khnnd, poet, 305 
A.mlnat Khln, Mughal commander, 

231 
A.minullah, King, 267, 308, 397, 405, 

407-408,435.462 
A.min-ul-mulk, Mehtar of Chitr!l, 384 
A.mlzais, branch of Man<lanrs. 358, 

365.368 
Amb, State, 319, 428 with n. 7 
Ambahlr, frontier tract, 159, 161, 

177, 182, 184 
Amb!la Pass, 54. 185, 358, 36o, 365-7. 

369. 374· 384 
Amin Khin, Ml).d, 233-5, 240 
Atnlr Khin, PindAri, 301-2 
A�,Sayyid,232-3,240 
'Amr·i-La.iJ, SaHArid ruler, 107, rog, 

119 
ADln�.258,264.•74 

AmQ Daryl (Oxus nver), 59, 91, 93, 
120, 122 

AnandpJJ, 109, 110, 121 
Anderson, Lieut, 3II, 323 
Ankara. 92 
AngQ, su HangQ 
�(Companions), the, 7, 200, 231 
� Mirza, poet, 209-30 
Antiochus the Great (Seleucid), 62 
Antoninus Pius, Roman Emperor, 45 
Aomos, Rock of. 46, so. 51, 54. ss 
Aperutal, tribe, 29, 34, 37-8, 41. Su 

also Afrldls 
Apozai, .,, Fort Sandeman 
Arabia, Arabs, 10, 93-102, 103-5. 

1<>6-7, 171,302 
Arabic, 68, 106, 127 
Arachoaia, s9-6o. 70, 73, 97. 170. Su 

Kandahar 
Aral Sea, 64, 126, 317 
Arblbs,the, 187,234·3•5,348,357 
Arbela., battle, 43, Su Gaugamela 
Architecture: LOdi tombs, 137; SUr 

ShUt's fort, Delhi, 147; Rohtls fort, 
147-8; Shlr Shlh's tomb at s.Jt. sirim, 149; 'Pa�hln' architecture 
at Delhi, 1 sr; Ttmnr Shlh's palaces 
at Peshiwar and Kiibul, 262 and 
282-4; Mabibat KhAn's mooque 
at Peshil.war, 298; destructton by 
S1khs, 298 

Ardashtr, 72, 78 
A.rghanda.b. rtver, 9' 
Aria, u• Her!t 
Arigaion, town site in Bljaur, so. 51 
Aristotle, 37 
Armenia, 29, 34. 90 
Ar-Rukba), 97, 171. Su Arachosia, 

KandahAr 
Arrian (Flavius Arrianus), author of 

Anabasis, 37. 43. 45. 46-8, 49 If., 70 
�ds,dynasty,64 Arsakes, 64 ArsaiA KhAn, Mohmand, z62-3 
A.saf-ud-daula, of Oudh, 264 
�llat KhAn, Mughal commander, 

231 'A.siiiq, Mulll. 270, 274 
Ashnaghar. su Hashtnagar 
Ashraf KhAn. Kha�, 235-6 
Ashraf, GhaiJIM!r, 251-2 
Aslam KhAn, Sir, Saddozai, 272, J79-

38o and n. 8, 388 
Aamir, tovn> on Kunar river, 381 
Asoka, Maurya Emperor, 44· 6o-2, 

74· 161 
Aspasii,trib0,37.49-50.55-6 Assaeeni, tribe, 49-50, ss-6 
Astyages, Mede, 26 
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Athenaeua, late Greek writer of b4llu 
l6ttrl&, 32 

Atklnaon, Jam ... painter, 262 a.ud 
note, ,., also lllu<trauon.s facing 
pp. 153 and 319 

Attock (Atal<): the bridge, xili; point 
of JUnction of Indus and KAbul 
nvers, 30; gorges, xvi and 33: fort 
not built in Bibur's time. I63; not 
oceupied by GhOriah Khel, I91; 
construction of fort at, 207 and 
21o-11; Akbar's headquarters at, 
211 fl.; ferry tolls, 212 and 232-3; 
abolition of tolls at, 332 and 239-
2-fO; Khu�ll's description of, 
243-4; conli.nement of Shujll.' at, 
288; surrendered to Ranjit Singh, 
289 and 291; surrender conlirmed, 
319; bridge built, 389 

Auckland , �.3 18-2o 
Aura.ug�b. Mugbal Emperor: failUie 

to conquer Swll.t, 205; rebellion of Pathlns against, 222; failure to re
cover Kandahll.r, 224; eonlirms 
Khus� as chlef, 232; orders re
mission of tolls, 232-3 and 239; 
l'athln rebellion against, 233-9; 
Khu•h�ll'shatred of, 236-41; char
acter, 239; !allure to aueaa Pathll.na, 
241, death, 2so; D10ntioned,398 

Aurelius, Marcus, Roman Emperor, 
45 

Avaro, 82, 84 
Avesta, the, 65 
Avitabile, General, 315 Awadh,suOudh Ayyaldiz, Mamhlk, 126 J.i:i.r Mtr, Orakzai, 230 
A'gem Khln, �d. Bll.rakW, 287, 

291, 293-4.295-7.298 A'gem Khln, Amir, 267. 371 
.Azes I and II, 7o-1 
Azilises, 70 
'Az.l% Khln, MJr Blbtl Khi!l, 358, 364 

B 
Bll.bur, Mugbal Emperor: type of 

Turco-Iranian, 82; dependence on Pathln mercenaries, 132 and 164-
165; really a usurper, 138; a.ud Sh!r Shah, 142 and 148; gives lint hla
torical glimpse of Pathln tribes, 
151 and 15-4-97: his memoirs, 152; his descent, 152-3; his love of 
Kl.bul, 153: his burial place, 153: 
his expeditious, 154-94; his dealings with Bangssh, Tum and Wurn, 157-8; his dealings with 
Y11suf.zais, 158-92; his Yusufzai 

marriage, 159-91; his loves, I6o-l; 
sport and love of flowers, 162; deal
ings with Afrtdia, 163; defeat of 
Ibrahim LOdl, I64; omission to 
mention Abdalls, r6s; bearing of 
his memoirs on tribal chronielea, 
189-go; capture of KandahAr, 17I
I72 and 222; exemplar of Kh�ll. 
242; policy of matrimonial alli
ances, 258; pollcy of shift of capital, 
265; mentioned, 3S..· Su also 
Mughals 

Bll.burl, 16o 
Blbilzal, village, 183 and note 14. Babylon, 43, 6o 
Bacha-i-Saqlo, 405, 407 
Bactxla(n), at Gaugamela, 43; equiva

lent to Afghi.n Turkistan, &o; the 
Graeco-Baetr!an Kingdom, 62; in Gandhll.ra, iS and 62-4; conquered 
by Ephthalites, 82-4; eon\'!� by 
.Anbs, 95-9; scene of nld
Safflrid wax, 107 and 119; visited 
by Kht18�ll. 231; mentioned by ��nstone, 279; equivalent to 

1 107, 231, 279 • 
Badakhshln, IS�163,231 · 
Baddar, river In WaZirlatln, 23. """· 

405 Badrai, stream in Samah, I82 
�dld,45, 99, 1o6-8, III, I22,4o8 'Bagil.d, stream, 178 Bagrlm (KI.plsa), 47; (PeshAwar, q.v.), I�9s-9. 213 BahlkO, k,232 
BahAwalpllr, 275 
Bah!OI, SultAn, LOdl, I33. 137. lSi· 

Su also LOdi dynasty 
Bah!Oizal, Mal)stld clan, 396, 398 
Bahrlm Gllr, Sasslnld, 83, 2-44 
Ba.hrlm Khln, Khatak, 235. 241 
Bahrim Shih, Ghuna.wid, 123 Ba.tley, Prof. H. W., 30, 35, 37 Bairi.m KhAn, Khln-i-Khlnln, 197. 

222-3.426 Bait, ... Bitan 
'Balzai {YUsufzai), 220; (Mohmand), 

383 B!l.jaur: home of $lfla, I9; Nawagaif 
Arigaion in. 51; home of Aspasii, 
ss; mentioned. by Bll.bUI, zs,; 
visited by Bll.bur, 15�, 161; 
DHAzlks in, 175-7; TarkliJII1 and Gi.gfinl designs on, 178; tribal struggles in, 1 8-4-9; on penetrated 
after Bll.bur'o time, 196; mentioned 
by Abu'! Fa;!, 213; entered by Zain Rbin, 2I4 and 218; nominally part 
of Kll.bul Sarki.r, 226; in Khush-
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J.>.ll.l's poetry. 237; fertslity of, 321; 
never entered by Sikhs, 325; , .. 
nounced by 'Abd·ur-.Ral)mAn, 381; 
Durand Line in relation to. 382; 
nominally included in Mll.lakand Ajj:ency, 386; only once penetrated. 
386; expedition to, 388 

BakhtiAr Khaljl, us. �� 143 
Bakht-un-� (Nebu dnerzar), 3. 

s. 7 
Bakht-un-Diaa, 208 
Ba!Adhurl, AJ., 93 note 2, 97 
BlLlA HissAr (PeshAwar), fortress, 262, 

•8•-<1· 29T. (Ki.bul), fortress, 268, 
271,273 

Blll!.kOt, village in KAghAn, 305, 361 
Ba.lbln, 129 
'Balkh, ... , Bactria. Balktagfn. Gha..,awid mamlQ!o, n9 
Balllchistan: ooft Puhtn spoken in. 

xvi; described by Elphinstone, 279; 
use of Frontier c.rimM Regula
tion in, 354-5; Br:ibsh advance 
into, 370 B.; 'Khanate of KaiJ.t, 
372-•; V.Uey of Shll, 372; trlbea of 
372; Pathllns in, 372 and 375; 
Sandeman'a pohcy in, 376-8; com
pared with lldmkand Agency, 383; 
compared with Wazfri.rtlln, 398; 
always under Centra.! adminiitra· 
tion, 414; Deane and Sandeman, 
422. S•• Gls<> Sandeman 

Balo.ch tribes: junction with Pa�f.ns. 
330 and 372; in D&a Gh.izi Kbln, 
371; cba.racterlstica of, 371-3; 
mixed up with B:a.htUs. 372; Sonde
man's dealings with, 376 ft.; ali· garchie tendene1es of, 37• and 377· Su Ba!OchlstAn 

�DUin, 6o, JOI, 105 
'Banguh, tribes and region: a. Ka.rlilll:f 

tnbe. xv and 2o-r; established 
colonies in India., 132 and 138; 
mentioned by Blbnr, 155· 157 and 
193; route into lnd!a, xxi and 194; 
origin of Sbl'as among, 202-3; nominally part of Ki.bul Sarldr. oo6; " sid...-trance to Peshawar, 
390· Su also Mango, Mirllnza1 

Bani IsrUI, 3, 5 ft .• 10, 42, 68, 101 
Bannah, 97,.., Bannu 
Bannl'l, city and district: speak soft Pashta. xvi; once occupied by KhataJ<s, 39 and 191; equated with 

Bannah, 97 and roo; mentioned by 
Blbnr, 155-6; mdependent in early 
Mugba.l period, 196; enjoyed do f� 
independ611ce nuder Akbar, 219; 
viaited by Fa� KhAn, 272; under 

lK 

nominal S.kh rule, 298 and 317; 
formally surrendered by ShAh 
ShajA', 319; Sikh rule bmited to 
plam of, 325; occupted by Bntish, 
329; formed mto British district, 
330 with n. 2; Nicholson 111, 333-4; 
Edwardes in, 334-7; metropohs of 
south, 391; WazJr colonies in, 393; 
separated from Panjlb, 414; a 
garden of the north, 429· s., also Bannacbls 

Banno.cbls, tribe: genealogy, u; one 
of few KariAml tnbea living in 
plain, 22; one of Shltak secti.ona, 21 
and 39; join in insurrection against Mughala, 228; Edwardes' dealings witli, 335-6; manners of, 337; rei&· 
tiona with W&ZJrs and Khaj:aka, 
420. 548 also Trlbea 

Blra, nver of PeshAwar, 187 and note 
I6,:z:z8, 280,320;village,209 

Bl.-aJaals (Durrbls), tribe: genea
logy, 12; fust appeara.nce in hiStory, 203; progenitor, Hljl Jamil, 
252 and note 3; part played a.t 
�mad Shlh'a coronation, 255; 
thetr two dynlLS1les, 267; rile 
aga.mst SaddOzais, 268; conneCtion 
wtth PeshAwar, 269; their MuJ.>.am· 
madzai branch supplant SaddOzals 
as rulers of Afghl.nistln, 292; 
supineness against Sikhs, 302; at
tacked by Mujlhidln, 305; exploit 
PeshAwar tnbes, 324-5; love of 
Peshll.war, 325. Su also MuJ.>.am· 
madza!a and Appx. A 

Bara»Ua,8s.3S0.399 Barand:a., river in Bun&', 20-f, n. 1, 
368 Bareilly, Clty, 301, n. 9 �. Rai, town in Oudh, 209, 301 
withn. 9 Bar!ngan. village in Samah, 358 

BirO. Vlllage, 203 BarOglul Pus, 381, 384 Batkhala., village in Swf.t, 362 
'Batnl. Sbalkh, ... Bitan 
lliyaztd,cup-bealer, 157 
Blyaztd Sarwan!. 144 
Blya.!fd (Baold) �. RoohAnl, 

198,2�4.209.210,230 
Bf.zllr, valley near Khaibar, 38, 214, 

379. 382, 390 
llizld, $U Bllyu!d An.jlrl 
Ba.nra, site, .5o-1, 53-.4, nx, 205, 216, SuB!rkOt 
�.river,4f,2o8,323 
Bilka, village in Samah, 362 
Bellsarius, 84 
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Bellew, Surgeon-Maj or H. W., 5 (o. 
6), 13, 3S--9o 87. 169-71 

�, 128, 2o6,207.�49 
�Berdoorauneea', xv, 258, 272 
lleuW1, 43 Bb.&ngf, S1kh mi�l, 274 BbaDgt Khat. .Khatakclao, 275 
Bh!m{a), Rl.jl, 109, no Bhlmbar, town on lofugba.l road to 

Kaabmtr, 288, 291 Bhlra. town ill Pan jib, 159 
Bhibnnrt, trib6:genealogy, 15; among 

tnbelmeo summoned by LOclls, 
138; ceoaUI of .A�m•d Shih, 258; ill POlitical relations -with Deputy l:ommissionors, 348 and 387; a 
amaU tribe inhabiting eastern 
Wazl.rlatl.n. Su also Tribes 

Blddulph, C. E., 236audnote8 
Bihlr. u�'J9• li:l-3 
IWaod , vt�Ja&e on Kw-ram 

Rlver, 381 with o. 10 
BIIOt,�, 33 
BUo.ts, tnbe, 15, 18, 275 
Bllbal, l.Ujl, 207, 2n, o:ro�-r8, 223, 

231, o!-35 BtrkOt, ru BuirL Blnnal, tra.ct in .A!ghloistb, 156, 
381, 391, 407, 463 Blrtlnl, Al-, author of Tartkll-al-Hind, 
9 and note 12, 28, 32 and n. u, 98 
and n. 9, 1oS--9, ue>-u, 112-13 
lnd n. 12, txS, 121-2 and n. 2t 168, 
169 

Bisrtan,27 
Bttan, Shaikh. putative ancestor of Ghaljll, 15-17, 392 
Bivar, Dr. A. D. H , � 
Bolw Dig, valley, 187, 383 with n. 14,464 
Bolin Pan, xxi, 312, 316, 372, 313-4, 

391 Bolton. Sir N ormao, Chief Commis-
sioner, N.-W. F. Province, 467 

Bombay, 330, 373 
Border Police, 348 BOd. valley in Baluchiatb, 375, 392 
BOat! Khel, A!ridi clan, 277 Bowring. Captain. 393o o�68 �. 76,77-8,92.�101,207 
Brahott, tribe, 330, 372-3 with n. 2, 

377 Brithh (the): arrival of Elpb!nnooo 
in Peehlwar, 274; duration of -
rule, 279; early standard set, 27S--9, 
285, 287 and soS--9; de&lings with 
PeshAwar Sardlro, 3I<>-I2; bea.nng 
of - paramountcy on frontier ,..,_ 
glona, 317�0; as succeaeon to 

Sikba, 322 and 324-5; arrival of
officers on frontier, 323; a century 
of -rule, 326 &ud 396-7; arrive !o 
Peahll.war, 329; form frontier Dis
tricts u part of Panjll.b, 330; pre
ferred to Sikhs, 329, 346; the Pan
jib Commission and Political Ser
vice, 331; the early pal•dino, 331 fl.: lay out Peohll.war Cantonment, 
342-3; form the Guides, �:£i 
•tablilh machinery for d · 
with tnb61, 347 fl.; defeated by 
outlaw problem. 351--2; n,idly ap
ply theu- judicial system, 352; at
tempt later adjustment to tribal 
idea., 353 fi.; undertake Amb6la 6Xpedltloo, 364 fl.; win tribal re
apectforgallantbearing,36?;undez
take forward policy, 370 ft.; oocupy 
Ball\chiat:lD, Kb&ibar, Kurn.m, 
loflllka•d, etc., 373 fl.;-policieain 

• Wamist:lln, 390 fi.; - vaclllatlon, 404; - Heads ofN-W. F. Provinee, 421-5 and 467; end of Brithh rule, 
434-.'1; the last batch, .,a 

Brownlow, Ge:neral Sir C., 366 · 
Bruce, Mr. R. I., 37�. ·398---400, 

401 Buddbiam, 6o-r, 74-.'1, 92, 9+· 101 Budh Singh, Sikb general, 303 Budni, rtream, 3� Bugt!e, tribe, 372 • Bu�lrl, 6o, 82, 119, 134-5, 292, 307, 
317,374 Bun!<: Joined with Swlt, 54; �l>le 
route of .Alexander, 51; site of Pfr 
Bl.bl shrine, 102; mcluded in 
Sla.ikh :Mairs settlement, 181; in
habited by true Ynsutow, 182; 
arrival cf Pir Bl-bll., r98; ahrine 111, 
199; .ceoe of defeat of .Akbar's armies, 205 and 216-17; mountains 
of, 246; position of Sayyidl of, 299; 
never entered by Sikb8, 325: link 
with Mardh .fOlios, 348; Mlr Blbll 
Khl!l and, 357-.'1; and the Amb6la 6XI)edition, 364 :tl'.; Khll.na of, 367-
36'11; unaeen by Brithh till 1898, 
wo· s88; nnonnoed by • .Abd-ur-
oljmJn, 381 BIU'Des, Sir Ale:zander; !upports Bani 

lsrUl theory, 6; -.u>ti l>eohJ.war, 262; explaina .A!ghlo defeat, 297; 
uommeot of SultJ.D � Khln, soS-ro; his own character, soS--9; negotlatioos with the Doat, 31ko; 
advises restoration of Shih Shujl', 
319; mnrder, 320 &lid 322; in
ftueooes on Maenaghteo, 322 
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Bust, site on Helm&Dd, 95, 96, 100, 

123, 171 
Byzantium, 84, 92 

c 
Calcutta, 301, 317, 322 
Cambyses, 28 
Campbell, Su Colin.(Lord Clyde), 342, 

343 
Caroe, S\r Olaf, Governor, N-W. F. 

Province, 467 Can-hao, Battle of, 64, 72 Carthage, 28, 442 n. 18 Casp1an Sea, 64, 224, 317 
Cavagna.ri, Sir Lou� 277. 278, 374, 

375.379.422 Cba.chh, the, Indus riveram tract, 
179,a95.319�o.324 �. district in BaluchistAn, 381 g:�hatal, Chmgizld, 135. 152 

darra, fort between Dlr and 
SwAt, 51�, 215-16, 385, 387 

Chaman,railhead,375.381,391 
Chamberlain, Gen. Sil: Neville, 365, 

366,374 Cbamkannfl!, tribe, 13, 184 
Chanila, valley, 358 and n. 7, 364-7 
Chandxit.gupta, Mauryadynasty, 44· 6o 
Chaxacter, PatbAn: danng, 22; hos-pitality, insnfierance, jealousy etc., 87; Sh6r ShAh a.s exemplar, 142; chivalry, 144; jealousy of female 

honoUr, 14,5-6; factiousness .. 150; 
the blood-feud, 188; aversion to 
crnelty, 195; jealousy again, 228- g; 
manliness, 238; contempt for hypo· 
crisy, 239; defects, 240; love of 
beauty, 242-4; vainglory, 246; loyalty personal only, 256 and 271; 
Elpbinstone's assessment, 278; strength and w4kness, 3os-6; a 
Wam chief, 336-7; no inlllbitions, 
337; wolf and panther, 393; wit, 
394; decorum, 402 and n. 9; warmth, 
4og;exemplars,425-8 

ChlLrl.ota,town,375 
Charlt Pass, 54. 18o 
CharatSingh,Sil<b,258 
ChlLrgutoi, village, 358 ChlLrsadda, town in Hashtnagar, 30, 

48.49. 52,54.177 
Chattar Singh, Sikh general, 311, 324, 

334.33�0.342 Chausl, Battle of, 143 
CherAt, hill, xx, 230, 333 and n. 3 Cbillis, 381 
China, xix, xxi Cbingiz Khin, xxi, 117, 134-5. 137. 

392· S11 Appx. A 

Cbionites, 81, 82, S88 Ephtba.lites 
CbitrAl, XlX, 175 n. 7, 345. 381, 383, 

384-S.386,463 
Choaspes, see Euaspla 
Choes, river, 49 . .51 
Chora, village in BlLzlr (Afridis), 272, 

273·379 
Chorasmia, su Khwarezm 
Cleitus (Klertos), 48 and n. 8 
Climate, xili, xix-xx, 28o, 309 
Close-border policy, 346-59, 37o-1, 

373 
Coenus (Koinos), so 
Company Bligh (ll(ackeoon Garden), 

338.342 
Con�s, Indian,431-5 
Cophen, river, 47 
Cotton, General Su Sydney, 26o 
Craterus (Krateros), so Ctesiphon, 71, 92 
Cunningham, Captain, historian of the 

Sikhs, 259, 265, 29S and n. 4 Cunningham, Sir A., 48 Cunningham, Sir George, Governor, 
N-W. F. Province, Preface, 282 and 
no. 18, 456 n. 14, 467 Curtis, Lionel, 402. 42S 

Curtins Rufus, Quintus, Latin his· 
torian, 37 •• 6. 48. 52-3 Curzon, Lord: brings Frontier Dis
tricts under Political Service, 331; result, 357; bis approach to Fron
tler problem, 388; 1m bhnd spot in 
Wa.fristln, 402; attacks the prob
lem, 4141f.; bis Impatient tactics, 
415-16; quarrel Wlth Mackworth 
Young, 416-17; but right at the 
time, 418; appoints Harold Deane, 
422; bis policy now reversed, 436-7 
and n. 13; bis militia scheme, 471 
&nd478 

Cyrus, Achaemenid, 6-7, 26, 27, 28, 
188 n. 18 

D 
Dadikai, tribe, 29, 34. 38 
Dlidur, village at foot of BOlln Pass, 

373 
Da.ggar, village in Bun!r, 55, 217, 368 
Dalhousie, Lord, 331-2, 338,342 
Dlmln, the, Westam Indus riverain, 

xvili, 155,272,330,371. Su Derajl.t Damascus, 92, 95 
Dan�.xv11 
Dane, Sir Louis, Settlement officer, 

Peshlwar, 422 and n. 2, 464 
Dlni.sh KOl, valley, 177· 185 
Dlri. ShukOh, Mughal prince, 224, 

225,232 
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DarbaJld, town on Indus, 456 n. 7 Darga.i helghts, a.pproa.ch to TtrAh, 
226,388 

Darius the Great: conqueror of Fron
tier a.nd PaDjab, 26; sa.trapies of, 
27; iDscriptlons of, 27, 40 and 59; 
sends Scylax down IDdus, 28; 
'IDdia' m time of, 35; seventh satrapy of, 56 

Danns Codomannus, 43, 48, 79 
Darmesteter, J ., 6 s 
Darrah, the (KOhU Pass), xvili, 277 

a.nd II. u. 330 
Danamand, village in KOh4t district, 

194 Da.rw&h Kh61, geDenc name of 
Waz!r tribes, 392-3. Su Waz!rs 

Darw&h, Mnd, WazJJ: eponymous 
saint, 21, 393 

Daryil Khiln, Afrfdl chief, 234, 237, 
241,245-6 Dilnd Khln, Sardlr, Ya.\lyil Khel, 
267, 326 

Dilndzala, tribe, 175, 177, 184, 187, 
:u8 

Daulat, GigliDI mali I<, 198 
Daulat Kh4D, LOdl governor, 163 
Daulat Kh!l, tribe, IS 
Daurs, tnbe, 21, 39, 228, 258, 319 

andn.1o 
David, King, 3, s. 161 
Deane, Sir Harold, tint Chief Com

missioner, N-W. F. Province, 386, 
f1f, f18,.f27-2.467 Delhi (Dihl!): Pa� empire& at, xiv 
and 151; historiographers at, x8; 
centre of Hindn power, 125; Slave
kings succeeded by Khaljls at, 
128 ff.; LOdl Sulta.nate at, 137 and 
163; seized by Sh!r Sblh, 144; 
Sh&: ShAh's c•tadel and uw.que at, 
147 and 149; soi2ed by Blbur, 154; 
retaken br Humilynn, 195; Ak
bar's solicttude for, 207; Abdills 
nevar connected with, 224; Khushl;lal removed to, 240; Niidir<MAI at, 
253; Allm•d Shlh reaches, 256; 
ta.ken by Britisb, 27 s; AI). mad Shlh 
Br!Iwl at, 301; Nicholson lalled at, 
332; Nicholson statue at, 334 and 
n. 6; Guldee march to, 361 

Demetria-. Gra.eco-Bactrian ruler, 62 
Data Gh42! Khll;a, 144, 294. 298, 319, 

330,371-<>.391 
D&:a Iaml 'II Khiln: and Shlr Shlh, 

144; Elphinstone reaches, 275; be
comes lief of Sikhs, 294; fonnally 
surrendered by ShAh Shujil', 319; 
formed into Britisb District, 330 

a.nd n. 2, only partly Palhiln, 371; 
included in N-W. F. Province, 414. S•• also Dlmiln, Dlrajll.t D&:aj&t, the: soft Pashtu spoken in. 
xvi; or DAmln, xviii; mainly &,.. Inch, 144; visited by Blbur, 157; 
no Mughal authonty in, 196; ruled 
by 'Multll.ni Paj:hins', ••s: acquired 
from Mughals by Nildlr, 254; Al).
mad Shlli's authority in, 1"; under 
Durrilnls, 264; Shlh Shnjl' re
treats to, 28b:u�jlt Singh takel, 
298; a p001 · n tract, 3u; the 
DOst tries to take, 324; British 
form two Districts in, 329-30. S•• 
also DAmiln 

Dha.mtaur, village in Hadrl, 339, 340 
Dhiiln Singh, DOgril, 315 • 
DJ.!I.war Khiln, 344-5 
Dililzill<s, tribe: genealogy, 21; men

tioned by Bilbur, 155; their advice 
to Blbur, 163; once m DO!ba, 165; 
Afghiln descent supported by 
Bilbur, 167; now extinct, 167 and 
175; dealings with KhAl!llay Kh�. 
175-9; deahngs with GMnah Kh�. 
186; dates of defeat of, 18g; pos
sible link with Kha�. 19<>-1 and 
212 

IhlAzlk, village near Pesh.lwar, 32, 
175 

Diodotus, Graeco-Bactrian ruler, 62 
Dlr State: speaks Pal!htn, :tvi; situ

ated on ChitrU road, xlx; Chak
darra in, 51; Tilish now part of, 
159; no Mughal authority In, 196 
and z�ii�� close terma with 1\!af· 
diln , 348; renounced by 
Amlr, 381; advance to Chitdl 
through, 384-5; Khilns of, 385-6; prowess •n Ib.shmlr, 386; Shlh J ahiln Khiln of, 386 

Disraeli, 370, 373 
DOlba., part of Peshll.war Distzict· 

posstbly Hephaestion's route, 49; Sayyids of Batgrilm in, 102; pre
sent seat of Giglilnls, 165 and 178; 
Y11sufzal tradition regarding, 177; 
very favoured tzact, 177-$; under 
Mughal rule, 197; Pir BilbA In, 198; 
In Khusb�Al's poems, 237; visited 
by Bumee, 309 

Dobbs, Sir Henry, 464 
Doda.h, vill&ge in Kohilt district, 276 
Dorn, Bemhard, Prof., 4, 169 Doairra, molllltain, 199 a.nd n. 4 
Doat MJ.ld Khiln ('The Dost}: tint 

mentioned, 289; at Herlt, 29'1; as
sumes power in KAbul, 297 and 307; 
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the first Amlr, 308; dealings with 
Burnes, 308-9; on bad terms with 
Peshi.war Sardi.rs, 3Io-I2; defeats 
Sh&h Shujl', 3I2; designs on 
PeshAwar, 313-I4; decide& on war 
with Sikhs, 3I4; negotiations with 
Buruee, 318; sent captive to India, 
322; intervenes in SeCond Sikh War, 
323-4 •. 339; loses J?restige, 332; no 
defined frontier WJth British, 347; 
Jus mece Warburton's mother, 357; 
his loyalty to engag_ements. 36I; 
seeka bleeaing from Akhtlnd, 362; 
dies, 371; mentioned, 379 

Dotlnla, tribe, IS 
Dranglana, 6o 
Dllkl. town and district in Balllcbi· 

stln;l57.392 
Durand Line, the; political boundary 

with Afghinistin, xvdl and x:x; 
only a few Pathln tribee live west 
of, 22; runs through seat of Aspasii, 
55; as delined on �per by 'Abdur· rabmln, 381; details and reaflirma· 
tiona, 381-2 and Appx. B; disclaimer by present Afghln Govern
ment. 382 and 436; demarcation, 
382-3. 387, 399, and Appx. B; 
Musl Nlkuh cloee to, 393; effect on 
Waz!ristlll, 398; not a definitive 
boundary between tribee, 4I9; 
Mobm,ands divided by, 382-3 and Appx. B 

Durand, Sir Mortimer, negotiator of 
Dura.nd Line, 381-2 and n. 12, 
388 

Durri.nfa: founders of Afghiniatlll, 
xlv; equated with Abdills, xlv; not 
linked with hill tribes, xv; speakers 
of soft Paahtll. xvi; genealogy, u; 
suppliers of royal horse for 200 
years, I 4; primacy not a.cknow
ledged by Yllrnfzaill, I4; possible 
descent from Sagartioi, 40; prefer
ence for Persian, 40; theory of de
scent from Ephthalitea, go; not in control of hill tribes, 2r9;connection 
with Kandahlr. 222-s; at one 
time "claim tp rule _whole Afghan 
world, •so; Achakra•s a branch of, 
259 and o6I; Ranjlt Singh's tech· 
nique with, 288; despised in and 
around PeshAwar, 311; Peshlwar 
tribes exploited by, 324; -love for 
Peshlwar, 325; deal with .tribes 
through middlemen, 348; never 
ruled in Swit or Bun!r, 366; in
trigue in Wazlristin, 397, 405; dis
tingnished from other Afghlns, 

419; introversions of, 430; irreden
tism, 435-6, 437· Su also AbdaJis 

Dwa TO!, waters meet in Wa.zlrisUn, 
40S 

E 
East India Company. 329 
Eden, Sir Anthony, 465-6 
Edessa, battle, 33, 78 
Education. 329,335.4I0, 424-S.429-

430 and n. 8 
Edwardes College, 33S· 429-30 
Edwardes, Sir Herbert: compared to 

Elphinstone, 278; arrive& on Fron
tier, 310 and 323, a great Victorian, 
332; name and fame, 334-7; his 
residence, 337; his description of jirga proceedings, 402 n. 9; men· 
tioned, 34S. 356 and 396 

Egypt, 28 
Elections, 41o-I2, 425, 433 Elliot and Dowson , Ch. VII, n. 8, Ch. 

VIII, n. 7, Ch. IX, nn. x and 3 
Ellis, Molly, 277 Elphinstone, Mountstuart: on Ball• lsrUl theory, 3 and 5-6, on genea

logies, n-I2; on HindCis as his
torians, 59 and 14 n. 7; discoverer 
of ongiJlal version of B4�m4mG, 
152; on Kh�ay tradition, 172 
and 188 n. 17; his deacnpuon of 
tribes, 249; description of Abdills, 
2s2; apphcation of name Berdoor
aunees to Eastern Afghlns. 258; 
description of Al;lmad Shi.h, •s9; 
aPJ?laisal of Blrakzais, 268; de
scnption of Shih Zamin, 271; the 
x8og mission, 274 and n. ro; jour
ney via D.I. Khin and KOhlt to 
PeshAwar, 275 ff.; character, 278-9 
and 287; characterization of Af· 
ghlns, 278; description of PeshJ.war, 
28o-4 and 342-3; return journey, 
285; failure of mission, 286-']; com
pared with Burnes, 308; compared 
wtth later paladins, 34S: descrip
tion of D!r l(uler, 38s; the tradition 
left by, 395 Ephthahtes: Chinese Ye-ti-l·li-do, 
Arabic HayAtila or Haytll.l. 8I; pro
bably Turco-Iranian, 82; conquer Bactria and humble Persia, 83; in· 
vade Indta, 83; defeated by Per
sians and Turks, 84; ancestors of 
Jats and RljpCits, 85; relations with 
GuJarS, 8$-6; undoubted strain in 
ancestry of A�. 86-8; ances
tors of Khai&J (Khaljfs), 88-9o; 
and possibly of AbdllJs, go; and 
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p<U'ti.cularly of Yllsu&:ai KhAns, 87 
and g8; not converted early, roo; 
ancestors of Ghaljrs, 13<>-<>; proto
type of BA.bur, 1'3; possible dis
placement of Gandhllra tribee by, 
170; also kn01011 as White Hnns, pasnm. S•• Appx. A 

Ethiopia, 28 
Euaspla, river, 37. 49• ,x, '6 
Eucn>tides, Graeco-Ba<:tnan ruler, 62 
Euphrates, river, 72 

F 
Fa·Hien, Chinese pil@rim, ,a, 74 Fai; Ml)d Khf.n, Afglli.n commander, 

374 
Fanshawe, Mr., I.C.S., 416 
FarAh, town in Afghilllstl.n, 43 Fard�� Sa«arid commander, 109 
Farg lL Valley, 374 
Fwd S1lr, '" Sh& Slli.h. 
Fmdnn, !&ughal. 197. 203, •o8, 211 
FA:s, pxovinceof �. 27, 9,, 107 
Fa� Khin, Piinda Kh!l: BA.rak2&i 

chief and Wam, 268; eldest son of 
Piind& Khl.n, 269; supports SUb 
�ad, 270; defeats GhalJis and 
SUb Shujl.', 272; reduces frontier 
tribee, 272-3. constructs Wazrr 
BA.gh, 273; defuted by Shujl.', 273; 
again supports �o.d, 286; nego
tiates with Ranjlt Singh, 289; de· 
fee.ted by Sikhs, 289; real ruler of Afghl.nistl.n, 292; recovers Herl.t 
from Persians, 292; tortured and 
killed, 293 and 298; hia brother 
Dl)st 1'4d KhAn, 289 and 307; men
l:!oned,310 

Fa�pllr Sikri, Akbar's capital, 207, 
209 

Fa;! D!n, Mal)sud Mulla, 400 
Ferrier, French general and author, 

Ch. XVI, 1111. 4 and 6 
Festing, Gabrielle, Ch. VI, n. 9 
Firdausl, Persian Homer, 84, uo, 124 
Fb:Ozpur, city in Panjl.b, 316 
Flra.z, Sassanion monarch, 83 
Fort M1111ro, 391 
Fort Sandeman (A�). 375-6 
Forward Policy, 37o-89 
Frontier Constabulary, •n. 348 
Frontier Crimes Regulation, 353-5, 

376 

G 
Gad&r, stream in Samah, 179 Gadllno, tn'be, 19, 175. 181, 182, t88, 

339 
Geltskell, Mr. H., 466 

Galba, Roman EIIIP"!:or, 259 Galls, hill-stations111 Ha.zl.ra, 341 Gandi!.b Valley: a. route to the west, xxi; pos&bly Hephaest:ion's route, 
49; banquet in, 174-5; route taken by Ynsu&:ais, 185; tolls levied by 
Mohma.nds In, 187; Mugha.l defeat 
in, 235; mentioned by Khu�. 
237; once a main route, 39<! Gand&mak, village in Afgbl.nistl.n, 
where 1879 treaty signed, 375. 38o 

Gand&rio1, tribe, 29, 34, 38, 41, 43, 
170· s .. Qandhl.ris Gandghar, mountain, in Haza.ra, 300, 
3•4· 339. 340, 341 Gandhllra (Qandhl.r): the Peshf.war Valley, 27; conquered by Darius, 
28; 1dentiJied with Herodotus' Pak
tuike, 33-4; Paokapuros carital of, 
42; Peucelaotis (Chinadda capital 
of, <18; survival of name, 58, 98, 
113 and 169; school of art, 61, 63 
and 7 5�; kingdom of, 7 4; often 
Persia's eastern march, 78; con· 
quered by Sassanians, 77-9; In· 
va.ded by Ephthalites, '83; visited 
by Hiuen-Taang, 94; ra.i4ed by 
Arabs, 97-8; not converted early, 
100; ruled by Hindllo In first four • Hijrl oentunes, xo8; pos&bly gavo 
name to Kandahl.r, 168-g; and to Qandhl.r!S, 42 and 362 �d n. 4· 
S•• also Gand&rioi, Kanda.lll.r, Pak· 
tues, Paktuike, Qandhf.r, Qand· 
hl.rls Ga.ndhl, Mahatma, 43" 

Ganges (G&nga).73.79,153.244 
Gl.r, a faction, 61 
Gardens: of KAbul, 153; of Peshl..,...., 

162; loved by Khus� 242-3; 
constructed by nmnr Shl.h, 261� 
and 282-4; constructed by Fatel;\ 
KhAn, 273; destruction by Sikhs, 
284: at Wl.h, 285; at M&fdlLn. 305; 
constructed by British, :oSz n. 18, 
285, :H_2-3 and 389 

Ga.rhl Kapllra, village in Samah, 
218 

Gard!z, town in AfghlLnisttn, 104, 
109, 112, 124· 391 

Garvock, Gen. Sir John, 366 
Gaugamela, ba.ttle, 43. 70. S•• Arbela 
Gedrosia, 6o 
Genea.lo�es,11�4.40 Geographical fes.turea, xvii-xxi, 152, 

216,278-9 
Ghairat KhlLn, Mughal commander, 226-7 
Gllair'slllqa, 347. 350 
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Ghaljla, trib6: Weotern �· xiv; talk toft Puht11, rvt; genealogy, 

15-19; non-Iranian, �; deecended from Ephtha!itco, 8S--9<> and 13<>-2; 
1dentified with Khaljla, 131; men
tioned by B&bur, 135, rs8 and 165; Kandahir under, 22• and •so-r; 
three - dynaeties in Delhi, 249: conquer Pen�&, 251-<1; defeated by 
Nldlr, �s2-3: decline to join Shih 
ZamAn, 270; defeated by Fatell. 
Khln, 272; u .. Gumt.l route, 375; diltinguilhed from Eastern AJ.
ghll.nl and hill tribeo, 419. S•• also 
Kht.laJ, Kht.ljts 

Ghuan Khln, 385 
Ghlzl, v!llage on Indus, 29S 
Ghunawido, dynasty, 93. 96, 108, I17, Ug-<14. $11 Appx. A 
Ghunl, city: never conquered by 

Arabi, 96: founded by $alftri.ds, 
1os: oentre of Khaljts, 107; fief of $an>ln141, 1 19; .....,;J� dynaoty of, 
119ft.; CODtre of enlistment by 
�od, no; lint sack of, 122-3; 
taken by ·GhGrids, 125; taken by Khwarezm Shih, 134; eecond sa<:k 
of, 1_,u': v!oited byBI.bur, 154; taken 
by Jallli Tl.r1ld, 219; mentioned, 
391 

Ghllzala, .., Ghaljts 
Ghinhman, Prof. R., 26, 38, 40, 58. 

73 • 
GhOr, centrt.l Afgl>J.nl.sUn, 3. s-8, 16, 

95· 122-3. 124, 136 
Ghoriah Kh!l, sect•on of Eastern AJ.

ghlm, 13, r6g, 172, 184ft. Su also Mohmend.t, JChalDs GhOrids, dynasty, II7, 122-6. Su :!4d Gb011 and Appx. A 
Gh-. ,,�1.!.; 110 Ghull.rn . Khln Charklll, 381 
Ghull.rn �UUU�. llunsbi, 77 n. 12 Ghull.rn-i-Shiho, 26o, 273 
Ghurgbnoht, putative ancestor of Klk:an, etc.. 9. 11. n� 19 
Gbu,., generic Tarlr:ish tribal name, 

88,89,122,124,130 GJ.sflnla,' tribe: genealogy, 13; mentioned by Blbur, 155: location in 
&bur'• time, 165; couelnt of Ynsuf
z&la, 172; whom they opp-. 174; 
but on reconclllation are allotted 
DOiba, 178; dioclples of Ptr Blbl, 
198; rebel againlt Mughala, uS 

Gilbert. Sir J obn. 329 
Gi.lgit, 384-s Gilllnta, deocondants of 'Abd-ulQidir of Bachdld. 408 

Giriab.lt, town In Afgblnistln, 252, 26g Golllonda, fort In Deccan. 233 Gondopbareo, lndo-Parthlan ruler, 
71-4 

Gorgiaa, genert.l under Alexander, 48 
GOrkbatrf, 155. 315-16 
Goshta, 187, 382 
Gough. Genert.l Lord, 329 
Gour&�oi, tribe, '" Guraef 
Gouraloo, ancient name of Panjkora 

river, 111 Guraeua 
GOvlnd, Sikh Gura, •so and n. r 
Graoco-Bactriana: in Gandh4re., 28; 

Klngdom not founded by Alex
ander, 44; in Taxila, 48; breakaway 
from Soloucldo, 62; con9'!er Gand
hlra and Panjib, 62; disintegrate, 
63; not reapoDii blo for Ge.ndhlra 
e.rt. 63-4: d efeated by Sakaa, 64. Su Appx. A 

Grant, Sir Hamlll>on, Chief Commi&
SIODer, N-W. P. Province, 467 Greek lnfluonoe, 44-5, 6,3-4, 75-6, 8r Grienon, Sir George, orl011talilt, 28, 
35· 51· 6� Griflith. Sir lWph. Governor, N-W. 
P. Province, Preface, 467 Guldea, Queeno Own Corpo of: the Mardin gardOD, 305; raised by 
Lumsden. 34�!:-so and foot, 343; 
luventon of , 343; uucleus of 
Pifien, 345 and 3o18; mareh l>o Delhi, 361; actions at Narinji, 364; 
escort to Maika, 368; eocort t>o 
Cava&Darl, 375; capture of Mililtand, 385; aplritut.l homo, 343 and 
421; Dr. Khlll and, 431 Gujaro, ll&lDO of putoral tribes, 8s-6. 8 7.358 Gnjat G&j'bJ, village, In Sam•b near Mardlll, 86, 362 

Guilf.t. town In Panjlb, 198, 291, 3� 
Gulib Sinlb. Mahilf.ji, 310, 315, 323 
Guliotln "khl.u, Durtlllf govemor, 

271, 273 
Gnloh&hdda, su 'Abd-ul-Waddd Gum&! River: a lll&ln route, xxi; not 

occupied by Brituh, 330; attempt 
to open, 375: much Uled by Ghaljl 
caravan&, 375: on ll&nk of Wu!ri
otl.n, 390 and 392; mentioned, 399; 
an entrance to W&2!riBtln, 468 

Gllptas, dynosty, 79, 83 GUI1loi, tribe, •�so, 55 
Guraeus, river, 49-50. Su PanjkOrt. Gurang, tract, 319 and n. n 
Gurbuz, Wa.rSrtribe, 21, 393 n. 4 Gurdllpur, town In Pan jib, 274 
Gurjaru, 83, 8s. S.. GuJan 
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G11rkhts, 296-7 
Gwa.llri Pasa, 399 
Gw4UOr, city and forttesa. 233. Z40 

H 
l;{a.blbullah KhAn, Amtr. •67. 381, 

464 Hadrian, Roman emperor, 45, 76 
Haibat Khin, Niizi, 145. 146, I49 
HaibG, �k,IBf-5 
ij:aidar • All, Malik. 159 
l;lajJAj, AI·, 99 }j:J!i!l·Amln, Mufti, 'f08 

Mirza, 1\!ughal: Akbar's half· 
brother, I86; ruler of Klbul pro
vince, 196; his minority, 197-ll; drunkard, 2o6; rebels, 207; de� 
feated, •oS-9; dies, 210; menuoned. 
223 ij:amtd, &yyld, 213 Hamdyas, 300, 352, Ch. XIX n. 5 

Hamza. Amlr, 104, 202 
Hamr:a, Malik. 209 
Handyside, E. C., 277, 338 
Ho.nga, town in KohAt district: men· 

tioned by Blbur, 155 and I56; 
visited by FatetJ, Khlin, 272; for
mally SWTendered to Sikhs, 3I9; 
Khlns of, 348; in Wrf.tuai, 38o; 
mentioned, 39I :e:t.naH. Sunul school, 26, I98, 224, 
231, �oi, 302, 4o8. S•• Sunula. 

Hardwar, town at Ganges' debouch· 
ment from hills, 137 HariOb, district m Afghlinlstl.n, xvi, 
32, I36 Harfpur, town in HazAra., 300, 340 

Hart S!Dgh Nalwi.: the idea.! Sikh, 
299; his campaigns, 300 fl.; PaP>Ao 
hatred of. 302; lights S. A.tunad. 
303; Governor of Peahllowar, 313; 
'Hart Si.Dgh iJ here', 313; builds 
Jamrlld Fort. 3I4; killed iD battle, 
315; contempt for Afghlns, 323; 
mentioned, 36I and 424 Harman, Col. Richard, 393 and Appl<. 
D 

Han>, river, 264 
Hl.rlm-ar·Rashld, Caliph, 104 
ij:asan Abdlll, town: on PanJIIb

Hazilll border, I63; burial place of 
Abu'l·F&telh Ch. XIV n. 7; con
trolled by Sikhe, 264, 265 and 274; 
visited by Elphinstone, 285; Mughal resting-place, 285; a route to Kashmir. 294; mentioned, 324 and 
334 

:e:asan. Bhitanni, 2I7 
ij:asan Snr, I39 

Hiishim Khla, &rdllr Ml).cl, Ya\lyA 
Khel.40? 

Hashtoagar: mentioned by Blbur, 
I�,5-6 aad I63; once Dili.zi.k. now Ml).dzai territory, I65; once held by 
aubjects of Swllt SuJtlns, 117; u
signed to M\l.dzais, I 78; under 
nominal Mughal swa.y, I97; at
tracted by R!lshliniyya, 203; llleD• 
tioned by Khushljlll, 243� forma.Ily 
surrendered to Sikhe, 319; home of 
KhAn brothers, 431 

Hastings, Warren, Governor-General 
of India, 5 l;{a.yAt KhAn of Wah, 334 and n. 5 l;{a.ytlll or ij:a.yitila, su Epbthalites 
aadAppx.A 

Ha!llra District: dlstinguilh.P, from 
Had.n.jlit, 163 n. 14; under Dur
rlini sway, 291; reduced by Ranjlt 
S!Dgh, 294; rieea against Sikbe, 299; 
Harlpux conrtrocted in, 300; S. A.tunad crosses to, 303 aad 3os; to� surrendered to Sikhs, 319; Dtlet da' designs on, �a4; one of 
Britilh Pa.njib Districts, 33o: 
Abbott and, 339-40 a.nd ,HI; border 
tribee of, 387; mcluded m N-W. F. 
Province, 414; relations of Amb 
and Tanlwal to, 456 n. 7 Ha!llrajlt, Hulr&a, Central AfgbiulstAn. 3· s. t6, 95. 122, 136. 
219 • 

Hu:rO, town, 429, su Chachh 
Hebrewo, •u Bani I...ui 
Hecataeus, of Miletus, eo.rly Greek 

geogra.pher, 32 Heitz. 101, 304 Hellenism, su Greek influence 
Helma.nd, river, 95, 96, 100, 103 
Henning, Prof. W. B., 32 with n. 9 
Heph&eStion, Alexander's general, 48, 

49.50.54 
Heraclius, Byzantine Emperor, 92 Herit: Western Afghl.na oo11nected with. xv; AI&b advance to, 95 and 

too; SeljQks at, 122; Karts a��: 
and 171: Tlmarids of, 17I; A 
at, 253-4; Shah Ma.bmad .at, 261, 
268, 270 and 293; KJmrb Sed· 
doza.i at, 268, 292-3 and 297; 
Pema.ndesigna on, 292 and 312 

Herodotus: contemporary histori&n, 
27 ud n. 4; the relevant p..-ges in, 28-9; d.isc:ussion of same:, 29--4:2; 
his descripuon of Sagartioi, 40; 
Ra.verty's views on, 28 a.nd -f1; contrasted with .Arri&n, 46-;r; his refer
ence to &kas, 59: Al-Blrbf likened 
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to, 113; a parallel in. ISS n. IS; 
mentioned, 252 

Hind&!, Mughal prince, I 94 
Hlndkllo, 303 
Hlndfl Kush, mountains: Sulai!Dln 

Mto. a branch of, xvii; aplendour of, 
xx; in otory of AIOllander, 43 and · 47; Bnddhllm reacheo, 6o and IOI; 
Ephthalltes cross, 8t; Arabs fail to 
troi8,·9S and zoo; aeen from Peshl.
wu, 277 and 28o; splendour, 2So 
and 343; deoer!ption of, 3S3-4; 
States of, 3S4-6; mentioned, 390 
and 392· Su Tirich liiir 

Hlnda., Hinduism: not historia.ns, 59 and 74 and n. 7; adherence of later Knohlns to, 76 and 77-S; ruled 4 
cen,p,ries in Go.ndhAn., S6 and 93, 
In Kabul Valley, IOI; west and east 
of Khaibar, us; defeated by Sabuk�· ug; by Ma�mod, 119-22; 
chivalry of, I2t; and Sh6r Shih, 141 
and n. 5: in West PWstAn. 199; re· 
llance of Mughals on, 224; Pa� and, 433· S••lndia 

Hlndnsh•btya dynasty, 93, 98, tox, 
I84 ff. Su Appx. A 

Hindootlln, Hirid, Blbur decides to 
invade, I 56; plana to invade de· 
layed, 158; tribes on route to, I 54 
and I63; Akbar's interest eli� 
to. 222; highroad from, 243; curses 
on, "'«; Pajhl.n.s rnle in, 249; Sblb 
Za!Dln decides to invade, 264 and 270; Muslims from, 303. Su also 
India. 

Hlndllotlnl Fanatioo, 302. Su 
MujAbid!n Hlppaaii, ... Aspaaii Jjiss•m-ud-<iln Kbl.n, Brig. Sardll, SaddOzai, 38o D. 8 

Hltlor, 408 H!nen.Taang, Cbln-pUgrim, s8. 74, 
94. 101� 112 

H09!, mountain above Attock, 243 Hogarth, Sir David, 43 and n. x; Cb. Ill nn. 3 and 20 
Homer, 53 and n. 16, 120 Honigma.n, M., 33 
Horace, �s. 64 n. I2, 72 and n. 4 
Hospitality, 351. Sualso Character 
HOtt, toWD in Samah, 55, 177, 218, ,.s. 421,426 . 
BoweD, Sir Evelyn, Preface, 393 and 

n. 2, 395. 400, 402, 404· 412, Appx. 
D,Appx.E 

Hum&ylln, Mugb&l Emperor: re· 
garded by Afg&lns &8 usurper, I 38-
I39: defeated by Sb6r Shih. �43 

and I94; reotores Mughal power, 
149; strife with his brother Kim· 
ran, 186-7 and 193-5: recaptures Delbl but dleo, 195; never oontroned PaP,an tnbes, 195-6; mentioned. 
222 

Hum&yQn, SaddGz&i, z6o 
Hund, vUiage and site, Indus ford· 

head, 98; idenbtication witb Wai· 
bind discussed, 98-9 and 113; 
viaited by Blbar, 162; Bite of one 
of Akbar's forts, 218; visited by 
R&njlt S!ngh, 295; ono-time ....,. 
deuce of Akbnnd of Swlt. 362 

Huna, White. ... Ephtbalitos and 
ApPX· A l;lusam B&iqan., ntnflrid, 171, 222 

l;lusain B!g, 233 -4. 237 l;lusain, Sb&h, Sha.nsl.bllni, 15-16, 17, 
123, 13I 

l;lusam Sal�. Gbaljl. 252, 253 
Huvisbk&, Kushan, 77 

I 
Ibn Abi $ufra, AI·Muhallab, Arab 

governor, 97 
Ibn 'Amr, 'Abd-allab, Arab governor, 

95.96 
Ibn Bat(ljl, XIV eentory traveDor, 

n8, I36 
Ibn Kblzim, 'Abd....uab, Arab gover· 

nor. 95 
Ibn MJ.>.d, 'Abd-ar·ra\lmln, Arab gov

emor, 99 
Ibn Samurab, 'Abd-&r·ra�mu, Arab 

governor, 96-7 
Ibn Ziyt.d, 'Abbid, Arab governor, 98 
Ibn Ziyid, Al·rab1'� 9&-7 
lbrlb!m LOdl, SultAn, 137. 142, 148 

and n. 8, 163-4- Su also L6dl dyn· 
&8ty �id. ROsbf.n!, 219, 226-7 

'lim Gud&r, Vlllage on Bar& river, 228 Ilam, mountam, chvidins Swlt from 
Bnn6r, I99. 204 

ntntmlah (Aitamah), Slave SultAn, 
I35 

Incha, ludian in6uonce: Po.� em
pire over, xiv; 'Pathlo' Iu.dia.n 
name. xv; Persian 'India', 2.7-9 and 
35; distinguillbed from Go.ndblra, 
34; Maurya Empire of, #· 00-4 and 
9I-2; uU!uonce in Gandhlra, 61-2; PaP,an region borderland of-to
wards IrAn, 67; in6uenee on Paill.tn 
langu&ge, 67; Kushln sway over, 
73: Gllptll Empire of, 79; Eph
tballtes in, 85-6; Ghorid conquest of, 123 and 125; Kbaljl dyna.ty of, 
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u8; Pa� spearhead in conquest 
of, 132; Udl dynuty of, 132 a.nd 
137; S1lr dynasty of, 132 a.nd I38-
ISO; MoghtJs in, 138 to end of Part 
U; fall of Mugha.l Empire in, 250; 
N§.dir'a conqnest of, 236 a.nd 253-4; 
�Shih's lnva.siona of, 256-8; 
Zaman Shlh'slnvasiollll of, 264 a.nd 
270; British established in, 3 17; 
Frontier has no a1!illity with, 346; 
lirst frontier of - on administered 
border, 347; Government of, dis
courage Nadir Khan, 407; embar
rassed by SbAml Pir. 4o8; take 
over Frontier from Pa.njab, 413-20. 
Su Hinddstan 

Indian Penal Code, 331, 351 
Indus River: Pa�Ails aloJl8 Indus, 

xvii; splendour of, xviii; tributarleo, xix; Scylax' expedition down, 28-9 
and 32-3; In context of Alexander, 
4H; brid� by Alexander, so; 
eaatern lillllt of Sassaman Empire, 79; Arab raid as far as, 97-8; men
tioned by Al-BlrOnl as Slndh, 99 and u2; ja.IJ.l-ud-dlnforcedacroos, 
135; the 'NIIib', 148; Blibur does 
not croas, 156-7; Bibur cro.-. 
r62; Akbar reaches, 207-S; Ros
Mnis defeated Oil, 209-10; Akbar 
re.croues, 209; referred to by 
Khuahbll as Nlllb and Abasind, 
243--4; Shih ZamAn crosses. 265; Elphlnstone aoetes, and admires, 
275-(i; Ranj!t Singh reaches, 291; 
Ranj!t crosses, 295; CIO$Seot again, 
300; DOst � KhAn prevents 
Slkha from crossing. 324; the t:ran ... 
Indus Districts, 330; 1841 flood of, 
�41; Beka. village on, 362; AfghAn 
Irredentist claims up to, 436 

Indus Vall8y: Alexander 1110ves into, 
-43; impact of Islam on, 93; Arabs did not conquer except Sind, 95, 
96 and roo; Iranian 1111pulse to
wards, 103; Chmgh' advance limi
ted by, 135; Kibul steppiJl8-stone 
towards, 153; Pa� future lies 
with, 149 and 437 

Inigatlon,zfx, r8g,28o, 389,429 InsCriptions, 27, 33. 38, Ch. II n. 4, 
71, 78·334.338-9 

'lsa KheJ, tribe, r44-s. rss. 157. r96, 
320 

IsfahAn, $a.fawi capital of Persi&, 
122,223,224, 249,2SI Ia\)iqzaia, tribe, Durrln!section, 12 

Iskander N!rza, Preaident of Plld
stin, 421 D. I 

IslAm: late conversion to, 9; Persian 
i.Wiuences not due to, 26; evidence 
earlier than, 57; scriptural names 
heritage of all, 68; Iranian influ
ences older than, 91; passed through 
Persian priam, 91 and 93; did not 
reach this region early, roo a.nd ro8; 
missionaries of, ror-2; in !raman 
hands, 103; propagated by $af!A.
nds, ro;>-8; Afghiins not converted 
early to, I 13; AfghAn conversion to, 
II7; by Mal)mod, 120; Star and 
Crescent of, 126; inspiratiollll of, 
1•7; Akbar's deviations from, 2o6; 
KhushQAI's mterpretatlon of, 239 
and 245; M14181lds a.nd, 397-8; sup
port of-to Plkistln, .po 

Isllmia. College, 31$, 329, 424• 4� 
Is!im Shlh, 149, 194 
IsmA'Ila, viUage, IOI 
lsm1'Ills, 202, 203 
Israel, su Bani Isriel 

J 
Jabbir Kh!.n, Pain<U. Khel, 293, 294, 

313 facob, Sir John, 330 acobll.b§.d, town, 330, 373 
adOilll, tribe, ••• GadOilll 

Ja'far, Mula, meh..,lindar, 275, 278 fagdalak,viliage. 3I4 
aggar,!4aQsod, 398-4oo 
a.hindld Kh!.n, Durrinl goTernor, 
288 

Ja.hillg!r, Mughal Emperor, 204, 221, 
223,2•s. ••6-1. 231,239 

J ahillg!ra., village, 300 and n. 8, 303, 
344 

Ja.hAng!11 Sul�na, 175 and n. 1. rn. 
r8o 

Jaipa.l, Hind1lshihJ, 9, 109, IIO, III, 
U9, I2I 

Jai SiJl8h Atir!Wlli, 292, 295 
Jljls (Uzls), tribe, 21, 124, 228 J allli, ss• J aW-od-din ROShinl J alllib§.d, city of Afghinlstin, 30. 

47. 49. 213. 315.384 !alllibid (Panjlb), 275 
allli Sar, hili in Chert.t raJl8e, •30 
alal!£�· 230 aW • Gakhar. 227 iaw KhAn S1lr, su Islim Sh4h 
aW-ud-din Khaljl, 129, 131, 132 
aW-ud-dln of Khwarezm, SultAn, 

126,134-5 
jalll-ud-dln ROshlnl Ualili): son of 

Bizld, 209; spared by Akbar, 210; gathers disciples In Thlh, 213; at
tacks Peshiwar, 213; fighta Mill 
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Sill8h in Khaibar, 214; continues 
war, 218; defeab!d and escapes, 
219; killed near Ghaznl, 219; rock 
and hill named after, 400 

Jamll,};Ujl, M$mmad:al Birakzai 
Abdlli: father of Plinda Khln, :os•; protagonl8t at A�mod Shlh's COlonation, 255; genealogy, 267; an
cestor of Blrakoais, :>68 J amlllgarhl. VJllage, In Samoh, 220 

]ammo, city, 289,310 
J omna River, 244 
Jamrod (Jam): mentioned by Blbu:r, •s$; Mugho! army at, 234; Khnshl)a.! at, 235; DOst �d Khln at, 313; 

Sikhs build fort at, 314-15; bottle 
of, 314-15; mouth of Khaibar, 329; 
medallion on cover 

Jandlll, valley in Dir State, 159, 177, 
184 fango! KMl (KOhit), 276 

a.x:a.t'Ws, river, se& Syr Da.rya. 
erus&lem, 3, s. 7. 92 
ewo, m Bani Iorlel 

Jihl•m. city and river in Panjlb, 35, 
48,99, 137, 144,147,159,162 J!nDah, Mubammad 'Ali, Qaid·i· 'Azetil, 434-5 

Jirgas, Jirga system: proeeedulgs in 
open, 349 and 4U; for eoDclliatioD, 
352; for adjud1cation of criminal 
and civil eases, 353-6; speeches be· 
fore, 357' at ApozaL 376; In Bolo.eh
istln, 354 and 376; as Instrument 
of indirect rule, 399; 'the great Jirga 
of the �sO.ds', 401�; order and 
dOCOIUm of, 402 &lld D. 9; compared 
with western assemblies, .p 1-12 
and D. 9 cited; focus of Pathln 
pride, 424; signifying accession to Pakiatln, 435 

Johnoton. Mr., I.C.S., 402, 404 Jones, Sir William, orientol.lat, 5 
Jullundu:r, city of Panjlb, 200, 201, 

323 
Justin (Marcus Junianus Justinus), 

Latin historiographer, 65 
J 1!-yi-Shalkh, canal, •So 
JO.·yi-Z"ardld, canal, 280 

K 
Klbul: Included in Mugbal Empire, 

xv; access to, xvili; in Alexander's 
time, 43; not conquered by MU$o 
lims tillgth century, 93; only raided 
by Arabs, 93, 97 and 99-100; non
Muallm rulers In, 1oo-1; taken by 
$afllrids in A.D. S,o, 105-6; re
covered by Hindus, 107> govern-

mont conferred on Ulugh � n, 
153 and 173; taken and Iovea by 
Blbur, 153; Bibu:r bnried at, 153; 
Kiimrin ruler of, 193; taken by 
Humly1!D, 194; bestowed on Mirza l;l&ldm. 196-7; Akbar's campaign against. 207�; Minaingh sent to, 
211 and 213; SarkA< of, 226; Peshl
war Included wrt.h, 232 and 249; anarchy _ in, 236; compared by Khush� with Swl.t, 242; taken by Nidlr, 254; Included in �ad 
Shlh'a dominion, 2.55 and 261; Tfmar Shlh establillhes capital at, 
261�; SaddOzal ehall8es of dyn· 
asty at, 268; DOst M1).d Khlu 
seeu:res contlol of, 297 and 307; 
Bu:rnes at, 3oS-g; restoration of 
Shujl' to, 31�o; British occupa
tion of, 320; British disasters at, 
320; the DOst retnms to, 322; dyn
astic atrife at. 371; Palill,tl\nlsti.n theory launched from, 435· Su alro 
&bu:r, Y'aqOI>-I·LaiJ, Durrinll 

KAbul River: Gorges of, xb:; Seylax 
embarks on, 3<>-3; navig&lion on, 
30; in oontext of A!ex&Ader'a expe
dition, 49; ElphlnstoDe camps b&> 
aide, 285; In contaxt of Durand 
Line, 382; Kunar tributary, 384; largest Indus tributary irom west, 
390. s .. also Landai RfVlll' 

Kaehhl, Upper Sind, 330 
Kadphises, KushAn, 73 
KUristlD, 381 Ki�in Valley, Hazlrl, 305 
K&Jj1l, Malik, Yoaufzai, 176, 179, 182, 

18?-3, 195-6. :>09 
Klkaro,tribe,l2, 19,20,372,377 Klllhl.gh, town, 3�, 135,275,319 
Kalabhat, village, In Hazlrl, 300, 339 Kllipinl, tract near Snral, :>43 
Kallt (Qal'at), 169, 372-4, 376 and D. 

6 
�.HindO.shibJ,10S-g,ll0,111 Kalpilll:!, river in Sarnah, 161, 177, 

178,187 
Klml, tract, In Mohmand oountry, 

49· 187. 382 Kamala, Hlndushihi, 109-10 
Ka.m1l!ya rock. 230 
Kamil-ud·dln ROshln!, 230 
Klmrln Mugbal: Humiy1lll's brother, 

143; ruler of Klbul, 143, 186 and 
193; driven from Panjlb, 144; loees 
Klibul to Humlyan, t86 and 194; patron of Kbolllo, etc., 186and 194; 
a fugitive, 194; su�nndered to Hu
mly1ln and bhnded, 195; unreal 
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authority on Frontier, 195�; dies, 
195 and 197; mentioned, 211 and 
U2 .KI.mt!n, Saddow, 267, 268, 292-3, 
297 K��ii�

ttleof, 143 
Kan (Qa.ndhlr): soft Pasht1l. 

spoken at, xvi; not founded in 
Alexander's time, 43; �on equi
valent to ancient ArachOSI&, 59; not 
founded at time of Arab expansion, 
95; equivalent to Ar-Rukhaj, 97; 
first mention of, A.D. 1281, 136 and 
171; Bibur'a expeditions against, 
154. 163 and 165; original seat of Khlldlay and GhOrlah Khel, 169; 
not the Qandhlr of AI-Biri\DI, 169; 
not derivable from Alexandria, 170; 
theory of foundation by emigrants 
from Qandbi.r (Gandhira), 17o-1; 
early records, 171�; under Klm
rln, 192 and 222; tabn by Huml
yo.n, 222; surnndered to Persia. by 
Akbar, 223; regained by Akbar, 
223; lost by Jahln@Jr and regained 
by Shih Jahln, 223-4; ftnally IO$t 
by Shih Jahln, 224; Abdiiis and, 
222-5 and 252; Mnltln! Afghans 
from, 225;Ghaljl rebellion at, •so-t; 
recovered by Nldir for Persia., 253; 
first Afghln !UD.gdom procla1mecl at, 255; A�mad Shih's capital and 
tomb at, 259 and 261; nmo.r Shlh 
leaves, 261�; surrendered to Fa� 
Khln, 270; rnlecl by 'Kandahlr Sa.rdlrs', 297; ShnJl"s ambitions 
towa.tds, 312 and 316; mentioned, 
330; Qa.ndhlr! tribe not connected 
With, 362 and n. 4; mentioned. 391. Su Ara.chosia, Ar-Rukhaj, Gand
hira 

Kandahlr Sa.rdlrs, 307 K.llngrt., 2 31 Klniguram. town in Wazlristln, 23, 
20<>-1,202,405.408 Kanishb., Kushln, 73-4. 76, 77 

Katlch!.438 Karakar Paas, between Swit and 
Bunl!r, 54, 199. 204, 215-16, 217, 
427 

Karakhlnids, dynasty, 122 
Kara Kitai, dynasty. 134 Ka.ra.mlt hill, 305, 358 
Karappa Paas (Mohmand), 49, 237. 

(Buner), 217 and n. u Kari!Q[!s: descent from founclllng, xv; 
genealogy, u-12 and 2o-4; pre
eminently Pa� rather than Af
gbl.na, 22 and 24; hillmen, 24 and 

42; older stock, 42; include Turls, 
124; included in Afgbl.ns settling in 
India, 138; mentioned by B!bur, 
ISS and 157; distinguialled from 
Sarba.mjs, 172; include Dill•lks 
and KhataJr;s, 19<>-1; afiection for 
Ka.shmlr, 257; not administered by 
� Shih, 258; include Wazlrs 
and Ma.l/SO.ds, 392; disti!'guished 
from other Afgblns, 419 

Karts, dynasty in Heriit, 136, 171 
Kashmir: Frontier va.lleys compared to, xxi; Ephtha.lites >U, 84; Akbar 

annexes, 2 u; Khushl)a I compares 
Swlt to, 242; � Shih annexes, 
25�; Paj:hans regard as mistress, 
257; Palillt1l. proverb concerning. 
257; Mugbal migrations tcr. z85; Shih Shujl"s troops defeated in, 
286; Ranjlt Singh after many at
tempts annexes, 289-94; in Muslim 
hands for nearly 500 years, 294; 
sold by British to Gullb Singh, 310, 
323; formally renounced by Shih 
Shujl', 319; Afr!dl comparison of Tirih with, 379; prowe8s of fprces 
from Dlr in fighting in, 386; tribe! 
contingents in, 398; Zamin Khln 
Khat&k's poem on. 449 Ch. XV n. 
13 

KJ.shgharia, 82,88 
Klsls, tribe, 13 • Kaspaturos (Kaspapuros). 29, 30, 32-

33, .p, s8. Su t>Ukapuros and Pa.s
k:iboura 

Kaso.x, town, 265, 274 �E.."'�ura, 32 
Ka Pass, 51-3. 159 
Kl ug, village, 155, 159, 179. 220 
Klya, village on Indus, 341 and n. 14 
Kaolks(Qaziq), I95,317 Kelly, Mr., 399 Kent, Professor, Ch. II n. S 
Ketrins, tribe, 13 Keyes, Gen. Sir Charles, 366 
Khabbel, village on Indus, 319, 341 

and n. 14 
Kbaibar Paas: ugliness of, xiii; a main 

route, xviii and xxi; tribes of, 13, 20 
and 21; in relation to Klbnl River, 
30; included in Afrfdf territory, 38 
and 45; Hephaestion's passage 
through, uncertain, 49; still under 
Hinda rule in A.D. 1000, 113; visi
ted by Blbur, 155, 162, 163 and 
164; YO.sufmis traverse, 175; Kha
W connection with, 187; Qlsim bufids road through, 208 and 210; 
ftgbting with RoaliAn!a in, 213-14; 
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Mnghal disaster ill, 234-5 and 237; 
in context of Khushtlll. 235, 237 
and 240; passage continually inter
rupted, 249; Nll.cllr'apassageof,•H: 
toUs paid by Al).mad Shih, zsS; 
overhung by Tahtazra. mountoun. 
xviil and 285; the Dest'a troops in. 
313-14 and 324; Pollock forces, 
3oo; not at first occupied by British. 
329 ahd 347; Mackeson's repnta.
tion in, 338; allowances 111 heu of 
tolls, 349; Warburton Political Agent in. 357 and 379; Second Ai
ghf.n War &tarts in, 374; occ;,s!� by British, 375 and 37S; KhAn ill, 379-&; in relatinn to 
Durand Line, 382; the Kha�'bar Ageccy, 3S7; ill 1S97, 3S7; RoosKeppel ill, 422 and 424; Ial•mta Col· 
�go dominated by, 424. s.. also 
Afrldla, 'AliMaajid, jamrod, Landi 
Kota.!, Shlnwlrls, Tahtarra 

Khairibo.d: by tradition DiiAdk ter· ritory, 186; ill Khushtlll's poetry, 
243; occupied as bridge-head by 
Ranjlt Singh, 294; as base for Sikh 
advance on Peahiwar, 3I3; the 
DOst' occupies, 324 

Kbair-ud-dfn Roshlnr, 209 Khl.illay Khel. tribal aectton: �enealogy, iooludea YllsDfzais, Gigllnls and Tarlt!AmJs, 13; Yllsnfzals 
�en of confederacy, I69; relationship with GhOriah Kh!l, 172; chronicle, 172-84; later struggles, 
184-9. Su also Maodam:s. Yilsuf-
zaia 

· 
Khalaj: not Oghuz Turks, SS-9; but Ephthalltes, 89 and I 30; enlisted by 

Y'aqOb-i-Lai!, 1o6; identical with Khalj!S, 106 and 130; enlisted by Sabukta�. u9; and by �O.d, 
121; distinguished !rem Turks, n7; 
Blhi.r kingdom of, 12S; Delhi king
dom of, 128-30; MAiwl. l<j:',5dom of, 
130; identified with G jls, 18, 
I3<H2; and Jalll-ud-<lln of Khwa
re=, 134 and 13s; monuments In Delht, I8 and 151; an Aighln dyn· uty, 18 and 249. S11 also Ghalj!s 

Khl.lid bin Wal!d, 7, 9 Kha!Os, tribe: genea.lngy, 13; Aighln 
rather than Pa�. 14; not msn
tioned by Bibur, 155 and 166; ori
g>nal ..,at, 169; mentioned, 177; 
GhOriah Kh!l �on, 18t; movements of, 184-7; connection with 
Afl1d!s, 187 and 420; battle with 
Yllsuf.zais, 187-9; chief's known aa 

Arbl.bs, 187; support Klmrln, 194 
and 196; support ROshlnryya, 203, 
oppose Akbar, 21I-1o and 213-14; 
loyal to Shih }ahil.n, uS; patron
Ized by Abmad Shah, 258. Su 
GhOriah Kh61 

KhalJ!s, su Khalaj and Gbalj!s. 
�a. the (Sikhs), 259, 264 
Kl>Ankl Valley, 226, 38o 
Kha.n S�b. Dr., 141. 430, 431-2, 

433-5.437 Khlltl, title of, 82, 84, 86, n. n p. 440 Kh6pakh Pus, 235, 237 
lllii.r (Bijaur), 177. 18s; (Peshiwar), 436 
Kharak Singh, 2S9 
Khirijites, heresy, 99, 103-4, 202 
Kharoshthi alphabet. "7' 66 Khap.ks, tribe: not truo Aighl.ns but KarlAmts, xv; only tribe divided 

between PaJII!tll and Paahtll, xvi and 391; a. hiU-tribe, 14.; genealogy, 
21; some wear lwrlong, 22; pOSOiblo 
connect.on with Thatagush (Satta· gndail, 38-40, 41; not mentioned 
by :BI.bur, 155; irruptions into 
Samah, 182, 220 and 241; first ap· 
pearance of, 191 and 2n-12; poe
Bible connection with Di!Aziiks, 191; 
ill Akbar's time, za; Khushbll 
chief of. •••:.compared � Abd!lia, 
223; wars mth 'irllsDfzais, 231-3, 
241-:1; 1n Khushh.ll's poetry, 237. 
243; join Yasntzala against Sikhs, 295-6, 326; join Abmad Shah 
Br61wt, 3�; formally surrendered 
to Sikhs, 319; occupy barren lands, 
3n; men of putpose, 369; relations 
with Bannllchls and Wams, 420; 
origin of na.ms, 442 n. IS. s .. Khushtlll Khln Khawezai, Mohmand clan, 383 Khiva, 317. S•• Khwarezm 

Khoaspes, ,,. Euupla Khoea, river, see Choes 
KhOja Imran (Khojak), mountain 

range, 271 and n. 8, 373. 375. 3S1 
KhOst, tract ill AighJ.nlstln, XVl, xvil, 

21, 22, 391, 408 Khud4> Khidmatclirlin, su Red-shirta 
Khudu KhEI, YIISUU:ai section, 302 
KhOgil.ma, tribe, 21, 124, 312 KhurAaln, xiv, xv, 64. 95-6, 243, 246, 

257.391 
Khushbil Kha.n: Khatak poet--rrior. xvi; on the Khaljil, 131; on. 

Pathin Klngll, 133 and 434; on Blbnr, 165; his place In hlstory, 
191; his ancestry, 212 and 221; and 
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Yosutzai wan, 220, 231--<1, 241; his 
literary works, 221, as a lover, 226, :>+�-s; his orthodoxy. 23<>-1; his 
ha.tred of AliJ'allgJ�b. 236, 239, 398; 
specimens of his poems, 237-9, 242-
245 and Appx. E; his love of nature, 
242-3; and of God, 245; his charac
ter, 246; his tomb, 246; his prayer 
for umty. 306; compared with 
Mull& Powindah, 405; his preoccu
pation with Pathln tribes, 419; his 
sorrow over factK>umess, 432; his 
inlluence, 436; the timeless charac
ter of his work, 450 n. 15, Appx. E 

Khus�garh, 319 
Khusrau I and II, Sassanuuts, 84, 92 
Khusrau, Ghamawid, 125 
Khwljl }4d Khlll of Hotl, 421, 426 Khwarezm, 95, 1o8 n. 6, 126, 134-S· 

Su Khlva and Appx. A 
Khw�. tribe, 13. 164-5. 265, 274 
Kidarltes, 82. Soe Appx. A 
Kine Slri, Kad.k (Qa.zlq}, chief, 317 
Kirmln. city of Persia, 95. 251 
Kishtwlr, Himalayan valley, 291 Kleitoo, .,, Cleitus 
Kohandll, Kandahlr Sandlr, 297, 

302,307 
Kohlt, city and dutrict: the Kha;aks 

of, xvi; plain of, xviil, 276; hills of, 
30 and 276; mentioned and visited �y BAbnr, 1�5-7; in J ahlngJr's 
time, 226; Sa rd Khan and, 228; 
vialted by Fate)]. Khlll, 272; Elphinstone charmed by, 276 and 
285; Cavagnari's house at, 277 and 
389; in Sikq. occupation, 298; formally ��UTendered by Shlh Shujl', 
319; in Britiah occupation, 330; one 
of the trans-Indus Districts, 330; 
and Cavagnarl, 389; a. District of 
N-W. F. Province, 414. S11 also Bangash, Hangta, Kha;a.ks 

KOhit Pass, xvill, 21, 38, "+'• 277, 
330.387 

KOh·i·Malik·i-silh, boundary point, 
381 

KOh·i-nar diamond, 254 and n. 7, 256, 
283. 289, 290. 312 

Koinoo, su Coenus 
KOkand (QOqand), 317 
Kophen (KAbul) river, su Cophen 
KOtha, village in Samah, 300, 426 
KOtha Mulll, the, 426 
Kramen, M., 441 n. 15 Kujala, Kushln, 121 
Kul8, Himalayan valley, 291 
Kuna.r River, 30, 37. 49, 51, 55-6,234, 

382, 384, 386 

Kund!ghar. mountatn in Wa.ziristin, 
393-395 

Ku118ia, Sikh •nrs/, 274 
Kurra.m River: dividing line between 

Paldlto. a.nd Pashto., xvt; south of 
Sika.rlm, xviu; seen by Blbur, 157; 
origina.lly beyond :British occupa
uon, 330; Thai on, 330; Roberts' 
proverb concerrung, 380; northern 
limit ofWa.zSristan, 391-3 • 

Kurra.m Valley: bea.uty of, xx; a main route, xxi; Khost tribes overlap in
to, 22; origm of tnbes of, 124; Hu
miytln in, 194; never occupied by 
Stkhs, 325; not a.t lirst occupied by 
Britiah. 347; British advance into, 
375; ceded by Afgha.n Government, 
375; occupied, 38o; cesaioll con
firmed, 381; formed into Agency, 
387; Roos-Keppei in, 38o and 422. 
S•• also Parachinar, Paiwar Kotal, 
Tum. a.nd Appx. A 

Kushlns, dynasty, 28, 48, 64, 67, 74-
78,250 

L 
Lagaturma.n, 1o8-9 
UhOr, vi�e and SJte in Salliah, 97-

98, 10o-I, 106, 1o8-10 
Lahore City: frontier of 'lrin' with 

India.. xvill; po$Slbly named after 
Uhlir, 98; taken by }4d GhOti, 
us; destroyed by Mongols: 135; in 
Shlr Shih's thought, 148; taken by Blbur, 163; Haklm'sfa.J!uretotake, 
2or. &Dilexed by Al;unad Shih, 256-
257; in Sikh hands, 264; Shlh 
Zamln appoints Ranjlt Singh Viceroy of, 266 and n. s; R&n]lt consolidates �wer from, 274; Bld
shlhf Mas]ld of, 298; British Real
dent at, 310 and 323; palace con
vulsions at, 322; Chief Conrt at, 33X 
a.nd 359; out of touch witb Fron
tier, 356, 418 a.nd 438; D&-a Ghiz! 
under, 371. Su also PanjAb 

Laka. Sar, mountain, xvlli. s., Tab-
ta.rra. Lilpura, Mobmand village, '30, 49, 187. 381, 382 La.mghin (Lagbmln), 6o, 178 La.nd Mministra.tion, 1-4o-1, z8I-.f. 
347 

Landai River. 'the Short River', xix; 
name of KAbul River below conJl.u
ence, 3<>-32; Nowshera on, 161 and 
237; the Samah north of, 178 and 
439 n. 10 to Introduction; limit of Mughal rule, 197; AkOra founded 
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on. 212; Kha� c:rost, 231--2; m Khusht>JJ'• poetry, 237, 243. 244; 
view over, "46; battle on banks of, 
295-7; the DOst keeps south of. 3"4; 
J a.h!ng!ra on, 344; flood up. 453 n. 
14. s .. also Kil.bul Rive. 

Landi, village Deal Peshlwar, 325 
Landi Khina, 234· s .. Khalbar 
Landi �Mal. 234, 379· s .. Khaibar 
Langarkllt, 218 
Lansdowne. Lord, 376 
Law, 331, 347• 351-6, 376--7 
Lawrence, Sir George: elder brother of 

Henry and John, 310; arrives 1847. 
314; his deaUnga with Sulllo � 
Khin, 31 1-12; not at first in direct charge, 323; tun:endered to Sikh&, 
323� lint D.C. Peshlwar, 342; liking 
for Patbil.ns, 345 

Lawrence, Sir Henry, 310, 335, 343, 
356 

Lawrence. Sar John (Lord), 310, 356, 
�61,371 

L<oiah, town, 195 
Lewis. DaVId, 441 n. 11 LJ.Aqat 'Ali Khil.n (Liaquat). 434 
Lolr¢. 234. 379· Su Kha•bar 
Lockhart, L , 450 n. 4 Lockhart, Gen. Sir William, 384 LOdls, mbe and dynasty, 15, 18, 132-

133, 137-8, 139. 142, 151, 154. ts8, 249,420 
LOgar Valley, Afghil.nistil.n, 23, 107, 

109, 111. 200, 2cn. s, Unnars 
LOhlnls, tribe, ts, t8, tss. •s8, r6s 
LOralai, town and dl!trict In Baluch

istil.n, 157. 375, 398 Lowaghar, bJlls, in Kohll.t district, 227 
Lowlrai

. 
Pass, entrance to Chitrll, 

384·386 
Lndluil.na, town, 291, 298, 313 
Lumsden. Sir Harry, 323, 344-5 
Ltludkhwar, villa.ge and stream in 

San>ah.39. 178.220 
Lytton,Lord, 370,373.413 

M Macaulay, Lord, 331, 389 
Macaulay, Major C. R., 375, 389 McGovern, 58 and n. 3. 73 
Mackeson, Frederick. 332, 338-g. 342. 

345, 453 n. ,. McMahon, Sir Henry. 447 Cb. XII n. • Macnaghten, Sir William, 314, 320, 
322,388 

Maddil. Kh!l, WazJr section, 387 
Ma.tfey. Sir John (Lord Rugby), Chief 

Commisaioner, N-W. F. Province, 
46? 

Mahliban. .mountain, 362 and n. s. 
364,456 D.? 

!dahlbatKhil.nl,226,232 
Mahibat Khil.n II, 232-3, 235. 240, 

298,315 Mahlbhll.rata, 51, 56 
Ma\lmOd, Gha.IJ!Mlr, 174,251 
�lid Kil.sbglwt, 88 
Malpnlld of Ghatni, Sultll.n, bttle con

version until, 9 and 94; writers of 
his time, 9 • •  s. 109; anticirted by 
tho $aflt.rids, 1o8; secon lOll of 
Turkish mamlllk, ug; an honorary 
Patbil.n, 120; begins mass conver
!li.on, 121; defeata Hindtsh&hrs near 
PeshiLwai, 121; dies, 122; depend
ence on AfghAn mercenanes. t 2 t 
and 132; Abda.l sa.id to be his COD• 
t8mporary, 223; mentioned, 257 
and264 

Mal)mQd, Saddozai, '" Shlh Mab· 
mad 

Mal)mlld Shill. 361-2 and n. 3 M�ds. tribe: bighlandert and 
Pa�s. xv; dance, xvii; KarllmiJ, 
20; genealogy, 21; Urman live 
amongat, 23 and 200; At>mad 
Shl.h's cenaus of, 258; connection 
with Nawt.b of Til.nk, 348; con
trasted with Patbil.n tribes further 
south,, 317; the most formidable 
tribe, 388; releted to, but oeperate 
from, Wazln. 392; tha wolf-l"'ck• 
393-5; dialect, 393-4; Howell • ...,. 
count of, �95 !!.; intranlligent, 397; 
not fanatical, 397; their leaders. 
398 !!.; mkat, 402-3; 1919--21 war 
with British, 405; statecraft, 4o6; 
intervention in Afghll.n dynastic atruggles, 4o6-9; wit, 409; reckleaa
noss, 409; Plkiatln policies to
wards, 41<>-12; expedition of 1917, 
418; a tragedy of 1905, Appx. D. S•• 
also Wazli:l, and Tribeo MaimAna, district in Afght.nistin, 392 

Maizar, tract in Tochi Valley, 387 
Makin, group of vlllages in Wa:lri-

stil.n,405 Mlllkand Pass: road to Pamiro and 
Chine, xix; pierced ':!. tunnel, xix; 
in context of Alexan er, 54; YQouf
zai cati,�!," of, t8o; occupied by 
Zain , 215; A.khtiDd goes to, 
362; indirect rule in, 317 and 386; 
formation of Agency, 383-6; cap
ture of, 385; Deane in, 386; rising •n 
387; directly under Central GOv
ernment, 414; Deane's fi.ne work in, 
422. So• also Chitra.I, D!r, Swlt 
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.MAlandra.i Pus, entrance to Bun�r 
from Samah, 54, .r7-18, 357-8, 366 

Mall, Shaikh. 181-4, 1¢ 
Malik Kh!n, Khaljt, 135 
Mll!dts, Y1l.roUaJ section in Dll', 385, Maika, village In Chamla, 364. 365. 

367-8 .lolallasOrll. tribe, 315 and n. 5, 379 
M'amnn, Al·, Callph, 99 
Mandams, Y1!SUUais m Samah: gene

alogy, u, 13; alao known aa YO.suf
...,. of Mardl!l, 14; known by 
Bibur, 161; mcluded in Kb�y 
Kbel, 172; M. A4mad of this -tion, 1J.� originally held, but bave 
lost, in SwAt, 182; KhAn KajjO. alao of this section, 182; Ak
bar's deeigns against. 211-12, 214; Kbaj:&ka :lilch land from, 220; not 
taxed in Tlmllr ShAh's time, 261; 
loyalty to SaddOtais, 261; hold 
both banks of Indus neaz Torbela, 
299; Sudh1lm Kbl!ls of this section, 
358 and n. 7: l\!afdl!l spiritual 
centze of, 421; the two Nawiba of, 
425-6. Su Dl•o Ynaufzals 

Mando KbQ. tribe, 19, 377 
liUndu,, sit>!. 128, 130, �9 
Mangals,tzibo, 21,1� 
Mln!Khlu, mallk, -453 D. 10 
Mlllglaur, village and lite, 18o 
1\Unaar, village, •89 Mlllsebra, town in Haz.tn., 6o, 339 
liUn Singh, lU.jl, Mugbal Com· ma.nder, '20'], 208, 2U, 213-14· 
�thas, 257,264 Wardln. eentzal town in Samah, and 

dlotrict: Aaoka'a edieto neaz. 6o; 
the Kalpilll:i stream of, 177; Ak· 
baz's forts azound, 218; Guides Mess 
Rarden at, 305; spintua.lhome of the ?;nideo, 343; Kblns of, 348; to 
Delhi from. 36I; separation from 
Poahlwar, 377 and 42I; the free
masoury of, •••· Su also Guides, 
HOU and Y1lanfzais M4rgalla Pus, veotibnle to Pa� countzy, xlii, xvUi, 49, 139, I¢, 
264, •14. 3•4· 33�· 340, 433. 453 
Ch. XX n. 1· Su N1cholson 

Mancq, M., 33 and nn. I4 and 15 
Marrts, Ba.luch tribe, 372 
Marwat(s), tribe and district, xviii, 

IS, IS, 138 
Maahwllla, tribe, 300, 324, 33!r41 
Huon. P., '" W oodrul! 
Ma.oaaga, site, 50, 51-3 
Huson, 308 and n. 2, 318 and nn. 7 

and8 

Mutlll ShAh, 255 n. 9 Mastung, district m Ka.IAt St&te, 372 :Maattlra., river a.nd valley in Thlh. 
226 

Mas'Cld, Sul�, Gbaznawid, uz. 122 
Ma''Qmah Sultan, 16o 
Mathura (Muttra), 71, 73 
�to, Bibi, 15-17,88, I23, 131,392 
Matta, village, 183 n. 14 • 
Mitrul, town, x 83 n. 14 
Mauryaa, dynasty, •7· 44· ss. 6o-2, 67, 91-2. S11 also Aaoka, Budclhiaxn. 

andAppx.A 
Maves, Saka, 70. 7' 
MJ.""'i'n-nahr, '" Transox!Ana 
MJ.wi. ord01ly, 475 
Mayno, Peter, xvii with n. 7. xx with 

n.12 • 
Mayo, Lord, 371 MJ.zand&rln, district in Persia, 253 
!!ecca,s.7.I9S.•oo, 2I1 
Medes, 26, 65 
Med!Jia., 92, ooo 
Megasthenes, envoy, 46, 58, 6x 
Mehrdll, Kandaht.r Sardt.r, 297 
Mehtdil, Mal)so.d mallk, 406, 4li. 
Meleager, general under Al�der, 

48 
Me•sn<!.er Protector, 84 Merk, Mr., 401-2, 403 
Merv, city of Turkistin, 93, 95, xoo 
Meshed, city of Persia, 43, 64..250 
�guls,the,oos.363,38s. tos.4•7-

428" Mil.nwill, town and district in Pan-
jib, 32o Miebnl, villa.ge near Pesbll.war, 30, 319 Mlhlragula, Ephthallte, 83-4 Mlhmllldast, battle of, • 52 

Minorsky, V., Prof., 89 andn. 14, 444 
Ch. Vl D. I 

Mlrllljlni, mountain in Hu4d.. 341 MlrADSblh, fort in TOchl, 394 
lnrlnzaiVaUey,xvl, 330, 38o, 391 
lOr 'hem Khln, ma.lik. 453 n. 10 
1nr Bibn Kbel, Mandam: family, 358 
Mlr Hinda, ma.lik, 178, ISO 
Mir JamAl. malik, x8s 
Mlrwais, Gbaljl Mlr, I8, IOI, 2S<>-I 
:Miasious, Chrlstian, 279, 335 
Mohan UJ.. 318, 4s•. Ch. xrx n. s 
Mobmandt, tribe: the Mohmand 

route, u; Eastem Afghllls, 12; genealogy, 13; in oontext of Heph
aestion, 49; mentioned by Bibur, 
155; but ne&l Ghaml, 165 and x8..: belong to Ghoriah Kbd, x6g, I7"; 
move from Kandablr, 177; join 
Yaaufzala against DIIJLzib, x84-5; 
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entered Peshlwar by Lllpura and Gandib, 187; leaving colonies 111 
hills, d1vide Bata Ianda WJ.th Khallls, 187; support Kimrln, 194, 
196; mchne to ROohlnlyya, 203; 
oppose Akbar, 2U and 213; loyal to 
J ahlngtr, 228; res1stance to Aurang
z!b in Khaibar, 234; receive 1� 
from A�d Shah, 258; in political 
relations with Deputy Commis
sioner, PeshAwar, 347; Plkistln 
forms Mobmand Agency, 347 n. 1 
and 387; divided by Durand Line, 
381-3 and Appx. B; revised line 
offered to Amlr but not ta.ken up, 
382-3 and Appx. B; connections 
with Khallla and A.frfdls, 420. Su 
al$o. Tnbes Mokhsp11r!, mountain in HUira, 341 

Monserrate, Jesuit, 207-8 
Montago-Cbelmsford reforms, 425 
MOrah Paas, 54· 16o, I So, I8I 
Morgenstieme, Prof. G .. orlentalist, 

28, 30, 35· 36. 37. 66 . 
Morley, John, xxil 
Moeoow, xvill 
Mott-Radclyf!e, Sir Charles, 465� 
Mu'II.W!yah, 'Umllyyid Caliph, 95. 96 
Mublrikah. Bib!, 159-6o, 161, 190,384 
Mubl.r!.k, Nlkuh, 393 
Mublrik ShAh, 361, 364 
Mubl.rlk Sor, '45� 
M�:: contacts with Eastern Ai.-

• xv and 419; in Bun!r, 54 and 
214 tf.; descended from T!mnr, 137; 
regarded as liSUipers, 13&-9; the 
coming of Bl.bur, 13&-9 and 151; empire inaugurated, 164; tranaInda.s beyond control, 195; Swit never controlled by, 2os; never 
secured firm footing on Frontier, 
218-19; Khataka loyal to, 220, 231 
and 24o-1; Ytlsufza.is in opposition 
to, 231 and 241; control nominal, 
236; in Khu�ll.l's poetry, 237-8 
and 239, Proviiicial set-up, 249; 
disinaogration largely due to �d 
Shih, 257; gardens at I;Iasan Abda.I, 
28s;· never controlled highlands, 
346; disaster at Mi!andrai, 217 and 
366; ruled in 'Pa�hlln' Balochistln, 
392; unjust references to Pa�, 
449 n. 4 to p. 228. s .. also Blbur, 
HumlyQn, Akbar, Jahllngtr, Au· rango!b, Trmnrlda, and Appx. A 

Mu\lammad, the Prophet, ,... s, 90, 92, 
2o6 

Mll.d GMrf, Sultan, 9, u7, 125-6, 132, 
148 

2L 

M\ld KhAn Qijlr, 254 
M\ld Shih ol Khwarezm , Sulj;ln, 126, 

134-5 
Mu\lammadzals (Biraklai Durrlnls) 

tribe and royal house, 12, 14. 267-$, 
292, 407 and n. 12. s .. Appx. A Mul)ammadz&ls, tribe of Eastern Ai.· ghlns: distinguished from :14l1-dzaJ Durrlln!s, 12-13 and n. 19; men
tioned by Bl.bur, 155 and 164, re· 
lationship to Kb.Al!!lay and Gboriah 
Khel, 172, 175; Hashtnagu as
signed to, 178; included in Sh&lkh 
Mall's dlstnbution, 181-2; allied to 
Yosufzals, 188; inclined to Rosha,. 
niyya, 203 and 2�8; the tribe of the KhAn brothers, 431. Su al$o 
Hashtnagar 

Mnlll Singh, 264 
MuJ:!ashish.rn (Assassins), 200 
Mul;akam Chand, 289, 291 Mll\lfin KhAn, Mughal commander, 

203 
Mu'izz-ud-dln GhOrt, Sultin, su Mll.d 

Gb.Orl. 
Mujlhidln, the: patronized by Fir 

Bl.bll. family, 299; founded by S. 
�d Bre!W'I, 302; still In bemg, 
305; dealings w1th Sudhnm Khllna, 
358; active agiUDSt British during 
andafterMutinti���-2,364-5;move 
from Sitllna to , 364; Amb&a 
campaign delliFed to extirpate, 
364-5; destruction of Mal.ka, 367-8; compared with ROohll.oiyya and Red-olurts, 300, 432. Su Hindu· 
stint Fanatics 

Muklm (Moqim) River, in Samah, 
•ss. 159, 161, 357 

Mukhtlr-ud-daula, 273 
Mukur, town in Ai.ghlnistln, 169 
Mulll Powinda, ?4a.l!-snd leader and 

priest, 4oo-1, 402-5, 469, 471. 
477 

Multln: as Kasyapapura. 32; in 
Ghond period, us; Abdill colony 
at, 225; acquired by Nlldi<, 254; an
nexed by AQmad Shih, 256-7; 
Ranjtt Smgh besleges, 275; Shih 
Shujll' vi.Slt:s, :oSr. Ranjlt ta.kea, 291; 
Shah ShuJII.' formally surrenders, 
320; Second Sikh Wu starts at, 
323; Edwardes before, 335 

Mun!m Khin, 197 
A!uqbils,tnbe, 21, 124 
Muqtadii, AI·, III MurAd, Prince, oon of Akbar, 218 
Murgha, village in Toba, 259 
Murree, hill-station, 341 
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Murtul, village in D.I. Khlln dis· 
trict, 468 

M�bin. u• Peshlwar Sardlrs 
Mad KMI. tnbe, 19 
M� Nlkuh (M� D....W.), epony

mouas8lntofWazlrs, 393 
MutaUab Khlltl, Mughal commander, 

218 
Mu��th0,333,348,36o-1,364 
Mu. Khlltl, Mughal governor, 

227-8 
Mu,affar Mlr2l, $afawt prince, 223 

N 
NJ.dir Shih. Afsblr, of Penia., 40, 195, 

,.,., 236, •so, 252 If., •s1. 258, 373· 
SuAppx. A 

Nldir ShAh, Y4yt. Kh6l, �dw 
BiraJua>, of A.fghl.nistb: greatgrandson of Sultln Jl4l).d Khl.n, 
Peshlwar Sardlr, 307; enviou.t of 
DOst Jl4l).d Khlltl's line, 3o8; re
cnuts levies from Wa.zlristln tnbes, 
398, 405, and 4o6-8; suffers inva· 
sion by Wazlriatln tribes, 408; his plus and minus account with tribes, 
435: agreement with British to con
tinue treaties, 465 

Niguml.n River, PeshAwar, 30, 309 
�aHa��l.270,351 
Nanga Parbat, mountain, xx and n. 

11 
N&poleon, 275, 317 
Naqfb, the, of Baghdld, 408 
Naqsb-1-Rusts.m, Slte near Porsepolla. 

33· 78. 79 
N'ara, village in Had.ra, 300,340 
Narbadda River, 12��9 
Narin�t:&ge inS , 364 
N8.9fr of Kallt J.�'at), 372 
N� Khlltl, Jl4l1, ·, 401 
Natbiagali, hill-station, 341 
Naukhlr, '" Nowshera 
Navigation of rivers, 3� 
Nawa. Sar, pass on Durand Uno, 463 
Nobuchadnozzar, '" Bakht-un·n� 
Nehru, Pandit, 234, 432, 435. 446 Ch. Xn.6 
Ne'matuDah, blstorioJp'&pher, 4· 12, 

18,20 
NilWa, triba, 15, 139, 144-6, 1,, 157, 

196 
Nicae&,<f7 
N'u:hol&on. John: heroism, 278; arrival 

on Frontier, 310 and 323; Victorian 
hero, 332; appoa.rauce and charac
ter, 332-4; Roberts' aaseument of. 
333; memorials to, 334 and u. 7; 
compe.red with Edwardes, 334-5; 

kllled in a.ction, 334; his residence 
in PeshAwar, 337; half a Pa.�. 
345; his official methods, 356; men
tioned, 378 

Nlhawand, ba.ttle, 10, 79, 93 
Nikala., su N1caea 
NtlliJt, 402-3. 5•• also Tribes 
Ni.kpl Khel, Yasufzai section, 362-3 Nllli'b, su Indus 
Nmgrahlr, 47, 49, 107, III, II2, 

124, 175 a.nd n. 6, 1n, 186-7, 194, 
203 

Niaatta, village, 3o-1 
Nlr;lm-ud·dln Khlltl of Ka.so.r, 265 
No6l-Baker, Mr., 465 
North-West Frontier. scenic ca.nvu 

of, xiii; aeries of invasions over, 25; 
Frontier Crimes Regnlation.aa used 
on. 354; Curzon's creation of -
Province, 388 and 413 11.; Hitler's 
dOSlgns on, 4o8-9; a.saessmentof 1901 
pohcy, 417-20; the first Chief Com
missionera of, 421-5; new leaven on, 
430; responsible governnuont oo, 
426, 43o-1; end of Province, 436 
and D. 13 • 

Northbrook,!A>od, 371,373 
Nowshere. (Nausbabra), in context of 

Khua�l. 212; in KhushqAI'a 
poetry, 235 and 237; Elphinatone 
e&mpo beside, •8s; Ba.ttle of, 295-7, 
299, 315; llooded by lndua, 341 n. 
14; mutiny at, 36o a.nd 36r 

Nukdlrls, tribe, 156 
Nor Jahl.n. Ch. XIV n. 9. 226 
Nor Jl4l1,d Khl.n, Abdt.l!, 253 
Nllruddln R!lohln.l. 209 
Nushld, 16g 

Oblnd, 111 Hund 
'Omln, 107 

0 

Ora, so. $1, 54-5 
Orakzals, tnbe: Karll.mi PaP>lna, xv; genealogy, 20 and 21; establlahed 

colonies in India, 132 and 138; men· 
tioned by Blbur, 155; o.ngln of 
Shl'as among. 202-3; incline to ROshi.Dfyya, 226; massa.tred by 
Mahlbat Khl.n, 226; expedition against, 226--]; ri.oe against Mu
�ha.ls. 228; A�mad Shih gra.nts ��gfn to, 258; CODJiection with .Hallg1l Khl.na, 348; in political 
charge of Deputy Comm•ssi<>ner, 
KllhU, 348 a.nd 387; rise against Britisb, 387; disana.de<! from assisting Nldlr, 407; tra.dltion of rule in India, 420 
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Origin of PathAM: question poeed, 
xlv; the Bani IarUI tradition, 3-11; 
evtdence from Herodotus, etc., 25-
42; Groelcs, 4-4-5 and 63; Sakas, 65-
69; Ephth&lites, 84-90, &bur's 
evidence, 16H 

Ottomans, 251 Oudh (Awadh), 264 
Outlaws, 35o-3 
Oxus, su lUnu Darya 

p 
Pabbl, village near PeshAwar, 309 Pah!;ptr, village In D.I. KhAn dis

trict, 275 
Pl.lnda KhAn (Piyandah), 267. 269, 

289,292,407 P&inda.·Khel, &raluais, 268 and n. 6, 
292, 293. s •• Pamda. KhAn 

Pllnda Khel, Yasufz ..... 385 
Paiwar Kotal, Pass, xxi, 70, 375. 463 
Pajja, mountain, Bunl!r border, 155. 

357 a.nd n. 6 Pa:�� of aa.w, 299, 339· Se• 
Palmt11 langua.ge: dlsunguished from 

Pas'hta, xvi-xvil; not reduced to writing until 15th century, xxi; 
Delhi scribes ill a.cquainlled with, 4, 
8, 16-17 and nn. 23 a.nd 24; 'a sister 
of Penia.u', to; derivation from 
Sakas, 59 and 65 II.; Indian ele
ments In, 62 and 67 with nn. 16, 17 
and x8; Persia.u cognates, 66; a 
medial tongue, 68; root-stock and 
top-dressing, 68; false �nt 
from na.mes of prophets, 68; Eph
thalite contribution, 84-5; no general Turldc affinity, 88; 1 for 4, 
66 a.ud uo; appeal ofla.nguage, 144; 
standard of ftuency attained In 
British times, 357 and 423. S11 aho Pashta Palillta literature, xxi, 168-g, 221, 
229-30, 236-9, 242� with nn. 13 
a.ud 14, Appx. E Palmt11n-Pashttln, xvi-xvii, 35-7. 
113, •s5 'Pa.llhtanistln', xvi, 325, 382, 409, 
435-7 

PakistAn: a syntheola. xxli; N-W. 
Frontier, of, •s; a Khurlslnl cul
ture, 27; in context of history is 
'India', 35; Al)mad Shih's lnftu
ence on, 257 a.nd 259; has built 
where Sikhs ravaged, 316; section 
rg8 of - Constitution, 356; Fron· 
tier deliruitation as alfecting, 383; 
successor to 100 British yean on 

Frontier, 396; AfghAn tendentious
no .. towards, 397; denves advan
tage from Isla.ruic platform, 397-8 
and 41o; educational drive by, 410, 
430 and n. 8; electoral procedures 
introduced by, 410-12; consumer
goods Industries in, 429; Frontier 
Referendum In favour of, 435; 
'Pal!lltamstln' theory and, 435�; 
the Pathi.ns of, 437 

Pa.ktues (ndiml<,), Paktuike (n"""'�): mentioned Jive times by 
Herodotus In dilferent contexts, 29; 
p<Usible prototype of Pakhtnns, 30; &rJ.llment devefoped, 30 II.; Paktutke proved ldenttcal 'With Ga.n
dhlra :oPeshl'War Vale, 32. 33-4; 
Paktui.ke In Armenia>, 34; equa
tion Pa.ktuee = Pakhtans argued, 
35-7; Ra.verty's views, 41; con· cluSlon., -1-1--2; not menta.onedin con� 
text of Alexander, 43; obiiBY dicta 
on, 48, 57, 58 and 59 

Palal, village, SwAt border, 18o 
Pa�.th�2ix.383-4 
PandiAII. valley, Mohmands, 185 
Pa.nilla, Vlllage In D.I. Khlln dll· 

bict� I$,102#�75 
Pa.nlkkar, Sa.rdAr K. M., 4-44 Ch. V n. 7 Plnlpa�, town a.ud battl.,.lield, 142, 

14�. 164. 257 
Pa.njab: title malik used In, 8; an

cient 'India' equivalent to, 35; out
aide Achaemenlan 6111pire, 48; Saka 
invasion of, 70; outside Susa.nla.n empire, 79; Mal}mod Invades, 12o; 
absorbed by Shl!r Shih, X« and 
r94; ravaged and occupied by A\1· 
ma.d Shih, 256; invaded by Shih ZamAn, 264�; Sikhs establish 
kingdom In, 266; Stkhs consohdate 
in, 274-5; Pathln contempt for 
Panjlbi.s, 303; Pa.njllb parte of Durrlnl empire formally surrendered, 
320; under British, Frontier dis
tricts lint fonn part of, 329-31; 
Pathlns allen to, 346; Curzon's 
carving of Frontier Provtnce out of, 
413 fl.; resentment of Governor, 
415-17; arguments assessed, 417-
420, 43.,....8. S.. aho Lahore Panjlb Commission, 331 

Pa.n]kOra, river, ldx, 51, 56, 159, 177. 
384 

Panjtlr, village, 302, 364 
Pa.nja, mallk. 227 Pin[b,tribe, 19,372 
P&rachinlr, hea.dquarters of Kurram, 

XX 
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Pan.pa;misulae, 4 7 
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Panu, Parthian royal tribe, 64 
Panyetae, tribal name, 36, 47 
Partbia(ns), 6o, 64-5 and n. u, 70, 

71-3, 75· Su Indo-Parthian 111 Appx.A Pasht1l langu�e: dlatinguiahed from Paliilt1l, XVl-Xvii; the cla.ssical form1, 35-6; opokon by Durrlnls, 
36; ongins1n common Wlth Pa!!b.t1l. 
65-9: Wazlr and Ma.\ls!ld dialect of, 
393-4 and 410. S•• aho Pallht11 'PaahtlmistA.n', su 'Pal!htnnistin' Paa�E..uroa, 3•· Su Kaspaturos and 
P warCity 

Paald.boura, 33 and n. 15. S•• Kaspa
turos and Peshawar C.ty 'Paj:hln' dynasties of Delhi: the 
Kbaljl.l (Ghaljla), 128-32; the Lodls, 132 and 137-8-9; the sars. 
132 and 139 if.; Sor dynasty not a 
usurpation but restoration. 138-9; Sh!r Shih greatest of all Afg:blins, 
139 and 259; all theoe dyna.otiea of 
Ghaljl descent, 249 and •so. s .. Sh!rShih 

Pean, Sir Steuart, Chief ComJDis
sioner, N-W. F. P ,  105 Ch. VIII n. 
3.467 Pellh4war, ,., PeshAwar City 

Pennell, Dr .• •79 and n. 17 
Perdkcas, geDeral under Alexander, 

48 Peraepolis, site of Achaemenian hill 
capital, 27, 43. 78 Persia: conquered by Arabs A.D. 642, 
xo; Durrlnl.s half Persian, 14, 40, 
224-5, 382; !nduonce older than 
Ialll.m, 26-7; Acbaemeuian !ndu
ences, 26-8; Alexander succeeds, 43-4; Saaeanlan empire of. 78-80, 
84 and 91-3: Turco-Iranians� 82 
and 153; Ephthalite attacks on, 83-
84; a Peraianfriam, 91; fall of, 93; 
persistence o culture, 93; rally
ing of, 103, 1o6; Mughal�afaWI 
struggle for Kandahir, 221-5; 
Ghaljls rise against, •so; NAdlr the 
real founder of AfghlnlstA.n, •so; 
Abdlll attacks on, • 52-3; Al;uoad 
Abdlll succeeds to NAdir's eastern 
conquesta, 253-5: RU8Sian en
croacbmenta on. 310 and 317; Per
sian moves on HerSt, 292 and 312; 
Persian claima In Sl.ltA.n, 371 

Persian Gulf, 342, 456 Ch. XXV n. 
4 

Persian language, xvi, xo, 40, 66, 106, 
no, 16g, 382, 388 

Pesblwar Cantonment, 342-3 and n. 
17.36o.389 

PeshAwar City: called Pelihlwar or 
llll&r by Pallhtu-s�kera, xvii and 
436; a centre for history, xxii; "9ui
valent to Paskapuros, 30; eqwva
lent to Pasld.boura, 33; equivalent 
to Puruahapura, 32 and 73; cap1tal 
of Paktuike (Gandhlra), 3o-3; a 
Kushln cap1tal, 73-4; eaatern limit 
of Sa$811nian empire, 78; part of 
Iranian world, 91; visited by Hiuen 
Tsang as Po-lu-aha-po-lu, 32 and 
9+: Sayyids of. 101; Al-Birtlnl's 
Paruahlwur, us; scarcely =
tioned during Muslim Mlddle Ages, uS; Ma{lmlld defeata Jaipll near, xu; mentioned and visited by 
Blbur, xss. xs6; known also as Bagrl.m. 156, 195-6 and 213; in
vested by KhAn Kajjll, 195; burnt 
by Mirza Ha!c!m, 208; attacked by 
Tlr!lds, 213, 218; invested by tribal 
confederacy, 228-9; under Mu- . gbals becomes winter capital of iabU.rovioce, 232 and 2-49; oeded 
to N Shlh, •s6; � Shlh 
never resided at, 258 and'261; be
COIWII Timor Shlh's winter capital, 
261; nmor·s palace and gardena at, 
262 and 282-5; attacked by Afr!dls, 
272; Elphlnstone reachee, 277: sur
roundmgs and climate desi:nbed by 
Elphinstone, 28o; City described, 
280-x; Durrlnl palace and gardens, 
:o8•-s: Ranjlt Singh advances to, 29-4; sacked by Sikhs, 297-8; �
mad Shlh Br61WI at, 302-3; SultA-n Ml;ld KhAn at, 305, 307 if.; 325; 
Burnes at, 308 fl.; Shih Sh;j,!' 
waives rig:bta in favour of Sl , 
312 and 319; formally annexed by 
Ranjlt, 313; Durrlnls fall to re
cover, 315; 'the lure of Peshlwar', 
316-25; bearing on FliSt AfghAn 
War and both S'ilch Wart, 324; rail
way reaches, 389; becomes ca£ital of N-W. F. Province, 420; Ialdnla College and Unlveu!ty at,•424 and 
429; Edwardea College at, 429-30; emptied of lustre, 436-7. s,. aho Peahlwar Cantonment. PeshAwar 
Valley 

Peshiwar Sardhs, 267, 307 ff., 325. 
1Mm S•• also Mut;lll)iblln, Y�yl 

PeshAwar Valley and district: beauty 
and fertility of, xviii-xx and 429; 
the coronet of hills, xvill and 280; 
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identillod with GandiWa. 2;>-8, 
riven of, xix and 30)-,2, identified 
with Herodotus' and Hecata.eus' 
Paktuiloe, 32, 33--4; A._lexander'o 
routes throulb, �� and �7-51; 
Mau:yr. rule over, 6<>-2; Arab nuds 
Into, 9;>-8; Al·Qandhlr of Arab 
period equivalent to, 98 and 169; long eontlnur.nce of Hinda rule in, 
to8, u3; travetled by Blbnr, 156, 
159. t61-2, t�; poeeiblo coi1Dec· 
tion of Qandhf.r (.KandahAr) with 
Qandhf.r (Gr.ndh&ra), 169-71; 
Yllouftalo amve In, 175 If.; tribal 
dtstribution In, 178, 187, 189; Sh. 
Mall'o land .. ttlement In, 181-4; 
Kh&tab and Urman ln. 190)-,2; beyondo!(Qghal control 153o-,6, 195; 
UDder 11ominaJ control 1556-81� 
1¢-?; Alcbu'a ca.mpaips m and 
aruund, 211 If.; in Khushtl�l's 
poetry, 243, under weak Mughal 
rule 1707, 249; ceded to Nldlr 
ShAh, to whooe btlo �ad Shih 
IUICOedl, 2,56; Ttml!r Shih malu· 
taino poaibon ln. 26�; beauty dooct!� by Elphinatone, 280, 281-2, 
283-5: Ranjlt Singh advances Into, 
294; nominally, but never effect
ively, .controlled by Ranjlt, 298; 
annusd by Ranjlt, 313; 'tho Jure of Peshl....-', 316-25 and �35; once tho 1atreet D'CIITI.nl province, 325; 
becomes a British P&njllb District, ,!29-30; -t of Commissioner and 
v.puty Commlmoner, 331; Nichol
son D.C . of, 333; Edwatd.os Com
mimonOl" of, 33�; Mackeeon first 
Commlu!oner of, 337; c.bmate, 342; coJDp&ted with Balllchistln, 371; Mara&n l&ter oeparatsd from, 377 
and 421; appearanc:e In 1900, 389; 
hub of Pap.&z� wheel. 390; becomes hoadquatten diltrict of N-W. F. Province, 416, 420; tho garden of 
the 11otth, 429· S.• IJlso Peahiwar 
Cantonment, P .. bAwar City 

P!ahbu!.IJ<, vi!Ja&e, 124, u3 
Peueelaotia, 48-9, so, 54· S•• Chlr· 

sadda 
Philip II of Spain, 239 
Ph nil Singh, 296 
'Pilfers,' tD.e, 345, 348 
Plhllr, vUJase and ferry on Indus, 295, 

300 
Plndllrtt, 301 
Plral, Gbaml'".....Z.U, ll9 
Plr B&.bl, the, su Sayyid 'All Shih 
Plr·I·Roahin, .,. Blya.zld An46rt 

Plr-i·Tiz11<, st1 BA}'Uid � 
Pit Mtld. PAinda Kb.el, 307, 309 Plr Panj&l, mountain range, 8�. 147. 

288,291 
Plrplai, village near P .. hlwar, 309 
Pit Sablk, villap and battlefield 

neat NowohOl"a, 295-6, 299 
Plrsar, mountain on lndllS, $5· S•• Aornoa 
Pialun, town in BaiOchiatan, 375, 398 
Plant, Capt., 472-8 Plutarch, the biographer, 46 
Poetry, Pa�ln, 133. 165. 230, 236-

246, 306, 434, -449 Ch. XV nn. 5• 6, 
13, 14, 15 and Appx. E 

Political Department (Service), the, 33'· 417 and n. 4 Pollock, Gen. Sir G-se. 320-I 
p�··35 PO . (l>u.mnia), tribe: D'CIITAui 

, 12; Saddo..ais a branch of, 223 
and 255; relations with B!raltz:ais, 
2"; Al)mad Shih and, 2$5. 259, 
genealogy In context of royalty, 
267; Bf.ralaai largOl" el&n than, 268; 
mentioned, 292 

Porno, King, 48 
Praylg, 146 with n. 6 Preghal, mountain, 39• Pnthwi Rlj, 9. 87, 125 
Proeopiua, Bysantine historWI, 81, 86 
Ptolemy I, Soter, 46 Ptolemy, the uttonomer, 46, 47, 58 
Purdil. KandahAr Sudl.r, 297 
Purush�pura (Peahlwar), 73 and n. 6 
Purushlwar (Pethlwar), 99 
Pushlralavati, ,., Psucelaotia 

Q 
Qais, pntative ancestor of AfghAn•: iD 37th generation from Salll, 8; leads GhOr A!ghlns to meet Prophet, 8, 

named 'Abd·ur-Ruhfd Al>a.sMalik • • 
Alia.s PahtlD, 8; a myth. 9; an-
cestor of real AJgbln tribee, 9, u; 
his thtee aona, t 1-12; Kar!4mis not 
soneof, 20 

Qij&n, Penian dynasty of Tudash 
origjn, 1��70,292 

Qal'at, su t 
Qambar 'All Tarml!ll, 198. Su S. 

'All Shih 
Qandhf.r, su Gandhlra and Kanda

hf.r 
Qandhllrtt, tribe, 42, 362, 454 Ch. 

XXIIn.4 
Qlaim Khln, Akbar's ellgjneer, 208, 

209,210 
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Q!aim Khin, centenanan, 34 t Qisim Khin, ruler of Dlr, 385 
�blsh, 254.26o,273.307 Qnetta: commands BOlin route, x."<i; 

fort in Sh!l valley, 273; Afghlnl
stln invaded by way of, 316; on 
Pa!hln-Bn.hni boundary, 330, 370; 
beeto""'d on KalM Kha.n by �
mad Shih, 373. leased by Kalit 
Khan to Bribah Govt., 374; Bri&h 
occupation a cause of AfghAn 
estrangement, 371; quality of tribes, 
376-'1; Sandeman at, 378; compared with :Mll.likand occupation, 383; on 
southern edge of Pa�ln temtoty, 
391. s .. also BalOOhiatAn, SMI 

QutaibaibnMuslltn, 10,95 
Qutb-ud-dln Aibek, Suijin, 126 
Qutb-ud-d!n Khweallgt, 274-5 

R 
Rahmln ElbA, poet, 450 Ch. XV n. 

14 Ral].mdil, KandahAr Sardlt, 297 Ro�matullah Khln of Dlr, 385 
Railways, 329, 315· 378, 381, 389 
Rljautl, town, 288 
Rl!.jpl. valley in Tlrih, 379 Rajptlts, 13, 85-8 Rarijlt Singh, Mabirf.jl!.: compared 

with Sber Shih, 142; his grand
father, 258; his father, 264; fint ap
pears. 2.6� sil':lhointed Viceroy of 
Labore by Zaml!.n, •66; his 
early success attributable to revol
utions in Kibul, 268; consolldates 
power in Panjlb, 274-5; negotiates with Shih Shujil.', 287; and with 
Sblh Mal;unnd, •88; his technique, 
288; prepares to annex Kaabmtr, 
•88-9; negutiates with Fa tel). Khl!.n, 
28g; aecurea surrender of Attock 
Fort, 28g; extort& K6h-i-nQr from 
Sbnjl', •9o-1; fails in Kuhm!r but 
takes Multl!.n, 291; etosses Indus 
and builds fort at Khairf.bl!.d, 294; 
at last takes Kashmir, •94: takes 
Derajit, 294; and Hazlrf., 294, 
agam crooseo Indus and defeats 
Durtlu!s and tribesmen at Nowabera, 295-7; takes and sacks 
Pesbawar, leaving Pesha.war Sar
dlir$ ill nomillal control, 298; ap
point. Harl �b to local command, �; crosses Indus a third 
time and enters Samah, 300; Sui
tin �d and, 310; secures formal 
ces&on of Peshiwar, ete., from 
Sbujl', 312; occupies and ann6l<en 

Peshl!.war, appointing Hat1 Singh as 
guvernot, 313; outwits the :COst, 
314; on He.rl Singh's death at Jam
rod appoints AVItabile governor of 
Pesblwar, 315; dies, 316; summary ol his achievements, 317 ff.; tlu: 
Tripartite treaty of 1838, 319-20. 
S•• .U.o S.kh• 

Rashid 'All Gilllnl, 408 
Rashid Khl!.n, ROsbl!.ni, 229 • 
Raverty, MaJOr H. G.: redoubtable 

advocate of Bani IsrUl theory. 6; 
his strength and weakness, 7; 
IUIXet of grain with chaff, IS; on 
Kba!Jis and GbaljlS, IS and 130 
with n. 7; hisacnmony, 17 and 13o-
131 with n. 7: his sneers at Bellew, 
38-9; his views on the 'Herodotean 
myth', 41; his ascription of Turf ancestry, 124; his comments on 
Mughal control, 219, 236; on Dur
rf.nl control, •6t; on D!r, 385; his 
graphic description of S. W. Pa\h111 territory, 391; mentioned, 451 Cb. 
XVI n. 19; a wrong view on combination of spiritual with tempotal 
authority, 454 Cb. XXII n. 8; 
nevertheless a most usefal·and en
cyclopedlc authority.? 

Rlvl Rivet, g8 • Riwalpindl, city: portal to Frontier, 
xiii; She. Shih's frontier, 139 and 
I96; Akbat at, zn; Si.kb" occupy, 
258 and 274; Sblh Zamln at. 27I and 286; Ran)lt meets Sha.h �
mild at, 288; Sll<hs SWTellder at, 
340; at first, British Frontier mili
tary command includes, 342; loca. 
tion in relation to former centres, 
444 Ch. VI n. s; Treaty of, 464 

Rawlinson, George, Canon and Pro
fessor, translator of Herodotus, 47 

� central p!aU..u of Wu!rl
stlln, 405-6 and n. u R•uar, part of Yusntzai Samah and 
Manda,m: section, 162, J8z 

Red-shirts, the, •1•. 431-2 
Rhinoceros, bunted by Blbur, I62, 

164 • 
Ripon, Lotd,425 
Ris!lput Cantonment, 296 
Roberls, Lord: his encominm on 

Nicholson, 333; liking fot Pa�lns. 
345; deocribes Ambela campaign, 
365, 366-7; accompanies party to Maika, 368; his victorieo in Second Afghin Wu, 375: his praise of 
Sandeman, 378; his !:Midence in 
Kllltam, 38o; mentioned, 388 
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RobortooD. Sir George, 38.4 Robertooii-Brown, lc\:r., OIJOOOmiot, 
429 RobinJoo. Major J. A., 440 "· 28 

Rab. Pu.jl.bt .....,.. for Sol&m�An 
Mmmtaull: usap� � expl&blecl, ""' 
&lid "· 6; not a Pallllta 'IO'OI'd , 4 &lid 
n. 4; p��eric blr1ll wed ill Indla, 
n8; te!erenoe, t�6. 136, 144, �9, •.so. 398 &lid 419-'>0 

Rohta. (Bihl.r), fort, 143, 144 
Rohta. Uihlam), fort IWllecl after 

BihAr fort, '43· bwlt by Shlr 
ShAb,� 14-i; dOIIOiibed, Iof-?-8• 149; oompl<rted, r94; frolltior of Sar killgclom, t\)6; commalldor lo� to A.kbat, 207; captured by Slldu, 258 azuhl>+; ..,..lrpn by Zomln, 265; ill 
Sikh band& ODin, 3'5 

Romo, Roman IDlluonoo. 75-6, 8<f, 92 &no� (Zetlalld), Lord, xW, 456 
Ch . n. 3 RQ08oKeppcl. Sir <>-ra. Chief Com
mluio,.er, N-W. F. Prov!IIC6: compared with Elphillltollo, 2.78; -..IJlo 
opun Ill Kurram, 380; drm front 
tl!tough World War I, 418; Head of 
N-W. F. Province for n yearo, 418; 
in Kh&ibar, +••; hll career ond 
cha.t&Ctor, 422-5; bla colloboration 
with Sir 'Abd-uJ-Qayynm. +•4-s; 
fonndation of x.Jlm!& Collep, 424; 
dea1fl, 425 

R&hlolyya, a hereay: founded by 
Blyarld �. 198; tho 'IUumln
a.h', 200; doctrine., 201 ff,; COD118C• 
tion with Shl'a conf0111on, with Khlrijite achiom. ond Iami.'Dla, diocuooed, 2:-J refuted by A.kh11nd Darw • 199; daclplea 
nicb'Ined Tlr!k!t, 199, 202:, etc.; 
supported by triboo, ll03-4, 213 and 
226-9; in6.uence on .ubi.3!�J 
event&, 230; oomparod with 
Shl.b Br!lw!'o movement. 300; &lid 
with Red-ehirtl, 43t-<t. Su Blya
std A.n•lrt and Tlrlldl' Ruuia(no}: Mlllkond route atop& 
short ol, llXl; early Peniall nbjoc
tion to, 310, 317; advance in Tvlr:l
otln u ca.,.. of F\nt Afghl.n Wu, 
317 and 3240 Dislaell 'a atratelde 
frolltler � 370 and 37� m1s.
slon to SUr 'AlJ. 374; Chltrll occupation u ooontor to, 38.4; inof Wufr tribeamell In, �9i' boartoi of -'a <Antral Allan polldet on tho 
Frontier. 413 

Ruota.m. vDJace in Samah, 358 

0 
Rutbil, 97 and n. 6, 99, zoo-t, 105. 

S..Appx.A 
s S&bir Shah, 2u 

Sabuktap , OZl!&wid, 93, 96, 117, 
Il9 

SaddO, Malik, 22J-4t 2$2 
SaddOrala {Du!nnls): guealogy, 12; 

royal hoooe, 140 deocended from 
SaddO, 2��11 wtth Pemf&, �24-s; ZamJll KhAn &lid .All mod SWb. 252 &lid n. 2, 255: less l:"odul than BN-alaaio, 255; con. ullls l�ty to D&rDO of, 259. 
262 &lid 271; tho royal ho..... :<67; 
pelooe revolutiono e&llat fall of. 
266-8 and 292: momoneo of, 324--5: 
'Utml.ll &lid Aalam Khb, 379-8<> 
and 11. 8 ClJ*im-ud-dln Khl.ll). S• 
Appx. A $af&wlo, Pen!an dyuuty, Weotorn A.fghl.no have eontacta with, xv; 
Blbur'a aUiance Wlth. 158: atrnggle 
with Mughalt for Kandahir, 171, 
221-5 &lld 249: docline of, •.so; 
Ghaljll riot agaillSt, 25o-2; give 
wo.y to Nl.dlr Shih. 252. Su Shl.b 
'Abblo 

Saf&oconduet. 146. 262,344 $a41rido, dyuuty, 94. 100, 1os-8, 
109-10, 119, S•• Appx. A Sifl'l, tribe, 19, 233-4. 362 &lld a. 4 Sagart�o� , tribe, 29, 4o-1, ••s end n. 3· s .. trho Abdllla 

Sohlwil, town In Pu.jlb, 287 
Sahol.r&m.�Uh5<. 139. 140, I+•· 149 
So.'ld Khl.n. 228-9 
Sa'ld Mild Khb PfJnda KhQ, 307 
S�o'ldu Sb.&nf, eaptal of Sdt State, 

199. 362-3. 368 
Sak&o, 43.48.s9.62.64�5.65-9.70-' 

72, 250. S.. .A.ppx. A 
Sakawud, 109 
Saldotin, ru Slotin 
Satkara, ••• PaiJa 
SaUm, K&q.o11d. 475, 477 
S•llm Khl.ll, vDJ&ce, 362 
Salt Ranp, tile, 159· 26+, 27<f, 3•4 Samail. the (Y111ufzai plain), ""' a11d 

D. IO, 86, IOI, ISS. 1,58, t61, t66. 
177, 178 &Dd n. 8. 21:. 21� ·ug, 231. 
241, 246, 29$. 305. 357. 384 

Sfmlna, the. DlOUDtain ndge, 2:2.6, 
38o. 3117 S•mand, Hi:ndUiltlbl, I09-U 

Slmlnids, � dynaaty, 96, 
107, Il9 

S.m•mta, Uf Samand 
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Samaria� 5 
Saznarqand, 43,6o,82,95, 135,374 
Simil, a. faction, 6t 
Sa.m Ranlzal, Yl\sufzai section and 

tract, 362 
Sandeman, Sir Robert: founder of 

Balnchisti!.n, 330; .n Dm Gh!zl, 
373; his plan and its execution, 
373-4; his consolldation of Baln
clustan, 375-6; failure to open Gumal, 375-6; the foundation of 
bJa system, 376; its application to 
other nlfllODS, 377-8; h1s character 
and work, 378, 388; Bruce, his 
pupil, 398-9; his achievement compared with Deane's, 422. Su Baln
chist&n 

Sandrocottas, su Chandragupta 
Sanjar, SultA.n, 122, 123-4 
Sarbamta: desoended from Sarbanr, 

eldest son of Qais, 9; genealogies, 
12-13; suggestions of IU.jpnt afli. 
nity, 13 and 86-8; summoned as 
mercenaries to India, 138; include 
all KbaJihay and Gh!!rial! clans, 
172; distinction from Kal:JAmt$, 14 
and 190-1. Su Abdll!s, Mohmands, 
Kh•!Us, YOSllfza�S 

Sardarilb, 30 
Sargon II, Assyrian, 439 Ch. In. s Sa.r-i-maira, 182 and n. 13, 212 Slr111 "'King Saul, q .v. Sarwakai , fortin Wazfriati!.n, 393, 469 
Saaaantans, Penian dynasty, 10, 64, 

72, 78-8o, 83, 84, 91-4. Su Appx. A, 
8andu 

Satrapies, Persian, 27, 29, 34, 38, 40, 
48, s6, 70 

Satt:agodai, tribe, 29, 34, 38-40. Su ah<>Thataguah 
Satta�dia, ••• Thatagu.sh 
Saul, King, s. 8 and n. 10 
Saul, village, 112 
Sayyid(s)--Sldilt, 10, 101-2, 144 

20o-1, �63-4. 4o8-9.426-7 
Sayyid Abd-ul-jabbilr Shih, u1 

'Abd-ul-jabbilr ShAh 
Sayyid Al)mad Shih, .,. Atunad ShAh 

Brilwi 
Sayyid Atunad Tarm!z!, 198 
Sayyid Akbar ShAh, m Akbar Shih 
Sayyid 'AU Shlh Tarm� (P!r Bibl), 

198-9. 203, 214, 299, 304, 305, 361, 
36:>, 363-4. 368. Su Mujllllldin Sayyid Malunnd ShAh, s11 �Qd 
Shlh 

Sa� Mublrik ShAh, .,, Mubilrik 

Sa)'Yld 'Umar Shilh, su 'Umar Shlh 

Sayyid Zamilll ShAh, 299 
Scenery: a. scenic ca.nvas, xiii; the 

Vale of Peshllwar, xviii-xx, z8o, 
:&82 and 309; contrasts, xix-xx; 
panorama, xix-xx; Bi.bur's eye for. 
152, 153, 161, 162; camp-fires, 164; 
Bunilr, 199; Swat, 51, 205, 362, 
383-4; Blljaur, 213 and 32r; Khush· 
))AI's eye for, 24:0-4; Wordsworth 
and Pa�illls, 242; nmllr· Shih's 
eye for, 261; Panliila, :075: Inll
bagh, 275; Kohll.t., 276-7; Kohl.t 
Pass, 277-8; the Hindu Kush, xvni, 
xx, 277; the Landa! River, 243-4 
and 285; :ijasa.n Abdlll, 28s; the 
highlands not all barren, 321; the 
beauty of Peahllwar Cantonment, 
342-3; Tltih, 379; the garden of the 
north, 429; Wa.zlristlln, 468-70 

Scylax, explorer, 28, 30, 32-3, 34, 41• 
57 

Scythians. se• Sakas 
Seleucus, 46, s8, 6o 
Seleuclds, Greek-Macedoniau dyn· asty, 44· 6o, 62, 64 • 
Seljllks, dyna.;ty, 1:>z.-4 Shl.bl Khll. Nabs ad section, 400 · 
Shabqadr, 49, 177, x8g, 235, 309, 351, 

387 
Sbldl Bag!ir, mouth of Khaibar, 329 
Sbldlpur,viU&ge,33 
ShAh 'Abbls the Great, 40, 223-4, 252 
ShAh 'Alam, Mughal, 236 • 
ShAh 'Alam, river, 30, x88 
Shahllmat 'All, 147, 295 and n. 4, 316, 

andn. 6 
ShAhW.Zgarha, village, 6o, 159, 161, 

179 
ShAhbllz Khl.n, Khatak, 221, :o28, 231 
ShAh B!g, 223, 225 
ShAh Da.ula, Brigadier, 405 
Shllhl BAgh, garden, 282, 284 
ShAh jal!illl, Mughal Emperor, 221, 

�241225, 228,229, Z31�,249, 254 
ShAh jal!illl Khilll, Chief of Dlr, 386 
Shihkot Pass, 54, r8o 
Shih �1ld, Saddozai: half-brother 

ofShAhZamiln andShihShujl', 261; 
moves agaJ.natShAh Zamiln, 265; de
poees and blinds Shih Zamln, 266 
and 27o-t; a. sadlat, 195. 268 and 
293; owes position to support of 
Fa� Khilll, 270, 272-3; restora.· 
tion also due to Fatel1, Khiln, 286, 
292; tortures and murders hia ben&
factor, 292-3; driven back on 
Herilt, 293 and 297. Su SaddOzais 

Shih �ar, Ynsutzal malik, 158, 
159. 162, 174 
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Shah l\ll1.d, Mus:,:rvernor, 2u-3 
Shih Shnjl'-ul- SaddOzai: a.nt&-

codents, 261; hl.s Ytlsnizai and 
Afrfdl connectlons, 261�; ousts, 
and in tum ousted by, Shih Mei;l.
mfld, 266-8; remembered with re
spect, 271 and 297; defeated by Fatei;l. Khln, 272; takes refuge with 
Afddls, 272; succeeds to Kf.bul 
thron<r, 273-4; receives Elphln
stone's mission, 27+ tf., Eljlhlo
stone's imp.....mon of, 278 and 282-
283; dignity in adversity, 286; loses 
KAbul, 287; ne���tes with Ranjlt SinRh. 287: in j!t 's hands, 289; Koli-1-ntlr extorted from, 290-1; expedition to KasbmJr, 291; takes refuge with British at Ltldhiina, 
291; makes abortive move to regain 
throne, 298; waives claim to sovereignty of trans-Indus diotricts, 312; takes Kandahl.r but is defeated by 
the DOot, 312-13; his part in First 
Afghan War, 31�0; signa Tri
pe.rtite Treaty at Simla, 319-20; his 
restoration and death, 310; takes oo heroic part in stru�le With Sikhs, 316; hi8 'contingent, 357 and 373· 
Su Saddo.sls Shihwlll Khln, Sardlr, Yei;l.yl Kh51, 
407 

Shih Zamin, Saddozai: having blind!!d, was blinded, 195; full 
brother to Shih Sbujl.', 261; IIUt
ceeds Timtlr Shih, 263; Invades India., 16��; sets up Ranjlt Singh 
as Viceroy of Lahore, 266; deposed 
and blinded, 266 and 27o-1; exe
cutes Pl.lnda Khln, 269; Elphln
stone's impression of, 271; remem
bered with respect, 271; goes to 
India. 286-7. Su Saddozais. 

Sb.lhza.r, Wa.zlr malik, 394 and n. 5 
Shaldtl, village. 303 
Shaikhln, villa.ge, 315 
Shaikh Budrn, bill, 1oo 
Shaikh Mali. su Mal! 
Shaikh Tap1lr, Battle of, 188-9 
Shaj,,.., 11. Su Tribes and Genea-

logies Sbaliardarra, village In Kohlt dis-
trict, 301 

SbAI (Quettl), 273, 372, 373, 374 
Shalmaneser, .USyrian, 5 and n. S 
ShalOzin. village, 380 
Sb•man Khll, M�tld clan, 396 
Sblml P!r, 4o8-9 
Shlmozai, village and YUIIUfzai clan. 

H8n.14 

Sha.nd1lr Pass, between Chitrll and Gilg!t, 384 
Shlnsablnr, Tl!.jlk family, 16, 122. 

S11ai.oGhOr 
Shiptlr, Sassan1a.n, 33, 78-9 
Sharif Khln, Ml).d of Dfr, 383 Shlr 'All, Amlr, 371,374-5 Sblrlnls,tnbe, 12,20,348 
Shlrdarra, village on Bunlr border, 

18j Sblr<bl, Kandahlr Sardlr, 297 
Sblr Shih Sor, Sultln: refers to 

Paj:hlns as men of Rob, xvi; 'a 
King In Hmd', 133; History of, 138; 
hl.s aecession to power a restora
tion, 138-9; the greatest �bin in 
history, 139; his land administration, 14<>-1; his meeting with BAbur, 
142; his victory over Humlytln, 
142-4; hl.s dealings with Pathlns, 
14+�; his greatoeos, 147-9; his 
monuments at Delhi and Robtis, 
147-ll a.nd 149; his unfulfilled do· 
signs. 148-9; his death, 146; his 
tomb, 149; tho fall of hl.s dynasty, 
149-30; compared with Humlytln, 
194; compared Wlth A�mad Shlh, 
139 a.nd 259; the realization of hl.s 
dream, 398; PaP.ln admiration for; 
141, i30 and 434; the sword of, 436. 
Su also Stir dynasty 

Sblr Singh, 3� 
Shl'a.s: fountain-hsad in Pen!&. 26; 

faith of minority among Pathlns, 
26 and 38o; possible connection 
with Reohl!.niyya, 202-3; faith of 
TuriS and some Orakoals and Ban
gash, 201; $afawts as main expon· 
ents, 224; the Qizilbish, 273 

SillklrpOr, 312 
Silllmiin, tract, 49,379 
ShlnpOkb, village, 382 
Shlnwl!.riS, tribe, 13, 163, 234, 258, 

270 
Sblriz, 252 
Shltaks, tribe, 21�. 38-9 
Sbujll.', m Shih Shujl' 
Shtlpiyin, village, 291 Shuta.rgardan Pass. xvi 
SiAlkOt, city, 85, 163 
Sibi, town. 373. 375 s:t�An, ... Sistan 
s· dar Khln, Mughal general, 193 Sika.ndar LOdl, Sulttn, 137, 139· Su 

LOdl dynasty 
Sikandar ;?;u'l·qa.rualn (Alexander the 

Great), 45 Sika.rlm, mountain� xvili, 382, 391, 
463 
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Sikh(s), Sikhkbllhl: tolerated at Plr 
Bl.bl Zi�t, 199; murder of Gum 
Govfnd a Paj:hi.D, 250 and n. t; Al)mad lib's invasions of Mughal temtory asoist emergeuco of, 257; 
vandau.m a.t Pes!>Awar, 262, 282, 
284, 297-8, 309; occupy a.s far a.s :r,i&1181l Abdil, 2�; rile of Sikh State 
cloees elght e&>turtes of hlstory, 
266; coDJolida.tion under Ranj!t, 
274; utortiooate methods of, 290-291; on Indus, 294; never in com· plete control of tr&DJ.Indns territory, 298; subordina.tiou to British 
after First Sikh Wu, 310; British 
succeed to-intetests trans-Indus, f:: and 348; never occupy bigh-

ds, 325 a.ud 366; regarded a.s 
tyr&uts, 326; end of, 329, 342; inspired loathing in Pa.tbins, 298, 331 
ud 346; administer by plunder, 
335; ravages made good, 4:19. Su .U.o Ranjlt Singh &lld Appx. A 

Sikh Wan, 3:02, 323-4, 33�40, 343 
Simla.,291,317,319,388 
Simon Commission, 430 
Sind: Arab conquest of, 94, too; Mbd 

GhOri conquen, 125; Shlih Shull' 
visits, 298; Shlih Shujl.' tem�y occupies, 312; Shlih ShuJII.' sur
renders claim to, 31�; annexed by Britlah. 330; a.dvance into Balachis1:11.11 from, 370-1, 373 

Sindh, ... Indua 
Suhilld, t63,•o7.•s6. � 
Slsil.ll: derived from Saldatil.n, 70; 

conquered by Sa.kas, 7<>-t; conquered by Arabs, 95; later known as S!jistil.n, 96 &lid 99; lranwl dynasty (SaJflrids) at:iaes in, 103 if.; 
Khlri)ites in, 104; the $a11&rids iu, 
tos-S; Afgblii-Penian disputes in, 
371 &lld374 

Sitllla, 9, :099-300, 361, 364 
Skula%, Gt .. k explorer, su Scyla.x 
Sobrl.on, Battle of, 323 
Sogdiil.n&,27,60,82 
Solomon, 3, 5 • 
Sowlll Khln, S�kai Wam maiik, 

335-7 and D. 10 
Spa.Japati, U<>-ll • 
S�ksi, Aljm•dzai Wa.zll section, 

335, 452 Ch. XIX n. 9 
Spin Ghar, su SufM KOh Sprellg)iag, M., }2 with D. 9 Sr!kot, village 111 Hazira bills, 324, 

339-->fO Stein, Sir Aurel. orienta.list, 28, 37, 51, 53-5 

Strabo of Pontus, geogxapher, 37. 46, 
47· so. ss. s8 

Sudhilm, Yasufzai tract: peopled lar� by Gujars, 86; drained b/. Mu • 155 &nd 161; the Khins o, 
86, 348 &nd 353-<J; proximity to 
Buner, 86 and 357: disturbances in, 
358 &nd 3�-s 

Suf&i KOh, mountain range: �heat 
r&nge in Sulalm1D Mtns., :t'VIi1 and 
n. 9; one route into Indio, so; as lint 
oeen by El:�notone, 276 and 280; 
oV<!rlooks Afrld! Ma.idAn , 379; 
Robert&' parable on, 38o; no boWld· 
ary pillan erected on, 382; as a 
feature, 391; an admitted frontier 
line, 464- Su .U.O Si.karil.m 

Sulalmlll Mountains: pattern, • xvii.xviii; legendary home of Batni, eponymona &IICeltorof m&nytribes, 
16; known a.long the Indus as ROb, 
xvi with n. 6 and 4 with n. 4; over
hang Peshil.war and &una Vales, 
97; early MusUm penettation m, 
105; Chillese mention of, no; Mal.>· 
mild's inloads on, 12o;· in GhalJI 
coutoort, 131; in context of Mligh&l 
Empire, 249; as deJining ftature, 
266 and 268; tho piedmont of, 319 
&lld n. u; at fint forbidden tern
tory to British, 32�30; towards Sind and Quett&., 330; PaP,lll and 
&lOch tribe$ in, 371; a ilatural 
fortreoa, 391; iu context of distinc
tion between Paj:hi.Da &nd AfghAn$, 
XV &lid 419- s •• .u.o Suf&i KOh Sulaimln, 'Uml.yyid Caliph, 95 Suhumln, Yasukit.l malik, 159, 174 

Sul� I;iusain MUzll., 223 Sui� � KhAn. liiir Munshl, 381 
Sul� � KhAn, Plinda. KMI. 

PeshAwar S&rdil.r: bia realdonoe in 
Wam Bigh, :173 and 310; younger 
brother of Ylr Mb-d, :197: aueoeod4 
Ylr Mlj.d in PeshAwar, 303; distin
guished from other Plind& Khll brothera, 307; Burues' assessment of, 308, 309-10; his dealings with Ge�o Lawrence, 31<>-12; the 
DOst s rebuke to, 313; suggestion for retum of PeshAwar to, 318; driven 

from Peshil.war, 323-4; &Uoestor of 
preeent Aighlu royal family, 325; bia &flection for Pesbiwar, 325; bia 
coquetry with Sikhs, 331--<1; Nldir 
Khln bia gxeat-gt&ndson, 407; pre
sent Afghil.n imdentism goes back 
to, i3�· Su PeshAwar S&rdlrs 
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snng·yun. Chin...,filgrim· 76. 84 
Sunnia: the lluth o most Pa�. 26 

and 380; champions of Snnnl orthodoxy, t98-%00 and 22..4; Khnsbbll's profession of faith, 23I; Mughal 
orthodoxy, 30I, S. Atlmad �wl. 
3�; Wt�zfr tribes' attitude, 397, 
the GillAn! family, 408. Su also 
Hana.ll 

Snr dynasty: gene&logy, IS; of Gbaljl 
origin, I8 and I32; not usurpers, 
I39; 11ever ruled trii.II&-Indus, I39; 
Sber Shllh and his successors, I3� 
I50; contended with Plulj!Lbla, not 
Pa�. I¢; thelastAfgh!Ln kings 
at Delhi, 249 and 420. Su Sh!r 
Sb!Lh Surai. villase near Khairabl.d, home 
of Khn�IIJ Khl.n, 243, 246 Snren, Parthian nobles, 7I� 

Snrkap, site at Ta.xila, q.�. SurAI>p6shii-.., •u Red Shirts 
SurkhrO.d, river, 272 
Susa,27,43 S11tlej, river, 275, 291, 29.5, 317, 

323 
SMbl, part of the Samah, and village, 

ISS. I62, I64,299.302,429 
Swlt: Palliltn spoken m, xvi; a para

dise, xviii, 2£::;: 383-4; location 
of Massaga, · and Ora in rela
tion to, SI-s; under rule of Hiudc
sh!Lbla, III; YI!Sufza.la enter, 155 
and I7�I; included In Sh. Mal!'a 
Settlement, 18I fl.; Sb. Mall buned 
111, I82; independent from Bl.bur'• 
to Akbar's tome, 196; no Mughal or 
Dnrrinl authority in, 205 and 218-
219; Akba.r invades, 21� and 214-
218; Mughal diaaster 111 - and 
Bun!r, 211>-I8; Khush])AI visits, 
241 and 246; In KhushJ1,1J's poetry, 
242-3; not controlled by Al)mad 
Shllh. 258; Yar Ml)d in, 295; com
pared with Kashmir, 321; never 
entered by Sikhs, 325; connections 
of Samab Kh!Lns With, 348; mut>n
eers hunted In, 36o; arrival of Ak
hlllld in, 362-3; 'BI.dah!Lhs' of, 363-
�64 and 428; 'purdah' of, 36Mo; 
Abd-ur-Ra�ma.n renounces, 381 

and 463; British advance into, 383-
385, 386; war In, 387-8; Milugul 
forms State ln. 427-8; a garden of 
the north, 429. Su also Bun!r, 
Ka.rakar, SwAt River 

'SwAtls', 339 
Swlt lb.ver, xlx, 30, 32, 52 
Syr Dary& (Jaxartoe), 27, 43 

Tacttus, 259 
Tahklll, V>Uage,325 
Tahtarra, mountain over Khalbar, 

xvirl,49,234-5,237,285,329 Tlljiks, Persiall -spoakers in Afghl.m
&Un and USSR; known to Patb!ns 
as F&rllw!Lns, 36; one-time Inhabi
tants of Ghor, 122; Karts were, I36; 
Ak.hllnd Darwezab a, I9�2oo; 
often uaed to designate a non
Patbin, 200 

Takht-i-Bahl, site and village, 7I� 
and n. 3. 159 

Takht,l·Snl•lmiiD, ••• SulaimAn 
Mountains. 

Takld ZILm, river, 'fOS TIIJ!Lsh, valley in Dfr State, 51-2, 57, 
rsg, 215 Tllltlt•King Saul, q.u. 

Tamerlano: his paaaage. xxi; equiva
lent to 'Ilmllr Lang. U7 and 136 
Wltb n. 2; aneeetor of Mughala, 137; 
attacks AfghAns and eDlists mer, 
cenaries, 137; relationship to Bl.
bur, 752; conquers Kandahlr. 171; 
men boned, 392 

Taniwal, tract in HazAra, 456 n. 7· 
s .. .Alnb State 

nnk. etty: Vlllitod by Bl.bur, 158; for
mally renounced by Sbllh Sbuj l', 
319 and n. Io; connectlon of Chief 
with Ma�Qds, 34B; metr��· of 
the south, 39I; n.1ded by Qda, 
397; pla<:e of Mal)stld resort, 402; 
mentioned, 471 

n.m;a. town in Srit, 18o, 386 
Tuakai rocks, 296, 297 
Tir0ds, I98, I99,202,2Q9-I0,2I3-I4, 

218-I9, 22�30. s .. also RO.hllllyya 
T&l1ns, tribe of Western Af&h!Lns: 

genealogy, 12; relationship to Dur
rlnls, 17• and ••3; compelled 
migration of KhAII;b,ay and GIIOriah 
Kh61, 172, 177 and I84; colony in 
Hadd, 339; in Balt!cbfatAn, .372 

Tarklim!O. tribe of Eastern Afgbll.ns, 
13, I78, 184-5, I88, 228 

Tarmez, city on AJnQ Daryl, 198 
Tarn, Sir Wdljam. 62 with D. 9; 441 n. 

I; .f42 tlD. 5, 10 a.nd :30 
Tarnib, village,429 
Tarnak, river, I 72 
Taxi.la: clooe to Mirgalla, xvili; site of 

Graeco-Ba<:trian, Saka and Kushln cities, 48-9; Mauryan inscription& 
at, 6o; centre of Hellenic culture, 63; 
Saka capital at, 70; atormed by 
KushAns, 72 
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. Taxllea. 48 
Taylor, Reynell, 365, 366 and n. 1o, 

368 
T&rl, villag� 157. �12, 321 
Thai, town: on line between PallbtQ 

and Pa shtil, xvi and 391; contrasted 
with Pl.rach.inir, xx, visited by 
Bl.b11r, 156; visited by Fa� Khln, 
272; early occupied by Bntish, 330; 
advance beyond - lnt<> Kumun, 
380; Biland KMl opposite, 381 with 
n. 10 

Tha.tagush, Achaemonian satrapy, 27, �o with n. 18, 191. S•• also 
tab, Sattagndal 

11loxnas, a�,72 
11lomas, F. W., 443 Ch. IV n. 20 
Tigris river, 26, 250 
Thn�Qfha, village in Dir State, 159 
nmnnds, dynaaty, '37· 138, 171, 173. 

193· S11 Appx. A 
T!mQr Lang, ... Tamorlane 
T!mQr Shih, Saddozai, 258, 259-63, 

264, •67, 269,395 
TimQr, Shihzlda, Saddozal prince, 

316,318 
Tirlh: territory of Afrldls and Orak

zais, 21; a mountain eyrie, 38; tradi
tion of Alexander, 45; inaccessibility, 67; never occupied, 196; once 
centre of ROshln!yya, 203; and par
ticularly of J a!Ul, 213; and of D/.dld and Bib! 'Alai, 226; J ahf.n· 
g!t's attempt t<> invade, 22�7; 
l?eshlwar invested by tribes from. 
228-9; Aurangz!b's forces opposed 
from, 234; in Khushq!l's poetry. 
243; contains good pasturage and 
forests, 321; Warb!lrt<>n in, 357 and 
379; thickly peopled, 377; a magni
ficent site for a hill-station, 379; 
tribes rise in, 387; nevor yet domin
ated, 390; unable to support Nldll Khln.407· s., alsoAfrldls,Orakzaia 

Tuich Mir, mountain, xvii With n. 8, 
XX,383 

TOba, hill-tract on Balflchistan 
border,259,261,391 

TOch! Valley: a main route, xxl; tradi
tion of Khatak occupation, 38 and 
191, 319 with n. ro; not at first occupted by British, 330; occupation 
of, 383; start of 1897/98 war in, 387; 
mentioned, 392. Su also Da.urs 

TOdarMal, 140 
TOnk, territory in Ra.jp6tlnl, 301, 

302 
TOp!, village in Ssmah .• 209, 300, 365, 

426 

Tor, maiik, 226 
TOra.mana, Ephtha.lite, 83 and n. 4 
TOrb!la, VIllage in Ha.zira, 209, 299-

300, 339, 341 and n. 14 TOr46rh, village in Sama.h, 362 
TOri KMl, 'Utmlnzai ('U!!J11An2aij 

Wa.z!r section, 394 
TOro, villageinSsm•h, 218 
Tra.jan, emporor, 35 
Tra.nsOXJana, 10, 27, 95-6 
Tnbes, tnbal organization, trlba.lism: 

import of genealogies, 11; aummary 
of Patb!n family trees, 11-24; 
BAbur'a references to, 155-<1, 165-<1; 
tribal migrations exaggerated in 
tradition, 16� and 192, early 
tribal chronicles, x68-g; chronicle 
of settlement of Eastern Afgklna 
in Peshlwar Valley, 172-89; re
viewed against B!bur's memoirs, 
189-90; problem of origin of Kha
�ks. 19o-1; and of Urman, 22-3 
and 191; Akbar's !ailure to subjugate, 211-20; tribal patriotism de
lined as eXJ>ulston of intruders, 3<1'2 
and 379; Jealousies, 304�5; weak
nesa of tnba.lism, 305-<1; ea.tly 
British deahngs with, 347-8; the 
counter-raid, 348; inegula.r forces, 
348; agzeements, 349; allowances, 
349-50; blockade and I>Mamta, 350; 
the outlaw problem, 35<>-<>; weak
ness of rigtd legalism in dUllng 
with, 352�3: jirgas .under Frontier 
Crimes Regulation, 353-6; IDiddle
=· 35�; the Sandeman system 
discussed, 37�; similar methods 
in Kurra.m and MAI!.kand, 380 and 
385-<1; Frontier Statea, Dfr, 385-6; 
Swll.t, 427-8; the M$O.ds, 397-8; 
internal orga.Dization of a. tribe, 
402-3; dangers of shift in policy, 
403-4; tribal intervention in inter
national afiairs, 40�; approach by 
Plkistln to, 397-8 and 41o-l2; 
education and representative inati
tutiona, 41o-12; tribal attitude at 
bme of transfer of power, 435· S11 
al•oChara.cter • 

Trotter, L. J ., blographer of John 
Nicholson, 453 Ch. XXI n. 4 

Tughlaks, Delhi dynasty, 137 
Tur!l, tribe: not true Afghlns but 

Kar!Jmis, xv; genealogy, 21; theory 
of Turkmen ane6Stty discuased, 
124; =tioned by Bl.bur, 155 and 
157; belong to Sh!'a confest�on, 202; 
join ROsh!n!yya rebels, 228; their 
plea for Bnttah protection, 38o; 
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submit to adnunl.stration, 38o. s .. 
Kurnm 

T11rkey, 418 
Tllrkl5tAn, 317 Tllrknoencbay,treaty,317 Tllrkrnens, 124, 254 
Tllrks, Turkish: po&Sl"ble ancestry of 

GMrids, 17 and r22-3; strain in 
Ephthalites, 82; struggle of Eph
thalttes with. 84; the Oghuz. 88; ancestry of Khalaj diocnssed, 83-
90 and 13o-2; Ghunawids, 117 fl.; 
mamUllos, 119 and 127-8; �jllks, 122-4; Turkmens, 124; Ttmdr and 
Timllrids, 137· 171 and 173; Tughlaks, 137; BAbur, 152; $afaw!s, 
Nlldir Shih and Qf.jirs, Persian 
ralors, an, 195 Turnox, Mr., engineer, 472-3, 475 Tnrsalc, vUlage in Bun&-, 217 

u 
O'eh (Wceh), O'ch Khwar, Vl!lage and stream, s•. 159 
�•gram. village in Sw!t. 54 
O'iugh �g I, Tunllrid, tho astron<>mer, 

153.173 O'iugh B6g II, TlmCrld, of KAbul: son o£ Abu Sa'!d and B!bur'a uncle, 138 and 153; massacre I""P"trated by, 
159 and 174; his dealings with Yo.sufzais, :U;� his example followed by Mir nd Ghaljl, 251 

'Umlyyid Caliphate, 94, 95, 96, 99 
'Umar Shih, Sayyld, 304, 361, 364 
'Umar, Shalkh, Roshllni, 209 'Umrl KhAn of Jandn� 384 O'ntli,.., Aomos O'rmars, tribe, vWagos neas Peshlwar, 12, 20 with n. 31:, 22-3, 68, 191. 20Q-J 

'UIJill.n KliAn. Saddoza.l, 379 
'Utbl, AI-, historiographer, 9. XX2, 117-18, 121 
'Uthmlin ('U.,nlin), Caliph, 95 
'Utmlin ('Uamlin) Kh!l, tribe, 21, t66, 175. 181, 182, t88 
'Utm•nw ('UiiiDlin). vWagoin Haoht

nap.r, 431 'Utminoa.is ('UIJill.n), tribe (i) Wuira, 
q.v.; (ii) Ycsufoa.is, 299, 341 

O'zbeb, 223 
v 

Valerian, Roman emperor, 33, 78 
VarahaMihlra� astronomer, 112 
Vasfshlca, KushAn king, 77 

. Vasudeva, Kushl.n king, 77 
Veutunt., general under Sikhs, 303 

Victoria, Queen, 79, 290, 332, 335. 450 
D-7 

Vincent A. Smith, historian, s8 with 
n. I, 76, 81, 85 with on. 2 and 6, 
93-4. xox, 195 with n. 2, 204, 2o6 mth nn. 3 and 4 

w Wade, Colonel Claude, 297.316, 318 Wafldllr KhAn, SaddOzal, 269 Wlh, gatden and vWage, 285, 334 W""Abls, extreme puritanical sect, 301,302 Waihind, ... Hund WAkhlin, 381, 384 Wlinl: Mal;lst!d attock on, 194, 398 and 400; British occupation of, 400; British evacuate, 405-"6 and 477; British rooecu.Jf.• 4o6; dil�nt 
of �Ud "ti& at, 470-8. S.• 
Wazfn, Al;lmadzal W&rburton, Sir Robert: his views on 
Maclceoon, 338; pioneer among 
Political Agents, 357; bls views on 
mlddl<lman system, 357-9 and 379; 
his book, 379 with n. 7; his alfectlon for Alrldls, 379; and Aslam Khlin, 379-Bo;.oent1oned,387,389 Waraak. village and gorge on Kabul 
River, 30 w�.z87 

Wazlr BAgh, garden at PeshAwar, 273. 293.310 
Wazlristlin: starkneu of, xlii and xx; 

tribes speak Pasbtn, not �tn. 
xvi; routes through. xxl; tnbes are KarlJ.m;ls, 2o-1; ,.;lh Wasir.�•; in· aecess:ibility of, 67; no Mughal 
authority over, 196; Klnigura.m.in, 
200; not by any means an buren, 321; Sikhs never entered, 325; Bruce's policy in, 375-6; t!W>kly 
populated, 377; 'Abdurral;lmlin and, 
381; frontier demarcation in, 383; 
formation of two Agencies in, 383 and 387; never subject to adminis
tration, 391; the Keep of, 392; 
general d0$Crlption of, 392 fl.; AfghAn intervention in, 405; parlia
mentary constituencies, in 410; an occun-ence in, 468 fl. S.t also Mal;l
sllds, W&21Is W&21Is: a highland Karlanti tribe, 
xv; speakers of soft Pashtn. xvi; wear hair tong, xvii; not true Ala:hl.no, 14; genealogy, 2<>-1; M<m 
Wa.fr, 22; mentioned by Blbur, 155 and 158; AJ;Imad Shlh's census 
of, 258; Fatol,\ KhAn's failure with, 
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z72; Elp!unstone's reference to, 
Z79: Edwardes' liking fur, 335-7: 
some-dealt with by D.C. Banna, 
348;�p ·sm among, 369; 
com with Bal11ch tribes, 371; 
San eman system and, 377; known 
as Darwlsh KMI to distinguish 
from Mal;lseds, 392; appearance compared with �ds. 393; 
divided into �madza.i and 'Ut
mAnr:ai, 393: their local Mecca, 393; 
their dialect, 394; comments of early Muslim source on, 395; Nadir ��.�rproa.ch to. 407-8: tribal blac · 4o8; Hitier and, 408-9; 
their economy turned eastward, 
420; their persistence, 468; at Wana 
in 1919, 477· s .. also the two entries 
following: (A!I,madzai), genealogy, 21; �
mad ShAh's census of, 258; head 
malik of Sperka1 section, 335-7 
with n. to; manners, 337; their 
locations, 393: render aasistance to Ma.ll.stlds �st British, 406; bat get no thanks, 406; and parliamentary representation, 411 

('Utml;ozai-conectiy U�Anzai) , 
genealogy, ZI; AQDiad ShAh's cen
sus of, 258: their locations, 393; and Russia, 394: and occupation of Ru
mak, 406 with n. n. Su also WAliA 

Wheeler, Sir Mortimer, 63 with D. IO, 
75-6 with 1111. 8 and IO 

Women:· Bib! Mato's seduction, 16-
18; AfghAn chivalry to women in 
war, 143-4; jealousy of female 
hononr, 87 and 145-6; Bl.bur on 
marriage and love, x�; a Pa�An 
Amazon, 226 and 227; love lyrics of 
Kha&hbJU,244-S:f(UygaJIIy among 
notables, 26o-1, 267, 310; tribal m
bibitions on marriage, 16o and 304-
305; Burnes' comments on, 3o8-9 

WoodruB: (Muon), Philip, 451 II. 13, 
45611. 14 

X 
Xerxes, Ach&emenian, 29, 35, 40, 46, 

59 
y 

Ylghistln, 325, 347· J-48 Yal;lyA KhAn, Kha\:&1<, 221, 231 
Yal;lyA Kh6l., the, 307, 408. Su Also 

PeshAwar SardAn and MII$�bAn 
Y'aql1b-i-Lai,, xos-8. Su also Saf

fArids and App:o:. A 
Y'aqtlb KhAn, Aml:r. 375 

YAr l:;iusain, village, t6z 
YAr Mbd Khan. Hinda Kh!l, 294, 

295.297.300,302-3.307 
Yazdgird III, the last Sassanian mon

arch, 79. 92-3 
Yonng, Su Mackworth, Lieut. Gov

ernor of Pan jAb, 415, -416 
Younghasband, George. of the Gu1des, 

344 with II. 18, 366 
Yueh-clli, 7'4· Su KushAns 
Yosuf, Afrid!, 230 
YOSuf KhAn, SultAn of Kashmir, 2II 
Ytlsnfzais: Eastern AfghAns, xv; 

PaJ!hto.-speakers, xvi; genealogy, 
u-13; in self-estimation the lead
ing AfghAn tribe, speaking classical Pa!!!!tn, 14 and 37; possible con
nection with Aspasii, 37 ano! 55; 
colonies in India, 132 and 138; 
&bur's interest in and maniage 
into, ISS and 16o; in Blbur's time, 
IS8-6o and x<>.; chron•cles of, 16g; 
the leading tribe among Khiihay 
Kh61, 172; tradition of settlement 
in PeshAwar Valley, 172 fl.; Matik A�m.a.d, 177 fl.; occupation of 
Swlt, 179-81; Sh. Mall's settle
ment of, 181-4; locations of true 
YOSufzais and Mandanr toii.Sins, 
182-3; struggle with GhOriah Kh!l, 
184 fl.; KhAn KaJjO, 176 and 187-8; 
the ROehAnlyya. among, 203 and 
209; anarchical tendencies of, 173, 
209 and 304-6; Akbar's designs against, 211; Kha�ak opposition to, 
212, 220, 231-<1 and 24o-3; defeat 
Akbar's f<Jree$ in SwAt and Bun&-, 
214-18; in Khush\lAI's poetry, 242-
243; in Kasbm!r, 257; �d ShAh grants iaetrs to, 258; mother of ShAh Zamln and ShAh Shujl', 261 
and 271; independence of DurrAnl 
government, 205 and 261; loyalty 
to SaddOzai connection, 271 and 
287; the mainspring of opposition 
to the Sikhs, 295-7, 299; support AQmad ShAh Brelwt, 302; turn 
against BrE!wt, 304-6; link with lfoti-:M&fdAn KhAns, 348; in the 
Mutiny, 36o fl.; Inhibitions in mar
riage matters, 16o and 363; rever
ence for Akhand of Swlt, 363; re
sistance to British penetration, 
365 fl.; men of their word, 369 and 
386; fight British on MAIAka.Jid, 385; 
and at Chakdarra, 387; position of 
Dlr Ruler among, 385-6; the Mif.n
R"Uis among, 363, 385, and 427-8;. 
Sitlna Sayyids among, 302, 360 ff. 
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and 428; close connection with Mandam trlbas, 420; leaders of Pathin freema.sonry, 4u; Na.wlLb 
Akbar KhlLn of Hotl, 4:.6-7. Su al<o 
Mandama 

z ZlLbul, cllotrlct, 97, 100, no 
Zadrii.nB (Dza.drtns), tribe, 21-2 
Za.tda. village in $amah, 98 
Zaidullah KhlLn of Buner, 368 Zain KhlLn, Akbar's general, 213. 

214-18,385 Za.khl, village near Peshlwar, 164 ZamlLn Khln, Ml).d, Abda.H, 252 with 
U.2 

Zaman Khan, M1;ld, Kha.tak. Pteface, 449,. Cb. XV n. 13 
Zaman, Saddlllzai, su Shlh Za.mlLn 
Zam!ndlwar, Durrlni metropolitan 

disbiet. 97. 156,222 

ZualshlLn, river of Bukhilri, 6o
Zarallj,aiteinSfstlLn,96, 99, 103, 171 
Zarghdn, village and battlefield near Shlrlz, :152 Zlzte (Dzldz!a), trlho, su Jljla 
Zerubbabel, 7 Zetla.nd, Lord."' Ronaldshay 
ZhOb V alloy: soft Pasht11 spoken in, 

xvi; desolauon of, xx; Shih Shujl.' 
passes through, 273; Sandeman oc
cupies, 375; tnbes of, 377; easy of 
accen, 391-2; compared to Waz!ri
stin, 398 

Zlr&k, progenitor of eenior Durrlni
clans, 12,223 

ZoroastrianillDl. 61 
Zubairids, 'anti.Ca.liph' Arab dyn-uty,99 Zu'IJiqilr, Abdi!J. •53 
ZunbU, ue RutbU Zurmat, disbict in Afghlnistl.n, 109 
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